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From the onset, the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) project sought to identify, better understand, and find ways to address 
public concerns about a potential road usage charge (RUC). This report summarizes how this was achieved, the breadth of the 
outreach, key findings, how the project incorporated and was continuously shaped by public feedback, and how public feedback changed 
in reaction to these changes made by the Project Team. This document is intended to provide a high-level overview of the public outreach 
and education conducted, including the lessons learned. This document is full of visuals and key takeaways that can be shared within 
Hawaii Department of Transportation as well as with peers who are embarking on the same discovery of sustainable transportation 
funding alternatives.
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Public Outreach and Educational ApproachA
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Public Outreach Background and Need
Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) represents the largest demonstration of road usage 
charging (RUC) ever conducted in the US. Alongside the research and demonstration of RUC 
systems, Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) conducted widespread community outreach and 
stakeholder engagement to surface concerns and issues about the possibility of switching from a fuel tax to a 
RUC. The findings at each step of the project shaped the project’s final recommendations.
The top issues reflected concerns and questions about RUC. 
For example, many residents and stakeholders wanted to 
understand the impacts of RUC on low-income drivers, 
rural residents, and adoption of clean vehicles. They 
expressed concern about the cost and complexity of 
operating a RUC and a desire for RUC to ensure the visitors 
pay at least their share of costs for system maintenance. 
Other questions arose about how RUC would be enforced, 
how it could apply to heavy vehicles, how it could work for 
counties to replace their fuel taxes, and how to transition 
from the fuel tax to a RUC. HDOT explored all of these 
topics through research and analysis to answer 
questions and present a range of approaches for 
adjusting policy or system design features to address 
concerns. 
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Why include the public and stakeholders in the process?
Effective collaboration and public participation provide for better outcomes, 
improved governance, and reduced time and money.

Increases public 
understanding 
of the problem 
& the solutions

Reduces 
controversy & 

risks 
Builds trust & 

credibility

Fosters 
transparency in 

the decision-
making process 

Supports 
improved & 
sustainable 
decisions

Community 
involved in 

designing the 
solutions
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Public participation spanned all phases of the HiRUC 
Demonstration project

June 2019 – June 2022
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Outreach Principles
The building blocks of the community outreach plan were “stacked” to support the following set of overarching outreach 
principles and goals. Each of these principles aims to increase trust in HDOT and the HiRUC project process.

INCLUSIVITY
Is everyone at the 
table who should be? 

ACCESSIBILITY
Are there ways to get 
information and 
feedback that suit our 
diverse audience?

CUSTOMIZATION
Understand the 
audience. What is 
important to them? 
Providing personalized 
information directly on 
how they will be 
impacted.INTERACTION

People want to know 
that their feedback is 
heard by a real person 
and that their feedback 
makes a difference.

REPRESENTATIVE
Are the 
representatives of the 
groups engaged 
representatives of the 
population as a 
whole?
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Summary of Outreach Building Blocks
Performance & Key Takeaways

B
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HiRUC achieved unprecedented levels of public support.  This did 
not happen through any one public outreach activity.  Public 
feedback was collected and analyzed at six stages throughout the 
three-year project. The research at each stage incorporated learnings 
from the prior stage and progressively drilled down into the concerns that 
were conveyed along with the key policy choices that affected public 
support. 

Iterative Public Outreach 
Approach
Public feedback and analysis was a cornerstone 
of the HiRUC Demonstration project. 

6

5

4

3

2

1 Initial Public Opinion Focus Groups (October 2018) 
Hawaii Road Usage Charge Focus Group Report

Community Meetings (March 2019 to May 2019)
Feedback from RUC Community Meeting Report

Public Opinion Telephone Survey (December 2018 to January 2019)
Statewide Public Opinion Poll – Phone Survey Report

Technology Test Drive: Survey Results
Feedback on the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HIRUC) Technology 
Test Drive (July 2020 to June 2021)

Help Desk Inquiries throughout the HiRUC Demonstration project  
(September 2019 to July 2021)

Driving Report Mailer: Survey Results (Nov 2019 to Sept 2020)
Survey Analysis & Evaluation Report on Part 1, Driving Reports
Final Report

Outreach Building Blocks:

Cutting across all these building blocks was an extensive stakeholder 
engagement effort
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Initial Public Opinion Focus Groups
Ten focus groups with participants across all four counties were conducted to perform the initial assessment of awareness perceptions of 
Hawaii’s road and highway transportation infrastructure, funding, and road usage charge programs. One focus group consisted of only 
electric vehicle owners. The results informed the later stages of outreach and research, including the top tier messaging, website, 
and design of the two pilots. 

Key Takeaways
 Awareness of the transportation funding situation in Hawaii was relatively low, 

emphasizing the need for further public education efforts

 Given the lack of specific cost information, residents assumed the worst with 
estimates ranging as high as $1,000 in annual gas tax

 Acceptance of RUC increased as the discussion continued

 Participants responded to and offered key points in support of and in 
opposition to a RUC around such topics as fairness, enforceability, which 
vehicles should pay, and use of revenue; these key points made design of 
broader communication materials more meaningful

 Two prominent findings to be confirmed with quantitative data: “fair” means 
those who use the roads pay for them, and providing mileage data was 
largely a non-issue for Hawaii drivers who are already accustomed to doing 
so as part of periodic motor vehicle inspections

October 
2018

All 4 Counties
Participated

10 Focus Groups
Conducted

Gas, Hybrid, Electric
Vehicle Owners

1
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Statewide Telephone Survey 
The next tier in the process was the Statewide Telephone Survey. The survey built on the findings of the focus groups by quantifying what was 
heard in the focus groups across a large swath of the population. The surveys also tested the effectiveness of various messages to promote 
understanding. This telephone survey randomly sampled 1,519 Hawaii residents, with sampling based on population targets to ensure a final 
sample representative of the state’s population demographically and geographically. This helped understand the baseline of  public 
understanding and opinions about transportation funding and RUC. 

Key Takeaways
 Confirmed the general lack of public knowledge 

regarding transportation infrastructure funding 
 A large majority believed levels of funding were staying 

the same or recently increasing 
 A majority did not have strong feelings for or in 

opposition to implementing RUC. Monitoring changes in 
support/opposition to a RUC was a key focal point for 
tracking data in the upcoming Driving Report surveys.

 Those opposed to RUC believed they would be paying 
more than others and did not consider they were 
already paying more than others in gas taxes. This 
stressed the importance in designing a Driving Report 
that clearly communicated this comparison to drivers to 
prevent or clarify assumptions made about road usage 
charges.

2
Dec 2018 –
Jan 2019

1,519 Hawaii 
Residents
Participated

Demographically & 
Geographically 

Proportionate to Population
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Community Meetings
Following the public opinion surveys, 13 community meetings were conducted to begin a dialogue with communities. Substantial information 
was gathered on opinions, preferences, and perceptions regarding transportation funding. Community meetings began with a brief 
presentation by the Project Team explaining the study and RUC. This was followed by a question, answer, and comment period to allow the 
public an opportunity to directly engage on the topic. An online townhall was also conducted, recorded, and made available online. The 
community meetings built on previous efforts and allowed the team to test the messaging with live audiences across the state (rural 
and urban environments) and also begin the education process with the public as a whole.

Key Takeaways
The most frequent issues raised by the public around 
the state:

• Impact of RUC on rural drivers
• Impact of RUC on low-income drivers
• Impact of heavy vehicles on Hawaii roads 

and whether they would be paying their 
share

• How to ensure removal of the gas tax in the 
event a RUC is enacted

• How to ensure a RUC is administered cost-
efficiently

• How to enforce a RUC especially given 
perceptions around unregistered vehicles.

• How to collect a state vs. county RUC
• Impact of RUC on clean vehicle adoption
• Impact of tourism on Hawaii roads and 

whether tourists are paying their fair share

 Oahu: Kapolei, Honolulu, and Kaneohe

 Kauai: Lihue & Koloa

 Maui: Lahaina, Wailuku, and Paia

 Molokai: Kaunakakai

 Lanai: Lanai City

 Hawaii: Kona, Waimea, and Hilo

March 2019 
– May 20193

400 Attendees
Participated across all 

in-person meetings

Virtual Townhall
Conducted

online
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

General participant questions

General road usage charge implementation…

Policy suggestions for RUC

Request Driving Report Surveys

Impact on EV and fuel-efficient vehicle adoption

Enforcement of RUC/odometer readings/vehicle…

Other alternatives besides RUC

General government distrust/anti-tax

Vehicle weight

Impact on long distance drivers

Privacy

Community Meetings

Visitors/tourists paying fair share

Impact on lowincome households

Help Desk Inquiries 

Key Takeaways
 Inquiries received ranged from policy questions 

and suggestions, specific concerns about 
implementation details, and general support or 
opposition

 Many calls were about the Driving Report and 
Technology Test Drive including feedback about 
the enrollment or  technologies, request for paper 
surveys before they were sent out as a default 
with each Driving Report

 The topics of utmost concern were about the 
impact of a RUC on EV and fuel-efficient vehicle 
adoption, enforceability of a RUC, cost of 
administration, and the need for heavier vehicles 
to pay into roadway maintenance

The HiRUC Help Desk supported the other engagement efforts – Community Meetings, the Driving Report, Technology Test Drive, and Fleet Pilot. The Help Desk 
could be contacted by phone or email. Over 500 incoming and outgoing communications were processed, not including technical support inquiries handled by the 
Technology Test Drive vendor, Azuga. This allowed the public to access the project team directly – to answer questions, voice concerns or learn more – in 
a method that was convenient and comfortable. Many callers had specific policy questions or suggestions on a variety of topics such as how tourists contribute to 
roads, impacts of RUC on long-distance drivers, impacts of RUC on EV adoption, and more. The help desk allowed for more in-depth exchange of ideas, opinions, 
and information.

Oct 2018 –
July 20214

500+ communications
incoming and outgoing
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Driving Report Surveys 
To educate Hawaii vehicle owners about RUC, HDOT designed and mailed customized RUC statements based on each driver’s vehicle
odometer data to show what their tax obligation might be under a RUC compared to the gas tax. This data was collected using the existing 
state vehicle inspection program. This mailer design, including FAQ, incorporated the public feedback received, as well as the findings of field 
research from twelve one-on-one participatory design sessions and 69 anonymous surveys of Hawaii residents. These mailers were sent over 
the course of a year and included a survey as well as an opportunity to sign up for an e-newsletter and a follow-on experience with more 
advanced mileage reporting technologies. A slightly different version of the Driving Report was used for non-EV drivers as compared to EV 
drivers. Over 350,000 Driving Reports were mailed out, and over 40,000 residents responded to the survey producing a very rich set of 
response data, while over 7,000 subscribed for the e-newsletter and volunteered for the Technology Test Drive.

Key Takeaways

 Public support of a RUC moved on an upward trend across the first nine 
months of surveys, before leveling off. The increase in support is likely is 
attributable to increased participation after the project team inserted paper 
surveys to encourage more respondents than the first waves which 
allowed only electronic web-based survey responses.

 Both EV and non-EV drivers were strongly more supportive of a RUC 
when exclusively used for maintenance and improvement of the state’s 
roads and bridges. If this is the intent of any proposed RUC, this message 
needs to be clearly communicated to Hawaii drivers.

 A large majority preferred to pay all at once and have odometer readings 
collected at their annual safety inspections, a consistent finding 
throughout the research. Along with this, it is important to offer payment 
options, as residents perceive annual payments would adversely impact 
lower-income groups.

Nov 2019 –
Sept 20205

350,000 Driving Reports
mailed

69 Surveys
anonymous households

7,588 e-Newsletter 
recipients

40,000 Surveys
responses

12 Design Sessions
one-on-one
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Technology Test Drive Surveys 

Key Takeaways

 Reactions to the Mileage Reporting Methods (MRM) were very 
positive, with a large majority of participants offering encouraging 
feedback on their chosen MRM. Generally, the participants agreed 
their chosen method was easy, clear, reliable and accurate  

 Among those that participated in the Technology Test Drive, 40% 
indicated they would use the periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI) 
in a real RUC program. Three-quarters would be equally or more 
supportive of RUC overall if only the vehicle inspection-based method 
were offered in a real RUC program

 There was a net gain in support for a RUC (relative to the gas tax) 
across all three MRMs at the conclusion of the Technology Test Drive, 
suggesting personal experience with the various technologies may 
contribute to a more positive outlook toward a RUC.

 Fleet owners have very different needs from individual vehicle owners 
and even across fleets which encompass a diverse array of 
businesses and operations scenarios.

Following the Driving Report mailers and surveys, the Technology Test Drive introduced Hawaii drivers to various technology-based 
alternatives to the vehicle inspection for reporting their mileage driven. Participants could choose between OdoFoto, a plug-in device with 
GPS, or a plug-in device without GPS. The pilot ran for 9 months, and participants took two to three surveys depending on when they 
enrolled in the pilot. Offering drivers a more advanced range of choices for mileage reporting allowed HDOT to better understand  
the relative value and utility of manual mileage reporting
and to assess use cases for advanced technology in the
future.

May 2020 –
March 20216

2,129 vehicles
enrolled

>95% compliance 
rate in reporting miles driven

>80% response rate
for all 3 participant surveys
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 City & County of Honolulu 
Department of Budget & 
Fiscal Services

 Kauai Department of Public 
Works

 Maui Department of Public 
Works

 AAA
 Blue Planet Foundation
 Chamber of Commerce of 

Hawaii
 State Department of 

Business, Economic 
Development and Tourism

 Hawaii Tourism Authority
 Hawaii Transportation 

Association
 Hawaiian Perspectives
 Tax Foundation of Hawaii

Cross-Cutting Stakeholder Engagement
Cutting across the six building blocks of public engagement was an extensive stakeholder engagement effort consisting of a formal Advisory 
Group of stakeholders convened by HDOT for periodic meetings to provide input to the research team and ongoing outreach to a broad 
range of community groups, industry associations, and local governments.

Sept 2018 
– May 2022

Advisory Group Membership
 House Speaker Scott Saiki
 Senate President Ron 

Kouchi
 Senator Donovan Dela 

Cruz, Chair, Ways & 
Means Committee

 Senator Lorraine Inouye, 
Vice Chair, Transportation 
Committee

 Rep. Henry Aquino, Chair, 
Transportation Committee

 Rep. Sylvia Luke, Chair, 
Finance Committee

 Senator Chris Lee, Chair, 
Transportation Committee

 Hawaii Department of 
Taxation

 Hawaii County Department 
of Public Works

Advisory Group. HDOT established the HiRUC Advisory Group to provide input to 
serve as a forum for receiving, reviewing, and providing input and feedback to the 
project’s research methodology and results. The Advisory Group also offered an 
opportunity for communication among HDOT, members, and the organizations and 
constituencies they represented.

Direct Engagement. HDOT also undertook direct engagement with numerous 
community groups, industry associations, and local governments. These meetings 
included informational presentations about the HiRUC project, Q&A sessions, and 
volunteer solicitations. In addition to sharing general project information and 
addressing specific questions and concerns, the project team collected feedback and 
input from the participants in these meetings to inform the research.

Not every member of the public has the same level of interest in transportation, 
transportation funding, or public policy in general. By undertaking efforts for direct 
engagement with organizations that are civically active, HDOT aimed to ensure not 
only broad opportunities for information and opinion sharing but also targeted two-
way communication with community members and leaders. Research into 
alternative funding is most impactful when those impacted by change and 
those with power to influence future policy choices are aware of the research 
and have opportunities to participate in it, including providing direct input.
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Outcomes
Overarching Lessons Learned

C
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Steady Support for RUC
Support for RUC in Hawaii started out strong as 
shown in the statewide telephone survey results, 
more so than in other states. This is attributable 
likely to familiarity with odometer mileage reporting 
across Hawaii. Support continued to grow 
throughout the two phases of the demonstration 
project with increased levels of exposure to the 
concept in practice and increased communication 
of the challenges of long-term transportation 
funding. Similar to other states, support for RUC 
has increased with understanding of the
concept and the need for an 
alternative roadway funding 
mechanism.

State Methodology Year More fair 
/ support

Less fair / 
oppose Same Don't 

know

Oregon Statewide telephone 
survey 2012 15 40 36 9

California Statewide telephone 
survey 2015 19 46 29 6

Washington Statewide telephone 
survey 2017 23 41 21 15

Hawaii – General Statewide telephone 
survey 2018 41 25 27 7

Hawaii – Driving 
Report Driving Report survey 2020-21 47 39 N/A 13

Hawaii – Tech 
Test Drive (initial)

Initial Technology Test 
Drive Survey 2021 50 16 N/A 34

Hawaii – Tech 
Test Drive (final)

Final Technology Test 
Drive Survey 2021 68 26 N/A 6
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Over the course of the project, HDOT learned several valuable best practices that enabled more effective communication 
with the public. The following are simple, yet actionable tips to help you achieve success in conducting a RUC pilot and 
associated public outreach and education.
 A simple, broadly agreed premise to motivate the research must be consistent and clearly articulated regularly:

 Transportation is a public good that benefits all residents and is worthy of sustainable investment
 The fuel tax is growing less equitable as it declines in its ability to fund the upkeep and repair of our transportation system

 Certain key aspects of RUC must be presented clearly and simply, every time: 
 RUC is a replacement for the gas tax, not a new tax
 HiRUC is a research project

 The vehicle inspection is a trusted method for mileage reporting
 People are familiar with the process and inspectors
 People are comfortable with the ability of the vehicle inspection method to protect privacy

Lessons Learned
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Tips for 
Replicating

Over the course of the project, HDOT learned several valuable 
best practices that enabled more effective communication with 
the public. The following are simple, actionable tips that helped 
HDOT achieve success in conducting a RUC demonstration 
and associated public outreach and education.
 Begin conducting community meetings in areas with perceived 

relatively friendly audiences. This will allow constructive opportunities 
to improve message delivery and presentation content.

 Regularly monitor media and reach out proactively to offer facts, 
interviews, and opportunities to interact directly with project or agency 
representatives.

 Ensure all participants in public meetings feel welcome and safe by 
starting with an “open house” giving an opportunity for project team 
representatives to circulate and get to know attendees. For larger 
venues and crowds, reinforce the need for decorum through presence 
of higher-ranking officials.

 RUC is relatively complicated to explain. More understanding of RUC 
through hands on experience and customized impact information 
increases support more than it increases opposition, but it takes time.

 Listen carefully. To fully address public and stakeholder concerns, take 
the time to first fully understand the concern and any regional 
nuances.

 Understand how to reach all audiences. Various forms of outreach are 
more effective for various groups. In-person meetings, for example, 
tend to attract older community members, compared to social media 
which skews to a younger demographic. Postal mail proved 
comprehensive in its ability to reach diverse audiences 
statewide.
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Next Steps
Where do we go from here?

D
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Next Step: Closing the Feedback Loop
A key principle for building trust with the public is closing the feedback loop – how was my input taken into consideration 
and used when developing the final product?
In the Community Meetings, many residents asked that HDOT report back on the results of the HiRUC project. HDOT 
stated that the community meeting questions and responses would be posted publicly on the website release, which was 
done shortly after the conclusion of the meetings. HDOT also posted the HiRUC Final Report on the hiruc.org website and 
will reach out to stakeholders to inform the public of the project findings and recommendations. HDOT’s recommendations 
in the Final Report are directly derived from the public feedback and analysis. 

At all stages, public feedback and analysis showed that support 
for RUC increased with understanding of how transportation 
funding works, the challenge of declining gas taxes, and the 
impact of RUC on residents. HDOT has applied for additional 
Federal grant funding to perform continued outreach and 
research to move toward implementation of a road usage charge 
in a manner consistent with the input received from Hawaii 
residents.
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Executive Summary 

This summary provides the highlights of focus groups conducted October 8-19, 2018 among ten 
groups of Hawaii vehicle owners, as follows:  

ISLAND # OF GROUPS # OF PARTICIPANTS 

Oahu 3 29 

Oahu: Electric vehicles 1 10 

Hawaii Island: Hilo 2 15 

Hawaii Island: Kona 2 19 

Maui 1 10 

Kauai 1 10 

 

The overall objective of the research was to assess awareness and perceptions of Hawaii’s road and 
highway transportation infrastructure, funding, and road usage charge programs. 

Addressing traffic and transportation infrastructure (i.e. roads and bridges) concerns is a higher priority 
among Neighbor Island participants than among their Oahu counterparts. Despite the importance, 
participants across all groups were still generally unaware of how transportation infrastructure is 
funded. They do, however, believe that funding for transportation is increasing, due to an increase of 
people (on-island), vehicle registration fee increases, and more visible road improvement projects. 

Given the belief that funds are increasing, it takes time for participants to process the information 
presented about future gas tax revenue declining as fuel efficiency improves. One common belief 
about the increase in fuel efficiency is that it is solely due to the growth in hybrids and electric vehicles. 
Demonstrating that all types of vehicles (i.e. trucks, sedans) have become [and will likely continue to 
be] even more fuel efficient over time seems to be key.  

When the idea was introduced, many participants were initially negative towards switching to a road 
usage charge. After being prompted to explain why, some said they thought that the road usage fee 
was in addition to the gas tax (despite the initial description as a replacement). They also assumed 
that the usage fee, replacing the state portion of the gas tax, would average around several hundred 
dollars, too costly to pay alongside registration fees. In every group, there were a few who said they 
would rather “just raise the gas tax.” as it sounds simpler. Some shared that they were against 
switching to a road usage charge because it would disproportionately affect those with longer 
commutes and/or low income who could not afford to live in town. Electric vehicle owners said that a 
switch would disincentivize future fuel efficient vehicle purchases and felt that they were being 
penalized for choosing to help the environment. 

Once participants understood that the road usage charge was a replacement fee that would average 
around $75-85 annually (and about the same as the average driver pays in gas tax in Hawaii), the 
resistance mitigated some. It required further discussion for many participants to understand that a 
road usage charge would not be unfairly affecting commuters, as they are already paying more in gas 
tax than those who drive less. Following those clarifications, participants generally agreed that a road 
usage charge is fairer than the gas tax. They said the key arguments that need to be communicated 
(and repeated) to garner support are that the road usage charge is a replacement of the gas tax and 
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that it is equitable – everyone, including rental cars and commercial trucks, will be paying their fair 
share.   

When asked about mileage reporting and storage, some participants said that they thought the 
government will manage that through safety check inspections. After discussion, most of the 
participants said they would rather the government continue to do so through safety vehicle 
inspections and registration, as opposed to using a third party. As such, the monitoring and storage of 
mileage data is not a major impediment to the acceptance of a road usage charge. Participants also 
said that providing payment options (e.g. annually, quarterly, and monthly) could alleviate budgeting 
concerns for low income families, especially when considered with the vehicle registration fees.  

When discussing the best way to learn about road usage charges, information was assumed to be 
covered in news media. They also said that mailers would be the best way to reach out, followed by a 
website, local news stories and town hall meetings. The mailers should summarize the key points and 
include a comparison of average current gas tax payment to a road usage charge (which will be even 
more effective if it is their own data). The website can host detailed information for those who are 
interested in learning more and, include a calculator for those who want to calculate their own 
comparisons. The communication of facts is important, as most of the resistance to a road usage 
charge stems from assumptions made when there is a lack of information. Given all this, the focus 
group research underscores the importance of a communication program and identifies key message 
points. 

Note: Qualitative research is used to gain a deeper understanding of a particular subject. Although 
findings are not statistically projectable, given that they are based on qualitative data, they have 
directional value. When themes emerge consistently in qualitative research, such as is observed here, 
users can have confidence in the direction coming from the data. 
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Objectives and Methodology 

The primary objective of this research was to: 

ASSESS AWARENESS AND PERCEPTIONS OF THE ROAD AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEM, FUNDING, AND ROAD USAGE CHARGE PROGRAMS. 

D’Artagnan Consulting commissioned Ward Research to conduct focus groups to explore these 
objectives for their client, Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT), as part of their strategy to 
explore the viability of a road usage charge. Ten focus groups were conducted from October 8 through 
October 19, 2018, among 93 Hawaii residents. Focus group participants were screened to include only 
those who: 

► Own or co-own a non-commercially licensed vehicle; 

► Are between 18-75 years of age; and 

► Are not working in market research, advertising, public relations, graphic design, media, the 
transportation industry, such as transportation planning, transportation engineering, or public 
transportation, or the automotive industry, such as employees of car dealerships, rental car 
company, or automotive repair shops. 

The focus groups were segmented by island, as shown below: 

ISLAND # OF GROUPS # OF PARTICIPANTS DATE SCHEDULED 

Oahu 3 29 October 8, 2018 
October 9, 2018 

Oahu – EV and hybrid owners 1 10 October 9, 2018 

Hawaii Island in Hilo 2 15 October 11, 2018 

Hawaii Island in Kona 2 19 October 19, 2018 

Maui (conducted on Oahu) 1 10 October 13, 2018 

Kauai (conducted on Oahu) 1 10 October 13, 2018 

 

Participants were recruited from the Ward Research Respondent Referral Database and reflected a 
cross-section of residents by demographic characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, type of vehicle 
owned, occupation, household income, area of residence, and average miles driven daily.  

All of the groups were moderated by Rebecca S. Ward, President of Ward Research. A discussion 
outline was created prior to the conduct of the focus groups and is appended to this report. Each 
group lasted approximately 2 hours. All participants were paid a cash gratuity of $90 for their time and 
those in the Maui and Kauai groups were also provided a stipend for airfare to Oahu and travel from 
the airport to the focus group facility. Parking was validated and light refreshments were served.  
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The Oahu, Maui, and Kauai focus groups were held in the Ward Research focus group facility in 
downtown Honolulu. The Hilo and Kona focus groups were held in conference rooms located at the 
Hilo Hawaiian Hotel and Courtyard King Kamehameha Kona Beach Hotel, respectively. All of the 
groups were videotaped and the groups in the Ward Research facility were observed by 
representatives of D’Artagnan Consulting, Hawaii Department of Transportation, Hastings & Pleadwell, 
and Pineapple Tweed from the adjoining observation room. 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

GENDER        

Male 16 4 5 5 6 9 45 

Female 13 6 5 5 9 10 48 

AGE        

18-24 years 1 -- -- 1 -- -- 2 

25-34 years 8 -- 1 -- 2 1 12 

35-49 years 7 1 5 3 7 7 30 

50-64 years 9 3 4 5 5 8 34 

65 years + 4 6 -- 1 1 3 15 

TYPE OF 
VEHICLE 

       

Car 18 10 3 8 7 10 56 

Truck/SUV 11 -- 7 2 7 9 36 

Moped -- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 

YEAR OF 
VEHICLE 

       

2015 or newer 9 4 2 4 3 3 25 

2007 to 2014 16 6 3 5 6 7 43 

2000 to 2006 4 -- 5 1 5 7 22 

1996 to 1999 -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 

1995 or older -- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 

TYPE OF FUEL        

Gas or Diesel 25 -- 10 9 13 18 75 

Hybrid 4 2 -- 1 2 1 10 

Electric -- 8 -- -- -- -- 8 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

DAILY MILES 
DRIVEN 

       

10 miles or less 6 -- 3 3 4 3 19 

10-40 miles 17 10 5 5 6 12 55 

More than 40 
miles 

6 -- 2 2 5 4 19 

YEARS LIVING IN 
HAWAII 

       

Less than 2 years 1 -- -- -- -- -- 1 

2 to less than 5 
years 

1 -- -- -- -- 1 2 

5 to less than 10 
years 

1 -- -- -- 1 1 3 

10 or more years 5 9 2 3 5 9 33 

Born & raised here 21 1 8 7 9 8 54 

ETHNICITY        

Caucasian 6 6 1 3 5 4 25 

Chinese 3 -- -- -- 1 -- 4 

Filipino 2 -- 2 1 3 1 9 

Hawaiian/part-
Hawaiian 

5 -- 5 5 2 7 24 

Japanese 8 2 1 -- 1 3 15 

Mixed 5 2 1 -- 3 4 15 

Other -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME 

       

Less than $25,000 -- -- 2 -- 1 1 4 

$25,000 – under 
$35,000 

2 -- -- -- 2 1 5 

$35,000 – under 
$50,000 

4 2 1 -- 2 2 11 

$50,000 – under 
$75,000 

7 -- 2 -- 5 7 21 

$75,000 – under 
$100,000 

6 2 4 -- 1 3 16 

$100,000+ 6 6 1 1 4 5 23 

POLITICAL 
VIEWS 

       

Very Liberal 4 -- -- 2 2 3 11 

Somewhat Liberal 7 3 6 1 4 4 25 

Middle of the Road 11 5 2 4 8 7 37 

Somewhat 
Conservative 

5 2 1 2 1 2 13 

Very Conservative 2 -- 1 1 -- 3 7 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

OCCUPATION        

Professional 2 -- 1 1 -- -- 4 

Education 4 - 2 1 6 4 17 

Medical 2 2 1 1 1 -- 7 

Management 1 1 1 2 -- 3 8 

Retail/Sales 5 -- 2 1 1 -- 9 

Finance/Banking 2 1 -- 1 -- 2 6 

Social Work 1 -- -- -- -- 2 3 

Tourism/ 
Hospitality 

-- 1 -- -- 1 1 3 

Customer 
Service/Clerical 

2 -- 1 -- 2 1 6 

Skilled Laborer 2 -- 1 -- -- 2 5 

Self Employed 2 -- -- 1 1 2 6 

Unemployed/ 
Homemaker 

1 -- 1 1 -- -- 3 

Retired 5 5 -- 1 2 3 16 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

NEIGHBOR-
HOOD 

       

Honolulu 14 8 -- -- -- -- 22 

Pearl City/Aiea/ 
Moanalua 

1 -- -- -- -- -- 1 

Ewa Plain/Ewa 
Beach/Kapolei 

6 -- -- -- -- -- 6 

Central Oahu 3 -- -- -- -- -- 3 

Windward 5 2 -- -- -- -- 7 

Wailuku/Kahului -- -- 3 -- -- -- 3 

Kihei -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 

Makawao/ 
Pukalani 

-- -- 4 -- -- -- 4 

Kula -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 

Haiku -- -- 1 -- -- -- 1 

Kapaa -- -- -- 3 -- -- 3 

Lihue -- -- -- 3 -- -- 3 

Kekaha/Waimea -- -- -- 3 -- -- 3 

Kilauea -- -- -- 1 -- -- 1 

Hilo -- -- -- -- 9 -- 9 
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Characteristics of Participants 

CATEGORIES 
GROUPS 
1, 2 & 4  
OAHU 

GROUP  
3 OAHU 
(ELECTRIC 
CARS) 

GROUP 
5 
MAUI 

GROUP 
6 
KAUAI 

GROUPS 
7 & 8 
HILO 

GROUPS 
9 & 10 
KONA 

TOTAL 

NEIGHBOR-
HOOD 

       

Wainaku/Papaikou
/Hakalau/ 
Ninole 

-- -- -- -- 1 -- 1 

Keaau/ 
Kurtistown/Mtn 
View/Volcano 

-- -- -- -- 3 -- 3 

Puna/Pahoa -- -- -- -- 2 -- 2 

Captain Cook -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 

Holualoa -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 

Kailua Kona -- -- -- -- -- 8 8 

Keauhou -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 

Kamuela -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 

Waikoloa -- -- -- -- -- 4 4 
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1. Transportation Infrastructure 

1.1. Traffic and Transportation Issues are Higher Priority Among Neighbor Island 
Residents 

For Oahu participants, addressing traffic and transportation infrastructure (i.e. roads and bridges) is an 
important issue but reportedly not as pressing as dealing with the cost of living, affordable housing, or 
homelessness. Neighbor Island participants said that traffic and infrastructure is a major problem, 
trailing only affordable housing as the most important issue to address. 

“Cost of living and homelessness are more important.” – Oahu 

resident 
 

“Traffic and transportation issues are somewhere in the middle 

for me. We have more important concerns to worry about.” – 

Oahu resident 
 

“Affordable housing and traffic are major issues. We can’t 

afford to live in the city and so we have to commute in traffic to 

work.” – Kauai resident  
 

“We definitely need to improve our roads.” – Maui resident 
 

Neighbor Island participants understood the differences between county and state roads more so than 
did their Oahu counterparts, differentiating between the two when discussing road and highway 
conditions. Specifically, they mentioned that state roads are in much better condition than are their 
county roads.  

““The new state road by Kona airport is really nice. It’s in much 

better condition than our county roads.” – Hilo resident 
 

“The smaller county roads and even our bridges are in such 

terrible shape. No one has updated them since they were built 

and it can be really scary to cross if more than one car is on it.” 

– Kauai resident 
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“The state roads are in good condition. But our county roads 

are full of potholes and don’t get repaved. That’s why we all 

drive trucks and not small cars.” – Maui resident 
 

1.2. No Firm Knowledge of Transportation Funding, but a Strong Belief that Revenue 
is Increasing 

Across all groups, many of the participants were generally unaware of the details regarding how 
transportation infrastructure is funded. Vehicle registration, general taxes, and the gas tax were the 
most common ways volunteered by participants as sources of funding. Only a few participants had an 
idea of how much the gas tax is and, even then, few knew of the federal, state, or county level 
breakdowns. 

“Don’t we pay for roads with car registration and fees?” – Oahu 

resident  
 

“Car registration and gas taxes go towards road repair.” – 

Oahu resident 
 

“Does part of the general tax fund go toward fixing the roads?” 

– Oahu resident 
 

“I think there’s a gas tax for it. I’m not sure how much it is, but I 

heard Maui has one of the highest in the state.” – Maui resident 
 

“There’s a gas tax. I heard they were exploring other ways to 

charge since we (electric vehicle owners) don’t use gas but still 

use the roads.” – Oahu EV resident 
 

When asked if they believed that the revenue and funds generated for transportation infrastructure are 
increasing or decreasing, most clearly believed funds are increasing, while some assumed they are 
staying the same. No one thought funds were decreasing. 

Some said that their belief is based on the fact that registration fees have escalated over the last few 
years. Others mentioned that they have noticed an increase in highway and road repair projects, 
which they said “must” mean an increase in funds. 

“My car registration just went up. It’s about $400 now. So yes, 

they have more money.” – Oahu resident 
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“They just finished that nice highway by the airport. Since I see 

more construction, I think they must have more money.” – Kona 

resident 
 

“There’s more people on the island, and more drivers. So the 

state has more money to get from them.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I think they just voted to raise our taxes to fix the roads 

recently, so yes.” – Kauai resident 
 

1.3. Decline in Gas Tax Revenue is Believable but Takes Time to Process 

Two graphs (See Appendix) were then presented to the groups. The first depicted fuel efficiency 
improving with time. The second showed a decrease in gas tax revenue as a function of fuel efficiency 
improving over time. Participants said that the information presented about future gas tax revenue 
decline is believable, but it takes time to digest the specifics of the message. One common perception 
is that fuel efficiency and revenue decline is driven mostly by the increase in hybrids and electric 
vehicles.  

“Yeah, I think that’s true. There are more electric vehicles on 

the roads that don’t pay gas tax.” – Oahu resident 
 

“My new car gets better miles per gallon than my old car.” – 

Oahu resident 
 

“So you’re saying that all vehicles – not just hybrids and electric 

vehicles – and even trucks are more fuel efficient.” – Oahu 

resident 
 

Interestingly, when the question was posed regarding what the state should do to plan for future 
revenue loss, at least one person in each of the groups suggested a usage-based charge.  

“They should just charge people per mile then. Then you pay 

for what you drive.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Electric cars should be charged for what they drive.” – Oahu 

resident 
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“I used to live in Oregon. I heard they were testing a new way 

of charging by the mile.” – Kona resident 
 

“What if they just charged per mile? Then add an additional fee 

depending on the type of car.” – Kona resident 
 

“I heard the state was looking for ways to get revenue from EV 

owners because we aren’t paying the gas tax.” – Oahu EV 

resident 
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2. Road Usage Charge Discussion 

2.1. Misconceptions Create Barriers for Acceptance 

Most of the participants in each group expressed some resistance to the idea of switching to a road 
usage charge. The immediate reaction to a road usage charge was negative, as many expressed 
wariness of having an additional tax levied.  

“We are not going to be able to pay that and the gas tax.” – 

Oahu resident 
 

“That’s going to be expensive! How do you expect people to 

pay for it all at once?” – Oahu resident  
 

[Note: At this point, participants assumed the road usage charge was much higher than $100 and the 
actual range had not yet been clarified.] 

Another assumption expressed by participants was that a road usage charge would unfairly affect 
those with longer commutes and/or low income. Participants said that by switching to a road usage 
charge, lower income residents who cannot afford to live closer to the urban core (i.e. work, schools, 
shopping, and entertainment) will have to pay more than higher income residents who live nearer to 
town. 

“What about the people who can’t afford to live in town? They’ll 

have to pay more in road usage charges than the people who 

can afford to live closer to work. It’s already not fair that they 

have to live farther.” – Oahu resident 
 

“That’s just another penalty for not being able to afford to live in 

town.” – Oahu resident 
 

Some participants acknowledged that it’s human nature to resist change. Someone in each of the 
groups eventually said, “Just raise the gas tax,” and others nodded in agreement. They reasoned that 
the gas tax is embedded into the fuel price and is invisible to them compared a new road usage 
charge concept. Some said they thought it was a waste of state money to explore switching to a road 
usage charge. 

“Why can’t we just raise the gas tax to make up the difference? 

That just sounds easier than creating a whole new system.” – 

Oahu resident 
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“Just raise the gas tax and charge the electric vehicle owners a 

fee.” – Maui resident 
 

“I don’t have to think about the gas tax, it’s just part of the cost 

of gas. The road usage charge would be another item I need to 

budget for.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Let another state figure it out first, and then we can just copy 

it.” – Oahu resident 
 

2.2. Electric Vehicles and Hybrid Owners Feel Penalized 

Electric vehicle and hybrid owners, who participated in a separate group, said that a switch to a road 
usage charge would feel like they are being penalized for choosing to help the environment. They also 
mentioned that removing the gas tax would lower the price of gas and thereby disincentivize others 
from buying fuel efficient vehicles in the future. Electric vehicle owners pointed to their higher electric 
bills to counter the idea that they are not paying their fair share in gas tax.  

“This feels like a punishment for choosing to help the 

environment. It’s not like we aren’t contributing money 

somewhere. We might not pay gas tax but we have higher 

charges for electricity.” – Oahu EV resident 
 

“Removing the gas tax is going to make gas cheaper and then 

people won’t buy fuel efficient vehicles. Don’t we [Hawaii] have 

a clean energy goal to reach?” – Oahu EV resident 
 

“It feels like we are being punished for doing the right thing.” – 

Oahu EV resident 
 

“But that’s supposed to be the benefit of buying an electric car, 

you don’t have to buy gas or pay the taxes on it.” – Oahu EV 

resident 
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2.3. Neighbor Island Residents Concerned About Cheating and Illegal Vehicles 

Big Island and Maui participants were concerned that “illegals” – cars without safety checks and 
proper registration – would not be paying their fair share, especially with the gas tax removed. Other 
methods of cheating the system, such as rolling back the odometer, were mentioned across groups as 
a reason why the road usage charge should not be implemented.  

“There are illegal cars that don’t pay registration or get a safety 

check but they all need to buy gas to drive. If you take the gas 

tax away then that’s one more thing they won’t be contributing 

to.” – Maui resident 
 

“Who do I want to benefit – the illegals, who won’t pay a road 

usage charge, or the electric car owners, who don’t pay the gas 

tax? I say it should be electric car owners. Just increase the 

gas tax, and the illegals will pay it too.” – Hilo resident 
 

“I think people are going to cheat the new system. They can 

just roll their odometer back and then pay less.” – Oahu 

resident 
 

“There’s always a way to try and cheat the system. I don’t think 

it’s worth it for me to do that to save $75.” – Oahu resident 
 

2.4. Road Usage Charge is Fair – if Everyone is Contributing  

Participants were quick to volunteer other types of drivers as a source to make up lost gas tax 
revenue. They suggested leveeing fees on EV and hybrid drivers to contribute to the gas tax. They 
offered the idea to “tax the tourists” instead of residents and to charge large commercial vehicles to 
help make up the difference. Despite the deflections, when asked directly if they thought the idea of 
the road usage charge was fair, many (eventually) accepted that was is fair to pay for what you use. 
The underlying idea of equity – everyone paying their fair share for road use – was supported, after a 
fair amount of discussion.   

“What about the big delivery trucks? Those are heavier and do 

more damage. Will they be charged?” – Oahu resident 
 

“If everyone is paying and that means tourists too, then it’s fair.” 

– Maui resident 
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“Everyone pays their share for how much they drive. It sounds 

fair.” – Oahu resident 
 

“That seems fair. You pay for what you use and the money 

goes to fix the roads.” – Oahu resident 
 

“That makes sense as people who live farther away drive on 

more of the roads and so need it to be in good condition.” – 

Hilo resident 
 

2.5. Reduce Resistance by Addressing Areas of Confusion 

Participants warmed up to the idea of a road usage charge after learning more, particularly about 
assumptions they had made. Although it was mentioned that a road usage charge is a replacement of 
the gas tax, some participants had still assumed it was an additional tax. They said it would be 
important to reiterate this fact because when learning about the road usage charge there is a lot of 
information to process and this piece can easily get lost. 

“So it is in place of and not on top of the gas tax? I missed that 

the first time.” – Oahu resident 
 

“We would pay the road usage charge or the state gas tax 

right, and not both, right?” – Kauai resident 
 

“That would work, if it is not being added on to what we are 

already paying in gas tax.” – Maui resident 
 

When asked how much they thought the road usage charge would be, participants said they imagined 
it would be upwards of several hundred dollars. When participants were told that the average driver 
pays about $84 a year in state gas tax in Hawaii, and the road usage charge would likely be an 
average of $75-85 per year (based on a charge of $0.0075), their attitudes changed. These charges 
were much less than they expected. 

“I imagined it would be a few hundred dollars.” – Kauai resident 
 

“Now that I know the charge is around $75, it does not sound 

bad.” – Oahu resident 
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“I didn’t like the idea of a road usage charge at first; I thought it 

was going to cost a lot more than what we pay now.” – Maui 

resident 
 

“I thought it would be like my registration, $300-$400.” – Kona 

resident 
 

It also required further discussion for participants to understand that a road usage charge would not be 
unfairly affecting commuters, as they are already paying more than those who drive less due to the 
purchase of more gasoline and, therefore more gas tax. 

“Commuters are already paying more than those who live by 

work. This just changes it to charge by miles instead of being 

paid on the gas tax.” – Oahu resident 
 

“This might help save some money for people who drive if they 

are stuck in traffic often. Because you’re burning up gas even 

when you don’t move, but the road usage charge is based on 

the miles.” – Kauai resident 
 

“I would actually be paying a bit less since I drive a truck all 

over for work and I don’t get great miles per gallon.” – Maui 

resident 
 

When participants asked if Hawaii was the first state to explore road usage charges, the moderator 
said that both Washington and Oregon are also looking into road usage charges. They were also told 
that the project was federally funded. Some participants said that knowing this information made them 
feel better about the project. 

“The federal government is providing money to explore road 

usage charges? It must be a big issue if other states are also 

looking into it.” – Oahu resident 
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2.6. “Revenue Neutral” is not Believable as Costs are Assumed to Increase Over 
Time 

Participants did not believe that the state would switch to a new system to just make up for the decline. 
When the moderator used the term “revenue neutral” to describe the financial idea in replacing the gas 
tax, the participants were confused and had blank stares. Some insisted that, in order to manage the 
road usage charge program, additional bureaucracy will be needed. Other participants said that they 
do not have faith in government and point to other projects (i.e. rail) with increasing costs.  

“If we are going to change it, we might as well try to improve 

what we have and that will cost more.” – Oahu resident 
 

“They have to create a new layer of government to take care of 

collecting the information and payments, and billing. That will 

up the costs of the switch.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Won’t they need to hire more people to manage all of this? 

That will make it more expensive than what we currently have.” 

– Maui resident 
 

“It’s the government. Of course it will go up. Maybe not the first 

year or two but sooner or later it will increase.” – Oahu resident 
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3. Exploring Data Reporting, Payment, and Communication 

3.1. Government Assumed to Collect Mileage via Safety Checks 

When asked how they would want to report their mileage data to the State, most of the participants 
just assumed the State would use their safety check readings. Across groups, many participants 
already knew that odometer readings are taken annually and that the counties have access to their 
data. As such, when the topic of storing or holding mileage data was discussed, there were no major 
concerns expressed and most were comfortable with the government handling that process. 
Participants did not like the idea of having a third party report and track mileage, saying that it would 
be an additional layer of bureaucracy and add to the costs. 

“They can calculate our mileage during the safety check 

inspection.” – Oahu resident 
 

“We report our mileage when we pay for our car registration.” – 

Kona resident 
 

“They take a picture of your odometer when you do a safety 

check. That gets submitted for registration.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I don’t think it’s a problem for the government to have our 

mileage data. I’m pretty sure the county already has it.” – Maui 

resident 
 

“We don’t need to pay another company to record our miles. 

The government already does it.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Adding a third party would just increase costs.” – Oahu 

resident 
 

There was uneasiness with using an on-board device to monitor mileage, and this resistance was 
stronger if it also has GPS capabilities and tracks location. However, a few participants who were 
familiar with the device through car insurance companies that said they would be okay using an on-
board device. 

“That just sounds like ‘big brother.’” – Kauai resident 
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“I don’t want the government to know where I’m going.” – Oahu 

resident 
 

“I use one for my car insurance. They monitor my driving and 

then give me money back for good driving habits. I’m okay 

using it to report my miles.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I’ve heard about those [on-board devices] from car insurance.” 

– Oahu resident 
 

“How can we be sure that it will only record miles?” – Oahu 

resident 
 

3.2. Offer Payment Options to Alleviate Budgeting Concerns 

Asked how they wanted to pay the fee, most participants said that they would pay annually. However, 
they also wanted to ensure that lower-income people had options (e.g. monthly, quarterly) that would 
help with budgeting. In those cases, the payment could be made based on an estimated annual 
mileage. Participants were more comfortable with the idea of a road usage charge if payment options 
were offered.  

“I’m okay paying it all at once, but I’m concerned for lower 

income people who may not be able. A quarterly or monthly 

option would be nice to have.” – Oahu resident 
 

“To estimate our use from the past year and then allow us to it 

pay monthly is a good plan.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Whichever way I can set it up so that I don’t have to think 

about it.” – Oahu resident 
 

“$75 estimate does not sound bad. But it might be too much if 

we have to pay for it during the same time as car registration. A 

monthly option would help.” – Hilo resident 
 

“Reporting miles monthly does not sound cost effective so 

basing it on an estimate sounds good.” – Hilo resident 
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3.3. Use Mailers to Provide Key Facts to Prevent Misconceptions 

When asked how they would like to learn about road usage charges, participants indicated that they 
assumed it would be covered in the media, via television, radio, and newspaper. They suggested that 
a mailer communicating brief points of information would be the best way to reach residents. Another 
suggestion was to use placards at the pump, so they could read the information while pumping gas. 
They also mentioned having a website for detailed information and holding town hall meetings to 
discuss the topic would be helpful (but only a handful indicated that they would attend).  

“Everyone checks their mail. That’s one thing that we really 

can’t ignore.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I don’t watch the news or listen to the radio but I always get my 

mail.” – Maui resident 
 

“I would pay attention if they talked about it on the local 

news.”– Hilo resident 
 

“They can put the information up at the gas pumps. It is 

information related to gas and gives us something to read.” – 

Oahu resident 
 

“I think a website would be useful. Somewhere we can go and 

learn more about road usage charge if we wanted to.”– Oahu 

resident 
 

“A town hall meeting would be nice, but I don’t think I would 

attend.” – Oahu resident 
 

When asked what they think it is important to share regarding a road usage charge, many responded 
that the issue (i.e. decline in revenue due to better fuel efficiency) and proposed solution (i.e. road 
usage charge) need to be clearly defined. They said that the facts (i.e. replaces gas tax, charge per 
mile, estimated average annual charges) need to be shared, or residents will form their own 
misconceptions. The mailer should include a comparison of the average gas tax paid to a road usage 
charge. When asked if they would want a mailer that provided their own personal comparisons, almost 
everyone agreed. Participants said that the mailer should also contain a website address for more 
detailed information. The website should include a calculator to make personal comparisons of gas tax 
to a road usage charge, based on MPG and miles driven.  
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“It should clearly define the problem and tell us why this is an 

important issue. It should give us some information on why this 

solution might be better than others. It needs to provide enough 

information but without being overwhelming.” – Oahu resident 
 

“Be sure to say that it is replacing the gas tax and not in 

addition to the gas tax.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I think it is important to have a comparison to show on average 

how much it is going to be and how that compares to what we 

are paying now.” – Kauai resident 
 

“It needs to include what the rate is going to be. Otherwise 

people will assume the worst like we did.” – Oahu resident 
 

“A comparison would help people understand.” – Kona resident 
 

“Not everybody is going to want all the information but it would 

be nice to have a website where someone can go to learn 

more about road usage charges.” – Oahu resident 
 

“I think a calculator on the website so I can make my own 

comparisons would be useful.” – Kauai resident 
 

“I’d like to be able to type in my MPG and how many miles I 

drive to see what I pay in gas tax and be able to compare it to 

what I would be paying in road usage charges.” – Oahu 

resident 
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Appendix A: Discussion Outline 
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Appendix B: Gas Tax Chart 
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Appendix C: Fuel Efficiency by Gas Tax Chart 
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Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
• This is a summary of findings from a phone survey conducted December 2018 through January 

2019 to gauge public opinion on transportation funding, and specifically, road usage charges. 
The survey was conducted among n=1519 Hawaii residents, proportionate to population 
demographically and geographically, carrying maximum sampling error of +/-2.5%. 

• Seven in 10 (71%) statewide residents believed that transportation funding is increasing or 
staying the same. Only a small proportion of statewide residents believed that transportation 
funding is decreasing (20%). 

• Nearly half (45%) of the respondents said that an average of $80 in state gas taxes sounded 
“about right” or “less than” what they thought they paid; whereas a third (34%) of the respondents 
said they were actually unaware of paying a state gas tax. 
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Executive Summary
• The concept of a road usage charge is still new to residents statewide, as only 1 in 3 (34%) were 

reportedly “very” or “somewhat” familiar with the idea. 
• Respondents with a reported household income of $100,000 and up were more likely than others to 

have said they were familiar with the concept of a road usage charge. 
• Oahu residents were also significantly more likely than their Neighbor Island counterparts to have 

expressed familiarity with a road usage charge.

• Two in 5 (41%) state residents said it would be “more fair” to eliminate the state gas tax and pay 
a road usage charge based on number of miles driven. Slightly smaller proportions of residents 
believed that the switch would be “about the same” (27%) or “less fair” (25%).

• As reported annual miles driven increased, so did the proportion of those who said a switch to RUC 
would be “less fair.”

• Given the size of Hawaii Island, residents there were also significantly more likely than their 
counterparts to have said that a change would be “less fair.”
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Executive Summary
• One in 4 (25%) residents strongly supported using a road usage charge program to fund 

Hawaii’s transportation infrastructure; whereas nearly 1 in 5 (18%) were strongly opposed. A 
majority (53%) of residents, however, did not have hardened views as they only expressed soft 
support or opposition to the idea.

• The strength and proportion of those in opposition to the RUC increased alongside reported annual 
miles driven. The more miles driven annually, the greater the likelihood of opposition. 

• There were no differences by island county, but among Oahu residents, suburban and rural residents 
were significantly more likely than Urban Honolulu to oppose RUC.

• A large majority of residents (62%) preferred the choice of an “Annual payment based on miles 
driven, recorded during the safety check” if the State were to consider a road usage charge.

• While the annual option was also the preferred payment format among drivers in all household income 
categories, it is important to note that the proportion of residents who preferred smaller payment 
options increased as reported household income decreased.
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Executive Summary
• On a statewide level, there is little differentiation in the impact of arguments in support of RUC. 

Half, or nearly half, of the respondents indicated each argument in support of RUC was either 
“excellent” or “good.”

• Subsamples that were more likely than their counterparts to have indicated the fair share 
argument, was “excellent” or “good” include respondents who drive less than 10,000 miles 
annually and those with a reported household income greater than $50,000.

Arguments in Support
“Excellent” 
or “Good”
(n=1519)

“More cars are paying less. People are driving more fuel efficient vehicles, including electric 
and hybrid cars. A road usage charge is a practical way to fund our roads in the future as 
we work to achieve zero fossil fuel consumption.” 

51%

“A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding 
because it is based on road use, not fuel use.  Road use is a more stable funding model.” 48

“With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they 
drive.” 47
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Executive Summary
• For arguments in opposition to RUC, only the argument related to rural and low-income 

residents who do not live in town was rated as “excellent” or “good” by half of the respondents:

• For arguments opposing RUC, the proportion of respondents who indicated that the argument was 
“poor” increased with reported age. 

• Hawaii Island residents were more likely than their counterparts to have rated all arguments in 
opposition to RUC as “excellent’ or “good.”

Arguments in Opposition
“Excellent” 
or “Good”
(n=1519)

“A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or 
cannot afford to live in town. They would have to pay more because they live farther away 
and have to commute.”

50%

“A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles.  These people are 
doing the right thing for the environment and should get a break.” 30

“A road usage charge will not work well because people can avoid paying by not getting a 
safety check or by not registering their vehicles.” 29
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Conclusions
• The results of the survey suggest a lack of knowledge among state residents about 

transportation infrastructure funding (e.g. gas tax). 

• Directly related to the current project, a large majority of state residents believe that levels of 
funding are staying the same or have been increasing; a sentiment that runs counter to the 
concerns of the Department of Transportation. 

• From the previous qualitative research, participants based their beliefs of that transportation funding 
was increasing from visual cues, such as the increase in traffic, road improvement projects, and 
number of cars on the highway.

• While the idea of a road usage charge is relatively new among residents, a majority said (based 
off the short description given during the survey) that it would be just as fair or fairer than a gas 
tax. The results showed that a majority of residents do not have strong feelings for or in 
opposition to implementing a road usage charge.
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Conclusions
• Drivers who log more than 10,000 miles annually or are from Hawaii Island likely have a 

heightened awareness about the distances they drive and are the groups that have the strongest 
opposition to road usage charges. 

• From the previous qualitative research, it seems they are opposed because they believe they will be 
paying more than others with road usage charges. While that may be true, they are not considering the 
fact that they already pay more than others in gas taxes. 

• The communication of facts comparing current gas taxes to possible road usage charges will be 
important to prevent or clarify assumptions made about road usage charges. 

• The findings of this survey will be used to inform the content and messaging used in subsequent 
public outreach, development of project informational materials, and demonstration project 
design.
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Objectives and Methodology
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Objectives and Methodology
• The overall objective of the research was to confirm the findings of the focus groups by:

• Measuring the awareness and perceptions of Hawaii’s road and highway transportation funding;
• Measuring public opinion on the support for, or opposition to, replacing the state gas tax with a road 

usage charge; and
• Message testing of arguments in support for and opposition to implementing a road usage charge.

• The data from this survey was collected from December 3, 2018 to January 31, 2019.  A total of 
n=1519  phone surveys were completed statewide, resulting in a maximum margin of error of +/-
2.5% at a 95% confidence level. In order to appropriately represent the total population, the final 
data file was weighted by island, age, and ethnicity in order to match 2015 U.S. Census data for 
Hawaii. The distribution by island county is as follows:

Island # of interviews Maximum sampling error Fielding Dates

Hawaii (Big Island) n=303 5.6%
December 3, 2018 to December 27, 2018

Kaua‘i n=303 5.6%

O‘ahu n=603 4.0%
January 8 to January 31, 2019

Maui n=310 5.6%
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Objectives and Methodology
• The survey instrument was developed by Ward Research using findings from focus groups and 

submitted to D’Artagnan Consulting and Hawaii Department of Transportation teams for final 
approval.

• The survey was programmed and fielded by Ward Research.  Data processing was 
accomplished using SPSS for Windows and data tables were created using Wincross. Wincross
allows for cross-tabulation of data by key variables and statistical testing. 

• The findings of this survey will be used to inform the content and messaging used in subsequent 
public outreach, development of project informational materials, and demonstration project 
design.
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Profile of Respondents
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Respondent Profile
Island 2019

Oahu 69%

Maui 11

Hawaii (Big Island) 14

Kauai 6

Molokai 1

Lanai <1

Years Lived In Hawaii 2019

Less than 5 years 3%

5 - less than 10 years 4

10 - less than 20 years 14

20 or more years 24

Born and raised in Hawaii 55

Don’t know/Refused <1

Base = 1519

Age 2019

18 – 24 7%

25 – 34 22

35 – 44 16

45 – 54 18

55 – 64 17

65+ 19

Refused 1

MEAN 47 yrs

Registered to Vote in Hawaii 2019

Yes 85

No 15

Don’t know/Refused <1

Refused 3

Base = 1519

Gender 2019

Male 54%

Female 46

Ethnicity 2019

Caucasian 22

Chinese 4

Filipino 12

Hawaiian 22

Japanese 19

Mixed 9

Other 8

Refused 3

Base = 1519
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Respondent Profile
Primary Vehicle 2019

Car 52%

Truck 21

SUV 23

Van 4

Motorcycle <1

Moped <1

Engine Type 2019

Gas or Diesel 93

Hybrid 5

Plug-in Hybrid <1

Electric 2

Other <1

Estimated Annual Miles 2019

5,000 miles or less 31

5,000 – 9,999 miles 22

10,000 miles or more 46

Don’t know/Refused 1

Base = 1519

Household Income 2019

Under $35,000 12%

$35,000 - but under $50,000 12

$50,000 - but under $75,000 18

$75,000 - but under $100,000 16

$100,000 > $150,000 16

$150,000 + 15

Refused 11

Household Size 2019

1 person 12

2 people 26

3 people 21

4 people 18

5 or more people 22

Refused 1

Base = 1519
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Detailed Findings
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding
• Seven in 10 (71%) respondents believed that funding was increasing or staying the same; 

whereas only 1 in 5 (20%) respondents believed that funding for roads, bridges, and highways 
is decreasing. 

10%

20%

35%

36%

0% 20% 40%

Don't know/Refused

Decreasing

Staying the same

Increasing

Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:

Q2: Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: By Island County

33%

33%

37%

37%

36%

32%

38%

36%

34%

35%

23%

17%

18%

20%

20%

12%

12%

9%

9%

10%

Kauai
(n=303)

Maui
(n=310)

Hawaii
(n=303)

Oahu
(n=603)

STATE TOTAL

Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:

Increasing Staying the same Decreasing Don't Know

• This perception of transportation funding was relatively consistent across all island counties.

Q2: Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: Household Income

38%

30%

43%

36%

38%

37%

28%

35%

17%

23%

17%

20%

6%

10%

13%

10%

$100k or more
(n=422)

$50k to $100k
(n=528)

$50k or less
(n=399)

STATE TOTAL

Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:

Increasing Staying the same Decreasing Don't Know

• Respondents with a reported total income less than $50,000 were more likely than others to 
have believed that transportation funding is increasing.

Q2: Do you believe that funding for roads, bridges, and highways is:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding
• When told the average resident pays around $80 in state gasoline taxes, nearly half (45%) of 

the respondents said it sounded “about right” or “less than” what they thought they paid. 
• Interestingly, a third (34%) of the respondents said they were unaware of a state gas tax. 

4%

34%

17%

25%

20%

0% 20% 40%

Don't know/Refused

Were you not aware you were
paying gasoline tax to the state

More than what you thought
you were paying

About the amount you thought
you were paying

Less than you thought you
were paying

Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:

Q3: In Hawaii, gasoline taxes are about 50 cents per gallon. The state portion of the gasoline tax is 16 cents per gallon. At the rate of 16 cents per gallon, a typical
driver pays about $80 per year in state gasoline taxes. Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:
Base: (n=1519)

“Less than” + About right” – 45%
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: By Island County

18%

22%

18%

21%

20%

22%

26%

27%

25%

25%

16%

19%

16%

17%

17%

37%

27%

37%

35%

34%

7%

6%

2%

3%

4%

Kauai
(n=303)

Maui
(n=310)

Hawaii
(n=303)

Oahu
(n=603)

STATE TOTAL

Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:

Less than you thought you were paying About what the amount you thought you were paying
More than what you thought you were paying Were you not aware you were paying gasoline tax to the state
Don't know/Refused

• Maui County residents were significantly less likely than other county residents to say that they 
were “unaware of paying gasoline tax to the state.” This county also has the highest total gas 
tax in the state.

Q3: In Hawaii, gasoline taxes are about 50 cents per gallon. The state portion of the gasoline tax is 16 cents per gallon. At the rate of 16 cents per gallon, a typical
driver pays about $80 per year in state gasoline taxes. Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: Household Income

26%

19%

17%

20%

30%

25%

18%

25%

11%

18%

20%

17%

32%

35%

39%

34%

1%

4%

4%

4%

$100k or more
(n=422)

$50k to $100k
(n=528)

$50k or less
(n=399)

STATE TOTAL

Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:

Less than you thought you were paying About what the amount you thought you were paying
More than what you thought you were paying Were you not aware you were paying gasoline tax to the state
Don't know/Refused

• The belief that the state gas tax is “higher” than expected increases as reported household 
income decreases. Additionally, as reported household income decreases, so does awareness 
of the state gas tax.

Q3: In Hawaii, gasoline taxes are about 50 cents per gallon. The state portion of the gasoline tax is 16 cents per gallon. At the rate of 16 cents per gallon, a typical
driver pays about $80 per year in state gasoline taxes. Is the state portion of the gasoline tax:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding
• RUC is a new concept in Hawaii, as the proportion of state residents who are unfamiliar (“not 

too” + “not at all familiar”) with the idea is high (66%).

0%

43%

23%

24%

10%

0% 20% 40%

Don't know/Refused

Not at all familiar

Not too familiar

Somewhat familiar

Very familiar

Would you say you are…  with the concept of a road usage charge

Q4: Now, how familiar are you with the concept of a road usage charge, where drivers pay a fee based on the number of miles they drive? Would you say you
are…(READ LIST) with the concept of a road usage charge.
Base: (n=1519)

Unfamiliar – 66%
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: By Island County

7%

10%

10%

10%

10%

19%

19%

21%

26%

24%

27%

22%

23%

23%

23%

48%

49%

45%

41%

43%

2%

Kauai
(n=303)

Maui
(n=310)

Hawaii
(n=303)

Oahu
(n=603)

STATE TOTAL

Would you say you are…  with the concept of a road usage charge

Very familiar Somewhat familiar Not too familiar Not at all familiar Don't know/Refused

• Oahu residents were significantly more likely than Neighbor Island residents to have expressed 
familiarity (“somewhat” + “very familiar”) with the concept of a road usage charge.

Q4: Now, how familiar are you with the concept of a road usage charge, where drivers pay a fee based on the number of miles they drive? Would you say you
are…(READ LIST) with the concept of a road usage charge.
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward Transportation Funding: Household Income

13%

7%

10%

10%

29%

22%

17%

24%

20%

23%

31%

23%

38%

48%

41%

43%

0%

0%

1%

$100k or more
(n=422)

$50k to $100k
(n=528)

$50k or less
(n=399)

STATE TOTAL

Would you say you are…  with the concept of a road usage charge

Very familiar Somewhat familiar Not too familiar Not at all familiar Don't know/Refused

• Respondents with a reported household income of $100,000 and up were more likely than 
others to have said they were familiar (“strongly”+ “somewhat”) with the concept of a road 
usage charge. 

Q4: Now, how familiar are you with the concept of a road usage charge, where drivers pay a fee based on the number of miles they drive? Would you say you
are…(READ LIST) with the concept of a road usage charge.
Base: (n=1519)
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Introduction to RUC
• Respondents were then read the following as an introduction to Road Usage Charges:

“Next, I will need to read you another description. Instead of using a tax on gasoline as a way of paying 
for roads and bridges, Hawaii is exploring a Road Usage Charge. A road usage charge typically means 
motorists pay for the number of miles they drive, instead of the number of gallons of gas they buy. 
Everyone pays the same amount for each mile they drive, regardless of what kind of car they drive. 
Several Western states have already initiated pilot programs to look into using a road usage charge 
system.
Let me emphasize that a road usage charge would replace the state gas tax, so drivers will not be paying 
both charges. The current rate being explored is less than a penny per mile and it would replace the 
average state level gas tax of $80 a year for a typical driver.
These next few questions are about a potential road usage charge being explored for Hawaii.”
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Attitudes Toward RUC
• Two in 5 (41%) state residents said that it would be “more fair” to eliminate the state gas tax 

and pay a road usage charge based on the number of miles driven. One quarter (25%), 
however, deemed it “less fair.”

7%

25%

27%

41%

0% 20% 40%

Don't know/Refused

Less fair

About the same

More fair

Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charged based on the 
number of miles driven would be:

Q5: Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charge based on the number of miles driven would be…:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward RUC: By Annual Miles Driven

39%

40%

44%

41%

25%

27%

30%

27%

32%

25%

18%

25%

4%

9%

9%

7%

10k+ miles
(n=574)

5k+ to 10k miles
(n=479)

5k miles or less
(n=324)

STATE TOTAL

Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charged based on the 
number of miles driven would be:

More fair About the same Less fair Don't Know

• The more miles driven by the respondent, the greater the likelihood they believed that the RUC 
is less fair than the gas tax.

Q5: Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charge based on the number of miles driven would be…:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward RUC: By Island County

42%

41%

32%

42%

41%

26%

29%

28%

27%

27%

26%

23%

31%

24%

25%

6%

7%

9%

7%

7%

Kauai
(n=303)

Maui
(n=310)

Hawaii
(n=303)

Oahu
(n=603)

STATE TOTAL

Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charged based on the 
number of miles driven would be:

More fair About the same Less fair Don't Know

• Interestingly, the proportion of Hawaii Island residents (31%) who believed that RUC is less 
fair than the gas tax is significantly higher than that of other island counties.

Q5: Considering all drivers, do you believe that eliminating the state gas tax and paying a road usage charge based on the number of miles driven would be…:
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward RUC
• One in 4 (25%) residents strongly supported using a road usage charge program to fund 

Hawaii’s transportation infrastructure; whereas nearly 1 in 5 (18%) were strongly opposed.
• However, the majority (53%) of residents did not have hardened views about RUC, as they 

expressed soft support for or soft opposition to the idea.

4%

18%

14%

39%

25%

0% 20% 40%

Don't know/Refused

Strongly oppose

Somewhat oppose

Somewhat support

Strongly support

Would you say you…  a road usage charge

Q6: Knowing that gas-tax revenues are projected to fall, do you support or oppose using a mileage-based road usage charge program in Hawaii as a way to fund
transportation infrastructure? These funds will be used only for repairs and maintenance of the public roadways, and building new roads, and will not be used
to pay for the rail or any other transportation method. Would you say you (READ LIST) a road usage charge?
Base: (n=1519)

“Somewhat 
Support/Oppose” – 53%
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Attitudes Toward RUC: By Island County
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Would you say you…  a road usage charge
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• Support and opposition toward RUC is fairly uniform across all island counties in spite of county 
differences in perception of fairness.

Q6: Knowing that gas-tax revenues are projected to fall, do you support or oppose using a mileage-based road usage charge program in Hawaii as a way to fund
transportation infrastructure? These funds will be used only for repairs and maintenance of the public roadways, and building new roads, and will not be used
to pay for the rail or any other transportation method. Would you say you (READ LIST) a road usage charge?
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward RUC: Oahu Only
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• There was, however, a difference of opinions among those living in different areas of Oahu. 
Those living in suburban or rural areas were significantly more likely than those in Urban Oahu 
to strongly oppose using a road usage charge. 

Q6: Knowing that gas-tax revenues are projected to fall, do you support or oppose using a mileage-based road usage charge program in Hawaii as a way to fund
transportation infrastructure? These funds will be used only for repairs and maintenance of the public roadways, and building new roads, and will not be used
to pay for the rail or any other transportation method. Would you say you (READ LIST) a road usage charge?
Base: (n=603)
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Attitudes Toward RUC: By Annual Miles Driven
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• Similarly, on a statewide level, those who drive more than 5,000 miles annually were 
significantly more likely than their counterparts to oppose using a road usage charge. 

• Also, the intensity of opposition to a road usage charge increased as the reported mileage 
driven increased.

Q6: Knowing that gas-tax revenues are projected to fall, do you support or oppose using a mileage-based road usage charge program in Hawaii as a way to fund
transportation infrastructure? These funds will be used only for repairs and maintenance of the public roadways, and building new roads, and will not be used
to pay for the rail or any other transportation method. Would you say you (READ LIST) a road usage charge?
Base: (n=1519)
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Attitudes Toward RUC
• The annual payment option, tied into the safety check, is preferred by a large majority of 

residents (62%) if the State were to consider a road usage charge. Note that nearly 3 in 10 
(29%) residents preferred some form of smaller payment size option. 
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odometer by mobile.

Annual payment based on
miles driven, recorded during

your safety check.

If the State were to consider a road usage charge, which one of the following payment options would you most prefer? 
The average charge would be $80 a year for a typical driver, with some paying more and some paying less.

Q9: If the State were to consider a road usage charge, which one of the following payment options would you most prefer? The average charge would be $80 a
year for a typical driver, with some paying more and some paying less.
Base: (n=1519)

Smaller payment size options – 29%
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Attitudes Toward RUC: By Household Income
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If the State were to consider a road usage charge, which one of the following payment options would you most prefer? 
The average charge would be $80 a year for a typical driver, with some paying more and some paying less.

Annual payment based on miles driven,
recorded during your safety check.

Periodic payments based on submitting a
photo of your odometer by mobile.

Periodic payments based on number of
miles recorded by a device in your vehicle.

Monthly payments based on estimated miles
driven, with an adjustment at the end of the
year for actual miles driven.
Don't know/Refused

• The annual option tied to safety checks was also the preferred payment format among drivers 
in all household income categories. However, it is important to note that the proportion of 
residents who preferred smaller payment options increased as reported household income 
decreased.

Q9: If the State were to consider a road usage charge, which one of the following payment options would you most prefer? The average charge would be $80 a
year for a typical driver, with some paying more and some paying less.
Base: (n=1519)
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RUC Argument Testing
• Respondents were then read three arguments in support of RUC and three arguments in 

opposition to RUC and asked to indicate if each was an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument. 
• The arguments in support were:

• “More cars are paying less. People are driving more fuel efficient vehicles, including electric and hybrid 
cars. A road usage charge is a practical way to fund our roads in the future as we work to achieve zero 
fossil fuel consumption.”

• “A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding because it is 
based on road use, not fuel use.  Road use is a more stable funding model.”

• “With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they drive.”

• The arguments in opposition were:
• “A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot afford to 

live in town. They would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.”
• “A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles.  These people are doing the 

right thing for the environment and should get a break.”
• “A road usage charge will not work well because people can avoid paying by not getting a safety check 

or by not registering their vehicles.”
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Argument Testing – In Support: Summary
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efficient vehicles, including electric and hybrid cars. A road

usage charge is a practical way to fund our roads in the
future as we work to achieve zero fossil fuel consumption.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't Know
Q6: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument:

Base: (n=1519)

• On a statewide level, there is little differentiation in the impact of arguments in support of RUC.
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Argument Testing – In Support
• A majority of respondents (51%) said that “working to achieve zero fossil fuel consumption” was 

an “excellent” or “good” argument to support road usage charges; whereas 1 in 5 (20%) rated 
the argument as “poor.”
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More cars are paying less. People are driving more fuel efficient vehicles, including electric and hybrid cars. A road usage 
charge is a practical way to fund our roads in the future as we work to achieve zero fossil fuel consumption.

Q7a: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: More cars are paying less. People are driving more fuel efficient vehicles, including electric and
hybrid cars. A road usage charge is a practical way to fund our roads in the future as we work to achieve zero fossil fuel consumption.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Support
• Similarly, nearly half of all respondents (48%) said that framing the RUC as a “more stable 

funding model” for transportation was an “excellent” or “good” argument; while 1 in 5 (19%) 
said it was a “poor” argument in support of RUC.
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A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding because it is based on road use, 
not fuel use. Road use is a more stable funding model.

Q7b: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding
because it is based on road use, not fuel use. Road use is a more stable funding model.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Support: By Household Income
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A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding because it is based on road 
use, not fuel use. Road use is a more stable funding model.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• The higher the income reported by the respondent, the greater the likelihood they indicated that 
the argument was “excellent” or “good.”

Q7b: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge would provide a more dependable means of transportation funding
because it is based on road use, not fuel use. Road use is a more stable funding model.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Support
• Nearly half (47%) of the respondents rated “paying their fair share based on how many miles 

driven” as either an “excellent” or “good argument in support of RUC.
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With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they drive.

Q7c: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they
drive.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Support: By Household Income
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With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they drive.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• Again, respondents with a reported household income of greater than $50,000 were 
significantly more likely than their counterparts to rate the argument as “excellent” or “good.” 

Q7c: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they
drive.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Support: By Annual Miles Driven
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With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they drive.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• Those who drive more than 10,000 miles annually were significantly less likely than their 
counterparts to rate the argument, “With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share 
based on how many miles they drive,” as “excellent” or “good.”

Q7c: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: With road usage charges, each driver pays their fair share based on how many miles they
drive.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition: Summary
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Q7: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument:
Base: (n=1519)

• Of all oppositional arguments tested, the argument pertaining to “penalizing rural and lower 
income residents who do not or cannot afford to live in town” was indicated by the greatest 
proportion of residents as an “excellent” or “good” argument. 
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Argument Testing – In Opposition
• Half (50%) of the respondents said “road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income 

residents who cannot afford to live in town” was an “excellent” or “good” argument for opposing 
RUC. This argument generated the strongest ratings of all opposing arguments tested.
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A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot afford to live in town. They 
would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.

Q8a: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot
afford to live in town. They would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition: By Mileage Driven
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A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot afford to live in town. They 
would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• The more miles that are reportedly driven, the greater the likelihood that this argument in 
opposition to RUC was rated as “excellent” or “good.” 

Q8a: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot
afford to live in town. They would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition: By Island County
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A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot afford to live in town. They 
would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• Consistent with findings by miles driven, Hawaii County residents were significantly more likely 
than other county residents to have rated this as an “excellent” or “good” argument in 
opposition to road usage charges.

Q8a: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge would penalize rural and lower income residents who do not or cannot
afford to live in town. They would have to pay more because they live farther away and have to commute.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition
• The argument, “Road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel-efficient vehicles. They are 

doing the right thing for the environment and should get a break” was not well-received. Only 3 
in 10 (30%) rated it as “excellent” or “good argument,” compared to 2 in 5 (43%) who rated it 
poorly.
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A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles. These people are doing the right thing for the 
environment and should get a break.

Q8b: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles. These people are doing
the right thing for the environment and should get a break.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition: By Island County
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A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles. These people are doing the right thing for the 
environment and should get a break.

Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't know/Refused

• Again, Hawaii county residents were significantly more likely than their counterparts to have 
rated this as an “excellent” or “good” argument for opposing road usage charges.

Q8b: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge is unfair to people who buy fuel efficient vehicles. These people are doing
the right thing for the environment and should get a break.
Base: (n=1519)
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Argument Testing – In Opposition
• Nearly half (46%) indicated that avoiding a safety check or registration was a “poor” argument 

for opposing RUC.
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A road usage charge will not work well because people can avoid paying by not getting a safety check or by not 
registering their vehicles.

Q8c: Please tell me if this an excellent, good, fair, or poor argument: A road usage charge will not work well because people can avoid paying by not getting a safety
check or by not registering their vehicles.
Base: (n=1519)
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1. Introduction 

This document contains a full record of comments and questions received at the Hawaii 

Road Usage Charge community meetings, held in March, April, and May 2019. Due to the 

volume of input, where possible, this document bundles similar comments and questions 

into topic areas and features responses for each category. 

The approach of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) project is to gather community 

input from as many viewpoints as possible on the concept of a road usage charge (RUC). 

Hawaii Department of Transportation’s (HDOT) project team will work with community 

members, stakeholders, and volunteers to design alternative ways to collect a per-mile 

charge based on the input received. The output of this project will be potential approaches 

to a fair revenue collection system and will form the basis of recommendations made to the 

legislative body from HDOT’s Administration. 

HDOT would like to thank everyone in the community who has taken time to share thoughts, 

ideas, concerns, and questions about the concept of a road usage charge. This is only the 

beginning of the research, and we invite and encourage continued feedback and 

participation as we test alternative approaches with drivers and study the impacts of RUC on 

our community. This work will inform our choices around how to fund our roads in a fair, 

stable, and reliable way for the long-term benefit of our state. 

HiRUC is a three-year study being conducted by Hawaii Department of Transportation on 

per-mile road usage charges as a possible future replacement to the state gas tax. The 

study is funded by a $3.998 million grant from Federal Highway Administration. The latest 

information on the project can be found at http://hiruc.org/ along with a video of the online 

meeting. 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in the text are not necessarily 

those of HDOT.  

http://hiruc.org/
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2. Topics Raised in Community Meetings 

2.1. Administration of RUC 

A few questions have been asked related to administration of a future RUC system, 

including who will be accountable for the revenue that’s collected, how the process would 

work, how often drivers would be billed and by whom.  

The HDOT research team’s starting assumption is that an agency within Hawaii state 

government would conduct most administrative duties for collecting RUC, but that private 

firms with special expertise might also have a role to play. The HDOT HiRUC team will 

research a variety of approaches and forward recommendations to HDOT’s administration 

for submission to the legislature as part of the final project report.  

How the administration of RUC would interface with customers is the subject of the current 

research. The project team is looking to the public for input on their preferences for how they 

would prefer to report their miles driven, how frequently they would prefer to pay, and where. 

As part of this the project team is also researching the policy, system, and financial 

implications of combining one or more road fees with the road usage charge, such as weight 

taxes and registration fees. 

If RUC were to replace the gas tax, HDOT will include recommendations in the final report 

that RUC revenue collected would be treated in the same manner as the gas tax is today: 

placed into the State Highway Special Fund where the money can only be spent on State 

roadways; program costs would be examined and money appropriated by the legislature; 

and all revenues and expenditures would be audited by the state auditor.  

Based on feedback from community meetings, HDOT will identify any unique issues related 

to a mileage-based fee that might warrant additional oversight and/or verification of funds 

and expenditures. 

In order to calculate the proper RUC owed for each vehicle, the agency that manages 

vehicle data is a critical part of the administration. The City & County of Honolulu and other 

counties have been and will continue to be consulted throughout this research project. The 

Department of Taxation is also a project partner through the RUC stakeholder advisory 

group. 

Comments and questions: 

► Who will provide the checks and balances for the money collected under a RUC 

system? – Kapolei 
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► Is the HDOT fully staffed in order to implement these proposed RUC ideas and to 

function effectively? If not, what can a community do to get you fully staffed and with the 

right people? – Kapolei 

► What if you switch cars between safety check? The amount of effort for the 

administrative is really high. The state already has a lot of inefficiencies. I did the 

calculations and it will be an even swap for me. How are you going to bill us for that? Will 

it be at registration time and we’re going to have to eat the cost? The people in rural 

areas don’t feel it when they pump gas, and these are the people that are not so good at 

budgeting, the people that can’t afford to pay once a year, but they don’t have 

smartphones or consistent technologies. Sometimes the administrative costs are the 

highest costs. – Kona 

► Will the Driving Statement be once a year? Gas is paid regularly, however, $150 per 

year could be a real burden for some people. – East Honolulu 

► Is there coordination between DOT and (department of) taxation? So people in private 

practice can make this a tax write-off. – Windward Oahu 

► Is there a potential platform for combining federal, county, and all road use fees? Can 

we figure out how one tax could handle it all? – Windward Oahu 

► When would we implement this tax on us?  Not just at the end of the year, which is when 

I pay my registration. I wouldn’t want everything at one time. – Windward Oahu 

► Why would we pay a private company extra money to collect a RUC to fund our public 

roadways when the public employees already provide similar tax collection services? – 

Wailuku 

► It’s a lot easier to pay on a daily, per-gallon basis than it is to suddenly pay a lot more at 

the end of the year in RUC. That instantly-due amount is going to be a much bigger 

issue than a small increase (say 2 cents/gallon) that can be paid little by little each time 

you fill up your car. – Wailuku 

► A fleet owner that has several vehicles would have to pay a very large RUC bill all at 

once, at the end of the year, which is a big challenge for a business’s cash flow. – 

Wailuku 

► What will happen to all of the state and county vehicles – will they be required to pay 

RUC as well? – Paia 

► Who’s going to collect the RUC funds? Is the money going into a big statewide road fund 

or will be it deposited county by county? You should include diesel trucks because they 

are the ones destroying our roads. – Hilo 

► Would government vehicles pay the same as citizen drivers pay under RUC? – Hilo 

► I question why the state taxpayers should pay for travel of state employees who use a 

state-owned vehicle. – Hilo 
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2.2. Cost of collecting a RUC 

Several attendees raised the question of the costs to administer a road usage charge. They 

noted that collecting a fee based on distance traveled would be more labor intensive than 

collecting the fuel tax. They wanted to know whether HDOT would examine costs as part of 

the research into road usage charges. 

Understanding the costs of the various approaches to collecting a road usage charge is an 

important consideration. The HiRUC work plan includes an analysis of collection costs of a 

road usage charge. The costs are likely to be higher than cost associated with collecting fuel 

taxes, which is among the lowest of taxes and fees.  

Several variables influence the cost of collecting road usage charges, such as how vehicle 

owners report mileage (e.g., through safety check versus in-vehicle technology, smartphone 

apps, or other methods), how often it is collected (e.g., annually vs. quarterly), and how 

many vehicles are subject to the charge. This analysis will be conducted in parallel with the 

demonstration phase of the project in 2020 and 2021 and will feed into the research report 

containing recommendations to the legislature. 

As part of collecting a RUC, the project will examine which governmental agency would be 

involved, and whether reorganization, establishment of a new office, or procurement of 

additional services may be required. Potentially affected agencies outside of HDOT will be 

involved in these discussions as part of this study. 

Comments and questions: 

► Why would you trade an automated way of tax collection for a non-automated, more 

labor-intensive method? Won’t we lose money to the cost of collection? – Kapolei 

► Will the study include the administrative costs of RUC? – Lahaina 

► How can you understand whether RUC will work if you don’t know what the 

administrative costs are? – Lahaina 

► Cents per mile, that’s fair. However I would want to know who would have the authority 

to manipulate the costs over time. This sounds like a new way to generate revenue. But 

if $83M is the deficit you’re trying to replace, what is the cost for running this program?  

How much more than the $83M would it cost to run the program? – Molokai 

► What is the administrative burden? – East Honolulu 

► How much do you expect this 3-year study to cost? How much will it cost to implement 

this system of charging everyone by the mile? – East Honolulu 

► Where will the money we pay go? I don’t think it will go into the roads; it will go into 

companies to build smartphone apps to collect RUC but not into the roads themselves. – 

Wailuku 
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► Is part of your study to examine how much it will cost to run the RUC program? – Hilo 

► The geographic layout of this island (Hawaii) is huge. The cost to provide public services 

is expensive. As one example: if someone calls an emergency vehicle, won’t there be a 

ripple effect to the taxpayer? What is the cost impact to government and emergency 

vehicles if RUC is imposed? – Hilo 

2.3. Enforcement of RUC 

Many commenters raised questions related to compliance or enforcement of a RUC 

program. 

One of the central points of HDOT’s research of RUC for Hawaii is how to ensure the correct 

reporting of an odometer reading, including detection of odometer fraud. Once assessed, 

the vehicle owner would have an obligation to pay RUC whether or not they sell or abandon 

the vehicle during the next year.  

Getting a vehicle safety check is a matter of individual responsibility that each vehicle owner 

has under their control. If someone is late getting a vehicle safety check, this could result in 

a slightly higher RUC payment than if the driver had it done on time. 

There are options for enforcing RUC in an odometer-based or technology-based system. 

HDOT will research and provide recommendations to the legislature for viable approaches.  

Some specific situations expressed in the meetings, such as junked cars, change in 

ownership, etc., will need to be examined during the policy making and implementation 

stages. New or modified enforcement legislation and policies may be needed. The project 

will examine potential ways a RUC could be implemented and provide a discussion of 

possible enforcement measures and recommendations.  

Comments and questions: 

► What happens if someone takes their car out of service for a year, but RUC is paid 

based on the prior year mileage? This is why the gas tax “pay-as-you-go” system is a 

better approach. When vehicles are junked on the side of the road, the RUC won’t be 

collected for the prior year. – Lihue 

► How will we know that the odometer mileage will be correctly reported, and no odometer 

fraud involved? – Koloa 

► If I am late getting my safety check, won’t my mileage be much higher, and I will then be 

taxed unfairly? How can you avoid that? – Kapolei 

► Can or will people get caught for non-compliance with paying the RUC, and if they get 

caught not paying their fair share, what happens to those people? – Molokai 

► What’s to stop people from disconnecting the odometer? – Windward Oahu 
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► Some people report that it is easy to roll back or sabotage the odometer. – Wailuku 

► Using the safety check for mileage collection is a failure already, because so many cars 

come out of the woods at night. That safety check program itself doesn’t work so why 

would you base your new tax on it? – Paia 

► If you are depending on odometer readings taken during the vehicle inspection process 

to provide the mileage information for RUC, then only newer cars will be subject to RUC.  

How do you propose this kind of RUC system when you can’t answer how to get around 

the limitation of older vehicles with unreliable (or no) odometers? – Paia 

► There could be a rash of odometer rollbacks. – Hilo 

2.4. Exemptions from RUC 

Several attendees raised the notion of exemptions from RUC, including exemptions for 

certain types of driving, or certain types of vehicles, or certain geographies. Some residents 

expressed a desire to remain exempt from RUC by choosing instead to pay gas taxes. 

The project team will not only research possible exemptions but seek to test whether 

electronic reporting of miles allows for exemptions to be made simpler, easier, and more 

transparent to drivers. For example, miles driven off road or on private roads could be 

exempt. 

► I agree with choice. I don’t think it should be shoved down our throat one way or other.  

And all the off-road driving? – Molokai 

► I can opt out of using electric or water. How can I opt out of this? Not driving on state 

roads? – Molokai 

► Ranchers that don’t drive on the road, how can you not penalize them? – East Honolulu 

► What is the option for people who live off public roadways? I drove 213 miles on private 

roads and 60 on public roads. Will the RUC replace all gas taxes (state, county, federal) 

or just the state’s gas tax? – Hilo 

2.5. Financial 

Many attendees wanted to understand the reasons for researching road usage charges. 

Some were skeptical of the claim that gas tax revenue is flat and declining, while others 

agreed with the eventual need to address declining gas tax revenue. Residents also 

expressed interest in understanding contingency plans and personal impacts in the future 

under new or different revenue policies. Some residents assumed the RUC rate would be 

raised in the future, while others wondered whether the same purpose RUC aims to 

accomplish could be done by increasing the gas tax or looking at other revenue 

mechanisms.  
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This project introduces the concept of a mileage-based road usage charge and will study a 

comparable RUC rate for the replacement of the 16 cents per gallon state gas tax. This 

HiRUC study will not look into any revenue increases or perform studies for alternative 

revenue sources.  

The Hawaii state gas tax was adopted in 1932 and over time, increased to 16 cents per 

gallon in 1991. From 2007 to 2016, the state gas tax increased to 17 cents per gallon level, 

and since then has reverted back to the current 16 cents per gallon. While the state gas tax 

has served its purpose for the past 87 years, it is outdated. Vehicle types and fuel 

efficiencies have evolved; thus, the current state gas tax may not be the most equitable 

when considering all types of vehicles currently, and also looking into the future. 

As part of its initial feasibility study into road usage charges in 2016, HDOT identified that 

gas tax revenue began to flatten around 2007, declined during the recession of 2009-2010, 

and recovered in 2011. Historically fuel tax revenue has risen and fallen with miles traveled. 

But from 2011 to 2016, this trend broke: gas tax revenue declined 8% from $89 to $82 

million, while the number of miles driven in Hawaii increased by 9% from 10 to 10.9 billion 

[Note: the state fuel tax rate declined from 17 to 16 cents per gallon on July 1, 2016; had the 

rate remained at 17 cents per gallon, revenue from 2015 to 2016 would have been roughly 

flat].  With the exception of 2016, this diverging trend of declining gas tax revenue even as 

cars drive more miles on the roads is the result of more fuel-efficient vehicles.  

When looking at the available consumer price index for Hawaii, the CPI-U for Honolulu was 

148.0 in 1991, when the 16-cents per gallon state gas tax rate was established.  In that year 

there were 920,124 registered vehicles. In 2017, there were 1,288,554 registered vehicles, 

and the Honolulu CPI-U was 272.014.  During this 26-year period, the number of registered 

vehicles grew by 40.0% and inflation grew by 83.8%, with the state gas tax at 16 cents per 

gallon in 1991 as well as 2017. Therefore, even though the number of registered vehicles 

increased, the gas tax has not kept pace with inflation. 

The 18.4 cents federal gas tax goes to the federal government’s Highway Trust Fund. 

Applying highway statistics, the individual states are apportioned a share of the total federal 

gas tax collected nationwide.  The HDOT’s apportionment from the FAST Act was $161 

million in 2018. 

Cars overall, including SUVs and pickup trucks use less fuel per mile than they did just a few 

years ago. In addition to these passenger vehicles improving in fuel efficiency, alternatively 

fueled cars have entered into the marketplace. Engine, transmission and other vehicle 

technology have evolved and the mix of different types of vehicles has changed and will 

continue to change. A new, fair way to collect revenue for roads is needed for the future.  

The Pacific Business News article published toward the end of 2018 suggests that Honolulu 

has the 8th highest market share of EV in the U.S. at 2.2%, and the second highest adoption 
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rate after the state of California.1 It is anticipated that over time, the mix of alternative fuel 

vehicles will increase with a corresponding decline of fossil fuel burning vehicles.  

HDOT will continue to monitor and update fuel tax and driving trends as part of the HiRUC 

study. In addition, the project work plan calls for working with data and projections from state 

and national research bodies such as the State Energy Office and Energy Information 

Administration to project future fuel consumption trends and their impacts on state highway 

funding. 

 
Comments and questions: 

► Can you provide some numbers on how much revenue has been lost from, say, 2006 to 

2019 and how much population increases over this period have off-set any revenue 

decline from fuel efficient cars? – Kapolei 

► When was the 16-cent tax enacted? How many vehicles were there when that tax was 

enacted, and how many now? – Kapolei 

► Why is this change necessary? – Kapolei 

► I don’t believe less gas tax is being collected now compared to past years. With so many 

more trucks and SUVs using more gas, we probably get more gas tax revenue now than 

in the past. – Kapolei 

► It seems that our needs will quickly outgrow our revenue stream. – Lahaina 

 

1 Pacific Business News, “Honolulu among top 10 electric vehicle markets in America,” 
https://www.bizjournals.com/pacific/news/2018/11/16/honolulu-among-top-10-electric-vehicle-markets-in.html, November 
16, 2018. 
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► It seems like this isn’t an “if” but a “when” scenario. If in 20-30 years every car on the 

road is electric, then something is going to have to change. – Lahaina 

► My family driver a hybrid. We also use the bus for Ewa to downtown route. How will my 

transportation costs change over time as gas tax revenue decreases? – Kapolei 

► What happens when fewer miles are traveled and the coffers run low again? – Kapolei 

► Where does the 18.4 cent federal gas tax go – does it all come back to Hawaii? – 

Kapolei 

► If RUC happens, then what back-up plan does HDOT have when people start using 

public transportation because they can’t afford to drive their vehicle? – Kapolei 

► You are assuming that more people will be buying electric vehicles but that is not true 

because who can afford to buy an electric vehicle in Hawaii? Most of us barely make 

enough money to survive here. – Kapolei 

► You appear to be targeting hybrid, electric, and gas vehicles for RUC. How are you 

considering diesel (commercial vehicles)? What will the impacts of RUC be to diesel 

vehicles? For distribution, the cost of goods would have to go up to cover RUC; the cost 

of bread could be $10, for example, with a RUC. – Hilo 

2.6. Impact of RUC on long distance driving 

Several commenters questioned how RUC would affect long distance driving. They assert 

they have necessary personal or business reasons to drive long distances and have 

concerns that the amount they would have to pay under a RUC program would be very high. 

Some regard RUC as a penalty for driving a lot. 

Drivers already pay a 16 cent per gallon gas tax for driving. If a driver drives long distances 

currently, they purchase more fuel, and accordingly pay more gas tax. 

If a RUC is implemented, drivers would no longer have to pay the state gas tax, so their 

travel costs would be lessened by that amount. A RUC that replaces the state gas tax may 

be slightly less, about the same, or slightly more than the state gas tax, depending on the 

fuel efficiency of the vehicle, and how the RUC rate is set. No driver would pay both the 

RUC and the gas tax. 

The HDOT cannot predict the exact RUC rate that would be used if a RUC is adopted in 

Hawaii. Therefore, this HiRUC project will simulate a replacement of the current 16-cents 

per gallon state fuel tax with a per-mile RUC. Today, the average person pays 16 cents per 

gallon for driving on the state’s road system and drives a car that gets about 22 miles per 

gallon. A comparable RUC rate would be approximately $.0073 per mile; that’s less than a 

penny per mile. Under this scenario, a driver traveling 10,000 miles per year will pay about 

$73 dollars in RUC annually, which is the same amount this driver currently pays in gas tax. 

[Formula: $.0073 x miles = RUC]. A driver paying RUC will not pay the gas tax, so this driver 

would not pay the $73 in state fuel tax, but would pay $73 in RUC, and would not see any 
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change in the overall cost if the vehicle’s fuel efficiency is at the state’s average of 22 miles 

per gallon.   

Under a RUC rate comparable to the state gas tax, if a driver owns a vehicle that gets less 

than 22 miles per gallon, that driver would pay less under a RUC scenario. If a driver owns a 

vehicle that gets more than 22 miles per gallon, that driver would pay more in RUC as 

compared to the state fuel tax.  

Comments and questions: 

► I drive 9,600 miles every year. What will my cost be for this RUC plan? – Kapolei 

► My parents are retired and live on retirement and social security. Last year just medical 

appointments and related business they drove almost 2,000 miles. How are senior 

citizens who still drive and live on the Waianae coast supposed to afford another 

expense? – Kapolei 

► I work in Lahaina but live in Kakaloa and have to drive all around the island. I’m worried 

about the costs. – Lahaina 

► City mileage is always less than highway mileage; being stuck on the gas tax implicitly 

taxes people stuck in congestion. Under RUC, the cost will be shifted to longer distance 

drivers, and that will impact West Maui County drivers. Revenue neutral approach has 

the effect of shifting the tax burden to longer distance drivers. – Lahaina 

► There is a person in Kauai who owns a small business and travels 100,000 miles each 

year due to work reasons; he would be penalized under RUC. – Kapolei 

► How many residents from west end/east end? Those residents are already hurting 

because they have to drive into town to get their groceries. They don’t have a choice. So 

that has to be taken into account. – Molokai 

► I see the problem that we need to take care of our revenue to take care of our business, 

whether it be education or homeless. We live differently in Hawaii, so the poor people 

have to drive long distance. You’re going to spread the money out to those that have to 

drive far. They have to move out far, they can’t bike or walk to work. Make the lottery so 

that they don’t have to tax the poor people. – Molokai 

► Whatever you study, please keep in mind that the results should be equitable for all the 

communities across the state. This is a rural community. We don’t have the options that 

urban areas have. We don’t have public transportation, we don’t have Uber, we don’t 

have Lyft. For those options, you are not paying the road usage tax. Many people live far 

away from groceries. That is not the case for urban areas. Equity means looking at rural 

people. Also look at the expense of repairing the highways. If you want everyone to 

contribute to the highway, it should be equitable. It’s going to cost a lot more to repair H1 

than it costs to repair our road with the weeds on the way from the airport. – Molokai 

► Also take a look at the indigenous communities. They live in homestead. There are a lot 

of roads in the homestead. Hawaiians have to drive a lot further. – Molokai 
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► Mileage tax is regressive. The people that drive further that live in a rural area, they 

shouldn’t be punished for that. – Lanai 

► The islands are rural. The people that have less money live further away. My husband 

drives to Hilo every day. – Kona 

► I see those driving 2 hours to work and those that live here that don’t drive far, you look 

at this (RUC), it’s not fair. – East Honolulu 

► Have you put great thought into who uses the roads the most? The buses, the 

policeman, the people who are really out there, how are they going to get taxed and how 

do they feel about it? Civil servants, this is an extra tax on them. – East Honolulu 

► Create a new tax, but not this, for people that have to travel all the way from Waianae to 

the Marine Base for work. The hybrids and EVs, they are paying also to put electricity 

back in their car. – Windward Oahu 

► This is an unfair impact on those that drive long distances. – Windward Oahu 

► What about middle-class drivers who can’t afford electric vehicles, but we have to drive 

all over to support our kids’ activities, work, etc.? What about families that drive longer 

distances? Won’t RUC impact them unfairly? – Wailuku 

► We need definite answers about the impact to drivers of this RUC proposal – not just 

“maybe” or “possibly” or “estimates.” – Paia 

► People like us that live in outlying areas like Hana, Lahaina, etc. will be penalized 

because we have to drive further and will have to pay more under RUC. Are you 

expecting us to move into town? If so, the housing problem is going to be worse. – Paia 

► RUC is going to be a regressive charge on rural communities, especially those people 

that must live in outlying areas and may work in lower wage jobs. – Paia 

► My wife is a teacher, she drives every day for 45 minutes to work, and we drive a hybrid. 

We want to be sure you are considering impacts to our situation. – Paia 

► Big Island has a lot of road usage because we have to drive long distances compared to 

Honolulu. Won’t RUC impact us disproportionately? – Hilo 

► Is HDOT hiring a firm to do these RUC studies? How much are you paying a firm to do 

this study? When you say “stakeholders” who are you talking about, everyone who owns 

a vehicle? It would be nice to hear how much this RUC would cost us. Will there be a 

cap on how much RUC is owed by a vehicle? For those that have gas vehicles and drive 

far, there is a different dynamic on Hawaii Island. There are many unpaved roads. If 

RUC is collected for that driving where would the money go? I can’t afford the current 

gas tax. I don’t think the research team understands the cost to live here: $800,000 to 

buy an average house. – Hilo 
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2.7. Impact of RUC on other modes of transportation 

A few people have wondered whether (or how) RUC might impact other forms of 

transportation besides personal vehicles. For example, how would RUC affect people who 

ride public transit, or shared ride services like taxis, or even bicycles and electric bikes? 

Since HDOT is looking at addressing funding challenges related to the gas tax, and HDOT’s 

commitment to the federal government is to study a mileage-based option for the 

replacement of the fuel tax. This HiRUC project is not intended to explore possible taxation 

of modes that do not use any gasoline, such as rail, bicycles, and e-bikes. Taxis and 

rideshare vehicles would be subject to a RUC as like any other vehicle. 

Comments and questions: 

► How will e-bike and bicycles be taxed? – Kapolei 

► How does RUC affect users of public transportation, such as bus, taxis, trolleys, etc.? – 

Kapolei 

► Are you going to charge bicycles a per mile charge? – Kona 

► Are we charging bicycles? – Windward Oahu 

2.8. Impact of RUC on plug-in electric vehicle (EVs) adoption 

One of the most often-asked questions is whether RUC will be a barrier (or disincentive) for 

people to buy plug-in electric vehicles (EVs). Under RUC, EV owners would be required to 

pay something “new” -- a cost that they do not have to pay today. Some people have noted 

that if the cost of RUC offsets any potential fuel savings from driving an EV, car buyers won’t 

have any incentive to purchase them; if RUC dampens consumer adoption of EVs to a 

significant extent, this is in conflict with Hawaii’s 2045 energy independence goal. 

There are several important issues raised by this topic. First, HDOT does not view EVs and 

other highly fuel-efficient vehicles as a “problem.” HDOT looks at the entire fleet of vehicles 

as a whole, not only now but also into the future. Given technological changes, newer types 

of vehicles on the road, and the anticipated mix of different types of vehicles over time, the 

HDOT is exploring ways so that all vehicles pay some fair share. HDOT supports the state’s 

clean-energy goals 100% and in line with that, must begin looking at new options so that 

HDOT has the funds to continue to provide a safe, maintained and efficient roadway system 

for Hawaii. The problem is our future roadway funding system: how we’ve funded roadways 

in the past will not work in the future. Today, we depend on people to buy and burn gasoline 

in their gas-powered cars to pay for basic maintenance and repair of roadways. This 

approach worked well for the last 100 years, when all passenger cars used gasoline and 

had similar fuel economy. But as cars evolve to be more efficient and incorporate new fuels 

and technologies, we need our roadway funding system to evolve as well. Otherwise, we 

are presented with conflicting choices: do we want safe, better maintained roads and pay for 

them using alternative revenue mechanisms, or keep current revenue collection 
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mechanisms and consider a reduction in roadway quality and services? This RUC research 

project is aimed at developing policy options so that clean energy goals and having safe and 

maintained roads are in alignment.  

The legislative purpose of the gas tax is to fund repair and maintenance of roadways, not to 

discourage people from driving their cars (which today are mostly gas-powered). HDOT is 

focused on ensuring an equitable and sustainable funding for roadways. Decisions about 

whether the gas tax could (or should) be used to intentionally influence people’s driving 

behavior is outside the scope of HDOT’s mission. 

That said, HDOT will research potential impacts of RUC on people who already own EVs 

and other fuel-efficient cars and on the future purchases of such cars. More research is 

needed on this topic. To explore how RUC might impact future car buyers – specifically, 

whether car buyers would avoid purchasing an electric vehicle because it, too, would be 

subject to paying RUC – we cannot rely on calculations alone. We will review all available 

information on consumer adoption of EVs and what other research has found. We will obtain 

feedback from EV owners from this study. We will gather information from car buyers in 

Hawaii to understand purchasing decisions better. 

The findings of this research will inform the range of options the state could consider in 

designing a “user pays” road funding policy that provides sufficient, sustainable revenue, 

while supporting continued consumer adoption of cleaner cars. The research team’s intent is 

to present a range of policy options for elected officials to consider. 

Comments and questions: 

► I like the idea of everyone paying their fair share, but don’t like the disincentive for EVs. 

We are not reaching our EV goals now, so why would we do this? Also, while I agree 

with the sentiment of everyone needing to pay, I do not appreciate the negative remarks 

about EVs. – Lihue 

► There are other benefits achieved with EVs (environmental effects, health effects, etc.) 

that should be taken into consideration as well. Aren’t there other things that can be 

done to assist EVs to help balance things out? – Lihue 

► As a Prius owner, I’m concerned that I put a lot of money [towards the purchase of] my 

vehicle and I won’t be recompensed if RUC is enacted. – Lihue 

► How does RUC or the VMT Fee system incentivize reducing carbon emissions? – 

Kapolei 

► How many electric vehicles are there on island now? – Kapolei 

► Families have purchased fuel-efficient vehicles to save money. This RUC will negate all 

such efforts on consumers’ part. – Kapolei 
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► Kilowatt-hours [the cost of electricity] in Washington state is only 12 cents versus 34 

cents in Hawaii, so there are differences between the states that must be considered. – 

Lahaina 

► This seems like a disincentive for EVs and fuel-efficient vehicles. How does the state 

reconcile an apparent policy contradiction between needing to increase adoption of 

clean vehicles versus charging those same vehicles RUC now? – Lahaina 

► There’s some projection that the sea level rise will impact all of us and the hotels. We 

want to encourage people to get off of fossil fuels and purchase clean vehicles. So the 

decrease in cost for the trucks is not an in incentive to get off of fossil fuels. There 

should be an incentive for electric vehicles. – Kona 

► There’s a lot of facts about electric vehicles, with the plan in 2045 to have no more gas 

cars. The total market of electric/hybrid vehicles is less than 2% of total vehicles. It’s 

taken 25 years to get there. We’re going to move towards a mile tax, we’re going to 

equalize it, but there’s no way you’re going to replace the combustion engine. You can 

give tax credits and incentives, but even with everything they’ve done today, it’s only 2%.  

How are we going to get there in another 25 years? – Waimea  

► Cost of pollution has to be factored into this. That changes the equation a little bit. The 

fact that we want to change the state system, there are side-effects. – Waimea 

► I’m for the environment. How is this going to work to not undermine that objective? 

You’re taking away one big incentive. What if this disincentivizes people from buying the 

EVs? – East Honolulu 

► People offer rebates for EVs, but now you’re trying to tax them. Now the incentive for 

them to go out and get the car, this project is not good for those that already have a car. 

– East Honolulu 

► You are penalizing those hybrid vehicles because they are paying more. Now you are 

going to tax them on top of the tax they are paying. – Windward Oahu 

► We have not even reached even 1% of EVs. – Windward Oahu 

► There’s not that many EVs. They’re going to be punished. – Windward Oahu 

► Other EV drivers might be upset if they now have to pay when they didn’t expect this 

RUC charge when they made the decision to buy an EV in the first place. – Wailuku 

► If we are supposed to be going oil free by 2045, why are we taxing EVs? – Wailuku 

► RUC seems counter-productive to our environmental goals; we are taxing bigger, 

polluting heavy vehicles the same per mile as clean cars, which is essentially penalizing 

people for buying those clean cars. – Wailuku 

► My business was selected as the #1 small business for Maui County. One big reason 

was because we committed to buy EVs. If the State is going to impose RUC, you should 

be telling people right now that EV owners may be paying for RUC. – Wailuku 
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► We should be encouraging people to transition to electric cars, instead of requiring them 

to pay the same as a gas guzzler. This is why I’m concerned about RUC. – Paia 

► RUC is a deterrent to driving a more fuel-efficient car. – Paia 

► Can you design low RUC charges for low-emission vehicles? What is being done to 

encourage less use of the roads – like transit, scooters, bikes, walking, etc.? – Hilo 

► I do own a hybrid a vehicle. Who came up with this RUC idea to punish clean vehicles? 

The federal government? – Hilo 

► There is no reason to stop incentivizing electric cars. We need to make the shift to 

electric vehicles within the next 12 years. I am a very proud owner of an electric car. 

There is a reason for these subsidies for electric cars. I do agree we need to pay 

something for roadways, but we (the EV drivers) are trying to show leadership. It would 

be much better if your team would present multiple solutions instead of one. – Hilo 

2.9. Impose RUC on electric vehicles and hybrids 

Some people feel it’s unfair that electric vehicle owners are able to drive on public roadways 

“for free”, as EVs don’t currently pay gas taxes. Others have suggested that since the state 

already has information needed to identify electric and hybrid vehicles, why not just impose 

a tax – RUC or something else – only on those types of vehicles, since those vehicles are a 

cause of insufficient future roadway funding? 

EV drivers already pay most of the same taxes and fees that other drivers in Hawaii pay: 

registration fees, weight tax, sales tax on vehicle purchases, etc. The only tax EV drivers do 

not pay is the gas tax. This is simply because they don’t burn gas, not because a specific 

tax exemption was created for EVs or that their drivers are trying to avoid contributing to 

roadway costs. At the outset of this research project, this research will fully document the 

various taxes, fees, charges, rates, discounts and exemptions provided to a wide range of 

vehicle types in Hawaii, and not just EVs. This will help provide a more complete 

understanding of current vehicle tax and fee policies in Hawaii. 

While revenue decline is currently associated with increased numbers of electric and hybrid 

vehicles, all passenger vehicles will be using less gasoline in the future, no matter the 

vehicle type. As we research other ways to fund roadways in the future, we want to be sure 

to explore longer-term solutions, and not focus solely on lost revenue represented by EVs. 

HDOT will research all options – including approaches that would collect RUC only from 

certain vehicles, as has been suggested by community members – but also want the work to 

reflect a full range of options for policymakers to consider. 

Comments and questions: 

► If you can use vehicle registration and inspection to charge RUC, then why not just 

select hybrid cars and electric vehicle cars for RUC, and let the rest of vehicles remain 

paying gas tax? – Lihue 
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► If RUC revenue collection is supposed to be “the same” as the gas tax – why change it – 

just tax the electric/hybrid cars? – Kapolei 

► Why not tax only the electric vehicles (EVs)? – Kapolei 

► There isn’t a single electric car mechanic on Molokai. I don’t see an electric car 

mechanic coming here. We’re not going to have electric cars here in Molokai. – Molokai 

► If it’s the hybrids and the ones that don’t pay the gas, put the road charge on them.  

Take the 13 cents off [our gas], it won’t make a difference for us. Gas in Maui is 

$3.78/gal, why is there such a disparity? If you can bring our price down to yours, then 

maybe it would make sense for us to pay the road charge. – Molokai 

► Have you considered applying the road usage tax to those as they purchase new 

vehicles? Only those that are EV or PEV that don’t contribute to the gas tax? – Molokai 

► What kind of feedback have you had about vehicle charges on EV from other community 

meetings? – Lanai 

► For snowbirds that own electric vehicles, flat fee or option to choose would be 

completely unfair. They don’t drive much, and they still use our roads. – Kona 

► Everyone is talking about the electric vehicles. These electric vehicles have an impact 

on the roads. They are heavy, and they have batteries and when they are done, they will 

become trash. – Kona 

► If you replace one tax with the RUC, it’s perfectly great for EV. I drive an EV, we should 

pay. But you’re suddenly incentivizing the fuel inefficient vehicle. The more you 

consume, the more you pay. I understand you are concerned about the roads and 

maintenance and someone else is worried about the clean air. But this is a counter-

incentive. This is not a good idea. Wouldn’t it be easier to just raise the gas tax? Why 

can’t we apply the RUC to just EVs and leave the gas tax alone? – Waimea 

► What’s the formula for an electric vehicle? What’s the cost?  When you charge your EV, 

is it a cost per kW?  Where does that electricity come from? If you are getting it from 

solar, you are paying nothing and we’re all paying for it. You are getting tax incentives. – 

Waimea 

► If this is trying to recruit as many vehicles that don’t use gas, why is it taking into account 

everyone? Just go with the energy efficient vehicles. – Waimea 

► Why would the burden come to the rest of the population [non-EV owners] and change 

the way we pay for taxes rather than having just the EVs pay?  In order to get this done, 

impact the least number of people. – East Honolulu 

► Pay at the pump is the most realistic, but to some degree, EVs and hybrids use the road 

and they should pay their fair share even if they are doing something green. – Windward 

Oahu 

► Why are we not looking at charging hybrids and EVs?  They get free parking and our 

parking just went up. Why are we not looking at it from a long-term perspective rather 

than just giving these people perks to buy these cars? – Windward Oahu 
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► Why roll this out for everyone instead of rolling it out first on EVs, then see what’s next – 

go talk again with the community to see what the next step would be. This seems like 

the more logical approach. – Wailuku 

► I don’t like the idea that EVs are riding our roads for free. That is not fair. – Wailuku 

► There are many people in this community who cannot afford an electric car, so why 

should the rest of us have to pay RUC just because some of the people can afford an 

EV and avoiding paying their fair share of roadway costs? – Paia 

► People can’t afford to buy a house in town (Hilo); you have to buy a house out in the 

sticks. There are no jobs in those areas. The federal government continues to give 

electric vehicles (EVs) incentives – where does the “gravy train” on EV incentives stop – 

free parking at the airports, free charging, what’s next? Maybe people who live in town 

and have EVs should carry more of the burden for roadways. Why aren’t we presented 

with more than one roadway funding option – why are you just presenting RUC? – Hilo 

► How would the State of Hawaii expect us to make the payments? How will payments be 

collected, how often, what is the punishment for non-payment, etc.? It’s easy for me to 

pay the gas tax – I just pay a little at a time. Paying a new bill all at once along with my 

vehicle registration, safety inspection, etc. That is a lot of money all at once. In the 

meantime, can’t you just charge EVs and hybrids now, and figure out a larger solution 

later? – Hilo 

► 8,000 EVs is a very small number. If we are just concerned with the financial impact from 

EVs, why don’t they just pay their fair share, and let the rest of us alone? – Hilo 

2.10. Other states’ experiences 

Several commenters asked about the experience of other states with RUC. 

Several states have researched and tested a road usage charge as a gas tax replacement 

since 2002. They are Oregon, Washington, California, Colorado, Utah, Pennsylvania, 

Delaware and Minnesota. Oregon has a voluntary operational program in place and Utah 

will implement a voluntary operational program in 2020. No state has mandated RUC for all 

light vehicles registered within their borders. As the concept of RUC is new, development of 

RUC is still a matter of research and testing for the states. These states have not found that 

RUC is a disincentive for purchasing or operating a fuel-efficient car because the annual 

RUC paid by the average driver is less than $250 for drivers in the highest taxed states. 

Other states have found that participant acceptance of RUC increased over time. 

Application of a weight-based distance charge for heavy vehicles has a long history among 

the states. Currently, Oregon, Kentucky, New Mexico and New York have distance charge 

programs for heavy vehicles. Oregon’s program has been in place for over 90 years in 

various forms. Several other states are now considering a distance charge for heavy 

vehicles. 
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Comments and questions: 

► What kind of feedback have you received from the states on the mainland that have 

enacted or are testing it? – Koloa 

► Do the mainland states find that there is a disincentive to buy a fuel-efficient car? – 

Koloa 

► What other states are adopting RUC? – Kapolei 

► Where is the nation going with RUC?  What are you hearing out there with county and 

fed? – Kona 

► What are other states doing if they aren’t part of the 8 states? Are they doing something 

that is working? Or are they just slower making change? What is working in the other 7 

states mentioned? And why is it working? – Waimea 

► Has Oregon had diminished funding from the government for this? Most states get most 

of their money from the Federal government? – East Honolulu 

► Why are you looking to apply RUC to Hawaii, as opposed to the states that are clearly 

already considering RUC? Hawaii is unlike those other states, and a RUC is not a 

solution that fits our state. Hawaii has many areas that need just basic roads. – Hilo 

2.11. Price of gas 

Several meeting attendees noted concerns about the price of gas, particularly in Molokai 

and Hawaii Island. The concern about RUC is twofold: that RUC would represent an 

additional cost to drive on top of the high cost of gas, and that gas retailers would not reduce 

the price even if the state and/or county remove the taxes on gasoline. 

For most jurisdictions, when the fuel tax rate changes, the difference (up or down) is passed 

through fully and immediately to the price at the pump. But the fuel distribution system for 

more remote areas such as Molokai is unique. The project team will study whether and how 

tax rate changes impact prices of fuel in such areas. 

► Gas on Molokai is already $5.  I don’t see it going down because we’re going to replace 

it. – Molokai 

► If you go to the road usage charge instead of the gas tax, what prevents the gas 

companies from making more profit and taking that savings and pocketing the savings? 

– Molokai 

► If you shut down the two gas stations, they couldn’t handle that amount of decrease in 

revenue. What is the legislature going to do?  You open up this option, they could make 

us pay double? – Molokai 
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2.12. Privacy 

Several commenters expressed concern that collection of RUC mileage data would require 

technology that would impact privacy of drivers. 

HDOT understands the sensitivity of the use of personal information and the importance of 

protecting privacy and data security. Other states have developed technical mechanisms, 

protocols, and legal protections for privacy and data security. If Hawaii ultimately adopts 

RUC for replacement of the gas tax, it is highly likely the legislature will adopt and HDOT 

(and other affected agencies) will implement the necessary protections of privacy and 

security that work elsewhere. HDOT will research and include these protections as part of its 

work. 

Comments and questions: 

► Data collection: the type of technology you require will impact people’s privacy (or their 

concerns for privacy). – Lihue 

► Miles I drive is nobody’s business but mine.  It’s a privacy issue. Gas tax is anonymous.  

They don’t track it.  Where does it go from here? I’m against placing a device in my 

vehicle that has GPS. That’s my vehicle. – Molokai 

► If HDOT gets everyone’s mileage, you can track everyone where they drive, age, 

gender, etc.? Will you eventually use that data to make up some of that revenue? And if 

you use that data, will you tell us? – East Honolulu 

► I had a concern about GPS tracking unless you have clear protection of privacy right up 

front. So you cannot get someone’s data even with a court order. – East Honolulu 

► All the other applications (other than the PMVI) implicate privacy concerns. – Windward 

Oahu 

2.13. Revenue alternatives besides RUC 

Residents offered a range of suggestions for other methods to stabilize transportation 

funding in light of declining gas tax revenue. Most suggested using existing revenue 

mechanisms like imposing a higher registration fees or weight taxes on all cars or just on 

hybrids and electric cars. Several suggested using money from other existing taxes at the 

state and federal levels. Several suggested new sources of revenue including tolls, tire 

taxes, congestion pricing, taxing electricity used by EVs, lottery, cannabis taxes, and taxing 

tires and other car parts. 

Collectively, these comments reveal other choices when it comes to dealing with declining 

gas tax revenue. The elected policymakers can: (1) increase the rate of the gas tax rate, (2) 

increase the rate of other existing taxes or fees, (3) create a new revenue mechanism, or (4) 

some combination of the options. The first option may work for a period of time but creating 

long-term stable revenue for transportation will require frequent increases to the gas tax, 

which will exacerbate some of the inequities of that form of paying for roads. The second 
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option is available, but none of the other available funding mechanisms are user fees like 

the gas tax. RUC falls into the third category. 

The reason HDOT is investing in researching RUC is that it is a new type of charge that has 

not before been attempted or implemented in Hawaii, so there is much that is not yet 

understood. Other revenue sources, such as gas taxes and registration fees, are well 

understood. By exploring concepts for RUC the state can be better prepared should its 

implementation become necessary as gas tax becomes less viable as a revenue source. 

Like the gas tax, a RUC is a user fee. It enjoys some advantages in this regard over other 

alternatives. But a RUC also has challenges that have been identified and overcome by 

other states, and unique challenges in Hawaii. HDOT’s research will provide 

recommendations about how a RUC could be implemented and its impacts, so that 

policymakers can decide when the time comes which approach is best for Hawaii to address 

declining gas tax revenue. 

The HDOT’s commitment to the federal government under the federal grant is to study a 

mileage-based option for the replacement of the state fuel tax. All suggestions to other 

funding alternatives outside of a RUC will be noted in the final report, and these may be 

further pursued as a separate undertaking, if determined by elected officials and HDOT. 

Comments and questions: 

► What other alternatives to mileage-based fees have been considered, like tolls, or tire 

taxes? – Koloa 

► We should be looking at something broader than just replacing the gasoline tax; we 

should do that and perhaps disincentivize use of road (congestion pricing). – Koloa 

► Not understanding what’s the point of all this – why don’t we just tax the EVs and 

hybrids? Or, why don’t we just increase the tax on all vehicles? – Koloa 

► Atlanta had an additional EV registration fee. Isn’t that a better approach – including to 

hybrids – than this mileage-based system? – Koloa 

► Why not tax electric usage by cars? – Kapolei 

► Why not just do toll booths already? It’s time we got real and modernized our 

transportation system. – Kapolei 

► Why don’t you just create a flat tax to be collected with car registration? This way 

everyone will be equally responsible for funding our roadways. – Kapolei 

► Why not continue to the vehicle weight tax, or increase it? That is the only stable 

variable which can be collected. – Kapolei 

► Why not take the money directly from the legislature? Their money comes from taxes 

where the rich pay more. – Kapolei 
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► Get federal money from OHA for the Waianae coast, instead of trying to raise money 

from local families. – Kapolei 

► Are we studying other options like raising the gas tax to incentivize fuel economy and 

charging the EV’s a base annual fee. – Kapolei 

► It seems that if the average person was paying only $7 per month in gas tax; isn’t it more 

cost efficient (in administrative costs, collection methods, etc.) to just increase the weight 

fee? – Lahaina 

► Keeping gas tax and finding a way to increase revenue from other transportation 

sources (fees) would be best, because it stabilizes revenue like RUC but doesn’t 

disincentivize fuel efficient vehicles. – Lahaina 

► Why are we looking narrowly on only road tax for funding roadway tax and 

maintenance? There are other methods like taxes on marijuana and lottery. What about 

toll roads and having the fast pass stickers? – Lanai 

► What other options have you considered? In California, there’s a tax based the value of 

the vehicle. There are people that are driving really far that don’t make much. This is 

regressive. – Kona 

► To keep it simple, why don’t you raise the gas tax? People drive a lot of miles to go to 

work. Keep it simple. Once you make it complicated, your safety check, you stand in line 

at the DMV, you get the wrong paper, the process takes too long. – Kona 

► Just raise the gas tax. You don’t see it, so you just pay the money. When you start 

making things like this complicated. – Kona 

► You guys have raised vehicle registration taxes. Same for that, same for this. For equity, 

we all have to get the safety inspection sticker, then tack it onto that. No one’s going to 

drive around without sticker. – Waimea 

► Rather than being on the forefront of adopting such a radical change in our revenue 

system, why don’t we wait for a while to see how other states adopt these that would 

appeal to the general populous? What are some of the interim things you can consider?  

Raise the gas tax, raise the tax on EVs? – East Honolulu 

► The ¾ cent per mile rate would just keep us at the status quo, not get us out of the 

barrel. I’d rather pay more gas tax than having to fix my wheels from potholes. – East 

Honolulu 

► Is there any indication whether our registration fees will go up or down depending on 

whether this goes through? – East Honolulu 

► I think we can charge people another way.  We should look at different ways. – 

Windward Oahu 

► If you want to make it fair, military families pays $25.50 for registration. The same 

(resident) car pays $525. How is that fair because they are driving on the same roads as 

we do? – Windward Oahu 
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► Besides road usage charge, are there other options you are looking at? If you are testing 

4 options against each other, that would be a good study, but you are studying 1 option 

and it looks like a foregone conclusion. It looks like you’ve already made the decision. 

There are other consumer products like tires and brake pads that people have to pay for 

over and over again. Have these been looked at? – Windward Oahu 

► If this goes into effect, would my registration drop?  If you are going to drop one thing 

and raise one, that’s one thing. – Windward Oahu 

► This method requires a lot of bureaucracy and tracking is an invasion of privacy. You 

should be thinking of a new source of revenue (e.g. tax cannabis), no tracking, no 

bureaucracy. Why not make it simple? – Windward Oahu 

► Charging by the mile is a really regressive tax. We have income tax. Why don’t we use 

that money to pay for the roads? – Windward Oahu 

► Based on the scope of this 3-year project, if the outcome shows this is not a good 

solution, will you tell the legislature that this is not feasible and discontinue the concept? 

If you decide earlier that this is not a good solution, you could shift your focus to an 

increase in the gas tax sooner, helping our roads sooner. – Wailuku 

► We have a big old farm truck, and we have one of those EVs. I agree the EV subsidies 

should go. But I don’t think we “all should pay the same” as proposed under RUC. We all 

don’t pay the same for vehicle weight fees, for example. There should be some 

variability based on the vehicle, perhaps a value-based tax. – Hilo 

2.14. RUC as replacement for gas tax 

Concerns have been expressed about whether RUC would fully replace the gas tax, or 

whether RUC would be collected in addition to the gas tax. A related concern is that even if 

RUC replaces the gas tax, retail gas stations will not necessarily lower their prices in any 

amount equal to the gas tax – they may be tempted to keep their prices at the previous level 

to increase their profits.  

As a research project, this RUC experiment begins with some assumptions about what a 

future system might look like, and how it could potentially be implemented. Our first 

assumption is that the state (and counties, if they choose to participate), would not apply 

both a road usage charge and the gas tax to any one vehicle at the same time. Switching 

from the old system (gas tax) to a new system (road usage charge) would help stabilize road 

funding at current levels. Failure to switch to something new will eventually lead to a 

significant loss of road funding, estimated in the 2016 HDOT feasibility study at 

approximately 35% less revenue per mile compared to what the gas tax generates today. 

Changing the way we pay for roadways, without increasing the rate charged, will avoid a 

shortfall of revenue in the future. 

In the future, if RUC replaces the gas tax, there would be no economic justification for retail 

fuel stations to keep prices of gasoline artificially high in order to maximize their profits. 
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Academic research has found that fuel tax increases and decreases are quickly reflected in 

fuel prices and passed on as either additional costs or as savings “on average fully and 

immediately” to consumers. See, for example, “Fuel Tax Incidence and Supply Conditions” 

by Justin Marion and Erich Muehlegger, National Bureau of Economic Research Working 

Paper 16863 (https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf). The research team is aware of at 

least one state that brought legal action against companies that tried to keep prices 

artificially high in order to gouge consumers (the state received a large settlement for 

consumers).  

Comments and questions: 

► Does RUC get rid of fuel tax, potentially lowering gas prices? – Kapolei 

► Will this replace the tax that we are currently paying at the pump, or are we going to be 

taxed both at the pump and for roadway mileage? – Kapolei 

► My primary concern is that the usage fee won’t actually replace the gas tax and we 

would be stuck with paying both. This is made more possible because there are other 

entities aside from the state that collect gas tax. So the usage fee would only “replace” a 

portion of the gas tax. – Kapolei 

► A proposed “swap” doesn’t solve the problem; there is a shortage of revenue. Therefore, 

I see this as an eventual additional tax. – Lahaina 

► How do we know the gas retailers will lower the price of fuel even if the state gas tax is 

removed? – Koloa 

► If you take away the fuel tax, it seems like the retail gas stations will not reduce their 

prices by a like amount – they will only partially reduce. – Kapolei 

► Just a swap would be great if that were to happen.  But I don’t trust that it will be. – Kona 

► The basic premise in miles per gallon might apply to Oahu. This is all Oahu-centric. The 

cost of per gallon of gasoline—I’d love to pay $3.78 per gallon. Costco gas and Waimea 

gas difference is about $1 per gallon. Your numbers are way off. We’re paying more in 

taxes, we’re paying more per mile. The numbers don’t match up right. We pay sales tax 

on top of the price of fuel. – Waimea 

► We need the funding. The only fair way is for everyone who uses the roads to pay your 

fair share. Highways needs the funding to provide a safe place for everyone to drive. – 

Windward Oahu 

► You are looking at a “revenue neutral” case. I have a fleet of 19 vehicles (16 trucks, 3 

EVs). I’m going to be paying more on my EVs but less on my trucks. Revenue neutral 

doesn’t give me better roads, or better service – you are just shifting how I pay from my 

trucks to my EVs. – Wailuku 

► If you are going to collect a tax on mileage, will the fuel tax go away, or will RUC be on 

top of the existing fuel tax? – Paia 

https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf
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2.15. Setting the RUC rate 

Several attendees questioned how the rate for a RUC would be set and also wondered 

whether there could be more than one RUC rate for different types of vehicles or different 

types of driving. 

For the purpose of this research project, a per-mile RUC rate will be calculated that is 

equivalent to the current 16-cents per gallon state fuel tax for the average of about 22 miles 

per gallon vehicle in Hawaii. If an actual RUC is adopted, elected policymakers will consider 

a number of factors for setting the rate, just like how the gas tax is currently set, including 

the amount of money HDOT needs to maintain the road system and how the rate relates to 

the gas tax rate during a transition of one system to the other. Other considerations may 

include multiple rates for different types of vehicles such as gasoline powered vehicles 

versus electric vehicles, different types of uses, or different types of owners. How to set the 

RUC rate is a topic HDOT intends to research so that the agency can provide 

recommendations to the legislative body should enactment of a RUC program come under 

consideration. 

The amount a vehicle pays per mile in gas taxes today is calculated by dividing 16 (the state 

gas tax in cents per mile) by the miles per gallon of the vehicle. For example, a vehicle that 

gets 16 miles per gallon is paying 1 cent per mile in gas tax (16 cents per gallon divided by 

16 miles per gallon equals 1 cent per mile). For the project, HDOT is using the state average 

of 22 miles per gallon divided into 16 cents per gallon to arrive at an approximate RUC of 

3/4 cents per mile. For the purposes of simplicity, some of the graphics are rounded to 0.8 

cents per mile. 

Comments and questions: 

► Is there a specific amount of money that HDOT needs, and will you calculate the RUC 

charge based on that need, or only against what is currently collected via the fuel tax? –

Kapolei 

► Would there be any vehicles that would have discounted rates? – Kapolei 

► Will gasoline cars and electric vehicles be charged the same or different rates? – 

Kapolei 

► Consider a tiered system, where the more you drive, the more expensive it will be (non-

linear). For example, if a car reaches 20k miles per year, they bump up to a new rate 

category. – Koloa 

► You’re using the public utility model, which I don’t think is a great model. How would you 

run this like a public utility? And what would be considered fair? Public utilities have to 

ensure that they would never fail. – Molokai 

► Can you explain the calculations?  $0.008 per mile = 24 cents of gas tax.  Can you share 

the formula when you respond online? – Molokai 
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► I’m also concerned that this is a tax that will increase over time.  Just like you said the 

fuel tax will increase by 100%.  It’s not stable now. – Molokai 

► I didn’t catch it, is it: .8 cents, .08 cents, $.008? – Molokai 

► If this is enacted, will your budgetary needs dictate the rate by which the charge is 

levied? – Lanai 

► As part of your study, are you looking at the possibility of tiered rates? Since you’re at 

the beginning of the study, can you look at this? – Lanai 

► The $109 (per year) is what it’s based on now. When it’s implemented, it’s going to 

change?  So it’s going to increase? – Kona 

► Revenue neutral – how are you going to compensate for those that get gas for those 

lawnmowers, boats, etc.? It won’t work if you’re only looking at vehicles. Why are we 

doing this if it’s going to be revenue neutral? We need to do something else because 

roads are going to become more expensive. – Waimea 

► Who will set the rate? Is it the PUC? – East Honolulu 

► Are we at the point where we are identifying how much the per mile charge will be? 

Lacking additional information, you will not find any support among state residents for 

this. – Wailuku 

► Moving our society from gas cars to EVs is good for everyone, although I do understand 

that this poses a threat to road revenue. But why is your goal “revenue neutral” when the 

roads are already in such poor shape? – Wailuku 

► We doubt that it will be 3/4th of a cent; we believe it will be closer to 2 cents, and without 

any additional details, how will we know what it will be? Can’t support it until firm 

numbers are put out there. – Wailuku 

► How will you calculate revenue neutrality (or rates)? Will it be the same for each county, 

or different, because the cost of driving is different on each island (largely due to 

congestion in Oahu and the cost of burning gas while idling)? – Wailuku 

► You are saying it’s “revenue neutral” – am I understanding this correctly that the gain in 

the overall tax collections will be from electric vehicles? – Paia 

2.16. State vs. county gas tax and RUC 

Several commenters observed that the counties also collect gas taxes. They wondered 

whether the counties are also interested in RUC. Many attendees also identified some 

confusion around the difference between state and county taxes. 

When the Federal Highway Administration awarded funds to HDOT to study RUC in 2017, it 

was through a partnership between HDOT and the counties. Just like the state, county 

decisions about whether and how to implement RUC are policy choices for each county to 

make. HDOT is working with the counties on RUC research so that the counties may also 
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benefit from the analysis and findings of the work. The findings and final report will be made 

available to elected officials at the state and county levels. 

Today, the federal government, the state, and each county in Hawaii collect a tax on each 

gallon of gasoline sold in each county. The federal rate is 18.4 cents per gallon, the state 

rate is 16 cents per gallon, and the county rates vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Tax is 

paid on this gas regardless of where it is consumed. For example, if a car drives only on 

county roads, for each gallon of gas burned, 16 cents still goes to the state and 18.4 cents 

still goes to the federal government. Under a potential RUC, the same would be true. Each 

level of government could impose its own rate per mile driven instead of a tax per gallon of 

gas burned. 

Comments and questions: 

► Why is City [City/County of Honolulu] DTS not participating in the HiRUC study? – 

Kapolei  

► Is the county looking at this issue (declining fuel tax revenue) as well? – Koloa 

► When talking about removing and replacing, is it just the state’s fraction, or also the 

county’s portion? – Lahaina 

► If you go look at the roads, they need fixing. And that’s the county roads. You have to 

work together. A lot of people have big trucks. That’s our lifestyle. We go holoholo, can’t 

put them in a small electric vehicle. We are so blessed in Molokai, we don’t need what 

you have to offer us, we should be exempt. If Maui likes it they can have it, Honolulu can 

have it. – Molokai 

► The road tax, we would pay even on county roads?  But that’s only if we separate how 

many miles we drive on state and how many miles we drive on county? State will be 

collecting it, so anything going to the county so we can fix our roads? So the $.008 might 

go up because it would include the county portion too? – Molokai 

► This project will be based on the odometer reading, but we figured [our miles on] the 

state highway is minimal. But our odometer starts when we start our car. How do you get 

that to be accurate since we’re not driving on our state highway? – Molokai 

► Does it balance out on Lanai? Would we be at a total disadvantage? Our roads are not 

heavily travelled. Only when barges come in and then the rest of the time it’s empty.  

The county roads are what people are driving on all the time, it would not be equitable 

for us. – Lanai 

► Can you talk about the county fuel tax and the weight tax? Are they used for the same 

purposes? – Lanai 

► We have one section, once you get off the paved road, it belongs to the state. But the 

state has never fixed it in the last 5 years. Am I still going to be charged for driving on 

the state roads even though it’s not paved and never been fixed? – Lanai 
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► How do you differentiate between whether I drove on county and state roads? – Kona 

► Can you explain, right now we pay about 53.4 cents per gallon, spread federal, county, 

state. Today’s presentation focused on the 16 cents to the state.  What happens to the 

federal and county?  So we’re looking at less than 30% of what we pay of the gas tax? – 

Waimea 

► What if someone only drives on city roads? We still have to pay taxes on state roads, 

city roads, federal roads? – East Honolulu 

► How do the state/county components add up? – East Honolulu 

► State and Federal gas taxes both go to state? Is the intent if this go forward, would the 

state tax disappear? – Windward Oahu 

► The state gas tax – is that strictly to fund state highways? I feel our state roads are in 

pretty good shape, it’s our county roads that are not in such good shape. – Wailuku 

► What about the county fuel tax – would that go away along with the state fuel tax if RUC 

is enacted? – Paia 

► We have a mix of state, county, private, and federal roads. Since you say RUC is only 

for state roads, how can we be guaranteed that we are going to get all of our roads fixed, 

regardless of jurisdiction? – Paia 

► Why is $4 million allotted for a 3-year research project that only relates to the state 

highways? It seems that the benefits of this research will only benefit Oahu, because the 

majority of roads there are state-owned, unlike the neighbor islands. – Paia 

► The $109 you’ve shown is what the average driver pays now for the state gas tax. What 

about the county tax? – Hilo 

2.17. Taxes/government waste 

Many commenters expressed the opinion that HDOT should operate more efficiently and 

use the savings to fix the roads. Others say new taxes are not needed and HDOT should 

spend within existing levels. 

With the state gas tax the same as 1991, and inflation and eroding purchasing power, state 

road funding needs are greater than the revenue collected. HDOT has made strides in 

finding efficient ways to stretch highway dollars. The HDOT now emphasizes a data driven 

approach to decision-making to set priorities and implement the highway program. 

Furthermore, the HDOT continually looks for ways to do more with the revenues the agency 

has by increasing its emphasis in system preservation and safety with existing funds. HDOT 

also looks for new or different materials and technologies and value-added measures to 

reduce costs and save money.  

Even so, researching the viability of RUC as a road funding source is not about finding new 

money. Researching RUC is about replacing an existing road revenue mechanism with a 

fair and sustainable model. The gas tax provides approximately 30 percent of state road 
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revenues for HDOT, larger than any of the other three major revenue sources (registration 

fees, weight tax, and rental car surcharge). HDOT does not receive any general funds from 

general excise tax (GET), income tax, or other general taxes to support the state road 

system. As Hawaii’s drivers move to new vehicles with higher fuel efficiency, an alternate 

model of funding that is not based on fuel consumption will be necessary. 

Comments and questions: 

► RUC opens up a new avenue for taxation for Hawaii residents. – Lihue 

► Are we assuming that the cost of roadway upkeep will continue to go up? What 

measures are being taken to reduce these costs (such as better materials, etc.)? – 

Kapolei 

► What other funds or budget efficiency initiatives are being explored to better utilize 

existing and projected budget dollars? – Kapolei 

► Why can’t your money people figure out how to fix the roads with the money you have? 

– Kapolei 

► Is this a plan because your staff can’t figure out how to fix our roads with the money you 

have? – Kapolei 

► How much money does the state collect every year in the gas tax and registration fees? 

And why can’t you fix the roads with those tax revenues? – Kapolei 

► Can the state use better materials to fix the roads? Repairs do not last past a few 

months. – Kapolei 

► HDOT does landscaping along the freeway last year in Pearlridge. This year, they dug 

out the whole landscaping area for a road widening project, wasting the money spent on 

landscaping. Use tax money more wisely – new taxes are not a good solution. – Kapolei 

► How much money per year, for the past 5 to 10 years, has been spent to resurface and 

repair roads? What efficiencies in road repairs are being pursued to prevent repeated 

fixes of roads with the same potholes? – Kapolei 

► At 0.8 cents per mile, I would be paying more in taxes than with the current 16 cent gas 

tax. I see that taxes always go up. We are taxed too much already. – Kapolei 

► I don’t trust the elected officials. If they need more money, they will raise it. – Molokai 

► Feels like we’re damned if we do or we damned if we don’t. Doesn’t matter if we get fuel 

efficient vehicles, we’re going to get taxed. – Molokai 

► I have no faith in it. You say ¾ of a penny, so it might start out like that and especially if 

you take off the charge at the pump. But the next year, will it be $1.50 and then $3 after 

that, so pretty soon you’re paying $1000s at your safety inspection. And it’s randomly 

raised, just like everything else. – Kona 

► One thing we noticed around here has to do with architects and engineers who design 

our roads and have to make changes. That costs us (the taxpayers) money and taps into 
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the money we’re paying to fix our roads. Those kinds of mistakes are awful and uncalled 

for. – Kona 

► Is the problem really road usage or the mistakes being made, like the rail on Oahu? And 

then we have to have our taxes raised and we have to pay more. – Kona 

► There’s a lot of things that can reduce operations. Why does the state highway buy little 

dump trucks? They could buy regular vehicles, spend more initially, but save on number 

of people that are needed to operate. – Waimea 

► I build roads for a living. And I don’t understand why we are not recycling the asphalt that 

we dig up from old roads.  That would bring the costs down significantly.  That’s millions 

of dollars that could be put right back into the roads. – Waimea 

► State charges a diesel fuel tax 1 penny, state excise tax 34 cents, state environmental 

tax 2 ½ cents, we pay sales tax into the general fund (4.166%). The tax isn’t really 16 

cents. You’re getting a GE tax, you still get the advantage of asking for funds. – Waimea 

► Why don’t we focus on the problem of maintaining the roads? Why don’t we build better 

roads? Germany paves the roads to 6” and Hawaii is 4”, it breaks down faster. We plant 

monkey pods next to the roads and they destroy the roads. We have a project out here, 

they are making the roads wider for the tourists, but they are not building any retaining 

walls, but it’s right next to the edge. In 10 years, the roads are going to collapse. I’ve 

seen demonstrations on the mainland where they do precast concrete. Why can it not be 

done here? It’s faster, whole sections of roadways, you can lay it a couple of miles per 

day. The engineering companies are getting away with murder and then the county has 

to go get change orders, and then we have to pay for it. – Waimea 

► The GE tax that they passed, that’s for transportation and roads (for County roads). If 

you keep giving them money, they will keep raising taxes. I hope you don’t jump into 

this, but you have to listen to everyone here. The state transportation workers have to 

get more consistent and get better. State workers all sitting along the side of the roads. – 

Waimea 

► You see in Honolulu, it’s just taxes, taxes, taxes. The research should go into something 

else. How much does the research cost? You guys have to go back and look at how 

you’re throwing money. It’s always take-take-take. In Honolulu, it’s all corrupted. People 

over there are supposed to be helping us over here. – Waimea 

► They are trying to get more money out of us. RUC = TAX. – Waimea 

► This is another avenue for taxes. The increase in the registration – we pay almost $1000 

for our car. Why can’t that money pay for repairing the roads? What is happening with all 

these taxes? All our local people are moving away because they can’t afford these 

taxes. Have you done the research on all the taxes they have to pay? We don’t need 

another tax like this where we increase the taxes as we go along. Take it out of the 

registration. – Windward Oahu 

► The closest community meeting to Hauula is this one. Those people will be impacted the 

most. In my family, I have people who work at Queens and the airport. How much 
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money are you trying to get?  You have almost $4B, how much do you need to fix the 

roads? We pay registration and safety, that should be enough. You are proposing a set 

fee for road usage, can you guarantee that it won’t go up? – Windward Oahu 

► My biggest reservation is that I don’t trust government, and I don’t trust politicians. – 

Wailuku 

2.18. Technology for RUC measurement 

Attendees were curious to learn more about the methods that would or could be used to 

collect information about the number of miles driven by vehicles. Several observed that the 

vehicle inspection process includes collection of the odometer reading, while others asked 

what methods could be used to collect miles driven besides odometers. One person 

wondered why we would consider anything besides the safety check given that it is already 

in place, while another person commented that the legislature has occasionally considered 

bills to eliminate safety checks. One person suggested that Hawaii coordinate any research 

with the federal government to ensure harmony between any state efforts and future federal 

efforts. 

A key area of research for HiRUC is understanding the possibilities for how mileage can be 

collected. The project team is currently examining the data available from the vehicle 

inspection program and will implement a demonstration of how that approach could work.  

As part of the demonstration, the team is also looking at other approaches to measuring 

mileage and plans to offer three other choices for 2,000 volunteer participants to test drive 

during a 9-month period. The reason to look at other approaches is so that HDOT can 

understand drivers’ preferences. Which alternatives are easiest to use? Which are easiest 

for the state to collect, which are resistant to fraud, and which provide the ability to address 

other policy concerns such as charging mileage on private roads? These are some of the 

questions that HDOT will examine in the course of this project.  

HDOT will be sharing this information with the Federal Highway Administration (which is 

funding the research) as well as with the counties and other states to communicate lessons 

learned about how road usage charges could be efficiently implemented. 

Comments and questions: 

► Why are we considering all these high-tech options for mileage reporting when we have 

the vehicle inspection and can collect the mileage that way, without all of the 

complications? – Lihue 

► The federal government will eventually be looking at this same issue; it would be nice if 

you would work closely with them so that whatever technology is used in Hawaii is fully 

compatible and works for federal requirements too, so there won’t be different 

requirements, technologies and costs for each level of government, and hassles for 

citizens. – Lihue 
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► What happens if someone’s odometer breaks? – Lihue 

► What are other ways of collecting mileage reporting besides the odometer reading? – 

Koloa 

► The legislature has proposed to get rid of safety checks. – Lahaina 

► You talked about opting out of gas. If you go to the pump, how are you going to know if 

you opt out and how to figure that? Also, 75% of my miles are off-road. – Lanai 

► Are we going to have different tracking methods, tracking during safety checks is a way 

to keep you accountable, but also, I’ve used technology where I can take a picture of my 

odometer for insurance purposes. On the survey, please ask: would you like one of the 

options or multiple options? – East Honolulu 

► Why can’t we just do an electricity surcharge for EVs "within the system" and charge 

them where they plug in? The department is already setup. – Windward Oahu 

► If you do implement this, how are you going to accurately record the mileage on these 

vehicles? – Windward Oahu 

► What are all the meters (green boxes along the roads, 200-amp service) on the roads 

(estimated cost over $1 million) – are those being used to scan the cars to tell how much 

they are driving? These boxes are pulling data from cars as they drive by. – Wailuku 

► When you said there are 11 states investigating the mileage tax like we are, how do they 

handle interstate travel?  Here, how does the ranch guy work, he’s traveling a lot on his 

ranch and not using public roads. – Kona 

2.19. Tourism 

Several commenters suggested that tourists should pay RUC and perhaps even pay a 

higher rate per mile for their discretionary travel. 

There are varying views of the application of RUC to tourists. There are also legal questions 

about whether certain types of drivers could be treated differently. There may be other ways 

to assess different charges to locals as compared to tourists, such as increasing the 

surcharge that is already applied to rental and tour vehicles in Hawaii to support highway 

funding. These varying views and approaches will be included in the final report. Rental cars 

and taxis have owners who can pay a RUC, and these owners could make business 

decisions to pass the RUC cost on to their customers.  

Comments and questions: 

► Tourists need to pay for their impacts on the island. – Koloa 

► The tourists/travel industry are adding big infrastructure and traffic burdens on residents 

in Kauai. – Koloa 

► Will rental cars pay the usage fee as well? They should. – Kapolei 
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► How will you be able to tell the difference between mileage driven by local drivers versus 

mileage driven by visitors? Visitors’ mileage is all discretionary versus residents whose 

travel is out of necessity? Will RUC recognize the different purpose and need for these 

two types of miles? – Lahaina 

► It seems that residents are paying for a larger part of the problem than visitors. It isn’t 

just repairs and potholes, it’s also in congestion. Lahaina’s number one complaint is the 

traffic that results from tourists. There should be some consideration for the people that 

live here, and visitors should have to pay more than just 19% of the revenues. The taxes 

to finish the bypass has caused the biggest mess for locals in Lahaina. – Lahaina 

► You should tax the rental cars. If you would just increase it to $6 you would make more 

from them in a day than any resident. – Molokai 

► It would be good if we could impose a lot of those to the tourists. – Molokai 

► Don’t tax tourists more. – Lanai 

► How do the visitors pay into this? Did you know during the recession that there was a 

drop in revenue? It would have to factor in recessions and how it impacts our tourism, 

and all those variables. We can look at maintaining a level of revenue, but there are all 

these other factors to account for. – Kona 

► We have approximately 1 million cars, but we have 10 million visitors. They have to 

move around. They have to use our roads. Are you looking at that and incorporating it? – 

Windward Oahu 

► The cost burden of increased driving (especially impacts created by so many visitors) 

needs to be borne by those tourists and not disproportionately borne by local families. 

Tourists should pay a little bit more, perhaps even a toll charge. – Paia 

► Right now, the tourists are paying for roadways, because they are paying for gas at the 

pump. However, how would they pay if we adopt a RUC and use the vehicle inspection 

process to collect the mileage and charges? – Paia 

► Thank you for coming out to explain this study. The bigger issue is this: legislators 

submitted a bill to require tourists to pay their fair share, yet the tourism industry 

defeated it. Yet as a state, we are still spending about $80 million per year in state tax 

dollars to promote tourism. I oppose this subsidy. – Paia 

► I would like to echo what others have said, especially about the visitors to the island. We 

live here, and we have to pay this RUC? I oppose this pilot program. A three-year 

research project is too long. It means that you will just impose it at the conclusion of the 

research. One year would be more appropriate. – Paia 

► The tourist industry is the biggest user of the roads. Is there another option for funding 

our roadways that requires tourists to pay their fair share? I’m a car lover. The root of the 

problem is our roads. How do we fund fixes to our roads? Why don’t we charge hote l 

taxes to pay for our public facilities (like our roads)? – Hilo 
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2.20. Treating different types of travel differently 

Several commenters suggested that miles driven for different purposes—like discretionary 

travel (tourism or vacations) and necessary travel (work, school or medical) —should be 

charged at different rates. Some asked for special treatment for certain drivers, such as a 

subsidy for low income earners, or an exemption from paying RUC.  

The HDOT understands the rationale for these comments. Whether there will be different 

rates for different types of travel or whether certain types of drivers will receive special 

treatment are policy and legal matters for policymakers to determine when a RUC program 

is under consideration for enactment. HDOT (and other agencies involved) will provide 

potential recommendations to the legislative body on the viability and cost of administering 

different types of miles for different purposes. HDOT will also provide estimates on the 

amount of revenue lost by any proposed subsidies or exemptions from RUC.  

Comments and questions: 

► Goods that come into the harbor on their way to different destinations – should there be 

differential charges based on discretionary choice of destination. – Lahaina 

► There must be a difference between discretionary travel versus necessary travel. These 

miles are not equal. – Lahaina 

► Could there be a homeowner exemption, or a commuter exemption, or similar discounts 

or exemptions? – Lahaina 

► Is there going to be a subsidy for those that are low income? – Kapolei 

► What about people that have to drive their personal cars for work? What about 

businesses where it’s about driving? – Molokai 

► My concern is why we have to carry the burden. We’re so oppressed already. Tax the 

corporations: those making the money off of us, the ones that benefit. – Molokai 

► When you compare other studies and statistics of other islands to Molokai, you’re 

looking at different populations and status of employment. Molokai is a simple island with 

simple people and they don’t have the money to buy new fuel-efficient cars and electric 

vehicles. You can see the lifestyle in our communities. It’s not going to work for our 

island. – Molokai 

► Hawaii state issues may not be the same as Hawaii County issues. Different population, 

different density. – Waimea 

► I own three vehicles that are heavier, and I pay more in weight fees, and that is fair. But 

I’m concerned about the residents of Lanai and Molokai – their transportation needs are 

different. – Wailuku 

► Have you looked at potential exemptions for businesses that are involved in community 

service with their trucks or vehicles? – Wailuku 
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► I’m a senior. I don’t think I should be paying for mileage. I have a fixed income. I have to 

drive twice a week for therapy. To make matters worse, the roads in my area are poor. – 

Paia 

► Can the state consider imposing a RUC that is based on different categories of 

ownership, maybe differing amounts for rental cars, residents, commercial use, etc.? – 

Paia 

2.21. Treatment of the military 

One commenter asked whether military personnel will be treated differently under a RUC 

program. 

Currently, military personnel pay state and county gas taxes when they purchase fuel on 

military bases, unless the fuel is used for official U.S. government purposes. How this 

distinction would applied to RUC is currently unknown as no other state has researched this 

issue. Since the number of military personnel in Hawaii is large, HDOT will research this 

issue and inform the legislature of potential applications of RUC to military personnel. 

Comments and questions: 

► Why can’t the estimated 50,000 military personnel on Oahu that drive on our public 

roads pay the same taxes as the rest of us? – Kapolei 

2.22. Use of revenues 

Use of revenue was a common topic of concern to residents. Several expressed a 

preference that any revenue collected from a road usage charge be dedicated to roads and 

not be used to fund the Honolulu rail. Residents have expressed concern that the state 

spend revenue where it is raised rather than sending it to other islands. Concern over how 

revenue is spent went beyond road usage charges and include fuel tax and registration 

fees. Several residents were interested in learning precisely what type of work the highway 

fund supports. 

Today, the state vehicle registration fee, state vehicle weight tax, and state gas tax revenue 

are deposited in the State Highway Special Fund. In addition, a rental and tour vehicle 

surcharge is also deposited into the State Highway Special Fund. This fund is dedicated to 

maintaining, improving, and expanding state roads and bridges. This includes projects like 

resurfacing, added capacity, safety improvements, and sidewalks, but also ongoing routine 

upkeep activities like grass cutting, pot hole repairs, and replacing traffic signs, lighting and 

restriping.  
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A road usage charge is being researched as a way to restore revenue lost as gas tax 

declines, so HDOT will recommend that RUC revenue should be dedicated to the State 

Highway Special Fund and used for state highway purposes. Proposed recommended 

elements for transportation funding policy will be provided as part of this project and will be 

included in the final report. If the legislature enacts a road usage charge, legislators would 

also need to designate that the funds collected be deposited in the Highway Special Fund 

like gas taxes are today.  

Currently gas tax revenues collected are deposited into the State Highway Fund, and the 

HDOT spends such collections based on needs and priorities. Collections and expenditures 

from county to county may not match every year and flexibility is needed, especially when a 

response is needed for natural disasters, or to fund larger undertakings on a given island at 

a given point in time. In some years, a particular island or district may receive a higher 

proportion of funds, while in other years, it may receive a lower proportion, depending on 

needs and funding availability. There are interactive Program Status Maps available on 

HDOT Highways Division’s website that show where monies are being spent for ongoing 

and upcoming projects, and also maps showing pavement and bridge conditions and other 

data used in decision making to determine HDOT’s priorities. 

Comments and questions: 

► I hope this program hasn’t been concocted to pay for Honolulu Rail. – Lihue 

► The money raised from state, city, and county taxes just disappears – we need to know 

where the money went, through audits, investigations, etc. before we give more. – Koloa 

► Who administers these funds? The transit administration tax, for example, didn’t come 

back to Kauai. – Koloa 

https://histategis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=39e4d804242740a89d3fd0bc76d8d7de
https://histategis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=39e4d804242740a89d3fd0bc76d8d7de
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► How can we be assured that the tax revenue gets returned to Kauai and not siphoned off 

to other jurisdictions (islands) – Koloa 

► What is the point of “revenue neutrality”? Are you (or aren’t you) going to be collecting 

more money? At first you said “you’d collect $83 million per year under both systems” 

but now you are saying you need to raise more money because of the increasingly fuel-

efficient vehicle fleet? I don’t understand. – Koloa 

► With only 70,000 people in Kauai, how do we get our roads funded when Oahu, Maui, 

have all the people and get all of the money? – Koloa 

► How will we know that RUC would be dedicated to road maintenance and improvements 

and not used for other programs or projects? – Koloa 

► How can you ensure the money raised from RUC will actually be used toward roads? – 

Kapolei 

► How do we know where the money is being spent? – Kapolei 

► Will HiRUC revenue provide funding for Complete Streets requirements? – Kapolei 

► Where does my $500 registration fee go? – Kapolei 

► How will you guarantee that people who drive long distances will have their money go to 

fix these roads, i.e., I live in Waianae and want my money to go to fix my roads there. – 

Kapolei 

► The $83 million per year gathered for fuel revenue – is that just for maintenance or does 

that also fund road expansion? – Lahaina 

► A lot of the Maui money is going to Oahu; if things were managed better, you wouldn’t 

need these extra fees. This program seems like the costs must be examined as part of 

the study. – Lahaina 

► Does the registration fee and safety fee stay on Molokai and help the people here or 

does it go to help other islands? They don’t pave our roads for 30 years. I just found out 

those are county roads?  How does it work?  How much money does it take to fix the 40 

miles of state roads? When we up the registration, Molokai feels that too. We’re a small 

island, and Maui and Oahu, if it’s used for their fixing, then it’s a big question mark. – 

Molokai 

► Does this have anything to do with the rail? – Molokai 

► I don’t think I even really support this study. With a $4M price tag, get so much more 

things that are urgent that need to take care of for Molokai. The state highway is eroding 

under Kalahawa, our waste water, state department of health says it’s going to overflow 

any day now. You need to go back and get some tangible evidence before moving 

ahead. Not just something that has been done somewhere else. Hawaii is good at doing 

plenty of studies, putting it in a book, it goes on a shelf. There is nothing so urgent that 

they must do the study now. You tell us either the gas tax or road charge. But the beauty 

of democracy is that the people get to choose where the money comes from. There are 

other ways to supplement the roadways. In no way should the communities be stressed 
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out to think that you only have two ways. There are county ways to get it, federal ways to 

get it, other income sources to get this money. – Molokai 

► If this RUC is enacted, will it be for CIP (repair and maintenance). If this is enacted, 

would it only be for repair and maintenance of state roads or county roads too? – Lanai 

► We're only going to drive 7 miles down to the harbor and ferry. We’re paying $5 per 

gallon for gas. I think Lanai is already paying above and beyond their state taxes for that. 

The money we are paying isn’t going to be going to Lanai, it’s going to other state roads 

– Lanai 

► When you get your driver’s license at the DMV, you pay a fee (state and county), where 

does that go? – Lanai 

► When you are buying gas that is not used on roads, is there a way to get the taxes back 

since it is not used on-road? (more for diesel) – Lanai 

► Are the funds that we are paying going to stay on the island that we live on? It’s a very 

lopsided balance sometimes. TAT was increased, but that went to rail. It’s a very Oahu-

centric state. And I understand that most residents are on Oahu. – Kona 

► I’m a proponent of fair share. We’ve been overpaying on Puna. All ships must rise 

together. HELCO’s #1 expense on this island is landscaping and tree trimming. I wou ld 

be very fascinated to see how it’s been split out, but that’s just to feel better about a road 

usage charge. – Kona 

► Where does your budget come from? Any GE tax thrown in?  Where do the percentages 

come from? – Kona 

► Refining capacity on this island used to be 3, now there’s one left.  They don’t only refine 

gasoline, but jet fuel also. If we don’t have enough capacity, they won’t find it profitable 

to be here, we will only have 10% of the asphalt for paving the roads. If you switch to 

concrete, it might make sense. You have to look at the side-effects of what happens in 

this state and this county.  Roads cost twice as much on this side, that makes no sense. 

We get 20% of the money from state, which is a disproportionate amount. We get more 

per person from the state because we have more roads. – Waimea 

► State roads are they Queen K, Hamakua? Which ones are state roads, what percentage 

are state roads? Are they mostly state roads? Our neighborhood roads?  What about on 

Oahu? The money that has been going out, how is it divvied before and how will it be 

divvied after you go to the RUC? – Waimea 

► Quality of the road pavement is a big issue. There's a history here of sub-standard 

quality, not because of the contractor, but because the county/state was willing to pay for 

it. – Waimea 

► How many miles of state roads on Big Island? Which roads? How many miles on Oahu 

and other islands?  Percentage?  How is 30% divided by county? Is it population, 

number of cars, or amount of road miles?  Big Island drives further than other locations. 

Are we then paying for other roads on other islands? – Waimea 
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► What is HDOT's operating budget? How much gets spent for the rail, etc. If we 

understand what the budget is, we can better understand the issue. – East Honolulu 

► Does this money collected go to the general fund? – East Honolulu 

► We all need to pay our fair share, but you need to give us an accounting of your money 

first before you raise taxes on us. – Windward Oahu 

► Several years ago, HDOT’s budget was swept by the Governor to balance other parts of 

government spending. Why would we pay more if that is just going to happen again? – 

Wailuku 

► Are you planning on constructing any new roads? – Wailuku 

► I live up in Haiku, and we have the highest taxes but the worst roads. Why aren’t our 

roads a priority for being fixed? – Paia 

► What is the total money in the state that is allotted for road repairs? – Paia 

► For 30 years we have advocated for HDOT to realign the highway, yet funds are 

continually put into repairing the same road instead. Over that time period, roadway 

realignment could have happened, but instead you just keep patching up the old road. 

The Hana highway is also very dangerous, especially with all of the tourists driving on it. 

– Paia 

► The funds from the RUC – would those go only to the state highway fund, or would it 

also go to the general fund? – Paia 

► How are the funds for road repair split up between the islands – evenly, or 

proportionately, or some other way? – Paia 

► If the whole state did not have to fund the $9 billion dollar Honolulu Rail project, would 

we even be talking about a potential revenue shortfall issue? – Paia 

► I know that RUC is intended for the future, but some people travel a long distance. A 

long time ago, we never paid for vehicle inspections, a weight tax, this much in gas tax, 

etc. And yet the roads are horrible. I am retired now and don’t have to travel much but 

my family does. There are people’s lives that are represented by crosses along the road. 

Our kids can’t buy a car nowadays because cars cost so much to own. The government 

is oppressing us. Stop spending the money so foolishly. (Transparency by HDOT on 

their spending is desired). – Hilo 

2.23. Weight of the vehicle 

Several commenters suggested that RUC should have a weight component so that heavier 

vehicles would pay more than lighter vehicles. Some proposed raising the weight tax instead 

of a RUC while others opposed such an idea. Several proposed combining RUC with the 

weight tax. 

The HDOT understands this concern expressed by meeting participants.  Most states have 

applied RUC only to passenger vehicles weighing less than 10,000 lbs. For example, 
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Oregon, the only state with both a passenger vehicle and heavy vehicle distance-charge 

program, applies a weight factor only for vehicles greater than 26,000 lbs. and applies only a 

diesel tax for heavier vehicles between 10,000 lbs. and 26,000 lbs. Studies have shown that 

applying a weight factor for passenger vehicles less than 10,000 lbs. has an effect so 

minimal other states have decided it is not worth the effort.  

Hawaii could consider following Oregon’s lead on the weight factor, or Hawaii can plot its 

own course in looking at other alternatives. Revisiting and revising the current weight tax 

could be considered in a separate undertaking from this HiRUC project. No state has 

applied RUC to motorcycles or mopeds. Whether this is feasible is another matter for 

separate research, if determined by HDOT. 

Comments and questions: 

► There is a basic flaw in your formula: not accounting for the weight of the vehicles – 

consider Mileage x Weight in the formula for RUC. – Lihue 

► I support the weight tax – if the gas tax is going down, then perhaps the weight tax 

should go up? – Lihue 

► On the weight tax: the registration for a diesel pick up is almost double that of a 

passenger vehicle, so don’t raise the weight tax. – Lihue 

► RUC impact on personal versus commercial vehicles: commercial heavy vehicles will be 

better off than they are now under your proposed system. – Lihue 

► Can we reinstate weight stations and scales on heavy trucks? They are really damaging 

the roads here in Kauai. – Lihue 

► Weight tax: where does the money go to? Is Kauai a recipient county (receiving more 

than it contributes) or a donor county (paying more than it receives)? – Lihue 

► The RUC tax rate should be based on Mileage x Weight (although what happens with 

EVs)? – Lihue 

► There are no more HDOT [weigh stations] down in Kauai/Koloa. The heavy trucks are 

tearing up the roads but without weigh stations, trucks are running overweight. – Koloa 

► If the issue at hand is road damage, and if it’s safe to assume that larger vehicles with 

heavier weights overall create and contribute to more of the road wear, then why will it 

be fair to apply an equal mileage tax to subcompact vehicle [versus applying a mileage 

tax] to large vans and trucks? Small vehicles are creating less damage. – Kapolei 

► Heavier cars should pay more because they damage road more than lighter-weight cars. 

What about motorcycles and mopeds – will they pay RUC? – Kapolei 

► Why should the owner of a 3,000 lb. car pay the same per mile as the owner of a 20,000 

lb. truck? – Kapolei 

► Is it more detrimental to the roadway to have heavier vehicles traveling on it than lighter 

vehicles? – Lahaina 
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► Heavy commercial vehicles cause the biggest damage. But I am concerned that a VMT 

tax on trucks will be passed down to consumers and cost my constituents more. – 

Lahaina 

► Restricting the study to not include heavy duty vehicles is a bigger deal here than on 

Oahu. – Waimea 

► Is vehicle weight tax being considered? This tax is based on weight only and not on the 

number of miles that weight is pounding the pavement. – Waimea 

► Heavy construction vehicles, can you get higher revenue from them? – Lanai 

► A penny a mile, will that apply to a 50,000-pound dump truck? – Kona 

► It’s not only the weight of the car, but the equipment that they have in the car. – Kona 

► We’re keeping the discussion to the weight tax the smaller cars are paying. But what’s 

the equality with the weight tax? The biggest heaviest trucks are the ones jamming the 

roads. – Kona 

► There’s another tough topic. I see occasionally extremely overloaded trucks on the Big 

Island. – Kona 

► Heavy vehicles do a disproportionate amount of damage in this county. Large versus 

small cars is an issue – pickup trucks versus hybrids. – Waimea 

► Light duty vehicles only in this study? How about semis? Why not? – Waimea 

► I'm concerned that I heard that an F-150 would pay less and they would be “saving 

money.” It seems a heavier vehicle might do more damage, so whatever we setup would 

reward those big trucks. It should also be about efficiency and weight. – East Honolulu 

► As part of your study will you be reviewing a vehicle weight tax? A big old semi-truck will 

be making a lot more damage to the road than an ultra-light vehicle. But they are getting 

7 miles per gallon, so they are already paying more. There’s a possibility to just charge 

EVs more in weight tax than a Chevy Malibu. – East Honolulu 

► What hurts the roads the most? – East Honolulu 

► Are you considering weight of the vehicle in your charge?  The Tundra makes a lot more 

damage to the vehicle than other passenger vehicles. – Windward Oahu 

► Roads are in disrepair. DOT is responsible for weight enforcement but vehicles that are 

overweight are tearing up the roads. But DOT is not investing the money in the scales.  

There used to be scales in Kailua. Solve that first, maybe the cost would come down 

significantly. – Windward Oahu 

► American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials organization did a study 

of road wear and found that road wear depends on the weight of the vehicle to the 4th 

power. A truck that weighs more does 10 times the damage.  So if you’re talking about 

fairness, they should pay. – Windward Oahu 
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2.24. Miscellaneous 

Many residents asked questions and made comments that did not fit into a category with 

other questions or comments. Each of these “miscellaneous” questions and comments is 

listed below, along with a response where appropriate.  

Question: For your test involving 2,000 drivers, how do you divvy up the volunteers per 

island? – Lihue 

Response: The project team aspires to recruit a balanced representation of volunteers from 

each county, with roughly 500 from each. We encourage everyone to sign up for our 

newsletter to learn about volunteer opportunities: https://hiruc.org/stay-informed/ 

Question: How many miles of road do we have in Hawaii? – Kapolei 

Response: The state owns and maintains 943 miles of roads. The counties also own and 

maintain another 3,334 miles of roads. Other jurisdictions including the federal government 

own and maintain 200 miles of roads. The grand total is 4,476 miles. There are 9,781 lane-

miles. 

Comment: All of the city/county people driving around in Kauai with new Toyota Tacomas – 

that’s where the money goes. – Koloa 

Question: If passed, will RUC last indefinitely? – Kapolei 

Response: This question goes far beyond what this HiRUC research project will cover and it 

is unknown at this time if and when a RUC would be implemented. It is conceivable 

policymakers could enact a RUC on a test basis, temporarily for some vehicles, or 

permanently for some or all vehicles. 

Question: What does the “$11 Million in-kind contribution” in the grant proposal refer to? – 

Kapolei 

Response: The HiRUC research project is funded by a federal grant. The “in-kind” 

contribution refers to the cost associated with collecting vehicle data at safety checks, which 

will be studied as part of the research. This refers to money already spent under the current 

safety check program, which the federal government concurs is an eligible “in-kind” 

expenditure. Thus, HDOT gets “credit” for this expenditure without committing new money. 

Question: This tax is a form of a blanket toll on all roads. What happens when it costs more, 

and they raise the toll for the zip lane, or commute times if we are monitored electronically? 

– Kapolei 

Response: Currently there is no toll being collected in the Zipper Lane, and the HDOT does 

not have any current plans to place a toll charge on the Zipper Lane. A RUC is not a facility 

specific charge like an identified bridge, to a specific lane (Zipper Lane), or to a specific 

roadway, and it is not a congestion pricing charge that is tied to a certain time period.   

https://hiruc.org/stay-informed/
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Question: Are HDOT’s funding needs taking into account coastal highway erosion/damages 

and other emergencies resulting from changes in climate? – Kapolei 

Response: HDOT’s top priority is safety and the maintenance and operation of the system 

we have today. For coastal erosion, the HDOT is looking at both short term and long-term 

solutions, and in the process of engaging other agencies and stakeholders.   

Comment: It’s a bit disingenuous to say that 30% of revenue is from the state gas tax – that 

is not much more than 29% coming from the weight tax. If you collected $83 million from the 

gas tax, you collect about $80.2 million from the weight tax. Rental cars bring in $52.6 

million and $44.3 million from registration fees. – Kapolei 

Response: The numbers stated by this comment are correct. 30% of state revenue for 

highways comes from the state gas tax, while 29% come from weight tax, about 19% from 

rental car fees, 16% from registration fees, and 5% from miscellaneous sources. 

Question: Will the bus and Handi-Van also have to pay the surcharge, or only the general 

public (vehicle owners)? – Kapolei 

Response: If a road usage charge is enacted, all vehicles using public roadways should pay 

some fair share. Transit and para-transit vehicles currently are not exempt from gas tax.  

Question: The FAST Act provided $305 Billion over five years (through 2020). How much 

federal money is included in the HDOT budget? – Kapolei 

Response: HDOT’s limitation apportionment from the FAST Act was $161 million in 2018.  

Question: Why didn’t you mention that this was a study? That should have been more 

clearly stated. These people are furious because they didn’t understand it’s a study. – 

Kapolei 

Response: The HDOT agrees there should have been more emphasis that HiRUC is a 

research study of potential options to replace the state gas tax. The HDOT will emphasize 

this more prominently going forward in future meetings.  

Comment: Kauai roads are not being maintained and repaired. – Koloa 

Response: In response to the 2018 floods, the HDOT anticipates close to $70 million will be 

spent on restoration efforts on Kuhio Highway. In addition to this, in the past few years, the 

Island of Kauai benefitted from the HDOT deciding to move forward with significant bridge 

replacement and rehabilitation projects such as for the Hanapepe River Bridge, Bridge 7E, 

and the Mailihuna Road Intersection/Kapaa Bridge Rehabilitation projects totaling $64 

million. In 2019, the HDOT is committed to funding the replacement of the Wainiha Bridges 

at an estimated cost of $32 million. Other recent or ongoing projects on Kauai state 

roadways include 3 resurfacing projects totaling close to $9 million. 

Comment: An “idle meter” [engine run time meter] has been suggested. This will directly 

impact west Oahu drivers. – Kapolei 

Response: An engine run time meter was briefly considered and dismissed by Washington 
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and California in their early road usage charge research. It was mentioned as a possibility in 

HDOT’s 2016 feasibility study of road usage charges but is not being considered for further 

research as part of the HiRUC project. 

Comment: Businesses with fleets have also purchased fuel-efficient vehicles. Their costs 

are passed on to consumers in increased costs. Keep in mind these fuel-efficient vehicles 

already cost more than those that are less fuel-efficient. – Kapolei 

Response: The project team appreciates this input and will work with commercial fleets to 

understand not only their costs but also how they would interact with a road usage charge 

system. 

Question: Exactly how many state highway miles do we have on Molokai? – Molokai 

Response: 53 miles. 

Comment: You said you got $4M from the Feds.  And the Feds cut deals with our roads.  

They are supposed to be repaying the Native Hawaiian people. It sounds like it will oppress 

us, the Hawaiian people, because many of us kupuna are retired. – Molokai 

Question: How do people report road issues to the DOT (e.g. rumble strip on a very narrow 

road, paving of the road to the fish pond, a one lane section where there needs to be 

multiple lanes.)? – Molokai 

Response: The Maui District Office can be contacted at 808-873-3535 to report roadway 

concerns. 

Question: How likely is it that you will go through with it anyway? – Molokai 

Response: HDOT’s administration will make recommendations at the conclusion of the 

study based on all the input received statewide about whether and how a RUC could work in 

a way that is fair and sustainable. What those recommendations look like will depend on the 

feedback received through the public meeting process and through the research over the 

next three years. 

Comment: Electric vehicles in Molokai? How many times have you come to Molokai to 

check the roads?  If you maintained it, you wouldn’t have to have this?  How did this come 

about? Who proposed this, this RUC? I am angry. Another one coming to Molokai?  You 

don’t have a solution. We need a solution now, not in 20 years. Let the legislature know they 

should come and live here. Need to let the legislators know “NO.” We’re always talking to 

the middle person. Anonymous people came and said, “where can we make money?” No 

one is bringing solutions for us. Find a better Molokai solution. – Molokai 

Question: How do school buses pay for taking kids to public schools? – Molokai 

Response: School buses pay taxes on the gasoline they purchase for use of the roads, like 

other vehicles. 
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Question: When is the final report expected and when are the other meeting opportunities or 

opportunities to provide input? – Molokai 

Response: The final report will be delivered in 2021. There will be several opportunities to 

provide input, most importantly by answering the surveys starting in late 2019 that will be 

mailed to each household along with a personalized driving report. The project also accepts 

comments on the website www.hiruc.org. And there will be an opportunity to be one of a 

2,000 volunteers to try out new reporting technologies in 2020. 

Question: $4M from Federal, is it to make the concept work? (i.e. they wouldn’t give money 

for nothing) – Molokai 

Response: The purpose of the study is to better understand public concerns and issues 

related to how we pay for our roads, so the state can do a better job of defining alternatives 

for the future. 

Question: Where is the $4M coming from? – Molokai 

Response: A grant program created by Congress in 2015 administered by the Federal 

Highway Administration. 

Question: Will you consult with the Native Hawaiians? – Molokai 

Response: The HiRUC project aims to consult with as many affected drivers as possible 

through stakeholder outreach, these public meetings, and direct engagement of households 

through the survey process. 

Comment: They paved the road down to the barge harbor twice and the road was perfect.  

Why did they pave it? – Lanai 

Question: Is the fuel tax a % or flat rate? – Lanai 

Response: The state fuel excise tax that funds the highway system is a flat 16 cents per 

gallon. 

Question: Will you come back to Lanai before you pau? – Lanai 

Response: We have not yet made plans for another round of public meetings. The focus of 

the project after these public meetings will be to collect individual feedback through surveys 

based on personalized direct mail. 

Comment: The piecemeal problem of solving infrastructure does not work, we need a 

master plan for all infrastructure like sewers. – Lanai 

Comment: This affecting everyone around here, right?  Why only so many people [in 

attendance]?  I think you never advertise it well.  One trucker in Waimea told us.  Why not at 

the state building?  Not enough. – Kona 

http://www.hiruc.org/
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Question: Where are the most EVs around the islands? – East Honolulu 

Response: Most EVs are on Oahu. 

Question: Can you do the math on the Big Island where we drive substantially further and 

how RUC will fall out for us? – East Honolulu 

Response: Yes, once the project analysis begins we will be able to analyze how much 

driving occurs by island or ZIP code and map the impacts of switching from a gas tax to a 

RUC. 

Question: Is there a place where we can review these numbers online? – East Honolulu 

Response: Yes, there is a calculator online at www.hiruc.org. 

Question: Is there a way for the public to access the budget information? – East Honolulu 

Response: Yes, HDOT posts the budget for the state highway department online and is also 

working to increase transparency on spending and projects, which will be made available 

online later this year. 

Question: Can you talk about the volunteers?  Do you have a strategy for that? – East 

Honolulu 

Response: We are hoping to recruit up to 2,000 volunteers with about 500 per island for the 

second phase of the pilot test. Interested folks can sign up to be on our interest list and 

receive project updates at www.hiruc.org. 

Question: Is there any commission or board that oversees the activities of the Department of 

Transportation? – Windward Oahu 

Response: HDOT is a cabinet agency of the Governor. 

Question: Have the methods for the study already been designed? – Windward Oahu 

Response: No, the project team will select methods in part based on the feedback from 

these meetings. 

Comment: You’ve never given us the benefits. Start with the benefit, not just the tax. – 

Windward Oahu 

Comment: The state is stuck in a big money grab due to rail. They didn’t give us the true 

facts, only 1-2% of vehicles will be removed. We have to end rail.  $8B would have solved 

everything. – Windward Oahu 

Question: Will the public be informed? Are we going to be told about the structure as you 

formulate it? – Windward Oahu 

Response: Yes, all the factors going into the RUC calculations for purposes of this research 
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will be made available online and also explained on the driving reports going out later this 

year. 

Comment: You are doing the right thing about coming to the community earlier, before this 

idea becomes a proposal. – Wailuku 

Question: How much is this pilot project going to cost the taxpayers? How much of that $4M 

have you spent already to survey the neighbor islands and not just Oahu? – Paia 

Comment: The HiRUC research including public meetings, outreach, direct mailers, 

technology test drive, analysis, and reporting, is funded by the federal government, including 

a $4 million grant that HDOT won from the Federal Highway Administration. 

Comment: The Hawaii DOT is spending $4 million to come talk to us. I expect HDOT to 

come back at the end of the study and report the results. I wish there was more community 

involvement and better media coverage for this RUC meeting. – Hilo 

Question: Will HDOT come back out again to report back to us, or are you expecting people 

to get on the internet and tell you what they think? Not everyone has the internet and 

computers in our community. – Paia 

Response: In addition to these public meetings and online comments, the project will be 

sending direct mail and surveys to households. We hope folks will provide their responses to 

those surveys. 

Comment: Our communities would appreciate it if you would hold another meeting here 

later. – Paia 

Question: What is HDOT going to do with this information? We believe that RUC is not good 

for this community, and for the other communities that you are visiting. I do not support this 

pilot program. – Paia 

Response: HDOT is collecting information not only from the public meetings but also from 

the future phases of research to help make informed recommendations about the future of 

our transportation funding. We can continue to rely on the gas tax, but the tax base for that 

is shrinking, so raising the gas tax will disproportionately impact drivers of older vehicles in 

time. With this research, we will have information that will prepare the state should we need 

to switch to a new method of funding the roads in the future. 
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Methodology
This report summarizes findings from a self-administered survey of Hawaii residents, measuring
reactions to a proposed road usage charge (RUC). The primary methodology employed in this
wave was a mail survey of Hawaii vehicle owners (who received a hard copy survey in the mail,
along with their driving report). Survey recipients were also given the option of completing the
survey online. As of the September 8, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=10,061 Hawaii vehicle owners
completed and returned their mail survey, while a total of n=833 Hawaii vehicle owners completed
a survey online --- an overall total of n=10,894 (or a response rate of 17.0% based on a total
outbound mailing of n=64,116).

There were several major changes to the survey instruments in Wave IV. Findings from the
new/revised questions were treated as baseline measures for this report. For other general
questions, findings from this wave were compared to findings from Wave I (November 2019 to
February 18, 2020); Wave II (February 19, 2020 to March 2020); and Wave III (April 2020 to May
2020).

For this wave, driving reports were mailed out to Hawaii residents between August 5 to 7, 2020,
explaining a proposed Road Usage Charge (RUC) and estimating how much that particular driver
would owe if the State changed from a per-gallon gasoline tax to a per-mile RUC. Recipients
received their driving report, a 4-page mail survey regarding the proposed RUC, and a business
reply mail (BRM) addressed to Ward Research. The survey instrument was developed by Ward
Research and Milestone Solutions, LLP.
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Methodology – cont.
Data from the survey were matched back to DMV data based on Driving Report numbers. Based
on those who received a Driving Report, a total of n=10,385* non-EV drivers and a total of n=421*
EV drivers completed the survey. [Note: *DMV data were incomplete for n=88 respondents (either
missing DMV data or mistakes in assigned driving report numbers) so their vehicles could not be
categorized.] In addition, there is also non-sampling error which cannot be calculated, related to
the “opt in” nature of self administered surveys.

Wave IV Base: Sampling 
Error

Non-EV Drivers (matched with DMV data) 10,385 +/- 2.0%
EV-Drivers (matched with DMV data) 421 +/- 6.8%
Unmatched respondents 88
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 10,894
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Profile of Respondents

Vehicle Type

Wave I      
(Nov 2019 to 
Feb 18, 2020)

Wave II        
(Feb 18, 2020 
to Mar 2020)

Wave III       
(Apr 2020 to 
May 2020)

Wave IV      
(August 2020)

<=15 mpg 9% 10% 9% 9%
15.01 to 20 mpg 23% 26% 26% 26%
20.01 to 25 mpg 27% 29% 29% 29%
25.01 to 30 mpg 22% 21% 23% 23%
30.01 to 40 mpg 11% 9% 8% 9%
40.01+ mpg 2% 1% <1% 1%
Electric Vehicle 6% 5% 4% 4%
BASE: (4,244) (10,497) (7,816) (10,806)
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IMPORTANT ISSUES
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Most Important Issue Statewide

• Cost of living was considered the most important issue statewide across both segments, more so
among non-EV drivers.

• The impact of COVID-19, however, remained apparent with another large increase in mentions of
economy/jobs since the prior measure, among both non-EV and EV drivers.

• EV drivers placed greater importance than non-EV drivers on environment/climate change;
although mentions continued on a downward trend (likely due to increased economic concerns).

Q: In your opinion, what is most important issue statewide?  (Top Mentions)

Non-EV EV
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Most Important Transportation Issue Statewide

• Both segments considered reducing traffic congestion and delays to be the most important
transportation issue statewide, although mentions of improving the quality of our roads
gained momentum among both segments.

• EV drivers placed greater importance on reducing emissions from cars and trucks and
increasing choices for getting around besides driving.

Q: In your opinion, what is most important transportation issue statewide?

Non-EV EV
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INITIAL REACTION TO 
DRIVING REPORT & 
FAMILIARITY WITH 

RUC CONCEPT
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Initial Reaction to Driving Report (Non-EV Drivers)
Q: Before you received the Driving 

Report, were you aware that you pay 
state and county gas taxes?

Q: The estimated state and county gas 
taxes paid for your vehicle (as indicated 

on the Driving Report) is…?

• Four in 5 non-EV drivers said that they were aware they were paying state and county gas taxes,
prior to receiving their driving report (81%; and holding relatively steady over the past three
measures).

• Three in 10 non-EV drivers said that the estimated state and county gas taxes on their vehicle
were more than they expected (29%), versus 1 in 10 who said the estimated taxes were less than
they expected (10%).
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Familiarity with Concept of Road Usage Charge

• EV drivers were reportedly more familiar than non-EV drivers with the idea of a road usage charge.
• Half of non-EV drivers (52%) said they were either “very familiar” (10%) or “somewhat familiar” (42%)
with a road usage charge; relatively unchanged over the past three measures.

• Two-thirds of EV drivers (65%) said they were either “very familiar” (17%) or “somewhat familiar”
(48%) with a road usage charge; relatively unchanged since the prior measure.

Q: How familiar were you with the idea of a road 
usage charge before receiving your Driving Report?

Non-EV EV

17% 11% 10% 10%

51% 43% 42% 42%

20% 26% 27% 27%

12% 20% 21% 22%
10% 17% 15% 17%

16% 23% 19% 18%

53% 45% 49% 48%

20% 14% 17% 17%
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Understanding The Idea of A Road Usage Charge

• Significantly more EV drivers reportedly said that they understood the idea of a road
usage charge “very well” (42%); as compared to the proportion of non-EV drivers (31%)
who said likewise.

• The proportion of non-EV drivers who understood the idea of a road usage charge “very
well” has moved on a downward trend over the course of the tracking.

Q: After reviewing your Driving Report, how well would you 
say you understand the idea of a road usage charge?

Non-EV EV

41% 34% 33% 31%

49% 51% 51% 51%

8% 12% 12% 13%

2% 4% 5% 5%

50% 45% 48% 42%
42% 42% 45% 48%

7% 10% 5% 9%
1% 3% 3% 2%
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INITIAL REACTION TO 
HIRUC AND SUBSEQUENT 

LEVELS OF SUPPORT 
GIVEN VARIOUS 

CIRCUMSTANCES
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Initial Reaction to RUC and 
Subsequent Levels of Support

Those surveyed first were asked their initial reaction to the idea of funding roads and bridges in
Hawaii through a RUC based on how many miles they drive instead of tax on the gallons of gasoline
they buy --- very supportive, somewhat supportive, somewhat opposed, very opposed, or unsure.

They then were presented with the following list of circumstances and asked if, given each
scenario, they would be more supportive of a RUC, less supportive, or if there was no change in
their feeling:

• RUC is put in place only for electric vehicles, and other vehicles would continue to pay gas
taxes

• Money collected from a RUC could only be used for maintenance and improvement of our
state’s roads and bridges

(ADDED IN WAVE IV)
• RUC put in place only for brand new vehicles beginning in 2026
• Highly fuel efficient cars like electric cars and hybrids paid a lower rate per mile than other cars
• Rental cars paid a higher rate per mile than other cars
• First 1,000 miles driven is free each year, and miles after that are charged a flat rate per mile
• First 15,000 miles driven each year are charged a flat rate per mile, but all miles driven after that

are charged a lower rate
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Initial Reaction: Funding Roads & Bridges in Hawaii Through RUC

• Overall support for funding roads and bridges in Hawaii through a RUC instead of a gas tax held
steady among both non-EV drivers (49% support; 21% “very supportive”) and EV drivers (42%
support; 16% “very supportive”).

• The proportion of Non-EV drivers (23%) and EV drivers (33%) who are “very opposed” to a RUC held
steady since the previous measure.

• Support for a RUC was highest among East Honolulu, Urban Honolulu, and Neighbor Island
residents; and lowest among Leeward and Ewa Plain residents.

Q: What is your initial reaction to the idea of funding roads 
and bridges in Hawaii through a RUC instead of a gas tax?

Non-EV EV

21%    22%
22%   21%

20%    27%
26%   28%

11%    14%
13%   13%

39%    22%
25%   23%

8%    15%
14%   15%

13%    20%
14%   16%

17%    19%
25%   26%

13%    16%
14%   18%

53%    35%
39%   33%

4%   10%
8%   7%
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Level of Support for RUC: RUC Only for Electric Vehicles

• Non-EV drivers would be more supportive than EV drivers of a RUC that would be put in
place only for electric vehicles (with other vehicles continuing to pay gas taxes).

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,300)
More supportive of RUC 42% 32% 42% 54% 49% 38%
Less supportive of RUC 24% 39% 25% 18% 16% 17%
No change in my feeling 34% 29% 32% 28% 35% 45%
Base: (10,300) (2,198) (2,842) (1,287) (2,370) (1,571)

EV Vehicles (n=418)
More supportive of RUC 26% 24% 27% 33% 22% 28%
Less supportive of RUC 44% 49% 47% 47% 36% 48%
No change in my feeling 30% 27% 25% 20% 42% 24%
Base: (418) (67) (110) (75) (137) (29)

Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure

Q: Suppose a RUC is put in place 
only for electric vehicles, and other 
vehicles continue to pay gas taxes.  
Would you be…
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Money Collected Only Used For Maintenance and Improvement
of State’s Roads and Bridges

• A slight majority of both segments would be more supportive of a RUC that collected money
to be used only for the maintenance and improvement of the state’s roads and bridges.

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,273)
More supportive of RUC 59% 76% 72% 58% 29% 54%
Less supportive of RUC 6% 5% 5% 6% 11% 5%
No change in my feeling 35% 19% 23% 35% 60% 42%
Base: (10,273) (2,194) (2,840) (1,284) (2,348) (1,567)

EV Vehicles (n=416)
More supportive of RUC 54% 63% 73% 63% 27% 62%
Less supportive of RUC 7% 12% 5% 4% 9% 3%
No change in my feeling 39% 25% 22% 33% 64% 34%
Base: (416) (67) (110) (73) (137) (29)

Q:  Suppose money collected could 
only be used for maintenance/ 
improvement of our state’s roads & 
bridges.  Would you be… Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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• There was virtually no difference in support/opposition to a RUC put in place for brand new
vehicles beginning in 2026, when comparing non-EV and EV drivers. It should be noted that a
large proportion of non-EV (54%) and EV drivers (53%) indicated no change in their feeling
given this condition.

Level of Support for RUC: 
Vehicles Manufactured and Sold in 2026 or Later Pay RUC

Total Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,278)
More supportive of RUC 21% 27% 27% 22% 12% 15%
Less supportive of RUC 25% 33% 25% 22% 24% 17%
No change in my feeling 54% 40% 48% 55% 64% 68%
Base: (10,278) (2,193) (2,841) (1,285) (2,368) (1,560)

EV Vehicles (n=416)
More supportive of RUC 24% 29% 28% 31% 13% 34%
Less supportive of RUC 23% 29% 26% 8% 23% 34%
No change in my feeling 53% 42% 47% 61% 64% 31%
Base: (416) (66) (109) (75) (137) (29)

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure

Q:   Suppose a RUC is put in place 
only for brand new vehicles 
beginning in 2026.  Would you be…?
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• Roughly 3 in 5 Non-EV drivers were less supportive (55%) of a RUC where highly fuel efficient
cards like electric cars and hybrids paid a lower rate per mile than other cars.

• In contrast, 3 in 5 EV drivers were more supportive (60%) of a RUC given this condition.

Level of Support for RUC: 
Highly Fuel Efficient Cars Paid Lower Rate Per Mile Than Other Cars

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,306)
More supportive of RUC 18% 21% 19% 19% 14% 15%
Less supportive of RUC 55% 63% 60% 53% 44% 49%
No change in my feeling 28% 16% 20% 28% 42% 36%
Base: (10,309) (2,197) (2,853) (1,288) (2,363) (1,569)

EV Vehicles (n=283)
More supportive of RUC 60% 34% 59% 72% 63% 59%
Less supportive of RUC 18% 37% 24% 10% 9% 23%
No change in my feeling 22% 29% 16% 18% 28% 18%
Base: (283) (35) (79) (50) (97) (22)

Q:  Suppose highly fuel efficient cars 
like electric cars and hybrids paid a 
lower rate per mile than other cars.  
Would you be… Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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• A slight majority of both non-EV (53%) and EV drivers (59%) would be more supportive of a
RUC where rental cars paid a higher rate per mile than other cars.

• It should be noted that one-third of both non-EV (32%) and EV drivers (31%) indicated no
change in their feeling given this condition.

Level of Support for RUC: 
Rental Cars Paid Higher Rate Per Mile Than Other Cars

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,306)
More supportive of RUC 53% 61% 59% 53% 41% 49%
Less supportive of RUC 15% 15% 14% 15% 15% 13%
No change in my feeling 32% 23% 26% 32% 44% 37%
Base: (10,286) (2,195) (2,844) (1,285) (2,358) (1,565)

EV Vehicles (n=284)
More supportive of RUC 59% 46% 58% 70% 59% 59%
Less supportive of RUC 10% 17% 13% 8% 7% 9%
No change in my feeling 31% 37% 29% 22% 34% 32%
Base: (284) (35) (79) (50) (98) (22)

Q:  Suppose rental cars paid a higher 
rate per mile than other cars.  Would 
you be…

Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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• Two in 5 non-EV drivers said that they would be more supportive (40%) of a RUC where the first
1,000 miles driven each year are free and miles after that are charged a flat rate per mile. However, a
comparable proportion of non-EV drivers indicated no change (42%) in their feeling given this
condition.

• In turn, slightly less EV drivers said that they would be more supportive (33%) of a RUC where the
first 1,000 miles driven each year are free and miles after that are charged a flat rate per mile, with
nearly half indicating no change (48%) in their feeling given this condition.

Level of Support for RUC: 
First 1,000 Miles Driven Free Each Year; Flat Rate Per Mile After That

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,291)
More supportive of RUC 40% 49% 50% 40% 19% 40%
Less supportive of RUC 18% 21% 18% 16% 19% 13%
No change in my feeling 42% 30% 32% 43% 61% 47%
Base: (10,291) (2,197) (2,847) (1,287) (2,361) (1,562)

EV Vehicles (n=283)
More supportive of RUC 33% 26% 45% 38% 23% 27%
Less supportive of RUC 19% 40% 24% 10% 13% 23%
No change in my feeling 48% 34% 31% 52% 65% 50%
Base: (283) (35) (80) (50) (96) (22)

Q:  Suppose the first 1,000 miles 
driven is free each year, and miles 
after that are charged a flat rate per 
mile.  Would you be… Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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• There was less support among both non-EV and EV drivers for a RUC where the first 15,000
miles driven each year were charged a flat rate per mile and all miles driven after were
charged a lower rate.

Level of Support for RUC: 
First 15,000 Miles Driven Each Year Charged Flat Rate Per Mile;

All Miles Driven After Charged Lower Rate

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

Non-EV Vehicles (n=10,302)
More supportive of RUC 25% 27% 31% 26% 15% 26%
Less supportive of RUC 36% 46% 39% 36% 29% 28%
No change in my feeling 39% 26% 30% 39% 56% 46%
Base: (10,302) (2,198) (2,853) (1,286) (2,362) (1,564)

EV Vehicles (n=282)
More supportive of RUC 23% 14% 31% 34% 16% 9%
Less supportive of RUC 39% 54% 43% 34% 31% 50%
No change in my feeling 38% 31% 26% 32% 54% 41%
Base: (282) (35) (80) (50) (95) (22)

Q:  Suppose the first 15,000 miles 
driven are charged a flat rate per 
mile, but all miles driven after that 
are charged a lower rate.  Would you Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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Level of Support For RUC: Net Gain/Loss 

As shown on the following page:

• The largest net gains in support across both segments were seen for 1) a RUC which
collected money to be used only for maintenance and improvement of the state’s roads and
bridges and 2) a RUC where rental cars paid a higher rate per mile than other cars.

• A RUC where the first 1,000 miles driven each year are free and miles after that are charged
a flat rate per mile resulted in smaller positive net gains among both segments.

• A RUC only on electric vehicles resulted in a positive net gain among non-EV drivers. EV
drivers, however, were opposed to this condition.

• A RUC where highly fuel efficient cards like electric cars and hybrids paid a lower rate per
mile than other cars resulted in a positive net gain among EV drivers. Non-EV drivers,
however, were opposed to this condition.

• A RUC only on brand new vehicles starting in 2026 resulted in minimal changes in net
gains/losses across both segments.

• Both segments reflected net losses in support for a RUC where the first 15,000 miles driven
each year were charged a flat rate per mile and all miles driven after were charged a lower
rate.
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Level of Support For RUC: Net Gain/Loss 
Net Gain/Loss (% More Supportive of RUC minus % Less Supportive of RUC)
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How Prefer to Pay Estimated RUC

• Both non-EV and EV drivers surveyed displayed a preference to pay their estimated RUC all at
once, with monthly payments ranking as the second most preferred option (though moving on
a downward trend among both segments).

Q: Suppose you had to pay the road usage charge indicated, 
instead of paying gas taxes.  Would you prefer to…”

Non-EV EV

19% 22% 21% 23%

48% 47% 48% 47%

0% 1% 1% 1%

33% 30% 30% 29%

0% 2% 1% 2%

28% 27% 26% 19%

15% 16% 12% 17%

57% 55% 61% 61%
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Combining All Road Taxes/Fees/RUC Into A Single Bill

• The option to pay in installments (versus all at once) made no difference in reaction to a single
bill combining all road taxes/fees/charges.

• Roughly half of both non-EV and EV drivers would support combining all road taxes/fees/
charges into a single bill paid either once a year or in installments.

• Non-EV driver opposition to once a year payments was slightly higher than that reported for
payments in installments.

Q:  Suppose the State got rid of gas taxes and combined your annual weight tax, annual registration 
fee, and RUC into a single bill that you could pay once per year.   Would you be…?*

Q:  Suppose the State got rid of gas taxes and combined your annual weight tax, annual registration 
fee, and RUC into a single bill that you could pay in installments.   Would you be…?*

*Note: Questions added in Wave IV

Pay once                     
a year

Pay in 
installments

Pay once                     
a year

Pay in 
installments

Very supportive of this approach 20% 20% 18% 21% 18%
Somewhat supportive 26% 26% 32% 30% 30%
Somewhat opposed 11% 11% 12% 13% 13%
Very opposed to this approach 25% 25% 20% 24% 22%
Unsure/Need more info 18% 18% 18% 13% 16%
BASE: (10,851) (10,347) (10,300) (416) (415)

Combined to one single bill

NON-EV DRIVERS EV DRIVERS
TOTAL         
WAVE IV
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Preference of Reporting Odometer Readings

• A large majority of both Non-EV and EV drivers would prefer to have their odometer readings
collected at their annual safety checks.

• Strong preference for odometer readings collected at annual safety checks has remained
consistent among both segments for the duration of the tracking.

Q:  Looking at your Driving Report, the information about the number of miles you 
drove is based on reading your odometer at your annual State safety check.  Under a 

RUC, how would you prefer to report your odometer readings?

Non-EV EV
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SUBSEQUENT 
LEVELS OF SUPPORT 
GIVEN ADJUSTMENTS 

FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
(EV DRIVERS ONLY)
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Subsequent Levels of Support 
Given Adjustments For EVs

Those EV drivers surveyed first were also presented with the following adjustments
specifically for electric vehicles and asked if, given each adjustment, they would be much
more supportive of a RUC, somewhat more supportive, somewhat less supportive, much less
supportive, or if there was no change in their feeling:

• RUC is put in place only for electric vehicles, but charged half the rate of what the average
car pays in gas taxes, while other vehicles would continue to pay gas taxes

• RUC is put in place for all cars to pay for roads with an additional charge for each ton of
greenhouse gas emitted by gas-burning cars to fund clean energy efforts
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Level of Support for RUC: 
RUC Put In Place Only For EV’s, But Charged Half The Rate Average 
Car Pays in Gas Taxes; Other Vehicles Continue To Pay Gas Taxes

• Half of those EV drivers surveyed would be supportive (50%) of a RUC put in place only for
electric vehicles, but charged half the rate of what the average car pays in gas taxes (while
other vehicles continue to pay gas taxes).

• One-fourth would be less supportive (25%) of a RUC with these conditions; and one-fourth
indicated no change in their feeling (25%) given this scenario.

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

EV Vehicles (n=134)
Much more supportive of RUC 22% 31% 37% 20% 8% 0%
Somewhat more supportive 28% 16% 33% 48% 13% 86%
Somewhat less supportive 7% 9% 3% 16% 3% 14%
Much less supportive of RUC 18% 38% 13% 4% 18% 0%
No change in my feeling 25% 6% 13% 12% 60% 0%
Base: (134) (32) (30) (25) (40) (7)

Q: RUC put in place only for electric 
vehicles, but charged half the rate of 
what average car pays in gas taxes; 

other vehicles to pay gas taxes Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure
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Level of Support for RUC: 
RUC Put In Place For All Cars To Pay For Roads With Additional Charge
For Each Ton of Greenhouse Gas Emitted To Fund Clean Energy Efforts

Very 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Supportive

Somewhat 
Opposed

Very 
Opposed

EV Vehicles (n=132)
Much more supportive of RUC 37% 59% 63% 29% 5% 29%
Somewhat more supportive 26% 16% 10% 46% 31% 43%
Somewhat less supportive 7% 6% 7% 8% 5% 14%
Much less supportive of RUC 13% 9% 10% 8% 23% 0%
No change in my feeling 17% 9% 10% 8% 36% 14%
Base: (132) (32) (30) (24) (39) (7)

Q: RUC put in place for all cars to pay for 
roads w/ additional charge for each ton 

of greenhouse gas emitted by gas-
burning cars to fund clean energy efforts Total

Initial Reaction to RUC

Unsure

• Nearly two-thirds of those EV drivers surveyed would be supportive (63%) of a RUC put in
place for all cars to pay for roads, with an additional charge for each ton of greenhouse
gas emitted by gas-burning cars to fund clean energy efforts.

• One-fifth would be less supportive (20%) of a RUC with these conditions; with a
comparable proportion indicating no change in their feeling (17%) given this scenario.
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Subsequent Levels of Support Given Adjustments For EVs
Level of Support For RUC: Net Gain/Loss 

Net Gain/Loss (% More Supportive of RUC minus % Less Supportive of RUC)
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IMPACTS OF HIRUC
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Impacts of Replacing Gas Tax With RUC
(Purchasing a New Car)

• If the State removed the gas tax and replaced it with a RUC, three-fifths of non-EV drivers
(57%; down 2 points) said it would have no impact on their decision to purchase a new car.

• In comparison, two-thirds of EV drivers (65%; down 2 points) said likewise.

Q:  Imagine the State removes the gas tax and replaces it with a RUC.  
How would it impact your decision to purchase a new car?

Non-EV EV

16% 17% 17% 17%

8% 9% 8% 6%

66% 59% 59% 57%

10% 16% 16% 19% 21% 18% 15% 14%

62% 61% 67% 65%

8% 7% 6% 6%

10% 14% 13% 14%
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Impacts of Replacing Gas Tax With RUC
(Purchasing a More Fuel Efficient Car)

• If the State removed the gas tax and replaced it with a RUC:
– Half of non-EV drivers said it would have no impact on their decision to purchase a more fuel efficient car

(50%; no change). Less than 1 in 5 would be less likely to purchase a more fuel efficient car (15%; down 1
point).

– Half of EV drivers said it would have no impact on their decision to purchase a more fuel efficient car
(52%; down 2 points). Less than 1 in 5 would be less likely to purchase a more fuel efficient car (17%;
down 1 point and continuing on a downward trend).

Q:  Imagine the State removes the gas tax and replaces it with a RUC.  
How would it impact your decision to purchase a more fuel efficient car?

Non-EV EV

19% 16% 16% 15%

56% 50% 50% 50%

17% 22% 21% 18%
8% 13% 13% 17%

29% 22% 18% 17%

49% 46% 54% 52%

17% 23% 17% 20%

4% 9% 10% 10%
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Impacts of Replacing Gas Tax With RUC
(Purchasing an Electric Car)

• If the State removed the gas tax and replaced it with a RUC, half of both non-EV drivers (48%;
no change) and EV drivers (51%; down 3 points) said it would have no impact on their
decision to purchase an electric car.

• One-fifth of both non-EV drivers (21%) and EV drivers (20%) would reportedly be less likely to
purchase an electric car; although both have been moving on downward trends.

Q:  Imagine the State removes the gas tax and replaces it with a RUC.  
How would it impact your decision to purchase an electric car?

Non-EV EV

28% 25% 25% 21%

54% 47% 48% 48%

8% 11% 11% 10%

10% 16% 16% 21%

7% 12% 11% 13%

15% 17% 14% 16%

46% 44% 54% 51%

32% 26% 21% 20%
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Impact of RUC on Driving

• Seven in 10 non-EV (71%) and EV drivers (73%) said that replacing the gas tax with a RUC
would not impact how much they drive; a consistent finding throughout the tracking.

• Overall, 15% of both non-EV drivers and EV drivers responding said they would drive less if
the gas tax was replaced by a RUC; both up slightly since the previous measure.

Q:  Suppose the state removes the gas tax and replaces it with a RUC.  
How would it impact your driving?

Non-EV EV

11% 12% 12% 15%

78% 75% 75% 71%

1% 1% 1% 1%

11% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 12% 15%

77% 74% 76% 73%

<1% <1% 0% <1%

10% 15% 12% 12%
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IMPACTS OF COVID-19
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Impacts of COVID-19 on Driving

• Roughly half of both non-EV (49%) and EV drivers (48%) indicated that the COVID-19
pandemic resulted in them driving a lot less than they usually do during the time period
covered by their driving report.

• However, 1 in 5 non-EV (20%) and EV drivers (18%) indicated no change in their driving
behaviors related to COVID-19 impacts.

Q:  How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the amount of driving 
you did during the time period covered by your Driving Report?

*Note: Question was 
added in Wave IV

49% I drove a lot less than I usually do

26% I drove a little bit less

1% I drove a little bit more

1% I drove a lot more than I usually do

20% I drove about the same

EV
(n=10,344)

Non-EV
(n=420)

49%

30%26%

1%1%

18%20%

1%2%

48%

Total 
Wave IV

2% Unsure/Don’t Know

2%1%
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Impacts of COVID-19 on Future Driving
In Wave IV, a question was designed to measure the impacts of COVID-19 on future driving.
The original wording of the question was:

One of the benefits of ongoing surveys is the ability to respond to changes in the external
environment which may impact opinions. With the ever-changing situation regarding the
COVID-19 pandemic and local mandates in response to increases in positive COVID-19
cases, HiRUC made a decision to change the wording of the question to:

However, all mail surveys sent out during Wave IV had already been printed with the original
wording of the question. The wording change was made to the online version of the surveys.
As such, this section will report results for both questions --- the original question based on
only mail surveys and the revised questions based on only online surveys.

“Compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic, how much do you think you will
drive in the future?”

“And thinking ahead, after the COVID-19 virus has been controlled, do you think
your driving will be…?”
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Impact of COVID-19 on Future Driving
Q: Compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic, 

how much do you think you will drive in the future ?

• Three-fifths of both non-EV (61%) and EV drivers (62%) indicated that they will likely drive
about the same, compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic.

• One-fourth of non-EV (25%) and EV drivers (24%) indicated that they expect to drive less than
they used to.

• One in 20 non-EV (5%) and EV drivers (5%) expect to drive more; compared to before the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Note: Based only on mail surveys
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Impact of COVID-19 on Future Driving
Q: And thinking ahead, after the COVID-19 virus has been 

controlled, do you think your driving will be…?

• Half of both non-EV (52%) and EV drivers (54%) indicated that they will likely drive about the
same, after the COVID-19 virus has been controlled.

• One-fourth of non-EV (22%) and EV drivers (27%) indicated that they expect to drive less.
• One-fourth of non-EV drivers (23%) expect to drive more; as compared to less than 1 in 5 EV

drivers (16%) who said likewise.

Note: Based only on online surveys
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OTHER THOUGHTS 
REGARDING RUC
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Other Thoughts Regarding RUC (All Drivers*)
Q:  Do you have any other thoughts or opinions you would like to share about 

the concept of paying per mile instead of per gallon to fund our roads?

• In Wave IV, most drivers offered no other thoughts or opinions about a RUC.
• Those drivers who did:
– Pointed out common misconceptions of a RUC --- it would hurt commuters and those who live outside

Honolulu (4%);
– Felt no RUC was needed --- we pay enough as is (6%);
– Suggested other alternatives to raising funds --- leave gas tax as is and charge fee to EV’s (4%), higher

weight vehicles should pay more (4%).

RUC would hurt 
commuters/those 
who live outside 

Honolulu

4%

Nothing
56%

Leave gas tax & 
charge EV’s

4%

Higher weight 
vehicles should                               

pay more

4%

Support RUC 
(general)

4%

Base (Wave IV): n=1,886 drivers 
(n=1,793 non-EV drivers and n=72 EV drivers)

Top Responses We pay enough             
as is/Don’t want         

more taxes             

6%

*Note: In Wave IV, only n=72 EV drivers 
provided responses to this question.  
Due to the relatively small sample size 
and potentially misleading interpretation 
of separate results, this chart combines 
both non-EV and EV drivers
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• Throughout the tracking, transportation has not been identified as a pressing issue for most drivers,
ranking well behind other statewide issues (such as cost of living, economy/jobs, homelessness,
environment/climate change, etc.). The impact of COVID-19 (which was first apparent in Wave III, as
economy/jobs leapfrogged homelessness as the second most mentioned issue overall) remained
apparent in Wave IV --- with another large increase in mentions of economy/jobs since the prior
measure, among both non-EV and EV drivers.

• When asked about transportation issues in specific, residents considered reducing traffic congestion
and delays to be the most important issue throughout the tracking. However, in Wave IV, mentions of
improving the quality of our roads gained momentum among both non-EV and EV drivers.

• One in 5 non-EV drivers were not aware they are paying state and county gas taxes, prior to receiving
their Driving Report. This proportion has held relatively steady over the past three measures.

• Half of non-EV drivers were not familiar with the idea of a RUC; a proportion that has also remained
relatively steady over the past three measures. In contrast, two-thirds of EV drivers were familiar with
a RUC; a measure which has held steady over the past two measures.

• Compared to non-EV drivers, significantly more EV drivers expressed a better understanding of a
RUC; a finding consistent throughout the tracking.

• The proportion of non-EV drivers who understood the idea of a road usage charge “very well” has
moved on a downward trend over the course of the tracking.

• Initial support of funding roads and bridges in Hawaii through a road usage charge instead of a gas
tax remains higher among non-EV drivers versus EV drivers.
ü It should be noted that although overall support for funding roads and bridges in Hawaii through a

RUC instead of a gas tax held steady among both segments, the proportion “very supportive” of a
RUC dipped among both non-EV and EV drivers.

ü It should also be noted that the proportion of Non-EV and EV drivers who are “very opposed” to a
RUC held steady since the previous measure.

Key Findings
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• In Wave IV, both segments would be most supportive of a RUC which collected money to be used
only for maintenance and improvement of the state’s roads and bridges or if rental cars paid a higher
rate per mile than other cars. Other alternative conditions such as a RUC only on electric vehicles;
only on brand new vehicles starting in 2026; a RUC based on minimum mile-driven thresholds; and a
RUC where highly fuel efficient cars paid a lower rate per mile received less support.

• Both segments continued to display a preference to pay their estimated RUC all at once, with
monthly payments ranking as the second most preferred option (though moving on a downward
trend).

• Offering payment options (either once a year or in installments) made no difference in levels of
support or opposition toward combining the annual weight tax, annual registration fee, and RUC into
a single bill.

• Throughout the tracking, both Non-EV and EV drivers have repeatedly cited a preference to have
their odometer readings collected at their annual safety checks.

• Among alternatives presented to EV drivers, a RUC put in place for all cars to pay for roads with an
additional charge for each ton of greenhouse gas emitted by gas-burning cars to fund clean energy
efforts received strong support from EV drivers.

• Close to three-fourths of both segments said that replacing the gas tax with a RUC would not impact
how much they drive; a consistent finding throughout the tracking.

• Roughly half of both non-EV and EV drivers indicated that the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in them
driving a lot less than they usually do during the time period covered by their driving report.

• Three-fifths of both non-EV and EV drivers indicated that they will likely drive about the same, as
compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic.

Key Findings – cont.
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• Survey data showed that public support of a RUC, which had been on an upward trend since the
baseline measure, leveled off among both non-EV and EV drivers in Wave IV (with roughly half
supporting a RUC). Of note, the proportion “very supportive” of a RUC dipped among both non-EV
and EV drivers.

• Although familiarity with the idea of a RUC held relatively steady, the proportion of non-EV drivers
who say they understand RUC “very well” continued on a downward trend. [Note: It should be
noted that it is difficult to measure the impacts of this time period (COVID-19) --- and little public
discourse or interest in much other than public health and economic information.]

• EV drivers continue to be generally more attentive to RUC issues, given their higher levels of
awareness and reported familiarity with the concept.

• In Wave IV, both segments would be most supportive of a RUC which collected money to be used
only for maintenance and improvement of the state’s roads and bridges or if rental cars paid a
higher rate per mile than other cars.

• A RUC where highly fuel efficient cards like electric cars and hybrids paid a lower rate per mile
than other cars resulted in a positive net gain in support (% more supportive of RUC minus % less
supportive of RUC) among EV drivers. Non-EV drivers, however, were opposed to this condition.
A RUC only on brand new vehicles starting in 2026 resulted in minimal changes in net gains/losses
in support for a RUC across both segments. Both segments reflected net losses in support for a
RUC where the first 15,000 miles driven each year were charged a flat rate per mile and all miles
driven after were charged a lower rate

• Consistent throughout the tracking, a large majority of respondents preferred to have odometer
readings collected at their annual safety checks. While many drivers would prefer to pay just their
RUC all at once, the options of making either monthly or quarterly payments is also recommended.

Conclusions
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• Data suggest that offering an installment option (versus paying all at once) made no difference
in support for combining the annual weight tax, annual registration fee, and a RUC into a single
bill. Since offering an installment option did not make a difference in support, it appears
that the total amount to be paid may not be the issue at this point. A possible theory is that,
perhaps, a greater concern is related to transparency (with people wanting to be sure they
know what they are paying for).

• A large majority of both non-EV and EV drivers indicated that the COVID-19 pandemic resulted
in them driving less (either a lot or a little) than they usually do, during the time period covered
by their driving report. A slight majority expect to return to their prior level of driving in the
future (post-pandemic); although roughly one-fourth envision themselves driving less often.

• In addition to the findings and conclusions contained in this report, the HiRUC team evaluated
survey results against driving data and demographic data. The most relevant findings of this
additional analysis can be found in Volume 1 of the HiRUC Final Report, Section 3.5.

Conclusions – cont.
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APPENDIX
Sample Questionnaires



 

 
 
 
 
Aloha.  Please complete the questions below to the best of your ability, and return the completed questionnaire 

in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope. Alternately, you can complete this survey online at hiruc.org/evsurvey.  
Mahalo for your participation! 

 
Q1. In your opinion, what is the most important issue statewide?  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Cost of living ................................................. 01 Education ........................................................ 05 
   Homelessness ................................................ 02 Transportation ................................................. 06 
   Health care ..................................................... 03 Environment/climate change .......................... 07 (v02) 
   Economy/jobs ................................................ 04    

 
Q2. In your opinion, what is the most important transportation issue statewide?  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Reducing traffic congestion and delays ......... 01 Reducing emissions from cars and trucks ...... 04 
   Improving the safety of our roads ................. 02 Increasing choices for getting around 
   Improving the quality of our roads ................ 03      besides driving ....................................... 05 (v03) 

 
Q3. Are you the primary driver of the vehicle for which you received a Driving Report?  
 

   Yes ................................................................. 01 No ................................................................... 02 (v04) 
 
Q4. The Driving Report indicates the amount you would owe if the State changed from a per-gallon gasoline 

tax to a per-mile road usage charge (RUC).  How familiar were you with the idea of a road usage charge 
before receiving your Driving Report?  (Please  one answer only.) 

 

   Very familiar ................................................. 01 Not familiar .................................................... 03 
   Somewhat familiar ........................................ 02 Not at all familiar ............................................ 04 (v05) 

 
Q5. After reviewing your Driving Report, how well would you say you understand the idea of a road usage 

charge?  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Very well ....................................................... 01 Not well .......................................................... 03 
   Somewhat well .............................................. 02 Not well at all ................................................. 04 (v06) 

 
Q6. Looking at your Driving Report, how much would your vehicle owe in road usage charges?  
 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Less than $100 ............................................... 01 $300 or more ................................................... 04 
   $100-$199.99 ................................................. 02 Unsure or do not recall ................................... 05 (v07) 
   $200-$299.99 ................................................. 03  

 
Please turn over to the next page   

2020 ROAD USAGE CHARGE SURVEY 



 

Q7. What is your initial reaction to the idea of funding roads and bridges in Hawaii through a road usage 
charge based on how many miles you drive, instead of a tax on the gallons of gasoline you buy?  

 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Very supportive ............................................. 01 Very Opposed ................................................. 04 
   Somewhat supportive .................................... 02 Unsure ............................................................. 05 (v08) 
   Somewhat opposed ........................................ 03  

 
For the next few questions, imagine that Hawaii put in place a per-mile road usage charge to pay for roads 
and bridges. 
 
Q8. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place only for brand new vehicles beginning in 2026.  Vehicles 

manufactured and sold before 2026 would continue to pay only the gas tax.  Vehicles manufactured and 
sold in 2026 and later would pay only the road usage charge.  Would you be:  

 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   More supportive of a RUC ............................ 01 No change in my feeling ................................. 03 (v09) 
   Less supportive of a RUC ............................. 02    

 
Q9. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place only for electric vehicles, and other vehicles would continue 

to pay gas taxes.  Would you be:  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   More supportive of a RUC ............................ 01 No change in my feeling ................................. 03 (v10) 
   Less supportive of a RUC ............................. 02     

 
The next several questions ask your opinion on various ways that a road usage charge can be adjusted 
specifically for electric vehicles. 
 
Q10. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place only for electric vehicles, but charged half the rate of what 

the average car pays in gas taxes.  Other vehicles would continue to pay gas taxes.  Would you be:  
 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Much more supportive of a RUC .................. 01 Much less supportive of a RUC ...................... 04 
   Somewhat more supportive of a RUC ........... 02 No change in my feeling ................................. 05 (v11) 
 Somewhat less supportive of a RUC ............. 03    

 
Q11. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place only for electric vehicles, but only after electric vehicles 

account for 10% or more of new car sales.  Other vehicles would continue to pay gas taxes.  Would you 
be:   (Please  one answer only.) 

 

   Much more supportive of a RUC .................. 01 Much less supportive of a RUC ...................... 04 
   Somewhat more supportive of a RUC ........... 02 No change in my feeling ................................. 05 (v12) 
 Somewhat less supportive of a RUC ............. 03    

 
Q12. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place for electric vehicles, with a portion of the funds collected 

from electric cars being used to build out a network of public EV charging stations.  Would you be:  
(Please  one answer only.) 

 

   Much more supportive of a RUC .................. 01 Much less supportive of a RUC ...................... 04 
   Somewhat more supportive of a RUC ........... 02 No change in my feeling ................................. 05 (v13) 
 Somewhat less supportive of a RUC ............. 03    

 
 

Please turn over to the next page   



 

 
Q13. Suppose a road usage charge is put in place for all cars to pay for roads, with an additional charge for 

each ton of greenhouse gas emitted by gas-burning cars to fund clean energy efforts.  Would you be:  
 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Much more supportive of a RUC .................. 01 Much less supportive of a RUC ...................... 04 
   Somewhat more supportive of a RUC ........... 02 No change in my feeling ................................. 05 (v14) 
 Somewhat less supportive of a RUC ............. 03    

 
The next set of questions ask your opinion on different ways of reporting and paying a road usage charge. 
 
Q14. Looking at your Driving Report, suppose you had to pay the road usage charge indicated.  Would you 

prefer to:  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Pay the road usage charge amount all at once ..................................................................................... 01  
     Pay the road usage charge amount over 4 payments (pay some every three months) ......................... 02  
   Pay the road usage charge amount over 12 payments (pay some every month) ................................. 03 (v15) 

 
Q15. Suppose the State got rid of gas taxes and combined your annual weight tax, annual registration fee, and 

road usage charge into a single bill that you would pay once per year.  Would you be:  
 (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   Very supportive of this approach .................. 01 Very opposed to this approach ....................... 04 
   Somewhat supportive of this approach.......... 02 Uncertain or need more information............... 05 (v16) 
 Somewhat opposed to this approach ............. 03    

 
Q16. Suppose the State got rid of gas taxes and combined your annual weight tax, annual registration fee and 

road usage charge into a single bill that you could choose to pay in installments (monthly or every three 
months).  Would you be:  (Please  one answer only.) 

 

   Very supportive of this approach .................. 01 Very opposed to this approach ....................... 04 
   Somewhat supportive of this approach.......... 02 Uncertain or need more information............... 05 (v17) 
 Somewhat opposed to this approach ............. 03    

 
Q17. Looking at your Driving Report, the information about the number of miles you drove is based on 

reading your odometer at your annual State safety check.  Under a road usage charge, how would you 
prefer to report your odometer readings:  (Please  one answer only.) 

 

   Prefer to report my odometer at safety check as I do today. ............................................................... 01  
     Prefer to report my odometer using an app on my smartphone. .......................................................... 02  
   Prefer to report the location I drive so I can avoid paying for the miles I drive on roads that  
      are not maintained by the government. .......................................................................................... 03 (v18) 

 
Q18. Suppose the money collected from a road usage charge could only be used for maintenance and 

improvement of our state’s roads and bridges.  Would you be:   (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   More supportive of a RUC ............................ 01 No change in my feeling ................................. 03 (v19) 
   Less supportive of a RUC ............................. 02    

 
Please continue to the next page   



 

 
 
Q19. Imagine the State removes the gas tax and replaces it with a road usage charge.  How would it impact 

your decision to: 
 

(Please  one answer for each.) 
Less 

Likely 
No 

Impact 
More 
Likely Unsure 

 

Purchase a new car 1 2 3 4 (v20a) 

Purchase a more fuel efficient car 1 2 3 4 (v20b) 

Purchase an electric car 1 2 3 4 (v20c) 

 
Q20. Imagine the State removes the gas tax and replaces it with a road usage charge.  How would it impact 

your driving?  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   I would drive less .......................................... 01 It would not impact how much I drive............ 03 
   I would drive more ........................................ 02 I am unsure ..................................................... 04 (v21) 

 
Q21. How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the amount of driving you did during the time period 

covered by your Driving Report?  (Please  one answer only.) 
 

   I drove a lot less than I usually do ................. 01 I drove a lot more than I usually do ................ 04 
   I drove a little bit less  ................................... 02 I drove about the same .................................... 05  
   I drove a little bit more .................................. 03 Unsure or don’t know ..................................... 06 (v22) 

 
Q22. Compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic, how much do you think you will drive in the future?  

(Please  one answer only.) 
 

   I will drive less than I used to ........................ 01 I will drive about the same as I used to .......... 03 
   I will drive more than I used to ..................... 02 Unsure or don’t know ..................................... 04 (v23) 

 
Q23. Do you have any other thoughts or opinions you would like to share about the concept of paying per 

mile instead of per gallon to fund our roads? 

  __________________________________________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________________________________  (v24a-e) 

 
 

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey! 
Please return it to Ward Research, HDOT’s  survey analytics partner,                                                 

in the postage-paid envelope provided by  
November 30, 2020 
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Methodology
This report summarizes findings from an online survey of Hawaii residents, who signed up to take part in
HIRUC’s Technology Test Drive. Recipients of past HIRUC mail surveys (conducted between November 2019
and September 2020) were asked if they wanted to participate in the pilot program, with email contact
information being collected for those who volunteered. In addition, interested participants were also
recruited through Ward Research’s online panel of Hawaii State residents, The Hawaii Panel. HIRUC followed
up with all volunteers, who agreed to participate in an initial, a midpoint, and a final survey --- offering
feedback and reflecting on their experiences with the pilot technologies. The survey instruments were
developed by HIRUC and programmed by Ward Research.

Although other states have tested similar high-tech mileage reporting methods and surveyed participants,
HiRUC tested these methods specifically as an alternative to the default method of odometer reporting at
vehicle inspection and to understand performance and local reactions and feedback in Hawaii.

For non-fleet vehicles, a total of n=985 participants completed the initial survey, n=1,077 participants
completed the midpoint survey, and n=1,239 participants completed the final survey. This report summarizes
findings from all three of these surveys. [Note: A total of n=127 participants enrolled in the pilot program
after the initial survey was concluded and completed an interim survey prior to the final survey.] The rate of
enrollment rate in HiRUC was lower than mainland pilots. Approximately one-third of invited participants
enrolled in the Technology Test Drive (compared with over 50% in mainland pilots). This lower rate can be
attributed to the fact that most prospects were recruited from the general public via direct mail (Part 1
Driving Reports). The survey completion rate, however, was consistent with other pilots; approximately 85%
of participants completed each survey.

Technology Test Drive Base: Sampling 
Error

Initial Survey 985 +/- 3.1%
Midpoint Survey 1,077 +/- 3.0%
Final Survey 1,239 +/- 2.8%
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Profile of Respondents
(Asked Only in Initial & Final Survey)

ADULTS IN HH Initial Final AGE Initial Final
Left blank 16% 19% 18 to 24 1% 1%
One 16% 14% 25 to 34 12% 12%
Two 47% 45% 35 to 44 18% 19%
Three or more 22% 21% 45 to 54 19% 18%
HH INCOME 55 to 64 22% 22%
Under $35,000 7% 6% 65+ 24% 25%
$35,000 to $49,999 7% 8% Refused 4% 4%
$50,000 to $74,999 15% 15% ETHNICITY
$75,000 to $99,999 19% 20% Caucasian 35%   37%*
$100,000+ 40% 39% Chinese 8% 12%
Refused 13% 12% Filipino 5% 8%
GENDER Hawaiian/Pt-Hawaiian 7% 10%
Male 57% 56% Japanese 24% 26%
Female 38% 38% Mixed 10% 10%
Other/Unspecified 1% 1% Other 4% 6%
Refused 5% 5% Missing 6% 0%
BASE: (985) (1239) BASE: (985) (1239)

*Note: Participants were allowed to enter multiple ethnicities 
in the Final Survey 
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Profile of Respondents
(Final Survey)

Type of Vehicle (%)
Gas 87%
Electric 6%
Hybrid 7%

Based on all vehicles (n=1,392) 
enrolled by Final Survey participants
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INITIAL SURVEY
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About The Technology Test Drive Participants (Initial Survey)

• Just under half of the participants make primarily urban driving trips (44%).
• In the initial survey, 86% had one vehicle enrolled in the TTD, while 14% had two vehicles.
• Half of the participants signed up for the TTD to learn more about how a RUC might work and how it

would impact them personally (51%). One-third signed up to provide their personal input regarding a
possible replacement of the gas tax (32%).

Q: How would you describe most 
of your driving trips?

(n=985)

Q: What is your primary
motivation for participating

in the Technology Test Drive?
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About The Technology Test Drive Participants
(Based on All Vehicles Enrolled in TTD)

Q: How many miles per gallon would you estimate 
your main vehicle (second vehicle) gets?

Q: Approximately how many miles do you drive 
your main vehicle (second vehicle) each year?
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Estimated State Gas Tax Vs. RUC Program
(Based on All Vehicles Enrolled in TTD)

Q: How much would you estimate you pay 
in state gas tax per year for your main 

vehicle (second vehicle)?

Q: Under a RUC program, do you think you 
would pay more or less than your 

estimated state gas tax per year for your 
main vehicle (second vehicle)?

• Seven in 10 participants in the initial survey had no idea how much they pay in state gas tax
per year for their vehicle(s).
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Issues For Potential RUC System: Importance Ratings

• As shown on the following page, more than 9 in 10 participants considered the following to
be important:

ü “transportation funding must provide transparency into the amounts charged” (97%
important; 87% very important);

ü “transportation funding must be simple and easy to comply with” (96% important; 81%
very important);

ü “transportation funding must be efficient for the state to collect and enforce” (95%
important; 79% very important);

ü “heavy vehicles should pay according to the wear and tear they generate when using the
roads” (93% important; 74% very important); and

ü “all road users must pay their fair share based on how much they use the roads” (92%
important; 71% very important).

• The two issues related to rental cars --- “vehicles primarily used by tourists should pay the
same to use the roads as locals” (66% important; 46% very important) and “vehicles
primarily used by tourists should pay more to use the roads than locals” (65% important;
42% very important) --- were considered to be less important than the other issues tested.
[Note: Three in 10 participants disagreed with each of these statements.]
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Issues For Potential RUC System: Importance Ratings
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About The Technology Test Drive: OdoFoto

• Three in 5 participants in the initial survey chose OdoFoto using a smartphone app (61%) as their
reporting method.

• Those between the ages of 18 to 34 years were more likely than those from other age groups to
choose OdoFoto.

• The most frequently mentioned reason for selecting OdoFoto was easy/convenient (41%); mentioned
by twice as many participants as indicated they had privacy concerns about using a GPS (20%).

Q: Which mileage reporting method did 
you select in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial Survey)

Q: Why did you choose this method?  (Top Responses)
(n=690)

Q: Approximately how much time did you devote 
to the enrollment and vehicle setup process?
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About The Technology Test Drive: Plug-in With GPS

• Three in 10 chose the plug-in device with GPS (29%) as their mileage reporting method.
• Those between 55+ years were more likely than others to choose a plug-in device.
• Plug-in users with GPS were more likely than OdoFoto and Plug-in without GPS users to cite
access to reports on their driving habits and better accuracy as reasons for selecting a plug-in
with GPS.

Q: Which mileage reporting method did 
you select in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial Survey)

Q: Why did you choose this method? (Top Responses)
Base: (n=327)

Q: Approximately how much time did you devote 
to the enrollment and vehicle setup process?
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About The Technology Test Drive: Plug-in Without GPS

• One in 10 chose the plug-in device without GPS (9%) as their mileage reporting method.

• Those between 55+ years were more likely than others to choose a plug-in device.

• Plug-in without GPS users were more likely than OdoFoto and Plug-in with GPS users to cite
privacy issues as the reason for selecting their Mileage Reporting Method.

Q: Which mileage reporting method did 
you select in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial Survey)

Q: Why did you choose this method? (Top Reponses)
Base: (n=100)

Q: Approximately how much time did you devote 
to the enrollment and vehicle setup process?

54%

21% 21%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Privacy/Don't trust
GPS

Easy/Convenient Easy to use
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Number of Mileage Reporting Options

• Four in 5 participants said that having three mileage reporting options to choose from seemed
like the right number of choices.

Q: Having three mileage reporting options offered to choose from seemed like…?
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive
Q: Thinking about the Technology Test Drive account setup process, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with 
each of the following --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• Feedback for most of the aspects of the Technology Test Drive account setup process was
positive, with more than 9 in 10 participants agreeing with four of the five statements.

• One opportunity for improvement was “I understand where I can ask questions about the
Technology Test Drive”, with one-fifth of the participants disagreeing with this statement.
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Usage of Various Technologies
Q:  Thinking about yourself, please indicate how frequently you 

interact with each of the following technologies?

• Nearly all participants surveyed indicated that they use a smartphone or email on a daily
basis; with a large majority saying they use each technology many times per day.

• Nine in 10 text message using a mobile phone on a daily basis, while 5 in 6 use a laptop or
desktop computer on a daily basis.

Base:  n=985 participants in the Initial Survey
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Amount You Drive: Now vs. Before Pandemic
Q:  Thinking about your household as a whole, how would you say the amount of driving you 

do now compares with the amount of driving you did before the COVID-19 pandemic?

• Three-fourths of the participants indicated that they are driving less now than they did before
the COVID-19 pandemic; with half saying that they drive a lot less now (49%).

• Only 6% of the participants said that they are driving more now than they did before the
pandemic.
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MIDPOINT SURVEY
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About The Technology Test Drive

• Distribution of the mileage reporting methods and the reported number of vehicles enrolled
during the midpoint survey closely matched that reported during the initial survey.

Base:  Initial Survey (n=985 participants); Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants)

Q: Which mileage reporting method did you 
select in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial vs. Midpoint Survey)

Base:  Initial Survey (n=985 participants); Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants)

Q: How many vehicles did you enroll
in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial vs. Midpoint Survey)
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Helpful Information

• Most participants did not offer suggestions on what information would be helpful
to them about implementing a RUC as a replacement to a gas tax.

Q: What information would be helpful to you?

What is the cost 
impact on me?

2%

Did not reply
86%

Need to see more 
data over a longer 

timeframe

2%
Base : Midpoint survey (n=1,077 participants)

Top Responses

Compare the two 
programs

3%
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Feedback on Mileage Reporting Methods

• Those using the plug-in with GPS were more likely than those using other MRM’s to say that
they like their chosen MRM.

• Comparable proportions of all segments found their MRM to be easy/simple. Those using one
of the two plug-ins also liked that they did not have to remember to report their miles and felt
that it was a more accurate method.

Q: Do you like this method of reporting miles better than reporting at your yearly safety inspection?  
Why or why not?

No, I don’t 
like it
10%

Yes, I like it
32%

Prefer to report  
at safety check

22%OdoFoto
Easy/Simple
27%

Plug-in 
w/ GPS

More accurate
15%

Yes, I like it
47%

Automatic/
Don’t have to 

remember

16%

Easy/Simple
27%

More accurate
13%

Yes, I like it
33%

Automatic/
Don’t have to 

remember

17%

Easy/Simple
20%

Plug-in 
w/o GPS
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About The Technology Test Drive (Additional Services)

• Half of those plug-in users who utilized the additional services supplied with
their MRM said that they liked the additional service(s); found them informative;
and liked the additional information provided by their driving score.

Q: Have you used any additional services supplied 
with the mileage reporting method you selected?

Q: What have you thought about these 
additional services?  (Top Responses)

Great, I like it
50%

Great, I like it
51%

Informative
30%

Like driving 
score
34%(n=71)

(n=16)

Informative
38%

Like driving 
score
31%

Base: Plug-in without GPS (n=16); Plug-in with GPS (n=71)

% Yes
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Reasons To Change Mileage Reporting Method

• One in 8 participants who chose OdoFoto (12%) would change to another MRM given the option,
saying that another method would be easier.

• One in 10 participants who chose the Plug-in without GPS (10%) would switch methods; commenting
that they don’t like the plug-in or that they prefer to do it at safety check.

• Only 7% of those who chose the Plug-in with GPS indicated that they would change to another MRM;
saying that they don’t like the plug-in or that they prefer to do it at safety check.

Q: Why would you change to another 
method?

Q: Would you continue with the chosen method 
for your main/secondary vehicle or change to 

another if you had the option?

Another way 
would be 

easier
35%

Prefer to do
it at safety 

check
27%

Prefer to do
it at safety 

check
24%

Want 
something 
automatic
18%

Don’t like
the plug-in
28%

Privacy 
concerns
20%

Want 
something 
automatic
17%

Don’t like 
the Plug-in
33%

Would like
to try GPS
25%

% No, change to another method
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive (OdoFoto Users)
Q: Thinking about the Technology Test Drive, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• At least 9 in 10 OdoFoto users agreed that “the process is clear and easy to follow” (94% agree; 72% strongly
agree), “their mileage reporting method is easy to use” (93% agree; 73% strongly agree), or that “their mileage
reporting method is reliable and accurate” (90% agree; 75% strongly agree).

• Half agreed that “Azuga provides a satisfactory level of service and quickly addresses any issues” (54%
agree; 34% strongly agree – although 41% offered no opinion), while one-third agreed that “Azuga provides
additional services that are interesting and useful for them” (34% agree; 12% strongly agree – although 57%
offered no opinion).

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=656 OdoFoto users)
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive (Plug-in With GPS Users)
Q: Thinking about the Technology Test Drive, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• More than 9 in 10 plug-in with GPS users agreed that “their mileage reporting method is easy to use” (96%
agree; 90% strongly agree) or that “the process is clear and easy to follow” (94% agree; 82% strongly agree).
Nine in 10 agreed that “their mileage reporting method is reliable and accurate” (90% agree; 74% strongly
agree).

• Two-thirds agreed that “Azuga provides additional services that are interesting and useful for them” (64%
agree; 29% strongly agree – although 27% offered no opinion). Half agreed that “Azuga provides a
satisfactory level of service and quickly addresses any issues” (54% agree; 40% strongly agree – although
42% offered no opinion).

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=311 Plug-in with GPS users)
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive (Plug-in Without GPS Users)
Q: Thinking about the Technology Test Drive, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• More than 9 in 10 plug-in without GPS users agreed “the process is clear and easy to follow” (97% agree; 79%
strongly agree) or that that “their mileage reporting method is easy to use” (96% agree; 89% strongly agree).
Nine in 10 agreed that “their mileage reporting method is reliable and accurate” (90% agree; 70% strongly
agree).

• Half agreed that “Azuga provides a satisfactory level of service and quickly addresses any issues” (55%
agree; 35% strongly agree – although 43% offered no opinion), while just under half agreed that “Azuga
provides additional services that are interesting and useful for them” (43% agree; 14% strongly agree –
although 37% offered no opinion).

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=105 Plug-in without GPS users)
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Experiences With OdoFoto
Q: Thinking about your experiences with OdoFoto, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the 

following statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• Nearly all participants who selected OdoFoto as their mileage reporting method agreed that they
“trust their odometer to accurately measure their distance” (97% agree; 83% strongly agree) or that
“it is convenient to use their smartphone to report their distance” (95% agree; 76% strongly agree).

• Four in 5 participants who selected OdoFoto agreed that they “always remember to submit their
odometer image on time” (82% agree; 44% strongly agree), while 3 in 5 agreed that they are “not
concerned about paying for miles they drive off public roads” (57% agree; 33% strongly agree) ---
although there was a large drop-off in “strongly agree” sentiments for these two attributes.

Base:  Those who selected OdoFoto for their 
Main or second vehicle (n=655 participants)
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Experiences With Plug-in Device With GPS
Q: Thinking about your experiences with the plug-in device with GPS, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of

the following statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• Convenience (not having to remember to report miles) and a device that does not interfere with use
of the vehicle were considered to be the most beneficial attributes of the plug-in device with GPS;
with more than 9 in 10 participants who chose this MRM agreeing with related statements.

• Participants were less likely to agree with statements related to the accuracy of the plug-in device
with GPS (ensures I don’t pay for miles driven off public roads and more accurate than my odometer),
although notable proportions offered no opinion on these attributes.

Base:  Those who selected Plug-in with GPS for their 
main or second vehicle (n=311 participants)
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Experiences With Plug-in Device Without GPS
Q: Thinking about your experiences with the plug-in device without GPS, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each

of the following statements --- strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• A comparable proportion of participants who chose the plug-in device without GPS agreed
with those who chose the plug-in device with GPS that they like not having to remember to
report their miles.

• However, those who chose the plug-in device without GPS were less likely than their
counterparts to agree with the other attributes tested.

Base:  Those who selected Plug-in without GPS for their 
main or second vehicle (n=105 participants)
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Information and Accuracy of RUR’s

• Nine in 10 participants indicated that they saw their Road Usage Report (RUR).
• Of this segment, 87% said it was interesting and easy to understand and 86% said that their
RUR appeared to be accurate.

Q: How accurate do you think your RUR is?
(n=953 who saw their RUR)

Q: What do you think about the 
information provided in your RUR?

(n=953 who saw their RUR)

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants)
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Like/Dislike About The Road Usage Report

• When asked what they liked about the RUR, participants said that it was clear/simple/easy to
understand (36%) more than twice as often as any other response.

• No particular response stood out when participants were asked what they disliked about the
RUR. It should be noted that half said that they liked everything about the RUR (47%), while
an additional one-fourth did not provide an answer (24%).

Q: What did you like about the RUR? Q: What did you not like about the RUR?

Clear/Simple/ 
Easy to understand

36%

Informative/
Detailed

14%

Showed how 
many miles I drove

14%

Showed how much
I would pay

10%

Comparisons 
between gas
vs. road tax

17%

Base: (n=953 participants who saw their RUR)

Note: 15% 
did not respond

Note: 24% 
did not respond

It’s all good/
I liked it all

47%

The RUC will cost 
me more

7%

There were 
inaccuracies & 

errors

6%

Not enough 
information/
Wasn’t clear

5%

(Top Responses)
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Opinion of Gas Tax Amount and Mileage Charge Amount on RUR

Of the 89% segment who saw their RUR:
• Three in 5 said that their gas tax amount was about what they expected (60%), with an additional one-

fourth saying that it was less than they expected (26%).
• Half said their mileage charge amount was about what they expected (50%), while one-third said it

was higher than they expected (33%).

Q: What is your opinion of the mileage charge amount on your RUR?
(n=953 who saw their RUR)

Q: What is your opinion of the gas tax amount on your RUR?
(n=953 who saw their RUR)

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants)
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Opinion of Gas Tax Amount and 
Mileage Charge Amount on RUR

• Of the 89% segment who saw their RUR, preference for frequency of mileage billings was
fairly evenly across all alternatives --- 28% annually; 19% half-yearly, 29% quarterly, and 25%
monthly.

Base: n=953 who saw their RUR

Base:  Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants)

Q: How frequently would you prefer to be
billed for your mileage in a real system?
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DATA TRENDS:
INITIAL TO FINAL SURVEYS
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About The Technology Test Drive

• Distribution of the mileage reporting methods was consistent throughout all
phases of the TTD.

Q: Which mileage reporting method did you select in the Technology Test Drive?
(Initial vs. Midpoint Survey)

Base:  Initial Survey (n=985 participants); Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants); Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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Replacing Gas Tax With RUC To Fund Roads
Q:  How do you feel about implementing a road usage charge 

as a replacement to the gas tax in Hawaii to fund roads?

• By the end of the pilot program, two-thirds of the participants said that they support implementing a RUC
as a replacement to the gas tax in Hawaii to fund roads (68% support; 34% strongly support). This
represents an 18 point increase in support since the initial survey (50% support; 22% strongly support).

• At the end of the TTD, roughly one-fourth were opposed to a RUC (27% oppose; up 11 points from the
initial survey). It should be noted that this increase appears to have come from those initially unsure/
need more information shifting to opposed over the course of the TTD.

• Consistent throughout the TTD, younger participants between 18 to 34 years were most opposed to a
RUC, while older participants 65+ years were most supportive of a RUC.

Base:  Initial Survey (n=985 participants); Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants); Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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FINAL SURVEY
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Helpful Information

• At the end of the TTD, most participants did not offer suggestions on what
information would be helpful to them about implementing a RUC as a replacement
to a gas tax.

Q: What information would be helpful to you?

What is the cost 
impact on me?

1%

Did not reply
94%

Pandemic’s impact 
makes it hard to 

evaluate

1%
Base : Final survey (n=1,239 participants)

Top Responses

Compare the two 
programs

1%

How will this be 
implemented?

1%
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About The Technology Test Drive: Plug-in With GPS

• Three in 10 chose the plug-in device with GPS (29%) as their mileage reporting method.
• Those 65+ years were more likely than others to choose a plug-in device.
• Two-thirds of those who chose the plug-in device with GPS did so because they thought it was
the easiest method (65%).

Q: Which mileage reporting method did 
you select in the Technology Test Drive?

(Initial Survey)

Q: Why did you choose this method? (Top Responses)
Base: (n=363)
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Ways to Report: OdoFoto Users
Q: I feel that reporting my miles is (easier/more accurate/more fair)?

Base:  Those who selected OdoFoto (n=733)

• More OdoFoto users felt that reporting their miles at the annual safety check was easier than
using OdoFoto.

• Half of the OdoFoto users felt that there was no difference in accuracy or in fairness whether
they reported using their TTD method or at their annual safety check.
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Ways to Report: Plug-in With GPS Users
Q: I feel that reporting my miles is (easier/more accurate/more fair)?

Base:  Those who selected Plug-in with GPS (n=363)

• Significantly more plug-in with GPS users felt that their TTD method was an easier way to
report their mileage, a more accurate way, and a more fair way; versus reporting mileage at
their annual safety check.
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Ways to Report: Plug-in Without GPS Users
Q: I feel that reporting my miles is (easier/more accurate/more fair)?

Base:  Those who selected Plug-in without GPS (n=125)

• Slightly more than one-third of plug-in without GPS users felt that their TTD method was the
easier way of reporting their mileage.

• Half of the plug-in without GPS users felt there was no difference in accuracy or in fairness
whether they reported using their TTD method or at their annual safety check.
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Easier Way To Report:  Top Reasons

• Those using one of the plug-in devices were more likely to say that their MRM was the easiest
way to report their mileage because they did not have to remember to report their miles.

• Those who used OdoFoto felt that their MRM was the easier way to report mileage because it
was easy/simple.

Q:  Why do you say this?

Takes time; 
Hassle
13%

Prefer to pay at 
safety check

17%OdoFoto
(n=557)

Easy/Simple
33%

Plug-in 
w/ GPS
(n=249)

More accurate
13%

Automatic/
Don’t have to 

remember

55%

Easy/Simple
18%

More accurate
18%

Invasive; 
Violates privacy

14%

Automatic/
Don’t have to 

remember

42%

Easy/Simple
14%

Plug-in 
w/o GPS
(n=74)

Automatic/
Don’t have to 

remember

15%
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Feelings About RUC 
(Mileage Reporting at Annual Safety Check)

• Three in 5 participants said that their feelings about a RUC would not change (59%) if mileage
reporting was only offered at the annual safety check.

• Comparable proportions would be either more supportive (16%) or less supportive (19%) of a
RUC based on this condition.

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)

Q: How would your feelings about a RUC change if mileage 
reporting was only offered at the annual safety check?
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Preferred Method For a Real RUC 

• Three-fourths of plug-in with GPS users would choose to use that method (72%) to report their
miles in a real RUC; as opposed to reporting at their annual safety check only (19%).

• In comparison, only 2 in 5 OdoFoto users would choose to use that method (42%); versus half
who would choose reporting at their annual safety check only (51%).

• Half of those who used the plug-in without GPS would choose that method (47%); versus one-
third who would report their miles at their annual safety check (34%).

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)

Q: What method would you choose to report your miles for a real RUC?
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About Azuga and Services Provided

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)

Q: Thinking about the services that Azuga provided, 
how often did you use…

Q: How did you feel about having a third party 
company provide these services instead of a 

state government agency?

• Two-thirds were indifferent (64%) about having a third party company providing the services
for the TTD. One in 5 like reporting to a third party company (19%); comparable to the 1 in 5
who would prefer to report to the state (17%).

• One-third used an Azuga smartphone app (33%) frequently, while 1 in 8 accessed their Azuga
account online (13%) on a frequent basis. Only a few reported frequent use of Azuga’s
customer service (2%).
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive
Q: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements  ---

strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

• More than 9 in 10 participants agreed that “their participation in the TTD was worthwhile” (94% agree; 57%
strongly agree).

• Six in 7 participants agreed that they “understand better how much they pay for using roads than before the
TTD” (85% agree; 42% strongly agree).

• A majority of the participants also agreed that they “understand better how roads are funded in Hawaii than
before the TTD” (71% agree; 24% strongly agree) or that they “understand their driving habits better than they
did before the TTD” (59% agree; 19% strongly agree).

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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Feedback on the Technology Test Drive
Q: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements  ---

strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree, or if you have no opinion?

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)

• More than 9 in 10 participants agreed that “their mileage reporting method was reliable and accurate” (92%
agree; 66% strongly agree) or that “the demonstration was easy and clear to follow” (93% agree; 63% strongly
agree).

• Roughly 4 in 5 agreed that they “liked having an app where they could see their driving information” (77%
agree; 44% strongly agree) or that they “liked having an online account where they could see their driving
information” (80% agree; 42% strongly agree).

• Roughly half agreed that “Azuga provided satisfactory level of service and quickly addressed any issues they
had” (54% agree; 32% strongly agree); they “liked having customer service when they needed help” (51%
agree; 29% strongly agree); or that “Azuga provided additional services that were interesting and useful”
(45% agree; 17% strongly agree).
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Preferred Billing Frequency

• By the end of the TTD, preference for frequency of mileage billings were slightly higher for annual
(33%) or quarterly (29%) alternatives.

• Younger participants between 18 to 34 years (43%) were more likely than those 65+ years (27%) to
prefer billings on an annual basis.

• OdoFoto users displayed preferences for annual (35%) or quarterly (30%) billings; plug-in with GPS
users were split across quarterly (30%), annual (28%), or monthly (27%) options; and plug-in without
GPS users were more inclined to choose between annual (36%) or quarterly (29%).

Base: Midpoint (n=953 who saw their RUR)
Final (n=1,239 participants)

Q: (Midpoint) How frequently would you prefer to be
billed for your mileage in a real system?

Q:  (Final)  If the state were to put a road usage charge in 
place, how frequently would you prefer to be                                                                              

billed for your mileage?

Q:  (Final)  If the state were to put a road usage charge in 
place, how frequently would you prefer to be                                                                              

billed for your mileage?
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Preference For Paying Annual RUC

• Of those participants who said they prefer to pay a RUC on an annual basis, three-fourths
would like to pay for their RUC together with their vehicle registrations and weight tax.

• This was the preferred option across all MRM’s.

Note:  Base includes those who indicated that they would prefer to pay a RUC on an annual basis.

Q:  Would you like to pay your RUC together with your vehicle registration and weight tax or separately?
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Impact of COVID-19 on Driving
Q:  How did COVID-19 affect how many miles you drive on a regular basis?

• Four in 5 participants indicated that they drove less because of COVID-19 (47% considerably
less and 31% somewhat less).

• Only 3% of the participants said that they are driving more now because of the pandemic.

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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Preferred Transportation Funding Approach: 
Initial vs. Final

Q:  Of the options listed below, and based on everything you know,
which transportation funding approach do you think is more fair?

• When comparing changes from the initial to the final surveys, net gain for a RUC (+12 points) was greater
than that for a gas tax (+8 points) in terms of which funding approach participants considered to be more
fair.

• In the Final Survey, half of the participants surveyed considered a RUC to be the most fair alternative to
transportation funding (53%); versus one-fifth who said likewise about a gas tax (21%).

• One-fifth said that both are equally fair (14%) or that neither option is fair (5%).
• Only 1 in 10 remained undecided between the alternatives at the end of the TTD (8%); a decline of 24

points since the Initial Survey.

Base:  Initial Survey (n=985 participants); Midpoint Survey (n=1,077 participants); Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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Q:  Has your opinion of transportation funding options changed since you began participating in the TTD?

• There was a 22-point net gain for a RUC (vis-a-vis a gas tax) at the conclusion of the TTD.
• Overall, 38% of the participants preferred a RUC at the conclusion of the TTD; versus 16% who said they

preferred a gas tax.
• Net gain for RUC was highest among those who selected a plug-in --- with GPS (+27 points) or without GPS

(+25 points) --- as opposed to those who selected OdoFoto (+18 points).
• Net gain for RUC was highest among the following participants:

ü 65+ years of age (+29 points), as compared to those between 18 to 34 (+16 points) or those between 55 to
64 (+16 points);

ü From upper-income households of $100,000+ (+27 points), versus those from lower-income households
of less than $50,000 (+15 points); and

ü Males (+28 points), as opposed to females (+16 points).

Changes in Opinion on Transportation Funding  
(Since Participating in TTD)

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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Advice to Elected Officials
Q:  Which of the following best represents your advice to elected officials 

as they consider the next steps for a RUC in Hawaii?

• Overall, there was no real consensus among the participants on suggested next steps for a
RUC in Hawaii.

• Based on a list of options, the participants were most likely to suggest that the state “should
move forward with a RUC as soon as possible” (29%) or that a “RUC should be applied only to
vehicles that pay no gas tax” (26%).

Base:  Final Survey (n=1,239 participants)
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• There was a 22-point net gain in support for a RUC (vis-a-vis a gas tax) at the conclusion of the TTD.
Overall, 38% of the participants preferred a RUC at the conclusion of the TTD; versus 16% who said
they preferred a gas tax.

• The net gain for a RUC was highest among those who selected a plug-in device --- with GPS (+27
points) or without GPS (+25 points) --- versus OdoFoto (+18 points) users.

• Younger participants between 18 to 34 years were most opposed to a RUC (and were also more likely
to have selected OdoFoto in the TTD), while older participants 65+ years were most supportive of a
RUC. This was a consistent finding throughout the TTD.

• In the final survey, half of the participants considered a RUC to be the most fair alternative for
transportation funding (53%); versus one-fifth who said likewise about a gas tax (21%). Comparing
baseline measures to final survey results, overall gain for a RUC (+12 points) was greater than that for
a gas tax (+8 points) in terms of which funding approach participants considered to be more fair.

• Three-fourths of plug-in with GPS users would choose to use that method (72%) to report their miles
in a real RUC; as opposed to reporting at their annual safety check only (19%). Half of those who used
the plug-in without GPS would choose that method (47%); versus one-third who would report their
miles at their annual safety check (34%). Only 2 in 5 OdoFoto users would choose to use that method
(42%); versus half who would choose reporting at their annual safety check only (51%).

• By the end of the TTD, preference for frequency of mileage billings were slightly higher for annual
(33%) or quarterly (29%) alternatives.

• Of those participants who said they prefer to pay a RUC on an annual basis, three-fourths would like
to pay for their RUC together with their vehicle registrations and weight tax. This was the preferred
option across all MRM users.

• Overall, there was no real consensus among the participants on suggested next steps for a RUC in
Hawaii. Based on a list of provided options, the participants were most likely to suggest that the state
“should move forward with a RUC as soon as possible” (29%) or that a “RUC should be applied only to
vehicles that pay no gas tax” (26%).

Key Findings
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• Seven in 10 TTD participants (68%) in the initial survey had no idea how much they pay in state
gas tax per year for their vehicle(s).

• Participants considered transparency, a process that is simple and easy to comply with, and a
process that is efficient for the state to collect and enforce to be the most important aspects of
transportation funding.

• Additionally, participants felt strongly that heavy vehicles should pay according to the wear and
tear they generate when using the roads and that all road users must pay their fair share based on
how much they use the roads.

• The two issues related to rental cars --- “vehicles primarily used by tourists should pay the same
to use the roads as locals” and “vehicles primarily used by tourists should pay more to use the
roads than locals” --- were considered to be less important than the other issues tested.

• Those between the ages of 18 to 34 years were more likely than those from other age groups to
choose OdoFoto.

• Those between 55 to 64 years and those 65+ years were more likely than others to choose a plug-
in device.

• Plug-in users with GPS were more likely than OdoFoto and Plug-in without GPS users to cite the
information provided in their driving habits report and better accuracy as reasons for selecting a
plug-in with GPS.

• Plug-in without GPS users were more likely to cite privacy issues related to the GPS as the reason
for selecting their MRM.

• Feedback for the Technology Test Drive account setup process was mostly positive. One
opportunity for improvement was “I understand where I can ask questions about the Technology
Test Drive”, with one-fifth of the participants disagreeing with this statement.

Additional Findings (From Initial and Midpoint Surveys)
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• More than 9 in 10 participants agreed that “their mileage reporting method is easy to use” or that
“the process is clear and easy to follow”. Nine in 10 agreed that “their mileage reporting method is
reliable and accurate”. Half agreed that “Azuga provides a satisfactory level of service and quickly
addresses any issues” (although 42% offered no opinion), while just under half agreed that “Azuga
provides additional services that are interesting and useful for them” (46% offered no opinion).

• Nearly all participants who selected OdoFoto as their MRM agreed that they “trust their odometer to
accurately measure their distance” or that “it is convenient to use their smartphone to report their
distance”.

• Convenience (not having to remember to report miles) and a device that does not interfere with use
of vehicle were considered to be the most beneficial attributes of the plug-in device with GPS.
Participants were less likely to agree with statements related to the accuracy of the plug-in device
with GPS (ensures I don’t pay for miles driven off public roads and more accurate than my
odometer), although notable proportions offered no opinion on these attributes.

• A comparable proportion who chose the plug-in device without GPS agreed with those who chose
the plug-in device with GPS that they like not having to remember to report their miles.

Additional Findings (From Initial and Midpoint Surveys)
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• Not surprisingly, those with lower cost difference assessments (estimated RUC divided by estimated
gas tax) were more supportive of implementing a RUC to replace the gas tax in Hawaii to fund roads;
as compared to those with higher assessments.

• Among those with lower cost difference assessments (1.00 or below), there was a 43-point net gain
in support for a RUC (vis-a-vis a gas tax) at the conclusion of the TTD. Overall, 51% of this segment
preferred a RUC at the conclusion of the TTD; versus 8% who said they preferred a gas tax.

• In contrast, based on those with higher cost difference assessments (>1.50), there was only a 3-point
net gain in support for a RUC. Overall, 28% of this segment preferred a RUC at the conclusion of the
TTD; versus 25% who said they preferred a gas tax.

Additional Findings 
(Based on Cost Difference --- RUC/Gas Tax)

Opinion of Transportation Funding 1.00 or 
below

>1.00 to 
1.25

>1.25 to 
1.50 >1.50

Unsure before, now prefer RUC 34% 28% 19% 17%
Gas tax before, now prefer RUC 17% 10% 11% 11%
    TOTAL GAIN:  RUC 51% 38% 30% 28%
Unsure before, now prefer gas tax 5% 14% 15% 16%
RUC before, now prefer gas tax 3% 3% 6% 9%
    TOTAL GAIN:  GAS TAX 8% 17% 21% 25%
Opinion hasn't changed 29% 33% 31% 35%
Need more information 12% 10% 17% 12%
BASE: (384) (288) (270) (209)

Cost Difference (RUC/Gas Tax)
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• By the end of the TTD, significantly more participants with lower cost difference assessments felt
that a RUC was the most fair. Support for a gas tax being more fair was stronger among those with
relatively higher cost difference assessments.

• There was no difference in terms of which MRM was easier, more accurate, or more fair when
comparing across segments based on cost difference assessments.

• A large majority of all segments agreed that their participation in the TTD was worthwhile.

• A significantly larger proportion of those with higher assessments strongly agreed that 1) they
understood better how much they pay for using roads than they did before the TTD and that 2) they
understood better how roads are funded in general in Hawaii that they did before the TTD; as
compared to those with relatively lower cost difference assessments.

Additional Findings 
(Based on Cost Difference --- RUC/Gas Tax)

What Approach is More Fair? 1.00 or 
below

>1.00 to 
1.25

>1.25 to 
1.50 >1.50

Road Usage charge (RUC) 65% 52% 44% 43%
Gas Tax 10% 23% 25% 30%
Both options equally fair 14% 15% 16% 11%
Neither option is fair 4% 4% 7% 6%
Need more information 7% 6% 9% 10%
BASE: (384) (288) (270) (209)

Cost Difference (RUC/Gas Tax)
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• There was a net gain in support for a RUC (vis-a-vis a gas tax) across all three MRM’s at the
conclusion of the TTD. Overall, 38% of the participants preferred a RUC at the conclusion of
the TTD; versus 16% who said they preferred a gas tax.

• Reactions from the Technology Test Drive were very positive, with a large majority of
participants offering encouraging feedback on their chosen mileage reporting method. For
the most part, the participants agreed that their chosen method was easy, clear, reliable and
accurate. One possible area for improvement was better communication in terms of how
participants can ask questions about the TTD.

• Participants chose OdoFoto over the plug-in device with GPS by a two to one ratio. This
appeared to be influenced by age, as younger participants were more likely to choose
OdoFoto, while those 55+ years were more likely than others to choose a plug-in device.

• Plug-in users with GPS found their driving habits report to be an added benefit of the MRM,
with several commenting that they found the report interesting and informative.

• The Plug-in device without GPS was the least chosen of the three alternatives. This decision
appears to have been driven by those who wanted the ease of a plug-in, but who were wary
of privacy issues linked to a GPS.

Conclusions
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APPENDIX
Sample Questionnaires
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Executive Summary
This document describes the testing carried out for of Part 1 of the Hawaii Road Usage Charging 
Demonstration. 

The objectives of testing for HiRUC were to ensure that:

► registered vehicle owners would have an outstanding User Experience from the moment they 
receive the Driving Report in the mail to the moment they respond to the online survey on the 
HiRUC website. This would allow HDOT to garner useful feedback from the registered vehicle 
owners and use this to inform their future decisions and policy-making. 

► systems deployed performed as expected, in a secure manner, ensuring secure manipulation and 
storage of registered owner data.

Testing Stages

Testing was carried out in four phases Unit, Integration, End-to-End and a Small-Scale Operational 
Trial (SSOT). Included in these tests were a number of Non-Functional tests carried out to ensure the 
solution could meet the requirements of performance and data/cyber security. Each stage of testing is 
captured within this document with the methodology, results and findings reported and discussed. 

The system areas under testing included the Data Import, Data Cleaning and Driving Report 
Generation. In Unit testing, test (‘dummy’) data was utilized, while in the later stages, actual data 
sampled from DIT and PMVI sources were used during testing. SSOT used real participants and so 
their actual data was used during that stage. 

The Part 1 solution was designed as follows:

► Data is gathered and validated through inputs from the DIT and PMVI

► This data is then ‘cleaned’ through the elimination of erroneous data fields and incomplete records

► Eligible records are identified through the application of Business Rules (BR)

► A Driving Report file containing eligible records is generated and communicated to the Print House 
(Cardinal)

► Driving Reports are printed and mailed to the user by the Print House

In order for the system vendor (Vehcon) to successfully complete Part 1 testing, each Business Rule 
and System Requirement was tested and a successful outcome achieved. Each test was captured and 
reported via a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM), to allow for full traceability of testing each 
requirement.
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Testing Timeline

► Unit Testing was completed in June 2019 following the completion of the Data Warehouse and 
Driving Report Generator. 

► Integration Testing was completed in July 2019, this included testing on the interface points of the 
system, namely, the loading of data from the DIT and PMVI into the Data Warehouse.

► End-to-End Testing was conducted in September through to the end of October, in conjunction with 
the Small Scale Operational Trial. Integration Testing with the Print House (Cardinal) was 
conducted at this stage. End-to-end testing and the Small Scale Operational trial saw the 
generation, printing, manual review and posting of 44 Driving Reports.

Test Results

All tests were successfully completed with the solution design performing as designed and expected. 
During E2E/SSOT, a number of lessons were learned. These lessons resulted in several minor 
changes to the process and the DR itself.

The full extent of the testing and results are contained within the rest of the document and its 
appendices. 
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION

Automated Reporting (Part 2) Distance reporting using some form of technology, including devices that 
interface with a vehicle’s electronics, smartphone image capture, and native 
automaker telematics systems

Azuga Service Provider for the Automated Demonstration also know as Part 2 and 
Technology Test Drive

Datawarehouse A relational database containing all data for the Part 1 RUC Demonstration.

Defect An error which results in an unexpected result during testing

Defect Triage A process where each defect identified is prioritized and categorized by its 
severity, frequency, etc.

Defect Tracking Tool A formalized recording and tracking of defects, their impacts and the 
activities to resolve same. 

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information Technology (DIT)

Driving Report (DR) Used in Part 1 only - this refers to the report a driver receives detailing the 
road usage charge.

Driving Report Generator (DRG) Module designed to use the data imported from PMVI and DIT databases, 
apply Business Rules to determine whether a Driving Report is to be 
produced for the period for each eligible vehicle, and generate data for the 
Driving Report if so qualified. 

End-to-End Test (E2E) A methodology used to test whether the flow of an application is performing 
as designed from start to finish. E2E includes User Acceptance Testing.

National Change of Address (NCOA) A secure dataset of approximately 160 million permanent change-of-address 
(COA) records consisting of the names and addresses of individuals, 
families and businesses who have filed a change-of-address with the USPS

Integration Test A level of testing where individual units are combined and tested as a group

Manual Reporting (Part 1) Distance reporting based on odometer readings collected during vehicle 
safety inspections

Mileage Reporting Method (MRM) Drivers have a choice of plug-in device (with or without GPS) and Odometer 
Photo capture.

OBD II On Board Diagnostic II (vehicle diagnostic system). 

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents receive a Driving 
Report based on their odometer readings collected during safety 
inspections. 

Part 2 The Technology Test Drive, also known as the Automated Demonstration, in 
which ~2,000 participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-month 
test period based on a variety of Mileage Reporting Methods. 

Requirement Traceability Matrix (RTM) A document that links requirements throughout the testing and validation 
process

Road Usage Charge (RUC) A policy whereby motorists pay for use of the roadway network based on 
distance traveled

Road Usage Report (RUR) Used in Part 2 only, this refers to the report a driver receives detailing the 
road usage charge.
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION

RURG Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the HiRUC system that 
creates Road Usage Reports based on travel data stored in the 
Datawarehouse.

Small Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) The Small Scale Operational Trial is a soft launch of the system with HDOT 
employees as participants. The team made final adjustments before the Go 
Live with the general public. The team also used this period to deploy and 
test outreach materials.

Test Artifacts Collateral of testing which include requirements traceability matrix, test 
plans, test cases, test scripts, and any other items needed to design and 
perform a test.

Test Cases A subset of Test Scenario, defined as a set of actions executed to validate a 
particular feature or functionality of a system.

Test Report A document that gives a summary of all the tests conducted during testing.

Test Data All data and information which has been specifically identified for use in 
tests

Test Design A process that describes “how” testing should be done

Test Documentation The complete suite of artifacts that describe test plans, test scripts and test 
results drawn from the testing activity.

Test Environment Consists of elements that support test execution with software, hardware 
and other configuration which mimic the real-world environment in order to 
uncover any environment/configuration related issues.

Test Plan Technical documentation which details the systematic approach to testing 
the system.

Test Scenario Any functionality that can be tested. Can be seen as a subset of Use Cases.

Test Scripts A line-by-line description of all the actions and data needed to perform a 
test.

Test Strategy A set of guidelines that explains test design and determines how testing 
needs to be done. 

Test Tool A product that supports one or more test activities right from planning, 
requirements, creating a build, test execution, defect logging and test 
analysis.

Unit Test A process in which the smallest testable parts of a system are individually 
and independently scrutinized for proper operation.

Use Cases A specific situation in which a product or service could potentially be used.

User A person who uses the manual or automated solution.

UX User Experience.

Vendor The organizations contracted to develop the system.

VIN Vehicle Identification Number.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction
This document is a report on the testing of the HiRUC Part 1 System for generating Driving Reports. 
Driving Reports are two-page descriptions of a driver’s road usage based on data obtained from PMVI 
vehicle inspections. These Reports are being mailed to the owners of over 500,000 vehicles in Hawaii 
during the Part 1 Demonstration.

For context, the HiRUC Demonstration project comprises two distinct parts - Part 1, the distribution of 
Driving Reports, and Part 2, the Technology Test Drive. These two parts test potential options for 
implementing Road Usage Charging. This document outlines the various activities performed to 
validate the functionality of the Part 1 System. 

The HiRUC Part 1 System is specified in two documents:

► HiRUC System Requirements Specification (SRS), which contains the basic technical 
functionality (such as data storage, data import, security), and 

► HiRUC Business Rules Document (BRD), which contains the specific rules for generating the 
Driving Reports

These are the two documents that needed to be validated through testing. Ultimately, the line between 
requirements and business rules is somewhat fuzzy, as they both specify the manner in which the 
system should behave. For this reason, the requirements and business rules, as contained in the SRS 
and BRD, were tested together.

1.2. Phases of Testing
Testing was conducted in several phases, following a typical systems engineering approach:

► Unit Testing: testing at the software component, in isolation from other components. Each unit 
(basic component) of the software was tested to verify that the detailed design for each unit has 
been correctly implemented, but without functional external interfaces. Thus, unit testing was 
executed using self-developed “dummy” data.

► Integration Testing: testing that the software interface, function as expected using real data. 

► End-to-End Testing (E2E): Testing the system from end-to-end using real data—starting with real 
data, generating Driving Reports. 

► Small Scale Operational Trial (SSOT): transmitting system-generated Driving Reports to a small 
number of volunteers. SSOT tested both functionality and customer experience. The Project Team 
then made final adjustments before the Go Live with the general public based on feedback obtained 
from SSOT. E2E testing and SSOT were conducted together—using data for the volunteers, the 
Driving Reports were generated (the E2E testing) and then mailed to volunteers and their feedback 
gathered (the SSOT).
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1.3. Test Planning and Documentation
The phases of testing were planned and specified in the following documents:

► HiRUC Test Strategy, the overall approach to testing

► HiRUC Unit Test Outline, which contained plans for unit testing

► HiRUC Part 1 Integration Test Plan, which included plans for integration testing

► HiRUC Part 1 End-To-End Test Plan, which included plans for E2E and SSOT

These plans were generally followed, but changes and updates to the plans were made while 
conducting this testing. Thus, this document supersedes those earlier documents in its record of the 
testing conducted.

Throughout all phases of testing, the team maintained a HiRUC Part 1 Requirements Traceability 
Matrix (RTM) that lists all system requirements and business rules, and specifies the phase at which 
the feature was tested. 

1.4. Organization of this Document
The rest of this document is organized as follows:

► Section 2 provides a high-level overview of the HiRUC system. 

► Section 3 describes the testing approach, including scope, purpose, conduct, environment, and exit 
criteria.

► Section 4 describes Unit testing and results.

► Section 5 describes Integration testing and results.

► Section 6 describes End-to-end testing and the Small Scale Operational Trial and results.

► Section 7 provides some overall recommendations and Lessons Learned.

► Appendix A with details on all stages of testing.
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2. HiRUC System Overview
The HiRUC Demonstration is being conducted in two parts. This document describes the testing of the 
System developed for Part 1 of the testing.

Part 1 is a solution in which vehicle owners receive a Driving Report based on their odometer readings 
taken at their periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI). Business rules defined which drivers and 
vehicles were eligible to receive a Driving Report. The primary data collection was via the existing 
databases of the PMVI and the state vehicle registry, maintained by Honolulu City & County 
Department of Information Technology (DIT). The Part 1 solution was built by Vehcon.

Figure 1 illustrates the HiRUC Part 1 System, highlighting six system interfaces:

Figure 1: Part 1 Solution with Interfaces (Numbered 1 – 6)

Further detail of the HiRUC system, including a full description of this figure, are provided in the 
Concept of Operations document.
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3. Testing Approach
This section describes the approach to HiRUC Part 1 system testing, including the scope, purpose, 
conduct, environment, and exit criteria.

3.1. Scope
The scope of testing on the HiRUC project was to functionally test all Requirements and Business 
Rules as they were developed and implemented in components and subsystems. Through the different 
phases, increasingly complete business processes (customer journeys) were tested. 

3.1.1. In-Scope

► Data Load of PMVI and DIT data

 Data Cleanse of imported data & Loading of cleansed data to Data Warehouse

► Generation of Driving Reports

 VIN Lookup / Address Validation (NCOA) / Vehicle EPA Lookup

 Printing of Driving Reports / Posting to users

► Capture of feedback from test participants (SSOT)

3.1.2. Out of Scope

► The Driving Reports are mailed to vehicle owners for information only, with no billing or payment 
required from the vehicle owners. Thus Account Management and Payment mechanisms were not 
developed or tested.

► Performance testing (that is, speed of processing) was not explicitly performed. However, it was 
determined that speed is non-critical—the system could compute more than 40,000 Driving Reports 
per day, easily enough to provide the Driving Reports each month.

► Analytics on DIT and PMVI data, beyond what was done to ensure that the Data was clean. 

3.2. Purpose of Testing
The objectives of testing for HiRUC were to ensure that:

► registered vehicle owners would have an outstanding User Experience from the moment they 
receive the Driving Report in the mail to the moment they respond to the online survey on the 
HiRUC website. This allows HDOT to garner useful feedback from the registered vehicle owners 
and use this to inform their future decisions and policy-making. 

► systems deployed performed as expected, in a secure manner, ensuring secure manipulation and 
storage of registered owner data. 

3.3. Conduct of Testing
► Testing was conducted by Vehcon. Milestone and Arup provided review and feedback of Vehcon’s 

testing and results.
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Vehcon conducted testing generally as described in the individual test plans. However, at the time of 
testing, Vehcon made updates to plans as needed. As Vehcon validated requirements were validated, 
they recorded those in the RTM.

3.4. Testing Environment
Vehcon conducted all tests using the HiRUC Part 1 System, which includes the following components:

► The data sources of DIT and PMVI was provided on secure FTP servers hosted by Honolulu City & 
County and Parsons respectively. Access to the data was secured by login credentials and even 
then, only from authorized computers using IP whitelists. File downloads were performed using 
FileZilla. 

► The HiRUC System was hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS). This service incorporates 
various facilities to enable secure encrypted data (at rest and in transit) be processed and 
accessed: 

 EC2 is Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud which allows the project to increase the computing 
power as required. 

 Amazon RDS for PostgreSQL is Amazon’s Relational Database Service which is a web service 
that makes it easier to set up, operate, and scale a relational database in the AWS Cloud. 

 AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables the user to manage access to AWS 
services and resources securely. 

3.5. Testing Exit Criteria
The following criteria were required for successful completion of SSOT and transition to pilot launch.

► Data files sent to the Printing house are consistent, complete and respecting Business Rules and 
System Requirements

 No duplicate vehicles and duplicate owner/address combination

 Only eligible vehicles, according to Business Rules, provided Driving Reports

 Mileage values and number of months between odometer readings are within defined range

 Miles per gallon values are decoded consistently

 Correct per-mile and gas-tax rates are used per vehicle registration address

 Potential road usage charges and estimated gas tax paid are correctly rounded

 Correct vehicle types are identified (electric vehicle, fleet vehicle, non-electric/standard internal 
combustion engine vehicle)

► Driving Reports have correct layout for all user types 

 Electric vehicles Driving Reports data are printed to the correct preprinted Driving Reports shells 
(non-comparison)

 Non-electric/standard internal combustion engine vehicle powered vehicles Driving Reports data 
are printed to the correct preprinted Driving Report shells (comparison)
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 Each Driving Report data field is correctly printed in the expected placement on the preprinted 
Driving Report shell. 

 QR codes are correctly printed on Driving Report

► Driving Reports print out, folds, and mailed within specifications

► Recipients understand the Driving Report, are guided to the online survey, and are able to 
successfully complete the online survey

 Collect and incorporate feedback from SSOT participants to improve the Driving Reports

As indicated below, all these criteria were achieved following E2E/SSOT at the start of November 2019. 
The pilot then launched.
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4. Unit Testing (June 2019)
Unit Testing involved testing at the software component, in isolation from other components. Each unit 
(basic component) of the software was tested to verify that the detailed design for each unit has been 
correctly implemented, but without functional external interfaces. Thus, unit testing was executed using 
self-developed “dummy” data using the same data elements as the “real” data, but constructed 
specifically to enable testing of the applicable Business Rules. 19 records of such self-constructed data 
were developed.

Unit Testing involved testing internal two system modules:

► Datawarehouse, including data storage and data cleansing

► Driving Report Generator, including computing the values to be used on each Driving Report

► See Appendix A.1 for greater details of Unit Testing

4.1. Datawarehouse Including Data Cleansing
A Datawarehouse, including a Data Loader and Master Database (see Figure 1 above) was developed 
specifically for use in Part 1. The Datawarehouse securely stores all data necessary to generate Driving 
Reports. 

Vehcon ran a number of tests and analysis on the data they received from both the DIT and PMVI 
within the Datawarehouse. This analysis was fundamental to shaping the overall solution. It allowed 
HiRUC Team to fine-tune the Business Rules and System Requirements developed for the solution. It 
also ensured that only eligible users would receive DRs, and that the information contained within the 
DRs would be correct and received by the correct user.

4.2. Driving Report Data File Generation 
The Driving Report Generator (DRG) module was designed to use the cleaned and merged data 
imported monthly from PMVI and DIT databases. The DRG applied a number of Business Rules to this 
data in order to determine whether a Driving Report was to be produced for the period for each eligible 
vehicle. 

For Unit Testing, a data set was constructed so that the Business Rules related to Driving Report 
Generation could be tested in isolation. 

As indicated above, the test data set contained 19 records. These 19 records were passed through the 
DRG. The DRG correctly identified the exclusions based on Business Rules. Twelve of the 19 records 
were correctly deemed ineligible for the generation of a Driving Report. The remaining 7 records were 
correctly deemed as qualifying for a Driving Report.

This same test data set was then passed through the DRG a second time. The second pass correctly 
identified that the 7 records, identified as qualifying during the first pass, had already been used to 
generate a Driving Report and were now ineligible to receive another. This was an important Business 
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Rule which ensured that any vehicle would only receive a single Driving Report during the HiRUC 
Demonstration, as intended.
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5. Integration Testing (July 2019)
Integration Testing, performed in July 2019, involved uploading real Data from the PMVI and DIT 
databases into the HiRUC system. See Appendix A.2 for details of Integration testing.

5.1. Description of Data 

5.1.1. DIT Data

The DIT data contains the registered owner’s details for each vehicle in Hawaii. DIT provided a 
complete data set (monthly during operation) to the vendor, which was loaded into the Datawarehouse. 
The Integration Tests required the solution to ingest the data provided by the DIT and applying a series 
of Business Rules to correctly interpret and store the imported data in the Datawarehouse in a 
consistent format which could be later used to generate a Driving Report.

5.1.2. PMVI Data

The PMVI data contains vehicle inspection data including the odometer reading as captured during an 
inspection. The PMVI data was provided on an incremental basis monthly. Driving Reports were 
calculated on the basis of the difference between two odometer readings over a period of time. Similar 
to the DIT Data Loader, the PMVI Data Loader Integration Tests required the solution to ingest, 
decipher, clean and store the imported data in the Datawarehouse for Driving Report generation. 

5.1.3. Data Import

The timing and format by which Vehcon received data from both the PMVI and DIT varied. Initial files 
were provided at various times, with some inconsistencies present in the format of data fields (e.g. 
multiple formats for dates) in the files. This provided some challenge for the vendor and made the 
process of ingesting and making the data usable far more complex. It is noted that the instance of 
inconsistencies improved somewhat over time, as did Vehcon’s ability to flag and handle variations.

As part of both Unit and Integration Test, Vehcon manually received data exports from both the DIT and 
PMVI, the former in a CSV format and the latter in a txt file. This data was then verified and imported 
into the Datawarehouse.

5.1.4. DIT Data Loader

Table 1 highlights the Data Load and Cleaning Tests carried out on the DIT Data as part of integration 
testing. The Data Cleaning Tests used real imported data run against BRs and SRs to exclude all 
defective data records and verify all eligible records which could be used to generate a DR. 
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Table 1: DIT Data Loader Tests

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

15 Business Rules/Requirements were applied 
specifically to DIT data across 21 tests/filter IDs

BR_Part1_12, BR_Part1_16, BR_Part1_17, BR_Part1_19, 
BR_Part1_24, DL.CRD.5, DL.IRD.1.10, DL.IRD.1.12, 
DL.IRD.1.13, DL.IRD.1.2, DL.IRD.1.3, DL.IRD.1.4, DL.IRD.1.5, 
DL.IRD.1.6, DL.MRD.1.1

7 of these tests/filters were removed/eliminated1 
based on examination of the data

Filters 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 19 and 20 were either removed or not used

14 Filter IDs were then explicitly tested with a 
Test Data set

Several cycles of testing were conducted to 
demonstrate test defects and issues were fixed

Implemented 3rd party data sources for required EPA and GVWR 
data; added processing to harmonize multiple date formats used 
in source data; improved handling of improper data types.

The Expected and Actual test results were 
captured by Vehcon in a series of Test Result 
Reports

All Test Results were reviewed by the Test Team. For a listing of 
the Data Cleaning requirements and tests for DIT data, see 
Appendix A.3.3

On Test Cycle 5 all tests passed

5.1.5. PMVI Data Loader

Table 2 highlights the Data Cleaning Tests carried out on the PMVI Data.

Table 2: PMVI Data Loader Tests

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

5 Business Rules/Requirements were applied 
specifically to PMVI data across 15 tests/defect IDs

DL.IRD.2.2, DL.IRD.2.4, DL.IRD.2.7, DL.IRD.2.8, DL.IRD.2.9

6 tests/defects were removed/eliminated based on 
examination of the data

Defects 9, 10, 11, 13 and two other non-numbered defects 
were either removed or not used

9 Defect IDs were then explicitly tested with a Test 
Data set

Several cycles of testing were conducted to 
demonstrate test defects and issues identified were 
fixed

Added processing to harmonize multiple date formats used in 
source data; improved handling of improper data types; 
harmonized inspection station codes.

The Expected and Actual test results were captured 
by Vehcon in a series of Test Result Reports

All Test Results were reviewed by the Milestone Test Team. 
For a listing of the data cleaning requirements and tests for 
PMVI data, see Appendix A.3.3

On Test Cycle 5 all tests passed

1 A number of Business Rules and System Requirements evolved or became incorporated into other rules or requirements or 
were ultimately made redundant throughout the testing process. This information is captured in the RTM maintained by the 
Vendor
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6. End-to-End Testing and Small Scale Operational Trial 
(October-November 2019)

End-to-End (E2E) testing was a limited scale test of the system from the uploading of real data from 
DIT and PMVI through production of Driving Reports, concluding with verification of Driving Reports 
against the source data. The Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) included mailing those E2E Driving 
Reports generated by the system from real data to volunteer participants within HDOT. E2E testing and 
SSOT were conducted together—the first full end-to-end test of the system using the system to create 
Driving Reports for the 51 volunteers from within HDOT.

See Appendix A.3 for greater details of Integration Testing.

6.1. Purpose
The purposes of the E2E/SSOT were to:

► Exercise the entire driving report solution from end to end. The output Driving Reports was 
reviewed in final (PDF) form by the project team to verify that all was in order before the reports 
were mailed to the volunteers.

► Gather vehicle owner (end user) feedback from a limited and controlled target population. Each 
driving report printed and sent via mail (USPS) by the printers, then opened and read (experienced) 
by the end user. The vehicle owner could then take the Driving Report survey. In addition to the 
standard survey questions for the public, the SSOT volunteer was asked to provide feedback on the 
clarity of the Driving Report and survey.

6.2. Steps to Produce the Driving Reports
A small number of volunteers received the first Driving Reports. This first wave of volunteers was 
sought via an internal email sent to HDOT employees and project subcontractors. 

► 51 volunteers were recruited 

A full Driving Report cycle was executed (using Sept 2019 PMVI/DIT data), and the 51 volunteer’s 
vehicles were extracted.

► 7 of the 51 had vehicles for which a DR would not be produced as they had insufficient PMVI 
odometer readings required to generate a report, an ineligible address as determined by NCOA, 
negative mileage, and one registration was inactive. These were valid exclusions, based on the 
business rules. 

► The 44 remaining volunteer’s driving reports were then generated and submitted (via secure FTP) 
to Cardinal Services for printing, folding and insertion into windowed envelopes. 
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Figure 2: Process Overview for Part 1

6.3. Inspection
Milestone first reviewed the Driving Report Data File generated by Vehcon to verify that the eligibility 
criteria was met and calculated fields were correct (miles traveled, potential road usage charge and 
estimated gas tax)

Milestone then reviewed the proofs generated by Cardinal for both types of individual Driving Reports 
(Driving Reports for gas/diesel powered vehicles and Driving Reports for electric vehicles). These 
proofs comprised of scans of a sample of printed Driving Reports generated from the Driving Report 
data file. The review allowed the Test Team to verify that the printing services were correctly calibrated 
to print the variable data on the preprinted Driving Report shells. 

The Test Team then inspected the printed Driving Reports on Cardinal’s premises to conduct an 
individual eyes-on inspection of the Driving Report before they were inserted into envelopes, in 
advance of them being mailed.

6.4. Tests Conducted
► Validation of requirements as recoded in RTM

► Eyes-on tests of Driving Reports

 Visual examination of address detail and QR code visible in correct location

 Driving reports printed double-sided

 Visual appearance of driving report matches specification for template, color, data placement, 
font etc.

 Driving Report data for vehicle owner was correct (this was done in conjunction with a review of 
the source data).

► Envelopes successfully delivered.

► Recipients of the driving report find the Driving Report to be clear, understand that their feedback 
was being requested via the survey, were able to navigate the online survey, and understood the 
survey questions.

 Adjustments were made to the survey based on respondents’ feedback

► SSOT volunteers whose vehicles were not eligible to receive a Driving Report were asked to take 
the version of the survey meant for those who did not have a Driving Report in-hand and to provide 
feedback on whether they were able to navigate the survey and understood the survey questions.

► Troubleshoot any Driving Reports returned to HDOT by the Post Office.
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► Test of the QR code scanning and posting of returned mail back to Milestone.

6.5. SSOT - Results of ‘Eyes-on’ Tests

TEST
PASS
QTY

FAIL
QTY

COMMENT

# of DRs produced 44 0 2 segments: 42 non-EVs + 2 Electric Vehicles

Address in correct location 44 0

QR code readable by 
smartphone? 44 0

Printed double-sided 44 0

Correct template used 44 0 Incorrect template used for first round EV testing; corrected and 
passed re-testing.

Colors correct 44 0

Fonts correct 44 0

Static data correct 44 0

Dynamic data correct 44 0

Printing Alignment with 
template 44 0 Did not pass first round; corrected and passed re-testing

Survey Responses received 18 Time to take survey including the 5 extra questions was 8 – 12 
minutes.

Returned mail 1 One address undeliverable
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REQ. NO. DESCRIPTION QTY
PASS

QTY
FAIL COMMENT

MD.BCD.1 Build complete DR 
data set 1/1 Vehcon confirmed all records were included

MD.BCD.2 Use applicable RUC 
and gas tax rates 44/44 All counties and all segments checked

MD.BCD.3
Generate 
pseudorandom 5-digit 
Report IDs, one per 
DR (1:1 with VIN)

44/44 Clarified that report ID would NOT include segment 
number as a 6th digit

DRG.CRD.1
Compute miles 
between odometer 
readings

44/44 Vehcon confirmed odometer readings were correct

DRG.CRD.2
Compute RUC charge 
as mileage x RUC rate 
(state and county)

44/44

DRG.CRD.3
Identify DR data range 
based on odometer 
timestamps

N/A for the SSOT based on the limited data set. 
However, this was checked and confirmed for the 
initial batch of 1,000 DRs from the production data 
set.

DRG.CRD.4
Compute fuel 
consumed using 
combined EPA

44/44 Test Team performed accuracy check – based on 
the source EPA data licensed from DataOne.

DRG.CRD.5
Compute fuel tax as 
gallons used x fuel tax 
rate (state and county)

44/44

DRG.CRD.6 Identify RUC and fuel 
tax rates on DRs 44/44

DRG.GDR.1 Generate DR data files 
per segment 44/44

DRG.GDR.2 Generate DR print data 
file 44/44

Business Rule

1.11
"County" for RUC 
purposes = county 
indicated by 
registration address

This was verified by unit test for BR 1.52.

1.40
County RUC and fuel 
tax rates will be on the 
DR

44/44

1.44
DR "Period" is the time 
between the odo 
readings (for non-fleet 
reports)

44/44

1.51 Rounding rules 44/44 Checked to match BR rounding rules. 
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7. Lessons Learned and Recommendations
Based on all phases of testing, but especially the SSOT, the following observations & recommendation 
were made.

7.1. Overall Process
► Turn-around times for data sources and print services took longer than expected. Plan accordingly. 

► Template configuration tracking log introduced to ensure all parties involved were working from the 
latest version.

7.2. Driving Report Layout
► DR generally well received

► Discovered that the font size used to display state and county rates was too small and might be 
difficult to read for elderly readers. 

► Discovered that the default QR code could not be used for variable information so an additional QR 
code was added to the right of the address field.

7.3. Driving Report Content
► Eliminate other ambiguous characters and numbers from the Report Number 

► DR content and instructions sufficiently clear to recipients based on survey data

► Following feedback obtained during the SSOT survey, 1 FAQ entry on page 2 rewritten to provide 
more information on the per-mile rate

7.4. Survey
► Survey questions and lengths were appropriate

► Survey questions clarified

► URL back to hiruc.org added at the end of the survey
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Appendix A Testing
The Appendix is organized as follows:

► Appendix A.1 contains details of Unit Testing.

► Appendix A.2 contains details of Integration Testing.

► Appendix A.3 contains details of End to End Testing and the Small Scale Operational Trial.
A.1. Unit Testing

Unit tests are conducted for each application at the component or sub-component level. Example: for 
the Data Warehouse application, separate unit tests will be conducted for the Data Loader and Data 
Merge components

Tests can be automated or manual. Manual unit tests are generally specified for “observable data”.

Automated unit tests are generally specified for API testing. 

Unit Test - HIRUC Data Loader

a. Scope: Ensure that the Data Loader accepts and “cleans” input data from PMVI and DIT sources. 
Defects at this level are determined by evaluating what validation of the source data is required to 
implement the Business Rules during downstream processing.

b. Test Method: Manual 
c. Result Method: Pass/Fail per data element (compare actual vs. expected output)
d. Test Description

 A sample input data set is created, including “good” records in addition to records with known 
defects. 

 The input records are selected to cover a range of possible input and output values. An 
expected output result is manually calculated. 

 The test file is processed. The test output is compared to the expected output. Results are 
recorded pass/fail for each field.

Reference: UnitScript_HIRUC_DataLoader_DIT.xls (attached)
UnitScript_HIRUC_DataLoader_PMVI.xls (in process)

Requirements/Business Rules Validated: DL.CRD.1, DL.CRD.2, DL.CRD.3, DL.CRD.4, 
DR.CRD.5, DL.CRD.6, BR.1.1, BR.1.16, DR.1.17, DR.1.24, DR.1.49, DL.IRD.1, DL.IRD.2, 
DL.IRD.3, DL.IRD.4

Unit Test - HIRUC Data Merge

a. Scope: Ensure that data from the DIT and PVMI data sets is properly merged by VIN. Defects at 
this level are determined primarily from the Business Rules. 

b. Test Method: Manual 
c. Result Method: Pass/Fail per data element (compare actual vs. expected output)
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d. Test Description
 Similar to the DataLoader process. However, the Data Merge testing is done using multiple 

(time-sequential) data inputs from both data sources and the output is checked after each new 
data import.
Requirements/Business Rules Validated: DM.MRD.1, DM.MRD.2, MD.SD.2, MD.SD.3, 
MD.SD.4, BR.1.1, BR.1.5, BR.1.6, BR.1.7, BR.1.8, BR.1.9

Unit Test – Master Database

a. Scope: Ensure that the Master Database view of the Merged Data complies with the specifications.
b. Test Method: Manual 
c. Result Method: Pass/Fail per data element (compare actual vs. expected output)
d. Test Description

 The Master Database comprises a specified “view” of the Merged Data. The unit testing simply 
verifies that the view matches the specifications. 
Requirements/Business Rules Validated: Same as “Data Merge”

Unit Test – Invoice Eligibility

a. Scope: Ensure that the DR Generator correctly selects eligible records from the Master Database 
for generating invoices, per the Business Rules. 

b. Test Method: Manual 
c. Result Method: Pass/Fail per data element (compare actual vs. expected output)
d. Test Description

 Similar to the Data Loader process. 
Requirements/Business Rules Validated: MD.IEV.1, MD.IEV.2, MD.IEV.3, MD.IEV.4, MD.IEV.5, 
MD.IEV.10, MD.IVS.3, MD.IVS.4, MD.IVS.5, BR.1.13, BR.1.18, BR.1.19, BR.1.21, BR.1.22, 
BR.1.23, BR.1.27a, BR.1.27b, BR.1.46, BR.1.47, BR.1.52, BR.1.53, BR.1.54, BR.1.55, BR,1.56, 
BR.1.57

A.2. Integration Testing

Integration tests combined units and tested them as a group using real data.

Test Method

► Upload DIT and PMVI data

► Verify that files are correctly imported into the system.

Test Files
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DIT Loader
FOLDER WITH TEST DATA AND 
RESULTS COMMENTS

DIT Data Loader - Error Codes.xls Lists the validation tests applied to DIT data, and the associated error codes

DIT_Loader_Test_5_13Sep.csv Lists DIT input records used in test file w/ descriptions of defects and 
expected/actual error codes

DIT_Loader_Test_5_Raw.txt Input file for the test

dit_2_validation_results_Test5.csv Output file for the test, including results for each validation test by error code

PMVI Loader
FOLDER WITH TEST DATA AND 
RESULTS COMMENTS

PMVI Data Loader - Error Codes.xls Lists the validation tests applied to PMVI data, and the associated error codes

PMVI_Loader_Test_5_16Sep.csv Lists PMVI input records used in test file w/ descriptions of defects and 
expected/actual error codes

PMVI_Loader_Test_5_Raw.csv Input file for the test

pmvi_2_validation_results_Test5.c
sv Output file for the test, including results for each validation test by error code

Requirements/Business Rules Validated: Same as for Data Loader – Unit Test

A.3. End-to-End Testing

End-to-end testing involved re-validating requirements in a full end-to-end manner.

A.3.1. Driving Report Generation Test Report

The following table lists all requirements related to merging DIT and PMVI records, and analyzing DR 
Generation per the business rules.

REQT ID BRIEF DESCRIPTION

BR 1.12 VIN is the primary identifier for a vehicle, not license plate

BR 1.13 One DR per vehicle during Part 1

BR 1.19 Vehicle must have DIT status = "A" to receive DR

BR 1.21 If registration address changes but owner name and county are the same, not considered a change in 
ownership history for DR purposes

BR 1.22 If owner name changes, it is considered a change in ownership history for DR purposes

BR 1.23 If registration address changes, owner same, but county changes, then it is considered change in 
ownership history for DR purposes

BR 1.27a Vehicle must have odo readings, with same ownership, at least 8 months apart to receive a DR

BR 1.27b Vehicle must have odo readings, with same ownership, no more than 30 months apart to receive a DR

BR 1.46 Only one DR per vehicle owner-address combo (by registration info)

BR 1.47 A non-fleet DR with > 100,000 miles reported should not be sent
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REQT ID BRIEF DESCRIPTION

BR 1.52 If registration address county doesn’t match vehicle inspection county, a DR cannot be created

BR 1.53 If current mailing address county (per NCOA address) doesn't match vehicle registration county, a DR 
cannot be created

BR 1.54 If a PMVI inspection record for a given VIN pre-dates the earliest available DIT record for that VIN, the 
ownership at the time of that PMVI inspection record will be assigned per that earliest DIT record.

BR 1.55 Vehicle ownership at the time of a PMVI inspection record will be assigned per the info in the DIT record 
that equals or immediately precedes the inspection date.

BR 1.56 A DR will only be issued to the current owner of the vehicle, even if enough data exists to generate a DR 
for a prior owner.

BR 1.57 A registration status of "I" does not indicate a change a change in vehicle ownership or registration 
address

DM.MRD.1 Merge DIT and PMVI records per business rules

MD.IEV.1 Determine if DR can be generated based on Business Rules

MD.IEV.2 Identify which vehicles already had a DR generated

MD.IEV.3 Minimum data required for DR generation

MD.IEV.10 Report DR metrics including reasons why no DR generated

Test Method

► Create sample "raw input" files with a series of DIT and PMVI records over time

► Verify that the DIT and PMVI records are correctly associated per the Business Rules

► NOTE: License plate numbers are for reference only, for easier identification when scanning 
records. They are not used to merge records. VIN is the only value used to merge records.

Test Files

► DIT Input

 TestSet2G_hdot20160116

 TestSet2G_hdot20180501.txt

 TestSet2G_hdot20180701.txt

 TestSet2G_hdot20190101.txt

 TestSet2G_hdot20190401

 TestSet2G_hdot20190601.txt

► PMVI Input

 Test2G_PMVI_20160101_20190930.csv

 LateLoad_Test2G_PMVI_20190701_20190731.csv

► Output

 TestSet2G_driver_report.xls
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A.3.2. Data Import

Tests related to importing of raw data files from DIT and PMVI.

REQT ID BRIEF DESCRIPTION NOTES

DL.IRD.1 Initial import of DIT data

DL.IRD.2 Initial import of PMVI data

DL.IRD.3 Periodic import of DIT data

DL.IRD.4 Periodic import of PMVI data

DL.CRD.1 Archive raw data Raw data maintained in xxx_0_raw tables

DL.CRD.4 Standardize odo timestamp formats

Test Method

► Upload DIT and PMVI data

► Verify that files are correctly imported into the system.

Test Files

FILE COMMENT

DIT Input HDOT20180827.txt Sample file as received from DIT

DIT Output DL_1_dit_0_raw.csv File after import from DB table

PMVI Input HI_Stations_Inspection_20190902_20190914.csv Sample file as received from PMVI

PMVI Output DL_1_pmvi_0_raw.csv File after import from DB table

A.3.3. Data Cleaning 

Tests related to cleaning raw data (DIT & PMVI) to remove records with missing, invalid, or incomplete 
data. Used same test files as above, only to clean data.

REQT ID BRIEF DESCRIPTION NOTES

BR 1.12 VIN is the primary identifier for a vehicle, not license plate Applies here because VIN-decoded data 
required for validation

BR 1.16 Vehicle Type is not used to determine DR eligibility

BR 1.17 Vehicle must have EPA fuel rating to be eligible for DR Implies MY1981+ and approved vehicle 
classes

BR 1.24 If registration address is not in HI, the vehicle is not 
eligible for DR

BR 1.49 Only odo readings in miles (not km) are acceptable for DR 
use

DL.CRD.2 Exclude incomplete or unsuitable data Multiple validation tests; refer to SRS and 
Test Files for details

DL.CRD.3 Standardize address fields For NCOA deliverability check only
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REQT ID BRIEF DESCRIPTION NOTES

DL.CRD.5 Decode VINs

DL.CRD.6 Report data quality metrics

MD.IEV.4 Vehicle must comply with requirements in Biz Rules to get 
a DR

MD.IEV.5 Odo readings must comply with requirements in Biz Rules 
to get a DR
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Executive Summary
This document provides a Concept of Operations (ConOps) for a demonstration of a manual road 
usage charge system for Hawaii (HiRUC)—manual, meaning using odometer readings taken 
manually at safety inspections. This ConOps serves as a basis for the development of the 
demonstration system.

A ConOps is often the first systems engineering document produced in a systems development 
process, with the intent of completely describing all system functionality in a non-technical way. A 
ConOps supports discussions among stakeholders.  

The HiRUC demonstration project has the following goals:

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work
► Determine level of public acceptance of and preferences for the RUC concept when it is 

demonstrated in Hawaii
► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 

revenues.
The objectives of part 1 of the demonstration project are to:

► Demonstrate how existing PMVI and City & County of Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) systems and processes can be leveraged to support RUC

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of a RUC system that leverages 
existing PMVI and DIT capabilities

► Understand the marginal costs associated with the RUC system
► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners 
► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system; identify corresponding issues and provide a 

quantitative base for recommendations
► Demonstrate transparency/auditability of system.
The operational concept of the Part 1 Demonstration is to send residents a Driving Report based on 
their two most recent safety inspections, and get feedback from the residents on those driving 
reports, as illustrated by the following diagrams:

No changes to 
vehicle registration 
or renewal

No changes to 
driving

No changes to 
PMVI

NEW: receive a 
Driving Report in 
the mail

NEW: provide feedback 
to the demonstration 
team.
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Table 1: HiRUC Part 1 Operational Concept

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven
 Will vary by county

Distance reporting method: Data collected from PMVI

Driving Reports generated by: HiRUC Demonstration System

Method for transmitting charging data 
(e.g. odometer reading, VIN) to HiRUC:

Secure FTP 

Frequency of data updates from DIT and 
PMVI:

monthly (current plan)

Target vehicle population: All passenger vehicles with good data in the system and EPA-estimated 
city/highway MPG can be decoded from the VIN

Expected full scale duration: 12 months

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses
Compiled list of driving reports generated

The ConOps includes seven operational scenarios that explain the operations of the trial system in 
detail. These operational scenarios are:

1. Vehicle Registration/Renewal
2. Fleet Identification
3. Road usage
4. Distance (odometer) Data Collection 
5. Update HiRUC system with vehicle data
6. Calculate RUC 
7. Generate Driving Reports
8. Manage failure conditions
The high-level interactions among these operational scenarios are illustrated in the following figure:

The ConOps concludes with Next Steps in the demonstration process.
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1. Overview
This document provides a Concept of Operations (ConOps) for a demonstration road usage charge 
system for Hawaii (HiRUC). This ConOps serves as a basis for the development of the 
demonstration system.

A ConOps is often the first systems engineering document produced in a systems development 
process, with the intent of completely describing all system functionality in a non-technical way. A 
ConOps supports discussions among stakeholders – discussions that should lead to agreement on 
major design decisions before implementation details are decided. The relationship of the ConOps 
to other demonstration elements is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Place of the Concept of Operations in Hiruc System Development. A “” Indicates this 
Document or Step is Complete

This ConOps describes how various system users and demonstration stakeholders will interact with 
the HiRUC demonstration systems. It includes descriptions of high-level functionality but does not 
include detailed system specifications or describe the interfaces between systems in technical 
terms. It is intended to provide a bridge between the broader policy goals that motivated the 
demonstration and all the technical details that are required for implementation and operations.
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 Feasibility
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Technical
Environment
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• Smartphones
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Operations (“Part 1”)

Automated
Demonstration

Operations (“Part 2”)
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The ConOps is a living document that should be updated as 
final design decisions are made. The ConOps should also 
be revisited once the demonstration is operational to ensure 
it reflects lessons-learned from the implementation and 
launch phases of the project.

The details in the following sections are intended to assist the demonstration team and 
stakeholders to:

► Achieve stakeholder agreement on how the system is to be operated, who is responsible for the 
required demonstration functions, and identifying the necessary lines of communication

► Define the high-level system approach and highlight advantages over other approaches
► Define the environment in which the system will operate
► Derive high-level requirements, especially user requirements
► Provide the criteria to be used for validation of the completed system.

1.1. Demonstration Description
Part 1 of the HiRUC demonstration project is intended to test a methodology for assessing a road 
usage charge on passenger vehicles using existing State of Hawaii systems, procedures, and data. 
It leverages the data collection performed during the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) 
process (locally referred to as “safety check”) and does not require motorists to undertake any 
RUC-specific reporting activities or any equipment to be installed in vehicles.

1.2. Goals and Objectives of the HiRUC Demonstration
The HiRUC demonstration project has the following goals:

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work
► Determine level of public acceptance of and preferences for the RUC concept when it is 

demonstrated in Hawaii
► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 

revenues.
The objectives of part 1 of the demonstration project are to:

► Demonstrate how existing PMVI and City & County of Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) systems and processes can be leveraged to support RUC

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of a RUC system that leverages 
existing PMVI and DIT capabilities

► Understand the marginal costs associated with the RUC system
► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners 
► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system; identify corresponding issues and provide a 

quantitative base for recommendations
► Demonstrate transparency/auditability of system.
The HiRUC ConOps is presented in six sections, including this overview. They are:

policy 
goals

technical 
design
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Figure 2. Organization of the Concept of Operations.

The system described in this document is designed to support the goals and objectives of the 
Hawaii Road Usage Charge demonstration project by: 

► Demonstrating the technical and operational feasibility of RUC by:
► Incorporating vehicle and mileage data from operational state of Hawaii IT 

systems (DIT’s Vehicle Registry and HDOT’s PMVI system)
► Identifying and consolidating vehicle and mileage data per registered vehicle
► Computing fuel tax and road usage charges according to policy orientations 
► Generating invoices for vehicles on a periodic basis 
► Mailing invoices to registered vehicle owners 
► Promoting understanding and comfort with RUC by:
► Supporting a simple, cohesive and seamless end-user processes 
► Supporting consistent communications with end users 
► Conforming to data privacy and security policy guidelines 
► Supporting customer service
► Encouraging engagement and elicit feedback from registered vehicles 

owners receiving an invoice by:
► Providing support through the demonstration website and support email
► Identifying, and when possible resolving, difficulties encountered by 

registered vehicle owners 
► Fielding surveys
► Identifying and enabling policy analysis of both financial and public acceptance topics by:
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► Collecting data on the public’s level of RUC understanding and acceptance 
through surveys

► Collecting and consolidating fuel tax and mileage consumption data
► Reconciling demonstration data to identify inconsistencies
► Analyzing and reporting on demonstration data Driving reports
This demonstration is different from an operational system in the following ways:

1. no payments will be made by drivers

2. vehicles without a current “active” registration will not receive a Driving Report, even if they have 
accrued mileage during the demonstration

3. not all vehicle types are included. For instance, motorcycles, motorhomes, and heavy-duty vans 
will not receive Driving Reports even though they currently pay gas tax and would likely pay 
RUC in an operational system.
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2. The HiRUC (Part 1) Ecosystem
Part 1 of the HiRUC project ecosystem involves interactions 
between three elements:

► Stakeholders include every group with an interest in the 
demonstration, such as drivers and vehicle owners, 
PMVI inspectors, HDOT, City and County of Honolulu 
Department of Information Technology, Department of 
Taxation, and Counties

► Administrative components, including the 
demonstration administration team, who attempt to 
combine the interests of all stakeholders in the operational demonstration

► Technical components, are the technical systems that the administrative component uses to 
deliver the demonstration, including the PMVI system, the state’s vehicle registration system, 
and the HiRUC databases and software components

2.1. Stakeholders
Stakeholders are individuals and organizations that will be impacted by both the conduct and the 
outcome of the demonstration. Among the key stakeholders in HiRUC are:

► Drivers
► Vehicle owners
► PMVI inspectors
► HDOT
► City and County of Honolulu DIT
► Federal Highway Administration
► Hawaii County
► Kauai County
► Maui County
► Molokai County
► Advocacy groups

2.2. Administrative Components
The administrative components of the Part 1 demonstration include the HiRUC demonstration 
administration team, which is responsible for managing demonstration activities such as research, 
evaluation, and demonstration design, providing customer service to drivers who receive Driving 
Reports or have questions about RUC policy or the demonstration, and coordinating the technical 
delivery of the demonstration.

Figure 3. Relationship of the Components 
of the HiRUC (Part 1) Ecosystem
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2.3. Technical Components
The technical components of Part 1 of the HiRUC demonstration include DIT databases, PMVI 
systems (both data collection and data management), HiRUC databases, the HiRUC Driving Report 
generator, and HiRUC evaluation tools (on-line surveys and website).
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3. The Concept
Part 1 of the HiRUC demonstration uses existing 
processes and state databases to collect information 
about the distance a vehicle has traveled in Hawaii. It 
uses a database and software tools developed for the 
demonstration to leverage data collected during the 
annual PMVI and vehicle registration (or renewal) 
processes to determine distance driven and estimate fuel 
consumed and fuel tax paid. Based on this data, Driving 
Reports are prepared for eligible vehicles and mailed to 
the owner’s address. Eligible vehicles are those vehicles 
for which data is available to develop high quality driving 
reports, with the key limitation that each household will only receive one Driving Report in the 12-
month Demonstration. Precise eligibility criteria are included in the Business Rules.

Unlike the “automated distance reporting” that will be tested in Part 2 of the Demonstration, the 
concept for Part 1 does not require drivers or vehicle owners to install devices in their cars, directly 
report mileage, or to provide any data other than what they are already required to do as part of 
their vehicle registration/renewal and PMVI. If the system works as designed, drivers will 
experience no changes at all to the way they interact with their local Department of Motor Vehicles 
(DMV) or PMVI. They will receive a Driving Report in the mail and will be encouraged to provide 
feedback about their impressions of the report and the RUC concept.

No changes to 
vehicle registration 
or renewal

No changes to 
driving

No changes to 
PMVI

NEW: receive a 
Driving Report in 
the mail

NEW: provide feedback 
to the demonstration 
team.

3.1. Key Considerations
This section briefly describes technical and operational considerations that are important for 
understanding how the demonstration will function. These include:

► Timing of distance calculation
► Timing of Driving Report creation
► Scalability of interactions between legacy systems and the demonstration systems
► Data availability for gas tax estimates
► Driving Reports.
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3.1.1. Timing of Distance Calculations
The intent of Part 1 of the demonstration is to leverage the PMVI process to create an 
approximately annual report about the total distance driven by a vehicle. In Hawaii, vehicle owners 
are required to have their vehicles inspected annually (with exceptions noted below). However, 
there is no prohibition against inspecting a vehicle early and no real penalty for having it inspected 

late. And, new passenger vehicles like cars, pick-up trucks and vans are not 
required to be inspected for 2 years.

Since a goal of the demonstration is to help vehicle owners visualize how a road 
usage charge would work and gauge their response to the policy, a fairly 
consistent length of time is desirable for distance calculation from vehicle to 
vehicle. 

3.1.2. Timing of Driving Report Creation
It is envisioned that Driving Reports will be created periodically in batches, not on-demand as new 
odometer data becomes available. As such, some time may elapse between the date of the PMVI 
inspection and a driver’s receipt of their Driving Report in the mail. Precise rules impacting timing of 
Driving Report creation are contained in the business rules, however, eligible vehicles should 
generally receive a Driving Report within 30 days, as batches are planned to be created monthly at 
the time this document is being prepared.

3.1.3. Scalability of interactions Between Legacy Systems and the Demonstration 
Systems

Because an objective of the demonstration is to explore the technical and operational feasibility of a 
RUC system that leverages existing PMVI and DIT capabilities, the demonstration “RUC System” 
will interact with both PMVI and DIT legacy systems. However, because the demonstration will be 
short-lived and directs resources to policy exploration rather than finessed technical development, 
the demonstration RUC system will not be directly integrated with either the DIT or PMVI systems. 
Data transfers will take the form of offloads from the state systems and uploads via a data loader 
routine into the RUC system. The frequency of these data transfers will be determined in 
consultation with HDOT and DIT and will be documented in the demonstration’s Business Rules. 
The lack of automation and direct data connections means the exact solution developed for the 
demonstration is unlikely to be scalable to long-term operations.

3.1.4. Data Availability for Gas Tax Estimates
The estimated amount of gas taxes paid will be determined based on:

1. EPA-estimated city/highway combined MPG rating, which will be identified 
using the vehicle’s VIN

2. Total distance driven, based on the two most recent odometer readings at 
PMVI (only odometer readings from passed inspections within the allowable 
range of time between inspections)

3. County in which the vehicle is registered, depending on the county’s decision to include county 
fuel tax data
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Because the distance driven is the total over a period of time, with no indication of the split between 
highway driving and in-town driving, and because driver behavior can impact fuel economy, the gas 
tax estimates will have slightly different degrees of accuracy from driver to driver, vehicle to vehicle.

3.1.5. Driving Reports
The Driving Reports will be mailed to vehicle owners as a means of outreach and education on 
transportation funding, engaging people with RUC policy, and soliciting their opinions and feedback. 
The data used to create a Driving Report should be robust and complete, and any vehicle for which 
the data does not meet this threshold will not be eligible to receive a report. 

3.2. Technical Summary of the Operational Concept

Table 2. HiRUC Part 1 Operational Concept

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven
 Will vary by county

Distance reporting method: Data collected from PMVI

Driving Reports generated by: HiRUC Demonstration System

Method for transmitting charging data
 e.g. odometer reading, VIN) to HiRUC:

Secure FTP 

Frequency of data updates from DIT and PMVI: monthly (current plan)

Target vehicle population: All passenger vehicles with good data in the system and EPA-
estimated city/highway MPG can be decoded from the VIN

Expected full scale duration: 12 months

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses
Compiled list of driving reports generated
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4. System Overview
Figure 7 illustrates the HiRUC demonstration system. Existing 
systems and processes (e.g., the state’s vehicle registry, 
PMVI inspection stations, PMVI systems) are shown outside 
the demonstration’s span of control because – other than 
providing periodic data updates – they will not change any of 
their operations to accommodate the demonstration, and 
drivers will not experience any changes to their interactions 
with these entities.

Beginning at the left of the diagram, vehicle owners interact 
with Hawaii’s vehicle registration and annual registration 

renewal process to (1) register or renew their vehicle and (2) keep their mailing address updated. 
Information provided through this process includes VIN, owner’s name, and mailing address. 

Figure 4. Icon Representing Vehicle Owners Figure 5. Icon Representing Driving on the Road 
Network

Next on the diagram, vehicles use the road network, for which a flat, per-mile charge will be 
calculated. The amount of road usage is determined from data collected as part of the annual 
PMVI. 

The vehicle owners take their vehicles to a certified PMVI inspection station, where the vehicle’s 
odometer reading is captured as part of the vehicle’s annual safety inspection. The PMVI inspection 
station transmits vehicle inspection data, including VIN, odometer reading, the date of the 
inspection, and whether the vehicle passed or failed inspection to PMVI’s servers. 
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Figure 6: Icons Representing PMVI Inspection Stations and PMVI Data Servers

Periodically, both the vehicle registry and PMVI servers send data to the HiRUC System 
Administration, which combines the data – according to Charging Policy – and creates Driving 
Reports. The Driving Reports are mailed to the address recorded in the vehicle’s registration 
record. 

Finally, the vehicle owner provides feedback about the charging policy to the HiRUC System 
Administration via on-line surveys, telephone calls, or public meetings.

Figure 7: Driving Reports Will be Sent in the Mail
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Figure 7. HiRUC Demonstration Overview
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5. Usage Scenarios
The primary purpose of this ConOps is to describe how 
people and organizations might use the system. This 
section contains high-level usage scenarios that illustrate 
the actions that would be taken by drivers, PMVI inspection 
stations, the PMVI system administrators, DIT, and HiRUC 
system administrators during the key activities required 
under the HiRUC demonstration. Usage scenarios are 
provided for each major activity within the HiRUC 
demonstration system and for key vehicle registration and 
distance data collection activities that take place via existing 
state programs. The usage scenarios are illustrated in 
Figure 9.

Figure 8. HiRUC System Usage Scenarios
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The description of each operational scenario is organized around the following components:

► Context – when the scenario would occur
► Driver activities – what the driver would do in the given scenario
► PMVI inspection station activities – what the inspection station would do in the given scenario
► PMVI system activities – what the PMVI system administrators would do
► DIT activities – what DIT administrators would do
► HiRUC system administration activities – what the HiRUC system would do
► Issues – any likely issues we can forecast at this point in time

5.1. Usage Scenario: Vehicle Registration/Renewal
Context:

As part of the demonstration, a Driving Report will be generated for all eligible vehicles registered in 
Hawaii. The Driving Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to 
the current estimated cost of the state and county motor fuel excise. The vehicle’s DMV registration 
represents the vehicle’s “RUC account” for Part 1 of the demonstration. Note that this usage 
scenario takes place outside the HiRUC system and follows established procedures that will 
not be modified for the demonstration. However, it is included here because it represents the 
creation and maintenance of a “RUC account” for motorists.

Driver Activities:

► Register vehicle or renew vehicle registration following established procedures.
PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:

► No activity.
DIT System Activities:

► Update registration status to “Active” and records registration/renewal date.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► No activity.
Issues:

► Vehicles that do not have at least two PMVI odometer reads, or have other data issues, will not 
be eligible to receive Driving Reports. Precise eligibility criteria are defined in the Business 
Rules.
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5.2. Usage Scenario: Fleet Identification
Context:

Driving Report formats will vary depending on the type of vehicle (electric or not) and whether it is 
part of a recognized fleet. The varying formats are intended to assist with personalizing the 
information in the Report to make it more useful, and to make the receipt of fleet Driving Reports 
more convenient and intuitive for fleet managers. Neither DIT nor PMVI identify individual vehicles 
as being part of a fleet, so this information must be provided to HiRUC system administration by 
fleet managers to guarantee receipt of a fleet invoice. The HiRUC system administration will use a 
set of rules (included in the business rules) to determine fleets, but does not guarantee that all 
eligible fleets will be identified in this manner.

Driver Activities (in this instance, fleet owner activities):

► In order to guarantee inclusion as a fleet, provide VINs for all vehicles in the fleet to HiRUC 
system administration.

PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:

► No activity.
DIT System Activities:

► No activity.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Update database record to indicate fleet membership. The record will indicate that the vehicle is 
a member of a fleet as well as the specific fleet to which it belongs.

Issues:

► Only fleet managers who are aware of the demonstration and offer the information to the HiRUC 
system administration are guaranteed to have their vehicles identified as belonging to their 
fleets.

► HiRUC team will work with DOT to reach out to, identify, and determine whether/how 
government fleets (State, City & County, etc) will be included in the demonstration.

► If a single registered owner has more than 10 vehicles registered at the same address, they 
may be considered by the demonstration to be a fleet. Precise rules for identifying fleets are 
included in the Business Rules.

5.3. Usage Scenario: Road Usage
Context:

As part of the demonstration, road usage will be measured for the purpose of generating a Driving 
Report. The Driving Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to 
the current estimated cost of the state and county motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on 
distance driven and county of registration.
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Driver Activities:

► Drive.
PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:

► No activity.
DIT System Activities:

► No activity.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► No activity.
Issues:

► Awaiting confirmation of participation in demonstration by all counties.

5.4. Usage Scenario: Distance (Odometer) Data Collection
Context:

Distance data is based on the approximately-annual odometer readings that are performed as part 
of the PMVI process. This scenario describes the activities related to collecting the distance data

Driver Activities:

► Takes vehicle to PMVI inspection station for annual safety inspection.
PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► Inspects vehicle and records vehicle information including VIN, license plate, odometer reading, 
and whether the vehicle passes or fails inspection.

PMVI System Activities:

► Update database with new vehicle inspection record.
DIT System Activities:

► No activity.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► No activity.
Issues:

► None.
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5.5. Usage Scenario: Update HiRUC System with Vehicle Data
Context:

As part of the demonstration, the HiRUC system will periodically receive vehicle data from DIT and 
PMVI. This data will be used to determine distance driven by that vehicle, as well as eligibility of a 
given vehicle to receive a Driving Report.

Driver Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:

► Export current PMVI database to a comma-delimited (.csv) file and transmit to HiRUC System 
Administration.

DIT System Activities:

► Export current vehicle registry file to a comma-delimited (.csv) file and transmit to HiRUC 
System Administration.

HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Load PMVI data into system and perform data validation
► Load DIT data into system and perform data validation
► Assign vehicle segment definition (electric vehicle, fleet vehicle, standard vehicle). Vehicle 

segmentation described in business rules.
Issues:

► None.

5.6. Usage Scenario: Calculate RUC 
Context:

As part of the demonstration, road usage charges will be calculated from measured distance driven 
for the purpose of generating a Driving Report. The Driving Report will illustrate the cost of a road 
usage charge (RUC) and compare it to the current estimated cost of the state and county motor fuel 
excise. The RUC will be based on distance driven and county of registration.

Driver Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:
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► No activity.
DIT System Activities:

► No activity.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Specify rate(s) for RUC. There is likely to be separate rates by county for counties electing to 
participate in the demonstration.

► Based on data provided by DIT and PMVI, identify vehicles eligible to receive a Driving Report.
► Based on data provided by PMVI, calculate the RUC.
Issues:

► None.

5.7. Usage Scenario: Generate Driving Reports 
Context:

Once the road usage charges are calculated from measured distance driven, a Driving Report will 
be generated and sent to registered vehicle owners. The Driving Report will illustrate the cost of a 
road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to the current estimated cost of the state and county 
motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on distance driven and county of registration.

Driver Activities:

► The registered vehicle owner receives a Driving Report for the aggregate distance driven during 
the period between their two most recent passed vehicle inspections. 

► If vehicles are registered as part of a defined fleet, charges for all vehicles are reflected on the 
Driving Report.

PMVI Inspection Station Activities:

► No activity.
PMVI System Activities:

► No activity.
DIT System Activities:

► No activity.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Creates the Driving Reports and mails them to vehicle owners. The Driving Report layout and 
specific contents will vary depending on which segment a vehicle belongs to. If a vehicle is part 
of a defined fleet, all vehicles that are part of the fleet that are eligible to receive a Driving 
Report for the covered period will be listed on a single Driving Report.

Issues:

► None.
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5.8. Failure Conditions
Technical failure in the demonstration is most likely to occur at the interfaces between DIT-held 
data, PMVI-held data, and the HiRUC database. The HiRUC systems will need to test the 
robustness of the data loader and clearly define required data formats for the DIT and PMVI 
systems. 

It should be noted that any technical failures should not be considered failure of the demonstration. 
Rather, technical failures should be observed, documented and communicated to HiRUC 
demonstration system administration. 

The HiRUC database design incorporates self-diagnostics to monitor for failure and will impose 
rigorous data validation on imported data to ensure only valid data is used for the demonstration. 
Data validity criteria are included in the Business Rules. When failures occur, the system should be 
able to continue functioning, albeit with reduced service or functionality. The failure conditions 
included here are known possibilities. As-yet unknown failure possibilities may also exist.

5.8.1. Failure at HiRUC System
► Disasters, extended power failures, or widespread IT problems could cause HiRUC’s systems to 

be down for some period of time. Given that Driving Reports will only be generated periodically 
(e.g., monthly) and no driver should receive more than one report during the demonstration, this 
eventuality should not be noticed by most drivers and would simply cause a delay in the delivery 
of driving statements.

► Redundancy of utilities (uninterruptable power supply and power generators), IT equipment 
(backup servers), and off-site as well as on-site data backup should be provided by the system. 

5.8.2. Driver non-compliance with vehicle registration/renewal or PMVI process
► It is possible that a driver will not comply with existing laws requiring annual vehicle registration 

renewals or motor vehicle safety inspections. In this case, there will not be adequate data to 
confirm ownership or calculate distance charges.

► Any vehicle for which there is not current (“active”) vehicle registration or adequate PMVI data to 
calculate distance driven over approximately one year should be deemed ineligible to receive a 
Driving Report. 
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6. Summary and Next Steps

This document summarized the Concept of Operations for the HiRUC demonstration system. 

The next steps in system development are:

► Finalize System Requirements 
► System Requirements Specifications
► Business Rules
► Finalize the Interface Control Definitions between HiRUC, PMVI, and DIT Vehicle Registry
► Interface Control Document
► Finalize the Evaluation Plan
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

Component A subsystem component is a modular part of the subsystem 
that serves specific activities or tasks

ConOps Concept of Operations

Datawarehouse The database developed for the Part 1 Demonstration but also 
used for Part 2 to store Participant travel data used to generate 
Road Usage Reports.

Demonstration Project The terms refer to the HiRUC Demonstration, including both 
parts 1 and 2

DC Data Collection

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information Technology

DR Driving Report, a printed statement of driving data sent to 
registered vehicle owner by the HiRUC Administration

DRG Driving Report Generator, the component of the HiRUC system 
(developed for the Part 1 Demonstration but also used in the 
Part 2 Demonstration) that creates Driving Reports based on 
travel data stored in the Datawarehouse.

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

Function Specific tasks accomplished by a system component

Functional group Functional groups are high-level objectives of the subsystem 
component

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked with recruiting 
Demonstration Participants, verifying the correct computation 
of road usage charges, and performing any compliance 
activities recommended by HDOT.

HiRUC System The system established for the Part 1 demonstration to 
generate Driving Reports (DRs), comprising a Datawarehouse 
and a DR Generator. It will also be used in Part 2.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICD Interface Control Document

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents receive 
a Driving Report based on their odometer readings collected 
during safety inspections. Not included in this specification.

Part 2 The Automated Demonstration, in which ~2,000 Participants 
receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-month Demonstration 
based on a variety of Mileage Reporting Methods. Included in 
this specification
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

Participant A volunteer who has enrolled in the Part 2 (Automated) 
Demonstration

PII Personally Identifiable Information Defined in business 
rules

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

RUC Road Usage Charge 

SRS System Requirement Specification

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

UBI Usage-based Insurance

VIN Vehicle Identification Number, a unique serial number for each 
vehicle, standardized as a 17-digit alphanumeric code since 
1981. 

VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled
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1. Preface
1.1. Project Documents
The functional and technical requirements of vendor systems that support Part 1 of the Hawaii Road 
Usage Charge Demonstration are included in this document. Other documentation relating to Part 1 of the 
HiRUC Demonstration includes the following:

► The Part 1 Concept of Operations, which provides a high level overview of the road usage charge 
collection usage scenarios covered in the project.

► The Part 1 Business Rules Document (BRD) provides business operations rules/requirements, thus 
complementing this document, the System Requirements Document. The BRD outlines specific 
directives that have to be followed to process these system inputs into outputs for end users and the 
HiRUC Administration. 

► The Part 1 Interface Control Document (ICD), which provides detailed specifications for all interfaces 
between subsystems. 

1.2. Document Contents 
In the remaining chapters of this document, descriptive introductory sections precede the statement of 
requirements. These descriptions are provided to help the reader understand and contextualize the 
requirements. They do not constitute requirements themselves. In case of any conflict between this 
language and the written requirements, the requirements always take precedence. All requirements are 
included in sections 3 to 5. The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

Section 2 System Purpose covers the goals and objectives of the HiRUC system and introduces the high-
level system architecture

Section 3 System Level Requirements includes general requirements that apply to all subsystems. 

Section 4 Datawarehouse subsystem includes all requirements that apply to the Datawarehouse 
subsystem, the subsystem centralizing and consolidating the data from all external data sources. This 
subsystem interfaces directly with the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) and City and County of 
Honolulu’s Department of Information Technology’s (DIT) Vehicle Registry external systems. 

Section 5 Driving Report Generator (DRG) subsystem includes all the requirements that apply to the 
DRG subsystem, the subsystem that builds Driving Reports for all enrolled vehicles - for the purposes of 
the manual phase of the HiRUC Demonstration, any vehicle eligible to receive a Driving Report (per the 
business rules) is considered enrolled for the HiRUC Demonstration). The subsystem interfaces with the 
Datawarehouse subsystem and the external printing and mailing system.
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1.3. Requirement Classification and Naming Conventions

1.3.1. Classification of Requirements 

Every subsystem requirement is classified at three levels: subsystem component, functional group, and 
function. A subsystem component is a modular part of the subsystem that serves specific activities or 
tasks. Functional groups are high-level objectives of the subsystem component. Each functional group 
comprises a set of functions that are specific tasks accomplished by the component. These functions are 
further broken down into requirements. 

The Figure 1 below traces the classification of a requirement DL.IRD.1 through each of the 3 levels of 
classification; component, functional group and function.

Figure 1: Classification Levels of Subsystem Requirements

1.3.2. Naming conventions 

Each detailed requirement is named according to the following form:

<component abbreviation>.<function abbreviation>.<requirement index>

The detailed requirements are grouped by functions. In the following document, functions are abbreviated 
using the three capitalized letters in the function name. For example, the first function of the Data Loader 
component (DL) is “Importation of Raw Data.” The abbreviation of the function is thus IRD, and the 
requirements for this Data Loader function are coded: DL.IRD.#, where # is the requirement index

Functional Group 1
Import and Process RUC Data

Data Loader
Component (DL)

Function 1: Importation of Raw Data

Function 2: Merge Raw Data 

COMPONENT

DL.IRD.1

Function 3: Clean Raw Data

FUNCTIONAL GROUP FUNCTION REQUIREMENT

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

DL.<function abbr..>.#

Master Database
Component (MD)

Datawarehouse subsystem
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2. The HiRUC Demonstration Project
2.1. Organization of HiRUC Demonstration
The HiRUC Demonstration comprises two parts - the Manual Demonstration and Automated 
Demonstration. The Manual Demonstration (referred to as Part 1) will be launched before the Automated 
Demonstration (referred to as Part 2). 

The key distinctions between parts 1 and 2 are the following:

► Part 1, Manual Demonstration, includes all registered passenger vehicles in the state of Hawaii for 
which mileage data is reported during annual safety inspection visits while Part 2 only includes 
participants who volunteer to be in the HiRUC Automated Demonstration.

► Part 2, Automated Demonstration, includes a Service Provider that will enroll participants and their 
vehicle(s), provide mileage reporting technologies, manage participant RUC accounts and distribute 
Road Usage Reports on behalf of the state. 

This document addresses Part 1. Part 1 operations will last 12 months and will involve registered 
passenger vehicles in the state of Hawaii. Part 1 will leverage existing DIT and PMVI processes to collect 
vehicle and mileage data to issue simulated Driving Reports for registered passenger vehicles

Part 1 and Part 2 are anticipated to run concurrently for several months, which means both parts need to 
be coordinated to ensure a consistent experience for all participants. 

2.2. Goals and Objectives of the HiRUC Demonstration
► The HiRUC Demonstration has the following overarching goals that apply to both parts of the 

demonstration:

 Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work

 Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC

 Determine level of public acceptance of the RUC concept once it is demonstrated in Hawaii

 Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 
revenues

 Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial).
► The objectives of Part 1 are specifically to:

 Demonstrate how existing PMVI and City & County of Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) systems and processes can be leveraged to support RUC

 Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of a RUC system that leverages 
existing PMVI and DIT capabilities

 Understand the marginal costs associated with the RUC system

 Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners 
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 Understand operational aspects of a RUC system; identify corresponding issues and provide a 
quantitative base for recommendations

 Demonstrate transparency/auditability of the system
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3. System for Part 1
3.1. General Purpose and Scope of the HiRUC System
Part 1 of the HiRUC Demonstration will implement a cost-effective and open system for collecting the road 
usage charge, one that leverages the Hawaii Department of Transportation’s (HDOT) existing capabilities, 
is open to future private service and technology providers and thus provides user choice in the long run, is 
easy to use and understand, and provides clear audit trails. 

The system developed for the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration is intended to have many of the 
features, functions and processes of a potential future revenue generating road usage charging system. 
However, some attributes of the final system will not be designed into this HiRUC system. This is because 
the focus of the HiRUC Demonstration will be on issuing Driving Reports, the account management that 
will be introduced in the second part of the HiRUC Demonstration, and administrative activities involving 
collection, monitoring, and analysis of HiRUC data. 

Payment collection and enforcement activities are excluded from the scope. Compliance and 
administrative activities in the HiRUC Demonstration will be reduced and simplified from the way that they 
would be implemented in an actual revenue-collecting charge system, resulting in the exclusion of 
activities such as charge recovery, appeals management, IT assets management1, human resources 
management, change management, and planning and controls management. 

The main purpose of the HiRUC system is to support the goals and objectives of the HiRUC 
Demonstration outlined hereafter. 

3.2. HiRUC Part 1 Demonstration Context Diagram
► The HiRUC Demonstration context diagram for Part 1 shown in Figure 2 below illustrates high-level 

interactions between key stakeholders and major system components. 
► Vehicle owners are individual or fleet owners who have registered their vehicles with a DMV in their 

county of residence. Vehicle owners drive their vehicles on the road network consisting of public, 
private, and (possibly) out-of-state roads. Registered owners will receive a single Driving Report by 
mail from the HiRUC Administration for each vehicle that will show what road usage charge could be 
based on odometer readings collected at the PMVI inspection stations. They will not be required to 
pay any road usage charge as no notion of payment will be introduced in the HiRUC Demonstration. 

► The City and County of Honolulu Department of Information Technology (DIT) has a long-
standing agreement with the State of Hawaii to provide IT services related to the maintenance of the 
State’s motor vehicle registry. DIT centralizes all vehicle registration information from the county 
Departments of Motor Vehicles (DMVs). It provides up-to-date vehicle registration data – registered 
owner addresses and vehicle data – to the HiRUC System. 

1 Except those directly related to active HiRUC systems.
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Figure 2: Demonstration Context Diagram

► PMVI Inspection stations are operated by private entities that are contracted by HDOT to conduct 
mandatory safety inspections on vehicles. Vehicle owners have to take their vehicles to an annual 
safety check at the PMVI Inspection stations – owners of new vehicles take their vehicles to a first 
safety inspection two years after purchase and then proceed to annual safety inspections. The PMVI 
Inspection stations are connected to a centralized PMVI system that collects odometer readings in 
addition to safety inspection results. The PMVI system provides inspection results and odometer 
readings for each vehicle inspected to the HiRUC System. 

► HiRUC System is a system developed by a private entity contracted by the HiRUC Administration. It 
collects data on registered owners and their vehicles from the DIT system, and odometer readings 
and inspection results from the PMVI system, and uses this data to issue Driving Reports. The HiRUC 
system:

1. Identities vehicles that are eligible to receive Driving Reports,

2. processes the road usage data collected to compute a road usage charge and estimated gas tax 
for each eligible vehicle,

3. generates Driving reports based on road usage data and estimated gas tax data,

4. stores Driving reports that are accessed by an external printing and mailing system to be printed 
and sent by mail to the registered address of vehicle owners, and
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5. reports data to the HiRUC Administration (D’Artagnan). 

► Printing and Mailing is an external system that prints and sends Driving Reports generated by the 
HiRUC system to the registered Vehicle owners’ address by mail. 

► HiRUC Administration refers to the team that manages and administers the HiRUC Demonstration 
(D’Artagnan), as well as the HiRUC system (central system developed to support both Part 1 and Part 
2) on behalf of HDOT. It provides administrative and operational support to the HiRUC Demonstration. 
The HiRUC Administration would thus perform some of the government functions required in a full-
scale RUC operation and have oversight over the vendor that supports the HiRUC System. 

3.3. HiRUC Part 1 System Objectives
The system described in this document provides the technology to support the goals and objectives of the 
Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration. Thus, the HiRUC system in Part 1 shall specifically:

► Demonstrate technical and operational feasibility of RUC by:

► Incorporating vehicle and mileage data from operational state of Hawaii IT systems (DIT’s Vehicle 
Registry and HDOT’s PMVI system)

► Identifying and consolidating vehicle and mileage data per registered vehicle

► Computing fuel tax and road usage charges according to policy orientations 

► Generating Driving Reports for batches of vehicles on a periodic basis 

► Identifying registered vehicle owners and mailing addresses to send Driving Reports 
► Promoting understanding and comfort with RUC by:
► Supporting simple, cohesive and seamless end-user processes 
► Supporting consistent communications with end users 
► Conforming to data privacy and security policy guidelines 
► Supporting customer service
► Encouraging engagement and eliciting feedback from registered vehicles owners receiving a Driving 

Report by:
► Providing support through the Help Desk 
► Fielding surveys
► Identifying and enabling policy analysis of both financial and public acceptance topics by:
► Collecting data on the public’s level of RUC understanding and acceptance through surveys
► Collecting and consolidating fuel tax and mileage consumption data
► Reconciling HiRUC Demonstration data to identify inconsistencies
► Analyzing and reporting on HiRUC Demonstration data 
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3.4. HiRUC Subsystems 

3.4.1. Subsystems
► This document contains the overall requirements for the Road Usage Charge system, and the specific 

subsystem requirements for the Datawarehouse subsystem, and the Driving Report subsystem, the 
two subsystems that comprise the RUC system for Part 1, see Figure 3. 

Figure 3: The Two Subsystems for Part 1

► The document presents the full system requirements, followed by the requirements for each of the 
subsystems. 

► This version of the SRS is intended to provide comprehensive requirements for the overall Road 
Usage Charge System by defining the requirements for each of its subsystems.

► The Hawaii Road Usage Charge system includes:
► a Datawarehouse subsystem that imports, merges, processes, and stores raw data from the DIT 

Vehicle Registry and the PMVI database, determines vehicle eligibility to receive a Driving Report, and 
prepares and transmits Driving Report data for eligible vehicles to the DRG subsystem. The 
subsystem comprises two components – a Data Loader component and a Master Database 
component. 

► a Driving Report Generator (DRG) subsystem that receives processed transactional data from the 
Datawarehouse subsystem, applies business rules to the data and builds Driving Reports according to 
the appropriate layout, and stores Driving Reports accessed by the external printing and mailing 
system. Once Driving Reports are issued, the subsystem reports the Driving Report status per vehicle 
to the Datawarehouse subsystem. The Driving Report subsystem comprises four components – the 
Data Processor, the Driving Report Builder, the Driving Report Repository, and Reporting.
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3.4.2. General System Architecture

Figure 4 shows the general HiRUC system architecture based on the subsystems and components 
described above. 

Figure 4: General System Architecture for Part 1

► Functions Supported by Subsystems

Figure 5 shows the different functions supported by the Datawarehouse and Driving Report Generator 
subsystems.
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Figure 5: Functions Supported by the Subsystems
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4. Business Requirements 
All the bold terms are defined in the Business Rules Document. Please refer to that document for precise 
definitions.

In Part 1, the HiRUC system shall issue Driving Reports for passenger vehicles registered in the state of 
Hawaii. 

1. The HiRUC system shall firstly allow HDOT to calculate a per-mile road user charge for registered 
passenger vehicles in the state of Hawaii, and secondly issue and send a Driving Report to the 
registered owner of the vehicle. 

► The system shall identify every registered passenger vehicle in the state and determine whether a 
particular vehicle is subject to RUC. The system shall identify the registered passenger vehicle’s 
owner and the owner’s corresponding mailing address. The system shall determine the vehicle’s 
eligibility to receive a HiRUC Driving Report based on available vehicle data, vehicle owner data, and 
odometer readings reported through vehicle inspection data. If an eligible vehicle is subject to RUC, 
the system should identify when its two most recent valid (inspection passed) odometer readings 
were, what those odometer reading values were, and if and when a HiRUC Driving Report was issued 
for the vehicle. Based the validity of information identified, the system shall issue and send a printed 
Driving Report by mail to the registered passenger vehicle owner. 

► The system shall identify three registered owner segments: 
1. individual electric vehicle owners (“Electric segment”), 
2. individual non-electric vehicle owners (“Non-electric segment”), and 
3. fleet owners (“Fleet segment”). 

► These segments are defined in the Business Rules Document. Each segment will have a different 
Driving Report layout. One Driving Report per vehicle shall be issued for each individual vehicle owner 
(either electric or non-electric). Fleet owners may receive a single Driving Report containing charges 
for all their registered vehicles or may receive periodic Driving Reports (with each covering a portion of 
their fleet) depending on the proportion of fleet vehicles inspected during a given period.
1. The HiRUC system shall support automatic reasonableness and eligibility checks on mileage data 

and thus odometer readings that will be used for Driving Reports. In particular, recorded mileage 
of less than zero miles per day, or greater than 1500 miles per day, shall be considered 
unreasonable and the mileage record marked for investigation. 

2. The HiRUC system shall allow the HiRUC Administration team to monitor the Driving Report data. 
The HiRUC system shall periodically report the list of Driving Reports issued for all passenger 
vehicles during the period to the HiRUC Administration.
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5. General System Level Requirements
5.1. System Security, Disaster Recovery, and Data Retention
Note that the any subcontractors or third-party vendors involved in provision of subsystems are referred to 
as “vendor” in this section. 

System security shall comply with the general IT industry standards as described below. As part of this, 
the system design and an inventory of information security controls are required of all vendors before 
operation of the HiRUC system, during security verification checks. Vendors shall implement security and 
disaster recovery details for the overall system to ensure adequate protection and assurance of recovery 
options in the event of an unexpected incident. 

Vendors shall maintain a System Security Plan comprised of the following documents:

► System architecture diagram illustrating the location of key security measures (mentioned in 
SYS.SSD.1)

► Written assessment of their organization and system security, including a list of what PII is stored and 
where it is stored (mentioned in SYS.SSD.2 and SYS.SSD.3)

► Security policy (mentioned in SYS.SSD.5)
► Documentation of Access Control (mentioned in SYS.SSD.7)
► Business continuity plan (mentioned in SYS.SSD.22)

These documents shall be reviewed and updated as necessary in the event of a system breach or 
detection of potential security threats.

General Security Requirements: 

SYS.SSD.1 The vendor shall provide a system architecture diagram that illustrates the location and 
key security measures proposed for the Road Usage Charge Pilot system.

SYS.SSD.2 The vendor shall provide a written assessment of the security of their organization and 
systems based on the security requirements below (SYS.SSD.7 to SYS.SSD.24).

SYS.SSD.3 The security assessment documentation shall list what PII is stored and the corresponding 
system and operational controls to maintain the appropriate level of security and access. PII is defined in 
the Business Rules.

SYS.SSD.4 During system operation, the vendor shall make the HiRUC Administration aware of any 
system breach, or potentially significant informational breach immediately upon discovery via e-mail and 
telephone call. 

SYS.SSD.5 Vendors shall document and operate a Security Policy during the Part 1 Demonstration. 
The security policy shall cover the vendor’s security organization chart, governance 
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structure, key security procedures, risk management policies, and monitoring of controls relevant to the 
security of the system.

SYS.SSD.6 Vendors shall initiate change control processes when deficiencies in the design or 
operating effectiveness of security controls are identified during system operations and monitoring.

System Level Security Requirements:

To ensure the proper level of security within the systems, the following requirements detail the policies 
required of all Part 1 vendors:

SYS.SSD.7 Access control: The vendor shall provide and document access control on all systems 
employed in Part 1 Demonstration delivery and operations. This includes, but is not limited to: 

► Account management – user account creation/termination 
► User role management
► Access control logs
► System administrator / Administrative controls
► Physical sites housing the Service Provider’s servers 

SYS.SSD.8 Access control related to password security and logging: The vendor shall support and 
document authentication and access control as it relates to password security and logging of access to its 
systems. This shall include but not be limited to password encryption, logging of access attempts (granted 
and denied), and administrative access to log files. Passwords shall have a minimum of 8-character 
length, include letters and numbers and one capital letter, and require periodic password change.

SYS.SSD.9 Access to Personal Identifiable Information (PII): The vendor shall support User Roles with 
varied access to Personally Identifiable Information (PII). The vendor shall provide a description of all 
authentication methods and user roles used for systems that will contain personally identifiable 
information. For the HiRUC Demonstration, employ user roles with limited rights to PII access. The vendor 
shall provide at least the user role of a customer service representative. The roles of Enforcement and 
Accountant/Auditor would be relevant to a potential future operational system but need not be included in 
the HiRUC Demonstration.

SYS.SSD.10 Antivirus and anti-malware: The vendor shall provide up-to-date antivirus and anti-
malware software on all systems. This vendor shall document the way antivirus and anti-malware applies 
to all applications being used; virus and malware scan and scope frequencies; and the vendor’s the 
incident response process.

SYS.SSD.11 Desktop and portable device security: The vendor shall provide desktop security for all 
desktop and portable device systems used by vendor staff and subcontractors. This includes but is not 
limited to firewalls where needed; mandatory password protection; a documented software 
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update process; and storage encryption with at least 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) on 
portable computing devices used to store State-owned data.

SYS.SSD.12 Server management: The vendor shall provide secure server management. This includes 
but is not limited to firewalls, at least 128-bit AES encryption on server storage used to store State-owned 
data or PII, and system Administrator processes such as enabling or disabling (replacing) servers.

SYS.SSD.13 Backup management: The vendor shall provide backup management. This includes but is 
not limited to system restoration, testing of the system restoration processes, access to back up 
information, encryption with at least 128-bit AES, and provision and management of back up media.

SYS.SSD.14 Network security: The vendor shall provide network security. This shall include but not be 
limited to firewalls where needed, public/private network separation, and encryption with at least 128-bit 
AES.

SYS.SSD.15 Intrusion detection: The vendor shall provide Intrusion Detection and response. This shall 
include but not be limited to intrusion detection, including all internal monitoring practices; and incident 
response.

SYS.SSD.16 Encryption: The vendor shall provide Encryption for all PII and road charging data, both in 
server storage and transmittal. The vendor shall provide their policy for encryption for each level where 
road charging data will reside (file, database, disk, etc.). This policy shall include all procedures/measures 
for preventing unauthorized access. The vendor shall use at least 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES).

SYS.SSD.17 System lifecycle management: The vendor shall provide IT system lifecycle management. 
This policy shall include but not be limited to the change control process (authorization through 
implementation), the security patch process, and ongoing maintenance of updates. Lifecycle management 
activities shall occur throughout the system development lifecycle including design, acquisition, 
implementation, configuration, testing, maintenance, and replacement of system components.

SYS.SSD.18 Remote access: If a vendor provides remote access to their systems, the remote access 
shall be secure. This requires security for remote access to road charging data, authentication method(s), 
encryption used, mobile device policy and security measures.

SYS.SSD.19 Wireless management: The vendor shall provide security for wireless access to their 
network, if such access is offered. This shall cover the specific uses of wireless access to road charging 
data, encryption used (specified at least 128-bit AES), guest/non-guest access levels, and incident 
response. Also, indicate if the vendor uses industry supported access standards 802.11, which standard is 
being employed. (i.e. 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11e, 802.11g, 802.11i, 802.11n).

SYS.SSD.20 Not relevant for Part 1.
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SYS.SSD.21 The vendor shall provide a plan which details its process for disaster recovery should 
there be an incident that threatens or impacts normal business operations while contracted for the HiRUC 
Demonstration.

SYS.SSD.22 The vendor shall provide a Business Continuity Plan which details how essential business 
functions continue to operate during and after an incident. The plan shall be updated to reflect 
organizational or system changes.

SYS.SSD.23 The vendor shall provide Data Masking to conceal relevant personal registered owner 
data from unauthorized access.

SYS.SSD.24 Not relevant for Part 1.

5.2. Separation of Production and Test Environments
Function 1: Have a Test Environment

SYS.HTE.1 All subsystems and components should be fully tested in a test environment prior to 
implementation in a live environment. New software and hardware features shall be tested on the test 
environment before being added to the production environment. Only fully validated subsystems and 
components are allowed to operate and exchange transactions in the production environment.

SYS.HTE.2 Test data or transactions generated and collected in the test environment must be 
identifiable as such. The database structure of the production and test databases should be identical to 
allow for same system inputs and outputs as would be experienced in the production environment to 
validate subsystems and components. Unless the test and production environments are completely 
segregated (i.e. no interactions between the two environments), the test transaction record has to be 
encoded such that it can clearly be identified as a test record. Test records shall not be migrated to the 
production environment.

SYS.HTE.3 Not relevant for Part 1.

SYS.HTE.4 Not relevant for Part 1.

SYS.HTE.5 The Datawarehouse subsystem, and the DRG subsystem shall each have a separate test 
environment in addition to a production environment to allow for dry-runs and DRG reviews. Dry-run 
Driving Reports shall contain the exact information that will be included in the final Driving Reports that will 
be distributed to the registered owners. 

SYS.HTE.6. The Datawarehouse subsystem shall transmit a sample set of data to the DRG subsystem 
prior to each formal DR cycle. The purpose of this is to allow the Printing and Mailing system to create a 
small set of draft printed DRs for review and validation by the HiRUC Administration. 
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SYS.HTE.7. No DRs related to sample runs (test runs or dry runs) shall be mailed to registered vehicle 
owners. DR data relating to sample runs shall not be accessible to the registered vehicle owner in any 
way before they are checked and validated by the HiRUC Administration. 

5.3. Critical System Performance Requirements 
The performance requirements listed in this section are those that identify critical areas of system 
performance on the various subsystems. These requirements are repeated in context with their 
related components in the following sections. For any discrepancy, the definitions in the following 
sections take precedence—these values are included for ease of reference only. Critical 
performance requirements include the following:

Availability 

DW.SAV.1 The Datawarehouse subsystem shall have high availability (99.9% uptime).

DRG.SAV.1 The Driving Report Generator subsystem shall have high availability (99.9% uptime).

Accuracy

MD.CRU.1 The Master database component shall accurately calculate road usage charges based on 
odometer readings available and applicable state and county RUC rates and gas tax rates for all 
segments of registered owners (individual electric vehicle owners, individual non-electric vehicle owners, 
and fleet vehicle owners).

Data Integrity and Consistency

DW.DIC.1 Data shall be cleaned and merged according to business rules. 

DRG.DIC.2 Each Driving Report generated shall contain data that only belongs to the current 
registered owner of the vehicle for which the Driving Report is issued. No data for the previous registered 
owner(s) shall be displayed on the Driving Report. 
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6. Datawarehouse Subsystem Requirements
6.1. Subsystem Context 
► The Datawarehouse subsystem is the central component of Road Usage Charge System. Its main 

purpose is to centralize and manage RUC data for Driving Report generation and reporting purposes. 
It imports, merges and cleans raw data from PMVI and Vehicle Registry, structures and stores the 
clean merged data and prepares it for Driving Reports. 

6.2. Subsystem Purpose
► The purpose of the Datawarehouse subsystem is to:
► Import and clean data from two external sources, the PMVI database and the DIT Vehicle Registry 
► Merge data from the two sources based on unique identifiers 
► Clean the merged data by archiving incomplete or inconsistent sets of data
► Consolidate and store merged and cleaned data from PMVI and Vehicle Registry sources, 
► Identify vehicles from merged PMVI and Vehicle registry dataset that are eligible to receive Driving 

Reports by eliminating edge cases and irrelevant cases
► Identify VINs that have enrolled to receive Part 2 Road Usage Reports (these VINs are not eligible to 

receive Part 1 Driving Reports)
► Send vehicle and mileage data to the DRG subsystem
► Send vehicle and mileage data to the HiRUC Administration

6.3. Subsystem Overview
This section presents an overview of the Datawarehouse subsystem, which is composed of two 
components:

► a Data Loader component which is designed to import raw data from the DIT Vehicle Registry and 
the PMVI database using two methods – a one-time mass importation of data to initialize the 
Datawarehouse with VINs and corresponding initial odometer readings (that are matched between 
VINs from Vehicle Registry database and the PMVI database), and periodic importations of data to 
obtain updates of odometer readings for imported VINs and verify continuity of vehicle ownership. 

► a Data Merger component that merges the raw clean data imported from the PMVI and DIT sources 
based on the VIN, which is used as the identifier, to obtain a complete set of data. The cleaned and 
merged data is then transmitted to the Master database component where it is structured and stored 
in a relational database. 

► a Master Database component that determines vehicle eligibility to receive a Driving Report 
according to established business rules, and transmits the list of eligible vehicles to the Data 
Processor component of the DRG subsystem. 
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► The Datawarehouse has interfaces with the DRG subsystem as illustrated by the system architecture 
diagram in Figure 4 above. 

6.4. Subsystem Requirements 
The requirements presented below are organized according to the functional architecture of the 
Datawarehouse subsystem. Each requirement is classified according to three levels: subsystem 
component, functional group, and function as described in Figure 1.

6.4.1. Subsystem Security 

The system requirements that cover protection of personal identifiable information (PII), security, backup 
and recovery shall also cover specific details for this subsystem.

6.5. Datawarehouse Subsystem Specifications 

6.5.1. Subsystem Functional Groups

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of the data warehousing subsystem into four key functions. The 
requirements underlying each of the four functions is described in detail in the following section. 

Figure 6: Functions supported by the Datawarehouse Subsystem

6.5.2. Detailed Functional Requirements

6.5.2.1. Subsystem: Datawarehouse, Component: Data Loader
► Functional Group 1 – Import RUC Data
► Function 1a: Importation of Raw Data 

DL.IRD.1 An initial mass Importation of raw data from the Vehicle Registry shall take place for the 
date range defined in the Business Rules (BR.Part1.51) based on the VIN as the unique identifier for each 
row imported. This initial mass importation shall serve as baseline to identify initial valid odometer 
readings from the PMVI initial mass importation (c.f. DL.IRD.2). The fields of the data sets imported from 
the Vehicle Registry database are the following:

► Name – field description
► License # (plate number)
► VIN (Primary record identifier - BR.Part1.12)
► Registered Vehicle Owner First Name

Datawarehouse Subsystem

Import, Clean Raw Data Structure and Store
Data Support Data AnalysisMerge Raw Data
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► Registered Vehicle Owner Last Name
► Registered Vehicle Owner Address 
► Make
► Model – body type
► Year
► Sft Exp – month and year of the safety check expiration 
► Odometer – most recent odometer reading imported from PMVI. 
► Status – vehicle status (A:Active and I:Inactive) 
► Extended list of vehicle statuses:
► “A” - Active - A vehicle that is currently registered. These are retained indefinitely on the computer 

files.
► “I” - Inactive - A vehicle which has not been renewed for one calendar year. The system automatically 

changes the status from 'A' to 'I' at the end of the renewal period. The record is retained for 1 year 
before it is removed from the system

► “J” - Junked - A vehicle in which the owner surrenders the license plates and registration to MVR. 
MVR will change the license status code. The vehicle record will remain on the computer files for one 
year before it is removed.

► “P” - Privatized - Vehicle was added via a new car dealer and needs to be reviewed by MVR via a 
special transaction. Once review is completed, MVR will update the status to A with another special 
transaction. Records flagged with “P” otherwise can only be inquired, not updated.

► “R” – Retired - The vehicle’s license is retired due to the replacement of plates for any reason. The 
vehicle data is recorded under the new license. The retired record is removed from the computer files 
after 1 year.

► “S”- Stored - A vehicle in which the owner surrenders the license plate and registration with the 
intention of storing the vehicle for a period of time. MVR changes the status code to indicate this 
transaction. The record is maintained on the computer files for 1 year before being removed.

► “T” - Transferred - The vehicle’s plates have been transferred to another vehicle.
► “X”, “V” and “W” - Insurance Salvage variants - owner retained; vehicle in storage; A vehicle's 

license plates, certificate of ownership and certificate of registration have been surrendered by an 
insurance company as an Insurance Salvage. Remains 1 year before being removed 

► “M” – Shipped - A vehicle is shipped out of state. Remains one year before being removed.

DL.IRD.2 An initial mass Importation of raw data from the PMVI database for the date range defined 
in the Business Rules (BR.Part1.51) based on the combination of VIN, Inspection ID, Inspection Date 
timestamp, County Code as the unique row identifier for each row imported. The fields of the data sets 
imported from the PMVI database are the following: 

► Name
► VIN //scanned or manual entry (or previous record)
► License Plate Number // manual entry (or previous record)
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► Inspection Date - timestamp // system generated 
► Inspection Station ID // system generated 
► County Code // system generated 
► Vehicle Mileage - odometer reading // manual entry
► Vehicle Mileage Measurement – units //manual entry
► Inspection PASS/FAIL //manual application entry
► Vehicle Year // manual entry + VIN decoder (or previous record)
► Vehicle Make // manual entry + VIN decoder (or previous record)
► Vehicle Model // manual entry + VIN decoder (or previous record)
► Vehicle Type Code // manual entry
► Two Year Inspection Cert Issued – Y/N (twoyearinspectioncertissued) //manual application entry
► GVW – in pounds (gvw) //manual entry (or previous record)
► Reinspection Yes/No (reinspectionyn) //manual entry

DL.IRD.3 Periodic importation of raw data from the Vehicle Registry as defined in the Business 
Rules (BR.Part1.29). The time period for importing data from the Vehicle Registry should be configurable 
and can be scheduled to occur on a recurring basis for a given date range. The data import will be 
accomplished as a semi-automated process through flat files delivered through a secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP). 

DL.IRD.4 Periodic importation of raw data from PMVI as defined in the Business Rules 
(BR.Part1.29). The time period for importing data from the PMVI database should be configurable and can 
be scheduled to occur on a recurring basis for a given date range. The data import will be accomplished 
as a semi-automated process through flat files delivered through a secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). 

DL.IRD.5 The importation of the PMVI and Vehicle Registry data shall be sequenced as described in 
the Business Rules (BR.Part1.29). 

Function 1b: Clean Raw Data

DL.CRD.1 Original Raw data shall be archived as they may be reused for consistency checks and to 
reapply new business rules. Non-destructive data analysis shall be conducted, i.e. original formats shall 
be stored for future reference if further disambiguation is required. In particular, raw address data from 
DIT will need to be retained so it can be compared to each new import to determine possible change in 
vehicle ownership (compare name/address from old and new data). 

DL.CRD.2 In order to avoid storing and processing low quality data into outputs for end users, a 
conservative approach shall be used to determine eligible vehicles and valid odometer readings that will 
be merged from the Vehicle Registry and PMVI data sources. Questionable data shall be filtered out (i.e., 
not used) as follows:
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► incomplete or invalid data from the Vehicle Registry includes the following cases:
► missing registered owner
► missing or incomplete address (meaning: no street and/or city and/or zip)
► Invalid or non-deliverable address (per USPS NCOA database)
► Invalid VIN (cannot be decoded)
► incomplete or invalid data from the PMVI database includes the following cases:
► Invalid VIN (cannot be decoded)
► missing odometer reading, 
► missing date of the odometer reading
► odometer readings that are outside the accepted date range specified in the Business Rules 

(BR.Part1.53)
► failed safety inspection

DL.CRD.3 Standardize vehicle address field:

► Address number formats
► Street prefix (e.g., N/S/E/W) and suffix
► Route type (e.g., Rd., St., Pkwy.)
► Note: Standardization will assist with identification of fleets, and will help ensure that no more than one 

Driving Report will be issued and mailed per owner/address combination for individual vehicle owners.

DL.CRD.4 Standardize date formats for odometer readings before storing the dates in the HiRUC 
system. 

DL.CRD.5 Decode VIN - confirm all vehicle data fields that were manually entered (make, model, 
year, GVWR, vehicle type, propulsion type), and find values of average city/highway MPG, fuel/engine 
type2. 

DL.CRD.6 Record and report data quality percentages to HiRUC Administration, i.e. percentage 
questionable data records eliminated per category (c.f. DL.CRD.2) after the data cleansing process. For 
example:

► Percentage of records with missing vehicle registered owner
► Percentage of records with missing or incomplete address
► Percentage of invalid VINs

2 Subject to the data that is available from a VIN – e.g. year/make/model is “always” encoded in the VIN itself. However, other 
data (e.g. MPG) will need to be merged from other sources. 
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6.5.2.2. Subsystem: Datawarehouse, Component: Data Merger
► Functional Group 2 – Merge Data
► Function 2a: Merge Raw Data from PMVI and Vehicle Registry 

DM.MRD.1 Merge data records based on VIN data:

► In order to be included, a VIN must be present in both databases (PMVI and Vehicle Registry) and 
should have an active or inactive status in the Vehicle Registry (Status = “A” or “I”) - archive any data 
that does not include a VIN reference in both databases or does not have an active/inactive status in 
the Vehicle Registry. Note that according to the status definitions in the Vehicle Registry, a vehicle 
with an Inactive status is a vehicle that has not been renewed for one calendar year. The system 
automatically changes the status from 'A' to 'I' at the end of the renewal period. The record is retained 
for 1 year before it is removed from the system. Records for inactive vehicles are considered as they 
may have corresponding (late) entries in the PMVI database. 

► Data should be merged on the basis of each VIN record in the Vehicle Registry, and each VIN and 
Inspection Date timestamp combination in the PMVI database. In case there should be multiple VIN 
records in the Vehicle Registry, the most recent record for an active vehicle should be taken to merge 
the data. After the data merge, there may be as many rows for a VIN as there are Inspection Date 
timestamps.

DM.MRD.2 Merged data that does not meet criteria defined in DM.MRD.1 shall be archived as they 
may be reused for consistency checks and to reapply new business rules. 

DL.MRD.3 Record data merging steps and report percentage of records eliminated per category after 
the data merging process to HiRUC Administration. For example:

► Percentage of records without matching VINs in both data sources
► Percentage of records without valid odometer readings
► Percentage of records without VINs with “Active” or Inactive” status

6.5.2.3. Subsystem: Datawarehouse, Component: Master Database
► Functional Group 3 – Structure and Store Data, Determine Eligibility
► Function 3a: Structure and Store Data

MD.SD.1 Store data in a relational database. The database structure should allow to issue Driving 
Reports per vehicle and track Driving Report status for each vehicle. 

MD.SD.2 The data warehouse shall maintain a record of “prior” (BR.Part1.5) and “current” 
(BR.Part1.6) mailing address for each odometer and VIN, with date stamp for each (date of last verified 
address in the Vehicle Registry). For the first few months of the pilot, the database will be initialized with 
the value (address) in the initial mass data importation (c.f. DL.IRD.1) from the Vehicle Registry with the 
assumption that the odometer reading initially imported from PMVI (c.f. DL.IRD.2) was taken at the 
address of the initial importation. 
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MD.SD.3 The data warehouse shall maintain a record of “prior” (BR.Part1.7) and “current” 
(BR.Part1.8) owner name for each VIN, with a date stamp for each based on the month when the owner 
name and VIN combination last appeared in the Vehicle Registry. 

MD.SD.4 The data warehouse shall maintain a record of “prior” (BR.Part1.9) and “current” 
(BR.Part1.10) odometer readings from PMVI inspections, with two date/timestamps: a date/timestamp of 
the inspection date, and a date/timestamp of when the odometer reading was updated in the data 
warehouse. Data should only be updated if a new file import has different data from what is stored.

► Function 3b: Identify vehicles eligible to receive Driving Reports (filter out ineligible vehicles, edge 
cases, anomalies, and exceptions)

MD.IEV.1 The system shall determine initial vehicle eligibility to receive Driving Reports and then 
continually update eligibility during the course of the pilot. The frequency of eligibility updates shall occur 
at the same frequency as the periodic data imports (c.f. DL.IRD.3, DL.IRD.4), (BR.Part1.30).

MD.IEV.2 The system shall store the vehicle's current applicable eligibility to receive Driving 
Reports, as defined in the requirements below. Note that eligibility rules may change during the course of 
the pilot as they are configurable (e.g. status in Vehicle Registry, eligible vehicle types, minimum and 
maximum number of months between odometer readings). 

MD.IEV.3 Only vehicles that have the following minimal set of data are eligible for Driving Reports:

► Registered owner’s name 
► Registered owner’s address
► VIN
► Miles driven over <<period>>
► <<Period>> (e.g., start/end month, quarter, year)
► Start odometer used
► End odometer used
► Vehicle's EPA-estimated city/highway fuel economy

MD.IEV.4 Vehicles have to comply with the following basic eligibility rules:

► Vehicle types: only vehicles types that are authorized are eligible. Authorized vehicles and excluded 
vehicle types are listed in the Business Rules (BR.Part1.16). 

► Vehicle fuel types: certain vehicle types are excluded as described in Business Rules (BR.Part1.17): 
► Vehicle status: Driving Reports can be generated only for vehicles that have an active status, i.e. 

vehicle status code = ‘A’ at the time of the Driving Report generation (BR.Part1.19) 
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► Vehicle Part 2 enrollment: vehicles that are enrolled in Part 2 are not eligible to receive a Part 1 
Driving Report (BR.Part1.18)

► Part 1 Driving Report already issued for owner/vehicle combination (BR.Part1.46) 
► Registered owner address: Only vehicles that have a registered address in Hawaii are eligible 

(BR.Part1.24)

MD.IEV.5 Vehicles have to comply with odometer readings eligibility rule: 

► Only vehicles that have at least 2 valid PASS odometer readings, at least “x” months apart 
(BR.Part1.27a), and no more than “y” months apart BR.Part1.27b), on consecutive years. The values 
of “x” and “y” shall be configurable, and can be set to values specified in the Business Rules when the 
system is initialized. Note the following for two odometer readings to be considered valid:

► Each odometer readings must be issued from a successful inspection, i.e. a PASS result (BR.Part1.9, 
BR.Part1.10, BR.Part1.26)

► Each odometer reading must be a non-negative value 
► The two odometer readings must change from one date to another at a reasonable rate, i.e. a change 

of not less than zero miles, and not more than +1,500 miles, per day.

MD.IEV.6 Changes in vehicle data between two eligible odometer readings, should comply with the 
following change eligibility rules:

► Registered owner address: if the owner remains the same, and the address changes within the 
same county, the vehicle is eligible to receive a Driving Report (BR.Part1.21) 

► Registered owner (vehicle ownership): If the registered owner changes, but the address remains 
the same, the vehicle is ineligible to receive a Driving Report (BR.Part1.22)

MD.IEV.7 Identify (and flag) records edge cases (valid cases that are not addressed in the HiRUC 
Demonstration):

► Cases where vehicles have not changed ownership, but the registered owner changed registration 
county between most recent valid annual odometer readings

► Cases where vehicles have changed ownership between most recent valid annual odometer readings
► Cases where odometer readings are in kilometers instead of miles (BR.Part1.49)

MD.IEV.8 Identify (and flag) records for anomalies:

► Anomalies where calculated miles (difference between odometer readings) are out of normal ranges, 
i.e. recorded negative mileage, or recorded mileage of greater than 1500 miles per day, shall be 
considered unreasonable and the mileage record marked for investigation.

► Individual vehicles that exceed the maximum number of miles driven (BR.Part1.47)
► Individual vehicles that exceed the maximum RUC driven (BR.Part1.48)

MD.IEV.9 Identify (and flag) records for exceptions (valid cases that are exempted from HiRUC 
Demonstration):
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► Exceptional cases where vehicles are linked to addresses that are on the HiRUC DON’T-SEND list 
(BR.Part1.20)

► Vehicles identified as operating on out-of-state permits at the time both “prior” and “current” odometer 
readings are recorded (BR.Part1.25).

MD.IEV.10 Report percentage of records eliminated in each Driving Report eligibility determination 
category (c.f. categories mentioned from MD.IEV.3 to MD.IEV.9 to HiRUC Administration. For example:

► Percentage breakdown of ineligible cases (e.g. ineligible odometer reading, change of county, 
enrolled in Part 2, etc.) 

► Percentage breakdown of edge cases (e.g. “kilometers instead of miles”, “change of ownership”, etc.)
► Percentage breakdown of anomalies (e.g. unreasonable mileage, high RUC, etc.) 
► Percentage breakdown of exceptions (e.g. “Don’t send list”, out-of-state permits)
► Function 3c: Identify Vehicle Segments

MD.IVS.1 Identify fleet owners according to (1) pre-identified fleets that have provided the list of their 
vehicles to the HiRUC Administration (type 1), (2) vehicles registered to the same name and address, i.e. 
vehicles that can be linked back to the same address (type 2), and (3) pre-identified by inspection stations 
(type 3). [BR.Part1.4].

MD.IVS.2 The data warehouse shall maintain a record of vehicles identified as part of a "fleet", 
including which vehicles are associated with a given fleet, and the fleet's name, address, and type 
(optional)3. Types of fleets include: private company; city government; county government; state 
government; other (BR.Part1.26).

MD.IVS.3 Identify individual electric vehicle (EV) based on decoded vehicle propulsion types. Note 
that this segment includes EVs and PHEVs (Plug-in Hybrids) [BR.Part1.1, BR.Part1.2]. 

MD.IVS.4 Identify individual non-electric vehicles based on decoded vehicle propulsion types. 
[BR.Part1.2, BR.Part1.3].

MD.IVS.5 The system shall record the segments identified for each VIN and shall allow the HiRUC 
Administration to query vehicles based on the vehicle segment. 

► Function 3d: Build Complete Data Set for Driving Report

MD.BCD.1 The system shall build a complete set of data for each VIN. This set of data shall include 
all the valid data elements needed to generate the Driving Report layout that corresponds to the vehicle 
segment.

3 There is no mechanism to determine the “type” of the fleet except, perhaps, for pre-identified fleets. A data field can be provided 
in the system, but there is no guarantee that it will be populated.
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MD.BCD.2 The applicable RUC and gas tax county rates for individual VINs and fleets belong to a 
fleet depend on the registration address of the vehicle (BR.Part1.11a) or vehicle fleet (BR.Part1.11b). 
County rates are only applicable for counties that have opted in to participate in the HiRUC Demonstration 
(BR.Part1.40).

MD.BSD.3 The system shall generate a unique, pseudorandom 5-digit alphanumeric ID for each 
driving report.

MD.BSD.4 The system shall be able to flag Driving Reports that will be accompanied by a paper 
survey (identified by Driving Report number) and a pre-paid envelope depending on criteria established by 
the HiRUC Administration (e.g. zip code).

► Functional Group 4 – Support Monitoring and Data Analysis 
► Function 4a: Track and Integrate Status of Driving Reports Issued

MD.DRS.1 The system shall track progress on Driving Report generation for each VIN and integrate 
progress updates from the DRG subsystem, the Printing and Mailing system, and list of mail returns 
(BR.Part1.43). The system shall maintain the current status of Driving Reports for each VIN. The Master 
database shall maintain the following Driving Report statuses and the timestamps of the status updates:

► From the Master database processing system
► Incomplete (awaiting second valid odometer reading for vehicle)
► Ineligible to receive Driving Report (vehicle is ineligible and odometer availability shall not be 

considered)
► Pending (vehicle is eligible and second odometer reading has been received, but other business rules 

need to be run according to the vehicle segmentation)
► Complete (all the valid data elements are available to generate the Driving Report layout that 

corresponds to the vehicle segment)
► From the DRG subsystem 
► Generated (Driving Report generated for review, but has not yet been approved)
► Rejected (Driving Report was generated but was not approved. The report has to be potentially 

regenerated)
► Approved (Driving Report approved, but not retrieved and printed by the Printing and Mailing system)
► From the Printing and Mailing system 
► Sent (Driving Report mailed by the Printing and Mailing system)
► From the manual return detection process (BR.Part1.43)
► Returned (Driving Report sent by Printing and Mailing system, but received in return address)
► Function 4b: Report Data to HiRUC Administration
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MD.RD.1 Submit Data reports to the HiRUC Administration who verifies data has been accurately 
collected, processed into road usage data and displayed on Driving Reports. 

MD.RD.2 Submit Data reports for all eligible vehicles for which Driving Reports have been 
approved and sent. The data reports should include vehicle segment information and all data elements 
displayed on the Driving Report.

MD.RD.3 Report Driving Report Status (c.f. MD.DRS.1) for each eligible vehicle. 

► Function 4c: Data Querying

MD.DQ.1 Reports should be built on a relational database that consolidates all Driving Report data, 
i.e. all the data elements used for Driving Reports including vehicle data, mileage reports, reporting 
period, mileage consumption, fuel tax credit, RUC charge. The relational database should have flexibility 
to accommodate report requests of the HiRUC Administration. 

MD.DQ.2 Enable intermediate data analysis to meet the monitoring and administrative needs of 
HiRUC Administration, and to allow HiRUC Administration to refine Driving Report segmentation concepts 
and business rules during the Demonstration. 
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7. Driving Report Generator Subsystem Requirements
7.1. Subsystem Context 
► This section presents an overview of the Driving Report Generator (DRG) subsystem. The DRG 

subsystem supports Driving Report generation throughout the HiRUC Demonstration. It generates 
Driving Reports for Part 1 and Road Usage Reports for Part 2. In Part 1, the DRG builds Driving 
Reports that are printed out by an external printing and mailing system and sent by mail to registered 
vehicle owners. 

7.2. Subsystem Purpose
The purpose of the subsystem is to generate, store and transmit (to an external printing and mailing 
system) Driving Reports for eligible registered passenger vehicles. 

► The objectives of the DRG subsystem are to:
► Apply Driving Report Business Rules to RUC Data: Import processed RUC data from the Master 

Database component of the Datawarehouse and apply rules according to the segment to which the 
vehicle and the vehicle owner belong

► Build Driving Reports according to the predefined layout for the vehicle/vehicle owner segment
► Store Driving Reports and make them accessible to an external printing and mailing system 
► Report on the status of Driving Reports issued to the HiRUC Administration

7.3. Subsystem Overview
This section presents an overview of the DRG subsystem, which includes four components:

► Data processing component that identifies the segment to which the vehicles belong and applies the 
relevant Driving Report business rules to the Driving Report data

► Building component that builds Driving Reports in PDF format according to the layout of the 
segment identified

► Repository component that stores the PDF Driving Reports that are accessed by the external 
printing and mailing system

► Reporting component that sends status updates Driving Reports that have been generated to the 
HiRUC Administration. 

7.4. Subsystem Requirements 

7.4.1. Subsystem Security

The system requirements that cover protection of personal identifiable information (PII), security, backup 
and recovery shall also cover specific details for this subsystem
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7.5. Driving Report Generator Subsystem Specifications

7.5.1. Subsystem Functional Groups

Figure 7 shows the breakdown of these activities into functions. The requirements underlying those 
functions are described in detail in the following section. 

Figure 7: Functions Supported by the DRG Subsystem

7.5.2. Detailed Functional Requirements
► Functional Group 1 – Prepare Data for Driving Reports 
► Function 1a: Compute RUC Data 

DRG.CRD.1 Compute miles traveled between two most recent valid annual odometer readings 
(odometer range) and check for inconsistencies.

DRG.CRD.2 Compute the RUC charge due by multiplying the State RUC rate plus the County RUC 
rate times the miles traveled (Odometer range x RUC rate) – the County is identified using the County of 
registration of the vehicle (i.e. the registration address that is in the DIT database).

DRG.CRD.3 Identify the date range for which the road usage charge applies (date of first valid 
odometer reading to date of last valid odometer reading used).

DRG.CRD.4 Compute fuel consumed by multiplying average city/highway MPG times miles traveled.

DRG.CRD.5 Apply rate to fuel consumed (Fuel consumed x (State fuel tax rate + county fuel tax rate).

DRG.CRD.6 Clearly identify eligible VINs and corresponding RUC rates and fuel tax rates that will be 
included on Driving Reports.

Driving Report Generator Subsystem

Support Data Analysis

Prepare Data for Driving
Reports

Generate and Store Driving
Reports
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► Functional Group 2 – Generate and Store Driving Reports
► Function 2a: Generate Driving Reports

DRG.GDR.1 Generate Driving Reports for VINs according to Driving Report segments established for 
Electric Vehicles, Non-Electric vehicles, Fleets (c.f. Business Rules).

DRG.GDR.2 Generate the data required to print each Driving Report (e.g. PDF or DR data file, 
depending on printer requirements).

► Function 2b: Store Driving Reports 

DRG.SDR.1 Makes the DR data files accessible to external printing and mailing system – the interface 
between the DRG subsystem and the printing and mailing system is detailed in the ICD. 

► Functional Group 3 – Support Data Analysis
► Function 3a: Track and Update Status of Driving Reports 

DRG.SDA.1 Update status of Driving Reports.

► Generated (Driving Report generated for review, but has not yet been approved)
► Rejected (Driving Report was generated but was not approved. The report has to be potentially 

regenerated)
► Approved (Driving Report approved, but not yet retrieved by the Printing and Mailing system)
► Sent (Approved Driving Report sent to the Printing and Mailing system)
► Function 3b: Report Status Data to the Master Database component

DRG.RSD.1 Report Status of Driving Report.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

Component A subsystem component is a modular part of the 
subsystem that serves specific activities or tasks

ConOps Concept of Operations

Datawarehouse The database developed for the Part 1 Demonstration 
but also used for Part 2 to store Participant travel data 
used to generate Road Usage Reports.

Demonstration Project The terms refer to the HiRUC Demonstration, including 
both parts 1 and 2

DC Data Collection

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information 
Technology

Driving Report (DR) A report of miles travelled, gas taxes paid, and RUC sent 
by mail to vehicle owners in Part 1

ECU Engine Control Unit

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard, which includes 
two-digit numerical codes for each U.S. state/territory.

FCC Federal Communications Commission

Function Specific tasks accomplished by a system component

Functional group Functional groups are high-level objectives of the 
subsystem component

GIS/MAP Geographic Information System

GPS Global Positioning Systems

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked with 
recruiting Demonstration Participants, verifying the 
correct computation of road usage charges, and 
performing any compliance activities recommended by 
HDOT.

HiRUC System The system established for the Part 1 demonstration to 
generate Road Usage Reports (RURs), comprising a 
Datawarehouse and a RUR Generator. It will also be 
used in Part 2.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICD Interface Control Document

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

Mileage Message A mileage message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing mileage, fuel usage and health data, that is 
exchanged between Service Provider subsystems.

Mileage Meter A Mileage Meter is a device or inbuilt system that collects 
road usage charge information for the vehicle in which it 
is installed

Mileage Reporting 
Technology

The actual technology underlying a Mileage Reporting 
Method, either a plug-in device, odometer image capture 
system (an app with front and back ends), or Native 
Automaker Telematics

MRD Mileage Reporting Devices

MRM Mileage Reporting Method, a means of recording and 
reporting miles travelled, either a plug-in device (OBDII), 
odometer image capture system, or Native Automaker 
Telematics.

MTBF Meantime Between Failures

MVerity Vehcon’s patented system for odometer image capture 
and validation, which the Service Provider will use for 
odometer image capture.

Native Automaker 
Telematics

A telematics system installed by the carmaker at the time 
of manufacturing, providing a secure data interface to the 
vehicle electronics, including odometer, used here as a 
Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated NAT

OBDII On Board Diagnostics II, the CARB/EPA standard for 
vehicle data interfaces included in all US vehicles built 
after 1996.

Odometer Charge Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer-based 
Reporting.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Odometer Message An odometer message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing odometer data that is exchanged between 
subsystems

Odometer-based 
reporting

Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer Charge.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents 
receive a Driving Report based on their odometer 
readings collected during safety inspections. Not 
included in this specification.

Part 2 The Automated Demonstration, in which ~2,000 
Participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-
month Demonstration based on a variety of Mileage 
Reporting Methods. Included in this specification

Participant A volunteer who has enrolled  in the Part 2 (Automated) 
Demonstration
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

PID Plug-in Device, an OBDII device with or without location, 
a Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated PID (either 
with or without location 
information), OBDLoc 
(includes location 
information) or 
OBDNoLoc (no location 
information)

PII Personally Identifiable Information Defined in business rules

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

REST Representational State Transfer

RPAM Demonstration Participant Account Management

RUC Road Usage Charge 

Rule ID RuleID is the code for the location (area) where the 
mileage is driven. All RuleID’s refer to entire states, 
provinces, counties, or other jurisdictions, except 00, 
which refers to mileage driven for which there is no 
location data (state cannot be determined). 

RUR Road Usage Report, a periodic statement of driving data 
in PDF format sent to Participants by the Part 2 Service 
Provider.

RURG Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the 
HiRUC system (developed for the Part 1 Demonstration 
but also used in the Part 2 Demonstration) that creates 
Road Usage Reports based on travel data stored in the 
Datawarehouse.

SP Service Provider, the firm that provides mileage 
collection and account management services for the Part 
2 Demonstration, reports data to the HiRUC 
Administration and HiRUC system, and has a direct 
interface with the Participants.  

SRS System Requirement Specification

SubRule ID SubRule ID distinguishes between chargeable (public 
on-road) and non-chargeable miles driven within a given 
Rule ID.

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TP Transaction Processor

UBI Usage-based Insurance

Undifferentiated Miles for which location data is not available, recorded in 
RuleID 0, considered to be chargeable miles.

VIN Vehicle Identification Number, a unique serial number for 
each vehicle, standardized as a 17-digit alphanumeric 
code since 1981. 

VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled
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1. Data Interfaces Described in this Document
This document provides high-level descriptions of two interfaces into the HiRUC System for the Part 
1 Demonstration:

1. The interface from the State Vehicle Registry, the City of Honolulu DIT, and

2. The interface from the Inspection Stations, the PMVI network

These are indicated in the HiRUC system architecture diagram below:

Figure 1: HiRUC System Components

Datawarehouse subsystem

Inspection Stations
(PMVI network)

State Vehicle Registry
(City of Honolulu DIT)

Data Loader
[ Import, and Clean raw data]

Master database
(Complete and centralized data source)

[Structure and Store data, Identify eligible vehicles]

Data
processor

[ Apply Business Rules,
Generate Driving

Report Data]

Driving
Report
Builder

[Generate html
reports]

Repository
[Store and send to print]

Reporting
[Report Status]

Raw mileage dataRaw vehicle data

Driving Report subsystem

External systems (vehicle and mileage data)

Driving Report status

Driving Report data

Data Merger
[ Merge data from PMVI and DIT]

Printing and
Mailing

External system

1 2
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2. Interface Between PMVI Subsystem and Datawarehouse 
Subsystem 

This is the interface #1 from the diagram above.

2.1. Data Transfer via SFTP
PMVI data files will be made available at a designated secure FTP (SFTP) site hosted by the PMVI 
data provider. Files will be retrieved via a SFTP client (e.g. FileZilla), using credentials provided by 
the PMVI data provider. The Datawarehouse Subsystem will retrieve the files at pre-determined 
intervals (e.g. monthly).

2.2. Data File Content and Naming
► Each data file will be a .csv “flat file”, including data field labels in the first row (“header” row).

► Data will be UTF-8 encoded, with comma delimiters, double-quotes enclosing each data item, 
and \n (0x0A) end of line character.

► Diacriticals and ‘null’ characters (0x00) should NOT be used in the file.

► Refer to the “PMVI Data Dictionary” for the data fields to be included in each record (row).

► The file name format will be:

 HI_Stations_Inspection_YYYYMMDD_AAAABBCC.csv

YYYYMMDD = Year, Month, and Day of the earliest inspection record in the file (e.g. 
“20190301” = March 1, 2019)

AAAABBCC = Year, Month, and Day of the latest inspection record in the file (e.g. 
“20190331” = March 31, 2019)

► Files should NOT have a date overlap, i.e. a given inspection data record (row) should not 
appear in multiple files.
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3. Interface between DIT Subsystem and Datawarehouse 
Subsystem 

This is the interface #2 from the diagram above.

3.1. Data Transfer 
DIT data files will be made available at a designated secure FTP (SFTP) site hosted by the DIT 
data provider. Files will be retrieved via a SFTP client (e.g. FileZilla), using credentials provided by 
the DIT data provider. The Datawarehouse Subsystem will retrieve the files at pre-determined 
intervals (e.g. monthly).

3.2. Data File Content and Naming
► Each data file will be a .txt “flat file”, without data labels (e.g. no “header” row). 
► Data will be UTF-8 encoded, with “pipe” character (0x7C) delimiters, no enclosing characters, 

and \n (0x0A) end of line character.
► Data fields may be padded with spaces (0x20). 
► Diacriticals and ‘null’ characters (0x00) should NOT be used in the file.
► Refer to the “DIT Data Dictionary” for the data fields to be included in each record (row).
► The file name format will be:

 HDOTYYYYMMDD.txt

YYYYMMDD = Year, Month, and Day of the earliest inspection record in the file (e.g. 
“20190301” = March 1, 2019)

AAAABBCC = Year, Month, and Day of the latest inspection record in the file (e.g. 
“20190331” = March 31, 2019)

►  Each file should be a complete, as-current file including all DIT vehicle registration records.
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4. Interface between Mail House Subsystem and 
Datawarehouse Subsystem 

4.1. Data Transfer via SFTP
Data files to support printing of Road Usage Reports (RUR) will be delivered to the Mail House 
Subsystem at a designated secure FTP (SFTP) site hosted by Mail House Subsystem provider. The 
Datawarehouse Subsystem access the system using credentials provided by the Mail House 
Subsystem provider, and will post the RUR Data Files to the SFTP site at pre-determined intervals 
(e.g. monthly).

Data files reflecting the printing and mailing status of RUR will be posted to the same SFTP site by 
the Mail House Subsystem provider. Files will be retrieved manually via a SFTP client (e.g. 
FileZilla), using credentials provided by the Mail House Subsystem provider. The Datawarehouse 
Subsystem will retrieve the files at pre-determined or ad-hoc intervals, typically within 5 business 
days following each RUR printing cycle.

4.2. Data File Content and Naming – RUR Data Files
► Each data file will be a .csv “flat file”, including data field labels in the first row (“header” row).
► Data elements in the file will be ASCII strings, representing the “variable” data required for the 

RUR for the applicable vehicle segment.  
► Separate data files will be submitted for each vehicle segment.
► Refer to the “Driving Report File Spec” for the data fields to be included in each record (row).
► The file name format will be:

 HIRUC_DR_Data_{segment}_YYYYMMDD_X.csv

YYYYMMDD = Year, Month, and Day that the file was prepared

{segment} = the vehicle segment (and thus the RUR template) the file is supplying data for

X = a sequential number, starting at 1, for the revision level of the file (will usually be “1” 
unless an error requires a revision and re-upload) 

4.3. Data File Content and Naming – Mail Status Files
► Each data file will be a .csv “flat file”, including data field labels in the first row (“header” row).
► Data elements in the file include the RUR ID for each report, along with a boolean value 

(true/false) indicating whether the RUR was successfully processed (i.e. printed and mailed).
► The file name format will be:

 HIRUC_Mail_Status_{segment}_YYYYMMDD_X_Y.csv
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where “{segment}_YYYYMMDD_X” matches the file name of the RUR Data file that the 
status report is responding to

Y = a sequential number, starting at 1, for the revision level of the file 
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_1 Electric Vehicle

“Electric” vehicle segment includes any street-
legal passenger vehicle with an electric motor 
that charges its battery from a power source 
external to the vehicle. This includes Plug-in 
electrics (PEV) and plug-in hybrids (PHEV).

BR_Part1_2
Any vehicle included in the “Fleet” segment is 
NOT included in the “Electric” segment or  "Non-
Electric" segment

Any vehicle included in the “Fleet” segment is 
NOT included in the “Electric” segment. For the 
purposes of assigning vehicles to segments, 
the fleet segment, as defined here in these 
business rules, takes highest priority. If a 
vehicle is not in a fleet, but meets the definition 
for electric vehicle, it is included in the "Electric" 
segment. All remaining vehicles--vehicles which 
do not meet the definition for "Fleet" or 
"Electric" vehicle segments are considered to 
be in the "Non-Electric" segment.

BR_Part1_3

“Non-electric” vehicle segment includes all 
vehicles that do not meet the criteria for 
“Electric”. This segment includes 
gasoline/electric hybrid vehicles that charge 
their batteries via regenerative braking.

The “Non-electric” vehicle segment includes all 
vehicles that do not meet the criteria for 
“Electric” or "Fleet". This segment includes 
gasoline/electric hybrid vehicles that charge 
their batteries via regenerative braking.

BR_Part1_4 Fleet segment definition

A “Fleet” is a group of vehicles that meets one 
or more of the following criteria:
1. Pre-identified fleets that provide HiRUC a 
list of their vehicles. Pre-identified fleets will be 
recorded on a spreadsheet, with each member 
vehicle listed, and provided to the HiRUC 
system.
2. Vehicles registered to same name AND 
address--at least 10 unique vehicles/VINs at 
with same Name and Address (the count of 
vehicles includes vehicles with active and 
inactive status, but no other statuses).
   Small Fleets: 10 - 250 vehicles
   Medium fleets: 251 - 2,500 vehicles
   Large fleets: 2,501 - 5,000 
   Upper threshold: 5,000 vehicles 
3. Pre-identified by Inspection station ID--
certain fleets have unique/proprietary inspection 
stations. Pre-identified inspection station 
information will include the name and address 
of the fleet. Any vehicle inspected at that station 
will be included in such a fleet.
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_5 Definition of "prior address"

Prior Address is initially populated from the first 
DMV file. At least 2 address changes will be 
required before the data in this field changes. 
All Prior Addresses with time stamps should be 
retained in the data warehouse

BR_Part1_6 Definition of "current address"

Current Address is initially populated from the 
first DMV file and will match “Prior Address”. On 
each DMV file load, the address in the DMV file 
should be compared to “Current Address”. If the 
DMV file address is different, “Current Address” 
should be updated to the DMV file address and 
“Prior Address” updated to the previous 
“Current Address”.

BR_Part1_7 Definition of "prior owner"

Prior Owner is initially populated from the first 
DMV file. At least 2 owner name changes will 
be required before the data in this field updates. 
All Prior Owners with time stamps should be 
retained in the data warehouse

BR_Part1_8 Definition of "current owner"

Current Owner is initially populated from the 
first DMV file and will match “Prior Owner”. On 
each DMV file load, the owner name in the 
DMV file should be compared to “Current 
owner”. If the DMV file owner name is different, 
“Current Owner” should be updated to the DMV 
file owner name and “Prior Owner” updated to 
the previous “Current Owner”

BR_Part1_9 Prior Odometer (s)

Prior Odometer is the odometer reading 
reported from the last passed safety inspection. 
This value will be loaded from the most recent 
passed odometer reading (from the PMVI 
database) during May 2019 through three to 
four months after launch).  And will be 
accompanied by a prior odometer time stamp.

BR_Part1_10 Current Odometer Current Odometer is the odometer reading from 
PMVI from the most recent passed inspection 

BR_Part1_11a Vehicle Assignment of County for Rate
The county assigned to each vehicle for the 
purposes of determining the RUC rate will be 
the vehicle's county of registration.

BR_Part1_11b Fleet County

Fleets are identied as entities that have the 
same address and similar names in the vehicle 
registry. The fleet county is determined by the 
fleet registration county address. 
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_12 VIN is the primary identifier of vehicles, not 
license plate

VIN is the primary vehicle identifier. License 
plates (LP) can be changed by an owner (for 
example, a personalized plate may be 
purchased) at any time, so LP is not a reliable 
vehicle identifier

BR_Part1_13 One driving report per vehicle
A given vehicle (as identified by its VIN) shall 
not receive more than one invoice during the 
course of the Part 1 pilot. 

BR_Part1_14 Vehicle Type

Vehicle Type is the general type/category 
descriptor for the vehicle. Vehicle Type shall be 
determined from the VIN, not the “type” data in 
the PMVI or DMV datasets

BR_Part1_16 Vehicle Eligibility to receive invoices -- vehicle 
type

Vehicle shall be considered eligible to receive 
an invoice (manual pilot) if:
• an EPA-estimated city/highway MPG can be 
determined from its VIN, and/or it is an electric 
vehicle 
• The vehicle is not a LNG/CNG/LPG flex-fuel, 
dual-fuel, or bi-fuel vehicle 
• The vehicles is not a member of an excluded 
vehicle type.

BR_Part1_17 Vehicle Eligibility to receive invoices -- MPG  
and fuel type

Vehicles registered in the Part 2 Pilot Are 
ineligible to receive Part 1 invoices. 

BR_Part1_18 Vehicle Eligibility to receive invoices--enrollment 
in Part 2 Pilot

Vehicles are only eligible to receive an invoice if 
they have a DMV vehicle status code = “A” at 
the time of sending the invoice

BR_Part1_19 Vehicle Eligibility to receive invoices-- vehicle 
status in DMV 

Milestone will provide a list of ineligible mailing 
addresses. These could include car 
dealerships, state agencies, etc. Any vehicle 
registered to such an address shall be 
considered ineligible to receive a Part 1 invoice. 
All addresses not included on the ineligible list 
are considered eligible.

BR_Part1_20 Vehicle Eligibility to receive invoices--Mailing 
address

Milestone will provide a list of ineligible mailing 
addresses. These could include car 
dealerships, state agencies, etc. Any vehicle 
registered to such an address shall be 
considered ineligible to receive a Part 1 invoice. 
All addresses not included on the ineligible list 
are considered eligible.
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_21 Vehicle eligibility to receive invoice--vehicle with 
same owner moves within same county

If mailing address for a VIN changes between 
initial data load (or any subsequent data load) 
and month of most recent inspection but 
OWNER NAME is identical AND county does 
not change, the vehicle is eligible to receive an 
invoice. 

BR_Part1_22 Vehicle eligibility to receive invoice--vehicle 
ownership change

If mailing address for a VIN from DMV changes 
between initial data load (or any subsequent 
data load) and month of most recent inspection 
AND owner name is not identical, the vehicle is 
ineligible to receive an invoice. 

BR_Part1_23 Vehicle eligibility to receive invoice--vehicle 
moves between counties

If mailing address from DMV for a VIN changes 
between initial data load (or any subsequent 
data load) and month of most recent inspection, 
OWNER NAME is identical BUT county does 
change, or if county from National Change of 
Address (NCOA) address is different from 
county of DMV address, the vehicle is ineligible 
to receive an invoice

BR_Part1_24 Vehicle eligibility to receive invoice--State of 
vehicle mailing address

If a mailing address is outside Hawaii, the 
vehicle is ineligible to receive an invoice 

BR_Part1_25 Vehicle eligibility to receive invoice--Out of state 
permits. 

Vehicles currently operating under an out-of-
state permit are ineligible to receive an invoice. 
However, vehicles whose first odometer reading 
was taken while it had an out-of-state permit, 
and whose second odometer reading is 
recorded while they are registered in Hawaii, 
are eligible to receive an invoice. 

BR_Part1_25b Vehicle eligibility to receive invoices--status of 
safety inspection. 

Vehicles shall only receive a Driving Report if 
Current Odometer is accompanied by a "Pass" 
on PMVI.

BR_Part1_26, 
 •MD.IVS.2 Types of fleet

[Added to SRS as a requirement: "The data 
warehouse shall maintain a record of vehicles 
identified as part of a "fleet", including which 
vehicles are associated with a given fleet, and 
the fleet's name, address, and type"]. Types of 
fleets include: private company; city 
government; county government; state 
government; other. D'Artagnan will provide 
information on the type of fleet.

BR_Part1_27a Vehicle Eligibility to receive Driving Report--
minimum time between odometer readings.

At least 8 months must pass between prior 
odometer reading and current odometer 
reading for a vehicle to be eligible to receive an 
Driving Report.
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_27b Vehicle Eligibility to receive Driving Report--
maximum time between odometer readings.

Vehicles that have odometer readings 30 or 
more months apart shall not be eligible for 
Driving Reports.

BR_Part1_30 Determination of vehicle eligibility to receive 
invoice

Vehicle invoicing eligibility shall be determined 
once monthly, following the DIT and PMVI data 
load

BR_Part1_31 Batching of Driving Report Generation

Driving Reports for each months' eligible 
vehicles shall be produced in 1 batch.  In month 
1, we may ask the printer to only print portions 
of the batch each week until we are sure that 
there are no changes necessary.

BR_Part1_32 Minimum inspections for Fleet Driving Report
Only fleets with more than 4 vehicles that have 
been inspected in a quarter are eligible for a 
Driving Report

BR_Part1_34 Fleet Driving Report Frequency

Driving Reports for fleets shall be generated 
either: 
- yearly [calendar year] for small/mid fleets (10-
250 vehicles). Yearly Driving Reports include all 
vehicles in the fleet for the preceding 12 
months, or
- monthly [calendar month] for large fleets 
(>250 - 5000). Monthly Driving Reports include 
all vehicles inspected during the most recent 
month only. 
Fleets that have more than 5,000 vehicles do 
not receive a Driving Report.

BR_Part1_36 Fleet Driving Report Printing

The fleet driving reports shall be generated at 
the end of the calendar year for all fleets. Yearly 
or monthly Driving Report  are generated in 
PDF format at the end of the calendar year and 
sent to the printer. 

BR_Part1_37 One Driving Report per fleet

Once a fleet entity has received a Driving 
Report (monthly or yearly), it will not 
automatically receive any more for the rest of 
the Part 1 pilot.

BR_Part1_38 Final Annual Driving Report

Fleets between 10 to 250 vehicles will receive 
only one yearly Driving Report, and fleets 
between 251 and 5000 vehicles receive only 
monthly Driving Report during the pilot

BR_Part1_39 Name of statements sent to participants in Part 
1 Pilot.

Part 1 "invoices" or statements shall be called 
"Driving Reports"
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_40 Inclusion of County name and Rate on Driving 
Reports

If a county has opted to participate in the Part 1 
pilot, the county's name and rate shall appear 
on Driving Reports for vehicles registered in 
that county in the appropriate location on the 
driving report template, and the county rate 
shall be charged for those vehicles in addition 
to the state rate. If a county has not opted to 
participate in the Part 1 pilot, its name shall not 
appear on the Driving Reports for vehicles 
registered in that county, and only the state rate 
shall be charged for those vehicles.

BR_Part1_43 Return mail

A record of the returned mail will be kept, 
tracked by Driving Report ID. DCL will log 
returns and provide data (e.g. CSV file) for 
import into the master database.

BR_Part1_44 Definition of Driving Report period
Driving Report "period" refers to the time 
between the last two odometer readings for non-
fleet driving reports

BR_Part1_45 Driving Report period for fleets

Driving report period for fleets that have 
between 10 and 250 vehicles is calendar year 
2020.
Driving report period for fleets that have 
between 251 and 5000 vehicles is calendar 
month 2020.
Fleets than have more than 5,000 vehicles do 
not receive a driving report.

BR_Part1_46 Maximum number of Driving Reports for a given 
owner-address

Any owner-address combination shall receive 
only up to 1 driving report. Multiple reports may 
be sent to a given address if the vehicles have 
different owners.

BR_Part1_47 Maximum miles on a driving report
A non-fleet driving statement with greater than 
100,000 miles should be flagged for immediate 
review and not sent.

BR_Part1_48 Maximum RUC on a driving report
A non-fleet driving statement with a RUC 
greater than $200,000 should be flagged for 
immediate reviewand not sent.

BR_Part1_49 Vehicle eligibility to receive a Driving Report--
odometer reported in km

When an odometer is collected in kilometers in 
the PMVI data, vehicle is not eligible to receive 
a driving report
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Reference Title Rule Definition

BR_Part1_51 Rounding and Computation Rules for Driving 
Reports

1) Rounding rules: round to nearest unit
If the digit in the first decimal place is 5 or more 
then add 1.
If the digit in the first decimal place is less than 
5, then leave the unit number as it is.
2) Computation “You may want to explore the 
math yourself"
Work with unrounded numbers until the Total 
gas tax, i.e. Total gas tax = 10,523/22*0.39 = 
186.544091, which is rounded up to $187. 
Similarly for Total RUC, we round 199.937 to 
$200.
Then we compute the difference between the 
rounded numbers: $200-$187 => $13 more
3) Your vehicle section (monthly average)
Dividing the rounded Total Gas Tax ($187) and 
Total RUC($200) numbers by the number of 
months (12), so
 - average monthly gas tax is $187/12 = $15.58, 
i.e. about $16
- average monthly RUC is $200/12 = $16.67, i.e 
about $17

BR_Part1_52 Vehicle inspection county
If registration address county doesn’t match 
vehicle inspection county, the vehicle is not 
eligible to receive a Driving Report

BR_Part1_53 Vehicle cuirrent mailing address county
If current mailing address county (per NCOA 
address) doesn't match vehicle registration 
county, a DR cannot be created

BR_Part1_54 Vehicle ownership at earliest PMVI Record if 
PMVI record predates DIT record

If a PMVI inspection record for a given VIN pre-
dates the earliest available DIT record for that 
VIN, the ownership at the time of that PMVI 
inspection record will be assigned per that 
earliest DIT record.

BR_Part1_55 Vehicle ownership at earliest PMVI Record if 
DIT record predates PMVI  record

Vehicle ownership at the time of a PMVI 
inspection record will be assigned per the info in 
the DIT record that equals or immediately 
precedes the inspection date.

BR_Part1_56 Driving Reports only issued to Current Vehicle 
owners

A DR will only be issued to the current owner of 
the vehicle, even if enough data exists to 
generate a DR for a prior owner.

BR_Part1_57 Registration status of "I"
A registration status of "I" does not indicate a 
change a change in vehicle ownership or 
registration address
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Executive Summary 

This document describes the testing carried out for of Part 2 of the Hawaii Road Usage Charging 

Demonstration, publicly called the Technology Test Drive, a nine-month demonstration of three 

mileage reporting methods, with a target of approximately 2,000 vehicles statewide:  

► Plug-in device with location, a device that plugs into vehicles data ports and has built-in GPS 

► Plug-in device without location, a device that plugs into vehicles’ data ports but does not contain 

any location-determination technology 

► Odofoto, a smartphone application for recording vehicle odometer 

In the Technology Test Drive, participants select a Mileage Reporting Method, drive, receive 

monthly or quarterly invoices called Road Usage Reports, and provide feedback via online surveys. 

The objectives of testing for HiRUC Part 2 were to ensure that: 

► Participants would have an outstanding User Experience 

► Systems performed as expected, in a secure manner.  

Due to the large number of passenger cars and other light-duty vehicles that are part of a 

commercial fleet, a Fleet Pilot was conducted in March 2021 to determine whether providing 

odometer readings through a file exchange is a more convenient option for fleet operators to 

comply with RUC than other methods tested to date. the that included fleet operators across the 

four Hawaii counties: City & County of Honolulu, Hawaii County, Kauai County and Maui County. 

Testing Stages 

Testing was carried out in four stages: 

► Unit Testing: Testing at the software component or module level. Each component of the 

software (unit) was tested to verify that the detailed design for the unit has been correctly 

implemented.  

► Integration Testing: Functional testing designed to test that all system interfaces function as 

expected.  

► End-to-End Testing (E2E), including User Acceptance testing, tested scenarios that reflect 

business processes and customer journeys which mirror the end-state operation of the system.  

► A Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) was a small, soft launch of the systems with volunteer 

participants. SSOT focused on functionality and customer experience.  

In addition to the tests above, there were a number of non-functional tests carried out to ensure the 

solution could meet the requirements of performance and data/cyber security. This document 

covers a summary and results of all four stages of testing.  

The HiRUC Part 2 solution was designed as follows: 
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► Participants enroll with the HiRUC service provider, Azuga, and choose their Mileage Reporting 

Method (MRM), Plug-In Device (PID) [with or without location] or OdoFoto; 

► Participants receive the PID in the mail and install it, or download and use the HiRUC Azuga 

Insight app to capture an initial reading of their odometer using the OdoFoto function; 

► Participants drive as normal. Participants respond to notifications, to submit readings for 

OdoFoto participants; or if there is an issue, such as a PID no longer transmitting data to the 

vendor back office; 

► The system vendor, Azuga, provides customer support, by email and telephone. 

In order for Azuga to successfully complete Part 2 testing, each business rule and system 

requirement had to be shown to be met through self-certification or testing.  

Testing for the Fleet Pilot went through separate software functionality testing, user interface 

testing, and a small scale operational testing. 

Testing Timeline 

► Unit Testing was conducted in October 2019 following the completion of system 

development/implementation. Some limited individual unit tests continued after October 2019. 

Unit testing was performed by Azuga. 

► Integration Testing was completed in November 2019. This included regression testing, 

Business Rule (BR) and System Requirement Specification (SRS) testing, User Journeys and 

Road Usage Report (RUR) generation. Integration testing was performed by Azuga and 

Vehcon. 

► End-to-End (E2E) Testing was conducted in November 2019 through the end of December 

2019. This testing stage began with customer service training, but primarily involved test drivers. 

The Test Team and HDOT participants, enrolled in the HiRUC TTD and used the system on a 

daily basis, culminating in participants receiving RURs. E2E testing was led by the Test Team, 

and involved both Azuga and Vehcon. 

► The Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) began in January 2020 and concluded with the 

launch of the Technology Test Drive. This included approximately 10 volunteer participants who 

enrolled early and used the system in real-world conditions. SSOT testing was led by the Test 

Team, and involved both Azuga and Vehcon. 

► The Fleet Pilot testing was conducted in April and May of 2021 and concluded with the launch of 

the Fleet Pilot in May 15. 

Test Results 

All stages of tests were successfully completed with the solution performing as designed and 

intended. Unit test data and results are available in the folder “Unit Testing.” Integration Test data 

results are available in the folder “Integration Testing.” End-to-End Test and SSOT data and results 

are included in the folder “End-to-End Testing.” Issues identified during the E2E Testing in the file 

HiRUC Parking Lot_Issue Log. The testing team and the Azuga development team worked to 

ensure that all bugs were fixed prior to Operational Go-Live. Fleet Test results are available in the 

folder “Fleet Testing.” 
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Definitions & Abbreviations 

TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION 

API Application Programming Interface 

Automated Reporting  

(Part 2) 

Distance reporting using some form of technology, including devices that 
interface with a vehicle’s electronics, smartphone image capture, and native 
automaker telematics systems 

Azuga Service Provider for the Automated Demonstration also known as Part 2 and 

Technology Test Drive 

Business Rule A requirement related to the business behavior of the system. Note that the 
distinction between technical System Requirements and Business Rules can be 
fuzzy, so both are tested at the same time.  

Datawarehouse A relational database containing all data for the Part 1 RUC Demonstration. 

Defect An error which results in an unexpected result during testing 

Defect Triage A process where each defect identified is prioritized and categorized by its 
severity, frequency 

Defect Tracking Tool A formalized recording and tracking of defects, their impacts and the activities to 
resolve same 

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information Technology (DIT) 

End-to-End Test (E2E) A methodology used to test whether the flow of an application is performing as 
designed from start to finish. E2E includes User Acceptance Testing 

Integration Test A level of testing where individual units are combined and tested as a group 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation (file format and data interchange format) 

Manual Reporting (Part 1) Distance reporting based on odometer readings collected during vehicle safety 
inspections 

Mileage Reporting Method 

(MRM) 

Drivers have a choice of plug-in device (with or without location) and Odometer 

Photo capture 

OBD II On Board Diagnostic II (vehicle diagnostic system) 

OdoFoto Mileage reporting method where user submits their odometer photo through a 
smartphone app 

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents receive a Driving Report 

based on their odometer readings collected during safety inspections 

Part 2 The Technology Test Drive, also known as the Automated Demonstration, in 
which ~2,000 volunteer participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-
month test period based on a variety of Mileage Reporting Methods 

Plug-in Device (PID) A device that plugs into a vehicle’s data port to record and report the vehicle’s 

miles traveled. 

Regression Testing Testing comprised of re-running system tests to ensure that previously 
developed and tested software still performs as intended after a software or 
hardware change is made. 

Requirement Traceability 

Matrix (RTM) 

A document that links requirements throughout the testing and validation 

process 
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION 

Road Usage Charge (RUC) A policy whereby motorists pay for use of the roadway network based on 
distance traveled 

Road Usage Report (RUR) Used in Part 2 only, this refers to the report a driver receives detailing the road 
usage charge. 

Road Usage Report 
Generator (RURG) 

Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the HiRUC system that 
creates Road Usage Reports based on travel data stored in the 
Datawarehouse. 

Small-Scale Operational Trial 
(SSOT) 

The Small-Scale Operational Trial is a soft launch of the system with HDOT 
employees as participants. The team made final adjustments before the Go Live 
with the general public. The team also used this period to deploy and test 
outreach materials. 

System Requirement A requirement related to technical performance of the system. Note that the 

distinction between technical System Requirements and Business Rules can be 
fuzzy, so both are tested at the same time. 

Test Artifacts/Test 
Documentation 

Collateral of testing which include requirements traceability matrix, test plans, 
test cases, test scripts, and any other items needed to design and perform a 
test 

Test Cases  A subset of Test Scenario, defined as a set of actions executed to validate a 
particular feature or functionality of a system 

Test Report A document that gives a summary of all the tests conducted during testing 

Test Data All data and information which has been specifically identified for use in tests 

Test Documentation  The complete suite of artifacts that describe test plans, test scripts and test 

results drawn from the testing activity 

Test Environment  Consists of elements that support test execution with software, hardware and 

other configuration which mimic the real-world environment in order to uncover 
any environment/configuration related issues 

Test Plan Technical documentation which details the systematic approach to testing the 

system 

Test Scenario Any functionality that can be tested. A subset of Use Cases 

Test Scripts A line-by-line description of all the actions and data needed to perform a test 

Test Strategy A set of guidelines that explains the test process and determines how testing 
needs to be done 

Test Tool A product that supports one or more test activities right from planning, 
requirements, creating a build, test execution, defect logging and test analysis 

Unit Test A process in which the smallest testable parts of a system are individually and 

independently scrutinized for proper operation 

Use Cases A specific situation in which a product or service could potentially be used 

User A person who uses the manual or automated solution 

UX User Experience 

Vendor The organizations contracted to develop the system 

VIN Vehicle Identification Number 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

This document describes the testing carried out for HiRUC Part 2 of the Hawaii Road Usage 

Charging Demonstration, publicly called the Technology Test Drive, a nine-month demonstration of 

three mileage reporting methods:  

► plug-in device with location, a device that plugs into vehicles data ports 

► plug-in device without location, a device that plugs into vehicles’ data ports but does not contain 

any location-determination technology 

► Odofoto, a smartphone application for recording vehicle odometer 

In the Technology Test Drive, participants select a Mileage Reporting Method, drive, receive 

monthly or quarterly invoices called Road Usage Reports, and provide feedback via online surveys. 

For context, the HiRUC Demonstration project comprises two parts - Part 1 Manual and Part 2 

Technology Test Drive. This document describes the activities performed to validate the 

functionality of the Part 2 Automated solution of the HiRUC Demonstration.  

The HiRUC Part 2 System is specified in three documents: 

► HiRUC Part 2 System Requirements Specification (SRS), which contains the basic technical 

functionality (such as mileage reporting, account management, and security) 

► HiRUC Part 2 Interface Control Document, which defines all system interfaces, including the 

interfaces related to the generation of RURs, the mileage message, and the JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON) data reporting interfaces 

► HiRUC Part 2 Business Rules Document (BRD), which contains the business-oriented 

requirements for system performance  

These are the documents that needed to be validated through testing. 

1.2. Testing Approach and Phases 

The approach to testing was to validate system functionality through different phases of testing and 

capturing participant feedback. Azuga maintained a HiRUC Part 2 Requirements Traceability 

Matrix (RTM) (filename Azuga RUC Requirements Traceability Matrix HiRUC.xls) that listed all 

system requirements and business rules, focusing on how requirements that Azuga developed for 

Oregon (ODOT) map to the HiRUC requirements. 

The Test Team, Milestone and Arup, provided independent oversight for all testing and reviewed all 

inputs and outputs from the testing phases.  

Testing was conducted in several phases, following a typical systems engineering approach: 

Unit Testing: testing at the software component level. Each component of the software was tested 

to verify that the detailed design for the unit has been correctly implemented.  
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Integration Testing: the functional testing designed to test that all interfaces function as expected.  

End-to-End Testing (E2E), incorporating User Acceptance testing, tested scenarios that reflect 

business processes and customer journeys which mirror the end-state operation of the system.  

A Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) was a soft launch of the systems with HDOT employees 

and/or project members as participants, focusing on functionality and customer experience. The 

participants were free to select the mileage reporting methods of their choice and different account 

types. SSOT focused on the full functionality of the system and the customer experience. The 

project team made final adjustments before the Go Live with the general public.  

1.3. Test Planning and Documentation 

The phases of testing were planned and specified in the following documents: 

► HiRUC Test Strategy, the overall approach to testing 

► HiRUC Unit Test Scripts, now incorporated into various Unit Test Results documents, as 

described in the section on Unit Testing below 

► HiRUC Part 2 Integration Test Plan, which included plans for integration testing 

► HiRUC Part 2 End-To-End Test Plan, which included plans for E2E and SSOT 

Changes and updates to the plans were made while conducting this testing. Thus, this document 

supersedes those earlier documents in its record of the testing conducted. 

1.4. Organization of this Document 

The rest of this document is organized as follows: 

► Section 2 provides a high-level overview of the HiRUC Part 2 system 

► Section 3 describes the testing approach, including scope, purpose, conduct, environment, and 

exit criteria 

► Section 4 describes Unit testing results 

► Section 5 describes Integration testing and results 

► Section 6 describes End-to-end testing and the Small-Scale Operational Trial and results 

► Section 7 describes the Fleet Pilot testing and results  

► Section 8 provides some overall testing recommendations and Lessons Learned 
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2. HiRUC System Overview 

The Part 2 automated solution (as built by Azuga and Vehcon) is shown in Figure 1. This figure 

shows the solution and the interfaces between the components: 

1. Mileage Collection Subsystem to the Account Management Subsystem - an internal interface 

used to exchange road usage data.  

2. Account Management Subsystem and the Datawarehouse Subsystem - interface used to 

transfer account data updates, road usage data to generate RUR, and receive RUR status 

updates 

3. Account Management Subsystem and the RUR Generator Subsystem - interface to allow 

RUR requests to be sent by Azuga for RURs to be generated and downloaded. Also includes 

RUR Generator sending RUR downloads links to Azuga. 

4. Account Management Subsystem and the HiRUC Administration - Interface to transfer 

reports to HiRUC Administration, allowing for HiRUC system management, including an audit 

trail of mileage and (potential) revenue data. 

Figure 1: Part 2 Solution  

 

 

A more detailed overview of the system is provided in the HiRUC Automated Reporting Concept of 

Operations document. 
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3. Testing Approach 

This section describes the approach to HiRUC Part 2 system testing, including the scope, purpose, 

conduct, environment, and entry/exit criteria. 

3.1. Scope 

3.1.1. In Scope 

The scope of testing on the HiRUC project was to functionally test all Part 2 Requirements and 

Business Rules as they were developed and implemented in components and subsystems. 

Through the different phases, increasingly complete business processes (customer journeys) were 

tested.  

The following elements are in-scope: 

► Primary customer use cases 

 Enrollment 

 Plug-in Device installation 

 Mileage Capture 

 Account Closure 

► Road Usage Report generation and distribution 

► Feedback capture 

► Data transfer security 

► Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) 

► Carbon Footprint value-added service 

3.1.2. Out of Scope 

RURs are issued to participants for information purposes only. Thus, billing / payment mechanisms 

were not developed or tested. 

The HiRUC mobile app has value-added services, called Premium Features, which are available to 

users but was not in scope for testing. The Carbon Footprint service was in scope because it was 

developed specifically for this project. The other value-added services were developed for previous 

projects by Azuga, and are not directly related to RUC. They were tested only in so much that the 

value-added services adhered to the requirements, any information displayed did not interfere with 

the demonstration.  
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3.1.3. Items Not Tested  

Per contract, Azuga had the option to self-certify functionality of their overall solution has been 

implemented successfully elsewhere and were unchanged for HiRUC. The certification covered 

interfaces wholly within the Azuga solution. Such certification was subject to Milestone approval.  

3.2. Purpose of Testing 

The objectives of testing for HiRUC Part 2 were to ensure that: 

► The system supports policy objectives for the HiRUC Demonstration  

► Operating the Road Usage Report Generator in Part 2 does not cause unexpected system 

conflicts with the Driving Report Generator used for Part 1 

► Participants would have an outstanding user experience 

► Systems deployed performed as expected 

► Participant data storage and manipulation was secure 

► Interfaces between HiRUC Part 1 system and Part 2 system function as expected 

► Interfaces between vendor systems function as expected  

3.3. Conduct of Testing 

► Unit and Integration Testing was conducted by Azuga, with support from Vehcon for Integration 

testing of interfaces involving Vehcon. Milestone and Arup provided review and feedback of 

Azuga’s testing and results. E2E and SSOT were conducted by the Test Team and supported 

by Azuga. 

Azuga and the Test Team conducted testing as described in the individual test plans. Additional 

tests were added as needed.  

3.4. Testing Environment 

Azuga and Vehcon conducted all tests using the HiRUC Part 2 System, which includes the 

following components: 

► Azuga’s RUC system, including 

 A secure web portal, hosted in the cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS). 

 A backend transactions data processor and account management system, hosted in the 

cloud on AWS. 

 Secure plug-in devices provided by Danlaw 

 The HiRUC Azuga Insight mobile app, available for iOS and Android 

► Vehcon’s RUR Generator system was hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS). This service 

incorporates various facilities to enable secure encrypted data (at rest and in transit) be 

processed and accessed:  
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 EC2 is Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud which allows the project to increase the computing 

power as required.  

 Amazon RDS for PostgreSQL is Amazon’s Relational Database Service which is a web 

service that makes it easier to set up, operate, and scale a relational database in 

the AWS Cloud.  

 AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables the user to manage access to AWS 

services and resources securely.  

3.5. Entry and Exit Criteria 

3.5.1. Unit Testing 

► Entry Criteria: Completion of unit software development by Azuga, including any informal 

testing of the given software component. 

► Exit Criteria: Unit tests completed and expected result achieved, test defects documented, 

triaged, and closed. 

3.5.2. Integration Testing 

► Entry Criteria: Completion of software interface development by Vehcon and Azuga, including 

any informal testing of the given software interface. Unit re-testing completed for items identified 

as required for Integration testing.  

► Exit Criteria: Integration tests completed and expected results achieved, test defects 

documented, triaged, and closed. 

3.5.3. End-to-End Testing 

► Entry Criteria: Completion of unit testing and integration testing for all major components, PIDs 

available, Azuga Insight Customer Service operational. Unit and Integration re-testing 

completed for items identified as required for E2E testing. 

► Exit Criteria: End-to-end test plans executed, and all required data gathered, test defects 

documented, triaged, and closed. 

3.5.4. Small-Scale Operational Trial 

► Entry Criteria: All high-priority issues identified during end-to-end testing fixed and confirmed 

through retesting (middle and low-priority issues can be resolved during SSOT). PIDs available 

via final distribution channel. Mobile apps available via Apple App Store and Google Play. 

Surveys developed for SSOT. Re-testing completed for items identified as required for SSOT 

testing. 

► Exit Criteria: SSOT executed, all required data gathered, test defects documented, triaged, and 

closed; operations and customer service issues resolved. 
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4. Unit Testing 

Azuga conducted a series of Unit Tests of the elements of their overall solution to ensure that each 

individual element worked as designed as customized for HiRUC and function expected. 

Completion of this step ensured that Integration and E2E Testing could be carried out efficiently.  

Azuga performed testing of their solution to verify compliance with the System Requirements and 

Business Rules laid out for HiRUC.  

Azuga’s Unit Tests covered: 

► The enrollment process (for all MRM types); 

► Installation of mobile apps;  

► Account management/changes across web, iOS and Android platforms such as change 

password, edit account details, etc.; 

► Account closure; and  

► Other elements. 

► Azuga’s unit testing consisted of:  

 self-certification (validation of HiRUC requirements as already demonstrated for ODOT 

requirements) and  

 internal software module level testing conducted by developers and QA engineers for all 

components developed newly for HiRUC. 

4.1. Azuga Self-certification 

Azuga originally developed a Requirements Traceability Matrix that mapped the OreGO 

requirements to the HiRUC requirements: Azuga RUC Requirements Traceability Matrix HiRUC. 

Based on this RTM, Azuga self-certified a range of solution features identical to and deemed 

proven in deployment in OReGO. Azuga expanded on the RTM to create the following primary self-

certification documents: 

► Azuga RUC-HiRUC-Self Certification-SRS-v2.1.docx. This document includes all self-

certification of the Systems Requirements Specification for HiRUC Part 2. 

► Azuga RUC-HiRUC-Self Certification-BRD-v2.1.docx. This document includes all self-

certification of the Business Requirements Document for HiRUC Part 2. 

Further, Azuga maintained additional Requirements Traceability Matrices (RTMs) for self-certified 

requirements from their OreGO deployment, validating that the Oregon developments were 

accurate and complete: 

► Azuga Verification Cross Reference Index.xlsx, the original Azuga RTM from 2015, indicating 

that all OreGO requirements were implemented and tested 
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► NewTech Azuga CertEval FINAL.pdf, an update of the original RTM requirements updates in 

November 2018 

► Azuga RUC Basic Device Self Certification Results v1.2.docx, full documentation of the 

certification testing of the Basic Device in Oregon. 

4.2. Unit Testing Results 

► The above self-certification covered all requirements that were carried over from OreGO. 

However, HiRUC contained a range of new requirements and business rules not present in 

OreGO. 

For all HiRUC requirements and business rules not covered by self-certification tests, Azuga 

performed new unit tests on the software. These Unit Testing results are presented in a 

spreadsheet format with information exported from Jira, an issue tracking product. The spreadsheet 

contains all Unit Tests completed; these tests can be filtered by: 

► Issue type: a descriptor for each item - task, sub-task, story, bug, etc. 

► Key: a unique identifier for each item. 

► Summary: a brief description of the item. 

► Status: item status, which can have the values open, in-progress, or closed. 

► Resolution: item resolution—either unresolved or done. 

► Created: the date when the item was created. 

► Project: HiRUC 

► Description: More detail regarding the item.  

The Unit Testing results (beyond the self-certified requirements that Azuga had already developed 

for the ODOT system) are contained in the following files: 

► HiRUC Unit Test Issues Results.xlsx, the primary table of software development unit testing —

the development needed to convert the ODOT system to support the HiRUC requirements. 

Each issue has a key (e.g., HiRUC-1) that maps to a more detailed description of the issue and 

how it was tested in Azuga-JIRA HiRUC Closed-Done-InQA 12232019.docsx. 

► Azuga-JIRA HiRUC Closed-Done-InQA 12232019.docx, detailed software development. 

► HiRUC - Azuga Web Portal Test Functionality Documentation.xlsx, demonstration of complete 

HiRUC web portal functionality after all software updates from unit testing was completed. 
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5. Integration Testing  

Following the successful completion of Unit Testing, the Vendor began Integration Testing1. This 

involved testing across four interfaces as illustrated in Figure 1 above. Each of these interfaces was 

tested until it worked as specified and expected. 

5.1. High-level Description of Integration Tests 

A series of tests were carried out by the vendors, Azuga and Vehcon. These included testing of the 

following four interfaces: 

► Testing Interface 1 - Mileage Collection Subsystem to the Account Management 

Subsystem, is entirely contained within the Azuga System. The test focused on the receipt of 

correct road usage data which would be used in order to generate RURs across Interface 2. 

This was achieved by Azuga creating multiple test accounts which were assigned with differing 

MRMs. The data flowed from the mileage reporting subsystem ‘across’ interface 1 into the 

Account Management Subsystem and then across interface 2 into the Master Datawarehouse.  

► Testing Interface 2 - Account Management Subsystem to the Datawarehouse Subsystem, 

is the primary interface tested between Azuga’s Account Management Subsystem and the 

HiRUC Master Database Subsystem. To test this, Azuga established a set of test data in order 

to create and amend test accounts created on their Account Management System. This test 

data was then used to communicate, bi-directionally, with the existing HiRUC Master 

Datawarehouse to verify that the account changes had occurred and been reflected in the 

Master Database as expected.  

► Testing Interface 3 - the Account Management Subsystem to the RUR Generator 

Subsystem, tested the data flow between the two. This test was used to verify whether the 

Master Datawarehouse (periodically or requested/one-off) could send an RUR / RUR status 

update correctly.  

► Testing Interface 4 - Account Management Subsystem to the HiRUC Administration, is the 

dashboard of information for the project team. Development and testing of this interface were 

completed in June 2020. 

5.2. Integration Test Results  

► Integration test results for test activity between Azuga and Vehcon were documented in HiRUC 

Integration Test Results v1.1.docx.That document contains the results of integration testing 

between the Azuga RUC platform (Account Management system) and HiRUC subsystems 

external to the Azuga platform. These include the HiRUC Datawarehouse, the HiRUC RURG, 

and the Vehcon Mverity system. 

 

1 Reference Document: Automatic Demonstration Integration Test Plan v0.4.docx 
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► The results include the messages and corresponding responses between the systems listed in 

support of enrolling participants and their vehicles in the overall HiRUC system, processing 

odometer readings, and producing Road Usage Reports (RURs). The key messages include the 

Account and VIN Update message, the RUR Data Report, the RUR Request, and the MVerity 

application programming interface (API) calls and responses for processing odometer images 

captured through the Azuga Insight App. 

► Scenarios covered include new enrollments as well as account updates and closures for device 

and OdoFoto account types. RUR Data Report and RUR Request exchanges were documented 

as well as an OdoFoto rejection example. 
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6. End-to-End Testing and Small-Scale Operational Trial 

The purpose of E2E testing was to exercise the entire HiRUC solution from end to end, from driver 

enrollment to account closure and everything in between. The findings from the test were fed back 

into the Vendor’s development team to fix bugs, improve the user experience, and to ensure that 

the final HiRUC TTD solution satisfies the requirements.  

Milestone invited a few ‘friendly’ testers/participants, consisting of HDOT employees, sub-

consultants and limited members of the public, to participate in E2E testing.  

The first step of this phase was to design and draft test scripts for each tester. These scripts 

ensured that testers knew what they needed to test without requiring intimate knowledge of the 

project and that the Test Team could ensure that they had covered the breadth of the solution to 

ensure all aspects were verified. In addition to the Test Scripts, a HiRUC E2E Participant Matrix 

was created. This matrix allowed the Test Team to quickly and easily trace the participants, their 

test details and current stage of testing.  

In total, there were over 30 test accounts created, across each county and inclusive of different 

account types2, vehicle types3 and mileage reporting methods4.  

► Testers outside of the Team Test followed the instructions contained within their Test Script  

► The Test Team created multiple accounts per person to test specific scenarios or scenarios 

which required a deeper understanding of the system design/requirements.  

 For example, the Test Team drove significant mileage on private roads to test whether the 

GPS PID could successfully differentiate between private and public roads and apply the 

correct RUC rate. 

E2E Testing ran from December 9, 2019 to December 20, 2019.  

► Participants received their Test Scripts via email the weekend prior.  

► Several Participant5 accounts were then closed at the end of E2E testing.  

However, the issuance of Road Usage Reports was delayed until December 31 for most 

participants due to minor development issues, which were fixed. Further RUR issues, including 

RURs for participants who changed their mileage reporting methods, were resolved later during 

SSOT.  

An issues list was created for and maintained throughout the course of E2E Testing to track bugs 

and other issues as they arose, and to identify mitigating actions and issue status updates. This 

 

2 Personal and Fleet 
3 Type 1: Gas & Diesel. Type 2: Battery Electric and Plug-in Hybrid. 
4 OdoFoto, Plug-in Device with and without GPS. Changing MRM was also tested.  
5 Some testers wanted to continue testing the system and devices. Other accounts were also left open for re-testing.  
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testing tool was crucial to clearly capturing and communicating bugs to the Vendor’s development 

team. The issues list was documented in HiRUC Parking Lot_Issues Log.  

The issues captured in the issues list were categorized and were checked against the exit criteria 

for E2E Testing to ensure that no significant issues were carried over to SSOT or Production.  

6.1. E2E Results and Documentation 

E2E testing results consisted of: 

► E2E Participant Matrix, which contains both the list of participants and is a record of the 

results/outcomes of each step of the testing 

► Test Scripts, instructions for the participants 

► Issues List, a list of the issues discovered during testing and a record of how and when they 

were fixed 

6.1.1. E2E Participant Matrix 

The E2E Participant Matrix is a spreadsheet which contained information on all E2E Test 

participants, including the steps and status of their testing, relating directly to the steps detailed in 

their Test Script. This detail allowed the Test Team to track all participants and their progress 

throughout E2E Testing.  

The participant matrix also served as the primary record of results from E2E testing. Each step of 

testing recorded in a separate column, and the Test Team filled in the experiences at each step in 

those rows S through BG. If the step is completed without issue, the Test Team filled the box with 

an X. If there is an issue, the issue was described and filled in, and also added to the Issues list if it 

is a newly discovered issue (repeat/redundant issues are not added to the issues list). Reference: 

HiRUC_E2EParticipantMatrix V04.xlsx 

6.1.2. Test Scripts 

To ensure that each E2E Test participant’s testing scenario was clear and that the participants 

tested what the Test Team required, a common Test Script was developed. These Test Scripts 

varied depending on the MRM given to the participant, providing the specific steps associated with 

the particular MRM. The script included detail on the MRM, test activities and detailed steps for the 

participants to follow. Test Team members tested many various other scripted and unscripted 

scenarios such as unplugging the PID, changing MRM, and changing / adding vehicles.  

6.1.3. Issues List 

The issues list served as the record of decisions for issues identified during E2E testing. The Issues 

List is a spreadsheet that was maintained throughout the project. Issues recorded prior to E2E were 

recorded in a tab called ‘General List’. Starting in E2E testing, all issues discovered were recorded 

in the ‘E2E Issues List’, which contains issues pertaining to the E2E Testing. Issues discovered 

during SSOT were also recorded in the E2E issues list. 

The spreadsheet contains a complete list of issues discovered during testing with a unique number, 

a description of the issue, the person who found it, the date discovered, the issue owner, a 
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mitigation action, issue priority, a due date and notes. Reference: HiRUC Parking Lot_Issues 

Tracker.xlsx 

6.2. Small-Scale Operational Trial 

The Small-Scale Operational Trial (SSOT) was launched in January 2020. This phase of testing 

included the participation of approximately 30 participants (most of whom were located in Hawaii) 

and further tested the HiRUC Part 2 solution, in a more developed, near-production like 

environment.  

Results of the SSOT were captured in the issues list dated January 1, 2020, onward. 

The purpose of the Small-Scale Operational Trial was to operate the TTD with a small group of 

volunteer participants from the project team and HDOT so that they can experience HiRUC as a 

citizen would in the full pilot. The SSOT participants utilized the range of mileage reporting methods 

with the objective to iron out any usability issues, so that Azuga could finalize the operational 

processes and verify the systems, in a near-final-state of operation. Any issues that arose were 

addressed and lessons learned applied prior to roll out to the public.  

Participants in SSOT went through the following steps, with the project team seeking feedback 

continuously on their experiences and progress: 

► Invitation 

 Mailchimp invite sent by Milestone 

► Enrollment  

 Linking from invite to the Azuga Website 

 Signing up to the Azuga Website 

 Adding vehicle(s) 

 Selecting a mileage reporting option  

• Odometer reading (OdoFoto)  

• OBDII with GPS or  

• ODBII with no GPS 

► Delivery and fitting of OBDII device (does not apply to OdoFoto) 

► Downloading and signing-on to Azuga Mobile App 

► Initial odometer photo (for OdoFoto accounts only) 

► Capture of mileage by driving on variety of roads (public and private) across counties of Hawaii 

 Take second photo of their odometer (OdoFoto) 

 OBDII device captures and transmits mileage data 

• With location if GPS device utilized 

► Engagement with Customer Services as necessary 
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► Receive Road Usage Reports (RURs) 

► Change mileage reporting method 

 From PID to OdoFoto 

 From OdoFoto PID 

At the end of each RUR cycle, the project team analyzed the RUR data reported, and reconciled 

the data both with the data displayed on RURs and with data displayed on the customer portal. This 

full circle of test allowed to check that data consistency throughout for participants. All RUR test 

defects were corrected. 
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7. Fleet Pilot Testing 

As a part of the HiRUC demonstration project, a fleet pilot study was developed. This pilot study 

recruits fleet operators across the four Hawaii counties: City & County of Honolulu, Hawaii County, 

Kauai County and Maui County. They are provided with a prototypical billings system developed by 

a software vendor (Azuga) that: 

► Stores (records) and displays in-fleet vehicles information, along with editing capabilities 

► Decodes vehicle identification number (VIN) to the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) fuel efficiency (in miles per gallon) 

► Collects an initial and final odometer readings associated with the recorded vehicles during a 

demonstration period of a month (noting that in an operational RUC program, the RUC 

collection period could be a quarter or another longer period of time) 

► Generates automated statements for a road user charge and a fuel tax paid6 for all recorded 

vehicles in the fleet 

For this manual RUC system, two options are provided to the fleet operator to record the vehicle 

and odometer information – individual upload (user types in each data field needed for each 

vehicle) and bulk upload (user uploads a spreadsheet/CSV file of data containing each vehicle). 

This section summarizes the UAT and SSOT results conducted over the month of May 2021, and 

includes discussions of the three phases of testing: “Initial UAT” (conducted while Azuga was still 

finishing the software), “Pre-Launch UAT” (conducted after Azuga finished, but before the 

production server was provisioned) and “Pre-Launch SSOT” (conducted on the production server, 

including fixes for issues discovered in the previous phases). These testing phases led up to the 

launch date of the RUC software was May 26, 2021. UAT system refers to a software system that is 

not available to any user, only the developer and test team and using a login account. SSOT 

system refers to a software system that is available to selected/permitted users with login accounts, 

and the developer and test team. After a “launch”, the SSOT system is made available to all users 

with login accounts. While the developer has editing capabilities with the user interface, the user or 

test team do not have this ability – the software is available in a “read only” mode. User has only 

one login account, while a developer or test team can have multiple login accounts. 

The UAT and SSOT have two broad goals, to conduct user interface checks and to conduct 

software functionality tests. These goals and questions formed the basis for the testing structure, 

and are described in this section. 

The data used in the tests and screenshots collected were archived. This report summarizes the 

key test results and conclusions just prior to the launch of the software system. 

 

6 Fuel tax paid may not be collected from a vehicle upon shifting to a road user charge. It is computed as miles traveled by 
vehicle divided by vehicle fuel efficiency (in miles per gallon, the EPA’s City-Highway Fuel Economy rating for the given 
vehicle) times fuel tax rate (in dollars per gallon), which varies by county. 
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7.1. User Interface Checks 

This section documents the user interface checks performed for UAT (in “Initial” stage) and SSOT 

(“Pre-Launch” stage) systems. Table 1 summarizes the status of the 10 user interface checks 

conducted. 

Table 1: User Interface Checks Conducted 

# QUESTION TESTED PASSED 

1 Does the User Guide (“how to”) match and support the user with the HiRUC Fleet Pilot?  Y 

2 
Are there frequently asked questions (FAQ) and information on (“what is”) HiRUC and 
HiRUC Fleet Pilot? 

Y 

3 Does the user know what the RUC and fuel tax rates are in each county in Hawaii? Y 

4 Is it easy to enroll and create an account? Y 

5 Are login / password for the registered account working smoothly? Y 

6 Are the screens or tabs for the account after login logical, working and easy to use? Y 

7 Is the information on each screen or tab for the account intuitive and understandable? Y 

8 Are uncommon terms/words defined or footnoted? Y 

9 Is the account accessible on mobile devices? Y 

10 Is help and troubleshooting support easily accessible and ready for launch? Y 

 

Detailed results of the checks are presented below. 

1. Does the User Guide (“how to”) match and support the user with the HiRUC Fleet Pilot? 

The user guide provides essential instructions to fleet operators for setting up and using account to 

enroll fleet vehicles and report mileage at vehicle enrollment time (referred as “vehicle upload”). The 

user guide also provides instructions to report mileage in the middle and at the end of the HiRUC 

Fleet Pilot (referred as “odometer upload”). The different ways to add vehicles, namely, individual 

upload and bulk upload are explained. The required data fields, data format in case of bulk upload, 

example data entries and common precautions (e.g., VIN should have exactly 17 characters, the 

pilot system does not support kahakōs and ‘okinas) are mentioned. The user guide also provides 

information on the statements that will be automatically generated and indicates clearly that this is 

simulated and no funds are owed by fleet operators. Lastly, the user guide provides details on the 

customer support for the software platform and frequently asked questions (FAQs) on HiRUC and 

the HiRUC Fleet Pilot. 

2. Are there frequently asked questions (FAQ) and information on (“what is”) HiRUC and 

HiRUC Fleet Pilot? 
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Figure 2 shows FAQs that are included in the HiRUC Fleet Pilot user guide. 

Figure 2: Screenshot of HiRUC and HiRUC Fleet Pilot and FAQs 

 

 

3. Does the user know what the RUC and fuel tax rates are in each county in Hawaii? 

These are included in the FAQ section of the user guide. Tables 2 and 3 show the RUC rates and 

fuel tax rates by county in Hawaii. 

Table 2: RUC Rate by County 

STATE/COUNTY RUC RATE (PER MILE) 

State $0.008 

Hawaii $0.011 

Honolulu $0.008 

Kauai $0.008 

Maui $0.011 
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Table 3: Fuel Tax Rate by County  

STATE/COUNTY FUEL TAX RATE (PER GALLON 
OF FUEL) State $0.180 

Hawaii $0.230 

Honolulu $0.165 

Kauai $0.170 

Maui $0.230 

 

4. Is it easy to enroll and create an account? 

The account enrollment and creation follows standard and common practices. Basic instructions for 

creating an account are included in the HiRUC Fleet Pilot user guide. The user can use email or 

custom text as username. The account is secured using a password and security PIN and also 

requires confirmation through email. 

5. Are login / password for the enrolled account working smoothly? 

For all test accounts created for HiRUC Fleet Pilot, the login and password worked smoothly. Figure 

3 shows a screenshot of the login screen where the user enters the enrolled username and 

password after an account is confirmed through email. 

Figure 3: Screenshot of HiRUC Fleet Pilot Account Login Screen 

 

 

6. Are the screens or tabs for the account after login logical, working and easy to use? 

Both the UAT and SSOT systems show the same screens upon login. They are logical and easy to 

use. “Vehicles” and “Account” screens or tabs are clickable from the start. “Dashboard” and 

“Statements” screens or tabs are not clickable at the start; however, after vehicle information was 

entered, these become clickable. 
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7. Is the information on each screen or tab for the account intuitive and understandable? 

Figures 4 through 9 show sample screens for “Dashboard”, “Statements”, “Vehicles” and “Account” 

tabs of the HiRUC Fleet Pilot UAT or SSOT Systems. These are intuitive and understandable. 

Figure 4: Sample “Dashboard” Screen 

 

 

Figure 5: Sample “Statements” Screen Before Statements are Generated 

 

 

Figure 6: Sample “Statements” Screen After Statements are Generated 

 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of “Vehicles” Screen Before Vehicles are Added 
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Figure 8: Screenshot of “Vehicles” Screen After Vehicles are Added 

 

 

Figure 9: Screenshot of “Account” Screen 

 

 

8. Are uncommon terms/words defined or footnoted? 

File format for vehicle and odometer upload was mentioned as comma-separated values or “CSV” 

format as a footnote next to the associated upload screens. 

A term “Flagged” is used in “Vehicles” screen for some of the vehicles that are added. This term is 

defined or explained as follows:  

A flagged vehicle means that the VIN could not be decoded. Customer support will attempt 

to manually decode the VIN. If they cannot, they will reach out to you to obtain more 

information about the vehicle. 

The UAT and SSOT systems testing team did not find any other noteworthy definitions or footnotes 

on the display screens of a logged in account. However, the testing team noted that the HiRUC 

Fleet Pilot user guide provides additional definitions for terms such as “RUC” (road user charge), 

“VIN Decoder”, etc. 
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9. Is the account accessible on mobile devices? 

Yes, the account is accessible and works as expected on various mobile devices. 

10. Is help and troubleshooting support easily accessible and ready for launch? 

A “Contact Us” dialog box is available through the UAT and SSOT systems as shown in Figure 10. 

This was not working at the start of testing but was fixed in updates made by Azuga. The HiRUC 

Fleet Pilot user guide indicates: Azuga customer support is available from 08:00 AM to 5:00 PM HT. 

The phone and email forms for help and troubleshooting support are working as expected. 

Figure 10: Screenshot of “Contact Us” Dialog Box 

 
 

7.2. Software Functionality Tests 

► This section provides a listing of accounts created to test software functionality and their test 

purpose. A summary of the test results when using UAT (in “Initial” and “Pre-Launch” stages) 

and SSOT (“Pre-Launch” stage) systems is also presented with the help of screenshots, when 

needed. In case an issue was found to repeat across multiple test accounts, results or 

screenshots for only one of the test accounts is included in this report. Detailed results, output 

screens and issues identified for all test accounts were archived.  

7.2.1. Initial and Pre-Launch UAT testing 

Test Accounts Created 

► A “John Paul” Account (user experience and Initial UAT) plus Accounts 1-10 (Initial UAT 

accounts), plus Account 12 (Pre-Launch UAT account) were created. Table 4 shows the 

descriptions and purposes of UAT accounts. 

► The UAT accounts generally use real VINs, a few intentional errors were introduced to the VINs 

for testing purposes. Intentional errors are described below under Testing Purpose. The VINs 

used in testing were primarily collected from the following website: 

https://hawaiicars.com/.Additional websites were also used for heavy vehicles including: 

https://www.commercialtrucktrader.com, https://www.freightlinerofhawaii.com, and other truck 

sales websites.  

► For the UAT, in total 2,256 VINs were collected by the testing team. Of these, 2,188 vehicles 

are non-electric light vehicles, 56 are electric light vehicles, and the remaining 12 are heavy 

vehicles. The test accounts 1, 3 through 10 and 12 have non-overlapping VINs. “John Paul” 
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Account had some overlap with the remaining UAT accounts; in these cases, the VINs were not 

uploaded as they were already on Azuga’s UAT system. 

► For the UAT account number 2, 739 VINs were tested; the test failed due to a “hang” issue with 

the bulk vehicle upload file (the bulk upload simply hung, failing to complete). So, the VINs were 

re-used in other UAT tests. Azuga confirmed a performance issue in uploading more than 250-

300 vehicle or odometer values from a file and the “hang” issue will be handled through a future 

software update(s).  

► 1,825 of the 2,256 VINs were used by the end of Pre-Launch UAT. Most testing was done in the 

initial UAT. Items were re-tested in Pre-launch UAT, after the initially identified issues were 

fixed. 

Table 4: UAT Test Accounts 

TEST 
DATE 

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION TEST 
TYPE 

TEST PURPOSE 

May 12, 
2021 

John Paul 150 VINS all unique, Nickname were 
the same "A", No License Plate # 
entered, some odometer readings were 
negative, some unrealistically large, 
Hawaii County for all. 

Initial UAT Multiple 
1. No License Plate # 
2. Negative and unrealistically large 
odometer readings 

May 12, 
2021 

John Paul 150 VINS all unique, Year 2021, 
Nickname different for all, No License 
Plate # entered, Oahu entered as 
County for all instead of Honolulu. 

Initial UAT Multiple 
1. No License Plate # 
2. Negative and unrealistically large 
odometer readings 
3. Mistyped county information 

May 12, 
2021 

John Paul 150 VINS for 2020 vehicles, Nickname 
unique for all, Unique License Plate # 
entered, Maui County for all. 

Initial UAT VIN less than 17 characters 

May 12, 
2021 

John Paul 150 VINS for 2021 vehicles, 10 HV 
VINs added in the mix, Nickname 
unique for all, Unique License Plate # 
entered, Oahu used as County for 
some and Honolulu for others. 

Initial UAT Mistyped county information 

May 14, 
2021 

1 40 VINs, Bulk EVs - All Counties Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for EVs 

May 17, 
2021 

2 739 VINs, Bulk Mix of HVs and LVs & 
All Counties 

Initial UAT Due to a “System Hang Issue”, no tests 
could be performed using this account. 

May 17, 
2021 

3 186 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs – Maui Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet in Maui County 

May 18, 
2021 

4 185 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs – Honolulu Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet in Honolulu 
County 

May 19, 
2021 

5 37 VINs, Bulk Mix of HVs and LVs & All 
Counties 

Initial UAT Multiple: 
1. Vehicle Upload for Multi-County Fleet 
2. Incorrect or Missing or Repeating VIN, 
Nickname or License Plate 
3. Incorrect or Missing County of 
Registration 
4. Kahakō and ʻOkina letters in Nickname 
or License Plate or County of Registration 

May 18, 
2021 

6 114 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs – Kauai Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet in Kauai County 
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TEST 
DATE 

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION TEST 
TYPE 

TEST PURPOSE 

May 19, 
2021 

7 25 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs – Hawaii Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet in Hawaii County 

May 20, 
2021 

8 25 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs - Hawaii - 
No Final Odometer Reading or Missing 
VINs in Odometer Upload 

Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet without Final 
Odometer Reading or with missing VINs 
in Odometer Upload 

May 19, 
2021 

9 18 VINs, Bulk Any Type of Vehicle - 
Number of Characters in Nickname = 
25 

Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet with Nicknames 
= 25 Characters Long (Test Data in 
Hawaii County) 

May 19, 
2021 

10 160 VINs, Bulk Non-EV LVs - Kauai 
and Maui - Different Mix of Odometer 
Readings 

Initial UAT Vehicle Upload for Fleet with Missing or 
Impossible Initial Odometer Readings 
(including Negative or Large Initial 
Odometer Values) 

May 26, 
2021 

12 47 VINs, Bulk and Individual, All 
Counties, All Vehicle Types 

Pre-Launch 
UAT 

To test all issues identified in Initial UAT 

 

Key Test Results and Issues Identified 

► To test the system, scenarios were developed, the appropriate data and files were created and 

uploaded or entered into the system, and the results observed. The key results of the UAT and 

comparisons between the Initial and Pre-Launch UAT are summarized in the Table 5. 

Table 5: Key Test Software Functionality Results 

# QUESTION TESTED PASSED 

1 
Are both individual and bulk upload options working? 

 
Y 

2 
Is the upload taking place in a reasonable amount of time (expecting less than a minute 
under an approximately 100 Mbps internet speed)? 

Y 

3 Are there example upload files or guidance for the format of input data? 
Y 

 

4 
While uploading, are common (a reasonable set of) anticipated error situations handled 
correctly and communicated clearly? 

Y 

5 
Is the upload failure reason making sense and does it help user identify the correction 

needed? 
Y 

6 Are the RUC and fuel tax credit calculated correctly? Y 

7 
Are the statements accurate, clear and consistent with the online account? 

 
Y 

 

Detailed results are provided below:  

1. Are both individual and bulk upload options working? 

2. Is the upload taking place in a reasonable amount of time (expecting less than a minute under 
an approximately 100 Mbps internet speed)? 
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Both individual and bulk upload options were worked well for small fleet sizes (up to 180 vehicles). 

A system hang occurred with very large fleet sizes (over 700 vehicles). The largest fleet size that 

was uploaded successfully both in terms of vehicle/initial odometer reading and final odometer 

reading in the UAT is: 186 vehicles. 

3. Are there example upload files or guidance for the format of input data? 

Example vehicle and odometer files were provided for bulk upload option as shown in Figures 11 

and 12. 

Figure 11: Download Example File Link for Bulk Vehicle Upload 

 

 

Figure 12: Download Example File Link for Bulk Odometer Upload 

 

 

For individual upload option too, there is text to guide the user, as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Individual Vehicle Upload 

 

 

4. While uploading, are common (a reasonable set of) anticipated error situations handled 
correctly and communicated clearly? 

Azuga’s software reports vehicle upload failure in an online / hypertext markup language (HTML) 

tabular format (illustrated in Figure 14) as well as downloadable PDFs. 
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Figure 14: Vehicle Upload Failure Example Report 

 

 

5. Is the upload failure reason making sense and does it help user identify the correction 
needed? 

Common anticipated error situations with vehicle upload were tested and evaluated for correctness 

in error handling and clarity in communications as shown in Table 6. The Initial UAT found that the 

vehicle upload failure reasons were not always making sense, these were fixed in the updates 

made by Azuga in the Pre-Launch UAT stage. A few issues remain unresolved even at the Pre-

Launch UAT stage. These are: (1) The count of vehicles goes up after deleting and re-adding 

vehicle; re-added vehicle treated as a new vehicle. (2) There is no error handling for a very large or 

unrealistic odometer reading, which can be a result of a typographical error by the user. Incorrect 

odometer data entry can lead to incorrect RUC statement / invoice. 

Table 6: Vehicle Upload - Initial UAT and Pre-Launch UAT Test Results 

VEHICLE UPLOAD 
TEST / ISSUE 

INITIAL UAT RESULT PRE-LAUNCH UAT RESULT PASSED 

Missing VIN VIN must be exactly 17 characters. Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Y 

Less than 17 characters VIN must be exactly 17 characters. VIN values must be exactly 17 characters. Y 

More than 17 characters VIN must be exactly 17 characters. VIN values must be exactly 17 characters. Y 

Missing County of 
Registration 

Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields. 

Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Y 

Odometer Reading 
containing commas in 
double quotes 

Not tested The odometer value for 
3FA6P0HR0DR193013 is invalid. It must 
be a positive number. 

Y 

Missing Nickname Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Y 
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VEHICLE UPLOAD 
TEST / ISSUE 

INITIAL UAT RESULT PRE-LAUNCH UAT RESULT PASSED 

More than 25 Characters 
Nickname 

Nickname is limited to 25 characters. Truncated to 25 characters Y 

One character Nickname must be unique. Allowed Y 

Non-unique Nickname Nickname must be unique. Allowed Y 

Mistype County of 
Registration 

The county of registration provided is 
invalid. 

The county of registration provided is 
invalid. 

Y 

Odometer Reading 
containing commas but not 
within quotes 

Error message reads as: N/A Allowed Y 

Delete and re-add vehicle; 
Check count on dashboard 

Count goes up after deleting and re-
adding vehicle; re-added vehicle treated 
as a new vehicle. 

Count goes up after deleting and re-
adding vehicle; re-added vehicle treated 
as a new vehicle. While deleting, asking 
for last odometer reading.  

Fixed 
5/27/21 

Missing License Plate License plate must be unique. Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Y 

More than 7 characters License plate is limited to 7 characters. License plate is limited to 7 characters. Y 

Less than 7 characters License plate is limited to 7 characters. Allowed Y 

Non-unique License Plate License plate must be unique. License plate must be unique. Y 

Use of ʻOkina in County of 
Registration 

CSV does not recognize ʻOkina, converts 
to a ? The county of registration provided 
is invalid. 

CSV does not recognize ʻOkina, converts 
to a ? The county of registration provided 
is invalid.  

Waived 

Odometer Reading 
containing commas in 
single quotes 

Not tested The odometer value must be a positive 
number. 

Y 

Missing Odometer Reading Error message reads as: N/A Mandatory fields are missing. Please 
provide all the mandatory fields 

Y 

Negative Odometer 
Reading 

The odometer value must be a positive 
number. 

The odometer value must be a positive 
number. 

Y 

Text as Odometer Reading Error message reads as: N/A The odometer value must be a positive 
number. 

Y 

Very Large Odometer 
Reading; Also, Latest 
Odometer Reading less 
than Initial Odometer 
Reading. 

No handling of this error or reasonable 
checks. Expecting a change of status 
from active to processing. 

No handling of this error or 
reasonableness checks. 

Fixed 
5/27/21 

Use of Kahakō in 
Nickname 

CSV does not recognize Kahakō, 
converts to a ? 

CSV does not recognize Kahakō, converts 
to a ?  

Waived 

Electric Vehicle (EV) - 
2014 Tesla Model S 

 No upload issue; however, Fuel Tax 
Credit computed 

 No upload issue; zero Fuel Tax Credit 
computed 

Y 

Heavy-Duty Vehicle (HV) - 
2019 Freightliner 

Allowed, and often missing US EPA’s 
Miles per Gallon (MPG) 

Vehicle Gross weight is more than 15000 
pounds not allowed to upload 

Y 

Medium-Duty Vehicle (MV) 
- 2005 Ford F650 

Allowed, and often missing US EPA’s 
Miles per Gallon (MPG) 

Vehicle Gross weight is more than 15000 
pounds not allowed to upload 

Y 

 

Odometer upload failure is reported in an online / hypertext markup language (HTML) tabular 

format (illustrated in Figure 15) as well as available in downloadable PDFs. 
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Figure 15: Odometer Upload Failure Example Report 

 

 

Common anticipated error situations with odometer upload were tested and evaluated for 

correctness in error handling and clarity in communications as shown in Table 7. The main issue 

found in the Initial UAT stage is on odometer reasonableness checking. There is no error handling 

for a very large or unrealistic odometer reading. Also, when the mileage in the odometer upload file 

is missing or lower than the mileage included in the vehicle upload file, the UAT system assumes 

the final odometer is the same as the initial odometer, and computes zero RUC. The user is not 

notified on the lack of consistency between odometer readings in the vehicle upload and odometer 

upload files. More information should be collected from the user on the VINs that have unrealistic or 

missing final odometer readings or showing non-positive change between vehicle upload (initial 

odometer reading) and odometer upload (final odometer reading). 

Table 7: Odometer Upload - Initial UAT and Pre-Launch UAT Test Results 

ODOMETER 
UPLOAD 
TEST 

INITIAL UAT RESULT 
INITIAL PRE-LAUNCH UAT 
RESULT 

PASSED 

Missing VIN No test result; the error message of VIN already 
in the account superseded this test. 

Latest Odometer assumed as same as Initial 
Odometer for missing VIN. 

Fixed 
5/27/21 

More than 17 
characters 

Since vehicle upload for such a vehicle with VIN 
more than 17 characters will fail, the error 
message for odometer upload indicates the 
vehicle is not in the account. 

Since vehicle upload for such a vehicle with 
VIN more than 17 characters will fail, the 
error message for odometer upload indicates 
the vehicle is not in the account. 

Y 

Missing Odometer 
Reading 

No test result; the error message of VIN already 
in the account superseded this test. 

Odometer reading missing error message is 
generated. Latest Odometer assumed as 
same as Initial Odometer. 

Fixed 
5/27/21 

Negative 
Odometer 
Reading 

No test result; the error message of VIN already 
in the account superseded this test. 

Invalid odometer value (must be a positive 
integer value). Assumes the latest odometer 
to be the same as the initial odometer. 

Fixed 
5/27/21 

Final Odometer 
Reading less than 
Initial Odometer 
Reading 

Odometer should be greater than previous 
odometer reading. Assumes the latest odometer 
to be the same as the initial odometer. 

Odometer should be greater than previous 
odometer reading. Assumes the latest 
odometer to be the same as the initial 
odometer. 

Fixed 
5/27/21 
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ODOMETER 
UPLOAD 
TEST 

INITIAL UAT RESULT 
INITIAL PRE-LAUNCH UAT 
RESULT 

PASSED 

Very Large 
Odometer 
Reading 

No handling of this error or reasonableness 
checks.  

No handling of this error or reasonableness 
checks.  

Fixed 
5/27/21 

Electric Vehicle 
(EV) - 2014 Tesla 
Model S 

No upload issue; however, Fuel Tax Credit 
computed for electric vehicle. 

 No upload issue; zero Fuel Tax Credit 
computed for electric vehicle. 

Y 

 

6. Are the RUC and fuel tax credit calculated correctly? 

Based on a comparison of dashboard and calculated miles driven, fuel used, RUC and fuel tax, the 

testing team found differences in Maui and Honolulu Counties and only in terms of RUC and fuel 

tax in the Initial UAT stage. Azuga confirmed that there was an error in the RUC and fuel tax rates 

for Maui and Honolulu counties. These were fixed in updates made by Azuga and re-checked by 

the test team.  

7. Are the statements accurate, clear and consistent with the online account? 

The statements generated by Azuga were confirmed to be accurate, clear and consistent with the 

online account for all counties. 

Figure 16: Initial UAT Dashboard Reported versus Calculated Metrics, Maui County 

 

7.2.2. Pre-Launch SSOT 

The purpose of the pre-launch SSOT was to validate changes on the actual production system. 

Table 8 provides descriptions and purposes of SSOT accounts. 

For the SSOT account number 15, 638 and 504 VINs collected during the Initial UAT were tested; 

both tests failed due to an upload system hang. So, the VINs were re-used in the Pre-Launch UAT. 

Azuga confirmed a performance issue in uploading more than 250-300 vehicle or odometer values 

from a file and the system hang for large files will be handled through a future software update(s). 
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For the SSOT account number 16, Hawaii DOT provided to the testing team five (5) additional VINs 

with real locations in Hawaii. Four of these were tested for bulk upload and one of them was tested 

for individual upload. 

Table 8: SSOT Accounts and Their Purpose 

TEST DATE ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION TEST 
TYPE 

TEST PURPOSE 

May 24, 2021 15 634 and 504 VINs, Bulk and 
Individual, All Counties, All Vehicle 
Types 

Pre-Launch 
SSOT Site 

Test large size fleet vehicle 
and odometer upload on 
SSOT system 

May 26, 2021 16 5 VINs, Bulk and Individual, All 

Counties, Real Vehicle Locations 
SSOT Site  Test VINs provided by Hawaii 

DOT on SSOT system 

 

The key results of SSOT are as follows: 

► Both individual and bulk upload options worked well and the upload time was very short (a few 

seconds). 

► Similar to the UAT system, the SSOT system provided example bulk vehicle and odometer 

upload files. The SSOT system too had suggestive text for individual vehicle upload. 

► While performing the bulk vehicle upload, the SSOT failed to upload one vehicle (nickname = 

653) which included a non-allowed VIN character among I, O, Q or special character. The error 

message is correct and communicated clearly. The result is shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 17: SSOT Bulk Upload Failed Vehicles List 

 
 

► One of the vehicles (nickname = 742) was uploaded but “flagged” as missing US EPA MPG and 

status is set to processing as shown in Figure 18. This also made sense. 
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Figure 18: SSOT Account 16 Bulk Upload Succeeded Vehicles Result 

 

 

► The single vehicle individual upload and odometer upload were also performed successfully 

using the information provided by Hawaii DOT. 

► RUC and fuel tax provided on the “Dashboard” screen (see Figure 19) were verified to be 

correct, and the statement generated was found to be accurate, clear and consistent with the 

“Dashboard” (see Figure 20). 

Figure 19: SSOT Account 16 Dashboard 

 

 

Figure 20: SSOT Account 16 Statement 

 

 

No issues were identified based on the SSOT except the system hang issue with large fleet upload. 
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7.2.3. Remaining Issues List and Launch 

The following outstanding issues were identified by the testing team and were fixed by Azuga 

through software updates and re-tested by the Test Team: 

► When vehicles are deleted and re-added, the deleted vehicle is still being counted towards the 

total count of vehicles on the dashboard (fixed).  

► Reasonableness checks on uploaded mileage were added 

► Improved notification for missing / negative odometer  

a. When the second odometer upload has a missing or negative odometer, the user gets an 

error, and the initial odometer is used as the default value. This amounts to a zero change in 

mileage or a zero RUC, which is correct. However, on the vehicle form display, no further 

message is given to indicate that the odometer is missing. Ideally, such a message would 

be given. It is noted that for the purposes of this pilot, vehicles will be considered to be 

compliant so long as any second odometer value is given. 

b. If a line in an upload file does not contain a VIN, but does contain an odometer value, no 

error is given. Ideally, all lines would either be completely blank, contain useful values and 

some form of user notification. 

► The Contact Us button on the SSOT server not working was resolved by Azuga on May 28, 

2021 (Friday). 

Based on the UAT and SSOT results, the testing team made the decision on May 26, 2021 

(Wednesday) to launch the HiRUC Fleet Pilot. 
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8. Testing Lessons Learned and Recommendations 

Following E2E and SSOT Testing the following observations and recommendation were made: 

► Distinguishing between public/private/off-road can be difficult without a ‘golden map’, a digital 

map that contains all the correct designation of road type (public/private/off) for all roads. This 

was not achievable during E2E Testing with the current mapping applications. Preliminary 

research by the project team revealed that not all counties in Hawaii make a database of public 

vs. private roads available. The ability to distinguish between public and non-public roads is one 

of the main reasons for providing a GPS-enabled device to lessen the impact of RUC. Azuga 

updated the algorithms used for the TTD to the best available API for the HiRUC TTD. 

Research into the ability to distinguish public vs. non-public travel continues. 

► The advertisement of value-added services to participants is challenging. For many participants, 

there is high interest in value added services and gamification. However, as these value-added 

services are not core to RUC, some participants in prior RUC pilots expressed a preference for 

value-added services to be opt-in only. The result of requiring opt-in for the value-added 

services is that the value-added services inadvertently became more hidden and less used. 

They required another step to toggle on, were less obvious within the app and website, and so 

many participants were never aware of and never enabled them. This meant that many 

participants did not get the full experience of the expected production version of the Azuga 

Insight mobile app and their feedback was limited to the basic RUC experience. As a result of 

this finding, per request, Azuga added an email notification about Premium Features two weeks 

after enrollment if the participant has yet to enable premium features. The email resulted in a 

modest increase in enablement. 

► E2E testing highlighted the importance of having project team members on the ground in Hawaii 

during early stage testing. The testing benefited from having Test Team members as well as a 

representative from the Vendor present during at least part of the E2E testing. This physical 

presence afforded the Test Team the opportunity to test and query elements of the Vendor’s 

solution and receive immediate response and action. With any globally distributed project group, 

there is value in bringing the different representatives of the project together for Testing to 

ensure cohesion and speed of response. Time differences would otherwise render the fix 

resolution process too onerous and time-consuming.  

► The use of the necessary sandbox environments (AppHost) for both Apple iOS and Android 

apps—by which users can download the apps before they are available in the respective app 

stores—was confusing and cumbersome for Test participants and distracted from feedback on 

the core enrollment process. Participants expressed some frustration which was reflected in the 

feedback. For future pilots, a more clearly documented process and better communication may 

mitigate this when the mobile app to be tested is not yet publicly available. When possible, apps 

should be available in the App Store and Google Play.  

► When a previously developed customer-facing solution, (be it a website or mobile app), is being 

reused for a new project, the customization of the system for the new project must be detailed 
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and thorough, and the completed system should be thoroughly reviewed by the project team. 

Conducting a solution walkthrough and requirements clarification kick-off helped the team get 

synched up quickly. Azuga’s detailed RTM produced for the kick-off, which linked the HiRUC 

requirements to the ODOT requirements from the project for which Azuga developed the 

system, facilitated discussions around the amount of customization that was needed for the 

project. It is inevitable that elements of the design for the prior pilot slip through and additional 

customization be needed. The more time is available for thorough testing, the better.  

► Because one of the most important aspects of mileage reporting is distance accuracy, distance 

accuracy testing must occur early in testing. Testing should be conducted locally, with the 

device hardware, firmware and software that will be deployed. As PIDs were not originally 

designed for RUC, RUC specific requirements should be developed to ensure that the level of 

accuracy meets RUC needs. 

► Error handling is needed for all interfaces between systems developed by different 

organizations. Even if an interface is working correctly, the interface may change in unexpected 

ways that can lead to a failure such as a timeout that leads to the interface not working.  

 Specifically, it is important to have a system in place to monitor the reminders sent by SMS 

text message for the OdoFoto methods. The monitoring system ensures participants receive 

timely notifications and reminders that helps them comply with the mileage reporting cycle. A 

monitoring system allows the systems operator to be proactive and re-send missed 

notifications for participants to be reminded in time to submit their readings before the 

reporting deadline. In the absence of such a monitoring system, the pilot or program runs 

the risk of low compliance from Odofoto participants.  

► RUC statement format and layout are vital elements of pilot projects. Creating good statements 

is resource intensive. Especially when the statement serves as an outreach tool for exploring a 

new concept with users, creating good statements requires great system flexibility. Statement 

design should therefore be part of system requirements and specifications so the system 

provider can plan for the necessary system adjustments to deliver the desired statement design. 

The risk of leaving the statement design to the end, i.e. after the entire RUC system has been 

designed, is that statement design could be relegated to a technical or functional deliverable 

instead of being considered as a key communication artifact.  

► Hawaii has many private roads and special addresses. Azuga typically delivers plug-in devices 

through package delivery services. However, for these special addresses, Azuga had to handle 

deliveries differently, through use of the U.S. postal service. 

► Developing software for the exploding number of web and mobile platforms (phones, tablets, 

browsers, etc.) is extremely challenging and time consuming. It requires both development and 

test teams to have many test tools to ensure that most users have a smooth experience. As a 

safety net, communications and responsive, well-trained customer service are key to handle the 

exceptions and legacy systems. 
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► Any change in hardware merits thorough retesting. Azuga began the project with a relatively 

new hardware variant of their plug in device, with a new 4G cellular modem, needed because 

3G systems are becoming unavailable in many states. While this device had been thoroughly 

tested by the manufacturer, and further tested by Azuga, it was found during SSOT that some 

miles went missing, which was discovered to be due to a change in the firmware caused by the 

switch to the 4G cellular modem. This issue was resolved through a firmware upgrade but 

illustrates the need for very thorough regression testing when hardware is updated. 

► Fleet operators need a method to not only do bulk uploads but to work with individual vehicles. 

Confirmation of upload success and/or errors for both methods and individual vehicle status 

needs to be clear to ensure that operators can ensure compliance without needing to call 

Customer Service to get additional details. 
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

ConOps Concept of Operations

Demonstration Project The HiRUC Demonstration, including both parts 1 
and 2 

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information 
Technology 

GPS Global Positioning Systems 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked 
with recruiting Demonstration Participants, verifying 
the correct computation of road usage charges, 
and performing any compliance activities 
recommended by HDOT

MRM Mileage Reporting Method 

OBDII On Board Diagnostics standard, version 2

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

RUC Road Usage Charge

VIN Vehicle Identification Number
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1. Overview
This document extends the Concept of Operations (ConOps) that was developed for Part 1 of a demonstration 
road usage charge system for Hawaii (HiRUC). This ConOps serves as a basis for the development of the 
automated distance reporting elements of the demonstration system.

A ConOps is often the first systems engineering document produced in a systems development process, with the 
intent of completely describing all system functionality in a non-technical way. A ConOps supports discussions 
among stakeholders – discussions that should lead to agreement on major design decisions before implementation 
details are decided. The relationship of the ConOps to other demonstration elements is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Place of the Concept of Operations in HiRUC system development

This ConOps describes how various system users and demonstration stakeholders will interact with the HiRUC 
demonstration systems. It includes descriptions of high-level functionality but does not include detailed system 
specifications or describe the interfaces between systems in technical terms. Nothing in the ConOps should be 
interpreted to contradict anything in the other specification documents—the other documents (System 
Requirements, Interface Control, Business Rules, are the documents that govern the system definition.
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The ConOps is a living document that should be updated as final design decisions are made. The ConOps should 
also be revisited once the demonstration is operational to ensure it reflects lessons-learned from the 
implementation and launch phases of the project.

1.1. Demonstration Description
Part 2 of the HiRUC demonstration project is intended to test a methodology for assessing a road usage charge on 
passenger vehicles using primarily non-state assets, including private sector account managers and commercially-
available technologies that partly automate periodic mileage reporting. Unlike Part 1, which leverages the data 
collection performed during the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) process (locally referred to as “safety 
checks”), the Part 2 reporting methods are not reliant on PMVI. They do, however, require motorists to actively 
engage in RUC-specific reporting activities or install after-market equipment in their vehicles.

1.2. Goals and Objectives of the HiRUC Demonstration
The goals of Part 2 are the same as for Part 1. The HiRUC demonstration project has the following goals:

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work
► Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC
► Determine level of public acceptance of the RUC concept when it is demonstrated in Hawaii
► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax revenues
► Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial).
The objectives of Part 2 of the demonstration project are to:

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of the RUC system based on low-tech and high-
tech mileage reporting methods 

► Test mileage reporting options and frequency for drivers for whom the annual, PMVI-based process is 
unsuitable (e.g., those who accrue significant off-road mileage or for whom more frequent payments are easier 
to manage)

► Test an open system design that is technology neutral and potentially allows entry of multiple service 
providers, and use of various methods and technologies for collecting and reporting road usage charge 

► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners under a private service 
provider configuration

► Provide vehicle owners with mileage reporting method options and evaluate the user experience and response 
to the different methods

► Assess viability and operational-effectiveness of each mileage reporting method through measurable outputs
► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be leveraged to support RUC
► Understand the marginal costs associated with a private-sector-managed RUC system
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► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system under a private service provider configuration; demonstrate 
transparency/auditability of such a system; identify corresponding issues and provide a quantitative base for 
recommendations

► Encourage engagement and elicit further feedback from end users interacting with the system to collect 
information on level of understanding and acceptance of RUC under a private service provider configuration.

In addition, Part 1 and Part 2 of the demonstration have the joint objectives of:

► Increasing the public’s awareness of and familiarity with the RUC concept
► Assessing acceptability of various mileage reporting methods to the public
► Assessing public preferences for RUC design such frequency of RUC payments.
The HiRUC ConOps is presented in six sections, including this overview, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Organization of the Concept of Operations

The system described in this document is designed to support the goals and objectives of the Hawaii Road Usage 
Charge Demonstration. It will: 

► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be 
leveraged to support RUC by:

► Testing various technology-enabled mileage reporting methods (supported by 
Demonstration Participants recruited for the project, referred to as Participants in the 
rest of this document)

► Providing RUC account services and optionally some value-added services, though a private-sector partner 
(Service Provider)

► Computing fuel tax and road usage charges according to policy orientations 
► Generating Road Usage Reports for vehicles on a periodic basis that is more frequent than possible for PMVI-

based driving reports
► Sending Road Usage Reports to registered vehicle owners 
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► Promote understanding and familiarity with RUC by:
► Providing a hands-on demonstration
► Providing user-choice in mileage reporting methods
► Providing a “non-government” account management option
► Supporting simple, cohesive and seamless end-user processes 
► Supporting consistent communications with end users 
► Conforming to data privacy and security policy guidelines 
► Offering excellent customer service
► Encourage engagement and elicit feedback from registered vehicles owners receiving an invoice by:

 Providing support through the service provider, demonstration website and support 
email

 Identifying, and when possible resolving, difficulties encountered by registered vehicle 
owners 

 Identify and enable policy analysis of both financial and public acceptance topics by:

 Collecting data on the public’s level of RUC understanding and acceptance through 
surveys

 Collecting and consolidating fuel tax and mileage consumption data

 Reconciling demonstration data to identify inconsistencies

 Analyzing and reporting on demonstration data Road Usage Reports.
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2. The HiRUC (Part 2) Ecosystem
Part 2 of the HiRUC project involves interactions between several 
components, among them:

► Participants, the subset of drivers who sign up with the project 
and select a technology-enabled option for reporting their 
mileage on a periodic basis

► Stakeholders such as drivers and vehicle owners, PMVI 
inspectors, HDOT, City and County of Honolulu Department of 
Information Technology, Department of Taxation, and Counties

► Administrative components, including the demonstration 
administration team

► Technical components, including the PMVI system, the state’s vehicle registration system, and the HiRUC 
databases and software components

2.1. Participants
As illustrated in Figure 3, participants are at the center of the 
HiRUC ecosystem. A small subset of volunteer Hawaii 
drivers will be recruited to test the various automated 
reporting options during Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration. 
These Participants will be asked to:

► Select a technology-enabled mileage reporting method
► Based on the method they choose, either:

 Install a small mileage-reporting device in their car 

 Periodically take photos of their odometer (using their 
smartphone’s camera) and submit the photo via a 
smartphone app

 Enable distance-reporting in their vehicle’s telematics 
system

 Review the Road Usage Reports they receive (on a 
monthly basis) and provide feedback about the 
demonstration.

2.2. Stakeholders
Stakeholders are individuals and organizations that will be impacted by both the conduct and the outcome of the 
demonstration. Among the key stakeholders in HiRUC are:

► Drivers
► Vehicle owners

Figure 3: Relationship of the components 
of the HiRUC (Part 2) Ecosystem
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► HDOT
► Department of Taxation
► City and County of Honolulu DIT
► Federal Highway Administration
► Hawaii County
► Kauai County
► Maui County
► Molokai County

2.3. Administrative Components
Unlike Part 1 of the demonstration, where the bulk of administrative activities (identifying vehicles that should 
receive Road Usage Reports, maintaining vehicle records, collecting mileage data) occur through either county 
DMVs, DIT, or PMVI, Part 2’s administrative activities will occur primarily at the Service Provider. The Service 
Provider is a private-sector entity that will:

► Maintain vehicle account information, including type of vehicle, EPA-estimate MPG ratings, owner name and 
mailing address, and other information

► Collect mileage data through the mileage reporting method it provides to demonstration participants
► Calculate RUC-charges
► Calculate or estimate gas-taxes paid
► Provide customer service
As with Part 1, additional administrative functions will be conducted by the HiRUC Administration, which will create 
Road Usage Reports based on data provided by the Service Providers, provide general, non-technical customer 
service via hiruc.org, and solicit feedback from Participants via surveys.

2.4. Technical Components
► HiRUC Part 2 includes a number of technology components that support the activities of the Service Provider, 

HiRUC Administration, and Participants. These will include a combination of:
► GNSS (GPS) receivers
► Native automaker telematics
► After-market telematics systems, such as OBDII plug-in devices
► Smartphone apps or camera-equipped mobile phones 
► HiRUC Demonstration databases and cloud applications
► Service Provider databases and customer-support systems
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3. The Operational Concepts
Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration uses a private-sector service 
provider and technology-enabled mileage reporting to collect 
information about the distance a vehicle has travelled in Hawaii. 
Service provider databases along with software tools developed 
specifically for the demonstration determine distance driven and 
estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid. Based on this data, Road 
Usage Reports are prepared for enrolled vehicles and emailed to the 
vehicle owner. 

Unlike the manual distance reporting that is tested in Part 1 of the 
demonstration, the overall concept for Part 2 requires drivers or vehicle 

owners to create a “RUC account” with a service provider and either install devices in their cars, periodically report 
odometer readings using a smartphone app or camera-equipped mobile phones, or enable their vehicle’s 
telematics system to report distance driven1. The design of the system requires drivers to form a new relationship 
with a Service Provider but they will experience no changes at the way they interact with their local Department of 
Motor Vehicles (DMV) or PMVI. They will receive a Road Usage Report by email and will be encouraged to provide 
feedback about their impressions of the report and the RUC concept.

No changes to vehicle 
registration or renewal

No changes to driving No changes to PMVI

NEW: Create an account with 
a Service Provider

NEW: Use technology-
enabled devices to report 
distance driven

NEW: Receive a Road 
Usage Report by email

NEW: Provide feedback to 
the demonstration team.

At a high level, participants in the Part 2 demonstration will perform the activities illustrated in Figure 4.

1 The final demonstration design will include a subset of the operational concepts described in this section.
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Figure 4: Participant Journey Through the Demonstration

HiRUC Part 2 will feature a single commercial service provider that offers multiple mileage reporting methods to 
Participants. Participants will be able to select the method of their choice in Step 2 above. The full range of 
possible mileage reporting methods is described below. 

3.1. Mileage Reporting Methods
Participants for the Part 2 demonstration will have the choice to select from a variety of methods for reporting 
mileage. The demonstration will include options for both fully-automated mileage reporting as well as an option that 
requires periodic action on the part of the Participant. The options available during the demonstration will depend 
on the technical offerings of the selected Service Provider, and the specific options available to each Participant 
will depend on the vehicle they choose to enroll in the demonstration. The full range of mileage reporting methods 
anticipated for the demonstration is illustrated in Figure 5, but it is anticipated only three of the four methods 
illustrated will be offered.
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Figure 5: Mileage Reporting Methods

3.1.1. Fully Automated Reporting Methods
The fully-automated reported methods are those that require no user interaction once the initial set-up is 
completed. The demonstration anticipates offering two fully-automated reporting methods from among the three 
illustrated in Figure 5. Mileage Reporting Method 1 (OBDII plug-in device with location awareness) will be offered 
for eligible vehicles. Depending on the technical capabilities of the vendor selected as Service Provider, either 
Mileage Reporting Method 2a (OBDII plug-in device without location awareness) or Mileage Reporting Method 2b 
(native vehicle telematics) will also be offered.

 The OBDII plug-in device with location awareness will be a core offering during the 
demonstration. This mileage reporting method utilizes a small device that plugs into a 
vehicles on-board diagnostic port. These diagnostic ports are widely found in model year 
1996 and newer passenger vehicles. The device communicates with the vehicle’s 
internal computer to collect data about vehicle performance. Depending on the exact 
make and model of car, the device may be able to read distance travelled and fuel 

consumption. The particular type of device used in this option also contains a cellular modem for sending data to 
the Service Provider and a GPS chipset, which is used to determine the vehicle’s location. 

If a participant selects this option, they will receive the plug-in device in the mail. They must then plug it into the 
vehicle. The devices typically self-initiate and begin collecting data within a few minutes. The Service Provider will 
provide installation and trouble-shooting support through their customer service lines. Once installed, the 
Participant typically will not have any further interaction with the device for the duration of the demonstration. 
Exceptions include:

► Re-installing the device if it is removed during vehicle servicing (mechanics use the same port to perform 
engine diagnostics)

► Re-installing the device if it is accidentally removed
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► Removing the device and installing a new one if the Service Provider detects device failure (this is rare).
This mileage reporting method is offered for the following reasons:

1. It allows Participants to receive Road Usage Reports at more frequent intervals than is possible under the 
Part 1 demonstration design (which produces annual Driving Reports)

It allows Participants to have off-road and private-road mileage deducted from the RUC calculation. This may be 
important for farmers and others who drive significant distances on private land

2. It allows Participants who drive out of state to deduct non-Hawaii mileage from their total. While this is not 
as common for residents of Hawaii as residents of other states, it certainly does occur.

The demonstration may offer the option of an OBDII plug-in device that does not have 
GPS capabilities. The mechanics of receiving and installing the device are identical to 
those for Mileage Reporting Method 1. The only difference between Mileage Reporting 
Method 2a and Mileage Reporting Method 1 is that the device used for 2a does not 
have a GPS chipset, so it cannot determine a vehicle’s location.

Either this mileage reporting method or Mileage Reporting Method 2b will be offered. It is anticipated that Mileage 
Reporting Method 2b will not provide location data to the Service Provider. Note that any service provider that is 
able to provide native vehicle telematics with location data is encouraged to do so. 

If the Service Provider selected offers a good, cost-effective technical solution for 
reporting miles driven using a vehicle’s native telematics system, Mileage Reporting 
Method 2b may be offered instead of Mileage Reporting Method 2a. 

“Native” vehicle telematics are those in-vehicle (original equipment) systems that 
combine computing and telecommunications capabilities to send vehicle data to 
automakers. Examples include OnStar, Hyundai Blue Link, and Audi Connect. 

This reporting method does not require Participants to install any new hardware into their vehicles, but it does 
require them to take action to link their vehicle’s telematics account with the Service Provider. The exact steps will 
vary depending on the Service Provider’s offering and the automaker. As with both OBDII plug-in options, the 
Service Provider will provide set-up and trouble-shooting support through their customer service lines.

It is anticipated that only one of the 2a and 2b solutions will be offered since both share many characteristics, 
including:

Both allow creation of Road Usage Reports orts more frequently than the annual cycle demonstrated in Part 1

Neither provide location data to the Service Provider or HiRUC Demonstration administration

Both allow fully-automated mileage reporting that does not require driver action (once the reporting method is set 
up).
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Because neither 2a nor 2b reports location (GPS) data to the Service Provider, off-road, private-road, and out-of-
state miles are not deducted from the RUC calculation on the Road Usage Report. In this way, but 2a and 2b are 
similar to the Part 1 demonstration. 

3.1.2. User-Initiated Reporting Methods
In addition to the fully-automated reporting methods, one user-initiated (but technology-
supported) option will also be offered. The Service Provider will offer Participants the 
option to submit odometer images on a periodic basis using their mobile phone 
camera2. The images will be submitted using either the Service Provider’s smartphone 
app or a web service3. This option may be attractive to Participants who do not wish to 
install any equipment into their vehicles. It is also the only option available to drivers of 

cars manufactured prior to 1996 and some models of plug-in electric cars4.

As with both Mileage Reporting Method 2a and 2b, this reporting option does not provide any capability to deduct 
off-road, private-road, or out of state mileage. It does, however, provide an option for more frequent Road Usage 
Reports than the annual cycle established in Part 1.

3.2. Key Considerations

This section briefly describes technical and operational considerations that are important for understanding how 
the demonstration will function. These include:

► Timing of distance calculation
► Timing of Driving Report creation
► Vehicle compatibility with various mileage reporting methods
► Data availability for gas tax estimates
► Road Usage Reports
► Technologies available for reporting distance driven (mileage reporting methods)
► Exemptions for off-road mileage.

3.2.1. Timing of Distance Calculations
Part of the rationale for Part 2 of the demonstration is to offer options to drivers for whom Part 1 
(PMVI-based reporting) is unsuitable, either because it does not support automated exemptions for 
driving outside the Hawaii public road network or because a single annual RUC payment may 
present a financial hardship. 

Since a goal of the demonstration is to help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge 
would work and gauge their response to the policy, a fairly consistent length of time is desirable 

2 The preferred technology configuration uses a smartphone camera and app to report odometer readings. Depending on the selected 
Service Provider’s technical offerings, it is possible this reporting will take place through a webpage rather than an app. In this case, any 
mobile phone with web connectivity and a camera could be used. This option is less preferred because it requires more action on the part of 
the Participant.
3 The exact method of taking and submitting the odometer photo will depend on the technical design of the vendor selected as Service 
Provider. 
4 These vehicle populations do not have OBDII ports.
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for distance calculation from vehicle to vehicle. In Part 2, the most automated methods (OBDII plug-in devices) 
report distance driven on a continual basis, so distance calculation could occur daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or 
annually. For demonstration purposes, anyone selecting an OBDII option will receive Road Usage Reports on a 
monthly basis. 

The native telematics option, if offered, could generate Road Usage Reports on a monthly or quarterly basis. The 
frequency will be determined based on the Service Provider’s technical solution (if a native telematics solution is 
offered). 

The photo-based odometer-reporting app requires drivers to actively submit data to their Service Provider. It is 
unrealistic to expect drivers to do this more often than quarterly. 

So, throughout Part 2 the timing of distance calculations and subsequent mailing of Road Usage Reports may vary 
– monthly for the most automated methods5 and quarterly for the least automated methods.

3.2.2. Timing of Road Usage Report Creation
It is envisioned that Road Usage Reports will be created in batches, as new distance data becomes available from 
the Service Provider. As such, some time (up to a week) may elapse between the period covered on the Road 
Usage Report and a driver’s receipt of their Road Usage Report by email. This should not be a major concern 
since consumers are used to receiving invoices and bills such as utility bills and credit card statements days or 
weeks after the period covered by the statement.

3.2.3. Vehicle Compatibility With Various Mileage Reporting Methods
Older passenger vehicles (those manufactured before 1996) may not have an on-board diagnostic port compatible 
with the OBDII plug-in devices used in Mileage Reporting Method 1 and Mileage Reporting Method 2a. Only newer 
cars (2015 and newer) are widely equipped with native telematics, and not all telematics systems will be 
compatible with the Service Provider’s technology solution (option 2b). As such, the variety of options available to a 
given Participant will depend on the vehicle they enroll. The Service Provider will evaluate each vehicle in real-time 
during demonstration account creation and inform the Participant of the mileage reporting options available for their 
particular vehicle.

3.2.4. Data availability for gas tax estimates
The estimated amount of gas taxes paid will be determined based on:

1. EPA-estimated city/highway combined MPG rating, which will be identified using the vehicle’s 
VIN – OR – fuel consumption calculated from data reported by an in-vehicle device

2. Total distance driven, based on data reported by either in-vehicle technology or smartphone app

3. (possibly) County in which the vehicle is registered. 

Because the distance driven is the total over a period of time, with no indication of the split between highway 
driving and in-town driving, and because driver behavior can dramatically impact fuel 

5 Depending on the value added services proposed by the selected Service Provider, it is possible drivers will have access to near-real time 
distance reports via a website or smartphone app. However, “official” distance calculations would occur only the defined period – likely 
monthly.
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economy, the gas tax estimates will have different degrees of accuracy from driver to driver, vehicle to vehicle.

3.2.5. Road Usage Reports
The Road Usage Reports will be emailed to vehicle owners as a means of engaging people with RUC policy and 
soliciting their opinions and feedback. RURs will be checked for accuracy and that the data used to create a Road 
Usage Report is robust and complete. 

3.2.6. Technologies Available for Reporting Distance Driven (Mileage Reporting Methods)
► OBD-II with GPS (Mileage Reporting Method 1)
► Once installed, completely automated reporting – no driver action required
► Allows automated exemptions for off-road, private-road, and non-Hawaii mileage
► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process
► OBD-II without GPS (possible – Mileage Reporting Method 2a)
► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process
► Once installed, completely automated reporting – no driver action required
► Native telematics (possible – Mileage Reporting Method 2b)
► Built-in to vehicle, no additional hardware
► Once activated, completely automated reporting – no driver action required
► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process
► Could eventually allow automated exemptions for off-road mileage, but not within the timeframe of the HiRUC 

Demonstration
► Smartphone app or camera-equipped mobile phone (odophoto – Mileage Reporting Method 3)
► Requires periodic driver activity (must take and send odophoto)
► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process demonstrated in Part 1
► Does not provide automated exemption for off-road mileage

3.2.7. Exemptions for Off-road Mileage
► Requires use of good digital maps
► Requires a documented process for contesting mileage allocations (on-road and off-road)
► Requires documented process for updating digital maps

3.3. Technical Summary of the Mileage Reporting Methods
Table 1 through Table 4 summarize the technical features of each of the mileage reporting methods deployed in 
the Technology Test Drive.
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Table 1: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #1 (OBD-II Plug-in Device with GPS)

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for distance driven on public roads
 County rate varies by county in which miles are driven (tbd)

Distance reporting method: Data collected by in-vehicle device 

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants by: Service Provider

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. distance 
driven, VIN) from Service Provider to HiRUC:

Secure API 

Frequency of data updates from Service Provider to 
HiRUC Administration:

Monthly 

Frequency of Road Usage Reports Monthly

Target vehicle population: Model Year 1996 and newer vehicles

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 9 Road Usage Reports)

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses.

Table 2: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Methods #2a (OBD-II Plug-in Device Without GPS)

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven
 County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (tbd)

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device 

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants by: Service Provider

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. distance 
driven, VIN) from Service Provider to HiRUC:

Secure API 

Frequency of data updates from Service Provider to 
HiRUC Administration:

Monthly 

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Monthly

Target vehicle population: Model Year 1996 and newer vehicles

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 9 Road Usage Reports)

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses.
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Table 3: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #2b (Native Automaker Telematics)

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven
 County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (if location is 

not detected) (tbd)

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device 

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants by: Service Provider

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. distance 
driven, VIN) from Service Provider to HiRUC:

Secure API 

Frequency of data updates from Service Provider to 
HiRUC Administration:

Monthly or Quarterly 

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Monthly or Quarterly

Target vehicle population: Late-model vehicles with native telematics that are compatible with the 
Service Provider solution

Expected duration: 9 months

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses.

Table 4: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #3 (Odometer Photo Submitted via Smartphone App)

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven
 County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (tbd)

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device 

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants by: Service Provider

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. distance 
driven, VIN) from Service Provider to HiRUC:

Secure API 

Frequency of data updates from Service Provider to 
HiRUC Administration:

Monthly 

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Quarterly

Target vehicle population: TBD

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 3 Road Usage Reports)

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data
Compiled survey responses.
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4. System Overview
Figure 6 illustrates the HiRUC Automated RUC Test Drive System (Part 
2) system. 

Beginning at the left of the diagram, demonstration Participants (in their 
volunteered vehicles) drive on the road network.

Participants’ distance driven is reported to their Service Provider using 
the technology-enabled reporting method selected by the Participant. 

Periodically, the Service Provider sends data to the HiRUC 
Administration, which combines the data – according to Charging Policy 

– and creates Road Usage Reports. The Road Usage Reports are then emailed to the vehicle owner by the 
Service Provider. 

Finally, the vehicle owner provides feedback about the charging policy to the project via on-line surveys, telephone 
calls, or public meetings.

Figure 6: HiRUC (Part 2) Overview

4.1. Functional Elements of HiRUC Part 2
The HiRUC Demonstration (Part 2) system contains the following functional elements, which are summarized in 
Figure 7:
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► Account management – Participants will establish accounts with the Service Provider (one account per 
Participant, one or more vehicles may be registered under the single account depending on final demonstration 
design). Service Providers are responsible for Part 2 account management. 

► As part of account management, the Service Provider will perform the following functions:

 Provide a web-based portal that allows participants to create an account and register vehicles for the 
demonstration

 Provide a web-based portal that allows participants to modify account information (e.g., change address) 
during the demonstration

 Determine (via a VIN lookup service) the mileage reporting method(s) a particular vehicle is eligible for

 Provide customer service support by phone and email

 Distribute mileage reporting technology (when applicable)

 Mail plug-in devices for Mileage Reporting Methods 1 and 2a

 Provide account/data access instructions for Mileage Reporting Method 2b

 Distribute the odometer photo app or manage photo submission via website for Mileage Reporting 
Methods 3

 Un-enroll participants from the demonstration, either voluntarily (e.g., participant moves out of state) or for 
noncompliance with demonstration terms

 Retrieve devices

 As part of account management, the participant will perform the following steps:

 Create an account using the Service Provider’s website

 Enroll one or more vehicles under the account

 Select a mileage reporting method (operational concept) 

 Set up the mileage reporting method for their vehicle(s)

 RUC Processing – the RUC processing functions enable the HiRUC system to calculate RUC and 
estimate gas tax paid. 

► As part of RUC processing, the HiRUC mileage reporting methods will:

 Declare mileage (via odophoto)

 Detect mileage (via OBDII plugin or telematics)

 Send mileage to Service Provider

 The Service Provider’s systems will:

 Record transaction data
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 Reconcile usage to on-road or off-road (if supported by reporting method)

 Calculate RUC due

 Estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid

 Report mileage and fuel consumption to HiRUC Admin for use in Road Usage Report creation

 Road Usage Report Creation – the HiRUC system will create standard Road Usage Reports. 

► Under this group of functions, the HiRUC Admin will:

 Receive mileage and fuel consumption data from RUC processing

 Process transaction data

 Send processed data to the Road Usage Report Generator6

 The Road Usage Report Generator will

 Create and store road usage reports

 Make Road Usage Reports available to Service Providers for distribution (via email) to account holders

► The Service Provider will:

 Retrieve Road Usage Reports (either files or links)

 Distribute Road Usage Reports to participants via email and make available online via Participant account

► Pilot System Management – the demonstration system management consists of the HiRUC Administration. 
This team has responsibility for the following functions:

 Manage stakeholder communications

 Customer service

 Identify and recruit potential participants

 Ensure compliance with demonstration design

 Manage system performance

 Evaluate and measure operational performance

6 This is described as the “RUR Generator Subsystem” in the System Requirements Specification
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Figure 7: System Activity Summary
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5. Usage Scenarios
The primary purpose of this ConOps is to describe how people and 
organizations might use the system. This section contains high-level 
usage scenarios that illustrate the actions that would be taken by 
drivers, Service Providers, and HiRUC system administrators during 
the key activities required under the HiRUC Demonstration. Usage 
scenarios are provided for each major activity within the HiRUC 
Demonstration system and for key RUC account creation and distance 
data collection activities. The usage scenarios are illustrated in Figure 
8.

The description of each operational scenario is organized around the following components:

► Context
► Participant activities
► Service Provider activities
► HiRUC system administration activities
► Issues

5.1. Usage Scenario: Demonstration Participant Sign-up
Participants will enroll in Part 2 and create an account under which all participating vehicles owned by the 
participant are registered (see Figure 9). Depending on final demonstration design, participants may register one or 
more vehicles under their account. 

Participants enrolling in Part 2 should have easy access to information about the demonstration, its purpose and 
duration, and what types of vehicles may participate. 

Participants may choose the mileage reporting method they want to use, so long as the method is compatible with 
the enrolled vehicle(s).

Sub-scenarios:

► Enrolling as a demonstration participant (creating an account on the Service Provider website)
► Enrolling a vehicle with the Service Provider
► Selecting a mileage reporting method
► Enrolling a vehicle as part of a fleet (possible). Note that fleet size for Part 2 will be small, and depend on the 

capabilities of the preferred Service Provider’s system.
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Figure 8: HiRUC System Usage Scenarios

Figure 9: RUC Enrollment Workflow
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5.1.1. Enrolling to Become a Demonstration Participant (Creating an Account on the Service Provider 
Website)

Context:

In order to become a “participant” in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, volunteers must create an account with the 
selected commercial service provider.

Participant Activities:

► Read and understand information about the Part 2 demonstration
► Create a user account on the Service Provider website
► Provide contact information (e.g., the Participant’s name, email address, mailing address, mobile phone 

number)
► Create a password
► Accept terms and conditions of participation
Service Provider Activities:

► Create the user account, ensuring the username (email address) and password work to provide access to all 
Service Provider resources such as websites and apps.

HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► None.

5.1.2. Enrolling a Vehicle with the Service Provider
Context:

Once a participant has created an account with the Service Provider, they must enroll one or more vehicles into the 
demonstration.

Participant Activities:

► Collect VIN (can be found on vehicle dashboard, on engine, and may be printed on insurance cards, vehicle 
inspection receipts, and vehicle registration documents).

► Enter VIN on Service Provider website
Service Provider Activities:

► Receive and store VIN
► Look up vehicle details (year, make, model) using VIN decoder
► Determine valid mileage reporting method(s) from VIN
► Transmit VIN (via API specified in the Interface Control Document) to HiRUC System Administration
HiRUC System Administration Activities:
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► Receive enrollment information from Service Provider
► Update Master Database to remove enrolled vehicles from “Part 1” Driving Report eligibility
Issues:

► None.

5.1.3. Selecting a Mileage Reporting Method
Context:

Once a vehicle has been enrolled under a participant’s account, the participant must select the mileage reporting 
method they wish to use during Part 2.

Participant Activities:

► Select their preferred MRM from among those identified as “compatible” by the Service Provider
► Install devices, update telematics accounts, or download smartphone app (for odometer photo reporting), 

depending on selected MRM
Service Provider Activities:

► Provide a list of compatible MRMs to the Participant (via the Service Provider website), based on the enrolled 
vehicle’s VIN

► Record the selected MRM
► Distribute necessary hardware or software
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► Not all vehicles will be compatible with all MRMs. The Service Provider should make a determination about 
compatible MRMs based on the VIN of enrolled vehicles, but it is possible a participant may be able to select 
an MRM that does not function correctly with their vehicle. Service Providers and HiRUC Administration should 
be prepared to offer a high level of customer service during account set-up and initialization of MRMs.

5.1.4. Enrolling a Vehicle as Part of a Fleet
Context:

Road Usage Report formats will vary depending on the type of vehicle (electric or not), the MRM, and whether it is 
part of a recognized fleet. The varying formats are intended to assist with personalizing the information in the 
Report to make it more useful, and to make the receipt of fleet Road Usage Reports more convenient and intuitive 
for fleet managers. DIT does not identify individual vehicles as being part of a fleet, so this information must be 
provided to either HiRUC system administration or the Service Provider by fleet managers. 

Participant Activities (in this instance, vehicle owner activities):

► Provide VINs for all vehicles in the fleet to HiRUC Administration or the Service Provider.
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Service Provider Activities:

► Store a “fleet” flag with the vehicle record
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Update database record to indicate fleet membership. The record will indicate that the vehicle is a member of a 
fleet as well as the specific fleet to which it belongs.

Issues:

► Only fleet managers who are aware of the demonstration and offer the information to the HiRUC system 
administration will have their vehicles identified as belonging to their fleets.

5.2. Usage Scenario: Manage Accounts
Sub-scenarios:

► Change mileage reporting method
► Change account data (e.g., mailing address, email address)
► Change or remove vehicle
► Un-enroll participant (close participant account)

5.2.1. Change Mileage Reporting Method
Context:

This scenario occurs when a demonstration participant wants to change the method by which they report mileage. 
The ability to change mileage reporting methods will not be advertised, but may be offered by Customer Service to 
participants who express dissatisfaction with the method they chose during account creation. Participants will be 
required to switch between Road Usage Report periods.

Participant Activities:

► Contact the Service Provider’s customer service staff to request a change to mileage reporting method
► Return any hardware (e.g., plug-in devices) provided for original method.
Service Provider Activities:

► Update the mileage reporting method in the Service Provider systems. The change of methods should go into 
effect at the beginning of the next charge period following the request from the participant

► Distribute any necessary hardware or software for the new mileage reporting method
► Recover any hardware from the original mileage reporting method.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:
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► Due to potential complexities inherent in switching between mileage reporting methods, participants will be 
requested to close out a reporting period using their “previous” method and begin with the new method on the 
first day of the next reporting period.

5.2.2. Change Participant Account Information
Context:

This scenario occurs when a demonstration participant needs to change their contact information, or when a 
participant forgets their account password.

Participant Activities:

► Log onto Service Provider website and update account information
-OR-

► Call Service Provider Customer Service and request to update account information.
Service Provider Activities:

► Update information in the participant account records.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► None.

5.2.3. Changing or Removing a Vehicle from the Demonstration (Without Quitting the Demonstration)
Context: 

A demonstration participant wishes to remove their vehicle from the HiRUC Part 2 demonstration or add a vehicle 
after the demonstration is underway. The demonstration participant is responsible for notifying the Service Provider 
or the HiRUC System Administration.

Participant Activities:

► To add a vehicle7:
► logs into the Service Provider website and add a vehicle/select MRM 
-OR-

► Contacts Service Provider customer service and requests to add a vehicle/selects MRM.
► For added vehicles, receives and sets up hardware or software necessary for the selected MRM
► To remove a vehicle:

7 The exact actions undertaken by a Participant to add/remove vehicles once the demonstration is underway will depend on the specific 
functionality provided by the selected Service Provider’s website.
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► Logs into the Service Provider website and removes the vehicle
-OR-

► Contacts Service Provider customer service and requests to remove the vehicle
► In both cases, Participant returns hardware such as plug-in devices, as applicable
► Service Provider Activities:
► Adds or removes vehicle (as requested) from the participant’s account
► For added vehicles:
► Looks up VIN
► Provides list of eligible MRMs to the participant
► Distributes requisite hardware/software
► For removed vehicles:
► Removes vehicle from participant account
► Retrieves hardware such as plug-in devices
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► None. 

5.2.4. Un-enroll Participant
Context:

This scenario occurs when a participant wants to resign from the demonstration or at the conclusion of the 
demonstration.

Participant Activities:

► Contact Service Provider Customer Service and request to be removed from the demonstration (during the 
demonstration).

► For all un-enrollments: return devices to the Service Provider or delete smartphone app, depending on MRM.
Service Provider Activities:

► Close out the participant’s account, including:
► Retrieve any hardware issued for the mileage reporting method
► Send final mileage report to HiRUC Administration
► Enquire about and log participant’s reason for resigning from the demonstration
► Delete account data from Service Provider systems (unless participant affirmatively opted in to data retention 

for research purposes).
HiRUC System Administration Activities:
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► Issue final Road Usage Report.
Issues:

► None.
5.3. Usage Scenario: Road Usage

Context:

As part of the demonstration, road usage will be measured for the purpose of generating a Road Usage Report. 
The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to the current cost of 
the state and, if applicable, county motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on distance driven and (TBD) county 
of registration.

Participant Activities:

► Drive.
Service Provider Activities:

► None.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► Accurate maps defining private roads may not be readily available. Service Providers should disclose their 
mapping capabilities and limitations to participants, and a dispute resolution process put in place by the 
Service Provider and HiRUC Administration for resolving claims of inaccurate off-road mileage calculations.

5.4. Usage Scenario: Distance Data Collection
Context:

This component addresses how distance data is collected and transmitted to the Service Provider systems.

Participant Activities:

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1 (OBDII plug-in device with GPS) – ensure device is properly plugged into the 
vehicle’s diagnostic port

► For Mileage Reporting Method #2a (OBDII plug-in device without GPS) – ensure device is properly plugged 
into the vehicle’s diagnostic port

► For Mileage Reporting Method #2b (native vehicle telematics) – ensure telematics account is enabled and 
actively collecting data

► For Mileage Reporting Method #3 (odometer photo):
► submit a “start-up” set of images (initial odometer image and photo of VIN plate)
► receive a quarterly text message from the Service Provider when it is time to submit a new odometer image
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► submit quarterly odometer images, using the app or website as directed by the Service Provider.
Service Provider Activities:

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1 and #2a, receive distance messages from in-vehicle devices
► For Mileage Reporting Method #2b, either8:
► Receive “push” odometer messages from telematics system, or
► “pull” odometer message from telematics system
► For Mileage Reporting Method #3, receive odometer image from participant
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► None.
Issues:

► None.
5.5. Usage Scenario: Calculate Road Usage Charge and Generate Road Usage Reports

5.5.1. Calculate charges

Context:

As part of the demonstration, road usage charges will be calculated from measured distance driven for the purpose 
of generating a Road Usage Report. The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage charge (RUC) 
and compare it to the current cost of the state and if applicable, county, motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based 
on distance driven and (TBD) county of registration.

Participant Activities:

► None.
Service Provider Activities:

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1, determine number of chargeable miles
► Calculate RUC from distance data
► Estimate fuel consumption
► Estimate fuel tax paid
► Transmit data to HiRUC Administration
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Specify rate(s) for RUC. There may be separate rates by county if counties opt in to the demonstration.
► Receive charge data from Service Provider.

8 The exact tasks required to complete this scenario for Mileage Reporting Method #2b will depend on the technology solution offered by the 
Service Provider.
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Issues:

► There is the potential for either state or county-level gas tax rates (and by extension RUC rates) to change 
during the demonstration. Current rates will be specified by HiRUC Administration and communicated to the 
Service Provider.

5.5.2. Create and Distribute Road Usage Reports
Context:

Once the road usage charges are calculated from measured distance driven, a Road Usage Report will be 
generated and sent to registered vehicle owners. The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage 
charge (RUC) and compare it to the current cost of the state motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on distance 
driven and (TBD) county of registration. Road Usage Reports will be distributed via SMS or email to demonstration 
Participants.

Participant Activities:

► The registered vehicle owner receives a Road Usage Report for the aggregate distance driven during the most 
recent driving period (one month or one quarter). 

► If multiple vehicles are registered at the same address or as part of a defined fleet, charges for all vehicles are 
reflected on the Road Usage Report.

Service Provider Activities:

► Retrieves Road Usage Reports from the HiRUC System Administration and sends to participants9.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Creates the Road Usage Reports and makes them available to the Service Provider. The Road Usage Report 
layout and specific contents will vary depending on which segment a vehicle belongs to. Vehicle segments are 
defined in the Business Rules Document. If a vehicle is part of a defined fleet, all vehicles that are part of the 
fleet that are eligible to receive a Driving Report for the covered period will be listed on a single Driving Report.

Issues:

► None.

5.5.3. Collect/Report Data
Context:

Aggregated driving, RUC and fuel consumption data will be used by HiRUC Administration to evaluate various 
aspects of the demonstration’s performance.

Participant Activities:

► During initial account creation, affirmatively opts-in to have detailed data retained for research purposes 
(optional)

9 Service Providers will have the option of retrieving and storing .pdf files on their own systems, or using a secure link to HiRUC system 
administration servers to insert Road Usage Report .pdf into monthly/quarterly distribution email.
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Service Provider Activities:

► Submits periodic reports to HiRUC Administration. The periodicity of reports is defined in the Business Rules 
Document and the format of reports is defined in the Interface Control Document

HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Loads data into system and performs data validation
► Performs data analysis to complete the Pilot Evaluation or to respond to ad hoc enquiries from stakeholder.
Issues:

► None.

5.6. Usage Scenario: Encourage Compliance
Context:

Aggregated driving, RUC, fuel consumption, and distance reporting10 data will be used by HiRUC Administration to 
evaluate various aspects of the demonstration’s performance. The distance-reporting data will be used to 
determine participant compliance with the demonstration design.

Participant Activities:

► None.
Service Provider Activities:

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1, 2a, 2b: Monitors device performance to identify potentially non-compliant 
Participants (e.g., unplugged OBDII plug-in devices)

► For Mileage Reporting Method #3: Monitors compliance with scheduled odometer photos
► Contacts potentially non-compliant Participants to determine if they are having difficulties with program 

requirements, or if they have malfunctioning hardware
► Reports potentially non-compliant participants to HiRUC Administration.
HiRUC System Administration Activities:

► Monitors compliance rates.
Issues:

► None.

5.7. Failure Conditions
Technical failure in the demonstration is most likely to occur at the interfaces between various subsystems (e.g. 
Service Provider-held data and the HiRUC database). The HiRUC systems will need 

10 Distance reporting data consist of reports of (1) reporting frequency, (2) “skipped” reports, (3) loss of device connectivity, and (4) loss of 
telematics account connectivity, depending on the mileage reporting method.
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to test the robustness of the API used to transmit data from the Service Provider to the HiRUC systems, and 
clearly define required data formats. 

It should be noted that any technical failures should not be considered failure of the demonstration. Rather, 
technical failures should be observed, documented and communicated to HiRUC Administration. 

The HiRUC database design incorporates self-diagnostics to monitor for failure, and will impose rigorous data 
validation on imported data to ensure only valid data is used for the demonstration. When failures occur, the 
system should be able to continue functioning, albeit with reduced service or functionality. The failure conditions 
included here are known possibilities. As-yet unknown failure possibilities may also exist.

5.7.1. Failure at HiRUC System
Disasters, extended power failures, or widespread IT problems could cause HiRUC’s systems to be down for some 
period of time. Given that Road Usage Reports will only be generated periodically (e.g., monthly), this eventuality 
should not be noticed by most drivers.

Redundancy of utilities (uninterruptable power supply and power generators), IT equipment (backup servers), and 
off-site as well as on-site data backup should be provided by the system. 

5.7.2. Failure at Service Provider system
Disasters, extended power failures, or widespread IT problems could cause HiRUC’s systems to be down for some 
period of time. Given that Road Usage Reports will only be generated periodically (e.g., monthly), this eventuality 
should not be noticed by most drivers.

Redundancy of utilities (uninterruptable power supply and power generators), IT equipment (backup servers), and 
off-site as well as on-site data backup should be provided by the system. 

5.7.3. In-vehicle hardware failure
Hardware failure and unintentional removal of OBDII plug-in devices will cause a cessation of distance data 
collection and reporting to Service Provider systems. The Service Provider will monitor data collection and device 
health messages, and coordinate closely with participants to replace defective hardware.

5.7.4. Vehicle telematics system failure
Hardware or software failure, or telematics account loss (distinct from RUC account) will cause a cessation of 
distance data collection and reporting to Service Provider systems. The Service Provider will monitor data 
collection and device health messages, and coordinate closely with participants to maintain consistent reporting.
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6. Summary and Next Steps
This document has provided a high-level overview of operations of Part 
2 of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration Project. The key 
characteristics of the system were described and critical operational 
scenarios outlined. 

The mileage reporting methods, scenarios and systems described 
should all be updated as demonstration design is refined. For example, 
discussion of fleet registration, non-location-based distance reporting, 
the account update process, and timing of Road Usage Reports should 
be revised after the Service Provider is selected and their technical 
offerings are fully understood.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

Component A subsystem component is a modular part of the 
subsystem that serves specific activities or tasks

ConOps Concept of Operations

Datawarehouse The database developed for the Part 1 Demonstration but 
also used for Part 2 to store Participant travel data used to 
generate Road Usage Reports.

Demonstration Project The terms refer to the HiRUC Demonstration, including 
both parts 1 and 2

DC Data Collection

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information 
Technology

ECU Engine Control Unit

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard, which includes 
two-digit numerical codes for each U.S. state/territory.

FCC Federal Communications Commission

Function Specific tasks accomplished by a system component

Functional group Functional groups are high-level objectives of the 
subsystem component

GIS/MAP Geographic Information System

GPS Global Positioning Systems

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked with 
recruiting Demonstration Participants, verifying the correct 
computation of road usage charges, and performing any 
compliance activities recommended by HDOT.

HiRUC System The system established for the Part 1 demonstration to 
generate Road Usage Reports (RURs), comprising a 
Datawarehouse and a RUR Generator. It will also be used 
in Part 2.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICD Interface Control Document

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

LTE Long-Term Evolution 
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

Mileage Message A mileage message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing mileage, fuel usage and health data, that is 
exchanged between Service Provider subsystems.

Mileage Meter A Mileage Meter is a device or inbuilt system that collects 
road usage charge information for the vehicle in which it is 
installed

Mileage Reporting 
Technology

The actual technology underlying a Mileage Reporting 
Method, either a plug-in device, odometer image capture 
system (an app with front and back ends), or Native 
Automaker Telematics

MRD Mileage Reporting Devices

MRM Mileage Reporting Method, a means of recording and 
reporting miles travelled, either a plug-in device (OBDII), 
odometer image capture system, or Native Automaker 
Telematics.

MTBF Meantime Between Failures

MVerity Vehcon’s patented system for odometer image capture and 
validation, which the Service Provider will use for odometer 
image capture.

Native Automaker 
Telematics

A telematics system installed by the carmaker at the time of 
manufacturing, providing a secure data interface to the 
vehicle electronics, including odometer, used here as a 
Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated NAT

OBDII On Board Diagnostics II, the CARB/EPA standard for 
vehicle data interfaces included in all US vehicles built after 
1996.

Odometer Charge Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer-based Reporting.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Odometer Message An odometer message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing odometer data that is exchanged between 
subsystems

Odometer-based 
reporting

Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer Charge.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents 
receive a Driving Report based on their odometer readings 
collected during safety inspections. Not included in this 
specification.

Part 2 The Automated Demonstration, in which ~2,000 
Participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-month 
Demonstration based on a variety of Mileage Reporting 
Methods. Included in this specification

Participant A volunteer who has enrolled in the Part 2 (Automated) 
Demonstration

PID Plug-in Device, an OBDII device with or without location, a 
Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated PID (either 
with or without location 
information), OBDLoc 
(includes location 
information) or OBDNoLoc 
(no location information)
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

PII Personally Identifiable Information Defined in business rules

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

REST Representational State Transfer

RPAM Demonstration Participant Account Management

RUC Road Usage Charge 

Rule ID RuleID is the code for the location (area) where the 
mileage is driven. All RuleID’s refer to entire states, 
provinces, counties, or other jurisdictions, except 00, which 
refers to mileage driven for which there is no location data 
(state cannot be determined). 

RUR Road Usage Report, a periodic statement of driving data in 
PDF format sent to Participants by the Service Provider.

RURG Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the 
HiRUC system (developed for the Part 1 Demonstration but 
also used in the Part 2 Demonstration) that creates Road 
Usage Reports based on travel data stored in the 
Datawarehouse.

SP Service Provider, the firm that provides mileage collection 
and account management services for the Part 2 
Demonstration, reports data to the HiRUC Administration 
and HiRUC system, and has a direct interface with the 
Participants.  

SRS System Requirement Specification

SubRule ID SubRule ID distinguishes between chargeable (public on-
road) and non-chargeable miles driven within a given Rule 
ID.

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TP Transaction Processor

UBI Usage-based Insurance

Undifferentiated Miles for which location data is not available, recorded in 
RuleID 0, considered to be chargeable miles.

VIN Vehicle Identification Number, a unique serial number for 
each vehicle, standardized as a 17-digit alphanumeric code 
since 1981. 

VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled
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1. Preface
1.1. Project Documents
The functional and technical requirements of vendor systems that support Part 2 of the Hawaii Road 
Usage Charge Demonstration are included in this document. Other documentation relating to Part 2 of 
the HiRUC Demonstration includes the following:

► The Part 2 Concept of Operations, which provides the road usage charge collection usage 
scenarios covered in the project.

► The Part 2 Business Rules Document.

► The Part 2 Interface Control Document (ICD), which provides detailed specifications for all 
interfaces between subsystems. 

► The MVerity Specification, which provides specifications to integrate the Service Provider 
smartphone application with the MVerity odometer-image capture, processing and reporting 
system.

1.2. Document Contents 
In the remaining sections of this document, descriptive introductory sections precede the detailed 
requirements. These descriptions are provided to help the reader understand and contextualize the 
requirements. They do not constitute requirements themselves. In case of any conflict between this 
language and the detailed requirements, the requirements always take precedence. All system 
requirements are included in sections 3 to 5.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

Section 2 System Purpose covers the goals and objectives of Part 2 of the HiRUC system and 
introduces the high-level system architecture.

Section 3 System Level Requirements includes general requirements that apply to all Part 2 
subsystems. 

Section 4 Mileage Reporting Subsystem Requirements includes requirements that apply to the 
different mileage reporting technologies, including the technologies in the vehicle that measure miles 
driven for the plug-in device distance charging methods and the odometer-based technology that 
captures and verifies VIN information and odometer reading.

Section 5 Account Management Subsystem includes all requirements that apply to the account 
management subsystem, the subsystem underlying the Service Provider services. This subsystem 
interfaces directly with participants and reports data to the Datawarehouse subsystem.
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1.3. Requirement Classification and Naming Conventions

1.3.1. Classification of Requirements 

Every subsystem requirement is classified at three levels: subsystem component, functional group, and 
function. A subsystem component is a modular part of the subsystem that serves specific activities or 
tasks. Functional groups are high-level objectives of the subsystem component. Each functional group 
comprises a set of functions that are specific tasks accomplished by the component. These functions 
are further broken down into requirements. 

Figure 1 below traces the classification of a requirement MM.RMT.1 through each of the 3 levels of 
classification; component, functional group and function.

Figure 1: Classification of Requirements

1.3.2. Naming conventions 

Each detailed requirement is named according to the following form:

<component abbreviation>.<function abbreviation>.<requirement index>

The detailed requirements are grouped by functions. In the following document, functions are 
abbreviated using the three capitalized letters in the function name. For example, the first function of 
the Mileage Meter is “Record accumulated Mileage Traveled by day.” The abbreviation of the function 
is thus RMT, and the requirements for this Mileage Meter function are coded MM.RMT.#, where # is the 
requirement index
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2. The HiRUC Demonstration Project
2.1. Organization of HiRUC Demonstration
The HiRUC Demonstration comprises two parts - the Manual Demonstration and Automated 
Demonstration. The Manual Demonstration (referred to as Part 1) will be launched before the 
Automated Demonstration (referred to as Part 2). The key distinctions between parts 1 and 2 are the 
following:

► Part 1, Manual Demonstration, includes all registered passenger vehicles in the state of Hawaii for 
which mileage data is reported during annual safety inspection visits while Part 2 only includes 
participants who volunteer to be in the HiRUC Automated Demonstration.

► Part 2, Automated Demonstration, includes a Service Provider that will enroll participants and their 
vehicle(s), provide mileage reporting technologies, manage participant RUC accounts and distribute 
Road Usage Reports on behalf of the state. 

This document addresses Part 2. Part 2 operations will last 9 months and involve approximately 2,200 
participant vehicles. Participants shall be free to select any of the Mileage Reporting Methods 
supported by the Service Provider, provided their enrolled vehicle meets minimum criteria (such as 
having a diagnostic port or compatible telematics system). 

Part 1 and Part 2 are anticipated to run concurrently for several months, which means both parts need 
to be coordinated to ensure a consistent experience for all participants. 

2.2. Goals and Objectives of the HiRUC Demonstration
The HiRUC Demonstration has the following overarching goals that apply to both parts of the 
demonstration:

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work

► Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC

► Determine level of public acceptance of the RUC concept once it is demonstrated in Hawaii

► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 
revenues

► Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial)

The objectives of Part 2 are specifically to:

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of the RUC system based on low-
tech and high-tech Mileage Reporting Methods 

► Test mileage reporting options and frequency for drivers for whom the annual, PMVI-based process 
is unsuitable (e.g., those who accrue significant off-road mileage or for whom more frequent 
payments are easier to manage)
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► Test an open system design that is technology neutral and potentially allows entry of multiple 
Service Providers, and use of various methods and technologies for collecting and reporting road 
usage charge

► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners under a Service 
Provider configuration

► Provide vehicle owners with Mileage Reporting Method options and evaluate the user experience 
and response to the different methods

► Assess viability and operational-effectiveness of each Mileage Reporting Method through 
measurable outputs

► Demonstrate how a private sector partner (Service Provider) and technology can be leveraged to 
support RUC

► Understand the marginal costs associated with a private-sector-managed RUC system

► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system under a private Service Provider configuration; 
demonstrate transparency/auditability of such a system; identify corresponding issues and provide 
a quantitative base for recommendations

► Encourage engagement and elicit further feedback from end users interacting with the system to 
collect information on level of understanding and acceptance of RUC under a Service Provider 
configuration 

► Assess public preference about frequency of RUC payments
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3. System for Part 2
3.1. General Purpose and Scope of the HiRUC System
Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration will implement a cost-effective and open system for assessing road 
usage charges that is easy to use, understand and administer, provides clear audit trails, and is open to 
private Service Providers and technology providers, thus supporting user choice.

The system developed for the HiRUC Demonstration will have many of the features, functions and 
processes of a potential future revenue generating road usage charging system under a private Service 
Provider configuration. However, other attributes of a fully operational RUC system such as payment 
collection and enforcement activities are not designed into this HiRUC Automated Demonstration 
system. Compliance and administrative activities will take a simplified form, resulting in the exclusion of 
activities such as charge recovery, appeals management, IT asset management, and planning and 
controls management.

Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration will prioritize customer-facing account management services, 
issuing a Road Usage Report to participants, and conducting administrative activities to collect, 
monitor, and analyze data. 

3.2. HiRUC Automated Demonstration Context Diagram
The HiRUC Demonstration context diagram for Part 2 shown in Figure 2 illustrates high-level 
interactions between key stakeholders and major system components. 

Figure 2: Demonstration Context Diagram
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► Participants are vehicle owners in Hawaii who enroll their eligible passenger vehicles with the 
HiRUC Service Provider. They drive their enrolled vehicles on the road network consisting of 
public, private, and (possibly) out-of-state roads. Participants will receive a periodic Road Usage 
Report (RUR) for each vehicle that will show what a road usage charge could be based on road 
usage measured and reported for their vehicle. They will not be required to pay any road usage 
charge as no notion of payment will be introduced in the HiRUC Demonstration. 

► Service Provider is a private entity contracted by the HiRUC Administration to operate participant 
accounts on its behalf. The Service Provider provides driver-facing account management services 
and customer services to enrolled participants. The Service Provider will be responsible for:
1. enrolling participants and their vehicles, 
2. distributing Mileage Reporting Methods for each participant vehicle enrolled, 
3. collecting road usage data from the Mileage Reporting Methods, 
4. processing the road usage data collected to compute a road usage charge and estimated gas 

tax,
5. reporting road usage data, which is used to generate a Road Usage Report,
6. retrieving Road Usage Reports generated by a separate HiRUC subsystem (Road Usage 

Report Generator),
7. distributing Road Usage Reports to participants, and
8. reporting data to the HiRUC Administration (D’Artagnan). 

► HiRUC Administration refers to the team that manages and administers the HiRUC Demonstration 
(D’Artagnan), as well as the HiRUC system (central system developed to support both Part 1 and 
Part 2) that provides administrative and operational support to the HiRUC Demonstration. The 
HiRUC Administration would thus perform some of the government functions required in a full-scale 
RUC operation and have oversight over operational activities performed by the Service Provider. 

3.3. HiRUC Part 2 System Objectives
The system described in this document provides technology to support the goals of Part 2 of the Hawaii 
Road Usage Charge Demonstration: 

► Demonstrate technical and operational feasibility of RUC by leveraging vendor systems to:

 Manage participant account and vehicle data

 Distribute Mileage Reporting technology to participants

 Collect mileage data and fuel consumption data (when available) through Mileage Reporting 
Methods 

 Compute estimated gas tax and road usage charges for each enrolled vehicle

 Generate1 and distribute Road Usage Reports to participants on a periodic basis .

1 The Road Usage Reports are generated by existing HiRUC systems that are not provided by the Service Provider.
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 Monitor and encourage compliance (i.e. participants to actively report mileage) 

► Promote the public’s understanding and comfort with RUC by:

 Strictly respecting data privacy and security policy guidelines 

 Supporting simple, cohesive and seamless participant processes 

 Showing how road usage measured or reported for each vehicle translates to a potential road 
usage charge

 Supporting consistent communications (notifications, emails) with participants

 Supporting high quality customer services 

 Proactively identifying difficulties encountered by participants 

► Support user choice by allowing participants to:

 Select their preferred Mileage Reporting Method for each of their enrolled vehicles

 Change their Mileage Reporting Method during the Part 2 

► Enable reporting of financial and operational data to the HiRUC Administration 

 Support reporting of mileage, fuel consumption and revenue data, and compliance levels for 
each Mileage Reporting Method

 Demonstrate auditability of system by providing detailed and consolidated data reports that 
allow Service Provider data sources to be reconciled to ensure consistency.

3.4. HiRUC Subsystems 

3.4.1. Subsystems

This document presents all Part 2 subsystems to provide a comprehensive view of the overall Road 
Usage System used for Part 2 operations (see Figure 3). It introduces all subsystems involved, 
presents general system level requirements, then addresses full subsystem requirements only for the 
Mileage Reporting subsystem and the Account Management subsystem, which are the only systems 
supported by the Service Provider. System specifications for existing HiRUC subsystems – 
Datawarehouse subsystem and Road Usage Report subsystem – are not detailed in this document, but 
their interfaces with the Service Provider subsystems are briefly mentioned and further detailed in the 
Interface Control Document (ICD). 

Figure 3: Overview of Subsystems
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► The HiRUC system for Part 2 (Automated Demonstration) comprises:

► A Mileage Reporting subsystem that includes two components:

1. Mileage Meter, which measures mileage and (when available) fuel consumption 

2. Data Collection, which collects the road usage charge information and transmits it to the 
Account Management Subsystem. 

► An Account Management subsystem that:

1. Manages participant accounts,

2. Reports Account, VIN and data required to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs) to the 
Datawarehouse subsystem, 

3. Retrieves RURs generated by the Road Usage Report Generation subsystem 

4. Distributes RURs to participant accounts

5. Provides standard reports on data to the HiRUC Administration. 

The Account Management subsystem comprises three components – a Transaction Processing 
component, a participant Account Management component, and a Reporting component.

For completeness, note that the HiRUC system for Part 1 (Manual Demonstration) comprises:

► a Datawarehouse subsystem (existing HiRUC system) that includes a Master Database 
component which imports and stores Account, VIN, and RUR data from the Account Management 
subsystem. The Master Database then stores and transmits data to the Road Usage Report 
Generation subsystem (existing HiRUC system, not included in this procurement) periodically. 

► a Road Usage Report Generator (RURG) subsystem (existing HiRUC system) that receives 
and uses data from the Datawarehouse subsystem to build RURs, which are then posted to a 
centralized repository that can be accessed by the Account Management subsystem. The RURG 
subsystem reports the RUR status to the Datawarehouse subsystem, which in turn reports the RUR 
status to the Account Management subsystem.

Note: The Account Management subsystem will have interfaces with the Datawarehouse subsystem, 
and will need to retrieve RURs from a centralized repository, which is part of the RURG subsystem. 
These interfaces are further detailed in the ICD. 

3.4.2. General System Architecture

Figure 4 shows the general system architecture based on the subsystems and components described 
above and introduces the interfaces between the subsystems at a high level. 
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Figure 4: General System Architecture

3.4.3. Functions Supported by Subsystems

Figure 5 shows the different functions supported by the Mileage Reporting, Account Management, 
Datawarehouse, and RURG subsystems.
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Figure 5: Functional Architecture
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3.5. System Security, Disaster Recovery, and Data Retention
Note that the Service Provider and any subcontractors or third-party vendors involved in provision 
of subsystems or mileage reporting technologies are referred to as “vendor” in this section. 

System security shall comply with the general IT industry standards as described below. As part of 
this, the system design and an inventory of information security controls are required of all vendors 
before operation of the HiRUC system, during security verification checks. Vendors shall implement 
security and disaster recovery details for the overall system to ensure adequate protection and 
assurance of recovery options in the event of an unexpected incident. 

Vendors shall maintain a System Security Plan comprised of the following documents:

► System architecture diagram illustrating the location of key security measures (mentioned in 
SYS.SSD.1)

► Written assessment of their organization and system security, including a list of what PII is 
stored and where it is stored (mentioned in SYS.SSD.2 and SYS.SSD.3)

► Security policy (mentioned in SYS.SSD.5)

► Documentation of Access Control (mentioned in SYS.SSD.7)

► Business continuity plan (mentioned in SYS.SSD.22)

These documents shall be reviewed and updated as necessary in the event of a system breach or 
detection of potential security threats.

General Security Requirements

SYS.SSD.1     The vendor shall provide a system architecture diagram that illustrates the location of 
key security measures proposed for the Road Usage Charge Demonstration system.

SYS.SSD.2     The vendor shall provide a written assessment of the security of their organization 
and systems based on the security requirements below (SYS.SSD.7 to SYS.SSD.24).

SYS.SSD.3     The security assessment documentation shall list what PII is stored and the 
corresponding system and operational controls to maintain the appropriate level of security and 
access. PII is defined in the Business Rules.

SYS.SSD.4     During system operation, the vendor shall make the HiRUC Administration aware of 
any system breach, or potentially significant informational breach immediately upon discovery via e-
mail and telephone call. Specific contact details will be documented in the Business Rules following 
contract award.

SYS.SSD.5     Vendors shall document and operate a Security Policy during the Part 2 
Demonstration. The security policy shall cover the vendor’s security organization chart, governance 
structure, key security procedures, risk management policies, and monitoring of controls relevant to 
the security of the system. 
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SYS.SSD.6     Vendors shall initiate change control processes when deficiencies in the design or 
operating effectiveness of security controls are identified during system operations and monitoring. 

System Level Security Requirements

To ensure the proper level of security within the systems, the following requirements detail the 
policies required of all Part 2 vendors:

SYS.SSD.7     Access control: The vendor shall provide and document access control on all 
systems employed in Part 2 Demonstration delivery and operations. This includes, but is not limited 
to: 

► Account management – user account creation/termination  

► User role management

► Access control logs

► System administrator / Administrative controls

► Physical sites housing the Service Provider’s servers 

SYS.SSD.8     Access control related to password security and logging: The vendor shall support 
and document authentication and access control as it relates to password security and logging of 
access to its systems. This shall include but not be limited to password encryption, logging of 
access attempts (granted and denied), and administrative access to log files. Passwords shall have 
a minimum of 8-character length, include letters and numbers and one capital letter, and require 
periodic password change.

SYS.SSD.9    Access to Personal Identifiable Information (PII): The vendor shall support User 
Roles with varied access to Personally Identifiable Information (PII). The vendor shall provide a 
description of all authentication methods and user roles used for systems that will contain 
personally identifiable information. For the HiRUC Demonstration, employ user roles with limited 
rights to PII access. The vendor shall provide at least the user role of a customer service 
representative. The roles of Enforcement and Accountant/Auditor would be relevant to a potential 
future operational system but need not be included in the HiRUC Demonstration.

SYS.SSD.10   Antivirus and anti-malware: The vendor shall provide up-to-date antivirus and anti-
malware software on all systems. This vendor shall document the way antivirus and anti-malware 
applies to all applications being used; virus and malware scan and scope frequencies; and the 
vendor’s the incident response process.

SYS.SSD.11   Desktop and portable device security: The vendor shall provide desktop security for 
all desktop and portable device systems used by vendor staff and subcontractors. This includes but 
is not limited to firewalls where needed; mandatory password protection; a documented software 
update process; and storage encryption with at least 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
on portable computing devices used to store State-owned data.

SYS.SSD.12   Server management: The vendor shall provide secure server management. This 
includes but is not limited to firewalls, at least 128-bit AES encryption on server storage used to 
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store State-owned data or PII, and system Administrator processes such as enabling or disabling 
(replacing) servers.

SYS.SSD.13   Backup management: The vendor shall provide backup management. This includes 
but is not limited to system restoration, testing of the system restoration processes, access to back 
up information, encryption with at least 128-bit AES, and provision and management of back up 
media.

SYS.SSD.14   Network security: The vendor shall provide network security. This shall include but 
not be limited to firewalls where needed, public/private network separation, and encryption with at 
least 128-bit AES.

SYS.SSD.15   Intrusion detection: The vendor shall provide Intrusion Detection and response. This 
shall include but not be limited to intrusion detection, including all internal monitoring practices; and 
incident response.

SYS.SSD.16   Encryption: The vendor shall provide Encryption for all PII and road charging data, 
both in server storage and transmittal. The vendor shall provide their policy for encryption for each 
level where road charging data will reside (file, database, disk, etc.). This policy shall include all 
procedures/measures for preventing unauthorized access. The vendor shall use at least 128-bit 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).

SYS.SSD.17   System lifecycle management: The vendor shall provide IT system lifecycle 
management. This policy shall include but not be limited to the change control process 
(authorization through implementation), the security patch process, and ongoing maintenance of 
updates. Lifecycle management activities shall occur throughout the system development lifecycle 
including design, acquisition, implementation, configuration, testing, maintenance, and replacement 
of system components.

SYS.SSD.18   Remote access: If a vendor provides remote access to their systems, the remote 
access shall be secure. This requires security for remote access to road charging data, 
authentication method(s), encryption used, mobile device policy and security measures.

SYS.SSD.19 Wireless management: The vendor shall provide security for wireless access to their 
network, if such access is offered. This shall cover the specific uses of wireless access to road 
charging data, encryption used (specified at least 128-bit AES), guest/non-guest access levels, and 
incident response. Also, indicate if the vendor uses industry supported access standards 802.11, 
which standard is being employed. (i.e. 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11e, 802.11g, 802.11i, 802.11n).

SYS.SSD.20   User-directed override of Mileage Data Destruction in case services that utilize older 
mileage data are available (Applies to Plug-in Device Mileage Reporting Methods): 

► If a system provides value-added services that can make use of data older than normally 
allowed by TP.AMM.3, they shall provide participants the ability to affirmatively opt-in to 
preserve any trip or location data that would otherwise be destroyed per TP.AMM.3.

► For participants who do not affirmatively opt-in to data preservation, requirement TP.AMM.3 
shall apply.
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► If such services are not provided, no such opt in is necessary, and TP.AMM.3 shall apply to all 
participants.

SYS.SSD.21   The vendor shall provide a plan which details its process for disaster recovery should 
there be an incident that threatens or impacts normal business operations while contracted for the 
HiRUC Demonstration.

SYS.SSD.22   The vendor shall provide a Business Continuity Plan which details how essential 
business functions continue to operate during and after an incident. The plan shall be updated to 
reflect organizational or system changes.

SYS.SSD.23   The vendor shall provide Data Masking to conceal relevant personal participant data 
from unauthorized access.

SYS.SSD.24   The vendor shall provide a notification via email to participants when specified 
account data is modified (at a minimum participant name, address, other contact information, and 
password). The notification shall be sent to the email address provided during account creation or in 
the case of an email address change, the most recent prior email address. 

3.6. Separation of Production and Test Environments
SYS.HTE.1       All subsystems and components shall be fully tested in a test environment prior to 
implementation in a live (production) environment. New software and hardware features shall be 
tested on the test environment before being added to the production environment. Only fully 
validated subsystems and components are allowed to operate and exchange transactions in the 
production environment.

SYS.HTE.2       Test data or transactions generated and collected in the test environment have to 
be identifiable as such. The database structure of the production and test databases shall be 
identical to allow for same system inputs and outputs as would be experienced in the production 
environment to validate subsystems and components. Unless the test and production environments 
are completely segregated (i.e. no interactions between the two environments), all test transaction 
records shall be encoded such that it can clearly be identified as a test record. Test records shall 
not be migrated to the production environment.

SYS.HTE.3       The Mileage Reporting subsystem shall have a separate test environment in 
addition to a production environment. The Mileage Meter and Data Collection components shall be 
validated in the test environment before being added to the production environment. Prior to 
validation, Mileage Meters shall report mileage collected to the Data Collection component of the 
test environment only, and the Data Collection component shall report mileage collected to the 
Participant Account Management subsystem operating in the test environment only.  

SYS.HTE.4       The Account Management subsystem shall have a separate test environment in 
addition to a production environment. Test user accounts shall be located on the test environment 
only. No test data shall be added to the production environment or sent to subsystems operating in 
a production environment. The HiRUC Administration and the SP team can use observation 
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accounts on the production environment to monitor participant experience. These observation 
accounts shall be clearly identifiable. 

SYS.HTE.5       The Account Management subsystem, the Datawarehouse subsystem, and the 
RURG subsystem shall each have a separate test environment in addition to a production 
environment to allow for dry-runs and RUR reviews. Dry-run RURs shall contain the exact 
information that will be included in the final RURs that will be distributed to the participant. See 
Business Rules 2.2.4 “Dry Runs Prior to Launch.”

SYS.HTE.6  The Account Management system shall transmit a sample set of data to the RURG 
subsystem prior to each formal RUR cycle. The purpose of this is to allow the RURG to create a 
small set of draft RURs for review and validation by the Service Provider and HiRUC 
Administration.  

SYS.HTE.7  Participants shall not receive RURs or RUR notifications related to sample runs (test 
runs or dry runs). RUR data relating to sample runs shall not be posted to participant online 
accounts or be accessible to the participant in any way before they are checked by the Service 
Provider and validated by the HiRUC Administration. 

3.7. Critical System Performance Requirements
The performance requirements listed in this section are those that identify critical areas of system 
performance on the various subsystems. These requirements are repeated in context with their 
related components in the following sections. For any discrepancy, the definitions in the 
following sections take precedence—these values are included for ease of reference only. 
Critical performance requirements include the following:

Accuracy

MM.RMT.9     The Mileage Meter shall calculate miles traveled per day to within +/-5% of the actual 
value.

► MM.CFU.4      If data to calculate estimates of fuel consumption is available, the Mileage Meter 
shall calculate estimates of daily fuel consumption within ±5% of the actual value. Fuel 
consumption values shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect the maximum 
level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of fuel 
consumption values shall only occur when values are displayed to participants (on RURs, and in 
web portals and mobile apps).

► MM.VLD.1   The Mileage Meter with location technology, which uses map technologies to 
identify the roads subject to the Road Usage Charge for miles driven (generally publicly 
maintained roads within the state of Hawaii), the map technology must have the capability to 
differentiate miles driven on public roads and off-roads, and private roads. Mileage Meters shall 
be able to determine the location of the vehicle to within 50 feet to be able to determine whether 
the vehicle is traveling off of roads that will be assessed a vehicle Road Usage Charge. 
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Availability

TP.HER.1        The Transactions Processor shall have high availability (99.9% uptime). 

RPAM.SAV.1 The Participant Account Management component shall have high availability (99.9% 
uptime).

DC.FSM.17     If the Data Collection component is housed in the Mileage Meter, the Data Collection 
component shall transmit the mileage message to the Transaction Processor, covering at least 99% 
of days that the Mileage Meter is operating and has communications.

MM.AMT.8      The Plug-in device Mileage Meter shall communicate with Data Collection 
component (either transmit reportable miles to data collection or provide notification of operations, a 
heartbeat), covering at least 99% of days that the Mileage Meter is operating and has 
communications.

Durability (OBDII Devices)

MM.HAV.1     The Mileage Meter shall be designed to continue to operate even under the following 
operating conditions:

► Voltage Range from 9.0 VDC to 18.0 VDC

► Maximum Relative Humidity – non-condensing of 90%

► Temperature Range from -10ºC to +55ºC

The Mileage Meter shall be designed to tolerate a Temperature Range from -40ºC to +85ºC. In 
other words, it need not be able to operate while in -40ºC to -10ºC or +55ºC to +85ºC temperatures, 
but exposure to such temperatures (e.g., in a parked vehicle) shall not harm the Mileage Meter.

Reliability (OBDII Devices)

MM.HAV.2     The Mileage Meter shall have an estimated Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) of 
no less than 5 years.

MM.MPM.2     The Mileage Meter shall not cause a vehicle battery in good condition to discharge 
over a period of 2 months when the vehicle is not in use. 

MM.MPM.3    Mileage Meters that include internal batteries, including software apps running on 
mobile phones or tablets, shall have low battery usage (less than 10% of the battery), and shall not 
drain the Mileage Meter battery.
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4. Mileage Reporting Subsystem Requirements
4.1. Subsystem Context
The Mileage Reporting subsystem requirements presented in this document were written with the 
following three types of Mileage Reporting Methods in mind:

► Odometer-based reporting Mileage Meters (Odometer Charge), which are applications used 
on smartphones or camera-equipped mobile phones that capture and transmit vehicle odometer 
images and VIN information to a back-office application that processes and verifies the data 
contained in the image

► OBDII Mileage Meters (Plug-in Device), which are devices that plug into a vehicles OBDII port 
to collect data from the vehicle. An example is the devices used to measure vehicle data for 
Usage-based Insurance (UBI). These Mileage Meters may be location-aware (equipped with 
GPS) or non-location aware, and include OBDII devices that interface to smartphones.

► Native Automaker Telematics Mileage Meters (Telematics), which is software that interfaces 
with the vehicle telematics systems of connected vehicles to extract data needed for road 
charging. These vehicles are factory equipped with telematics systems that include a cellular 
(3G/LTE) interface. These Mileage Meters may either push messages to the Service Provider or 
allow Service Providers to pull data from the automaker telematics interface.

Depending on implementation, Native Automaker Telematics may more closely resemble Odometer 
Charge or the plug-in device (OBDII) methods. If Native Automaker Telematics enables mileage 
reporting by day, it resembles the plug-in device methods, and all requirements for plug-in devices 
apply to it (save those pertaining to the physical device itself). If Native Automaker Telematics does 
not support mileage reporting by day, it resembles the Odometer Charge, and all requirements 
related to the Odometer Charge apply to it. If Native Automaker Telematics determines location 
information, all requirements related to location detection, recording and transmission will apply to 
it. Vendors shall describe which of the two methods their Native Automaker Telematics interface 
more closely resembles.

4.2. Subsystem Purpose
The purpose of the Mileage Reporting subsystem is to report three types of information to the 
Account Management subsystem – distance traveled, and when available, fuel consumption and 
location information. 

The Mileage Reporting subsystem interfaces with hardware associated with participant vehicles that 
are set up with a Mileage Reporting Method. It measures and records miles traveled each day by 
the vehicle for vehicles on plug-in device methods, or collects and records odometer readings 
reported for vehicles on the Odometer Charge method. Along with mileage information, the Mileage 
Reporting subsystem also tracks fuel use information when and where it is available, which can be 
used for computation of the estimated gas tax paid by the Service Provider. When fuel use 
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information is not available, the EPA fuel economy information2 shall be used to estimate the fuel 
consumption of the vehicle. In case of a Mileage Reporting Method with location technology, 
location information is also recorded, i.e. miles driven on public roads, miles driven off-road or on 
private roads, and miles driven in different jurisdictions are differentiated.

The accumulated miles traveled and the odometer readings are reported by the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem to the Account Management subsystem for computation of the road usage charge due 
by the participant. In the case of the native telematics Mileage Meter, the data is likely not reported 
but extracted on-demand by the Account Management subsystem. 

4.3. Subsystem Overview
The Mileage Reporting subsystem comprises two components, the Mileage Meter and the Data 
Collection component, used to collect and transmit the mileage and (when available) fuel 
consumption data.

► The Mileage Meter is located in a vehicle for the collection of mileage data, and must be 
associated with the vehicle since it provides the interface to the vehicle for measuring miles 
traveled. In some cases the Mileage Meter may also measure fuel consumption or determine 
vehicle location, which is used to distinguish chargeable and non-chargeable miles driven. In 
the case of the Odometer Charge the Mileage Meter may only be present in the vehicle at the 
time the odometer photograph is obtained.

► The Data Collection component collects data provided by the Mileage Meter, and reported 
odometer readings for odometer-based method, stores the data, both for later communication 
and audits, and creates and sends the standard format mileage messages and odometer 
messages to the Account Management subsystem. Note that in the case of a Native Automaker 
Telematics Mileage Meter, the Service Provider may extract data directly from the automaker 
vehicle telematics systems.

The following block diagrams illustrates the components and the interfaces of the Mileage 
Reporting subsystem (for all Mileage Meters other than the Native Automaker Telematics).

2 Combined fuel economy is a weighted average of City and Highway MPG values that is calculated by weighting the City 
value by 55% and the Highway value by 45% (source: https://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/text-version-gasoline-label).

 https:/www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/text-version-gasoline-label
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Message exchanged for odometer-based methods: 

Message exchanged for plug-in device methods:

Mileage Meter and Data Collection components may have different configurations:

► The Mileage Meter and the Data Collection components may both be housed in one physical 
device, or the Mileage Meter may be housed in a device with the Data Collection component 
located at an external location.

► The Data Collection component is not required to reside in the vehicle. Vendors have the option 
of physically locating the Data Collection component directly into the Mileage Meter and sending 
the mileage message to Account Management directly from the vehicle, or implementing the 
Data Collection component centrally, sending the mileage message (and odometer message) to 
Account Management from the central system, and communicating between the Mileage Meter 
in the vehicle and the central Data Collection component for collection of vehicle data.

The Mileage Reporting subsystem performs the following main activities.

► For Plug-in Device methods: 

 Accumulate miles and fuel consumption by day (completed by the Mileage Meter 
component): detect and record/store miles traveled and fuel usage by day, and in the case 
of Mileage Meters with location technology, by Rule ID/SubRule ID (c.f. Table 1). 

 Compile and transmit miles driven and (when available) fuel consumption to Account 
Management subsystem (completed by the data collection component) through mileage 
messages: mileage messages shall be created as specified in ICD and transmit to the 
Account Management subsystem.

► For the Odometer Charge:

 Collect and store mileage data, i.e. odometer readings reported. Miles driven are not 
differentiated by location, which means that all miles are chargeable, and therefore miles are 
only reported in the undifferentiated Rule ID (c.f. Table 1).

Mileage Reporting Subsystem

Account Management SubsystemMileage Meter Data Collection

Odometer Message

Odometer Message ResponseMverity capture Mverity check

Odometer
photo
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 Compile and transmit miles driven to Account Management subsystem (completed by the 
data processing component) through odometer messages: odometer messages shall be 
created as specified in ICD and transmitted to the Account Management subsystem.

 Vehcon’s MVerity system shall be used to implement the Odometer Charge. The Service 
Provider will integrate with MVerity either by incorporating its software into its own app that 
end users can use to capture their odometer image, or by using the MVerity On Demand 
system, by which end users receive a text message with a link to a web page on which they 
can capture their odometer image. This is explained in the RFP document and details of 
integration are provided in Exhibit F.

4.4. Subsystem Requirements 

4.4.1. Subsystem Security

Electronic security measures are vital to the success of the road usage charge system. A major part 
of electronic security is the Mileage Meter’s resistance to fraud and tampering. It is desirable that 
the Mileage Meter be encased in a physical enclosure that resists tampering with the components 
of the device. As specified below, the Mileage Meter shall be installed in the vehicle in a manner 
that resists tampering with the device or deliberately altering the accumulation of mileage data. The 
Mileage Meter shall monitor its functions and accumulated data, detect any anomalies that are 
indicative of possible tampering or attempted fraudulent alteration of monitored data, and record 
such events in the performance logs.

If the Mileage Meter has multiple sources of data, it shall verify that the data sources correspond. 
For example, if a Mileage Meter has both vehicle data information including vehicle speed from the 
vehicle data port, and location information, it shall ensure that the speed information from the data 
port is within a reasonable tolerance of the speed derived from the location data. If data sources do 
not correspond, the Mileage Meter shall set the appropriate health code(s).

The Mileage Meter shall support measures to authenticate location data when the device is running 
on third-party software, such as when the Mileage Meter interfaces with a smartphone. Examples 
include comparing data derived from that device with data from the vehicle, checking for known 
fraudulent location data programs running on the device, checking for simple unusual location 
behavior (all location data being identical or within a very small confined region), and comparing the 
location of the receiver communicating with the device (such as a cell tower) with the location data 
produced by the device. If the location data cannot be authenticated, then the miles are 
undifferentiated and the Mileage shall report degraded location data with the appropriate health 
code.

4.4.2. Mileage usage differentiation (Rule ID and SubRule ID)

Location-sensing Mileage Meters use RuleID and SubRule ID location codes to differentiate miles 
driven on chargeable roads (public) and miles driven on non-chargeable roads (private or off-
roads): 
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► RuleID is the code for the location (area) where the mileage is driven. All RuleID’s refer to entire 
states, except 00, which refers to mileage driven for which there is no location data (state 
cannot be determined), and the RuleIDs for Canada and Mexico that each refer to the entire 
country for the HiRUC Demonstration. The Rule IDs for the state of Hawaii vary by county, as 
specified in Table 1 (there is no statewide RuleID for Hawaii). Note the other Rule IDs are 
applicable when an enrolled participant vehicle is driven out of state (e.g. scenario where a 
vehicle is used outside of Hawaii during summer vacation). 

► In case of a Mileage Meter with location technology, which uses map technologies to identify the 
roads subject to the RUC for miles driven (generally publicly maintained roads within the state of 
Hawaii), the map technology shall have the capability to differentiate miles driven on public 
roads and off-road or and private roads.

Table 1: Rule IDs

STATE RULE ID

No location data or Undifferentiated 00

Alabama 01

Alaska 02

Arizona 04

Arkansas 05

California 06

Colorado 08

Connecticut 09

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 11

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Hawaii – Hawaii County* 15001

Hawaii – Honolulu County* 15003

Hawaii – Kauai County* 15007

Hawaii – Maui County* 15009

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

Louisiana 22

Maine 23
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STATE RULE ID

Maryland 24

Massachusetts 25

Michigan 26

Minnesota 27

Mississippi 28

Missouri 29

Montana 30

Nebraska 31

Nevada 32

New Hampshire 33

New Jersey 34

New Mexico 35

New York 36

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 38

Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina 45

South Dakota 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Mexico 301

Canada 300

International Miles 302

Canada - Alberta 303

Canada - British Columbia 304
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STATE RULE ID

Canada - New Brunswick 305

Canada - Newfoundland and Labrador 306

Canada - Nova Scotia 307

Canada - Manitoba 308

Canada - Ontario 309

Canada - Quebec 310

Canada - Prince Edward Island 311

Canada - Saskatchewan 312

Canada - Northwest Territories 313

Canada - Nunavut 314

Canada - Yukon 315

For location-based Mileage Reporting Methods, record miles traveled in the actual county of travel. 
For non-location based methods, record all miles traveled in the county in which the vehicle is 
registered / owner-provided address. Do not use RuleID 15.

Each of Hawaii’s four main counties (Hawaii, Honolulu, Kauai, and Maui) assesses a gas tax at a 
distinct rate.3 These specification documents presume that at least one, if not all, of Hawaii’s 
counties will participate in the demonstration by illustrating a county RUC rate separately from the 
state RUC rate, for miles driven in that county. In that case, the rate to be charged to Participants 
using the location-based plug-in device, or other Participants whose vehicles are registered in that 
county, will be the sum of the state and county rate, and this will be reflected on Road Usage 
Reports. Otherwise, only the state rate applies.

Hawaii’s counties are distinct islands. Movement of vehicles between islands is rare, but plug-in 
devices with location should note such movements, if they occur, by assessing charges as a sum of 
the state rate and the rate for the county in which miles are driven. County of travel will be recorded 
with special codes, known as RuleIDs in the SRS and ICD, for the four major Hawaii counties—
Hawaii will have four RuleIDs, while all other states will only have one RuleID per state. Non-
location mileage reporting methods shall simply assume that the vehicle remains in the county of its 
registered address. 

All four counties will participate with distinct gas tax and RUC rates for pilot purposes.

► SubRule ID distinguishes between chargeable (public on-road) and non-chargeable miles driven 
within a given Rule ID. SubRule ID has the following values for the HiRUC Demonstration:

1. 1 = all public on-road (chargeable) miles in given RuleID

3 Hawaii has five counties, but the fifth, Kalawao, has roads provided by Maui.
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2. 2 = all non-chargeable miles in given RuleID. 

3. Note that Rule ID 00 with SubRule ID 2 includes all miles traveled that are known to be not 
chargeable but for whatever reason cannot be otherwise differentiated.

4.5. Mileage Reporting Subsystem specifications 
The requirements presented below are organized according to the functional architecture of the 
Mileage Reporting subsystem. Each requirement is classified according to three levels: subsystem 
component, functional group, and function as described in Figure 1.

4.5.1. Subsystem Functional Groups

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of these activities into functions. The requirements underlying those 
functions are described in detail in the following section.  

Figure 6: Functions Supported by the Mileage Reporting Subsystem

The Mileage Reporting subsystem supports the following functional groups, which is detailed in 
section 4.5.2 below:

► Measure road and fuel usage, identify location (for plug-in device Mileage Reporting 
Methods): Monitor vehicle systems to accurately measure the miles driven each day, and in 
cases where possible, accurately measure the fuel consumed, and with location-sensing 
methods, identify location. Monitor Mileage Meter health data of the mileage reporting device for 
determination of measurement reliability. Record accumulated mileage and fuel usage of the 
vehicle;

► Record road usage (for odometer-based methods): Collect odometer readings reported during 
the reporting period. 

► Reconcile usage to mileage and zones: For Mileage Meters with location technology, allocate 
the miles driven each day by the miles driven on RUC-chargeable roads by jurisdiction (public) 
and by non-chargeable roads (private and off-road).

► Report mileage and (when available) fuel consumption: Periodically send mileage data to 
the Account Management subsystem in mileage messages or odometer messages conforming 

Data CollectionMileage Meter

Ensure compliance with Design Requirements

Mileage Reporting Subsystem

Measure
Road and Fuel

Usage/Identify location

Report Mileage and
Fuel Consumption

Reconcile Usage to
Mileage and Zones
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Usage (odometer)
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to the format specified in the Interface Control Document (ICD), and confirm the accurate 
delivery and receipt of data.

► Ensure compliance with design requirements: Operate with high availability, with built-in 
diagnostic components, automated error recovery from soft failures, auto-reset from hard 
failures, and a high mean time between failures (MTBF) as specified in these specifications. 
Monitor the health and performance of the subsystem and report health status (including errors 
and events) to the Account Management subsystem, and report any available diagnostics of 
operational conditions (system health codes).

4.5.2. Detailed Functional Requirements

4.5.2.1. Subsystem: Mileage Reporting, Component: Mileage Meter

The Mileage Meter component detects and records miles and (when available) fuel usage, and 
transmits the accumulated data to the Data Collection component. Functional group 1 describe the 
functional requirements associated with these activities, and functional group 2 describe 
requirements pertaining to compliance with the design requirements.    

► Functional Group 1 – Measure road and fuel usage, and identify location 

 Function 1a: Record accumulated mileage traveled per day (mileage)

 MM.RMT.1      The Mileage Meter shall interface with the vehicle in which it is installed to 
monitor and automatically start collecting miles traveled by the vehicle. The Mileage 
Meter shall provide clear indications to the driver that it is correctly installed and 
recording mileage.  

 MM.RMT.2      The Mileage Meter shall record accumulated miles traveled by day. Miles 
traveled values shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect the 
maximum level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). 
Rounding of distance traveled values shall only occur when values are displayed to 
participants (on RURs, and in web portals and mobile apps). 

 MM.RMT.3      The Mileage Meter shall not delete any data sent to Data Collection for 
computing accumulated mileage until the data is stored by Data Collection.

 MM.RMT.4      The Mileage Meter shall report the miles traveled to Data Collection in 
such a manner that Data Collection can determine the day (see definition of a day in 
DC.DTC.2) on which the miles were driven. Miles traveled values shall be recorded to 
the number of decimal places that reflect the maximum level of precision of the Mileage 
Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of distance traveled values shall only 
occur when values are displayed to participants (on RURs, and in web portals and 
mobile apps).

 MM.RMT.5      The Mileage Meter without location technology shall not contain any 
hardware designed primarily to determine location, even if such hardware is disabled by 
software.
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 MM.RMT.6      The Mileage Meter with location technology shall either contain hardware 
to determine location or interface with external user- provided wireless devices that 
contain hardware to determine location.

 MM.RMT.7      When the Mileage Meter with location technology can determine the 
location of the vehicle, it shall record the mileage traveled in the Rule ID and SubRule ID 
in which the vehicle is traveling. When the Mileage Meter with location technology 
cannot determine the location of the vehicle or when a non-location sensing Mileage 
Meter is used, it shall record mileage traveled in the Rule ID for undifferentiated miles.

 MM.RMT.8      If a Mileage Meter is capable of either using or not using location 
information, it shall provide an indication to the driver of which mode it is operating in at 
any time.

 MM.RMT.9      The Mileage Meter shall calculate miles traveled per day to within +/-5% 
of the actual value.

 MM.RMT.10    The Mileage Meter shall not impede on the use of other Mileage Meter 
functionalities such as calling, texting, data usage (in the case of phone applications), 
and shall protect data already present on the Mileage Meter.

 Function 1b: Vehicle location differentiation to defined accuracy (location)

► Scope: This function only applies to all Mileage Meters with location technology

 MM.VLD.1      The map technology used by the Mileage Meter with location technology, 
which identifies the roads subject to the Road Usage Charge for miles driven, which 
area all publicly-maintained roads within the state of Hawaii. Mileage Meters shall be 
able to determine the location of the vehicle to within 50 feet to be able to determine 
whether the vehicle is traveling off of roads that will be assessed a vehicle Road Usage 
Charge, i.e., any travel 50 feet or more away from a public road shall be considered non-
chargeable.

 MM.VLD.2      If the mapping functionality is located in the Mileage Meter, the Mileage 
Meter shall provide a means for updating map definitions and data points, as well as the 
definitions of the Rule ID / SubRule ID when changes are warranted based on business 
rule definitions.

 MM.VLD.3      If needed for location mileage measurement, vendors shall utilize one of 
the commercially available mapping services and propose it to the HiRUC Administration 
for approval to differentiate chargeable and non-chargeable miles. The map technology 
shall have the capability to differentiate miles driven on public roads and off-road or 
private roads.

 MM.VLD. 4 Roads subject to the Road Usage Charge for miles driven, which area all 
publicly-maintained roads within the state of Hawaii. Public roads shall be considered 
chargeable (thus reported in SubruleID 1, as specified in the ICD). Private road and off-
road shall be considered non-chargeable (thus reported in SubruleID 2, as specified in 
the ICD).
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 Function 1c: Measure fuel usage (fuel consumption).
Scope: This function only applies to OBDII Mileage Meters. 

 MM.CFU.1      In vehicles that use liquid fuel, if the vehicle interface used by the Mileage 
Meter allows monitoring of or an estimate of fuel usage (based on parameters such as 
MAF or MAP sensor data), the Mileage Meter shall record the accumulated fuel used by 
the vehicle by day. Fuel consumption values shall be recorded to the number of decimal 
places that reflect the maximum level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least 
hundredths of a mile). Rounding of fuel consumption values shall only occur when 
values are displayed to participants (on RURs, and in web portals and mobile apps).

 MM.CFU.2      When the location-sensing Mileage Meter can determine the location of 
the vehicle and the Mileage Meter allows monitoring of or an estimate of fuel usage, it 
shall record the fuel usage in the Rule ID in which the vehicle is traveling. When the 
Mileage Meter cannot determine the location of the vehicle, it shall record fuel usage in 
the Rule ID for undifferentiated miles. 

 MM.CFU.3      If the Mileage Meter determines that the data used to determine fuel 
usage is not reliable, it shall report no fuel data available.

 MM.CFU.4      If data to calculate estimates of fuel consumption is available, the Mileage 
Meter shall calculate estimates of daily fuel consumption within ±5% of the actual value. 
Fuel consumption values shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect 
the maximum level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). 
Rounding of fuel consumption values shall only occur when values are displayed to 
participants (on RURs, and in web portals and mobile apps).

 MM.CFU.5      OBDII Mileage Meters shall be able to read data required by the latest 
OBDII regulations regarding fuel usage4.

 Function 1d: Maintain an indication of service/performance quality (health data) Description 
(log errors) 

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters, but not all Mileage Meters will support all 
diagnostic functions. 

 MM.RSP.1.1-18        The Mileage Meter shall maintain a log of the following errors and 
events detected by the built-in diagnostics. Not all Mileage Meters may support all error. 
For example, disconnects and reconnects to the vehicle may only be detectible by OBDII 
Mileage Meters. Note that it is vital that all Mileage Meters with a physical connection to 
the vehicle accurately diagnose case 16—vehicle failure preventing accurate reporting 
Mileage Meter. The Mileage Meter shall support all errors and events that are detectible 
by its type of Mileage Meter:

1. Low Voltage

4 Starting in model year 2019 with 30% of new vehicles, and completing in 2021 with 100% of new vehicles, fuel usage 
data will be added directly to OBDII data.
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2. Anomalies in monitored vehicle functions and parameters which could compromise 
the collection and reporting of VMT data (e.g., MIL on - Check Engine light)

3. Storage full

4. Disconnects (any disconnect from vehicle - device removed from vehicle or switched 
off, including lost power - also including time of disconnect and data on miles while 
disconnected if available)

5. Connected to new vehicle (VIN different from previous installation)

6. Reconnected to existing vehicle

7. Vehicle interface communications failure

8. Location data degraded [Mileage Meter with location technology only]

9. Incorrect date/time (conflict between date/time from vehicle interface and from 
wireless communications)

10. Software resets

11. Software updates

12. Degraded mileage data

13. Missed mileage

14. Inconsistent mileage data (between multiple raw data sources)

15. Service Provider Mobile App failure (other than faults indicated above in 8-14)

16. Vehicle Failure preventing accurate recording of mileage data 

17. Native Automaker Telematics interface failure (other than faults indicated above)

18. Vendor-specific

 MM.RSP.2      The Mileage Meter shall not delete any error or performance log entries 
until values are stored by Data Collection.

 Function 1e: Transmit accumulated mileage traveled, fuel usage data (optional), and health 
data to Data Collection

► Scope: This function applies to Plug-in Device Mileage Meters 

 MM.AMT.1      The Mileage Meter shall send the accumulated miles traveled, or data 
sufficient for the computation of accumulated miles traveled per day to the Data 
Collection component; or the Data Collection shall pull such data from the Mileage Meter 
for Native Automaker Telematics.

 MM.AMT.2      The Mileage Meter shall send error and event log data to the Data 
Collection component for reporting and storage.

 MM.AMT.3      The Mileage Meter shall send the accumulated fuel usage data, if 
computed, to the Data Collection component.
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 MM.AMT.4      If the Mileage Meter detects it is installed in a new vehicle as identified by 
a new VIN and/or change in other data reported through the vehicle interface, the 
Mileage Meter shall send all unreported accumulated miles for the previous vehicle to 
the Data Collection component for completed days immediately (or as soon as possible 
if communications is not available) separately from the miles reported from the new 
vehicle. The Mileage Meter shall immediately (or as soon as possible if communications 
is not available) report to Data Collection that the Mileage Meter has been installed in a 
new vehicle including the VIN, if available.

 MM.AMT.5      The Mileage Meter shall either contain the data collection component, or 
shall contain communications hardware capable of direct communications with a data 
collection component (requiring no external communications devices).

 MM.AMT.6       For Mileage Meters that send (push) data to the data collector, the 
Mileage Meter shall transmit data no less frequently than once per month. For Mileage 
Meters that send (push) data to the data collector and that have access to constant 
power and connectivity, the Mileage Meters shall transmit data no less frequently than 
once per week, subject to power and network connectivity. 

 MM.AMT.7      The Mileage Meter shall accept an acknowledgement message from the 
Account Management subsystem that includes the message ID of the message 
received.

 MM.AMT.8      The Plug-in device Mileage Meter shall communicate with Data Collection 
component (either transmit reportable miles to data collection or provide notification of 
operations, a heartbeat), covering at least 99% of days that the Mileage Meter is 
operating and has communications.

► Functional Group 2: Ensure compliance with design requirements

 Function 2a: Resist fraud and tampering

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters.

 MM.RFT.1       If the Mileage Meter includes hardware in the vehicle, the Mileage Meter 
shall be encased in a physical enclosure that resists opening and provides a means to 
visually verify unauthorized opening of the enclosure.

 MM.RFT.2       The Mileage Meter shall provide a means to detect unauthorized 
firmware changes.

 MM.RFT.3       The Mileage Meter shall verify consistency of all data sources available to 
detect any anomalies that are indicative of possible tampering or attempted fraudulent 
alteration of monitored data, and record such events in the performance logs.

 MM.RFT.4       The Mileage Meter shall be attached to the vehicle. It shall provide the 
capability to detect when it has been removed or power has been lost to the device.

 MM.RFT.5       When a Mileage Meter with an interface to the OBDII port has been 
reinstalled or the power has been restored, the Mileage Meter shall be capable of 
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determining if it has been installed into a new vehicle or remains in the original vehicle, 
so long as at least one vehicle reports VIN. 

 MM.RFT.6       The Mileage Meter shall contain a record of the hardware and software 
version that is currently installed. Changes to the Mileage Meter hardware or software 
shall be reflected in the version number fields of the mileage message.

 MM.RFT.7       The Mileage Meter shall have the capability to detect and record when 
software resets of the Mileage Meter are carried out.

 MM.RFT.8      If a Mileage Meter with location technology employs a connection to a 
third-party device for obtaining location data, it shall support measures to authenticate 
the location data from that device.

 MM.RFT.9      If the Mileage Meter does not provide a secure means by which it can 
detect when it has been disconnected from a vehicle, then it shall provide a means of 
determining miles driven when the device is not in the vehicle or not powered on. 

 MM.RFT.10 Mileage Meters shall be secure (hack resistant and read-only to the vehicle, 
ie incapable of sending data to the vehicle). Data stored on Mileage Meters shall be 
destroyed on the Mileage Meter upon receipt of confirmation of successful transmission 
and storage from remote system (data collection subsystem or account management 
subsystem, as applicable).

 Function 2b: Have sturdy physical structure and be installable safely in vehicle

► Scope: This function only applies to OBDII Mileage Meters. 

 MM.SSS.1      The Mileage Meter shall be encased in a sturdy physical enclosure and 
be designed to mount securely to prevent disruption of normal operations, even under 
severe operating conditions of the vehicle.

 MM.SSS.2      The Mileage Meter shall be mounted in the vehicle in a manner that does 
not compromise the operation of any other systems of the vehicle or prevent 
maintenance of any other system or component of the vehicle.

 MM.SSS.3      The Mileage Meter shall be mounted in the vehicle in a manner that does 
not compromise the safety of the operator or passengers of the vehicle.

 MM.SSS.4      The Mileage Meter shall be certified to comply with all relevant FCC 
regulations. A provisional certification by the FCC is acceptable for participation in the 
HiRUC Demonstration.

 Function 2c: Maintain power management

► Scope: This function only applies to OBDII Mileage Meters.

 MM.MPM.1     The Mileage Meter shall retain all stored data and parameters even under 
periods of sustained disruption of power to the unit.

 MM.MPM.2     The Mileage Meter shall not cause a vehicle battery in good condition to 
discharge over a period of 2 months when the vehicle is not in use.
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 MM.MPM.3    The Mileage Meter shall have low battery usage (less than 10% of the 
battery), and shall not drain the Mileage Meter battery.

 Function 9: Have high availability

 MM.HAV.1      The Mileage Meter shall be designed to continue to operate even under 
the following operating conditions:

 Voltage Range from 9.0 VDC to 18.0 VDC

 Maximum Relative Humidity – non condensing of 90% 

 Temperature Range from -10ºC to +55ºC

 The Mileage Meter shall be designed to tolerate a Temperature Range from -40ºC to 
+85ºC.

 MM.HAV.2      The Mileage Meter shall have an estimated Mean Time Between Failures 
(MTBF) of no less than 5 years. 

4.5.2.2. Subsystem: Mileage Reporting, Component: Data Collection

The Data Collection component receives odometer readings for the Odometer Charge Method, 
records transaction data, i.e. receives and compiles data sent by the Mileage Meter component for 
Plug-in Device Mileage Reporting Methods as described by functional group 3 requirements, 
reconciles usage data to mileage and zones - for Mileage Meters with location technology - as 
described by functional group 4 requirements, and reports mileage and fuel consumption by 
transmitting Mileage Messages to the Account Management subsystem (functional group 5 
requirements). Functional group 6 requirements address compliance with the design requirements. 

► Functional Group 3 – Record Transaction Data

 Function 3a: Receive odometer readings 

► Scope: This function applies to the Odometer Charge Method

 DC.RDO.1      The Data Collection component receives odometer readings and 
timestamps from odometer-based methods, verifies odometer readings and timestamps, 
and validates odometer readings (authenticity) are in the correct format, using the 
MVerity system.

 Function 3b: Record measured data from Mileage Meter  

 DC.RDO.2      If the Data Collection component is implemented remotely from the 
Mileage Meter, the communications between the Mileage Meter and the Data Collection 
component shall be implemented to prevent any data loss, even after periods of 
disrupted communications.

 DC.RDO.3      If the Data Collection component receives data from multiple vehicles, it 
shall maintain the data from each vehicle separately.
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 DC.RDO.4      Data Collection shall receive data sent (pushed) from the Mileage Meter; 
or in case of a Native Automaker Telematics Mileage Meter, Data Collection shall 
retrieve (pull) data from the Mileage Meter.

 Function 3c: Record measured data from Native Automaker Telematics interface

 DC.RDO.5     The periodicity of data extraction from the Native Automaker Telematics 
interface will depend on cost of retrieving the mileage and (if available) fuel consumption 
data. If the cost is high, the periodicity of data transfer could be adjusted to monthly or 
quarterly. Proposers may offer multiple options of frequency, indicating which option is 
included in the base price, and which frequencies would cost more, to be included as an 
optional extra.

► Functional Group 4: Reconcile usage to mileage and zones (RuleIDs)

 Function 4a: Determine mileage traveled by road usage charge rate code using location 
data

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters with location technology.

 DC.DMT.1      The Data Collection component shall compute, for Mileage Meters with 
location technology enabled, the miles traveled by RuleID (the code for the rate chargeable 
by location) by day. For the Mileage Meter with no location information, all miles traveled 
shall be included in the RuleID for undifferentiated miles. For Mileage Meters with location 
technology, the undifferentiated miles shall include all mileage not reported in other RuleIDs. 
Miles traveled values shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect the 
maximum level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of 
miles traveled values shall only occur when values are displayed to participants (on RURs, 
and in web portals and mobile apps)..

 DC.DMT.2      The Data Collection component shall compute, for Mileage Meters with 
location technology, the fuel usage by RuleID (the code for the rate chargeable by location) 
by day. When location technology is disabled or for the Mileage Meter with no location, all 
fuel usage shall be included in the RuleID for undifferentiated miles. Fuel consumption 
values shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect the maximum level of 
precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of fuel consumption 
values shall only occur when values are displayed to participants (on RURs, and in web 
portals and mobile apps).

 DC.DMT.3      If the data from the Mileage Meter differentiates mileage traveled on non-
taxable (private) roads and/or off-road, then that mileage shall be included in the mileage 
message in the SubRule ID for non-taxable roads.

 DC.DMT.4      The Data Collection component shall determine the Rule ID and SubRule ID 
based on location data from Mileage Meters with location technology using a Road Usage 
Charge Administration approved map.

 DC.DMT.5      If the mapping functionality is located in the Data Collection component, the 
Data Collection component shall provide a means for updating map definitions and data 
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points, as well as the definitions of the Rule ID / SubRule ID zones when changes are 
warranted based on business rule definitions.

► Functional Group 5: Report Mileage and Fuel Consumption 

 Function 5a: Date/Time Configurations 

 DC.DTC.1    The Data Collection component shall update its date/time clock in such a 
way that the date/time of the Mileage Meter and other vendor system components are in 
sync. Examples include using an external source (i.e. GPS) or syncing with the internal 
clock of the Account Management subsystem.

 DC.DTC.2     For purposes of reporting miles traveled by day, a day shall be defined as 
12:00:00 am to 11:59:59 pm Hawaii Standard Time (HST). Daylight savings and 
standard time shall be accounted for, if applicable (Hawaii does not observe daylight 
savings, so this would only be for vehicles traveling outside Hawaii). 

 Function 5b: Formulate and send mileage messages to account management

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters except the Native Automaker Telematics 
Mileage Meter.

 DC.FSM.1      The mileage message shall be created from the accumulated data 
received from the Mileage Meter component. The odometer message shall be created 
from the odometer readings received from participant through the odometer app.  
Accumulated data received shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that 
reflect the maximum level of precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a 
mile). Rounding of accumulated values shall only occur when values are displayed to 
participants (on RURs, and in web portals and mobile apps).

 DC.FSM.2      The mileage message or odometer message shall conform to the 
message defined in the Mileage Reporting to Account Management Interface Control 
Document.

 DC.FSM.3      The mileage message shall reflect all error and event conditions reported 
by the Mileage Meter during the period reported in the mileage message and shall be 
encoded as defined in the Mileage Reporting to Account Management Interface Control 
Document.

 DC.FSM.4      The mileage message shall be transmitted to the Account Management 
subsystem after the configured time period. 

 DC.FSM.5     The Data Collection component shall ensure that there is no overlap in the 
dates between sequential reporting messages.

 DC.FSM.6      If no data is received by the Data Collection component from the Mileage 
Meter during the configured time period, the Data Collection component shall send a 
mileage message with an error code for no Mileage Meter data received.

 DC.FSM.7      The Data Collection component shall ensure that the Message ID is 
unique to each message acknowledged. Note: As specified in the ICD, in case of 
message send failure, messages can be resent with the same Message ID.
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 DC.FSM.8      The Data Collection component shall accept an acknowledgement 
message from the Account Management subsystem that includes the Message ID of the 
message received.

 DC.FSM.9      The Data Collection component shall include accumulated mileage data, 
and if available, accumulated fuel usage data, for all complete days since the last day 
reported in the most recently acknowledged mileage message. Accumulated data values 
shall be recorded to the number of decimal places that reflect the maximum level of 
precision of the Mileage Meter (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of accumulated 
values shall only occur when values are displayed to participants (on RURs, and in web 
portals and mobile apps).

 DC.FSM.10     If the Data Collection component does not receive an acknowledgement 
message from the Account Management subsystem for a mileage message sent, all 
accumulated mileage and fuel usage date from that message shall be included in a 
subsequent mileage message, and no later than the next scheduled mileage message 
transmitted to the Account Management subsystem.

 DC.FSM.11     If the Data Collection component is unable do to determine miles traveled 
by day, it shall record the miles traveled by a range of days/times, as specified in the 
ICD.

 DC.FSM.12     If the Data Collection component is housed in a Mileage Meter, it shall 
contain hardware capable of transmitting the Mileage Message to the Account 
Management subsystem without an external device for communications

 DC.FSM.13     The Data Collection component shall transmit the Mileage Message to 
the Account Management subsystem that is associated with the Mileage Meter ID 
number in the mileage message.

 DC.FSM.14     If the Mileage Meter provides fuel usage data to the Data Collection 
component, the Data Collection component shall set the Fuel Use Method to the value 
indicating actual fuel use is calculated.

 DC.FSM.15     If the Data Collection component receives mileage from multiple vehicles 
(VINs) from a given Mileage Meter, it shall send the data from each vehicle in separate 
mileage messages.

 DC.FSM.16     If the Data Collection component receives notification that the Mileage 
Meter has been plugged into a new or different vehicle (including first installation), it shall 
include a new vehicle event indication in the next mileage message.

 DC.FSM.17     If the Data Collection component is housed in the Mileage Meter, the 
Data Collection component shall transmit the mileage message to the Transactions 
Processor, covering at least 99% of days that the Mileage Meter is operating and has 
communications.

 Function 5b: Formulate and send odometer messages to account management

► Scope: This function applies to all Odometer-based methods
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 DC.FSO.1      The odometer message shall be created from the odometer readings 
received from participant through the odometer app.

 DC.FSO.2      The odometer message shall conform to the message defined in the 
Mileage Reporting to Account Management Interface Control Document.

 DC.FSO.3      The Data Collection component shall ensure that the Message ID is 
unique to each message acknowledged. Note: As specified in the ICD, in case of 
message send failure, messages can be resent with the same Message ID.

 DC.FSO.4      The Data Collection component shall accept an acknowledgement 
message from the Account Management subsystem that includes the Message ID of the 
message received.

 DC.FSM.5     Odometer-based Mileage Meters shall transmit the odometer message, as 
specified in the Interface Control Document, instead of the mileage message. The 
Odometer Message shall be transmitted to the Account Management system 
immediately after the reading is verified and validated. 

 DC.FSO.6       If odometer readings are rejected due to invalid readings, this information 
shall be transmitted to the account management system. Each odometer message shall 
reflect error and event conditions (captured at a single point in time) and shall be 
encoded as defined in the Mileage Reporting to Account Management Interface Control 
Document.

► Functional Group 6: Ensure compliance with design requirements

 Function 6a: Have configurable parameters

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters

 DC.CPM.1      The Data Collection component shall provide a means to change 
configurable parameters without having to reprogram any in-vehicle components.

 DC.CPM.2      Configurable parameters shall include at a minimum the time period for 
reporting data to the Account Management subsystem, the communications address of 
the Account Management subsystem, and the storage period.

 DC.CPM.3      Data shall be reported to the Account Management subsystem at least 
once a month and shall be reported for each day in the month. The time period for 
reporting data is subject to change and is a configurable parameter.  

 Function 6b: Handle errors

► Scope: This function applies to all Mileage Meters

 DC.HER.1      The Data Collection component shall include built-in diagnostics to identify 
processing errors, identify the cause of the errors and recover to an operational state 
when possible.

 DC.HER.2      The Data Collection component shall maintain a log of all errors detected 
by the built-in diagnostics.
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 DC.HER.3      The Mileage Meter shall not delete any error or performance log entries 
until values are stored by Data Collection.
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5. Account Management Subsystem Requirements
5.1. Subsystem Context 
This section presents an overview of the Account Management subsystem. The Account 
Management subsystem consolidates and centralizes all the information on the participant during 
the course of the HiRUC Demonstration, from participant contact information, information on 
vehicles enrolled and Mileage Reporting Method selected, road usage information, to Road Usage 
Reports (RURs). This information is used for provision of account management services (online 
accounts) and customer services to participants, and reporting services to the HiRUC 
Administration.  

5.2. Subsystem Purpose
The purpose of the Account Management subsystem is to manage all participant data, distribute 
RURs to participants and report data. 

The subsystem thus integrates odometer and mileage messages that comprise road usage 
information (odometer readings, mileage and fuel consumption information) of enrolled vehicles 
from the Mileage Reporting subsystem. It calculates, consolidates and transmits data for RUR 
generation. Note that for odometer-based methods, mileage driven is calculated based on 
odometer readings reported, and estimated fuel consumption is calculated based on EPA combined 
city/highway MPG rating. The subsystem then calculates and consolidates RUR data including 
estimated gas tax paid and potential road usage charge for enrolled participant vehicles. The 
subsystem transmits RUR data to the RURG subsystem which generates RURs that the subsystem 
retrieves and distributes to participants. Finally, it generates reports based on participant data for 
the HiRUC Administration. 

► In any potential future operational road charging system, the purpose of the subsystem would 
also include collecting funds from participants and remitting funds owed to the state. However, 
in the HiRUC Demonstration, no funds will be exchanged. The process ends with distribution of 
RURs to participants. 

5.3. Subsystem Overview
The Account Management subsystem includes three components:

► A Transactions Processor component, which is designed to receive mileage messages and 
odometer messages from the Mileage Reporting Subsystem, and perform reasonableness on 
mileage and fuel use data before processing the data into unique transactions comprising road 
usage charge and estimated gas tax information. 
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► A Participant Account Management component, which supports account management 
services. This component receives road usage transactions from the transaction processing 
component and links them to participant accounts. It also interfaces with the Datawarehouse 
subsystem to transmit RUR data and with the RURG subsystem to retrieve RURs for 
participants. 

► A RUC Reporting component, which is designed to generate account monitoring and road 
usage for the HiRUC Administration, and compliance monitoring reports. The reports comprise 
data to monitor participant accounts (overview of participant accounts, vehicles enrolled, and 
Mileage Reporting Methods used, and participant customer support statistics5), financial or road 
usage data (estimated gas tax and road usage charge data computed periodically by Mileage 
Reporting Method, vehicle propulsion type), and compliance data (Service Provider compliance 
with design requirements, reconciliation reports to check accuracy of road usage data) 

The block diagram in Figure 7 illustrates the components and the interfaces of the Account 
Management subsystem with HiRUC subsystems.  

Figure 7: Components and Interfaces of the Account Management Subsystem

5.4. Subsystem Requirements 

5.4.1. Subsystem Security

The Account Management subsystem is responsible for collecting and maintaining records for Road 
Usage Charge. 

The system requirements that cover security, backup and recovery shall also cover specific details 
for this subsystem. Additionally, the security of the Mileage message and Odometer message and 
the various messages from the Account Management subsystem to the RUC Accounting and 
Management Subsystem.

5 These are specified in the customer service requirements document.
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5.5. Account Management Subsystem Specifications 

5.5.1. Subsystem Functional Groups

Figure 8 shows the breakdown of these activities into functions. The requirements underlying those 
functions are described in detail in the following section.

Figure 8: Functions Supported by the Account Management System

The Transaction Processing component supports two primary functions.

► Process Messages: Collect mileage messages, odometer messages, error and event, and 
configuration/status messages from Mileage Reporting subsystem on a periodic basis; process 
mileage and fuel use data and perform reasonableness checks. 

► Generate Unique Transactions: Calculate road usage charge and estimated gas tax based on 
the mileage and (when available) fuel consumption data reported in the mileage message and 
odometer messages, and configured RUC rates and fuel tax rates, and consolidate this 
information in unique transactions. When the fuel consumption data is not available, the fuel 
consumption is based on the average EPA rating of the vehicle.  

The Participant Account Management component supports the following functions.

► Account Management (throughout the course of the Part 2 of operations)

 Register, update, close account: Creation and maintenance of participant information in a 
database including registration and update of participant contact details and vehicle(s).

 Change Mileage Reporting Method: Support change of Mileage Reporting Method with 
which a vehicle is registered to another compatible Mileage Reporting Method. 

 Change of vehicles: Support change of participant vehicle to another eligible passenger 
vehicle, i.e. passenger vehicles registered in the state of Hawaii. 
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support of Mileage Reporting Methods
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 Provide an online account (and optionally a downloadable app): Online service 
interface for participants to enroll, manage their accounts, and view their activity and RURs 

 Collect and link transactions to enrolled VINs: Receive transactional data from the 
Transaction Processor and link the transactions to participant vehicles.

 Distribute RURs to online accounts: Retrieve RURs generated by the RURG subsystem on 
a periodic basis, and distribute RURs to participants by email/text/online account.

► Remit RUR data

 Transfer RUR data per VIN to the Master database subsystem on a periodic basis for RUR 
generation purposes.

The Reporting component supports the following functions.

► Transmit monitoring and compliance reports to the HiRUC Administration. Send periodic or on-
demand preformatted reports to the HiRUC Administration to report on participant and vehicle 
enrollment (including compliance), and mileage and revenue data. 

► Transmit customer service statistics reports to the HiRUC Administration. Send monthly 
preformatted reports on customer service metrics (call volumes and break down, key 
performance indicators), as defined in the Business Rules Section 2.4.6 (“The Service 
Provider’s Account Management system shall track all calls to customer service and report 
customer support statistics defined below to the HiRUC Administration"). 

► Manage reporting frequency and exceptions. Configure reporting frequencies in the reporting 
system to allow maximum reporting flexibility to meet operational needs. Manage reporting 
errors and reissue reports when errors are identified.   

5.5.2. Detailed Functional Requirements

5.5.2.1. Subsystem: Account Management, Component: Transaction Processor

This component applies to all the Plug-in Device Mileage Reporting Methods 

► Functional Group 1 – Process Messages 

 Function 1a: Collect odometer/mileage message from data collection and send 
acknowledgement to data collection

 TP.CMM.1      The Transactions Processor shall receive odometer/mileage messages 
on a 24x7 basis so that the Mileage Reporting subsystem can transmit at any time.

 TP.CMM.2      The Transactions Processor shall acknowledge receipt of the 
odometer/mileage message as specified in the Mileage Reporting to Account 
Management Interface Control Document after storing the received data.

 TP.CMM.3      The Transactions Processor shall receive mileage data from vehicles with 
OBDII devices even if the vehicle VIN differs from one originally assigned or 
programmed into the device.
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 TP.CMM.4      The Transactions Processor shall perform reasonableness checks on all 
mileage data received from third party vendors (vendors other than the Service 
Provider). Reasonableness checks shall, at a minimum, include checking that the data is 
within reasonable bounds (typically 0-1500 miles/day).

 Function 1b: Validate odometer message (reasonableness checks)

 TP. VOM.1       The Participant Account Management component shall perform a 
consistency check (cross-reading) between successive odometer reports, in case self-
reported odometer readings are made incorrectly or odometer fraud occurs. When 
discrepancies are discovered (such data indicating negative odometer movement or 
positive odometer movement greater than 1500 miles per day), these records shall be 
flagged as specified in the ICD. The odometer reports can be used to potentially adjust 
the periodic road usage charge due and estimated gas tax paid. All transactions that 
cannot be linked back to a VIN shall be reported to the HiRUC Administration.

 Function 1c: Validate mileage message for: Mileage Meter-VIN, total miles driven vs. road 
usage charge rate code, complete message, and accumulated miles are incrementing 
logically

 TP.VMM.1      The transactions processor shall verify that the VIN number (if available) 
and the Mileage Meter ID number in the message correspond to the Mileage Meter ID 
number associated with the VIN as stored in the Account Management account. All 
transactions that cannot be linked back to a VIN or Mileage Meter ID shall be reported to 
the HiRUC Administration.

 TP.VMM.2      Data validation shall occur in transactions processing. Data validation is 
comprised of: Mileage Meter-VIN validation; total miles driven vs. mileage driven in each 
RuleID; validate that message is complete; validate that accumulated miles are 
incrementing logically (monotonically nondecreasing).

 TP.VMM.3      The Account Management subsystem shall perform the following 
reasonableness/sanity checks on the data in the mileage message:

 Message IDs are increasing.

 Check that VIN and Mileage Meter ID correspond to values in same account as 
stored by Account Management values in database.

 Check that date/time is increasing and mileage is not decreasing. Check that the 
Rule ID is valid.

 Checking that the mileage data is within reasonable bounds as defined in the 
business rules (typically 0-1500 miles/day).

 TP.VMM.4      The Account Management subsystem shall record message errors and 
failures and send a message to the Data Collection system as specified in the ICD.

 Function 1d: Handle Errors

 TP.HER.1        The Transactions Processor shall have high availability (99.9% uptime). 
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 TP.HER.2       The Account Management subsystem shall log errors that are message 
associated with the Mileage/Odometer Message received.

 Function 1e: Archive (store) all mileage data received, including incoming timestamp and 
road usage charge/estimated gas tax paid computed

 TP.AMM.1      The Account Management subsystem shall archive (store) Mileage 
Messages and Odometer Messages, and pulls from the Native Automaker Telematics 
Mileage Meter.

 TP.AMM.2      The Account Management subsystem shall maintain a sequential 
transaction log.

 TP.AMM.3      The Account Management subsystem shall destroy the saved 
mileage/odometer messages, including location and daily metered use information, not 
later than 30 days after completion of RUR distribution, dispute resolution for a single 
reporting period or the conclusion of a noncompliance investigation, whichever is latest, 
unless otherwise agreed to by the participant.

 TP.AMM.4      The contractor shall have a way to flag a VIN on an account to identify if 
there is an issue on the account that is being researched. By flagging this VIN, the 
account shall not purge the related mileage data until the flag is removed. 

 TP.AMM.5      If the participant has not expressly consented to the retention of location 
and daily metered use data, the contractor shall have a method to determine the 
appropriate participant data for purging (destruction) location and daily metered use 
information not later than 30 days after completion of RUR distribution, dispute 
resolution for a single reporting period or a non-compliance investigation, whichever is 
latest

► Functional Group 2 – Generate Unique Transactions

 Function 2a: Calculate/apply Road Usage Charge

 TP.CAR.1       The Account Management subsystem shall calculate the RUC for the 
miles driven using the mileage rate specified. The Rate Table is included in the Business 
Rules.

 TP.CAR.2       After the Mileage/Odometer Message is validated; the Account 
Management subsystem shall calculate the RUC and store it in a manner that it can be 
associated with the Mileage Message or relevant Odometer Message(s).

 TP.CAR.3       The Account Management subsystem shall calculate the RUC for 
undifferentiated miles at the mileage rate for the RuleID for undifferentiated miles, as 
determined by the state in which the vehicle is registered. The Rate Table is included in 
the Business Rules.

 TP.CAR.4      Transactions with high uncertainty levels due to inconsistent data or 
suspicion of fraud shall be flagged with the appropriate error codes to identify the nature 
of the issues with that data.  

 Function 2b: Compute estimated gas tax paid 
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 TP.FTC.1       If fuel usage data is not available in the Mileage/Odometer Message for a 
given vehicle, the Participant Account Management component shall provide the 
capability to generate the estimated gas tax paid based on number of miles traveled, 
using the EPA average fuel mileage based on vehicle parameters for the vehicle 
associated with the account and Mileage Meter. If available, the EPA combined city-
highway fuel economy shall be used. If the EPA combined city-highway fuel economy is 
not available, then the EPA highway fuel economy shall be used. If the EPA highway 
fuel economy is also not available, then any available EPA provided fuel economy shall 
be used.

 TP.FTC.2       If the fuel consumption is reported in the Mileage/Odometer Message for a 
given vehicle (using measured or approved EPA methods), the Participant Account 
Management component shall calculate the estimated gas tax paid based on this value. 

 TP.FTC.3 The Transaction Processing component shall compute and record road 
usage charge (RUC) and estimated fuel tax to the maximum level of precision allowed 
by the Transaction Processor (at least hundredths of a mile). Rounding of RUC and 
estimated fuel tax paid values shall only occur when values are displayed to participants 
(on RURs, and in web portals and mobile apps).". 

 Function 2c: Create Unique Transaction

 TP.CUT.1       The Account Management subsystem shall create one unique transaction 
record for each day’s mileage record received (or pulled from the Native Automaker 
Telematics interface), and that record shall be assigned a unique number. Similarly, one 
unique transaction record for each odometer message received shall be created, and 
that record shall be assigned a unique number. Transactions shall be created with 
sequential transaction numbers, and numbers for each transaction shall be assigned so 
as to support auditing that there are no gaps in the transaction record.

 TP.CUT.2         The Transaction Processor component shall include the mileage and 
Road Usage Charge data in the transaction transmitted to the Participant Account 
Management component.

 TP.CUT.3         The Transaction Processor shall include any fuel consumption and 
estimated gas tax paid (based on fuel usage) in the transaction transmitted to the 
Participant Account Management component.

 TP.CUT.4         The Transaction Processor shall include any error and event information 
associated with the mileage and Road Usage Charge data in the transactions sent to the 
Participant Account Management component.

 TP.CUT.5         The Transaction Processor shall include all day/timestamp information 
associated with the mileage and Road Usage Charge data in the transactions sent to the 
Participant Account Management component.

5.5.2.2. Subsystem: Account Management, Component: Participant Account Management

► Functional Group 3: Collect and Link RUC Transaction to enrolled VINs
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 Function 3a: Receive Road Usage Charge information from transactions processor for 
vehicles with a Plug-in Device Mileage Meter.

 RPAM.RRI.1       The Participant Account Management component shall receive 
transactions comprising mileage, road usage charge, fuel consumption, and estimated 
gas tax paid information from the Transactions Processor, and shall link these 
transactions to the VIN after verifying that the VIN is enrolled with a participant account. 
All transactions that cannot be linked back to a VIN shall be reported to the HiRUC 
Administration.

 RPAM.RRI.2      The Participant Account Management component shall receive error 
and event information from the Transactions Processor, and shall link this information to 
the VIN after verifying that the VIN is enrolled with a participant account. All transactions 
that cannot be linked back to a VIN shall be reported to the HiRUC Administration. 

 RPAM.RRI.3       If the Participant Account Management component has no account for 
a VIN, the component shall create an exception and retain the data for a minimum of 60 
days, for processing if/when an account is created. This information shall be reported to 
HiRUC Administration with all unknown fields written as “Unknown”. 

 RPAM.RRI.4       The Participant Account Management component shall send reminder 
notices to each participant using the Plug-in Device Mileage Reporting Method to plug in 
the device (when a device is unplugged, and before it is plugged in) at one or more 
times or under circumstances specified by the HiRUC Administration. The reminder 
notice may be sent by e-mail, text message, and/or phone call.

 Function 3b: Receive Data for odometer-based methods (Odometer Charge)

 RPAM.RDO.1  The Participant Account Management component shall send 
notifications to each participant using odometer charges each time an image is due, at 
one or more times specified by the HiRUC Administration. The initial notifications and 
reminder notices are sent by e-mail, text message, and/or phone call or via the 
smartphone app (through the MVerity system6). The timing of odometer image capture 
reminders under various circumstances is included in the Business Rules 2.10.4 Timing 
and Frequency of Reminder Messages.

 RPAM.RDO.2  The Participant Account Management component shall send 
acknowledgement messages to each participant using odometer charges each time an 
image is received and shall indicate the time needed to process and validate the 
odometer image. The acknowledgement messages are sent by e-mail, text message, 
and/or phone call or via the smartphone app. 

 RPAM.RDO.3  The Participant Account Management component shall send a 
confirmation message to each participant using odometer charges each time an image is 
validated and shall indicate that the odometer reading shall be used for the RUR. In case 

6 The Service Provider sends requests to the MVerity API. These are specified at a high level in the MVerity specification 
documents attached to the RFP.
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the odometer image is rejected, the component shall send a rejection message, reason, 
with a request to submit another odometer image. The confirmation and rejection 
messages are sent by e-mail, text message, and/or phone call or via the smartphone 
app. 

 RPAM.RDO.4       The Participant Account Management component shall receive and 
store any odometer reports from the Transactions processor for all vehicles using 
odometer-based Mileage Reporting Methods. It shall link this information to the VIN after 
verifying that the VIN is enrolled with a participant account. It shall also (under 
exceptional circumstances such as failure of the odometer reading capture functionality 
of the mobile app) receive self-reported odometer readings via secure Internet 
connection (using HTTPS and certificate management), phone, or email. All transactions 
that cannot be linked back to a VIN shall be reported to the HiRUC Administration.

 RPAM.RDO.5 The Participant Account Management component shall store all 
odometer reports for all vehicles using the odometer-based Mileage Reporting Methods. 
These reports include official (via the app), self-reported (e.g. in case of mobile app 
odometer capture failure), or rejected odometer reports. All odometer reports received 
for vehicles shall potentially be displayed in the participant’s account activity. 

► Functional Group 4: Register, Update, Close Account, and Change Mileage Reporting Method

 Function 4a: Account setup, update account closeout by the participant

 RPAM.ASC.1       Account setup in the Service Provider’s system shall include vehicle 
enrollment, and provision and activation of a Mileage Reporting Method along with 
precise installation and set-up instructions. Account update shall include all changes to 
the participant account from modification of participant contact details, to vehicle or 
mileage reporting change.  Account close-out shall include vehicle de-enrollment, 
issuance of a final RUR, instructions to return the mileage reporting device or uninstall 
mileage reporting apps. The Participant Account Management component shall allow 
account set-up, update and account close-out at any time during Demonstration Part 2. 

 RPAM.ASC.2       The account sign-up process shall be simple, non-technical and 
consist of minimal steps that are organized and consolidated logically so that the 
process is seamless for participants. The sign-up process shall be straightforward and 
include step-by-step mistake-proof processes that guide participants and minimize 
account creation errors.  

 RPAM.ASC.3       If account set-up involves the acquisition of a separate smartphone 
app or device, an integrated process for account sign-up and app or device set-up, with 
a single sign-up step shall be implemented. The sign-on credentials for the app shall be 
generated automatically at the time that the account sign-in credentials are created, and 
the username/password for the account and app shall be the same. The Service 
Provider shall provide no more than one app per Mileage Reporting Method (although a 
different app may be provided to users of OBDII Mileage Meters, users of the Odometer 
Charge, and users of Native Automaker Telematics). 
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 RPAM.ASC.4       The sign-up process shall be streamlined so that the participant 
receives a minimal number of emails and notifications before and during account set-up. 
The HiRUC Administration shall have access to test the full sign-up process on the live 
system through their observation accounts. Approval of the sign-up process and 
communication flow is required prior to deployment. 

 RPAM.ASC.5       The Participant Account Management component shall conduct a 
compatibility check for each newly enrolled vehicle to identify and only offer compatible 
Mileage Reporting Methods during the sign-up process. Participants shall be referred to 
the Service Provider’s customer service for further guidance, if needed. The Service 
Provider shall report exception cases to the HiRUC Administration to determine 
enrollment on a case-by-case basis. 

 RPAM.ASC.6       The Participant Account Management component shall send a 
confirmation message to the participant with the account status and Mileage Reporting 
Method status at the end of the sign-up process, and indicate the next steps in the 
process for the participant to be fully set up to report road usage through their Mileage 
Reporting Method. 

 RPAM.ASC.7       For accounts with an Plug-in Device Mileage Reporting Method, the 
Participant Account Management component shall validate that the Mileage Meter ID is 
the correct Mileage Meter ID for the VIN in each mileage message. If a Mileage Meter 
ID-VIN mismatch is discovered in a mileage message, the Participant Account 
Management component shall log and report the issue as described in the ICD. 
However, being plugged into a different vehicle shall not cause the loss of mileage data 
or any other change in functionality for the account.

 RPAM.ASC.8       The Participant Account Management shall record and decode VIN for 
every enrolled vehicle. Stored values decoded from VIN shall include vehicle 
make/model/year, vehicle type (car, truck, van), and propulsion type (gasoline, diesel, 
hybrid, PHEV, EV) and EPA estimated fuel consumption values.

 RPAM.ASC.9       The Participant Account Management component shall request the 
reason for account closeout from the participant before allowing closeout, except at the 
end of Part 2. The Account Management system shall include this information in the VIN 
list as specified in the ICD.

 RPAM.ASC.10       The Participant Account Management component shall support 
accounts that contain multiple vehicles, each with a unique and configurable Mileage 
Reporting Method. The HiRUC Administration will specify the maximum number of 
vehicles that each account shall be able to support in the Business Rules. See Business 
Rules 2.3.2 Vehicle Enrollment.

 RPAM.ASC.11       The Participant Account Management component shall ensure that 
each VIN enrolled is associated with one and only one valid Mileage Reporting Method 
for any given period, defined by the start and end period date. When several Mileage 
Reporting Methods are associated with a VIN, the system shall ensure that the Mileage 
Reporting Methods do not have overlapping validity periods. 
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 RPAM.ASC.12 The Participant Account Management component shall validate all 
VINs provided by participants by using a connection to commercially available software 
to ensure that only VINs that can be decoded into vehicle make/model/year are 
automatically included in the database. VINs that do not decode should be handled 
manually, not rejected outright. The decoded VIN information is used to determine which 
Mileage Reporting Methods to offer for the enrolled during account sign-up or update.

 RPAM.ASC.13 The Participant Account Management component shall support 
account closure for participant accounts that do not actively report mileage. Drops (or 
forced account closures) shall be performed only after receiving the approval of the 
HiRUC Administration. Forced account closures shall be identifiable in the system. 

 RPAM.ASC.13 The Participant Account Management component shall support 
change of Mileage Reporting Method for a given vehicle. All such changes shall occur at 
the end of the mileage reporting period for the current method. Changes may occur in a 
manual way—there need be no automated web interface, supporting changes. Changes 
may require actions by the participant prior to the end of the current reporting period, for 
example, a participant switching to an OBDII Mileage Meter may be required to plug in 
the device and then take a picture of the odometer shortly before the end of the reporting 
period. Further details of the change Mileage Reporting Method shall be validated with 
the HiRUC Administration.

 RPAM.ASC.14 The Participant Account Management component shall support bulk 
account closure at the end of the Part 2 Demonstration. All accounts shall be closed on 
a date agreed with the HiRUC Administration. Final RURs should be viewable for a 
period after the conclusion of Demonstration Data collection as agreed with the HiRUC 
Administration.

 RPAM.ASC.15 The Participant Account Management component shall support fleet 
accounts, in which several vehicles can be managed from a single account with a single 
name and contact information. 7 The number of vehicles on a fleet account is specified in 
the business rules (Business Rules 2.3.2 Vehicle Enrollment). The Participant Account 
Management component shall support bulk vehicle data upload to a fleet account from a 
spreadsheet with all required information, though his may be accomplished manually by 
a customer service representative entering the information.

 RPAM.ASC.16 The Participant Account Management component shall support 
observation accounts. Observation accounts shall be used by the HiRUC Administration 
to experience all Participant usage scenarios on the production database at an earlier 
time than (several days before) regular participants would experience them in order to 
ensure optimal participant experience. Such usage scenarios include account creation, 
usage/driving data collection, RUR issuance, closeout. The Participant Account 
Management component shall support Participant usage scenarios being run separately 
for regular accounts and observation accounts.

7 Vendors should specify limitations on fleet account support in Proposals.
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 RPAM.ASC.17 The Participant Account Management component shall transmit 
information on the participant account creation, update and closure immediately after 
these events occur (in near-real-time) to the Datawarehouse via an API as detailed in 
the ICD (the Account and VIN update message. This will allow near-real-time 
coordination between Part 1 and Part 2 Demonstration operations, to ensure that Part 1 
Driving Reports are not issued for vehicles enrolled in the Part 2 Demonstration. (Note 
that vehicles for which a Part 1 Driving Report has already been issued are eligible to 
enroll in Part 2.)

 RPAM.ASC.18 The Participant Account Management component shall be able to 
gracefully handle diacritical marks if entered by the user.  Diacritical markings are 
symbols (the ‘okina and kahako) that are part of the Hawaiian alphabet, and included on 
the keyboards and input devices of many Hawaii residents. Preferably, the Participant 
Account Management component can store diacriticals as entered by the user. If the 
system cannot store the Hawaiian diacriticals, it shall include a message stating that on 
the input screen and it shall return a specific error message requesting the Participant to 
remove the diacriticals. It shall not: 

 substitute any non-diacritical symbols

 produce a generic error message (i.e., one that does not reference the need to 
remove diacriticals) 

 or result in any system errors due to entry of diacriticals.

 Function 4b: Administration of participant attributes (contact details, vehicle/Mileage Meter 
information, history of RURs)

 RPAM.ARA.1       The Participant Account Management component shall support 
maintenance (updating and deleting) of participant account information, including VINs 
(for one or more vehicles) and associated participant information. 

 RPAM.ARA.2       The participant information maintained by Participant Account 
Management shall include, at a minimum, all information provided on the participant 
application during enrollment.

 RPAM.ARA.3       For each vehicle associated with a participant account, the following 
information, at a minimum, shall be stored in the database: 

 For each vehicle in each account:

1) Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)

2) Current Mileage Reporting Method 

3) Adjustments to account (road usage charge and estimated gas tax). Note that 
adjustments will result in re-issued RURs.

4) License Plate Number

 For each vehicle in each account with a plug-in device Mileage Reporting Method:

1) Meter ID 
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2) Mileage Meter model / hardware version number

3) Mileage Meter firmware version number

4) RuleID (“Zone”) map version number

5) All configurable Mileage Meter parameters 

6) Road usage charge 

7) All Mileage Messages, up to data retention limit 

8) All Configuration/Status messages

 For accounts on an Odometer Charge:

1) All official and self-reported odometer readings, including the dates of odometer 
information capture

 RPAM.ARA.4       The Participant Account Management component shall provide a 
secure online service interface for participants to check the status of their account, view 
account and RUR history, and update their account details. The online account interface 
provided by the Service Provider shall reflect the HiRUC brand and graphic styles 
(graphic charter) – if the Service Provider has an existing online interface, it shall be 
reskinned to follow the HiRUC graphic charter. 

 RPAM.ARA.5       The Participant Account Management component shall maintain a 
record of all participant account information, and Odometer/Mileage/Configuration 
messages. The information shall be displayed on the online account and smartphone 
app to allow participants to easily identify transactions recorded for each vehicle during 
the different reporting periods. 

 RPAM.ARA.6       The Participant Account Management component shall log each 
change to Account information, with identification of the person or system process 
making the change, the reason for the change, and previous values of all fields changed.

 RPAM.ARA.7       The Participant Account Management component online service shall 
be able to handle simultaneous internet access attempts from a load of 150% of the 
number of participants signed in with the Service Provider.

 RPAM.ARA.8       The Participant Account Management component shall have the 
ability to add text-based comments to the account, for the helpdesk agents to enter 
comments as necessary.

 RPAM.ARA.9       The Participant Account Management component shall retain all data 
on previous road usage charge Mileage Reporting Methods. Only data for which 
destruction is required (daily mileage data) shall be destroyed as specified in 
SYS.SSD.20.

 RPAM.ARA.10       The Participant Account Management component shall retain the 
date of any change of Mileage Reporting Method.
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 RPAM.ARA.11       The Participant Account Management component shall retain an 
accurate count of enrolled and compliant vehicles and enrolled account holders each 
day (accurate within a 24-hour period). Compliant vehicles are defined in the Business 
Rules (2.10.5 Compliant vehicles). 

► Compliance shall be reported as described below.

 RPAM.ARA.12       The Participant Account Management component shall send 
messages to account holders of noncompliant vehicles reminding them which steps 
need to be taken to start actively reporting mileage. For all Mileage Reporting Methods, 
reminders shall be possible by email or text message. For Mileage Reporting Methods 
based on smartphone applications, reminders shall also be possible by in-app message. 
The definition of “non-compliant” and timing and frequency of reminder messages for 
each Mileage Reporting Method shall be defined in the business rules (2.10.4 Timing 
and Frequency of Reminder Messages).

 RPAM.ARA.13       The Participant Account Management component shall provide 
participants updated mileage or trip data on available interfaces (web portal and/or 
mobile app) within 24 hours of that data being sent to the Service Provider (as quickly as 
feasible). Information presented on the app shall be consistent with what is displayed on 
the online participant account. Near real time trip data shown shall be identical on online 
participant account and smartphone app. The total miles shown for a period on the app 
and the website shall match the total miles shown on the RUR for same period. Trip data 
that are isolated (e.g. quarantined for troubleshooting) and therefore not used for the 
RUR shall be clearly identified on the available interfaces. 

 RPAM.ARA.14       The app provided by the Service Provider shall reflect the HiRUC 
brand and graphic styles (graphic charter) - if the Service Provider has an existing 
smartphone app, it shall be reskinned to follow the HiRUC graphic charter. 

 RPAM.ARA.15       The available interfaces shall include the following features: 

 Participant dashboard (landing page) showing a summary of the account details 
(participant contact details, Mileage Reporting Method, account status, link to history 
of RURs, link to detailed trips)

 History of RURs for each vehicle per period

 Log of trips (with identification of trips that have been quarantined for troubleshooting 
purposes)

 If the app does not include participant account management features, a link to the 
online account shall be included

► Functional Group 5: Transmit RUR reports

 Function 5a: Transmit RUR reports to the Data warehouse 

 RPAM.TRR.1       The Participant Account Management component shall send RUR 
reports periodically as defined in the Business Rules (see Business Rules 2.10.2 Timing 
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and frequency of RURs). RUR reports for Native Automaker Telematics shall be sent 
either monthly or quarterly depending on the data extraction costs involved. 

 RPAM.TRR.2      In case a vehicle changes Mileage Reporting Method to a new Mileage 
Reporting Method on a different RUR cycle (e.g. from monthly to quarterly), a RUR 
generation request shall also be transmitted for the old Mileage Reporting Method (i.e. at 
the end of the monthly cycle) so that a final RUR on the cycle of the old Mileage 
Reporting Method is generated for the participant. The subsequent RUR generation 
requests shall be issued according to the new Mileage Reporting Method cycle (i.e. 
quarterly). 

 RPAM.TRR.3       In addition to periodic RUR transmissions, the Participant Account 
Management component shall be able to send RUR data for enrolled participants to the 
Datawarehouse at any required frequency to cover adjustments, errors and exceptions. 

 RPAM.TRR.4       RUR data is transmitted for enrolled participants to the 
Datawarehouse as described in the ICD. 

 RPAM.TRR.4       Adjustments to accounts (changes to already-issued RURs), if and 
when needed, shall be completed by re-issuing RURs for periods in which adjustments 
are required. No adjustment line appears on a given RUR. When a RUR needs to be 
adjusted, the SP shall send the updated RUR information to the SP via the RUR Data 
Report as specified in the ICD. As specified in the ICD, the RURIncrement value is 
increased by 1 every time an RUR is re-issued.

► Function Group 6: Distribute RURs 

 Function 6a: Retrieve and Display RURs

 RPAM.RDR.1       The Participant Account Management component shall retrieve (from 
the centralized RUR repository) and distribute RURs monthly for vehicles on the Plug-in 
Device Mileage Reporting Method, and every three months for participants on the 
odometer charge reporting method, except in cases in which participants change 
vehicles or change MRMs away from OdoFoto, and thus conclude their mileage 
reporting for the given vehicle; RURs for Native Automaker Telematics shall be 
distributed either monthly or quarterly depending on the data extraction costs involved 
(to be discussed with the HiRUC Administration). 

 RPAM.RDR.2       Before attaching a RUR to a participant vehicle for any given period, 
the subsystem shall verify that the RUR/participant/vehicle/period combination is correct. 

 RPAM.RDR.3       The Participant Account Management component shall have the 
ability to retrieve a RUR for enrolled participants on a case by case basis at any time 
from the centralized RUR repository (e.g. regenerated RURs due to error). Before 
attaching the RUR to a participant vehicle for any given period, the subsystem shall 
verify that the RUR is for the correct participant/vehicle/period combination

 RPAM.RDR.4       The Participant Account Management component shall verify that a 
RUR is generated for each participant vehicle on the reporting cycle.  
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 RPAM.RDR.5       The Participant Account Management component shall verify that a 
final RUR is generated at the end of the reporting period for each participant vehicle that 
was de-enrolled from Part 2 during the reporting period.  

 RPAM.RDR.6      In case a vehicle changes Mileage Reporting Method to a new Mileage 
Reporting Method on a different RUR cycle (e.g. from monthly to quarterly), the 
component shall retrieve and distribute a final RUR for the old Mileage Reporting 
Method (i.e. at the end of the month, even in cases of ending a quarterly MRM). The 
subsequent RURs shall be retrieved and distributed according to the new Mileage 
Reporting Method cycle (i.e. quarterly). 

 RPAM.RDR.7       The Participant Account Management component shall post RURs on 
its online interface and shall make them available for download. RURs shall be displayed 
for each vehicle by period so that participants can easily access the history of RURs for 
that vehicle by reporting period. The Participant Account Management component shall 
distribute RURs periodically either directly by email to participants and/or by inserting 
links to the RURs on the online account in emails or text messages. 

 RPAM.RDR.8       The Participant Account Management component shall maintain a 
record of RURs generated and, the ability to view RURs on its online interface.

► Functional Group 7: Provide Customer Service

 Function 7a: Request and Claims management (including claims on incorrect data displays)

 RPAM.RCM.1       The Participant Account Management component shall support clear 
identification of participants (identity check) that contact the Helpdesk services before 
any information is provided (PII protection).

 RPAM.RCM.2       The Participant Account Management component shall support 
management of participant requests and claims, and reporting to the HiRUC 
Administration. The component shall keep track of participant requests and helpdesk 
resolution.

 RPAM.RCM.3      The Participant Account Management component shall allow helpdesk 
agents to provide technical and operational support to participants from account set-up 
to account closure in order to enable seamless customer service including assisting 
participants to change their Mileage Reporting Method or vehicle. Helpdesk agents shall 
have easy and quick access to participant data including real-time enrollment status, 
shipping status of OBDII devices, account activity information, and history of RURs to 
provide high quality services. 

 RPAM.RCM.4       The Participant Account Management component shall provide the 
capability to manually add an adjusting entry to the account for changes in miles (and 
road usage charge).

 RPAM.RCM.5       In cases where an adjusting entry is added, the Participant Account 
Management component shall provide the capability to also manually adjust the fuel 
consumption (and estimated gas tax paid).
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 RPAM.RCM.6      The Participant Account Management component shall track all calls 
to customer support and report customer support statistics to the HiRUC Administration. 
In particular, the Service Provider shall track channel (email, phone), category, issue 
description and volume of customer support requests. These will be further described in 
the Business Rules section 2.4.6 (“Timing and frequency of RURs”). These shall be sent 
to the HiRUC Administration as described in the Business Rules.

► Functional Group 8: Ensure compliance with design requirements

 Function 8a: Systematically support Mileage Rates and Gas Tax Rates

 RPAM.SMR.1 The Participant Account Management component shall utilize the mileage 
rates specified by the HiRUC Administration for all chargeable miles, and shall manage 
state and county rates separately. 

 RPAM.SMR.2 The Participant Account Management component shall utilize the gas tax 
rates specified by the HiRUC Administration for all chargeable miles, and shall manage 
state and county rates separately. 

5.5.2.3. Subsystem: Account Management, Component: Reporting

► Functional Group 9 Transmit Reports to HiRUC Administration

 Function 9a: Send Administration and Monitoring Reports to the HiRUC Administration. An 
Excel workbook with preformatted templates shall be provided by the HiRUC Administration. 

 RPAM.SAM.1       The Participant Account Management component shall provide an 
Enrollment Overview report, comprising a summary of VINs enrolled, corresponding 
enrollment status and compliance status, Mileage Reporting Method switches, account 
closures (forced and requested) by the Service Provider to the HiRUC Administration on 
a periodic basis or an on-demand basis (e.g. daily during the first weeks of the Part 2 of 
operations to monitor enrollment)

 RPAM.SAM.2       The Participant Account Management component shall provide a 
Vehicle Overview, comprising a summary of all VINs and characteristics (make, model, 
year, EPA or observed MPG, propulsion type) and enrollment status by the Service 
Provider to the HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis or an on-demand basis (e.g. 
daily during the first weeks of the Part 2 of operations to monitor enrollment)

 RPAM.SAM.3      The Participant Account Management component shall provide a 
Participant Overview, 5a summary of participant account details, participant account 
status, and VINs enrolled for the participant report to HiRUC Administration on a periodic 
basis or on-demand basis (e.g. daily during the first weeks of the Part 2 of operations to 
monitor enrollment)

 RPAM.SAM.4      The Participant Account Management component shall provide a 
Mileage and Revenue report, comprising a summary of Mileage and Road Usage 
Charge Revenue report to HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis.
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 RPAM.SAM.5      The Participant Account Management component shall provide a 
RURs Distributed report, comprising a summary of RURs distributed report to HiRUC 
Administration on a periodic basis.

 RPAM.SAM.6     The Participant Account Management component shall provide an 
Errors and Events report, comprising a summary of Errors and Events for each VIN to 
the HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis

 Function 9b: Send Customer Service Statistics Reports to the HiRUC Administration 

 RPAM.CSS.1       The Participant Account Management component shall provide 
customer service statistics to the HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis. The 
specifications of customer service statistics reports are reported in the customer service 
requirements.  These are defined in the business rules section 2.4.6, (“2.4.6. The 
Service Provider’s Account Management system shall track all calls to customer service 
and report customer support statistics defined below to the HiRUC Administration”).

 Function 9c: Reporting Frequency and Error Management to the HiRUC Administration 

 RPAM.RFE.1       Reporting periods shall be specified in the business rules (2.10.2 
Timing and Frequency of RURs).

 RPAM.RFE.2       If any report must be updated for any reason, the Service Provider 
shall re-send all reports required for the reporting period for which data must be updated 
to both subsystems, whether or not data has been updated in them. Only reports in the 
reporting period for which data must be updated shall be re-sent—reports in other 
reporting periods shall not be re-sent.

 Function 10: Subsystem availability

 RPAM.SAV.1      The Demonstration Participant Account Management component shall 
have high availability (99.9% uptime).
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

Component A subsystem component is a modular part of the 
subsystem that serves specific activities or tasks

ConOps Concept of Operations

Datawarehouse The database developed for the Part 1 Demonstration 
but also used for Part 2 to store Participant travel data 
used to generate Road Usage Reports.

Demonstration Project The terms refer to the HiRUC Demonstration, including 
both parts 1 and 2

DC Data Collection

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information 
Technology

ECU Engine Control Unit

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard, which includes 
two-digit numerical codes for each U.S. state/territory.

FCC Federal Communications Commission

Function Specific tasks accomplished by a system component

Functional group Functional groups are high-level objectives of the 
subsystem component

GIS/MAP Geographic Information System

GPS Global Positioning Systems

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked with 
recruiting Demonstration Participants, verifying the 
correct computation of road usage charges, and 
performing any compliance activities recommended by 
HDOT.

HiRUC System The system established for the Part 1 demonstration to 
generate Road Usage Reports (RURs), comprising a 
Datawarehouse and a RUR Generator. It will also be 
used in Part 2.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICD Interface Control Document

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology

JSON JavaScript Object Notation
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

Mileage Message A mileage message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing mileage, fuel usage and health data, that is 
exchanged between Service Provider subsystems.

Mileage Meter A Mileage Meter is a device or inbuilt system that collects 
road usage charge information for the vehicle in which it 
is installed

Mileage Reporting 
Technology

The actual technology underlying a Mileage Reporting 
Method, either a plug-in device, odometer image capture 
system (an app with front and back ends), or Native 
Automaker Telematics

MRD Mileage Reporting Devices

MRM Mileage Reporting Method, a means of recording and 
reporting miles travelled, either a plug-in device (OBDII), 
odometer image capture system, or Native Automaker 
Telematics.

MTBF Meantime Between Failures

MVerity Vehcon’s patented system for odometer image capture 
and validation, which the Service Provider will use for 
odometer image capture.

Native Automaker 
Telematics

A telematics system installed by the carmaker at the time 
of manufacturing, providing a secure data interface to the 
vehicle electronics, including odometer, used here as a 
Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated NAT

OBDII On Board Diagnostics II, the CARB/EPA standard for 
vehicle data interfaces included in all US vehicles built 
after 1996.

Odometer Charge Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer-based 
Reporting.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Odometer Message An odometer message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing odometer data that is exchanged between 
subsystems

Odometer-based reporting Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer Charge.

Abbreviated OdoPhoto

Part 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii residents 
receive a Driving Report based on their odometer 
readings collected during safety inspections. Not 
included in this specification.

Part 2 The Automated Demonstration, in which ~2,000 
Participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-
month Demonstration based on a variety of Mileage 
Reporting Methods. Included in this specification

Participant A volunteer who has enrolled in the Part 2 (Automated) 
Demonstration

PID Plug-in Device, an OBDII device with or without location, 
a Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated PID 
(either with or without 
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS
location information), 
OBDLoc (includes 
location information) or 
OBDNoLoc (no 
location information)

PII Personally Identifiable Information Defined in business 
rules

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

REST Representational State Transfer

RPAM Demonstration Participant Account Management

RUC Road Usage Charge 

Rule ID RuleID is the code for the location (area) where the 
mileage is driven. All RuleID’s refer to entire states, 
provinces, counties, or other jurisdictions, except 00, 
which refers to mileage driven for which there is no 
location data (state cannot be determined). 

RUR Road Usage Report, a periodic statement of driving data 
in PDF format sent to Participants by the Service 
Provider.

RURG Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the 
HiRUC system (developed for the Part 1 Demonstration 
but also used in the Part 2 Demonstration) that creates 
Road Usage Reports based on travel data stored in the 
Datawarehouse.

SP Service Provider, the firm that provides mileage collection 
and account management services for the Part 2 
Demonstration, reports data to the HiRUC Administration 
and HiRUC system, and has a direct interface with the 
Participants.  

SRS System Requirement Specification

SubRule ID SubRule ID distinguishes between chargeable (public on-
road) and non-chargeable miles driven within a given 
Rule ID.

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TP Transaction Processor

UBI Usage-based Insurance

undifferentiated Miles for which location data is not available, recorded in 
RuleID 0, considered to be chargeable miles.

VIN Vehicle Identification Number, a unique serial number for 
each vehicle, standardized as a 17-digit alphanumeric 
code since 1981. 

VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled
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1. Preface
1.1. Purpose
The Interface Control Document (ICD) is a systems engineering document provided to HDOT, the 
HiRUC system owner, in support of the development of the HiRUC system. 

The purpose of this document is to describe the technical specifications of interfaces between 
existing HiRUC subsystems and HiRUC subsystems supported by the Service Provider, which are 
specified in the System Requirement Specification (SRS) for purposes of the HiRUC demonstration 
(a real, revenue-collecting system would require additional interfaces to legacy systems). Four 
categories of interfaces are identified in this document:

► Interfaces between the Mileage Reporting subsystem and the Account Management subsystem. 

► Interfaces between the Account Management subsystem and the Datawarehouse subsystem

► Interfaces between the Account Management subsystem and the Road Usage Report 
Generator (RURG) subsystem

1.2. Other Systems Engineering Documents
The functional and technical aspects of the project work are documented primarily in the following 
documents (business, administrative, and programmatic aspects of the work are documented in 
separate documents):

► A Concept of Operations that describes the functions and processes of the system at a high 
level.

► A System Requirements Specification (SRS) that provides the functional technical 
requirements for the component subsystems.

► MVerity Specification that provide specifications to integrate the Service Provider smartphone 
application with the MVerity odometer-image capture, processing and reporting system.

1.3. Document Contents
The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

Section 2 Open Systems Objective cover the standardization objectives of the HiRUC subsystem, 
and standards and preferences that apply to the HiRUC system interfaces. 

Section 3 The System Interface Overview section presents a brief overview of the subsystems 
involved and interfaces to which this Interface Control Document (ICD) applies.

Section 4 The Interface between Mileage Reporting subsystem and the Account Management 
subsystem section presents how road usage data is exchanged between components of both 
subsystems for the mileage reporting methods supported. 
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Section 5 The Interface between the Account Management subsystem and the Datawarehouse 
section presents the reports exchanged between the Account Management component and the 
Masterdatabase component of the Datawarehouse subsystem.  

Section 6 The Interface between the Account Management subsystem and the RURG section 
presents the reports exchanged between the Account Management component and the 
Masterdatabase component of the Datawarehouse subsystem.  

Section 7 The Reports sent from the Account Management subsystem to the HiRUC 
Administration for RUC system oversight purposes.  
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2. Open Systems Objective
HDOT desires this system to be fully open. Firms will always be eligible to provide hardware or 
services, and no hardware or service that is certified shall contain proprietary content that would 
limit the use of other hardware or services in the system at any time. HDOT may accept any 
technology complying with the specifications, and any service-providing firm complying with the 
specifications to be a Service Provider. Conformance to the interface specified in this document is 
mandatory for any technology and any Service Provider. The intent is that vendors can use 
proprietary components to meet the requirements of the subsystems (as defined in the SRS) but 
they must stay open at the system level by using the defined interfaces in the ICD, which defines 
the connections between the subsystems.

2.1. Interface Control Standardization
Having a standardized interface is vital to operating open systems. It will allow mileage reporting 
methods from various technology providers to operate with various Service Providers and multiple 
Service Providers to work with the agency.

This interface control document embraces a cloud-based approach to communications from the 
Mileage Reporting subsystem. This cloud-based approach may employ any communications 
medium permitting an Internet connection. This ICD provides a robust communications standard.

Within Internet communications, this interface control document employs JSON messages because 
they are an industry standard for human readable, yet relatively low overhead communications.

2.2. Applicable Standards and Preferences  
► Web-services protocol: REST (REpresentational State Transfer)

► Message definition: JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

► Application Layer: HTTP over TLS/SSL

► Transportation Layer: TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)

► Internet Layer: IP (Internet Protocol)

There is no standard/preference for over-the-air communication. Any communications method that 
can employ the protocols specified above is appropriate. For example, Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G, and fixed-line 
Internet are all appropriate communication methods.
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3. System Overview
3.1. Identification of Subsystems 
The HiRUC system comprises four subsystems:

► A Mileage Reporting subsystem that includes two components – a Mileage Meter and a Data 
Collection component that collects the road usage charge information and transmits it to the 
Account Management Subsystem. The components of the Mileage Reporting subsystem must 
integrate with the MVerity system (provided by Vehcon, not part of the procurement) which will 
support the odometer-photo capture, processing, and validation functions. 

► An Account Management subsystem that manages Participant accounts, reports Account, 
VIN and data required to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs) to the Datawarehouse 
subsystem, retrieves RURs periodically generated by the Road Usage Report Generation 
subsystem and distributes them to Participant accounts.  The Account Management system 
also produces data reports for the HiRUC Administration. The subsystem comprises three 
components – a Transaction Processing component, a Participant Account Management 
component, and a Reporting component. 

► A Datawarehouse subsystem (existing HiRUC system, not included in procurement) that 
includes a Master Database component which imports and stores Account, VIN, and RUR data 
from the Account Management subsystem. The Master Database then stores and transmits 
RUR data to the Road Usage Report Generation subsystem periodically. 

► A Road Usage Report Generator (RURG) subsystem (existing HiRUC system, not 
included in procurement) that receives and uses RUR data from the Datawarehouse 
subsystem to build RURs, which are then posted to a centralized RUR repository that can be 
accessed by the Account Management subsystem. The RURG subsystem reports the RUR 
status to the Datawarehouse subsystem, which in turn reports the RUR status to the Account 
Management subsystem.

3.2. Interfaces between Subsystems
Figure 1 below shows four categories of interfaces between Service Provider subsystems and other 
HiRUC subsystems. 
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Figure 1: Overview of Interfaces Between Subsystems

These interfaces are shown in greater detail in Figure 2.

► Interface 1

 Interface between Mileage Reporting subsystem (Data Collection component) and the 
Account Management subsystem (Transaction Processing component) to exchange road 
usage data measured or reported through mileage reporting methods supported. This 
interface is entirely internal to the Service Provider subsystem. The type of information 
exchanged depends on the mileage reporting method used:

 The Mileage Message, for the plug-in device Mileage Reporting Methods, and possibly 
the Native Automaker Telematics Mileage Reporting Methods (if it easily and cheaply 
allows data to be collected by day) explained in section 4.3, and

 The Odometer message, for the Odometer Charge mileage reporting method, and 
possibly the Native Automaker Telematics1 Mileage Reporting Method (if it does not 
include data by day), explained in section 4.4. 

► Interface 2

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (Account Management component) 
and the Datawarehouse subsystem (Masterdatabase component) to: 

 send participant account creation data and subsequent data updates relating to VIN, 
mobile phone number or email address—this must be done in near-real time, 
immediately when each Participant registers for the Part 2 Demonstration or updates 
account information, as explained in further detail in section 5.3.1.

 send data to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs) for Participants—this must be done 
for all participants on a periodic basis or on an on-demand basis for a small subset of 
participants (to manage exceptional cases), as specified in the Business Rules 

1Note that if Native Automaker Telematics determines location information, it shall detect and record/store miles traveled 
and (if available) fuel usage by Rule ID/SubRule ID either in the Mileage Message or the Odometer Message.
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Document, currently monthly for automated methods and quarterly for the Odometer 
Charge method, as explained further in section 5.3.3, and 

 receive status reports on RURs issued—the Datawarehouse component of the current 
HiRUC System generates the RURs, and the transmits a message back to the Service 
Provider indicating which RURs have been creating, which the Service Provider then 
uses as a basis for transmitting the RURs to Participants. This is explained further in 
section 5.3.5.

► Interface 3

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (Account Management component) 
and the RURG subsystem to retrieve RURs for Participants. This interface is included in 
section 6. This interface has two elements:

 The RUR Request, in which the Service Provider Requests RURs to be generated and 
download, specified in section 6.3.1, and 

 The RUR Data response, in which the RUR Generator sends download links (URLs) 
with the RURs to the Service Provider, specified in section 6.3.3.

► Interface 4 

 The Road Usage Charge Demonstration Administration uses reports sent by the Accounting 
Management subsystem to manage the overall RUC system, and in particular, audit, edit 
and verify the completeness and correctness of the mileage and revenue data calculated by 
the Service Provider. Interface 4 consists of reports sent in Excel format. Precise details of 
this interface are not included in this document—simply a starting list of data to include. An 
example spreadsheet is also attached. The precise data and form of the spreadsheet will be 
determined by the D’Artagnan and the Service Provider together, at the Workshop. The data 
lists for this interface are included in section 7.

Figure 2 illustrates the type of messages exchanged between the Service Provider subsystems and 
other HiRUC subsystems. 

Figure 2: Interfaces between Service Provider Subsystems and Other Subsystems
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3.3. Mileage Reporting Methods and Message Types
Messages exchanged between the Mileage Reporting subsystem (Data Collection component) and 
the Account Management subsystem (Transaction Processing component) will depend on the type 
of mileage meter, which determines the type of data collected – either mileage measured or 
odometer reading reported, and location data and fuel consumption data when and where available 
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Interface Between Mileage Reporting Subsystem and Account Management 
Subsystem

Interfaces for the following types of mileage reporting will be implemented in the HiRUC project. 

► Odometer-based reporting Mileage Meters (Odometer Charge), which are applications or 
web browsers used on smartphones or camera-equipped mobile phones through which 
odometer images are reported. These odometer images are captured, processed and verified 
by Vehcon’s MVerity system with which the Service Provider smartphone applications must 
integrate. The MVerity system creates an odometer result for each odometer image captured, 
processed and verified. The Data Collection component uses the odometer result to create an 
odometer message, which is transmitted to the Account Management Subsystem (Transaction 
Processor component). 

► OBDII Mileage Meters (Plug-in Device), which are devices that plug into a vehicle’s OBDII port 
to get vehicular data. Such devices may include devices used to measure vehicle data for 
Usage-based Insurance (UBI). These Mileage Meters are with or without GPS technology. The 
mileage meter with GPS collects mileage driven for each travel zone. The Data Collection 
component collects mileage transactions (and zone mileage) from the mileage meter and 
creates mileage messages that include mileage, fuel and health data. Data Collection 
transmits mileage messages to the Account Management Subsystem (Transaction Processor 
component). 

► Native Automaker Telematics Mileage Meters, which is software that interfaces with the 
vehicle telematics systems of connected vehicles to extract data needed for road charging. 
These vehicles are factory equipped with telematics systems that include a cellular (3G/LTE) 
interface. These mileage meters do may push messages to the Account Managers, but rather 
allow Service Providers to pull data from the automaker telematics interface. Depending on 
implementation, Native Automaker telematics may more closely resemble the Odometer Charge 
or the OBDII mileage meter, which implies that either odometer messages or mileage messages 
will be exchanged. 

Account Management subsystemMileage Reporting subsystem

Transaction ProcessingMileage 
Meter Data Collection

Account ManagementReportingMVerity 1

Service Provider subsystems

Odometer Message

Mileage Message
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4. Interface between Mileage Reporting subsystem and 
Account Management Subsystem 

4.1. Data Transfer using Mileage Messages and Odometer Messages
Data will be transmitted from the Mileage Reporting subsystem to the Account Management 
Subsystem using mileage message or odometer messages, which are defined using JSON data 
formats specified in this document. These JSON messages are communicated through the REST 
protocol. The frequency of message transmission is parameterized in the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem, and set per the agency requirements.

Messages will be acknowledged by the Account Management subsystem with a standard response 
from a REST transaction (HTTP 200) if the message can be parsed and synchronous validation is 
successful. If the message fails parsing or synchronous validation, an HTTP 400 will be sent to the 
Mileage Reporting subsystem from which it came with a failure message as the JSON payload. The 
failure messages are specified in this document in the mileage message and odometer message 
specification sections.

4.2. Interface Initiation Rules 
Mileage Message or Odometer Message reporting is initiated by the Mileage Meter Reporting 
subsystem by calling a REST/JSON interface implemented by the Account Management 
subsystem. The method will be mutually agreed to by the Service Provider and any third-party 
technology provider. The frequency of transmission is defined in the Business Rules. The following 
apply to the interface: 

► The interface is a REST API (Application Programming Interface). The REST endpoints are the 
URLs of the Account Management subsystem server provided by the Service Provider to send 
REST requests and REST responses.

► The mileage message and the odometer message are push messages (REST requests) from 
the Mileage Reporting subsystem to the Account Management subsystem (except for the Native 
Automaker Telematics methods where the interfaces are pull messages).

► The Account Management subsystem accepts the message or REST requests at all times, 
whenever the Mileage Reporting subsystem transmits it.

► The messages or REST requests are sent by the Mileage Reporting subsystem at an interval 
programmed into the Mileage Reporting subsystem, as specified in the SRS.

► Message (or REST request) Contents:

 The mileage message and the odometer message contain data for only one vehicle (VIN). 

 If a mileage meter determines it has been inserted into a new vehicle but still has unsent 
mileage days in its buffer from previous days, it shall send these in one mileage message 
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(identified by the old VIN) before it sends new mileage day records (for the new vehicle with 
the new VIN) in a new mileage message. 

4.3. Mileage Message Specifications
The Mileage Message is a means of transmitting mileage data from the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem to the Account Management subsystem.  Mileage message transmission is independent 
of communication channel, and specific hardware or software between Mileage Reporting 
subsystem to Account Management subsystem. 

As illustrated by Figure 4, two types of messages are exchanged between the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem (Data Collection component) and Account Management subsystem (Transaction 
Processing component). 

► The Mileage Message (REST request) is sent to the Transaction Processor (section 4.3.1)

► In case of message validation failure, the Transaction Processor responds by sending a Mileage 
Failure Message (section 4.3.3). 

Figure 4: Transactions Between Mileage Reporting Subsystem and Account 
Management Subsystem

4.3.1. Mileage Message Pseudocode

The following block of code is the mileage day details record. If Day-level detail is available, for 
each mileage message, include a record for each day not yet transferred to transactions processor. 
All days shall be included, even if miles driven are 0. If Day-level detail is not available, use the 
MileageRangeDetails record below.

{MileageMessage

MRDID
MRDIssuer
MRDManufacturer

{ MRDConfigVersion

HWModel
HWMainRelease
HWSubRelease

Mileage Reporting Subsystem Account Management Subsystem

Mileage Meter Data Collection Transaction
Processor

(1) Mileage Message

(2) Mileage Failure Message
Account

Management Reporting
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SWMainRelease
SWSubRelease
MapMainRelease
MapSubRelease
}

FuelUseMethod
VIN
MsgID
MsgType
TransmittedTimestamp

The following block of code is the mileage day details record. If Day-level detail is available, for 
each mileage message, include a record for each day not yet transferred to transactions processor. 
All days shall be included, even if miles driven are 0. If Day-level detail is not available, use the 
MileageRangeDetails record below.

{MileageDayDetails

ReportDate
TotalMilesOnDate
AccumMilesOnDate
FuelUsageOnDate
FuelAddedOnDate

The following block of code is the mileage range details record. Use this block of code only if day-
level detail is not available:

{MileageRangeDetails

ReportStartDate
ReportEndDate
TotalMilesInRange
AccumMilesInRange
FuelUsageInRange
FuelAddedInRange
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The following block of code is the mileage rule record. For each day (mileage day record) or range 
(mileage range record), include one instance of this block for each RuleID and Sub Rule ID in which 
the vehicle has traveled.

{MileageSubRuleDetails

RuleID
SubRuleID
MsgMileageInSubRuleID
MsgFuelUsageInSubRuleID
MsgFuelAddedInSubRuleID
}

The following block of code is the mileage meter Health error code for each error that occurs during 
a mileage day record.

{MRDHealthDetails

MRDHealth
MRDHealthTimestamp
 }

}

}

4.3.2. Mileage Message Definitions

Note that optional fields may be omitted from the message; if the value fields indicate NULL not OK, 
then the field must be populated with a non-NULL value; if the value field indicates NULL OK, then 
the value may be populated with a NULL value, which should be either NULL or “NULL”. No empty 
strings shall be used anywhere.
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Data Element Meaning
MRDID Required

Description: Unique identifier for mileage meter (such as serial number)

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(64)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

MRDIssuer Optional

Description: Name of entity issuing mileage meter

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(50)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

MRDManufacturer Optional

Description: Name of mileage meter Manufacturer

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(50)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
HWModel Optional

Description: HW Model number 

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(15)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A 

HWMainRelease Optional

Description: HW primary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(15)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

HWSubRelease Optional

Description: HW secondary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(15)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
SWMainRelease Optional

Description: SW primary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(10)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

SWSubRelease Optional

Description: SW secondary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(10)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

MapMainRelease Optional

Description: Map primary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(3)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MapSubRelease Optional

Description: Map secondary release number

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(3)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

FuelUseMethod Required

Description: A value indicating which fuel consumption 
method is used to calculate fuel usage (for the most 
recent measurement)

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:

1 = Fuel use not calculated

2 = Fuel calculated from actual fuel use from the vehicle

3 = Fuel Use calculated using approved EPA methods 
(see Business Rules Document)

4 = Vehicle does not use taxable fuel

NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
VIN Required

Description: The VIN of the vehicle in which the mileage 
meter is installed

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR (20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

MsgID Required

Description: Message identification number for 
sequencing of mileage messages

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: a unique, increasing, number only for 
messages that are accepted by the SP (i.e. http 200 
response). The same MsgID *may* be used again to 
recover from a message send failure (a http 400 
response).  
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Data Element Meaning
MsgType Required

Description: A value to indicate the type of message from 
the mileage meter

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:

1 = Normal message

2 = First Message from vehicle (only when 
installed into a completely new vehicle, not a 
reinstall)

3 = Last Message from vehicle

NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TransmittedTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting entity 
when message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK, Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
ReportDate Required

Description: The date of Mileage Day Record (using the 
day delineation definition / in local Pacific time)

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalMilesOnDate Required

Description: Total Miles Reported for the VIN/mileage 
meter for a given day

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
AccumMilesOnDate Required

Description: Cumulative miles of the mileage meter since 
installed in the VIN (all miles of given VIN/MRD 
combination), including TotalMilesOnDate

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no miles accumulated, set this field value 
to 0

FuelUsageOnDate Required

Description: Accumulated fuel usage on reporting date for 
the VIN/mileage meter

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following: SUM of 
“MsgFuelUsageInSubRuleID” for all Sub Rule IDs in 
reporting period

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
FuelAddedOnDate Optional (should only be included where supported by the 

data source)

Description: The amount of fuel added on a given day for 
the VIN/mileage meter

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following: SUM of 
“MsgFuelAddedinSubRuleID” for all Sub Rule IDs in 
reporting period

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: Calculating fuel added to vehicle is not a 
required functionality at this time – if no data for this field, 
set field value to NULL
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Data Element Meaning
ReportStartDate Required

Description: The start date of Mileage Range Record (only 
used if mileage range details are provided in the 
message)

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

" YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
ReportEndDate Required

Description: The end date of Mileage Range Record (only 
used if mileage range details are provided in the 
message)

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
TotalMilesInRange Required

Description: Total Miles Reported for the VIN/mileage 
meter for a given date range (only used if mileage range 
details are provided in the message)

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
AccumMilesInRange Required

Description: Cumulative miles of the mileage meter since 
installed in the VIN (all miles of given VIN/MRD 
combination), including TotalMilesInRange (only used if 
mileage range details are provided in the message)

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no miles accumulated, set this field value 
to 0

FuelUsageInRange Required

Description: Fuel usage in reporting date range for the 
VIN/mileage meter (only used if mileage range details are 
provided in the message)

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following: SUM of 
“MsgFuelUsageInSubRuleID” for all Sub Rule IDs in 
reporting period

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RuleID Required

Description: An identifier associated with a geographic 
area, or zone, in which a specific rate per mile will be 
assessed for miles traveled. FIPS codes are used to 
identify states and counties.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: FIPS codes for States plus four Hawaii counties, 
see SRS; NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

SubRuleID Required

Description: Sub Rule ID, numerical index for region of 
travel within given Rule ID

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

► 1=all public on-road (chargeable) miles in 
given RuleID

► 2=all non-chargeable miles in given RuleID

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MsgMileageInSubRuleID Required

Description: Miles Traveled in VIN/mileage meter Sub 
Rule ID on given date

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

MsgFuelUsageInSubRuleID Required

Description: Amount of fuel consumed based on Fuel Use 
Method in given VIN/mileage meter Sub Rule ID on given 
day

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MsgFuelAddedInSubRuleID Optional

Description: The amount of fuel added in given

VIN/mileage meter Sub Rule ID on a given day.

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Special Rules: Calculating fuel added to vehicle is not a 
required functionality at this time – if no data for this field, 
set field value to NULL. NULL OK.

Calculation: N/A

Values: N/A

MRDHealth Required (if mileage meter error or event occurs during 
reporting period)

Description: Coding of each error and event that occurred 
for the given mileage meter on the given date, when the 
error was detected by the mileage meter

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:

All the following values listed in the SRS requirement 
MM.RSP.1-1-18 are supported but optional, except values 
4, 5, and 13, which are supported and mandatory for 
OBDII device mileage meters (only). Vendors should 
support as many of the values as possible. NULL OK – 
NULL means no health issues.

Special Rules: When a device is removed and returned to 
the same vehicle, a pair of events – event 4 and event 6 
should occur. If it is connected to a vehicle event 4 and 
event 5 should occur. These events should always occur 
in pairs (4/5 and 4/6).
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Data Element Meaning
MRDHealthTimestamp Required (if mileage meter error or event occurs during 

reporting period)

Description: Date and time stamp that a- mileage meter 
error or event occurs (in UTC)

Data Type: String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form 
"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: UTC

4.3.3. Mileage Message Failure Pseudocode

Note that the Failure Message shall only be transmitted by the Account Management subsystem if 
the mileage message fails data validation checks.

{MileageMessageResults

FailureTimestamp
MsgID
FailedDate
MsgFailedCode
}
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4.3.4. Mileage Message Failure Definitions

Data Element Meaning
FailureTimestamp Required (if failed message occurs)

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting entity when 
message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date/time is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MsgID Required (if failed message occurs)

Description: Message identification number for sequencing 
of mileage messages

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

FailedDate Required (if failed message occurs)

Description: The ReportDate.  Used to match message to 
error

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MsgFailedCode Required (if failed message occurs)

Description: A value indicating the reason that the message 
was not processed.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:

1.  Duplicate message (a mileage message with identical 
MRDID and MsgID has already been received)

2.  Data Inconsistency (any data consistency check failed—
data in message does not make sense)

Special Rules: Numbers beyond #2 will be determined by the 
Agency. NULL not OK

Note: Failed Authentication should result in an HTTP 401 
response, thus not covered in this code which accompanies 
an HTTP 400 response.

4.4. Odometer Message Specifications
The Odometer Message is a means of transmitting mileage data from the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem to the Account Management subsystem.

► An Odometer Message is transmitted between Mileage Reporting subsystem to Account 
Management subsystem. The Odometer Message is built from the odometer photo captured, 
processed and validated through the MVerity system that is integrated with the Service Provider 
camera-phone image-based mileage meters. 
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As illustrated by Figure 5, two types of messages are exchanged between the Mileage Reporting 
subsystem (Data Collection component) and Account Management subsystem (Transaction 
Processing component) for odometer-based mileage meters. 

► The Odometer Message (REST request) is sent to the Transaction Processor (section 4.4.1)

► The Transaction Processor processes the Odometer Message and sends an Odometer Results 
Message response to the Data Collection component (section 4.4.2). 

Figure 5: Transactions between Mileage Reporting Subsystem and Account 
Management Subsystem for Odometer-based Mileage Meters

4.4.1. Odometer Message Pseudocode

{OdometerMessage

AppUserID
AppIssuer
AppID
VIN
MVerityResult
OdometerReading
OdometerReadingTimestamp
TransmittedTimestamp
MsgIDalpha

The following block of code is the mileage range details record. This is applicable ONLY for the 
“Native Automaker Telematics” mileage meter. If applicable, the Service Provider may add other 
fields. Use one block of code for each time interval between successive verified odometer readings:

{MileageRangeDetails

ReportStartDate
ReportEndDate
TotalMilesInRange

Mileage Reporting Subsystem Account Management Subsystem

Mileage Meter Data Collection Transaction
Processor

(1) Odometer Message

(2) Odometer Message Response
Account

Management Reporting
Odometer

photo
Mverity capture Mverity check
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The following block of code is the mileage rule record. For each day (mileage day record) or range 
(mileage range record), include one instance of this block for each RuleID and Sub Rule ID in which 
the vehicle has traveled.

{MileageSubRuleDetails

RuleID
SubRuleID
MsgMileageInSubRuleID
}

   }

}

Data Element Meaning
AppUserID Required

Description: Unique identifier for App User (such as 
account ID, user ID, email address, etc.)

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(64)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
AppIssuer Optional

Description: Name of entity issuing App (such as 
Service Provider name, app vendor, etc.)

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(50)

Calculation: N/A

Values: Null OK

Special Rules: N/A

AppID Required

Description: Name of App

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(50)

Calculation: N/A

Values: N/A

“MVOD” = MVerity On-Demand (via browser)

“SPAPPNAME” = Service Provider app w/ MVerity 
integrated

NAT = Native Automaker Telematics (if applicable)

“PARTICIPANT” = unverified odometer reading, 
reported numerically by the Participant by email or 
directly to the Service Provider helpdesk.

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
VIN Required

Description: The VIN of the vehicle whose odometer is 
being reported

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: “Short VINs” with less than 17 
characters (permitted for certain pre-1981 vehicles 
only) must be padded with leading “zeroes” to meet 
the 17-character length requirement .

MVerityResult Required

Description: Status of odometer reading after MVerity 
check and validation

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL ok (indicates success)

NOREAD = Vehicle odometer not in photo 

INVALID = Failed MVerity Validation 

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
OdometerReading Required

Description: Value of Odometer Reading

Data Type: Number

Format: Miles [0 … 999,999]

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL ok

 Special Rules: N/A

OdometerReadingTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp of odometer reading (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
TransmittedTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting entity 
when message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
MsgIDalpha Required

Description: Unique alphanumeric Message identifier

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

ReportStartDate Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 
mileage meter with location)

Description: The start date of Mileage Range Record 
(in UTC)

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DDT hh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: N/A

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
ReportEndDate Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 

mileage meter with location)

Description: The end date of Mileage Range Record 
(in UTC)

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DDT hh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A, Values: N/A

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalMilesInRange Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 

mileage meter with location)

Description: Total Miles Reported for the VIN/mileage 
meter for a given date range

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RuleID Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 
mileage meter with location)

Description: An identifier associated with a geographic 
area, or zone, in which a specific rate per mile will be 
assessed for miles traveled. FIPS codes are used to 
identify states and counties.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: Rule ID codes and definitions are defined in 
the Agency provided Road Usage Charge Rate Table

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
SubRuleID Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 

mileage meter with location)

Description: Sub Rule ID, numerical index for region of 
travel within given Rule ID

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:  NULL not OK

1=all public on-road (chargeable) miles in given 
RuleID

2=all non-chargeable miles in given RuleID

Special Rules: N/A

MileageInSubRuleID Optional (Required for Native Automaker Telematics 
mileage meter with location)

Description: Miles Traveled in VIN/mileage meter Sub 
Rule ID for a given date range

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

4.4.2. Odometer Message Response Pseudocode

The Account Management also sends back an acknowledgement in real-time every time it receives 
an odometer message.  This Acknowledgement Message has not been finalized but will look much 
like the message defined below. The definition will be finalized at the Workshop.
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{ AMSAcknowledgementMsg

MessageID

Object that includes all the MsgIDalpha present in the odometer message, plus a system-generated 
AccountID

TransactionID (assigned by the responding system, for tracking purposes)

}

Note that the Account Management system must have a mechanism to request an 
OdometerMessage be generated and a reason code for the request. 
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5. Interfaces between Account Management and 
Datawarehouse Subsystem

5.1. Data Transfer 
Data will be transmitted between the Account Management subsystem and the Datawarehouse 
subsystem via JSON messages communicated through the REST protocol. The frequency of 
message transmission is parameterized in the Account Management subsystem and 
Datawarehouse subsystem, and set per the agency requirements.

Messages will be acknowledged by the Account Management subsystem and Datawarehouse 
subsystem with a standard response from a REST transaction (HTTP 200) if the message can be 
parsed and synchronous validation is successful. If the message fails parsing or synchronous 
validation, an HTTP 400 will be sent to the issuer of the response, i.e. either the Account 
Management subsystem or Datawarehouse subsystem, with a failure message as the JSON 
payload.

5.2. Interface Initiation Rules 
► Two interfaces, Account and VIN message and RUR reporting, are initiated by the Account 

Management subsystem by calling a REST/JSON interface implemented by the Datawarehouse 
subsystem. 

► The RUR status reporting is initiated by the Datawarehouse subsystem by calling a 
REST/JSON interface implemented by the Account Management subsystem 

► The methods will be mutually agreed to by Service Provider and the vendor supporting the 
Datawarehouse subsystem. The frequency of transmission for each report is defined in the 
Business Rules.

5.3. Reports Specifications
As illustrated by Figure 6, three types of reports are exchanged between the Account Management 
subsystem (Account Management component) and the Datawarehouse subsystem (Master 
Database component). 

► The Account and VIN Update message is sent from the Account Management component to 
the Master Database component in real-time, i.e. each time a Participant account is fully created 
(section 5.3.1).

► The RUR data report is sent from the Account Management component to the Master 
Database component on a periodic basis as defined in the Business Rules or on a one-off basis 
to manage exceptional RUR generation (section 5.3.3)

► The RUR status report is sent from Master Database component to the Account Management 
component on a periodic basis as defined in the Business Rules (section 5.3.5). 
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Figure 6: Reports Exchanged Between the Account Management Subsystem and the 
Datawarehouse Subsystem

5.3.1. Account and VIN Update Message Pseudocode

The Account and VIN Update message exchanges the appropriate account attributes and 
participation status of the accounts and VINs in the Road Usage Charge Demonstration in real-time 
or near real-time for each Participant account created (status = enrolled). In this case include only 
one account per message—the new account just created.

The following block of code is Account and VIN Update message. 

{ AccountAndVINUpdateMessage

AMID 

TransmittedTimestamp

MessageID

{ AVMDetails

The following block of code is the Account record. Include one for each Account (that is, each 
unique AMCustomerNumber) where data is changing. For all data elements included in a message, 
the values will be updated. NOTE: If the AMCustomerNumber is not currently known by the 
Datawarehouse or the RPMAccountId is not provided, a new Account record will be created and all 
of the Required data must be provided. Similarly, if the VIN is not currently known by the 
Datawarehouse or the RPMVehicleEnrollmentID is not provided, a new Vehicle Enrollment record 
will be created then all of the Required data must be provided. 

Account Management subsystem

Datawarehouse
subsystem

Transaction Processing

Account and VIN

RUR status report
Master DatabaseAccount ManagementReporting

2

RUR data
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{ AVMAccountDetails

RPMAccountId
AMCustomerNumber
AccountStatus
AccountStatusDate
AccountFirstName
AccountMiddleName
AccountLastName
CompanyName
AccountEmail
AccountPhone
MaxVehicles
AccountType
}

The following block of code is the VIN record. Include one for each VIN registered with the account. 

{ AVMVINDetails

RPMVehicleEnrollmentId
VIN
VehicleEnrollmentStatus
VehicleEnrollmentStatusDate
RegistrationAddressLine1
RegistrationAddressCity
RegistrationAddressState
RegistrationAddressPostalCode
RegistrationAddressCounty
RegistrationAddressCountry
NotificationEmailAddress
NotificationTextNumber
VehicleEPARating
VehicleMake
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VehicleModel
VehicleYear
LicensePlateNumber
LicensePlateState
MileageReportingMethod
}

       } // AVMDetails

} // AccountAndVINUpdateMessage

5.3.2. Account and VIN Update Data Report Definitions

Data Element Meaning
AMID Required

Description: The SP identifier number which is 
provided by the agency

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: “Service Provider name” 

NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TransmittedTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting 
entity when message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
MessageID Required

Description: Unique alphanumeric message identifier

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(40)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A 

RPMAccountID Required (unless brand new Account)

Description: Unique identifier (GUID) for the user 
account; assigned by the Datawarehouse

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK 

Special Rules: If this is null, a new account (with a 
new RPMAccountID) will be created.

AMCustomerNumber Required

Description: Account Manager unique reference 
number to the customer

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
AccountStatus Required

Description: An integer value indicating the 
compliance status of the account for the reporting 
period.

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR (10)

Calculation: N/A

Values:

New = Account is being created by this AVU 
message.

Existing = Existing account

Suspended = Account is temporarily suspended; no 
vehicle data is expected from any enrolled vehicles. 

Ending = Participant has indicated they wish to close 
their account; account will remain open until any 
required closeout activities are completed.

Closed = Account closed. Reason for account closure 
should be recorded in the AM subsystem.

NULL not OK

Special Rules: AccountStatus should be “New” only 
on initial creation. After an account is “Closed”, if the 
account holder wants to open up a new account, it 
must be re-created as a “New” account with a new 
RPMAccountID and a new AMCustomerNumber.
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Data Element Meaning
AccountStatusDate Required

Description: Timestamp when the Account Status 
took effect

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: 
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Data Element Meaning
AccountFirstName Required

Description: The first name of the account holder

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

AccountMiddleName Required

Description: The middle name of the account holder

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: Null OK

Special Rules: N/A

AccountLastName Required

Description: The last name of the account holder

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(36)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
CompanyName Required

Description: The company name if it is the registered 
owner of the vehicle

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(50)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: If no Company Name available, set 
this field value to NULL

AccountEmail Required

Description: The e-mail address of the account holder

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

AccountPhone Required

Description: The phone number of the account 
holder. Mobile phone number strongly preferred.

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(10)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
MaxVehicles Required

Description: The maximum number of vehicles that 
can be enrolled under this Account.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: Vehicles with “Closed” or “Ending” 
status are not counted toward the MaxVehicles count.

AccountType Required

Description: The type of account – private or 
commercial.

Data Type: String

Format: “PRIVATE” or “COMMERCIAL”

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: Can only have the values “PRIVATE” 
or “COMMERCIAL”.
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Data Element Meaning
RPMVehicleEnrollmentID Required (unless brand new VehicleEnrollment)

Description: Unique identifier (GUID) for the 
enrollment; assigned by the Datawarehouse

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK 

Special Rules: If this is null, a new enrollment (with a 
new RPMVehicleEnrollmentID) will be created.

VIN Required

Description: The VIN of the vehicle in which the 
mileage meter is installed

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
VehicleEnrollmentStatus Required

Description: Status of a given Vehicle Enrollment 

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Pending = The vehicle has been enrolled, but has not 
yet reported mileage data.

Active = The vehicle is active and operating "as 
normal" in the RUC program.

Suspended = Vehicle is temporarily suspended; no 
vehicle data is expected. 

Noncompliant = Vehicle is active, but is noncompliant 
as determined by RUC Business Rules.

EndingVINChange = The vehicle is being replaced by 
one with a different VIN.

EndingVINExit = The vehicle is being removed from 
the RUC program, will not be replaced.

Closed = The vehicle has been un-enrolled from this 
Account Manager.

Special Rules: 
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Data Element Meaning
VehicleEnrollmentStatusDate Required

Description: Timestamp when the Vehicle Enrollment 
Status took effect

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: 
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Data Element Meaning
RegistrationAddressLine1 Required

Description: The first line of the street the vehicle is 
registered to

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(36)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK 

Special Rules: N/A

RegistrationAddressLine2 Required

Description: The second line of the street of the 
address the vehicle is registered to, if any

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(36)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: N/A

RegistrationAddressCity Required

Description: The city of the address the vehicle is 
registered to

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(30)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RegistrationAddressState Required

Description: The U.S. state or Canadian Province of 
the address the vehicle is registered to

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(2)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RegistrationAddressPostalCode Required

Description: The U.S. or Canadian postal code of the 
address the vehicle is registered to

Data Type:  String

Format: VARCHAR(10)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: 5 characters required, additional 4 
characters optional

RegistrationAddressCounty Required

Description: The county of the address the vehicle is 
registered to

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: Service Provider required to capture or 
derive county from address. 
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Data Element Meaning
RegistrationAddressCountry Optional

Description: The country of the address the vehicle is 
registered to

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: Must be USA

Special Rules: N/A 

NotificationEmail Address Required

Description: The e-mail address to use when sending 
notifications specific to this vehicle (e.g. odometer 
reminders)

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK
Recommended to be the email address of the person 
who most often drives this vehicle. Can default to 
AccountEmail if appropriate.

Special Rules: For odometer-based MRMs, this 
should be populated. If Participant specifically opts 
out from having email notifications sent, set the 
value=null. NOTE: Participants on odometer-based 
MRMs can NOT opt-out of both NotificationEmail and 
NotificationSMS.
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Data Element Meaning
NotificationTextNumber Required

Description: The mobile number to use when sending 
SMS notifications specific to this vehicle (e.g. 
odometer reminders)

Data Type: String

Format: String

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK 

Recommended to be the mobile phone of the person 
who most often drives this vehicle. Can default to 
AccountPhone if appropriate.

Special Rules: For odometer-based MRMs, this 
should be populated. If Participant specifically opts 
out from having SMS notifications sent, set the 
value=null. NOTE: Participants on odometer-based 
MRMs can NOT have “null” for both 
NotificationEmailAddress and 
NotificationTextNumber.

VehicleEPARating Required

Description: MPG rating for the vehicle

Data Type: Number

Format: One decimal place - Number in tenth of miles 
[0,1.1,2.1…999.9]

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: Use EPA combined city-highway MPG 
rating for vehicle. Else use EPA highway MPG for 
vehicle. Else use any other EPA rating available for 
the vehicle.
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Data Element Meaning
VehicleMake Required

Description: The Make of the vehicle associated with 
the VIN

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(15)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

VehicleModel Required

Description: The Model of the vehicle associated with 
the VIN

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(15)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

VehicleYear Required

Description: The Model Year of the vehicle 
associated with the VIN

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
LicensePlateNumber Required

Description: License plate number of this vehicle 

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(9)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

LicensePlateState Required

Description: State where the license plate for  this 
vehicle was issued

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(9)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

MileageReportingMethod Required

Description: Mileage reporting method for this vehicle 
enrollment

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(16)

Calculation: N/A

Values: OdoCharge, OBDLoc, OBDNoLoc, NAT

NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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AccountAndVINUpdateMessage Response

The HiRUC system (established for the Part 1 Demonstration, but used also for the Part 2 
Demonstration) will respond in this manner. Precise details of the response message will be 
formalized later, likely at the Workshop.

{AccountAndVINUpdateMessage Response

MessageID (same MessageID the was in the request)

Object that includes all the account-related data elements present in the request, plus a system-generated 
AccountID

Object that includes all the vehicle-related data elements present in the request, plus a system-generated 
VehicleEnrollmentID.

TransactionID (assigned by the responding system, for tracking purposes)

}

5.3.3. RUR Data Report Pseudocode

The RUR Data Report shall contain a record of the start and end times of the period, a list of all 
Rule IDs in which travel was recorded and a list of Road Usage Charge and estimated gas tax 
consumed for that mileage traveled. This Report includes data to generate RURs for all mileage 
reporting methods. See above section 3.2 for an illustration and more full discussion of this 
message.

{ RURDataReport

AMID

MessageID

TransmittedTimestamp

Repeat the following block for each enrolled VIN reported. In the case of HiRUC, there will be only 
one VIN per RUR.

{ RURData

RURNumber
RURRevision
RURSegment
RURReportPeriod
RURPeriodStart
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RURPeriodEnd
RPMAccountID
RPMVehicleEnrollmentID

Only one of the following two subsections should be included—either the first one, if the vehicle 
uses an odometer-based Mileage Reporting Method like Odometer Image reporting, or the second, 
if the vehicle uses an automated method like PID.

{OdometerBasedMethod

RURStartingOdo
RUREndingOdo
RURStartingOdoDate
RUREndingOdoDate
}
The following are the totals to include only for automated methods (ie, not odometer-based 
methods) – tables per Rule ID. NOTE: For HiRUC, the RuleID and SubRuleID data is not displayed 
in the printed RUR. Non-location-based automated methods, such as the plug-in device without 
location, should only include one RuleID, 0, for undifferentiated mileage.

{ MRMRuleDetails

RuleID
TotalMileageInRuleID
TotalChargeableMileageInRuleID
TotalNonChargeableMileageInRuleID
TotalRUCInRuleID
TotalFuelUsageInRuleID
TotalEstimatedFuelPaidInRuleID
TotalNonTaxableFuelUsageInRuleID
TotalTaxableFuelUsageInRuleID

The following is the SubRule ID totals. Include one for each SubRule ID for the VIN in the report. All 
totals are for the period defined by RURPeriodStart and RURPeriodEnd.

{ MRRMSubRuleDetails

SubRuleID
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RUCRateinSubRuleID
FuelRateinSubRuleID
TotalMileageInSubRuleID
TotalFuelUsageInSubRuleID
TotalEstimatedFuelTaxPaidInSubRuleID
} // SubRule ID

} // Rule ID

The following section provides the totals for the RUR Data Report for this vehicle. All “Total” values 
are for the period defined in the header. 

            RURTotalRecordedMileage
            RURTotalChargeableMileage
            RURTotalNonChargeableMileage
            RURCalcRUCTotal
RUREstimatedFuelUsageTotal
RUREstimatedFuelTaxTotal

The following is additional data provided for tracking purposes.

            VehicleComplianceStatus
            } //RURData
 }  //RUR Data Report
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5.3.4. RUR Data Report Definitions

Data Element Meaning
AMID Required

Description: The SP identifier number which is 
provided by the agency

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: “Service Provider name” NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

MessageID Optional

Description: Unique alphanumeric message identifier 
assigned by the SP to identify this request.

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(40)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TransmittedTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting 
entity when message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following 
form "YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
RURNumber Required

Description: The unique RUR identifier number which 
is provided by the Service Provider to be displayed on 
the RUR issued for the Vehicle Enrollment. This does 
NOT change with each reporting period.

Data Type: Alphanumeric characters

Format: String (6 characters)

Calculation: N/A

Values: Generated by Service Provider according to 
business rules. It should be unique for each Vehicle 
Enrollment.

Special Rules: N/A

RURRevision Description: The RUR revision level, an increasing 
number to indicate the sequence of RUR re-issues for 
a given RURReportPeriod. The original 
RURIncrement is numbered 0, and each time it is re-
issued, its RURIncrement increases by 1.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, …n ; NULL not OK

Special Rules: an increasing number to indicate the 
sequence of RUR re-issues. The original RUR is 
numbered 0, and subsequent re-issued 1 to n
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Data Element Meaning
RURSegment Required

Description: The Segment number which is provided 
by the Service Provider—standard, fleet, or EV

Data Type: String

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values:  

1 = ICE or “non-EV” (not an EV or plug-in hybrid)

2 = EV

3 = Fleet vehicle

 NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RURReportPeriod Required

Description: The period for which the RUR is issued 
(usually a specific month or calendar quarter, e.g. “the 
April report” or “the first quarter report”). This is 
distinct from the specific dates for which data was 
collected (see also “RURPeriodStart” and 
“RURPeriodEnd”).

Data Type:  String

Format: Alphanumeric characters, specified in the 
following form

"YYYY-MM" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the reporting month 

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: For quarterly reports, the 
RURReportPeriod reflects the last month of the 
quarter being reported.
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Data Element Meaning
RURPeriodStartDate Required

Description: The start date of the reporting period in 
which the mileage information was received by the 
Account Manager (not necessarily the period in which 
it was collected by the MRD) – in UTC

Data Type:  String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RURPeriodEndDate Required

Description: The Reporting period end date – in UTC

Data Type:  String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RPMAccountID Required

Description: The unique reference number for the 
participant account assigned by the HiRUC system

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(100)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A 

  RPMVehicleEnrollmentID Required

Description: System-generated unique vehicle 
enrollment identifier assigned by the HiRUC system

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(40)

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RURStartingOdo Optional (required for Odometer Charge and Native 

Automaker Telematics)

Description: The value of the first odometer reading of 
the first reporting period or value of the last odometer 
reading that was provided for the vehicle in the 
previous reporting period. 

Type: Number

Format: Six-digit odometer reading “XXXXXX”

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK 

Special Rules: N/A

RUREndingOdo Optional (required for Odometer Charge and Native 
Automaker Telematics)

Description: The value of the most recent odometer 
reading that was provided for the vehicle in the 
reporting period. 

Type: String

Format: Six-digit odometer reading “XXXXXX” or 
“None Reported”

Calculation: Null Not OK

Values: No valid image received = “None Reported”
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Data Element Meaning
RURStartingOdoDate Optional (required for Odometer Charge and Native 

Automaker Telematics)

Description: The date of report of the last odometer 
reading

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: Null OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RUREndingOdoDate Optional (required for Odometer Charge and Native 

Automaker Telematics)

Description: The date of report of the last odometer 
reading

Data Type: String

Format: The date is specified in the following form

"YYYY-MM-DD" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

Calculation: N/A

Values: Null OK

Special Rules: N/A

RuleID Required

Description: Rule Identification. An identifier 
associated with a geographic area, or zone, in which 
a specific rate per mile will be assessed for miles 
traveled. FIPS codes are used to identify states and 
counties

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Values: Rule ID codes and definitions are defined in 
the Agency provided Road Usage Charge Rate 
Table; NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalMileageInRuleID Required

Description: Total Miles traveled in given Rule ID for 
given period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalMileageInSubRuleID” for all Sub Rule 
IDs in Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalNonChargeableMileageInRuleID Required

Description: Total miles traveled for all non-taxable 
Sub Rule IDs in given Rule ID for given period, per 
Agency provided Road Usage Charge Rate Table at 
the time the mileage occurred

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalMileageInSubRuleID” for all non- 
taxable Sub Rule IDs in given Rule ID, per Agency 
provided Road Usage Charge Rate Table

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalChargeableMileageInRuleID Required

Description: Total miles traveled for all taxable Sub 
Rule IDs in given Rule ID for given period, per 
Agency provided Road Usage Charge Rate Table at 
the time the mileage occurred

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalMileageInSubRuleID” for all chargeable 
Sub Rule IDs in given Rule ID, per Agency provided 
Road Usage Charge Rate Table

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalRUCInRuleID Required

Description: Total RUC for this Rule IDs for given 
period 

Data Type: Number

Format: Two decimal places - Dollars and cents: 
[0.01, 0.02 … 99,999,999.99]

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

“TotalChargeableMileageinRuleID” multiplied by the 
applicable RUC rate for the Rule ID.

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalFuelUsageInRuleID Required

Description: Total fuel usage for all Rule IDs for given 
period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalFuelUsageInRuleID” for all Rule IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalNonTaxableFuelUsageInRuleID Required

Description: Total non-taxable fuel usage in given 
Rule ID for given period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalFuelUsageInSubRuleID” for all non- 
taxable Sub Rule IDs in Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalTaxableFuelUsageInRuleID Required

Description: Total taxable fuel usage in given Rule ID 
for given period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalFuelUsageInSubRuleID” for all taxable 
Sub Rule IDs in Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalEstimatedFuelTaxPaidInRuleID Required

Description: Total Estimated Fuel Tax for this Rule ID 
for given period 

Data Type: Number

Format: Two decimal places - Dollars and cents: 
[0.01,

0.02 … 99,999,999.99]

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalFuelTaxCreditInRuleID” for all Rule IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
SubRuleID Required

Description: Sub Rule ID, numerical index for region 
of travel within given Rule ID

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

1=all public on-road (chargeable) miles in given 
RuleID

2=all non-chargeable miles in given RuleID

Special Rules: N/A

RUCRateInSubRuleID Required

Description: Mileage rate used in State provided by 
Agency in Road Usage Charge Rate Table as of the 
PeriodEndDate

Data Type: Number

Format: Three decimal places – Dollars and cents +

tenth of a cent [0.015, 0.020, … , 9,999.999]

Calculation: N/A

Values: Assigned by Agency as necessary, provided 
in Road Usage Charge Rate Table, NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
FuelRateInSubRuleID Required

Description: Fuel Tax rate in dollars per gallon in 
given Sub Rule ID for given period as of the 
PeriodEndDate

Data Type: Number

Format: Two decimal places - Dollars and cents 
[0.01,0.02, … , 2.55]

Calculation: N/A

Values: Assigned by Agency as necessary, provided 
in Road Usage Charge Rate Table, NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
TotalMileageInSubRuleID Required

Description: Total Miles traveled in given Sub Rule ID 
for all VIN/MRDs given period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “MRDMileageInSubRuleID” for all VIN/MRDs 
in reporting period for given Sub Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TotalFuelUsageInSubRuleID Required

Description: Total fuel usage in given Sub Rule ID for 
this VIN in a given period

Data Type: Number

Format: Refer to rounding rules in SRS

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “MRDFuelUsageInSubRuleID” for this vehicle 
in reporting period for given Sub Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

TotalEstimatedFuelTaxPaidInSubRuleID Required

Description: Total Estimated Fuel Tax Paid in given 
Sub Rule ID for this vehicle in a given period 

Data Type: Number

Format: Two decimal places - Dollars and cents: 
[0.01, 0.02, … , 99,999,999.99]

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following: SUM of 
“TotalEstimatedFuelTaxPaidInSubRuleID” for all 
VIN/MRDs in reporting period for given Sub Rule ID

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RURTotalRecordedMileage Required

Description: Total Miles traveled for all Rule IDs for 
given period (chargeable and non-chargeable)

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalMileageInRuleID” for all Rule IDs for 
automated methods

SUM of LastOdometer – first Odometer for all 
odometer-based methods

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“
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Data Element Meaning
RURTotalChargeableMileage Required

Description: Total chargeable Miles traveled for all 
Rule IDs for given period 

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalChargeableMileageInRuleID” for all 
Rule IDs+SUM of LastOdometer – first Odometer for 
all odometer-based methods

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“
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Data Element Meaning
RURTotalNonChargeableMileage Required

Description: Total non-chargeable Miles traveled for 
all Rule IDs for given period 

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalNonChargeableMileageInRuleID” for all 
Rule IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“

RURCalcRUCTotal Required

Description: Total RUC for all Rule IDs for this vehicle 
in given period 

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalRUCInRuleID” for all Rule IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“

RURCalcRUCAnnual (DELETED – removed from RUR)
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Data Element Meaning
RUREstimatedFuelUsageTotal Required

Description: Total estimated fuel usage for all Rule 
IDs for given period

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalFuelUsageInRuleID” for all Rule IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“

RUREstimatedFuelTaxTotal Required

Description: Total Estimated Fuel Tax Paid for all 
Rule IDs for given period 

Data Type: String

Format: Decimal. Up to five figures (leading zeros not 
needed), dot, then two decimals. “XXXXXX.XX” Refer 
to rounding rules in SRS.

Calculation: Must reconcile with the following:

SUM of “TotalEstimatedFuelTaxPaid” for all Rule 
IDs

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: If no mileage reported at all (device 
unplugged whole period or no odometer image 
received) should have value “-“

RUREstimatedFuelUsageAnnual (DELETED – removed from RUR)

RUREstimatedFuelTaxAnnual (DELETED – removed from RUR) 
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Data Element Meaning
RURVehicleComplianceStatus Required

Description: The compliance status of the vehicle for 
this RURReportPeriod.

Data Type: String

Format: Alphanumeric

Calculation: See Business Rules

Values: 

COMPLIANT = Vehicle is compliant for this 
RURReportPeriod

NON-COMPLIANT = Vehicle is NOT compliant for 
this RURReportPeriod

            Special Rules: N/A

If the Request is accepted by the Datawarehouse, a response is sent to the Account Management 
subsystem with a TransactionID. If the request is not accepted, an error message is sent back.  
Accepted means that the request contained all of the necessary data elements to generated the 
RUR. Precise details of the Data report response will be finalized later, likely at the Workshop

RUR Data Report Response

{ RUR Data Report Response

MessageID (Same as in the request)

Object that includes all data elements present in the request

Transaction ID (assigned by the responding system, for tracking purposes)

}
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6. Interfaces between Account Management and RURG 
Subsystem

6.1. Data Transfer 
Data will be transmitted between the Account Management subsystem and the RURG subsystem 
via JSON messages communicated through the REST protocol. The frequency of message 
transmission is parameterized in the Account Management subsystem and RURG subsystem, and 
set per the agency requirements.

Messages will be acknowledged by the Account Management subsystem and RURG subsystem 
with a standard response from a REST transaction (HTTP 200) if the message can be parsed and 
synchronous validation is successful. If the message fails parsing or synchronous validation, an 
HTTP 400 will be sent to the issuer of the response, i.e. either the Account Management subsystem 
or RURG subsystem, with a failure message as the JSON payload.

6.2. Interface Initiation Rules 
► The one-off and periodic RUR Requests are initiated by the Account Management subsystem 

by calling a REST/JSON interface implemented by the RURG subsystem. 

► The RUR Download response is initiated by the RURG subsystem by calling a REST/JSON 
interface implemented by the Account Management subsystem 

► The methods will be mutually agreed to by Service Provider and the vendor supporting the 
RURG subsystem. The frequency of transmission for each report is defined in the Business 
Rules.

6.3. Reports Specifications
As illustrated by Figure 7, two types of reports are exchanged between the Account Management 
subsystem (Account Management component) and the RURG subsystem. 

► The RUR Request is sent from the Account Management component to the RURG subsystem 
(section 6.3.1). 

► The RUR Download response is sent from the RURG subsystem to the Account Management 
component in response to the RUR request.
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Figure 7: Reports Exchanged Between the Account Management Subsystem and the 
Datawarehouse Subsystem

6.3.1. RUR Request Pseudocode

The RUR Request is sent to request for download of all RURs generated or a specific subset of 
RURs generated for a specific period. 

The following block of code is RUR Request. 

{ RURRequest

AMID
RURRequestID
RequestTimestamp
RURPeriodStartDateFilter
RURPeriodEndDateFilter
NewestOnlyFilter
RURNumberFilter
            RURIncrementFilter
}

Account Management subsystem

Transaction Processing

Road Usage Report
Generator subsystem

Account ManagementReporting

3
Periodic and One-off

RUR requests
RURs (pdf) download

RUR
Repository
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6.3.2. RUR Request Definitions

Data Element Meaning
AMID Required

Description: The SP identifier number which is provided by 
the agency

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(20)

Calculation: N/A

Values: “Service Provider name” NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RURRequestID Required

Description: Unique ID number of report request

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
RequestTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp provided by transmitting entity 
when message sent (in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form 
"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: UTC
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Data Element Meaning
RURPeriodStartDateFilter Required

Description: Earliest RURReportPeriod to be returned by 
this request

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form 
"YYYY-MM" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: If null, reports will be returned without 
regard to an earliest date.

RURPeriodEndDateFilter Required

Description: Latest RURReportPeriod to be returned by this 
request

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form 
"YYYY-MM" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK

Special Rules: If null, reports will be returned without 
regard to a latest date.
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Data Element Meaning
NewestOnlyFilter Required

Description: Filters the results to return only the newest 
version(s) of the specified report(s).

Data Type: Boolean

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: TRUE (only newest returned), FALSE (all versions 
(RURIncrement) returned); NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RURNumberFilter Required 

Description: Filters the results to return only reports with 
this specific RUR Number.

Data Type: Alphanumerical character

Format: String

Calculation: N/A

Values: generated by Service Provider according to 
business rules; NULL OK

Special Rules: If NULL, the request will return all RUR 
Reports subject to other parameters. If populated with a 
valid RUR Number, will return reports for only that RUR 
Number provided there are no conflicts with other filter 
parameters.
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Data Element Meaning
RURIncrementFilter Required

Description: Filters the results to return only reports with a 
specific RUR Increment.

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, …n 

Special Rules: The original RUR for a given 
RURReportPeriod is numbered 0, and subsequent updates 
are numbered with RURIncrement 1 to n. NULL OK.

If populated with a value, the NewestOnly filter will be 
ignored.

If NULL, the request will return the reports for RUR 
Increments based on the NewestOnly filter.  

6.3.3. RUR Download (Response to RUR Request) Pseudocode

The RUR download response is sent with information to download all periodic RUR generated or a 
specific RUR. 

The following block of code is the RUR Download response. 

{ RURRequest

RURRequestID
ResultCount
TransmittedTimestamp
RURPeriodStartDateFilter
RURPeriodEndDateFilter
NewestOnlyFilter
RURNumberFilter
RURIncrementFilter
INCLUDE ONE OF THESE BLOCKS FOR EACH RUR RETURNED
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{
RURNumber
            RURIncrement
            RURStatus
            DownloadURL
}

6.3.4. RUR Download Definitions 

Data Element Meaning
RURRequestID Required

Description: Unique ID number from the RUR Request

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

ResultCount Required

Description: Number of RUR report URLs being returned

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A
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Data Element Meaning
TransmittedTimestamp Required

Description: Timestamp when the response is being sent 
(in UTC)

Data Type:  String

Format: The date / time is specified in the following form 
"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss" where:

o YYYY indicates the year 

o MM indicates the month 

o DD indicates the day

o T indicates the start of the required time 
section

o hh indicates the hour

o mm indicates the minute

o ss indicates the second

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL not OK

Special Rules: UTC

RURPeriodStartDateFilter

RURPeriodEndDateFilter

NewestOnlyFilter

RURNumberFilter

RURIncrementFilter

Required

Description: Parameters echoed back from the RUR 
Request. See “RUR Request” for details.
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Data Element Meaning
RURNumber Required

Description: The unique RUR identifier number provided by 
the Service Provider for the Vehicle Enrollment; displayed 
in the RUR

Data Type: Alphanumerical character

Format: String

Calculation: N/A

Values: generated by Service Provider according to 
business rules, NULL not OK

Special Rules: N/A

RURIncrement Description: The RUR generation increment, an increasing 
number to indicate the sequence of RUR re-issues. The 
original RUR is numbered 0, and subsequent re-issued 1 to 
n

Data Type: Number

Format: Integer

Calculation: N/A

Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, …n , NULL not OK

Special Rules: an increasing number to indicate the 
sequence of RUR re-issues. The original RUR is numbered 
0, and subsequent re-issued 1 to n
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Data Element Meaning
RURStatus Required

Description: The status of the RUR generation for the VIN 

Data Type: String

Format: VARCHAR(10)

Calculation: N/A

Values: Pending, Generated, Review, Rejected, Approved

Special Rules: N/A

DownloadURL Required 

Description: URL of RUR PDF document

Data Type: URL

Format: String

Calculation: N/A

Values: NULL OK (may be null if RURStatus is Pending)

Special Rules: Access to the URL will usually require 
special security credentials provided by the RURG 
provider.   
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7. Interface Between Account Management and HiRUC 
Administration 

7.1. Data Transfer 
Data will be transmitted between the Account Management subsystem and the HiRUC 
Administration using Excel workbooks.  Sample periodic reports included in Excel Spreadsheet. 
The SP will work with the HiRUC team to finalize the periodic reporting spreadsheet at the pre-
implementation Workshop. The SP should plan to include the raw time-series data for the values in 
addition to the formatted values included in the spreadsheet.

7.2. Reporting Frequency
The methods of report transmission will be mutually agreed to by Service Provider and the HiRUC 
Administration. The frequency of transmission for each report is defined in the Business Rules.

7.3. Tables Specifications
The Service Provider sends the following reports to the HiRUC Administration:

1. Enrollment Overview.  Summary of VINs enrolled, corresponding enrollment status and 
compliance status, mileage reporting method switches, account closures (forced and 
requested) by the Service Provider to the HiRUC Administration on a periodic (monthly) 
basis or an on-demand, possibly daily basis (during the first 4-8 weeks of Demonstration 
Part 2 to monitor enrollment).

2. Vehicle Overview. Summary of all VINs and characteristics (make, model, year, EPA or 
observed MPG, propulsion type) and enrollment status by the Service Provider to the 
HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis or an on-demand basis (e.g. during the first weeks 
of Demonstration Part 2 to monitor enrollment)

3. Participant Overview. Summary of Participant account details, Participant account status, 
and VINs enrolled for the Participant report to HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis or 
on-demand basis (e.g. during the first weeks of Demonstration Part 2 to monitor enrollment)

4. Mileage and Revenue. Summary of Mileage and Road Usage Charge Revenue report to 
HiRUC Administration on a periodic basis.

5. RURs Distributed. Summary of RURs distributed report to HiRUC Administration on a 
periodic basis.

6. Errors and Events. Summary of Errors and Events for each VIN to the HiRUC 
Administration on a periodic basis
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Figure 8: Reports Exchanged Between the Account Management Subsystem and RUC 
Demonstration Administration

Note that Customer service reports are specified in the Business Rules document.  

Account Management subsystem

Transaction Processing

Account ManagementReporting

Service Provider reports

HiRUC Administration
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

COMPONENT A subsystem component is a modular part of the 
subsystem that serves specific activities or tasks

CONOPS Concept of Operations

DATAWAREHOUSE The database developed for the Part 1 
Demonstration but also used for Part 2 to store 
Participant travel data used to generate Road Usage 
Reports.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT The terms refer to the HiRUC Demonstration, 
including both parts 1 and 2

DC Data Collection

DIT Honolulu City & County Department of Information 
Technology

ECU Engine Control Unit

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard, which 
includes two-digit numerical codes for each U.S. 
state/territory.

FCC Federal Communications Commission

FUNCTION Specific tasks accomplished by a system component

FUNCTIONAL GROUP Functional groups are high-level objectives of the 
subsystem component

GIS/MAP Geographic Information System

GPS Global Positioning Systems

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation

HIRUC ADMINISTRATION Name given to the administrative entity tasked with 
recruiting Demonstration Participants, verifying the 
correct computation of road usage charges, and 
performing any compliance activities recommended 
by HDOT.

HIRUC SYSTEM The system established for the Part 1 demonstration 
to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs), comprising 
a Datawarehouse and a RUR Generator. It will also 
be used in Part 2.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICD Interface Control Document

IP Internet Protocol

IT Information Technology

JSON JavaScript Object Notation
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

MILEAGE MESSAGE A mileage message is the formatted transaction data, 
containing mileage, fuel usage and health data, that 
is exchanged between Service Provider subsystems.

MILEAGE METER A Mileage Meter is a device or inbuilt system that 
collects road usage charge information for the vehicle 
in which it is installed

MILEAGE REPORTING 
TECHNOLOGY

The actual technology underlying a Mileage 
Reporting Method, either a plug-in device, odometer 
image capture system (an app with front and back 
ends), or Native Automaker Telematics

MRD Mileage Reporting Devices

MRM Mileage Reporting Method, a means of recording and 
reporting miles travelled, either a plug-in device 
(OBDII), odometer image capture system, or Native 
Automaker Telematics.

MTBF Meantime Between Failures

MVERITY Vehcon’s patented system for odometer image 
capture and validation, which the Service Provider 
will use for odometer image capture.

NATIVE AUTOMAKER 
TELEMATICS

A telematics system installed by the carmaker at the 
time of manufacturing, providing a secure data 
interface to the vehicle electronics, including 
odometer, used here as a Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated NAT

OBDII On Board Diagnostics II, the CARB/EPA standard for 
vehicle data interfaces included in all US vehicles 
built after 1996.

ODOFOTO Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called Odometer-based 
Reporting.

ODOMETER MESSAGE An odometer message is the formatted transaction 
data, containing odometer data that is exchanged 
between subsystems

ODOMETER-BASED 
REPORTING

Reporting odometer images periodically as a Mileage 
Reporting Method, also called OdoFoto.

PART 1 The Manual Demonstration, in which Hawaii 
residents receive a Driving Report based on their 
odometer readings collected during safety 
inspections. Not included in this specification.

PART 2 The Automated Demonstration, in which ~2,000 
Participants receive Road Usage Reports over the 9-
month Demonstration based on a variety of Mileage 
Reporting Methods. Included in this specification

PARTICIPANT A volunteer who has enrolled in the Part 2 
(Automated) Demonstration
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TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

PID Plug-in Device, an OBDII device with or without 
location, a Mileage Reporting Method.

Abbreviated PID (either with or 
without location information), 
OBDLoc (includes location 
information) or OBDNoLoc (no 
location information)

PII Personally Identifiable Information Defined in business rules

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

REST Representational State Transfer

RPAM Demonstration Participant Account Management

RUC Road Usage Charge 

RULE ID RuleID is the code for the location (area) where the 
mileage is driven. All RuleID’s refer to entire states, 
provinces, counties, or other jurisdictions, except 00, 
which refers to mileage driven for which there is no 
location data (state cannot be determined). 

RUR Road Usage Report, a periodic statement of driving 
data in PDF format sent to Participants by the 
Service Provider.

RURG Road Usage Report Generator, the component of the 
HiRUC system (developed for the Part 1 
Demonstration but also used in the Part 2 
Demonstration) that creates Road Usage Reports 
based on travel data stored in the Datawarehouse.

SP Service Provider, the firm that provides mileage 
collection and account management services for the 
Part 2 Demonstration, reports data to the HiRUC 
Administration and HiRUC system, and has a direct 
interface with the Participants. 

SRS System Requirement Specification

SUBRULE ID SubRule ID distinguishes between chargeable (public 
on-road) and non-chargeable miles driven within a 
given Rule ID.

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TP Transaction Processor

UBI Usage-based Insurance

UNDIFFERENTIATED Miles for which location data is not available, 
recorded in RuleID 0, considered to be chargeable 
miles.

VIN Vehicle Identification Number, a unique serial 
number for each vehicle, standardized as a 17-digit 
alphanumeric code since 1981. 

VMT Vehicle Miles Traveled
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1. Preface
Please see the HiRUC Technology Test Drive (Part 2) System Requirements Specifications for an 
introduction to the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration and for context. These Business Rules specify business 
and operational processes and values associated with that system. They should be considered 
requirements to be fulfilled by the Service Provider in delivering the Part 2 Demonstration.
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2. Business Rules
2.1. Overview
The business rules defined for the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration fall into 10 categories:

► Customer Service Readiness: The rules provide guidelines for preparing Customer Service 
Representatives (CSRs) to deliver high quality customer service

► Account Management: These rules provide the guidelines for creating Participant accounts, enrolling 
vehicles in Mileage Reporting Methods, changing Mileage Reporting Methods, and closing accounts. 

► Quality of Customer Service: These rules provide for a minimum standard of customer service and 
responsiveness to Participants.

► Support of Participants entering, leaving, or changing vehicles in the HiRUC Part 2 
Demonstration: These rules define the minimum standard of support for Participants who enter or 
leave the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration outside of the defined begin and end dates, or who sell or 
purchase a new vehicle during the Part 2 Demonstration period, or who wish to change Mileage 
Reporting Methods during the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration.

► Support of Road Usage Reports: These rules govern the provision of Road Usage Reports for all 
Participants.

► Restrictions on Use of Participant Data: These rules govern use of Participant data by all vendors 
participating in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration.

► Restrictions on Selling Services to Participants: These rules govern the offering or provisioning of 
value- added services to Participants.

► Data Requests Beyond ICD: These rules define required data sharing between vendors, subsystems, 
and HiRUC Administration beyond that identified in the ICD.

► Reporting Periods, Reminders, and Compliance: These rules govern the time periods for when 
Road Usage Reports shall be issued and when reporting reminders shall be sent to Participants.

► Periodic Reporting to HiRUC Administration: These rules define the Excel tables that are to be 
submitted as Periodic reports to the HiRUC Administration

2.2. Customer Service Readiness

2.2.1. Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
PII shall be defined as it is in Hawaii statute 487N. Additional information may also be categorized as PII 
(such as the combination of Name and VIN or the combination of Name and License Plate Number).

2.2.2. Training
CSRs shall undergo formal training to cover security, cultural, and operational requirements

► CSRs shall undergo formal security training to understand how to handle PII related to Participant 
data. In particular, CSRs shall be trained to handle Participant data over the different customer 
channels available and always authenticate Participants by verifying their first name, last name, email 
and physical 
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► CSRs shall undergo cultural awareness training to capture key cultural specificities related to providing 
customer support services to residents of Hawaii. In particular, CSRs shall be trained to draft standard 
responses to Participants, and to respond to standard queries from residents of Hawaii. All call center 
representatives who will have contact with Participants via any channel (phone or email) shall 
complete basic Hawaii-specific cultural awareness training. 

► CSRs shall undergo operational training that includes applicable procedures for account management 
and the different Road Usage Reports that are issued for the different types of Participant vehicles and 
Mileage Reporting Methods.

2.2.3. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
The Service Provider shall document standard operating procedures (SOPs) and Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQs) prior to HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration launch in order to prepare for customer service 
delivery.

► The Service Provider shall ensure that SOPs and FAQs are kept up to date. FAQs will be used by 
customer service agents during the first weeks of launch when activity is high and teams are not yet 
accustomed to answering questions. 

► SOPs shall describe how regular account management operations and business rules will be applied 
by customer service representatives when providing support through various communications 
channels (email, phone, text, etc.). SOPs shall also describe how legal, contractual and sensitive data 
handling procedures are built into operational procedures. 

► SOPs and FAQs will be reviewed and approved by the HiRUC Administration to ensure alignment with 
HDOT and HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration requirements. Once approved, the Service Provider can use 
the SOPs and FAQs to train their customer support teams.

2.2.4. Dry Run Prior to Launch
CSRs shall participate in a dry-run to ensure that they are prepared to deliver services to Participants, and 
are fully coordinated with the HiRUC Help Desk. This dry run shall occur during the Small Scale 
Operational Trial, after end-to-end testing but prior to the launch of live operations. The checks consist of 
calls from test Participants who ask questions based on the FAQ. These tests allow measurement of the 
level of preparedness of the customer service teams to answer technical, operational, and policy 
questions. These dry-runs shall also measure help desk teams’ ability to respect sensitive data privacy, 
security, legal and contractual issues. Note that the requirements indicate that the Service Provider 
System shall support dry-runs (SYS.HTE.5).

2.3. Account Management

2.3.1. Participant Enrollment and Participant account Status
A Participant entering the Part 2 Demonstration program opens an account with the Service Provider. 
Participant vehicles are enrolled or added to the Participant account.

► A vehicle can be enrolled only for a fully enrolled Participant who either has a “New Account” or 
“Existing Account” status

► A vehicle cannot be enrolled for a Participant who has a “Ending” or “Closed” account status.

2.3.2. Vehicle Enrollment
► A vehicle can only be enrolled on one Mileage Reporting Method at any given time. 
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► Before a VIN is enrolled on a Mileage Reporting Method, a VIN compatibility check needs to be 
performed by the Service Provider

► An individual Participant can enroll up to two vehicles, which may have different Mileage Reporting 
Methods. A fleet Participant can enroll up to ten vehicles. [These values are subject to change]. Fleet 
participants will be identified by the HiRUC Administration. All vehicles and associated data should be 
viewable on the web portal associated with Participant’s account.

2.3.3. VIN Decoding
Service Providers shall use a commercial VIN decoding service to determine vehicle make, model, year, 
and propulsion type for each vehicle enrolling in the Part 2 Demonstration. For vehicles with VINs that do 
not automatically decode, the Service Provider shall manually determine make, model, and year. 
Propulsion type shall be recorded as specified by the Service Provider’s VIN Decoding service, unless the 
HiRUC Administration provides an updated specification for propulsion type determination (e.g., a list of 
vehicle makes/model/year to be considered a member of a given propulsion type).

2.3.4. Change of Mileage Reporting Method
► A vehicle can be transferred from one Mileage Reporting Method to another. 
► Before the transfer of a vehicle to a plug-in Mileage Reporting Method takes effect, a VIN compatibility 

check has to be performed by the Service Provider.

2.3.5. Account Suspension and Vehicle Suspension
► A Participant can request to place a vehicle on hold for a defined period of time in the Part 2 

Demonstration (e.g. vehicle out for repair). The participant shall specify the start and end period of 
suspension.

► The Service Provider shall not send any compliance messaging (device unplugged, OdoFoto 
reminders, etc.) during the period of suspense.

► The Service Provider shall maintain the suspension for the requested period of time, regardless of any 
data received from or about the vehicle. Any data received from the vehicle shall be processed 
normally and added to the vehicle’s account.

► When the suspension period is over, the Service Provider shall notify the customer that the suspense 
period is over by the participant’s preferred notification method.

► If a Participant de-enrolls their only vehicle from the account without specifically requesting for an 
account closure, the Service Provider shall reach out to the Participant to ask whether the Participant 
would like to enroll another vehicle or to leave the Demonstration.

2.3.6. Participant Un-enrollment
► HIRUC accounts are closed when Participants specifically request to be withdrawn entirely from the 

Part 2 Demonstration.
► A Participant can be de-enrolled only after the status of each VIN enrolled in the Participant account is 

set to “close” or if no VIN is associated with the account.

2.3.7. Account Closures
Account closure can be triggered in the following cases.
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► Accounts are closed by the Service Provider when Participants specifically request for the account to 
be closed.

► Accounts are closed by the Service Provider when the HiRUC Administration requests forced account 
closures (or drops) due to never compliant VINs. This shall only occur when participants have been 
enrolled at least 30 days, but never become compliant (i.e., plugged in a device or submitted an initial 
odometer image). Such participants shall be given two initial reminders to become compliant by their 
preferred notification channel (email, phone, or text), and two drop warnings by their preferred 
notification channel. Each such message shall be given at least a week apart. If participants do not 
become compliant after these steps, they shall be given a final phone call, with a week to become 
compliant. If they still have not become compliant, they may be dropped. Precise details of message 
timing and drops should be confirmed with the Testing Team.

2.4. Quality of Customer Service

2.4.1. Staffed Call Center Hours
Hours shall include 8am - 5pm Hawaii Standard Time Monday through Friday, except for major US 
national holidays (to be checked with the HiRUC Administration). Call center staffing shall begin at the time 
of the Small-Scale Operational Trial.

2.4.2. Staffing
The Service Provider shall provide sufficient staffing to offer Participants good customer service. At a 
minimum, the equivalent of 2 FTEs shall be trained and available per 1000 Participants from launch 
through Part 2 Demonstration ramp-up (the amount of time it takes to enroll 2,000 Participants) to manage 
both call center and web-based support. At a minimum, the equivalent of 1 FTE per 1000 Participants shall 
be trained and available for the remainder of the Part 2 Demonstration. A minimum of 2 representatives 
shall be trained and available, by the commencement of the Small Scale Operational Trial. When 
call/email volumes are low CSRs may support other projects, so long as any rules about customer service 
center performance are met.

► The Service Provider shall offer a customer service call center.
► The Service Provider shall offer a customer service email address.
► The Service Provider may offer additional customer service contact points such as on-line chat 

services.

2.4.3. Response Times
► The Service Provider shall respond to all e-mails or web contacts within 1 business day.
► Customer Service phone calls shall be answered within 5 minutes by a customer service 

representative for 95% of calls during business hours. Customer service calls received during other 
hours shall be returned within 1 business day.

 The Customer Service Representatives shall have a friendly demeanor.

 The Customer Service Representatives shall be generally knowledgeable about the HiRUC 
Demonstration.

 The Customer Service Representatives shall be knowledgeable about the specific technologies, 
devices, and services offered by the Service Provider.
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► Participants shall be notified of equipment, reporting, or account anomalies within 4 days of the 
detection of the problem or anomaly by the Service Provider.

 Problems with equipment (mileage reporting device or smartphone app) shall be actively 
addressed within 3 business days from detection of problem by customer or notification of 
customer by Service Provider. 

 Problems with account data (e.g. incorrect mailing address, incorrect payment method on record) 
shall be resolved within one business day from detection of problem by customer or notification of 
customer by Service Provider.

► The Service Provider’s Account Management system shall track all calls to customer service and 
report customer support statistics defined below to the HiRUC Administration. In particular, the Service 
Provider shall track channel (email, phone), category, issue description and volume of helpdesk 
requests. These shall be sent to the HiRUC Administration as described in Table 1 and Table 2 below:

Table 1: Monthly Participant Customer Service Inquiries Report Format1

MONTH MILEAGE 
REPORTING 
METHOD

CATEGORY COUNT OF 
DISTINCT 
PARTICIPANTS

COUNT 
OF 
CALLS

COUNT 
OF 
EMAILS

OBDLoc Account set-up

OBDLoc Account update

OBDLoc Account closure

OdometerCharge VIN Update

OdometerCharge New vehicle/VIN

OdometerCharge Vehicle/VIN de-enrollment

OBDnoLoc RUR Inquiry

OBDnoLoc Policy question

OBDnoLoc Demonstration

Administration 
question

OBDnoLoc Shipping

OBDnoLoc Plug-in Device
Installation

OBDnoLoc Lost/Stolen device

OBDnoLoc Other (catch all category for items that 
cannot be categorized — but SP should 
track numbers for each individual issue)

1 This table should list the number of Participant contacts (calls, emails, etc). Note that this format is indicative, and the included 
list of call categories is indicative. The Service Provider can add additional categories if needed. The Service Provider may 
propose changes to this format with approval from the HiRUC Administration. Contacts shall be tracked by category, and the MRM 
shall be recorded for each contact
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Table 2: Monthly Customer Service Center Performance Indicators Report Format

MONTH PERFORMANCE INDICATOR VALUE

Percentage of emails/web contacts returned within 1 business day

Percentage of calls during business hours answered within 5 minutes

Percentage of calls during non-business hours returned within 1 business day

Percentage of issues reported to Participants within 3 days of initial issue occurrence

2.4.4. Support of Participants Entering, Leaving and Changing
► The Service Provider shall support all actions necessary for Participants to enter the Part 2 

Demonstration late (i.e., after ramp up to 2,000 vehicles is complete), or leave the Part 2 
Demonstration before its official conclusion.

► The Service Provider shall support Participants changing vehicles during the Demonstration (removing 
one VIN and adding another). This support shall include transmission of a device return kit or mailing 
label, if appropriate.

► The Service Provider shall support Participants changing Mileage Reporting Methods during the Part 2 
Demonstration. Participants may request changes of Mileage Reporting Methods at any time, and the 
Service Provider shall work with the Participant to ensure that there is a seamless transition to the new 
Mileage Reporting Method. This support shall include transmission of a device return kit or mailing 
label, if appropriate.

2.5. Support of Road Usage Reports
► The Service Provider shall generate a RUR Number for each Participant RUR as follows:

 NXXXXX_MMYY ZZ.pdf where:

 N is the index of vehicle enrollment for the given vehicles on a private account, or "F" for fleet 
accounts. N will increment each time a vehicle is added to the account, so if a vehicle is replaced, it 
will increment. If an account starts with two vehicles, they will be N=1 and N=2 respectively. If the 
vehicle with N=2 is then replaced, it will have the value N=3, so vehicle numbers N=1 and 3 exist 
on the account, etc.

 XXXXXX is the Participant ID (the Enrollment Code), 

 MMYY is the report month/year, and 

 ZZ is the revision number.
► The Service Provider shall request for RURs to be generated according to the following rules:

 One RUR shall be issued for each vehicle per reporting period in a standard Participant account 
(non-Fleet account)

 For Fleet participants, one RUR per Fleet account per month for all Mileage reporting methods. 

 The Service Provider shall issue a new RUR for the reporting period if any adjustments to the 
original RUR is required. an incrementing RUR revision number field (ZZ above) will keep track of 
the number of RURs that have been reissued since the original RUR. This RUR revision number 
will be displayed on the new RUR. Further Details are included in the RUR Data Report in the ICD.
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 If a participant changes Mileage Reporting Method to another Mileage Reporting Method on the 
same cycle (e.g., OBDLoc to OBDnoLoc or OBDnoLoc to OBDLoc), that participant shall receive 
two RURs for the given vehicle in the given reporting period—one final RUR for the old MRM, and 
one initial RUR for the new MRM. 

► Change of RUR cycle (due to change in Mileage Reporting Method) 

 Participants who change from an MRM with a monthly RUR cycle to an MRM with a quarterly RUR 
cycle (e.g. OBDII with GPS to OdoFoto) shall receive a final monthly RUR for the old Mileage 
Reporting Method on the normal monthly cycle the same month as the change occurs. The first 
RUR for the new method will be on a quarterly cycle. 

 Participants who change from an MRM with a quarterly RUR cycle to an MRM with a monthly RUR 
cycle (e.g. OdoFoto to OBDII with GPS) shall receive two RURs at the end of the current monthly 
reporting period: a final RUR for the old, quarterly Mileage Reporting Method and an initial RUR for 
the new, monthly reporting MRM. The next RURs will be on a monthly cycle. 

► Change of vehicle: For Participants who change their enrolled vehicle, a final RUR shall be issued for 
their unenrolled vehicle at the end of the month (regardless of MRM, meaning that OdoFoto 
participants need to submit a final odometer image for their old vehicle), and a first RUR shall be 
issued for the newly enrolled vehicle after the first invoicing cycle (same month if the new vehicle has a 
monthly reported RUR, end of Quarter if a quarterly reporting RUR). There is no compulsion to keep 
the new vehicle on the same MRM, but MRM changes are generally not advertised. 

► Participants will receive a standardized Road Usage Report (RUR) which will be produced by the 
HiRUC system based on data provided by the Service Provider. The Service Provider must provide the 
following Participant support related to those reports:

 Help Participant find their RURs on their online account

 Help Participants understand their RUR (i.e. sections of information displayed on the RUR) and 
answer questions related to the RUR. However, the CSR shall not provide any information on the 
detailed trip data as mentioned in rule 2.2.1 above. 

 Explain applicable RUC rates and Fuel tax rates for the State and for the county

 Collect Participant feedback on Road Usage Reports provided to CSRs (export of CRM software 
record of all participant feedback)

 Help Participants understand the frequency of the RUR cycles for the different Mileage Reporting 
Methods. 

► Transmission of RUR reports: For automated methods (plug-in devices), the Service Provider shall 
transmit Road Usage Reports to Participants by email on the 5th of the following month for the period 
of the preceding month (or next business day, if the 5th falls on a weekend or holiday). For all 
commercial (fleet) accounts, the Service Provider shall transmit Road Usage Reports to Participants by 
email on the 5th of the following month for the period of the preceding month (or next business day, if 
the 5th falls on a weekend or holiday). For the OdoFoto, Road Usage Reports shall be transmitted by 
email every Quarter, on the 5th of the first day of the quarter (or next business day, if the 5th falls on a 
weekend or holiday), except in the cases described above in which OdoFoto participants receive their 
RUR at the end of the month.

► The following indicative Road Usage Charge rates will be applied as indicated in Table 3: The RUC 
rate charged shall be the sum of the state rate and appropriate county rate. Out-of-state (non-Hawaii) 
miles shall be charged at $0.00/mile. Non-location-based methods shall use the county charge rate of 
the county of the address provided by the participant at registration. Note that the gas 
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tax rate listed on RURs shall be the sum of the state rate and appropriate county rate. Out-of-state 
(non-Hawaii) miles shall be refunded at $0.00/gallon. Non-location-based methods shall use the county 
gas tax rate of the county of the address provided by the participant at registration. 

Table 3: RUC Rates by Jurisdiction

STATE/COUNTY RUC RATE

State (Hawaii) $0.008/mile

Hawaii County $0.011/mile

Honolulu City and County $0.008/mile

Kauai County $0.008/mile

Maui County $0.011/mile

► Gas tax refund rates will be applied as indicated in Table 4. Note that the gas tax rate listed on RURs 
shall be the sum of the state rate and appropriate county rate. Out-of-state (non-Hawaii) miles shall be 
refunded at $0.00/gallon. Non-location-based methods shall use the county gas tax rate of the county 
of the address provided by the participant at registration. 

Table 4: Gas Tax Refund Rates by Jurisdiction

STATE/COUNTY FUEL TAX RATE

State (Hawaii) $0.16/gal

Hawaii County $0.23/gal

Honolulu City and County $0.165/gal

Kauai County $0.17/gal

Maui County $0.23/gal

► The Service Provider shall record the date on which the Road Usage Reports generated by the HiRUC 
system provider is transmitted via email to Participants.

► The Service Provider shall maintain a record of all “bounced” email transmittals of Road Usage 
Reports, and shall attempt to contact participants to correct their email address.

2.6. Restrictions on Use of Participant Data
► The Service Provider may not use Participant data for any purposes other than support of the Part 2 

Demonstration project, except that each Service Provider may ask if each Participant wishes to be 
contacted by the Service Provider about future offers (strictly on an informed opt-in basis).

► Participant data may not be stored by any vendor or Part 2 Demonstration project subsystem except 
as specified in the SRS and ICD:

 If a Participant opts-in and completes a signed release allowing data to be retained for Part 2 
Demonstration analysis and research purposes, the Service Provider shall store that data for the 
duration of the Part 2 Demonstration and deliver it to the HiRUC Administration on request.
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 The Service Provider may request informed opt-in of Participants to allow use of Participant data to 
support provision of value-added services. Such opt-in shall require a signed release and must 
comply with all applicable state and federal laws.

2.7. Restrictions on Selling Services to Participants
► The Service Provider may provide value-added services to Participants on an informed, opt- in basis 

but may not charge Participants for these services during the course of the Part 2 Demonstration test. 
Charging may continue for services offered on devices that were already installed in vehicles before 
the start of the Part 2 Demonstration—devices that were providing value-added services that were 
already being charged for.

► The Service Provider shall not provide any services to the Participants that may lead to distracted 
driving.

► HiRUC Administration must approve all value-added services in writing before they are offered to 
Participants. HiRUC Administration intends to take a liberal approach to approval of value-added 
services. Nonetheless, we wish to have the opportunity to review all services before they are offered.

2.8. Data Requests Beyond ICD
The Service Provider shall support all road charge / Part 2 Demonstration Participant data requests made 
by the HiRUC Administration, even for data not covered in the ICD, for the purposes of Part 2 
Demonstration project evaluation and operational analysis.

2.9. Reporting Periods, Reminders, and Compliance

2.9.1. Time Zone
For the purposes of reporting periods and display to customers, the time zone shall be Hawaii Standard 
Time (HST).

2.9.2. Timing and Frequency of RURs
Plug in devices shall receive RURs once per month. All Commercial (Fleet) accounts shall receive RURs 
once per month, even if they contain only OdoFoto vehicles. OdoFoto vehicles shall receive RURs once 
per quarter, but shall receive ending RURs (in case of changing MRMs away from OdoFoto or changing 
vehicles) at the end of the monthly reporting cycle.

2.9.3. Timing and Frequency of Odometer Reporting for OdoFoto
OdoFoto – For a given reporting period, per the ICD, the Service Provider shall report the end odometer 
reading (the last reported for a given quarter) and the start odometer reading for that quarter (either the 
initial odometer reading, or the odometer reading used as the final odometer reading on the most recent 
previous Road Usage Report). As specified in the ICD, if no odometer reading is reported, the 
EndingOdometer value (and if no odometer reading has ever been reported, the StartingOdometer value 
also) shall be reported as “None Reported”
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2.9.4. Timing and Frequency of Reminder Messages for Initial Compliance
► Plug-in Device Participants must plug in their devices following account set-up to activate their mileage 

reporting method. Service Providers shall send reminder messages (via email and/or text message) to 
Participants on Plug-in Devices starting the calendar day, Hawaii time, following account set-up, to 
encourage participants to plug in the device as soon as possible to activate the account (precise text to 
be agreed upon with HiRUC Administration). They shall continue such sending reminder messages 
every second day for the first week (assuming account was set up on day 0 and first reminder on day 
1, then further reminders shall be sent day 3, day 5, and day 7) until the device is plugged in, or the 
Participant contacts the service provider to explain why it cannot be plugged in, and then weekly after 
that (day 14, 21, 28, etc.) until the participant sends an odometer image, is dropped, or switches 
MRMs. 

► OdoFoto Participants must report their first odometer reading following account set-up to activate their 
mileage reporting method. They may subsequently report their odometer readings at any time, but 
must report their odometers at least once every demonstration quarter (demonstration quarter is 
defined as a 3-month period starting on the first day of the demonstration). Service Providers shall 
send reminder messages (via email and/or text message) to Participants on OdoFoto starting the 
calendar day, Hawaii time, after account set-up, stating that an odometer image is needed as soon as 
possible to activate the account (precise text to be agreed upon with HiRUC Administration). They 
shall continue such sending reminder messages every second day for the first week (assuming 
account was set up on day 0 and first reminder on day 1, then further reminders shall be sent day 3, 
day 5, and day 7) until a valid odometer image is received, or the Participant contacts the service 
provider to explain why none can be sent, and then weekly after that (day 14, 21, 28, etc.) until the 
participant sends an odometer image, is dropped, or switches MRMs.

2.9.5. Timing and Frequency of Reminder Messages
Participants shall have the option of specifying an email address and mobile telephone number at which to 
receive email reminders, text reminders, or both.

► Plug-in device—After participants have plugged in their device, Participants shall be sent a message 
by email, text, or both when their device has not been heard from in 4 calendar days, reminding them 
to plug the device back in, or contact customer service, and shall receive a message every 4 days after 
that.

► OdoFoto—Participants selecting OdoFoto may opt to receive a reminder by email, text message 
(method recommended to Participant), or both prior to their scheduled required odometer readings. 
Reminders shall be sent 10 days prior to the scheduled reading, unless an odometer reading other 
than the initial odometer reading has been submitted within the previous 7 days (if the initial odometer 
reading has been sent within the previous 7 days, the reminders shall still be sent) . If the reading has 
not been completed by 5 days before the end of the quarter, a second reminder shall be sent, using 
the user’s preferred contact method, indicating increasing urgency. If the reading has not been 
completed 1 day before the end the quarter, a third and final reminder shall be sent by the user’s 
preferred contact method indicating further increased urgency. If an odometer reading is not submitted 
for a given quarter, the email accompanying the transmission of the RUR shall contain different text 
from a normal RUR, reminding participants to be sure to provide their odometer reading the next 
quarter, and encouraging them to do it soon as well, and any time they think about it.
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2.9.6. Compliance
The Service Provider shall record compliance of all vehicles. Compliance shall be defined by Mileage 
Reporting Method as follows:

► Plug-in device. Service Providers shall record the number of days a device has been unplugged (it is 
understood that a positive determination of the number of days cannot be made until the device is 
plugged back in). Vehicles for which the device has never been plugged in shall be considered “never 
compliant” but not counted against noncompliant vehicles for a given reporting period. For a given 
reporting period, a vehicle shall be recorded as noncompliant if it has not been heard from in 14 
contiguous calendar days during the period.

► OdoFoto. Service Providers shall record when vehicle odometer images are submitted. Vehicles that 
have never made their initial odometer submission shall be considered “never compliant” but not 
counted against noncompliant vehicles for a given reporting period. For the first two reporting periods, 
vehicles that submit a periodic odometer image any time in the reporting period shall be considered 
compliant, and only those that submit no odometer image shall be considered noncompliant. For the 
final reporting period, vehicles that do not submit an image in the final 17 days of the period shall be 
considered noncompliant for the reporting period.

Compliance Rate, for each mileage reporting method, shall be defined as the number of compliant 
vehicles for a given reporting period of the total number of vehicles present for that reporting period.

If a participant’s OdoFoto image submission is rejected for any reason (blurry image, suspicion of fraud, 
etc.), the Service provider shall notify the participant, within 24 hours of the Service Provider’s being 
notified of the rejection that, the image has been rejected and the participant should promptly send a new 
odometer image. Further, the Service provider shall resume providing reminder messages for the given 
OdoFoto submission (initial or end-of-quarter) per the schedules prescribed in the Business Rules above 
as if the rejected submission had never been made.

2.10. Periodic Reporting to HiRUC Administration
Sample periodic reports from the Service Provider to the HiRUC Administration are included in an Excel 
Spreadsheet. The Service Provider will work with the HiRUC Administration to finalize the periodic 
reporting spreadsheet at the pre-implementation workshop. The Service Provider should plan to include 
the raw time-series data for the values in addition to the formatted values included in the spreadsheet.

2.11. Project Closeout
The Service Provider will work with the HiRUC Administration to coordinate the closeout actions and 
communications. The HiRUC Administration will confirm the closeout timeline at least three months before 
the end of the pilot. 

2.11.1. First Announcement of Closeout with Next-to-Last Road Usage Report
A note included in the email with the next-to-last Road Usage Report shall indicate that pilot close-out is 
imminent, and relevant information is available on the Service Provider website.

2.11.2. Notification of Participants of Pilot Closeout
A closeout announcement email shall be emailed to participants 2 weeks before the end of the pilot. The 
email should include reminders of the incentive/reward process, including the rules to be eligible for the 
reward. It should explain how the participant’s data will be analyzed for pilot evaluation and then purged. It 
should provide information on access to historical account data (e.g., how long participants 
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will have access to their accounts). It should provide contact details of the Service Provider and HiRUC 
helpdesks.

The email should vary by mileage reporting method. The email to PID participants should include 
instructions for returning the device, including a description of any device return kits or mailing labels. The 
email to OdoFoto participants should include the timing for submitting the final odometer image.

2.11.3. Provision of Device Return Kits or Labels
The service provider shall provide device return kits or mailing labels at an agreed-upon time after the 
Notification, but before accounts need to be closed. The Device Return Kits or Labels should arrive with 
participants at roughly the scheduled end date of the demonstration.

2.11.4. Account Access After Closeout
Account access should be available to participants have had the allotted time to complete the final survey 
6 weeks after the end of the pilot. After that, the Service provider should prevent account access. 
However, no new travel data should be added to the account after the pilot is complete, even if devices are 
still providing data and/or odometer images are submitted.

2.11.5. Web Portal Display After Account Access is Disabled 
After account access is no longer available as described in the above business rule, the web portal 
homepage should provide a message stating: 

► That pilot has ended
► For any questions, participants should refer to the HiRUC FAQ or contact the HiRUC Help Desk
The service provider’s web portal FAQ should include instructions for closeout and state the key closeout 
dates. 

2.11.6. Mahalo/Farewell Emails
The Service Provider shall send mahalo/farewell emails to participants (customized for reward eligible 
participants) after reward eligibility is determined by the pilot team. This email confirms that participants 
accounts have been successfully closed. The service providers indicate that this email will be the final 
correspondence, and that further communications (if any) would come from the HiRUC Administration. 

2.11.7. Data Purge
The service provider shall continue storing all pilot data until the pilot team asks the service provider to 
initiate a data purge, at which time the service provider shall permanently delete all pilot data. Data purge 
is expected roughly 6 months after the end of the live pilot.
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Situation with Fleets in Hawaii
Context that motivated the research
• An estimated 300,000+ (20%) vehicles are 

associated with a fleet.
• The majority of out-of-state visitors drive in 

rental cars.
• Many vehicles in a given fleet could be the 

same make & model.
• If RUC is owed by all vehicle “owners,” fleet 

operators including rental car companies 
would be liable for paying for the miles driven 
by their employees and customers.

• RUC pilots to date have not involved light 
vehicle fleets. Little is known of fleet operator 
constraints, abilities, or preferences.

Research questions that emerged
• What challenges for RUC do fleet vehicles 

have as compared to other vehicles?
• Can current account-based RUC platforms 

be used for collecting a surcharge tax or fee 
from fleet operators?

• How can RUC be collected in a user-
friendly way to avoid imposing undue 
burdens on businesses operating fleets?

• What simplifications or value-added 
features could RUC offer to fleet operators?

• What lessons can apply to a national RUC 
pilot?
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Approach to mini-pilot fleet demonstration
Five steps to set up the mini-pilot environment 
• Design a customized mini-pilot fleet experience 

based existing account-based RUC platforms.
• Select a vendor to create a realistic RUC 

experience for fleet operators.
• Recruit fleet participants.
• Operate the pilot for 6 weeks and collect data from 

fleet participants.
• Collect input from fleet participants on their pilot 

experience, pain points, and areas for 
improvement.

1
• Create an online account with a RUC 

service provider
• Enroll up to 100 fleet vehicles
• Provide mileage data per vehicle (start and 

end odometer readings over a reporting 
period)

• Manage exceptions/daily operations
• Add and remove vehicles
• Update odometer readings

• Receive a mock RUC statement at the end 
of the reporting period

Fleet experience
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Approach to mini-pilot fleet demonstration
Five steps to set up the mini-pilot environment 
• Design a customized mini-pilot fleet experience 

based existing account-based RUC platforms
• Select a vendor to create a realistic RUC 

experience for fleet operators
• Recruit fleet participants
• Operate the pilot for 6 weeks and collect data from 

fleet participants
• Collect input from fleet participants on their pilot 

experience, pain points, and areas for 
improvement.

2
• Azuga selected to set-up and operate RUC 

platform 

• Existing Azuga RUC platform modified to 
include specific features for fleets (e.g., bulk 
upload of data to increase convenience)

RUC Vendor
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Approach to mini-pilot fleet demonstration
Five steps to set up the mini-pilot environment 
• Design a customized mini-pilot fleet experience 

based existing account-based RUC platforms
• Select a vendor to create a realistic RUC 

experience for fleet operators
• Recruit fleet participants
• Operate the pilot for 6 weeks and collect data from 

fleet participants
• Collect input from fleet participants on their pilot 

experience, pain points, and areas for 
improvement.

3

• Four fleet operators of varying sizes

Fleet participant recruitment

43 vehicles, 50% Priuses (effort 
to purchase same vehicle 
types for easier maintenance)

75 vehicles, mostly pickups for 
construction work

180 vehicles, variety from F-
350 to dump trucks

1,300 vehicles, large variety from sedan to 
heavy trucks, mid-lane equipment (forklifts 
and trailers), currently working on fleet 
electrification
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Approach to mini-pilot fleet demonstration
Five steps to set up the mini-pilot environment 
• Design a customized mini-pilot fleet experience 

based existing account-based RUC platforms
• Select a vendor to create a realistic RUC 

experience for fleet operators
• Recruit fleet participants
• Operate the pilot for 6 weeks and collect data 

from fleet participants
• Collect input from fleet participants on their pilot 

experience, pain points, and areas for 
improvement.

4

• Azuga collected driving data from fleet 
participants for the reporting period:

• Bulk uploads of fleet vehicle and 
odometer data (Vehicle Identification 
Number, Make, Model, Year, start 
odometer, end odometer)

• Participant support 
• Azuga provided technical assistance to 

fleet administrators during enrollment 
and mileage reporting

• HiRUC Helpdesk provided ongoing 
assistance and responded to questions 
on RUC policy

Pilot operations
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Approach to mini-pilot fleet demonstration
Five steps to set up the mini-pilot environment 
• Design a customized mini-pilot fleet experience 

based existing account-based RUC platforms
• Select a vendor to create a realistic RUC 

experience for fleet operators
• Recruit fleet participants
• Operate the pilot for three months and collect data 

from fleet participants
• Collect input from fleet participants on their pilot 

experience, pain points, and areas for 
improvement.

5

Interviews conducted focused on:
1. Understanding Fleet operations
• General vehicle lifecycle
• Vehicle registration and renewals
• Inspection management
• Insurance and fleet management system
• Regulations and reporting requirements
• Mileage/fuel cost tracking

2. Evaluating pilot experience
• Azuga system experience
• Overall pilot perception 
• Opportunities for improvement
• RUC reporting preferences 
• Level of understanding and interest in RUC 

before and after pilot experience

Participant interviews
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Fleet 
Demonstration 
Lessons 
Learned

• Context

• Approach to fleet mini-pilot demonstration

• Pilot platform set-up

• Synthesis
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Adjusting Azuga RUC Existing Solution for Fleets

The HiRUC Fleet Mini-Pilot was a 

specialized component of the HiRUC 

Technology Test Drive that involved 

2,000 vehicles. 

A separate fleet mini-pilot platform had 

to be designed to address unique 

needs and challenges of fleet 

organizations compared to individual 

vehicles.

1. Fleet needs are very different from 
individual/household driver needs 

2. Fleet businesses often have dedicated 
fleet management services (FMS) to 
address operational and cost tracking 
needs. These systems are not 
necessarily suitable for reporting 
mileage for RUC purposes efficiently 

3. Fleet operators generally have 
dedicated fleet administrators, but they 
have limited time for RUC reporting

4. Bulk uploads of vehicle data is a 
desirable feature for fleets 

Key Design Assumptions
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Key Differences Between Consumer and Commercial Accounts
Question Consumer (individual/ 

household) account Commercial (fleet) account

How many vehicles per 
account? 95% only 1 or 2 vehicles 100% more than one vehicle

Who Drives the vehicle? Vehicle owner Paid employee or customer

Who pays for the RUC? Vehicle owner Vehicle owner OR passenger OR 
customer (renter)

Who manages the vehicles? Vehicle owner Fleet manager

How are the vehicles 
displayed in the user 
interface?

1 vehicle at a time List of vehicles

How does the data get to the 
account manager?

Vehicle to account 
manager

Vehicle to fleet back office data 
platform to account manager

How is the data processed? 1 vehicle at a time All vehicles in fleet
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Implications for RUC Platform Design for Fleets

Even though back-end RUC 

processing for fleet operators can be 

similar for individual vehicle owners, 

the touchpoints for fleet organizations 

to provide vehicle and mileage data 

should be designed differently to 

minimize their time spent reporting 

mileage for RUC purposes and 

tracking costs. 

1. Enrollment. Prioritize bulk uploads
2. Mileage reporting. Prioritize bulk 

reporting
3. Account and vehicle management.

System should allow easy updates to 
factor vehicle fleet turnover

4. Invoice layout. Invoices should 
provide overview of fleet vehicles and 
break down costs to allow fleet 
organizations to track costs. 

Process that require optimizations
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Enrollment & Mileage Reporting– Prioritize bulk uploads

Allowing uploads of spreadsheets with vehicle 
data can be a simple way for fleets to upload 
their data to RUC systems. Most fleets can 
download this data from their existing Fleet 
Management Systems. 
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Account & Vehicle Management – Allow individual updates to 
manage exceptions

Given the need to update fleet of vehicles frequently (fleets 
buy and sell vehicles frequently), large fleet operators will 
still appreciate the flexibility of adding vehicles individually 
or uploading odometer data for individual vehicles into the 

RUC system through a user interface.
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Account and Vehicle Management – Prioritize user interfaces 
that give visibility over fleet 

Design user interface 
that allows fleet 

customers to see all 
their vehicles and 
associated data.
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Fleet 
Demonstration 
Lessons 
Learned

• Context

• Approach to fleet mini-pilot demonstration

• Pilot platform set-up

• Synthesis
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

1 Fleets have different operational needs, vehicle 
lifecycle management processes, exemptions, and 
vehicle cost tracking needs. 

Systems used vary from spreadsheets, fleet 
management programs required for public utilities, to 
specialized high-tech telematics Fleet Management 
Systems. They have varying capabilities and 
resources to accommodate RUC reporting. 

This means there is no one-size-fits-all RUC 
process. It is important to provide different reporting 
options for convenience (bulk upload with flexible file 
formats, direct updates through user interface).

Fleet diversity
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

Varied responses on preferred reporting method, 
reporting and payment frequency
• Convenience main factor for payment frequency

• For manual data reporting, annual frequency 
perceived to be less burdensome

• Fleet operator that outsources vehicle inspection 
to car mechanic indicated vehicle inspection 
process as preferred RUC option over using a  
commercial account manager (CAM)

• Fleet operator that can automatically export data 
prefers reporting monthly to a CAM

• Financial impact not determining factor for 
reporting/payment frequency. It’s more a matter of 
accounting and budgeting, and being able to track 
expenses easily (e.g., monthly)

Reporting preferences

2
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

Concerns are related to increase of administrative 
burden rather than the financial impact

• Concern about having to repeat manual reporting 
process several times a year for their whole fleet 
(e.g., “Fine for 20 vehicles, but cannot imagine 
doing this for 180 vehicles”)

• RUC reporting was duplicative work. Fleet 
administrators already need to enter information in 
their own fleet management systems. They would 
have preferred an option to automate reporting by 
integrating the RUC platform with their fleet 
management systems

3

Fleet operator concerns
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

Fleet operators stated they have a much better 
understanding of how RUC could affect their business 
after seeing an invoice

• Learned that RUC is “not in addition, but more of  a 
swap. Looking at the invoice, it came down as almost the 
same. The number is still digestible” 

• All prefer having a single periodic invoice for the fleet
• Negative balance on invoice for fleets with low fuel 

efficiency raised questions on “why there was a negative 
balance due for miles driven by fleet vehicles if the state 
is looking to raise money”?

• Level of detail needed on invoice depends on operational 
need. Invoice is too detailed for some fleets while other 
fleets want more granular breakdown to track costs.

4

RUC statement
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

Familiarity with RUC increased across the board after  
6 weeks of pilot participation 
• Understanding that RUC would not be in addition 

to the gas tax, and amount would be “digestible”
• General agreement that states need to be 

proactive before there is a revenue crisis
• Found the bulk reporting system to be ”relatively 

simple” 
• Better understanding of business impact of RUC 

after seeing an invoice

Before and After Pilot Participation

5
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

• Develop system to handle the four cases that are 
in operation today across the fleets studied (home 
grown systems, off-the-shelf but on-premise 
systems, software-as-a-service, no system)

• Identify known gaps, make sure system can 
handle gaps gracefully (e.g., odometer readings 
are not always available)

Scaling considerations

6
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Lessons Learned from Pilot Operations
Six categories of insights
• Fleet operations
• RUC reporting preferences
• Fleet operator concerns 
• Reactions to RUC statement
• Understanding and perception
• Take-aways for a national RUC pilot

• Partner with fleet management providers to 
ensure participation from a diverse range of fleet 
organizations to ensure a full spectrum of testing 
and research (consider company size, fleet size, 
type of systems, vehicle use, type of drivers).

• Set expectations – be clear on what type of 
participation is expected of the fleet manager. 
Gauge level of commitment, availability and 
technical abilities for meaningful pilot participation.

• Budget for incentives, to compensate companies 
for their time and involvement.

• Most importantly, give fleet businesses a seat at 
the table. Other than collecting technical driving 
data, prioritize collecting insights, perceptions, 
and concerns.

Recruitment considerations

6
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway users. 
Funding sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental car surcharges, 
and motor fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of money for state roads 
and bridges. At 16 cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are the only revenue source based 
on how much drivers use the road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax fuel in order to pay for county roads, at 
rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Additionally, the Federal government funds the Highway Trust 
Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline, and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel, or none at all, the amount of county, state, 
and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel tax is declining. Moreover, the historical link 
between how much people drive, and how much they pay to use the roads, is fading. Although declining motor 
fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental goals, the Hawaii Department of 
Transportation (HDOT) has identified it as a risk to the sustainable and equitable funding of its roads and 
bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of miles driven 
as the basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge (RUC) is feasible for 
Hawaii, but that several major issues must first be addressed. 

RUC is a concept where roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an amount based on how much they use 
those roads. However, there are many details to consider before RUC can be enacted into law or implemented 
into practice.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018-2019, HDOT 
conducted this research which included a statewide telephone survey of residents, holding a series of focus 
groups, hosting 13 public meetings across all six islands, broadcasting an online virtual public meeting, as well 
as meeting with dozens of stakeholders (including county officials, neighborhood boards, civic groups, 
environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc). Building on the earlier feasibility study, this 
“discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several community concerns regarding the potential transition from 
the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on miles driven” model.

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these concerns carefully in 
order to fully understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, the concerns fall into 
three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public believe
that a RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns, HDOT
conducted research to determine whether there was a factual basis for these assertions and if so, what
approaches exist to address these claims through policy or system design adjustments.

► The operational challenges that a RUC system will face are also often identified as concerns. For example,
some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly to administer, as
compared to the current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and technical challenges,
HDOT conducted research to better understand and improve the RUC system design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have to make 
many choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, which can be a simple 
flat rate per mile for all cars, or can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some members of the public would 
prefer a RUC system that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle emissions, as a factor in the rate. HDOT 
conducted research into the various policy choices available, as well as the relative impacts, strengths, and 
weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to organize further research into these topic 
areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” was initiated to summarize the nature of the concern (or concerns) 
within the topic area, the results of research, the analysis into the concerns, as well as the implications of the 
research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what precisely 
HDOT or the Legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate background and 
analysis to support decision-making by lawmakers and system designers as they contemplate the enactment of 
a RUC system. 
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Executive Summary
Road usage charging (RUC) is the concept of charging vehicles based on distance driven, instead of gasoline 
consumed, to generate revenue to invest in the repair, upkeep, and safe operations of state roads and bridges. 
As consumers adopt more fuel-efficient and electric vehicles (EVs), fuel consumption and fuel tax revenue 
available for roads are declining. RUC is one way to generate sustainable usage-based revenue for roads and 
bridges regardless of vehicle type or fuel consumption.

During the outreach phase of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration Project (HiRUC), stakeholders and 
members of the public raised the issue of aligning a prospective RUC with the state’s policy to encourage 
adoption of clean vehicles, including EVs. In response, this paper frames the issue, analyzes the nature and 
magnitude of the impacts of RUC on clean vehicle adoption, and offers approaches for aligning the two policies 
that have been used in other jurisdictions.

Introduction of RUC in Hawaii would result in varied cost impacts for motorists depending on the type of vehicle 
they drive. For example, based on the current fuel tax, a flat per-mile RUC on all vehicles would result in 
vehicles with below-average fuel economy paying less per mile. By contrast, vehicles with above-average fuel 
economy would pay more. RUC applied only to electric vehicles (EVs) would preserve the current gas tax on all 
other vehicles, but would result in increased operating costs for EV owners.

Based on data from the state’s vehicle registry and odometer readings collected during the periodic motor 
vehicle inspection process, analysis shows that under a state RUC of 0.8 cents per mile on all vehicles, a 
majority would owe within $10 of what they pay in a year under the state gas tax of 16 cents per gallon. About 
84% of vehicles would owe within $25 of what they pay today in state gas taxes in a year. Only 5.7% of vehicles 
would pay $35 or more on top of what they pay today in state gas taxes in a year. Among vehicles owing $35 or 
more, all have above-average fuel economy, and the average annual miles driven is 19,910, double the state 
average.

Nationally, the key barriers to adoption of EVs by the public are limited choices of vehicle models, range anxiety 
(which is less pronounced in Hawaii), confusion or concern about charging at home, lack of understanding of the 
operating cost savings of EVs, and higher purchase prices. 

EVs have a clear advantage over all other types of vehicles in total cost of vehicle operation, which include 
usage-based costs such as motor fuel, electricity, maintenance, tires, and usage-based fees like fuel taxes and 
RUC. High fuel economy vehicles such as newer sedans are the second least costly vehicle category, with older 
model pickup trucks and SUVs being the costliest. Switching the entire vehicle fleet or only EVs from a fuel tax 
to a RUC preserves the operating cost advantage for EVs and high fuel economy vehicles. Whether RUC or fuel 
tax, usage-based fees constitute about 5% or less of vehicle operating costs.

On the other hand, EVs face steep disadvantages when it comes to the cost of vehicle ownership, which include 
purchase and financing costs, insurance, and state and county registration fees and weight taxes. EVs are 
costlier to own than equivalent gas-powered sedans, but slightly less costly on average than newer model 
pickups and SUVs. The majority (60-75%) of these costs of ownership is due to the purchase price. State and 
county registration fees, including a $50 state surcharge and $100 Maui County surcharge on EVs, account for 
another 6-9%.

In examining what other jurisdictions have done to encourage EV adoption, either alone or in combination with 
introduction of RUC, 12 approaches emerged for consideration in Hawaii. Seven of 
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these approaches combine introduction of RUC with policies aimed at encouraging EV adoption, such as 
offering lower introductory per-mile rates to EVs; delaying application of RUC to EVs until adoption rates reach a 
pre-determined threshold; introducing RUC on all vehicles to ensure equal costs for equal road usage; and 
various forms of introducing RUC in combination with reducing or eliminating ownership taxes such as EV 
registration surcharges. 

Other measures that address clean vehicle adoption that can be taken together with RUC or independently from 
RUC include dedicating revenue from EVs to electrification, EV purchase tax credits or rebates, electricity 
discounts, and preserving other incentives such as carpool lane access. The U.S. federal government and 
Hawaii are already undertaking many such policy measures to encourage EV adoption, and the global auto 
industry is investing in a more diverse, lower-cost line-up of vehicles to meet consumer preference. The 
Australian State of Victoria offers a recent case study in combining RUC on EVs as a revenue policy tool 
together with EV incentives. Victoria policymakers found sufficient support from the combined policies to enact 
them in state legislation. Victoria began assessing RUC on EVs July 1, 2021.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AAA American Automobile Association

EV Electric Vehicle 

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

kWh Kilowatt-hour 

MPG Miles Per Gallon

RUC Road Usage Charge 

US United States
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1. Introduction
Declining gas tax revenue, and the resultant increase in the inequity of the gas tax as a funding mechanism, 
serve as motivators for Hawaii’s road usage charge (RUC) research effort. The gas tax revenue decline stems 
from the increased adoption of cleaner, more fuel-efficient vehicles that consume less fuel per mile driven, as 
well as electric vehicles (EVs) that consume no fuel at all. As Hawaii motorists increasingly turn to zero-emission 
vehicles, both the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) and the local counties’ reliance on motor fuel 
taxation to fund road repair and maintenance are becoming less fair as a usage-based revenue mechanism, and 
less sustainable as a revenue source.

RUC entails assessing a small fee on drivers for each mile driven rather than taxing gasoline and diesel fuel. In 
essence, the concept represents a fee for the metered use of roads at a flat rate per mile driven. The more one 
drives, the more one pays, and the less one drives, the less one pays. Designed and implemented with the sole 
purpose of generating revenue to fund roads, motor fuel taxes in Hawaii (like most other states) follow that same 
guiding principle. RUC represents a small shift from the historical norm of motor fuel taxation: what changes 
primarily is the mechanism of how the state collects funds.

However, in changing this mechanism (as with any tax policy), some users may pay more, and some may pay 
less. Under the baseline concept, which is designed to replace existing fuel tax revenues, RUC charges a flat 
rate per mile at the average of what all vehicles in the state pay. Consequently, vehicles that are less fuel-
efficient than average would pay less under RUC than what they pay under fuel taxes, and vehicles that are 
more fuel-efficient would pay more. Some members of the public, lawmakers, and stakeholders consulted in the 
first phase of the HiRUC project identified this consequence as a key issue for further study. At a minimum, the 
change in the road funding mechanism from taxing motor fuels to charging miles represents a signal that 
contradicts the state and county policies of encouraging clean vehicle adoption. At worst, some fear RUC could 
undermine efforts to shift to the adoption of clean vehicles by discouraging motorists to purchase them.

To address this concern, the HiRUC research team examined the issue. The research approach began with an 
examination of the nature and magnitude of the issue, particularly the extent to which RUC changes the 
incentives during vehicle purchase in absolute terms. Next, the change was put into context by examining the 
full range of costs and incentives of driving vehicles of varying fuel economies and understanding the relative 
magnitude of cost and incentive changes that RUC represents. Finally, a range of approaches from other 
jurisdictions were presented to harmonize RUC with policies that encourage clean vehicle adoption.
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2. Issue Definition: Impact of RUC on Vehicles by Fuel Economy
The purpose of motor fuel taxation in Hawaii, at both the state and county levels is to generate revenue to fund 
the state and county road systems. As a revenue generating tax, the motor fuel tax represents a relatively small 
portion of the total cost of the product it applies to. At 16 cents per gallon, the state tax represents approximately 
3-5% of the cost of fuel. County taxes, which range from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon, add another 4-6%, for a 
total of 7-11%.1 Hawaii motor fuel taxes are comparable to sales taxes, which range from 0-10%, with 36 states 
in the 5-10% range.2

Like fuel taxes, the primary aim of RUC is to generate revenue to invest in the repair, upkeep, and safe 
operations of state roads and bridges. Assuming the same revenue target as motor fuel taxes, the HiRUC 
research team determined that a statewide RUC of 0.8 cents per mile driven on passenger vehicles under 
10,000 pounds could replace the state’s motor fuel taxes on those vehicles. The state's motor fuel taxes 
generate just over $80 million per year, or about $80 per vehicle. Under this policy, a vehicle that drives 10,000 
miles pays $80, regardless of its engine type and fuel economy.

Removing the fuel tax and introducing a RUC does, however, cause some changes in who pays for roads, 
based on vehicle fuel economy. For example, a vehicle with a fuel economy of 18 miles per gallon (MPG) that 
drives 10,000 miles per year currently pays approximately $89 in fuel taxes to fund the roads, whereas a vehicle 
with a fuel economy of 25 MPG that drives 10,000 miles per year pays $64. Under a RUC, the 18 MPG vehicle 
would save $9 compared to currently policy, whereas the 25 MPG vehicle would pay $16 more. An electric car 
currently purchases no motor fuel and, therefore, pays no motor fuel taxes. Currently, EVs pay a $50 flat fee 
statewide in lieu of fuel taxes. An EV that drives 10,000 miles per year under RUC at 0.8 cents per mile would 
pay $80, an increase of $30 over the flat fee amount.

The changes in who pays under a RUC, as compared to the gas tax, summarizes the fundamental concern 
shared by some members of the public, stakeholders, and lawmakers with the HiRUC research team.

Table 1 summarizes current state and county gasoline and diesel tax rates.

Table 1: State and County Fuel Tax Rates

JURISDICTION GASOLINE AND DIESEL TAX RATE

State of Hawaii 16 cents per gallon

City & County of Honolulu 16.5 cents per gallon

Hawaii County 23 cents per gallon

Kauai County 17 cents per gallon

Maui County 23 cents per gallon

Figure 1 below shows fuel tax expenditures for four illustrative vehicle types over 1,000 miles. 

1 Based on existing Hawaii state and county fuel tax rates and fuel prices published by American Automobile Association (AAA). 
Accessed from https://gasprices.aaa.com/state-gas-price-averages/.
2 State and Local Sales Tax Rates 2021, Tax Foundation. Accessed from: https://taxfoundation.org/2021-sales-taxes/.

https://gasprices.aaa.com/state-gas-price-averages/
https://taxfoundation.org/2021-sales-taxes/
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Figure 1: Fuel Tax vs. RUC Comparison over 1,000 Miles by Vehicle Type

Under RUC, the five vehicle types illustrated above would each pay $8 per 1,000 miles traveled. This represents 
a slight savings for the old sport utility vehicle and old pickup, a $10 new cost for the EV3, and an increase of 
approximately $7.50 for the hybrid vehicle.

Beyond these illustrative examples, a more complete picture of how many Hawaii motorists would be impacted 
is described below. 

Drawing on the analysis in the companion policy paper on rural motorists, the range of impacts of RUC was 
examined across the full vehicle population. The Hawaii vehicle registry was used to determine MPG ratings of 
each vehicle, and the periodic motor vehicle inspection database was used to determine average annual miles 
driven by each vehicle. Combining those data elements allowed a comparison of the estimated annual motor 
fuel tax to what each vehicle would pay in RUC. 

The results showed that about one-third of vehicles over the course of a given year would owe an amount of 
RUC that was within $5 of what is currently paid in fuel taxes. Over half of vehicles would owe within $10 of what 
is currently paid, and over two-thirds of vehicles would owe within $15 of what is currently paid. Over 90% of 
vehicles in Hawaii would pay within $35 of what they currently pay in one year, as shown below Table 2. 

3 Note that if RUC leads to elimination of the $50 annual registration surcharge, the change in cost for EVs would depend on how many 
miles they drive, with some saving compared to the $50 surcharge and others paying more.
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Table 2: Annual Difference Between RUC and Fuel Tax Among Hawaii Vehicles

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RUC AND FUEL TAX PERCENT OF VEHICLES

Between $0 and $5 33%

Between $0 and $10 54%

Between $0 and $15 68%

Between $0 and $20 78%

Between $0 and $25 84%

Between $0 and $30 89%

Between $0 and $35 92%

Only 2.3% of vehicles would pay less than $35 in RUC than they currently pay in fuel taxes, and only 5.7% 
would pay more than $35. Among the 5.7% paying $35 or more, the average annual miles driven is 19,910, 
which is more than double the state average of about 8,560. These vehicles would pay, on average, $160 per 
year in state RUC. In other words, the vehicles seeing the biggest increase in RUC already pay the most in fuel 
taxes, and would continue to pay the most in RUC. The amount they would owe is driven only in part by their 
higher-than-average MPG, with the bigger factor being that they already drive far more than the average vehicle 
in the state.
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3. Issue in Context: Impact of RUC Relative to Other Factors
Section 2 established that RUC would change the way vehicles pay for road usage. Specifically, RUC in lieu of 
motor fuel taxes would reduce the relative contribution of low-MPG vehicles while increasing the relative 
contribution of high-MPG vehicles. For most vehicles (over 90%) the change amounts to less than $35 per year. 
This section examines the impact of the change in contributions under a RUC in the context of other vehicle 
ownership and operating costs.

In this section vehicle costs are examined in two broad categories: ownership and operating. Ownership costs 
reflect the fixed costs of merely having a vehicle, which includes insurance4, finance and depreciation (reflecting 
the cost of purchasing the vehicle), state and county registration fees, and state and county weight taxes. These 
fixed costs of ownership can be expressed on an annual basis.

Operating costs include the variable costs of using a vehicle, including the costs of energy to move the vehicle 
(motor fuel in the case of internal combustion vehicles, and electricity in the case of EVs), maintenance, and 
usage-based taxes. In Hawaii the only usage-based tax is the motor fuel tax. RUC would also fall in this 
category.

To compare the impacts of RUC in the context of other operating and ownership costs, six illustrative vehicle 
types across each of the six islands of Hawaii were considered:

► A new gasoline sedan. This vehicle has a curb weight of 3,300 pounds and a combined on-road rating of 35 
MPG. Cars in this category are similar to a Toyota Camry, Honda Accord, or Chevy Malibu. These are not 
hybrid sedans.

► A new gasoline compact utility vehicle. Commonly known as a crossover, this vehicle has a curb weight of 
3,700 pounds and an MPG of 27. Similar models include the Toyota RAV-4, Mazda CX-5, and Ford Escape.

► An older model gasoline sedan. This vehicle has a slightly lower curb weight than the new sedan, weighing 
in at 3,000 pounds, and a lower combined MPG rating of about 25.

► A new gasoline pickup truck. With a curb weight of 5,500 pounds, the pickup truck has a correspondingly 
lower MPG rating of about 18. This corresponds to a Toyota Tundra, Dodge Ram, or Ford F-150.

► An older model gasoline pickup truck. Although it has a slightly lower curb weight of 4,500 pounds, this 
pickup truck also has a lower MPG rating of about 15.

► An electric sedan. Due to the weight of the battery packs, this newer model vehicle has a curb weight of 
4,800 pounds. Although it uses no motor fuel, the vehicle can travel about 3.5 miles per kilowatt-hour (kWh) 
of electricity. Models include the Tesla S and Polestar 2.

Assumptions for operating costs include the cost of electricity, which varies from island to island, from a low of 
about 29 cents per kWh on Oahu to just over 36 cents per kWh on Lanai. Gasoline prices fluctuate more than 
electricity, with prices during the first half of 2021 ranging from an average of $3.91 on Oahu to $5.59 on Lanai, 
with Maui at $3.93 and Hawaii and Kauai both at $4.17. Molokai averages about $5.00 per gallon. Fuel taxes are 
included in the aforementioned prices. Operating costs also 

4 Although auto insurers increasingly offer usage-based options, which would make insurance more like an operating cost than a fixed 
cost of ownership, the vast majority of policies are based very little on miles driven and have high fixed costs built in to the premiums. 
Consequently, for now, auto insurance is more appropriately categorized as an ownership cost.
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include maintenance, which runs about 7 cents per mile for EVs and 9 cents per mile for all other vehicle types. 
Maintenance includes routine preventive maintenance, repairs, and tires.5

Scenario analysis: EVs pay RUC, others pay fuel tax. For this analysis, it was assumed that all gasoline 
vehicles would continue to pay fuel taxes, while EVs would pay a RUC of 0.8 cents per mile. Under this 
assumption, Table 3 illustrates the total operating costs of these six types of vehicles across the six islands on a 
per-mile basis. The green shaded cells indicate lower costs, while the red shaded cells indicate higher costs. 
Across all islands, the EV is the lowest cost vehicle to operate, ranging from 16 to 19 cents per mile, and from 
10-60% less costly than other vehicle types. RUC represents 4-5% of total operating costs. Among other 
vehicles, a new gas sedan is the cheapest to operate, at 20 to 25 cents per gallon. Fuel taxes represent about 
5% of this cost as well. Other vehicles range as high as 46 cents per mile, for the older gas pickup on Lanai, 
where fuel costs are highest.

Table 3: Operational Costs Per Mile for Various Vehicle Types Under RUC for EVs Only

ISLAND NEW GAS 
SEDAN

NEW GAS 
CROSSOVER

OLD GAS 
SEDAN

NEW GAS 
PICKUP

OLD GAS 
PICKUP EV*

Oahu $0.20 $0.23 $0.25 $0.31 $0.35 $0.16

Maui $0.20 $0.24 $0.25 $0.31 $0.35 $0.18

Molokai $0.23 $0.28 $0.29 $0.37 $0.42 $0.19

Lanai $0.25 $0.30 $0.31 $0.40 $0.46 $0.19

Hawaii $0.21 $0.24 $0.26 $0.32 $0.37 $0.19

Kauai $0.21 $0.24 $0.26 $0.32 $0.37 $0.17

*$0.008 per mile RUC assumed for EVs

Scenario analysis: All vehicles pay RUC, none pay fuel tax. Table 4 reflects the scenario in which all 
vehicles pay a RUC and none pay a fuel tax. The operating costs per mile for most of the vehicles are 
unchanged in this scenario. This is due to the fact that the RUC represents such a small fraction of total 
operating costs to begin with, and the switch from fuel tax to RUC is a small difference relative to the total cost. 
Overall, the cost advantages of newer and more fuel efficient vehicles, especially EVs, continues to hold in this 
scenario.

5 Figures based on consultant analysis of electricity costs using average rates from HECO and other electric utilities in Hawaii; fuel, 
maintenance, and insurance costs from AAA; and registration tax and registration fee costs from county DMVs and DoTAX.
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Table 4: Operational Costs Per Mile for Various Vehicle Types Under RUC for All

ISLAND NEW GAS SEDAN NEW GAS 
CROSSOVER

OLD GAS 
SEDAN

NEW GAS 
PICKUP

OLD GAS 
PICKUP EV

Oahu  $0.21  $0.24  $0.25  $0.31  $0.35  $0.16 

Maui  $0.21  $0.24  $0.25  $0.31  $0.35  $0.18 

Molokai  $0.24  $0.28  $0.29  $0.37  $0.42  $0.19 

Lanai  $0.26  $0.30  $0.32  $0.40  $0.46  $0.19 

Hawaii  $0.22  $0.25  $0.26  $0.32  $0.36  $0.19 

Kauai  $0.22  $0.25  $0.26  $0.32  $0.36  $0.17 

Ownership costs. Although RUC constitutes about 5% of the cost to operate a vehicle, full ownership costs 
need to be considered. Table 5 illustrates the range of ownership costs by vehicle type across each island. In 
Table 5 the EV is toward the high end of the range, and the newer gasoline sedan is the lowest cost. The 
majority of the fixed ownership costs (from 60-75%) are purchase price costs (purchase price costs are reflected 
as annual costs of finance and depreciation), exclusive of federal or state incentives. Insurance is also a 
substantial component of total annual ownership costs, ranging from 10-30%. Vehicle registration fees and 
weight taxes make up the remaining 6-9% of costs. This includes the statewide $50 per EV annual surcharge, 
and Maui County’s $100 per EV annual surcharge.

Table 5: Ownership Costs Per Year for Various Vehicle Types by Island

ISLAND NEW GAS 
SEDAN

NEW GAS 
CROSSOVER

OLD GAS 
SEDAN

NEW GAS 
PICKUP

OLD GAS 
PICKUP EV

Oahu  $4,468  $5,376  $5,542  $6,710  $6,620  $5,994 

Maui  $4,352  $5,246  $5,437  $6,518  $6,463  $5,926 

Molokai  $4,352  $5,246  $5,437  $6,518  $6,463  $5,826 

Lanai  $4,352  $5,246  $5,437  $6,518  $6,463  $5,826 

Hawaii  $4,270  $5,155  $5,361  $6,386  $6,353  $5,710 

Kauai  $4,303  $5,191  $5,392  $6,435  $6,395  $5,754 
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Additional costs of driving that are not reflected in this analysis include parking, cleaning, and storage costs, 
which vary widely depending on individual circumstances. 

Importantly, policy decisions impact many of the built-in vehicle costs. For example, tax rates impact the 
operating costs (whether fuel taxes or RUC), but are generally in the range of less than 5% of all operating 
costs. Vehicle registration fees (state and county registration fees and weight taxes) impact ownership costs, 
and generally represent around 10% or less of annual ownership costs. Incentives such as purchase price 
rebates or tax credits on EVs could reduce the ownership costs substantially. For example, the federal tax credit 
of $7,500 per EV reduces the effective annual ownership cost of EVs by several hundred dollars or more, 
relative to the values shown in Table 5 above.
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4. Barriers to Electric Vehicle Adoption
To understand the relative impact of RUC on the adoption of cleaner vehicles, and particularly on EVs, this 
section offers a summary of research into the barriers to EV adoption. These barriers offer a more complete 
context to better understand the available approaches for addressing EV adoption through, or in parallel with, 
the policy design of RUC.

A 2015 consensus report by the National Research Council entitled “Overcoming Barriers to Deployment of 
Plug-in Electric Vehicles”6 thoroughly documented a number of the trends and barriers to EV adoption at the 
time. Although the market has substantially changed in just six years, many of the findings and observations of 
the report remain relevant today. Aside from purchase price, other deterrents to EV adoption by mainstream 
consumers that the authors noted include the following:

► A limited variety of EV models from which consumers can choose. Although the number of available 
models as of 2021 has substantially grown since 2015, it is still only a small fraction as compared to the 
number of internal combustion engine model vehicles available. The variety of choices, styles, and vehicle 
types across brands will gradually and significantly shift in the coming decade as major automakers invest in 
larger and more varied line-ups of EV models. However, at the present time, of the nearly 300 model year 
2021 cars available for sale in the United States, only about 20 of them are all-electric models. Recent 
announcements by automakers such as Volkswagen, Hyundai, Ford, BMW, Tesla, General Motors, and 
others suggest a proliferation of EV model choices over the next several years.

► There is range anxiety among consumers that EVs will not provide motorists the comfort and convenience 
of a gas-powered car. Despite improvements in range and charging infrastructure, range anxiety remains a 
large source of resistance of car buyers in the United States. However, this factor is likely less important in 
Hawaii where most new EV models more than cover the typical daily ranges of driving, and where long 
mileage road trips are rare. At the national level, the recent passage of federal infrastructure legislation 
dedicates close to ten billion dollars in grant programs to increase electrification infrastructure.

► Installing home charging to keep EVs operational. This barrier to adoption stems in part from extra cost 
and hassle of home charging, but also from the perceived complexity and lack of understanding of how it 
works. Residents of multi-family housing complexes may also face challenges with gaining access to home 
charging. Research of EV owners from 2012-2018 in California identified lack of home-charging access as 
one reason why some EV owners decided not to purchase another EV as their next vehicle.7 Among the 
grant funds in the recently enacted federal infrastructure legislation are over $1 billion for electrification in 
rural and low-income communities, including those with higher proportions of multi-family housing units.

6 Transportation Research Board and National Research Council. 2015. Overcoming Barriers to Deployment of Plug-in Electric Vehicles. 
Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/21725.
7 Hardman, Scott and Gil Tal (2021) Discontinuance Among California’s Electric Vehicle Buyers: Why are Some Consumers Abandoning 
Electric Vehicles?. Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis, Research Report UCD-ITS-RR-21-07.

https://doi.org/10.17226/21725
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► A lack of understanding or trust remains a common source of resistance for new car buyers to EV 
technology. Gasoline powered vehicles are familiar and easy to operate, and the shortcomings are known. 
EVs, by contrast, represent a number of risks to mainstream buyers, which is why, despite greater 5% 
market share in Hawaii, EVs still remain an “early adopter” phenomenon.

► The complexity of calculating true operational costs such as electricity costs, as compared to fuel. The 
report cites confusion among buyers making simple apples-to-apples comparisons of the cost of operating 
an EV versus an internal combustion vehicle. Despite the clear cost advantages (as shown in Chapter 3, 
and even under high energy costs in Hawaii), consumers find the mathematics of calculating “miles per 
“kWh” or “miles per 100 kWh” challenging. This is especially challenging when the cost per kWh of electricity 
must be known in the first place and then multiplied by the expected kWh per mile or per 100 miles. After 
this calculation, these costs must be then compared to the cost of motor fuel, which itself requires a 
knowledge of the MPG metric and how to calculate costs from it. The report concludes that EV buyers likely 
do not reliably calculate or factor in operational cost savings when making vehicle purchasing decisions.
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5. Approaches for RUC Policy Design that Address Clean Vehicle 
Goals

RUC by itself changes the architecture of how motorists pay for road usage. As shown in the preceding sections, 
this change results in all vehicles paying the same per mile for road usage. RUC means that less fuel-efficient 
vehicles would pay less than they currently do under fuel taxes, while highly fuel-efficient and electric cars would 
pay more. In Hawaii a large majority of vehicles would pay within $35 per year of what they pay today. Relative 
to the total cost of vehicle operations, RUC represents about 5% of costs, and relative to total costs of vehicle 
ownership, operating costs represent 10-40%. In other words, a RUC overall represents less than 2% of total 
annual vehicle costs.

Other states that have explored RUC in the past decade have done so purely as a user-fee-based revenue 
policy for road funding. With an emphasis on sustainable funding that would match the impacts the vehicles 
have on the road system to the costs they pay, addressing clean vehicles becomes a separate policy 
consideration.

Beyond treating road funding and clean vehicle policies separately, other approaches do exist. Other states and 
countries have used other approaches either alone, or in combination with RUC policy design, to explicitly 
address clean vehicle adoption. The remainder of this section covers two main categories of these policy 
approaches.

5.1. Explicit Harmonization of RUC and Clean Vehicle Adoption Policies
Several approaches exist for explicitly harmonizing RUC with clean vehicle incentive or encouragement policies. 
Most of these examples draw on precedents from other jurisdictions, whether proposed or implemented. A few 
represent policy possibilities that stem from Hawaii’s existing policy and unique geographic environment. 
Approaches that could harmonize RUC with clean vehicle incentives or encouragement policies include the 
following:

Enacting RUC with an introductory per-mile rate. One benefit of a RUC over a motor fuel tax is that RUC is 
explicitly tied to a vehicle through an account. This feature allows policymakers to introduce variations in how the 
RUC rate is set, depending in the vehicle type. Any type of per-mile rate variation that ties to a vehicle 
characteristic could be theoretically implemented in practice. To use two hyperbolic examples, red cars could be 
charged more, and four-door cars could be charged less. With respect to clean vehicle adoption, an introductory 
rate could be enacted and applied to EVs and/or hybrid vehicles. In the state of Washington, legislation 
introduced in 2021 (SB 5444) would have offered an introductory RUC rate for EVs discounted 20% from the 
base rate paid by other types of vehicles. The benefit of this approach is that it allows policymakers to adjust the 
rate in order to balance other competing policy priorities. On the other hand, introductory rates for one group 
may quickly catch on for other groups seeking discounts, resulting in discount policies that undermine overall 
revenue targets.

Introducing RUC tied to fleet transition milestones. New Zealand applies RUC to all non-gasoline vehicles, 
which includes over 500,000 diesel cars and a small but fast-growing number of EVs. Parliament exempted EVs 
from RUC until they constitute 2% of the fleet or January 2022, whichever comes first. Recently the exemption 
was extended to March 2024. The precedent policy approach here is to tie the introduction of a RUC system to a 
related external trigger such as Hawaii exceeding 5% of new car sales as all-EVs. 
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Introducing RUC but removing flat EV fees. The State of Hawaii enacted a $50 flat fee on EVs in 2019, 
joining over two dozen states that have identified flat fees on EVs as one way to address the future shortfall in 
gas tax revenues. Maui County also has a $100 annual flat fee on EVs and $50 flat fee on hybrids. In 
Washington State, Senate Bill 5444 (2021) would have removed that state’s $225 annual flat fee on EVs as part 
of the introduction of a RUC system. As described in Section 3, flat fees contribute to the higher cost of 
ownership of EVs compared to similar gasoline-powered cars. Removing them in favor of a usage-based fee 
would make the cost of ownership of EVs more competitive while preserving the advantage EVs enjoy in 
operating costs.

Creating a RUC program as an opt-out for flat EV fees. Short of eliminating the EV flat fees, three states 
(Utah, Oregon, and Virginia) have created RUC programs as an option for vehicles subject to additional 
registration surcharges. In each state, drivers may choose between enrolling in a RUC program to pay by the 
mile or paying the flat annual registration surcharge. In Utah and Virginia, the amount drivers would pay under 
RUC is capped at the flat fee amount.

Introducing RUC on all vehicles. Introducing RUC on all vehicles ensures equal treatment for equal road 
usage. New Zealand is aiming for this as the eventual evolution of its existing policy, under which RUC currently 
applies to about 15% of the vehicle fleet. Oregon’s legislature has considered draft legislation that likewise 
would expand the application of the state’s RUC program to all vehicles above 20 MPG, leaving vehicles below 
20 MPG to continue paying the gas tax.

Introducing RUC and equalizing weight fees. EVs face significantly higher weight fees in Hawaii than 
comparable gas-powered vehicles. Yet, evidence from decades of pavement research shows that there is no 
difference in road impact among vehicles under about 10,000 pounds, and certainly among passenger cars with 
or without batteries. Given the lack of difference in road impact, only a handful of states assess weight-based 
fees for passenger cars. Reducing or eliminating weight taxes, or combining weight taxes with existing 
registration fees and making them equal for all vehicles, would level the playing field for EVs relative to other 
vehicle types, while harmonizing revenue policy with road impacts. 

Enacting a direct carbon tax on top of RUC. An explicit measure that can harmonize clean vehicle incentive 
policy is to impose a carbon tax on motorists for the emissions they cause from the vehicles. Such a system can 
be constructed as part of or separately from a RUC system, with the aim of assessing fees for carbon emitted.

5.2. Other Measures that Address Clean Vehicle Adoption
In addition to measures that simultaneously affect RUC and clean vehicle adoption, approaches exist for 
encouraging clean vehicle adoption distinct from the design of a RUC policy. Hawaii has already taken steps to 
encourage EV adoption, including state funding and financing of charging infrastructure, programs through 
utilities to encourage electric vehicle supply equipment, HDOT’s service contract that allows other state and 
county agencies to obtain electric vehicles and charging infrastructure as a service on a per mile cost basis and 
lower upfront costs, and HDOT’s provision of carpool lane access to EVs. Other examples include:

Dedicating revenue to electrification. To address concerns about range anxiety or charging availability 
generally, proceeds or a portion of proceeds from early stages of a RUC program (especially from fees on EVs) 
could be dedicated to programs like electrification. This measure would ensure a connection (at least in the near 
term) between a policy designed to sustain road funding when more cars are EVs and a policy designed to help 
ensure those EVs come to exist in the first place. 
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Offering income tax credits for EV purchases. The federal government has long offered a $7,500 income tax 
credit on the purchase of an EV. Many states have additional income tax credits as well. These credit schemes 
entice buyers who may not otherwise be inclined to purchase an EV, by making the purchase price closer to the 
price of a comparable gasoline-powered vehicles.

Providing a discount on EVs taxes at point of purchase. States like Washington offer a discount on sales tax 
at the point of purchase of an EV. Hawaii could consider a similar policy as an inducement to EV adoption. By 
putting the purchase price reduction directly at the point of sale, consumers can benefit immediately and may 
value the tax credit higher (as opposed to an income tax credit which lags and sometimes is not fully available).

Providing electricity discounts to EV owners. Given the relatively high costs of electricity in Hawaii, offering 
subsidies for EV owners to offset the cost of charging at home, could further reduce the operational costs of EVs 
in Hawaii. Similarly, providing incentives or assistance with installation of home solar could help customers to 
reduce their reliance on relatively costlier electric utilities.

5.3. Cast Study: Utah RUC Enactment
In 2018, Utah enacted annual registration surcharges on alternative fuel vehicles. As with the over 25 other 
states, including Hawaii, that have enacted such surcharges, the policy purpose is to proactively establish a 
revenue mechanism to capture contributions from alternative fuel vehicles, which are expected to proliferate in 
the future. Over time the cost of the surcharges in Utah has increased. As of 2021 the rates are $120 for all-
electric vehicles, $52 for plug-in hybrid vehicles, and $20 for hybrid vehicles. 

Recognizing that a flat fee does not equate to usage, Utah lawmakers simultaneously directed the Utah 
Department of Transportation (UDOT) to establish a RUC program that allows owners of alternative fuel vehicles 
to pay by the mile in lieu of the annual registration surcharge. By rule, vehicles who enroll in the RUC program 
cannot pay more than they pay in the annual surcharge. For example, at the current per-mile rate of 1.5 cents, 
electric vehicles reach the surcharge after driving 8,000 miles. Miles driven after that are essentially free.

The purpose of this policy is to encourage participation in the RUC program and to help the state build a user-
based revenue mechanism that can more accurately equate to road usage for the future. As of 2021, over 5,000 
vehicles have enrolled in the RUC program in Utah.

5.4. Case Study: Victoria (Australia) RUC and EV Adoption Policies
Australia lags most of the developed world in adoption of EVs. As a relatively small market far removed from the 
vehicle manufacturing industrial centers in North America, Europe and Asia, automakers have been slow to 
introduce EV models down under. Among the eight states and territories in Australia, the State of Victoria ranks 
fourth, with EVs constituting only 0.3% of new vehicle sales in 2019.8 Hawaii’s adoption rate is ten times higher 
at close to 3% in 2019.

Australia policymakers at the national and state levels have been considering policies to reform road funding by 
introducing RUC on heavy and light vehicles, as well as to encourage more EV adoption in the country. Among 
light vehicles the focus to date has been around assessing RUC on EVs as a starting point. In Australia, fuel is 
taxed only at the federal level, at a rate of about 42 Australian cents 

8 Electric Vehicle Council (Australia), “State of Electric Vehicles,” August 2020. Accessed from: https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2020/08/EVC-State-of-EVs-2020-report.pdf.

https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/EVC-State-of-EVs-2020-report.pdf
https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/EVC-State-of-EVs-2020-report.pdf
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per liter, or about US$1.16 per gallon. This is about double the rate of the combined federal, state, and county 
gas taxes in Hawaii.

In Spring 2021, the State of Victoria, Australia’s second largest and home to Melbourne, introduced legislation to 
enact a RUC on EVs at the rate of 2.5 Australia cents per kilometer (about 2.94 U.S. cents per mile). Several 
other states including South Australia and New South Wales (the nation’s largest) also introduced similar 
proposals in the same time frame. The proposals faced opposition from stakeholders advocating policies to 
advance EV adoption.

In response, the Victoria government revised its initial proposal. Rather than scrap or reduce the RUC proposal, 
the state added a package of EV adoption incentives valued at Australia $100 million and funded in large part by 
revenue from the RUC itself. Incentives include purchase price incentives of up to AUD $3,000 per EV, 
expanding the state’s EV charging stations, and investing in EVs for the state-owned vehicle fleet.9 This 
combination of policies gained sufficient support among lawmakers to pass and went into effect July 1, 2021.

9 https://thedriven.io/2021/05/01/victoria-to-offer-3000-subsidy-for-electric-vehicles-sets-50pct-target-by-2030/.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

CAFE Corporate Average Fuel Economy

FHWA U.S. Federal Highway Administration

GIS Geographic Information System

MPG Miles per Gallon

MPGe Miles per Gallon equivalent Estimated by EPA for electric vehicles

NHTS National Household Travel Survey

PCI Per-Capita Income

PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

STSFA Surface Transportation System Funding 
Alternatives

VIN Vehicle Identification Number
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway users. Funding 
sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental car surcharges, and motor fuel 
taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of money for state roads and bridges. At 16 cents 
per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are the only revenue source based on how much drivers use the 
road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax fuel to pay for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. 
Additionally, the Federal government funds the Highway Trust Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of 
gasoline and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel, or none at all, the amount of county, state, and 
federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel taxes is declining. Moreover, the historical link between how 
much people drive, and how much they pay to use the roads, is decreasing. Although declining motor fuel consumption 
is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental goals, the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has 
identified it as a risk to the sustainable and equitable funding of its roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of miles driven as the 
basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge (RUC) is feasible for Hawaii, but that 
several major issues must first be addressed. 

RUC is a concept in which roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an amount based on how much they use those 
roads. However, there are many details to consider before RUC can be enacted into law or implemented into practice.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018 to 2019, HDOT 
conducted this research which included a statewide telephone survey of residents, a series of focus groups, hosting 13 
public meetings across all six islands, an online virtual public meeting broadcast, and stakeholder meetings (including 
county officials, neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc). Building 
on the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several community concerns regarding 
the potential transition from the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on miles driven” model.

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these concerns to understand their 
meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, the concerns fall into three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public believe that a 
RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns, HDOT conducted research 
to determine whether there was a factual basis for these assertions and if so, what approaches exist to address 
these claims through policy or system design adjustments.

► The operational challenges that a RUC system will face are often identified as concerns. For example, some 
stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly to administer, as compared to the 
current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and technical challenges, HDOT conducted research 
to better understand and improve the RUC system design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have to make many 
choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, which can be a simple flat rate per 
mile for all cars or can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some members of the public would prefer a RUC system 
that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle emissions, as a factor in the rate. HDOT conducted research into the 
various policy choices available, as well as the relative impacts, strengths, and weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to organize further research into these topic areas. For 
each topic area, a “policy paper” summarizes the nature of the concern (or concerns) within the topic area, the results of 
research, the analysis into the concerns, and the implications of the research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what precisely HDOT or the 
Legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate background and analysis on topics of 
importance to the public, lawmakers, and HDOT. 
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Executive Summary
Shifting from fuel taxes to a road usage charge (RUC) preserves the user-pay paradigm for highway funding that Hawaii 
and other states have long followed. However, changing from taxing gallons of fuel to taxing miles driven introduces a 
potential shift in who pays for roads and how much they pay. This redistribution of financial impacts will benefit some 
households while resulting in others paying more than they pay under the current model. Given the broad diversity of 
circumstances across Hawaii, household impacts will vary: some low-income households will pay more under RUC than 
fuel taxes, while others will pay less; some high-income households will pay more, while others will pay less.

When the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) presented the concept of a RUC to the public during the 
outreach phase of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) Demonstration project, many individuals expressed concern 
over the possibility that RUC could systematically harm low-income households. They reasoned that, because of the 
high costs of housing, low-income individuals choose residence locations far from job centers like urban Honolulu. In 
turn, these individuals drive more miles than higher-income households and, therefore, would pay more under a RUC.

To investigate whether this perception is true, the HiRUC research team examined national data on driving and income 
to understand the national context for transportation tax impacts. Then, the team examined Hawaii-specific vehicle fleet, 
odometer, and demographic data from the state vehicle registry, inspection database, and Census. This analysis 
revealed three key findings.

► On average, across the U.S., the share of household income devoted to transportation is substantial. Among all 
households, 12 percent of income is spent on transportation. Households with less than $30,000 of income spend, 
on average, 40 percent of their income on transportation. Yet, fuel tax (or RUC) represents one of the smallest 
categories of transportation expenditures. For low-income households, fuel taxes (or RUC) represent less than 2 
percent of total transportation expenditures, while fuel represents over 7 percent, public transportation represents 4 
percent, and other transportation-related costs (including vehicle ownership) represent nearly 30 percent.

► Nationally, income is positively correlated with miles driven. The more a household earns, the more miles it drives. 
In Hawaii, there is no such correlation. Total miles driven does not vary significantly by income. Low-income 
households and high-income households tend to drive, on average, similar amounts.

► In Hawaii, income is negatively correlated with fuel economy. This means that low-income households, on average, 
drive less fuel-efficient cars than high-income households. Switching from taxing fuel to RUC, based on today’s 
vehicle fleet, would slightly benefit the average low-income household in Hawaii. This effect is not strong, and 
individual experiences will vary. Under a RUC, more than 90 percent of households would pay within $35 of what 
they currently pay in fuel taxes annually.

Based on these findings, we conclude that switching from fuel taxes to RUC for all vehicles would have a positive, but 
very small, distributional impact on low-income households, on average. Raising the gas tax on all vehicles would have 
a negative distributional impact on low-income households relative to households with higher incomes. In other words, 
low-income households would bear a slightly larger share of a fuel tax increase than high-income households. The 
reverse is true of RUC: high-income households would bear a slightly larger share of contributions under RUC than they 
currently bear under fuel taxes.
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Enacting a RUC on only highly fuel-efficient vehicles, such as electric cars or vehicles with above-average fuel 
economy, would hold many low-income households harmless, while potentially avoiding the negative distributional 
impact of a broad fuel tax increase. Such a policy would shift a larger share of road funding contributions to high-income 
households, relative to current policy.
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1. Introduction
Switching from fuel taxes to a road usage charge (RUC) would preserve the user-pay principle for transportation 
funding. This principle has been central to transportation tax policy for at least a century, when fuel taxes were first 
introduced to pay for roads. This policy emphasized user fees for the provision of roads, like other utilities, instead of 
general taxes.

However, the switch from a fuel tax to RUC would, nonetheless, impact the precise amounts contributed by individuals 
and households toward road funding. Under the fuel tax, the amount contributed to roads depends on how much fuel a 
household consumes, which in turn depends on how much they drive and what type of vehicle they drive. Vehicles that 
consume more fuel per mile pay more than vehicles that consume less fuel per mile or no fuel at all. Under a RUC, by 
contrast, the amount contributed to roads would depend only on how much they drive. Given the broad diversity of 
circumstances across Hawaii, household impacts will vary: some low-income households will pay more under RUC than 
fuel taxes, while others will pay less; some high-income households will pay more, while others will pay less.

To date, little research has focused on the distributional impacts by income of transportation taxes. In part, the scarcity 
of research stems from lack of data that reliably connects vehicle ownership and usage characteristics with demographic 
attributes like household income. In addition, status quo policies like fuel taxation and vehicle fees constitute a small 
share of household tax burden and expenditures overall.

As noted by a 2009 Special Report of the Transportation Research Board, “Gas taxes have been found to be regressive, 
in general, but with an out-of-pocket cost estimate of $180 a year per household per car, the Federal gas tax is hardly a 
prohibitive sum.” Other policies with the ability to impact economic well-being of low-income households, such as 
income and sales taxes, receive more attention in social equity research. In transportation, research into income equity 
has focused more on spending outcomes (i.e., who gets what) as opposed to distributional impacts (i.e., who pays 
what).

The introduction of the concept of road usage charging (RUC) in Hawaii has elevated the public’s attention to fuel taxes, 
which are invisible to consumers. At the same time, RUC would be more visible to consumers, appearing perhaps as a 
line item on annual vehicle registration renewals or as a separate periodic invoice for miles driven. Owing to this 
visibility, residents and stakeholders have raised concerns about how such a policy would perform along important 
dimensions like income equity. During public meetings held in 2019 by the Hawaii Department of Transportation 
(HDOT), one commenter in Kona noted, “The islands are rural. The people who have less money live farther away.” 
Another commenter from Paia suggested that “RUC is going to be a regressive charge on rural communities, especially 
those people who must live in outlying areas and may work in lower wage jobs.”

Subsequently, the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) demonstration project distributed custom mailers to nearly 
360,000 households illustrating the financial impact of switching from a fuel tax to a RUC for one vehicle in each 
household. Along with the mailer, HDOT invited residents to respond to a survey about RUC to share their perspectives 
and opinions. Underscoring concerns about financial impacts of a RUC, residents ranked cost of living as Hawaii’s most 
important statewide issue (Figure 1). This finding made clear that any fiscal policy must account for the cost impacts to 
residents, further underscoring the importance of evaluating impacts of a RUC, especially for low-income households 
that are the most sensitive to cost increases.
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Figure 1: HiRUC Demonstration Survey Results, “What is the Most Important Issue Statewide?”

To understand better the prospective distributional impacts of switching from fuel taxes to RUC, this paper explores 
several questions related to transportation tax equity. First, the overarching context for household spending on 
transportation is described, comparing the amounts spent on transportation across income levels nationally. Next, a 
detailed look at Hawaii’s vehicle fleet and demography reveals the current distributional impacts of the gas tax by 
income and the prospective impacts of a RUC.

This analysis compares distributional impacts by income of gas taxes to RUC. The results show that a RUC would 
benefit low-income households on average. However, the amount of the benefit is small, both in percentage and real 
dollar terms. More than 90 percent of households, across all income levels, would pay within $35 per year under a RUC 
of what they currently pay under gas taxes. 
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2. Background
Transportation costs comprise a substantial portion of overall household expenditures. As of 2019, the average U.S. 
household spent around 13 percent of its household income on transportation costs, including vehicle purchase, fuel, 
maintenance, insurance, and finance charges; public transportation; and other transportation costs1. Fuel costs 
represent approximately 2.5 percent of an average U.S. household’s annual income. Focusing specifically on the tax 
component of fuel costs, households spend less than 0.5 percent on average of total income on fuel taxes. As with any 
consumer expenditure, lower-income households tend to spend a higher proportion of their income on transportation—
around 40 percent for U.S. households earning less than $30,000 per year. For the lowest-income U.S. households, fuel 
costs represent around 9 percent of household income, with fuel taxes representing less than 2 percent (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Average National Household Spending on Transportation by Income

Source: National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK Consulting, 2021

While the costs of consumer goods including fuel are higher in Hawaii than on the mainland, the median household 
income of the state is also higher than that of the U.S. overall. Still, income distribution varies widely by county and 
within counties. In the City & County of Honolulu, the most urbanized of the 4 major counties, 22.5 percent of 
households earn at least $150,000 annually. Another 20.5 percent of households earn between $100,000 and $150,000 
annually, while only 12.2 percent of households earn under $25,000 per year. In Hawaii County, the second most 
populous but rural county, 21.6 percent of households earn under $25,000 per year, and another 20 percent more earn 
between $25,000 and $50,000 (Figure 3).

1 2019 Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey
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Figure 3: Income Distribution in the U.S., Hawaii, and Hawaii's Counties

Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey 5-year estimates, 2019

Analysis of the Federal Highway Administration’s National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), a survey of 129,696 US 
households on travel behavior, vehicle characteristics, geography, and sociodemographic indicators, reveals that costs 
under the current gas tax and under a proposed RUC within an income bracket would be relatively similar (Figure 4). 
Assuming about $0.50 per gallon in total fuel taxes (in Hawaii, that would reflect the approximate amount of state, 
county, and federal fuel taxes) and a comparable revenue-neutral amount in RUC of about 2.4 cents per mile, there is a 
trend that lower-income households tend to, on average, save more under RUC compared to the gas tax. As income 
increases, households tend to pay more under RUC compared to the gas tax. However, due to the small size of the 
difference between estimated cost per household under gas tax versus RUC, the differences are not statistically 
significant for any of the income brackets.

State of Hawaii
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Figure 4: Estimated Average Annual Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax (MVFT) vs. RUC by U.S. Household Income

Note: Households without vehicles removed from analysis; assumes a total combined (federal, state, and county) fuel tax of $0.50/gallon
Source: National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK Consulting, 2021

Two factors determine the amount of gas taxes paid by a household: miles traveled and vehicle fuel economy. 
Nationally, lower-income households tend to drive older, less fuel-efficient vehicles. Therefore, on a per-mile basis, they 
pay more in gasoline tax, on average (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5: National Average Vehicle Age by Household Income

Source: National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK Consulting 2021
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Figure 6: National Average Vehicle Fuel Economy by Household Income

Source: National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK Consulting 2021

At the same time, higher income households tend to drive more total miles on an annual basis than lower income 
households (Figure 7).

Figure 7: National Average Miles Driven by Household Income

Source: National Household Travel Survey, 2017; BERK Consulting 2021

Electric vehicles (EVs) comprise a larger percentage of cars on Hawaii’s roads each year. Some attendees at 
community meetings asked about what impact EVs have on the equity of a RUC. One participant in Wailuku asked, 
“what about middle-class drivers who can’t afford electric vehicles, but we have to drive all over to support our kids’ 
activities, work, etc.? What about families that drive longer distances? Won’t RUC impact them unfairly?”

Consistent with the participant’s perception, data suggests that EVs are disproportionately purchased and owned to date 
by high-income customers. According to a 2019 study by the Congressional Research Service about the plug-in electric 
vehicle tax credit, 78 percent of electric vehicle tax credits were claimed by filers with an adjusted gross income (AGI) of 
$100,000 or more.2 For context, only about 17 percent of total income tax filings have an AGI of $100,000 or more. 
Moreover, about 7 p

2 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/IF11017.pdf.

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/IF11017.pdf
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ercent of credits claimed were claimed by filers with a AGI of $1 million or more – only about 0.3 percent of total income 
tax filings have an AGI of $1 million or more. 

However, imposing a RUC on EVs or on all vehicles would not harm low-income and middle-income households, as the 
participant suggested. While EVs play an important role in achieving Hawaii’s clean energy goals, at present, they do 
not pay toward funding Hawaii’s roads based on how much they drive. They do contribute through annual registration 
fees and weight taxes, which include a $50 annual state surcharge for EVs and a $100 county surcharge for EVs 
registered in Maui. Under a RUC, EVs would pay the same as any other vehicle on a per mile basis regardless of fuel 
economy. Given current ownership distribution of EVs, a RUC on EVs would distribute more of contributions to road 
funding to those higher-income households. As EV ownership becomes more common in other income groups in the 
future, that distributional impact will diminish.

While analyses in other states where RUC is proposed have indicated that the difference in annual fees paid under a 
RUC would be relatively small compared to a gasoline tax regardless of income level or geography, and local context 
matters. The remainder of this report presents the analysis of vehicle and driving data in Hawaii, including an 
examination of the relationships between income, vehicle fuel economy, and amount of driving. The analysis utilized 
odometer readings collected at annual Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspections (PMVI) for passenger vehicles and combined 
that data with EPA-estimated vehicle fuel economy. Vehicles were located within Census tracts based on the mailing 
address used for the vehicle’s registration. By using the detailed income data afforded by tract-level analysis, as well as 
data on actual distances driven by a large number of passenger vehicles in the state, a detailed picture of the impacts of 
RUC compared with gas taxes was developed. This analysis affords an assessment of the distributional impact of RUC 
by income compared to the gas tax.
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3. Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology used to prepare anonymized vehicle fleet data for analysis of the relationships 
between RUC, the gas tax, and income for Hawaii specifically.

3.1 Overview
In order to ascertain whether or how a RUC might impact income groups differently, data from state and federal sources 
were combined and analyzed. State-provided data are from November 2019, and the analysis reflects pre-COVID-19 
travel patterns. 

The following high-level tasks were completed to prepare data for analysis:3

1. Obtain and review anonymized vehicle registry from Honolulu City & County Department of Information Technology 
(DIT).

2. Obtain and review anonymized vehicle inspection data from the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) program.
3. Calculate annualized mileage from PMVI data.
4. Merge DIT dataset and annualized mileage from PMVI dataset.
5. Decode vehicle identification numbers (VINs) to vehicle details including make, model, year, fuel type, engine/motor 

type, and EPA city, highway, and combined fuel economy ratings.
6. Clean mailing address data and geocode addresses.
7. Determine whether addresses are in urban or rural areas and merge decoded VIN data and urban/rural 

assignments 
8. Clean merged data
Additional data included in this analysis were obtained from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and U.S. 
Census Bureau and included the following:

► Urban area/urban cluster definitions (2019 vintage)
► Census tract boundaries (2018 vintage)
► 2018 ACS 5-year estimates of mean and median household income (Table S1901)
► 2018 ACS 5-year estimates of per-capita income (Table S1902)
► 2017 National Household Travel Survey 
The registered vehicle owner’s mailing address forms the basis of assigning each vehicle to a Census tract. Odometer 
readings taken during annual vehicle inspections were used to estimate annual travel. 

The universe of vehicles recorded in the DIT vehicle registry is 1,570,422. At each stage of the data preparation, records 
with invalid data were removed (for various reasons discussed further below). Ultimately, 806,790 vehicles were 
included in the analysis. The relative proportions of vehicles, by 

3 The data sources, the DIT and PMVI data and VIN decoding data, were the same as that used to create the November 2019 vintage Driving 
Reports. For the analysis in this paper and the Driving Report are the same. However, this data analysis is based on a single snapshot in time and 
is not limited to only those that were eligible for receiving a Driving Report.
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county, used in the final analysis are similar to the total of Active and Inactive vehicles in the DIT registry.

3.2 Step 1: Obtain, Anonymize, And Review Vehicle Registration Data from City & County of 
Honolulu Department of Information Technology

Data was delivered to the HiRUC project by DIT in December 20194 and contained the following data fields (Table 1):

Table 1. DIT Vehicle Registry Data Format

DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION

Plate Number License plate number. Variety of formats some of which are dependent upon the type 
of vehicle, exemption code, and special interest groups

Serial Number, VIN Vehicle Identification Number. Not valid prior to 1981 models or for vehicles 
manufactured for foreign markets

Vehicle Make Identifies vehicle manufacturer

Type of Vehicle** Identifies the body type of the vehicle

Model Year Vehicle model year

Safety Check Expiration Month and year of PMVI expiration

Odometer Reading

License Status A – Active/New 
T – Transfer
P – Dealer record (privatization)
I – Inactive/No Renewal 
J – Junked

R – Retired
S – Stored
X – Reclassified 
V – Insurance Salvage
M – Shipped Out of State

Registered Owner Address* Mailing address of registered owner

Registered Owner City/State/ZIP State Abbreviations are validated

County Code O – 0ahu
K – Kauai

H – Hawaii
M - Maui

Registered Owner Name Lastname, First MI & Co-owners
*Registrations that record mailing addresses at P.O. Boxes, mailbox services such as FedEx Office stores, and out-of-state locations.
** Recreational, off-road, and farm vehicles registered as “passenger” were excluded from the analysis.

In order to ensure privacy protection, the registered owner name was scrubbed from the dataset. However, the mailing 
address provided at the time of vehicle registration was retained so that vehicles could be mapped to the address to 
support analysis of differential impacts of a RUC by income group.

The DIT dataset contained records for 1,570,422 unique vehicles, determined by VIN.5 Of these, 1,540,991 showed 
Active or Inactive registration status as shown in Table 2. Both Active and Inactive status vehicles were carried forward 
for detailed analysis under the assumption that many, if not most, Inact

4 DIT file offload dated 11/22/2019
5 VIN, rather than licence plate, is used to identify unique vehicles throughout the analysis, since a particular vehicle may have several license plate 
numbers over time.
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ive vehicles have temporarily-lapsed registration and would still have sufficient PMVI history to estimate travel behavior 
and potential impacts of RUC.

Table 2: Summary of Department of Information Technology Registration Status, By County

COUNTY REGISTRATION STATUS A OR I PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL (STATEWIDE) 
VEHICLES WITH A OR I REGISTRATION STATUS1

Hawaii         254,585 17%

Kauai         105,597 7%

Maui         226,366 15%

Honolulu (Oahu)         954,443 62%

Total      1,540,991 
1 Figures do not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

The 29,431 vehicles comprising the difference between total unique vehicles and the summary shown in Table 2 had 
registration license status other than Active or Inactive, such as Stored, Retired, or Junked.

3.3 Step 2: Obtain and review anonymized vehicle inspection data from PMVI 
An export of the PMVI database was also obtained for November 2019. This dataset is the source of odometer readings 
used to calculate annualized travel, by vehicle. Table 3 describes the PMVI dataset.

Table 3. Summary of PMVI Data Table

FIELD NAME DATA TYPE LENGTH DESCRIPTION ALLOWED VALUES

vehiclevin VARCHAR2 100 Vehicle Identification Number

licenseplatenumber VARCHAR2 100 License Plate Number

inspectiondate DATE 22 Date of inspection in the format of 
dd/mm/yyyy hh:mi:ss

Station_id NUMBER 20 Inspection station ID

County_name VARCHAR 20 The county of the inspection 
station

Hawaii, Kauai, Maui, 
Honolulu

Vehiclemileage VARCHAR 100 Vehicle mileage

Vehiclemileagemeasurement VARCHAR 10 Unit used in the mileage, KM for 
kilometer, MI for mile 

KM,MI

Inspection passfail VARCHAR 1 Inspection result, P for Pass, F for 
Fail

P,F

Vehicleyear NUMBER 4 Vehicle year

Vehiclemake VARCHAR 100 Vehicle make

Vehiclemodel VARCHAR 100 Vehicle model
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FIELD NAME DATA TYPE LENGTH DESCRIPTION ALLOWED VALUES

Vehicletypecode VARCHAR 5 Code to indicate vehicle type AMB, AMBU, BUS, 
CAR, MCYC, MPED, 
TRK, TRL

Twoyearinspectioncertissued VARCHAR 100 Indicates if the two year inspection 
certificate is issued

Y, N

Gvw VARCHAR 1000 Gross vehicle weight

Reinspectionyn VARCHAR 1 Indicates if this is a re-inspection Y,N

The data were reviewed to identify unique vehicles, by VIN, with at least two inspection records containing odometer 
readings. Both passed and failed inspections were considered valid for this purpose, provided the inspections did not 
occur on the same date and odometer readings were captured for each inspection. 

949,589 unique vehicles with at least two odometer readings were identified in the November 2019 PMVI dataset. 

Late-model (model year 2018 to 2020) vehicles did not generally have two odometer readings in the dataset, since new 
vehicles are not required to obtain an inspection for two years. As a result, these vehicles are excluded from the 
analysis. Some vehicles built prior to 1981 are also excluded due to inconsistent data in the VIN column. The exclusion 
of many new vehicles generally corresponds with removing higher-income households from the analysis, since higher-
income households tend to purchase and operate newer vehicles. Newer vehicles also tend to have better fuel economy 
than older vehicles.

3.4 Step 3: Calculate Annualized Mileage from PMVI
Next, PMVI data for the 949,589 vehicles with at least two odometer readings were used to calculate annualized 
mileage. Since the “annual” vehicle inspection rarely occurs at exactly twelve-month intervals, annualized mileage was 
calculated as follows:

► If the most recent inspection date and next most recent inspection date are at least eight months apart:
1. Calculate difference between most recent odometer reading and next most recent odometer reading
2. Calculate number of days between most recent inspection and next most recent inspection, using the 

inspectiondate field.
3. Divide the result of (1) by the result of (2) to estimate daily mileage
4. Multiply the result of (2) by 365 to estimate annual mileage.

► If the most recent inspection date and next most recent inspection date are fewer than eight months apart, search 
previous inspections in descending date order until one at least eight months prior to the most recent is found, and 
use data from that date, following (2), (3), and (4) above.

Where the inspection record indicates mileage is reported in kilometers, measurements were converted to miles.
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The input data for this step was the full PMVI dataset shown in Table 3. The output is the Mileage Table, the format of 
which is summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Mileage Table format

FIELD NAME DATA TYPE  LENGTH DESCRIPTION

FirstOdoDate DATE 30 Inspection date of FirstOdo (first odometer reading)

LastOdoDate DATE 30 Inspection date of LastOdo (most recent odometer reading)

FirstOdo NUMBER 7 Previous (if more than 8 months before most recent), or earlier 
odometer reading

LastOdo NUMBER 7 Most recent odometer reading

VIN VARCHAR 17 Vehicle Identification Number

Mileage NUMBER 7 LastOdo – FirstOdo (miles driven between two inspections)

InspectionInterval NUMBER 4 Number of days between FirstOdoDate and LastOdoDate

AnnualizedMileage NUMBER 7 Annualized mileage

Vehicles with a calculated average daily mileage less than zero or greater than 500 miles were flagged as having a 
probable odometer read error. In some cases, especially those with recent odometer readings lower than older 
odometer readings, simple data entry error is suspected. In others, it is suspected the tenth-mile decimal was recorded 
as part of the odometer reading, leading to inflated measurements. For instance, the actual odometer readings may 
have been 11,095.7 and 42,089.6, approximately one year apart, for an average daily mileage of 82 miles, but the data 
were recorded in PMVI as 110,957 and 420,896, resulting in an average daily mileage of 820 miles. Since there is no 
way to confirm this observation, the record is excluded from analysis. Another possible reason for inflated mileage 
calculations is that the odometer reported kilometers, but the PMVI inspector noted miles as the unit of measure. In all, 
1,486 vehicles were excluded at this stage.

3.5 Step 4: Merge Records from DIT Dataset and PMVI-Derived Mileage Table
Next, the DIT dataset (Active and Inactive registrations only) were merged with the Mileage Table. There were 913,420 
VIN matches (96 percent) between the two tables. 

3.6 Step 5: Decode VINs to Vehicle Details and Assign EPA-Estimated Fuel Economy
Since 1954, all vehicles manufactured in the U.S. have been assigned a Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). Until 1981 
the format of the VIN was unstandardized and varied among manufacturers and even from year to year. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued standards for VIN formats for vehicles destined for the U.S. 
market beginning with the 1981 model year. 

The standardized VIN format is 17 characters and provides information about the vehicle’s make, model, model year, 
the location where it was assembled, trim characteristics (including engine type) and options (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Structure of standard 17-Character Vehicle Identification Number

One of the necessary conditions for effective data analytics using the Hawaii vehicle registry was to have a clean and 
rich set of vehicle data. Data entry errors, especially on the vehicle make, model, and year are a common occurrence 
and the vehicle registry does not contain EPA-estimated fuel efficiency values. Further, since the vehicle details 
recorded in the DIT data are owner-reported, independent verification of some details was desirable. 

In order to address this issue, a tool was developed to decode a comprehensive set of vehicle data.

VINs from the DIT vehicle registry were “decoded” using a service hosted by DataOne Software. The DataOne database 
only contains VINs for model year 1981 and newer complete passenger vehicles that were manufactured for the U.S. 
market. As such, older vehicles, heavy vehicles and those manufactured for 
commercial purposes, and vehicles sold as incomplete chassis do not 
decode.

Of the 913,420 unique vehicles that had a match in both the DIT registry 
and the Mileage Table, 95.4 percent successfully decoded to report vehicle 
model year, make, model, and EPA estimated fuel economy. 

A review of undecoded VINs identified several categories of vehicles that 
are (1) in the DIT vehicle registry and (2) have undergone periodic inspections under the state’s passenger vehicle 
inspection program:

► Large vehicles such as dump trucks, owned by state and county agencies
► Small Neighborhood Electric Vehicles such as shuttles and golf carts
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► Vehicles sold as incomplete chassis. These are typically customized to support various trades (e.g., plumbing and 
electrical contractors) or converted to various types of transit vehicles, dump trucks, or flatbed trucks.

► Dune buggies and other small recreational (generally off-road) vehicles
► A range of Subaru, Toyota, and Nissan passenger cars. It is possible this is due to an omission in the DataOne 

database. It is equally possible these vehicles were not manufactured for the U.S. market and were imported to 
Hawaii. 

Examples of undecoded VINs are provided in Table 5.

EPA provides three estimates of vehicle fuel economy for vehicles: Highway, City, and Combined. Highway MPG is an 
estimate of the expected fuel economy in free-flow, highway speed conditions. City MPG is an estimate of the expected 
fuel economy in lower speed, stop-and-go conditions typical of city driving. Combined fuel economy is a weighted 
average of City and Highway MPG (55 percent City value and 45 percent Highway). Most passenger vehicle 
make/model combinations decode to more than one set of MPG estimates due to variations in vehicle trim or equipment. 
For instance, a 2014 Nissan Cube 1.8S has an EPA combined city/highway MGP estimate of either 27 or 28 miles per 
gallon, depending on the transmission. For the purposes of this analysis, we took the average of the decoded MPGs 
(where there is more than one) for all traditional internal combustion engines.

The EPA fuel economy estimates for electric vehicles are presented as mile-per-gallon equivalents (MPGe) so that they 
can be incorporated into CAFE analysis. For the purposes of estimating motor fuel tax payments, these figures are not 
valid. So, for all EVs the MPG was set to zero.

With the exception of vehicles that could be definitively identified (via manual inspection of VINs) as passenger EVs, 
vehicles with undecoded VINs were not included in any further analysis.

Table 5: Examples of Invalid and Un-decoded VINs Excluded from Analysis

VIN VEHICLE TYPE COMMENTS

52CG2DGA4E0004293 Polaris ATV/buggie Off-road/recreational vehicle

17N330126JW009148 1988 John Deere Tractor Tractor – not a legal street vehicle

10RLA2B46BA000654 EZGO Golf Cart

FG1351 Unknown Appears to be a license plate number rather than a VIN

P6EA43399 Unknown

3.7 Step 6: Clean mailing address data and geocode addresses
The next step was to map vehicles to their mailing addresses. ESRI’s Streetmap geocoding service was used. This was 
done so that vehicles could be accurately assigned to either rural or urban areas.

The first run through the geocoding routine placed only about six percent of the dataset. Vehicles could not be mapped 
due to a range of issues with mailing addresses, including incorrect or malformed ZIP codes, misspelled street names, 
misspelled city names, and incorrect street numbers. A significant data cleansing effort was undertaken, after which 81 
percent of vehicles were successfully located using the geocoding service. This includes out-of-state mailing addresses.

Unfortunately, a disproportionate number of un-located vehicles were registered in Kauai, Maui, and Hawaii counties. An 
effort was made to manually locate as many of these as possible, to reduce the 
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chance that Honolulu would be over-represented in the analysis. Ultimately, 121,716 addresses, accounting for fourteen 
percent of vehicle mailing addresses in Hawaii, were placed manually. Figure 9 illustrates the result of the geocoding 
activity. Each blue dot represents one vehicle.

Addresses outside Hawaii were located but are excluded from the detailed analysis. It is of note that a significant 
number of rental cars have registration mailing addresses outside Hawaii.

Figure 9. Vehicles Mapped to Registered Owner’s Mailing Address

3.8 Step 7: Assign Vehicles to Census Tracts and Merge Income Data
In order to assess potential differential impacts of a RUC based on income, it was necessary to assign each vehicle to a 
census tract. Using geospatial data available from the U.S. Census Bureau, the project team merged vehicle locations 
with census tracts, and assigned each tract’s median household income and per-capita income value with all vehicles 
located within the tract (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Assignment of Urban and Rural Designations 

3.9 Step 8: Clean and Finalize Data
At this stage, there is a dataset with vehicle details (make, model, MPG), annual vehicle mileage, and census tract-level 
demographic data, including median household income and per-capita income. 806,790 vehicles (89 percent of all 
vehicles with a DIT registration record and at least two inspection odometer readings) were ultimately included in the 
detailed analysis.

Vehicles were excluded from the analysis at each step of data preparation. A summary of reasons vehicles were 
excluded from the detailed analysis include:

1. Vehicle mailing address is outside Hawaii
2. Vehicle mailing address could not be located inside Hawaii

a) Address in the DIT database is incorrect
b) Address in the DIT database is incomplete
c) Address in the DIT database does not exist
d) Address in the DIT database is a PO Box or Rural Route that could not be resolved to a Census tract 

3. Vehicle’s VIN did not decode to an EPA-estimated MPG. Reasons this may have occurred include:
a) Vehicle is not a light passenger vehicle. While heavy vehicles are not required to undergo PMVI, a number of 

large vehicles are found in both the DIT and PMVI databases. 
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b) Likewise, a number of golf carts, dune buggies, and neighborhood electric vehicles (NEV) were identified. 
c) The vehicle was not manufactured for the North American market.
d) Vehicle was manufactured prior to 1981. 

4. Vehicle is located in a census tract with median household income and per-capita income equal to zero dollars, and 
with zero households.

Next, for each vehicle, the following values were calculated for:

► Estimated motor fuel tax paid per mile driven6. This calculation uses the vehicle’s EPA-estimated city/highway 
combined MPG value and the state gas tax rate of $0.16 per gallon. Note that county fuel tax was not calculated for 
this analysis, although the results would be similar to the state fuel tax.

► Estimated annualized motor fuel tax paid
► Annualized RUC. This calculation is based on a state RUC rate of $0.008 per mile driven. 
► Difference between estimated annualized motor fuel tax and annualized RUC.

6 Motor fuel taxes paid are estimates, since the values provided by EPA for fuel economy are, themselves, estimates. Actual fuel consumption 
varies based on a number of factors, including travel conditions and driver behavior.
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4. Analysis
Once the vehicle and Census data were prepared and cleaned, the next step was an analysis of the relationship, at the 
vehicle level, between projected RUC, current gas tax, and income.

All analysis assumed a statewide revenue-neutral state RUC rate rounded to $0.008 per mile and examined potential 
RUC impacts at the level of individual vehicles. Due to limitations in vehicle registration data, it is not possible to assess 
the impact on households, or to definitively differentiate between commercial vehicles (those used primarily for business 
purposes or owned by a business) and private vehicles.

4.1 General Observations: Statewide
At a per-mile state RUC rate of $0.008, vehicles at all income levels will, on average, experience a slight annual 
increase in cost as shown in Table 6. This is because the RUC rate used for the HiRUC Demonstration is set slightly 
higher than mathematically revenue-neutral, due to rounding up for simplicity. 

Table 6. Average Annualized Cost Difference by Income Quartile (Statewide)

INCOME QUARTILE
AVERAGE ANNUALIZED COST DIFFERENCE 
(RUC VS. GAS TAX) BY PER-CAPITA INCOME 

QUARTILE

AVERAGE ANNUALIZED COST DIFFERENCE (RUC 
VS. GAS TAX) BY MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

QUARTILE

1 (lowest income) $3.29 $3.53

2 $4.28 $3.86

3 $4.75 $4.47

4 (highest income) $6.12 $6.60

Table 7 shows that average daily distance driven decreases somewhat with increasing income. Average miles traveled 
per day by vehicle does not necessarily reflect typical trip length and should not be extrapolated to trip-level analysis. 
Still, this is the opposite of national data, which show that driving increases with income. This analysis confirms out the 
perception that vehicles in lower-income areas tend to be driven more miles per year in Hawaii.

However, the results in Table 6 show that as income increases, the additional amount due under RUC compared to the 
gas tax likewise increases. This means the share of road costs borne by vehicles in higher-income households would be 
higher under RUC than under the gas tax, while the share of road costs borne by vehicles in lower-income households 
would be smaller.

The reason for this is that MPG increases with income, as shown in Table 7. Vehicles in higher-income Census tracts 
have higher fuel economy, on average. This means that, under gas tax, vehicles in lower-income households would pay 
more per mile driven than vehicles in higher-income households, on average. A RUC would equalize what vehicles pay 
per mile driven, which would benefit the average low-income household and increase costs for the average high-income 
household. Although they drive more miles, a RUC policy would benefit low-income households, on average.
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Table 7. Average MPG and Driving Distance by Income Quartile (Statewide)

QUARTILE ANNUAL PER-CAPITA INCOME
AVERAGE DAILY 

DISTANCE DRIVEN 
(MILES)

AVERAGE 
CITY/HIGHWAY 

COMBINED MPG

1 <$27,428 24.97 22.32

2 $27,429 - $33,513 23.24 22.81

3 $33,514 - $40,589 22.72 23.28

4 $40,490 - $99,350 20.85 24.38

Pearson’s correlation coefficient R was calculated as an initial step to explore whether relationships exist between 
income, vehicle fuel economy, distance driven, and change in vehicle-level costs caused by replacing the state gas tax 
with RUC. The results are summarized in Table 8. A positive coefficient indicates a positive correlation, while a negative 
coefficient indicates a negative correlation. The larger the absolute value of the number, the stronger the correlation.

Table 8. Correlations Between Per-Capita Income and Key Vehicle and Driving Characteristics

VARIABLE PEARSON’S R

Combined city/highway MPG rating 0.0869

Average distance driven -0.0722

Estimated annual cost difference, RUC compared to gas tax 0.0413

All three combinations showed weak correlations, and only the relationship between per-capita income and MPG are 
significant at the P>0.01 level. In other words, the relationship between MPG and income is strong enough to conclude 
that the benefit of switching to RUC from the gas tax for lower-income households can be made for the entire 
population, on average.

The averages discussed here illustrate broad trends, but averages, by their definition, can obscure variations within 
populations. There are some interesting nuances in the effects of RUC, at the flat rate tested, between different income 
groups. While the average difference in the annual cost of RUC and motor fuel taxes is quite small, the cost of RUC will 
be noticeably higher for some vehicles and noticeably lower for others. The distribution of these “winners” and “losers” is 
slightly different for higher and lower income groups. Figure 11 illustrates the distribution of cost increase or decrease. 
The distribution for lower income groups is more kurtotic than that for higher incomes, indicating a wider range of 
impacts (both higher and lower annual costs). Another interesting difference is that the distribution for lower-income 
groups skews to the right much more so than for higher-income groups (skewness = -1.7 for the first income quartile, 
versus -0.17 for the fourth income quartile), in keeping with the slightly higher overall average price of RUC than motor 
fuel tax. 

In more concrete terms, just over 91 percent of vehicles in the lowest income quartile would experience a cost difference 
between $35 per year less and $35 per year more than the current gas tax. In the highest income quartile, this figure 
increases to 93 percent.
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Figure 11. Distribution of Estimated Change in Cost for Vehicles in Census Tracts in Highest and Lowest 
Income Quartile
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5. Summary
Throughout Hawaii, some vehicles will incur higher costs under a RUC than under the motor fuel tax and others will 
incur lower costs. Individual experiences will vary, with some low-income households seeing a benefit and vice versa. 
On average, low-income households would experience a positive, but very small, change. And more broadly speaking, 
at a flat rate of $0.008 per mile, the vast majority of vehicles would experience a net change of less than $35 per year 
compared to what they currently pay in gas taxes.

On average, the annual difference in costs between RUC and the gas tax is negligible – but the range of increases and 
decreases is broad. The data suggest that average lower-income drivers would benefit on average, but the benefit is 
very small. They will generally not be impacted more or differently than higher-income drivers. Those drivers who own 
less fuel efficient vehicles would realize a net reduction in cost under RUC, while those with more fuel efficient vehicles 
would realize a net increase in cost. The distribution of these changes are broadly consistent between vehicles garaged 
in lower-income census tracts and higher-income census tracts. 

► On average, across the U.S., the share of household income devoted to transportation is substantial. Among all 
households, 12 percent of income is spent on transportation. Households with less than $30,000 of income spend, 
on average, 40 percent of their income on transportation. Yet, fuel tax (or RUC) represents one of the smallest 
categories of transportation expenditures. For low-income households, fuel taxes (or RUC) represent less than 2 
percent of total transportation expenditures, while fuel represents over 7 percent, public transportation represents 4 
percent, and other transportation related costs (including vehicle ownership) represent nearly 30 percent.

► Nationally, income is positively correlated with miles driven. The more a household earns, the more miles it drives. 
In Hawaii, there is no such correlation. Total miles driven does not vary significantly by income. Low-income 
households and high-income households tend to drive, on average, similar amounts.

► In Hawaii, income is negatively correlated with fuel economy. This means that low-income households, on average, 
drive less fuel-efficient cars than high-income households. Switching from taxing fuel to RUC, based on today’s 
vehicle fleet, would slightly benefit the average low-income household in Hawaii. This effect is not strong, and 
individual experiences will vary. Under a RUC, over 92 percent of households would pay within $35 of what they 
currently pay in fuel taxes annually.

Based on these findings, we conclude that switching from fuel taxes to RUC for all vehicles would have a beneficial, but 
very small, distributional impact on low-income households, on average. Raising the gas tax on all vehicles would have 
a negative distributional impact on low-income households relative to households with higher incomes. In other words, 
low-income households would bear a slightly larger share of a fuel tax increase than high-income households. The 
reverse is true of RUC: high-income households would bear a slightly larger share of contributions under RUC than they 
currently bear under fuel taxes.

Enacting a RUC on only highly fuel-efficient vehicles, such as electric cars or vehicles with above-average fuel 
economy, would hold many low-income households harmless, while potentially avoiding the negative distributional 
impact of a broad fuel tax increase. Such a policy would shift a larger share of road funding contributions to high-income 
households, relative to current policy.
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway 
users. Funding sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental car 
surcharges, and motor fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of money 
for state roads and bridges. At 16 cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are the only 
revenue source based on how much drivers use the road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax fuel in order 
to pay for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Additionally, the Federal 
government funds the Highway Trust Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline, and 
24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel, or none at all, the amount of county, 
state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel tax is declining. Moreover, the 
historical link between how much people drive, and how much they pay to use the roads, is fading. 
Although declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental 
goals, the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has identified it as a risk to the sustainable and 
equitable funding of its roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of miles 
driven as the basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge (RUC) is 
feasible for Hawaii, but that several major issues must first be addressed. 

RUC is a concept where roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an amount based on how much 
they use those roads. However, there are many details to consider before RUC can be enacted into law or 
implemented into practice.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018-2019, 
HDOT conducted this research which included a statewide telephone survey of residents, holding a series 
of focus groups, hosting 13 public meetings across all six islands, broadcasting an online virtual public 
meeting, as well as meeting with dozens of stakeholders (including county officials, neighborhood boards, 
civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc.). Building on the earlier feasibility 
study, this “discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several community concerns regarding the 
potential transition from the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on miles driven” model.

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these concerns 
carefully in order to fully understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, the 
concerns fall into three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public 
believe that a RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns, 
HDOT conducted research to determine whether there was a factual basis for these assertions and if 
so, what approaches exist to address these claims through policy or system design adjustments.

► The operational challenges that a RUC system will face are also often identified as concerns. For 
example, some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly to 
administer, as compared to the current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and 
technical challenges, HDOT conducted research to better understand and improve the RUC system 
design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have to 
make many choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, which can 
be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some members of 
the public would prefer a RUC system that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle emissions, as a 
factor in the rate. HDOT conducted research into the various policy choices available, as well as the 
relative impacts, strengths, and weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to organize further research into these 
topic areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” was initiated to summarize the nature of the concern (or 
concerns) within the topic area, the results of research, the analysis into the concerns, as well as the 
implications of the research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what precisely 
HDOT or the Legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate background 
and analysis to support decision-making by lawmakers and system designers as they contemplate the 
enactment of a RUC system.
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Executive Summary
The topic of potential differential impacts of a road usage charge on urban and rural residents has received 
significant public comment during the HiRUC Demonstration project. Public comments during community 
meetings held in the spring of 2019 noted that much of the state is rural, and there are concerns among 
rural residents that a shift from motor fuel taxes to a road usage charge will unfairly burden them.

This report presents findings of an analysis of the difference in costs that might be borne by urban and 
rural vehicle owners from an alternative road usage charge to the current state gas tax. It estimated, based 
on the distances each vehicle was driven, that the difference between the amounts a vehicle owner would 
pay in gas tax and based on a road usage charge, and then evaluated whether these costs varied 
differently in urban and rural areas as defined by the U.S. Census. A total of 814,227 vehicles with vehicle 
registration mailing addresses in Hawaii were included in the analysis. This represents about 52 percent of 
all vehicles registered as passenger vehicles in the state’s vehicle registration database.

This analysis yielded the following key results: 

► Vehicles with rural addresses travel up to 3 miles per day more than vehicles with urban addresses, 
except within Maui County where the difference is negligible. 

► In all four counties, vehicles registered to urban addresses average slightly higher fuel economy 
ratings, primarily because they tend to be newer vehicles. (See Table 2).

► Rural drivers currently pay more in gas taxes on average than their urban counterparts, both in gross 
annual payments (25% more) and on a per-mile basis (7% more). 

► By changing from gas taxes to a road usage charge, 90 percent of all vehicles would fall within the 
range of paying $35 more or less than they currently do per annum. 

A shift to a flat-rate road usage charge of 0.8 cents per mile would result in slightly higher costs for urban 
drivers and even smaller cost increases for rural drivers. The cost differences are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 2 summarizes the distances driven and fuel economy by county and area type.

Table 1: Average Cost Difference for Vehicles in Urban and Rural Areas

AREA TYPE AVERAGE ANNUAL COST INCREASE 
UNDER STATE RUC OF 0.8 CENTS/MI 
VERSUS STATE GAS TAX OF 16 
CENTS/GAL

AVERAGE ANNUAL COST INCREASE 
UNDER STATE RUC OF 0.7462 CENTS/MI 
VERSUS STATE GAS TAX OF 16 CENTS/GAL

Rural Increase $1.32 per year Savings of $3.97 per year

Urban Increase of $5.02 per year Increase of $0.50 per year

The analysis presented in this paper assumed a revenue-neutral rate of 0.8 cents per mile, which was 
established early in the HiRUC project and rounded up to the nearest tenth of a penny for simplicity of 
communicating with survey recipients. Using the actual revenue-neutral rate rounded to more decimal 
points based on the vehicles analyzed from the state registry resulted in a more precise rate of $0.007462 
per mile. This rate would yield an average annual savings for rural drivers of $3.97, and an average annual 
increase in cost for urban drivers of $0.50.
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Table 2: Average Daily Distance Driven and Average Vehicle Miles per Gallon for Urban and Rural 
Vehicles (by county)

COUNTY AREA TYPE AVERAGE MILES 
PER DAY

AVERAGE MPG1

Statewide Urban 22.6 23.4

Rural 26.3 21.8

Hawaii Urban 25.5 22.0

Rural 28.6 21.7

Kauai Urban 23.6 21.6

Rural 25.1 21.4

Maui Urban 23.1 22.6

Rural 23.4 22.0

Honolulu (Oahu) Urban 22.6 23.8

Rural 25.0 23.0

1 The calculation of average miles per gallon includes MPGe (miles per gallon estimates for electric vehicles). 
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

ACS American Community Survey

DIT Department of Information Technology 

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

MPG Miles per Gallon

MPGe Mile-per-gallon equivalents Estimated by EPA for electric vehicles

NEV neighborhood electric vehicles 

PMVI periodic motor vehicle Inspection

RUC road usage charge

VIN Vehicle Identification Number
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1. Introduction
The topic of potential differential impacts of a road usage charge (RUC) on urban and rural residents has 
received significant public comments during the HiRUC Demonstration project. During community 
meetings held in the spring of 2019, members of the public noted that much of the state is rural, and there 
are concerns among rural residents that a shift from motor fuel taxes to RUC will unfairly burden them.

One commenter at the Kona community meeting noted, “The islands are rural. The people who have less 
money live further away.” Another commenter suggested that “RUC is going to be a regressive charge on 
rural communities, especially those people who must live in outlying areas and may work in lower wage 
jobs”.

This report presents findings of an analysis of the effects a RUC might have on drivers who live in rural 
and urban areas. The analysis utilized odometer readings and specific vehicle make and model 
information collected at annual periodic motor vehicle inspections (PMVI) for passenger vehicles and 
combined that data with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-estimated vehicle fuel economy. 
Vehicles were identified as rural or urban according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s definition of urban areas. 
Using geospatial data from the U.S. Census Bureau, which identifies urban areas in Hawaii and the 
mailing address used for the vehicle’s registration, vehicles with addressers within designated urban areas 
were placed in the urban category, with all others being defined as rural (see methodology, section 2.8). A 
detailed picture of the impacts of RUC compared with motor fuel taxes can be developed by using data on 
distances driven by a large number of passenger vehicles in the state. 
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2. Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology used to prepare Hawaii’s anonymized vehicle data for analysis of 
the impacts of a RUC on urban and rural residents. 

2.1. Overview
To ascertain whether potential impacts of a RUC impact urban and rural areas differently, data from state 
and federal sources were combined and analyzed. Vehicles were classified as urban or rural based on the 
registered vehicle owner’s mailing address, which mapped to urban or rural areas per U.S. Census Bureau 
definitions. Odometer readings taken during the two most recent vehicle inspections were used to estimate 
annual travel as was information on vehicle make, model, and vehicle identification number (VIN) number. 

There are 1,570,422 vehicles registered in Hawaii, with all data held on behalf of the four counties by the 
Honolulu Department of Information Technology (DIT). At each stage of the data preparation, some 
records were screened out due to entries containing invalid data. These types of data issues resulting in 
records being removed from the analysis are discussed subsequently. Ultimately, 814,227 vehicles were 
included in the analysis. The relative proportions of vehicles, by county, used in the final analysis are 
similar to the total of Active and Inactive vehicles in the DIT registry.

All data used for this analysis are from November 2019 and earlier. Therefore, they reflect pre-COVID-19 
travel patterns. 

The following high-level tasks were completed to prepare data for analysis:

1. Obtain and review anonymized vehicle registry from DIT.

2. Obtain and review anonymized vehicle inspection data from PMVI.

3. Calculate annualized mileage from PMVI data based on at least two odometer readings.

4. Merge DIT datasets and annualized mileage from PMVI dataset.

5. Decode VINs to reveal vehicle details such as vehicle make, model, year, EPA mileage estimates, 
fuel type, and engine/motor type.

6. Adjust mailing address data to match standard address formats and geocode addresses.

7. Determine whether addresses are in urban or rural areas and merge decoded VIN data with 
urban/rural assignments 

8. Clean merged data by removing incomplete records.

The DIT and PMVI data and decoded VIN data were the same as that used to create the Driving Reports 
(mailers) for the HiRUC demonstration project. However, some of the vehicles excluded from the Driving 
Report mailers were included in this analysis, such as vehicles corresponding with owners’ mailing 
addresses that had changed from one county to another, vehicles that had failed their most recent safety 
inspection, and vehicles that are a part of a fleet. Whereas Driving Reports were created only for those 
vehicles with recent (typically one to three months) “passed” inspections, this analysis used a single data 
snapshot to analyze the entire passenger fleet, including those whose most recent inspection pass date 
was over one year old.
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One additional difference between Driving Report creation and this analysis is related to mailing address 
data cleansing. In preparing Driving Reports to physically mail, mailing addresses were verified against a 
commercial National Change of Address (NACO) database. Addresses that did not pass a range of validity 
tests were excluded from receiving mailers. By contrast, this analysis investigated addresses that did not 
pass NACO validation and manually corrected many of them so they could be included.

Additional data included in this analysis were obtained from the U.S. Federal Highway Administration and 
U.S. Census Bureau and included the following:

► Urban Area/Urban Cluster definitions (2019 vintage)
► Census Tract Boundaries (2018 vintage)
► 2018 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year estimates of mean and median household income 

(Table S1901)
► 2018 ACS 5-year estimates of per-capita income (Table S1902)
► 2017 National Household Travel Survey 

2.2. Step 1: Obtain and Review Anonymized Vehicle Registration Data from City and 
County of Honolulu Department of Information Technology

Data were delivered to the HiRUC Demonstration project team by DIT in December 20192 and contained 
the following data fields, See Table 3.

The mailing address provided at the time of vehicle registration was requested from DIT so that a 
differential geographic analysis on the impacts of a RUC could be conducted.

The DIT dataset contained records for 1,570,422 unique vehicles, determined by VIN.3 Of these, 1,540,991 
showed Active or Inactive registration status (Table 4). Both Active and Inactive status vehicles were 
carried forward for detailed analysis under the assumption that many, if not most, Inactive vehicles have a 
temporarily lapsed registration and would still have sufficient PMVI history to estimate travel behavior and 
potential impacts of RUC.

2 DIT file offload dated 11/22/2019.
3 VIN, rather than license plate, is used to identify unique vehicles throughout the analysis, since a particular vehicle may have 
several license plate numbers over time.
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Table 3: DIT Vehicle Registry Data Format

DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION

Plate Number License plate number. Has a variety of formats, some of which are dependent upon the 
type of vehicle, exemption code, and special interest groups

Serial Number, VIN VIN. Not valid prior to 1981 models or for vehicles manufactured for foreign markets

Vehicle Make Identifies vehicle manufacturer

Type of Vehicle* Identifies the body type of the vehicle

Model Year Vehicle model year

Safety Check Expiration Month and year of PMVI expiration

Odometer Reading

License Status A – Active/new
T – Transfer
P – Dealer record (privatization)
I – Inactive/no renewal
J – Junked

R – Retired
S – Stored
X – Reclassified
V – Insurance salvage
M – Shipped out of state

Registered Owner Address** Mailing address of registered owner

Registered Owner City/State/ZIP 
Code**

State abbreviations are validated

County Code O – Oahu
H – Hawaii

K – Kauai
M - Maui

Registered Owner Name Last name, First MI & Co-owners
*  During data cleansing, it was determined that some recreational, off-road, and farm vehicles are registered as 

“passenger.” These were excluded from the analysis.
**During data cleansing, it was determined that some registrations record mailing addresses at P.O. Boxes, mailbox 

services such as FedEx Office stores, and out-of-state locations.

Table 4: Summary of Department of Information Technology Registration Status (Active or Inactive) 
by County

COUNTY NUMBER OF VEHICLES 
WITH REGISTRATION 
STATUS A OR I

PERCENTAGE OF ALL STATEWIDE 
VEHICLES WITH A OR I REGISTRATION 
STATUS4

Hawaii 254,585 17%

Kauai 105,597 7%

Maui 226,366 15%

City and County of Honolulu (Oahu) 954,443 62%

1,540,991 

Note: The 29,431 vehicles comprising the difference between total unique vehicles and the summary shown in Table 4 had a 
registration status other than Active or Inactive, such as Stored, Retired, or Junked.

4 Figures do not add to 100% due to rounding.
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2.3. Step 2: Obtain and Review Anonymized Vehicle Inspection Data from PMVI 
An export of the PMVI database was also obtained for November 2019. This dataset is the source of 
odometer readings used to calculate annualized travel, by vehicle. Table 5 describes the PMVI dataset.

Table 5: Summary of Periodic/Annual Motor Vehicle Inspection Data

FIELD NAME DATA TYPE LENGTH DESCRIPTION ALLOWED 
VALUES

vehiclevin VARCHAR2 100 Vehicle Identification Number

licenseplatenumber VARCHAR2 100 License Plate Number

inspectiondate DATE 22 Date of inspection in the format 
of dd/mm/yyyy hh:mi:ss

Station_id NUMBER 20 Inspection station ID

County_name VARCHAR 20 The county of the inspection 
station

Hawaii, Kauai, 
Maui, Honolulu

Vehiclemileage VARCHAR 100 Vehicle mileage

Vehiclemileagemeasurement VARCHAR 10 Unit used in the mileage, KM 
for kilometer, MI for mile 

KM,MI

Inspection passfail VARCHAR 1 Inspection result, P for Pass, F 
for Fail

P,F

Vehicleyear NUMBER 4 Vehicle year

Vehiclemake VARCHAR 100 Vehicle make

Vehiclemodel VARCHAR 100 Vehicle model

Vehicletypecode VARCHAR 5 Code to indicate vehicle type AMB, AMBU, BUS, 
CAR, MCYC, 
MPED, TRK, TRL

Twoyearinspectioncertissued VARCHAR 100 Indicates if the two-year 
inspection certificate is issued

Y, N

Gvw VARCHAR 1000 Gross vehicle weight

Reinspectionyn VARCHAR 1 Indicates if this is a re-
inspection

Y,N

The data were reviewed to identify unique vehicles, by VIN, with at least two inspection records containing 
odometer readings. Both passed and failed inspections were considered valid for this purpose, provided 
the inspections did not occur on the same date and odometer readings were captured for each inspection. 

Unique vehicles (949,589) with at least two odometer readings were identified in the November 2019 PMVI 
dataset. 
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Late-model (model year 2018–2020) vehicles generally did not have two odometer readings in the dataset, 
because new vehicles are not required to obtain a safety inspection for two years. As a result, these 
vehicles were excluded from the analysis (those model year 2018 vehicles with two inspections were 
included). Some vehicles built prior to 1981 were also excluded due to inconsistent data in the VIN 
column. The exclusion of new vehicles generally corresponds with removing higher-income and urban 
households from the analysis, since urban households tend to purchase and operate newer vehicles. 
Newer vehicles also tend to have better fuel economy than older vehicles. Table 6 shows the breakdown 
of passenger vehicles by model year.

Table 6: Percent of Passenger Vehicles, by Model Year Category

VEHICLE MODEL YEARS PERCENTAGE OF REGISTERED 
PASSENGER VEHICLES

1921–1980 – Inconsistent VIN Formats, Excluded from Analysis 0.08%

1981–2017 – consistent VIN Format, Considered for Analysis 87.95%

2018–2020 – Consistent VIN Format but Probable Insufficient Odometer 
Readings; may be Excluded from Analysis

11.97%

2.4. Step 3: Calculate Annualized Mileage from Periodic/Annual Motor Vehicle Inspection
PMVI data for the 949,589 vehicles with at least two odometer readings were used to calculate annualized 
mileage. Since the “annual” vehicle inspection rarely occurs at exactly 12-month intervals, annualized 
mileage was calculated as follows:

► A judgment was made to include vehicle records in the analysis only if the two most recent inspection 
dates were at least eight months apart and contained odometer readings. Eight months was deemed a 
sufficient period of time to determine a reliable annualized number of miles driven. If the two recent 
inspection dates were at least eight months apart:

(1) Calculated difference between most recent odometer reading and next most recent odometer 
reading.

(2) Calculated number of days between most recent inspection and next most recent inspection, using 
the inspectiondate field.

(3) Divided the result of (1) by the result of (2) to estimate daily mileage.

(4) Multiplied the result of (2) by 365 to estimate annual mileage.

► If the wo most recent inspection dates were fewer than eight months apart, prior inspection data were 
searched in reverse order until an inspection at least eight months prior to the most recent one was 
found. Odometer data from that date were used, following Steps (2), (3), and (4) above.

Where the inspection record indicated mileage reported in kilometers, measurements were converted to 
miles.

The input data for this step were the full PMVI dataset (Table 5). The output was the Mileage Table, the 
format of which is summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7: Mileage Table Format

FIELD NAME DATA TYPE LENGTH DESCRIPTION

FirstOdoDate DATE 30 Inspection date of FirstOdo (first odometer 
reading)

LastOdoDate DATE 30 Inspection date of LastOdo (most recent 
odometer reading)

FirstOdo NUMBER 7 Previous (if more than 8 months before 
most recent) or earlier odometer reading

LastOdo NUMBER 7 Most recent odometer reading

VIN VARCHAR 17 Vehicle identification number

Mileage NUMBER 7 LastOdo – FirstOdo (miles driven between 
two inspections)

InspectionInterval NUMBER 4 Number of days between FirstOdoDate 
and LastOdoDate

AnnualizedMileage NUMBER 7 Annualized mileage

Vehicles with a calculated average daily mileage greater than 500 miles were flagged as having a 
probable odometer read error. In some cases, simple data entry error is suspected. In others, it is 
suspected the 10-mile decimal was recorded as part of the odometer reading, leading to inflated 
measurements. For instance, the actual odometer readings may have been 11,095.7 and 42,089.6, 
approximately one year apart, for an average daily mileage of 82 miles, but the data were recorded in 
PMVI as 110,957 and 420,896, resulting in an average daily mileage of 820 miles. Since there is no way to 
confirm this observation, the record is excluded from analysis. Another possible reason for inflated mileage 
calculations is that the odometer reported kilometers, but the PMVI inspector noted miles as the unit of 
measure. In all, 1,486 vehicles were excluded at this stage.

2.5. Step 4: Merge Records from Department of Information Technology Dataset and 
Periodic/Annual Motor Vehicle Inspection-derived Mileage Table

Next, the DIT dataset (Active and Inactive registrations only) were merged with the Mileage Table. There 
were 913,420 VIN matches between the two tables. 

2.6. Step 5: Decode Vehicle Identification Numbers to Vehicle Details and Assign 
Environmental Protection Agency-Estimated Fuel Economy

Since 1954, all vehicles manufactured in the United States have been assigned a VIN. Until 1981, the 
format of the VIN was unstandardized and varied among manufacturers and even from year to year. The 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration issued standards for VIN formats for vehicles destined for 
the U.S. market beginning with the 1981 model year. 

The standardized VIN format is 17 characters and provides information about the vehicle’s make, model, 
model year, the location where it was assembled, trim characteristics (including engine type), and options 
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Structure of Standard 17-Character Vehicle Identification Number5

One of the necessary conditions for effective data analytics using the Hawaii vehicle registry was to have a 
clean and rich set of vehicle data. Data entry errors, especially on the vehicle make, model, and year are a 
common occurrence, and the state’s vehicle registry does not store EPA-estimated fuel efficiency values. 
Further, since the vehicle details recorded in the DIT data are owner-reported, independent verification of 
some details was necessary. 

To address this issue, a tool was developed to decode a comprehensive set of vehicle data.

VINs from the DIT vehicle registry were “decoded” using a service hosted by DataOne Software. The 
DataOne database only contains VINs for model year 1981 and newer complete6 passenger vehicles that 
were manufactured for the U.S. market. As such, older vehicles, 
heavy vehicles and those manufactured for commercial purposes, 
and vehicles sold as incomplete chassis do not decode.

Of the 913,420 unique vehicles that had a match in both the DIT 
registry and the Mileage Table, 95.4 percent successfully decoded 
to report vehicle model year, make, model, and EPA estimated fuel 
economy. 

A review of un-decoded VINs identified several categories of vehicles that are (1) in the DIT vehicle 
registry and (2) have undergone periodic inspections under the state’s passenger vehicle inspection 
program:

► Large vehicles such as dump trucks, owned by state and county agencies
► Small Neighborhood Electric Vehicles (NEV) such as shuttles and golf carts

5 yourmechanic.com, “How to Read a VIN,” November 2016.
6 VINs for vehicles manufactured and sold as incomplete chassis do not decode to an EPA-estimated MPG.
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► Vehicles sold as incomplete chassis. These are typically customized to support various trades (e.g., 
plumbing and electrical contractors) or converted to various types of transit vehicles, dump trucks, or 
flatbed trucks.

► Dune buggies and other small recreational (generally off-road) vehicles
► A range of Subaru, Toyota, and Nissan passenger cars. It is possible this is due to an omission in the 

DataOne database. It is equally possible these vehicles were not manufactured for the U.S. market 
and were imported to Hawaii. 

Examples of un-decoded VINs are provided in Table 8.

Table 8: Examples of Invalid and Undecoded VINs not Included in Project Analysis

VIN VEHICLE TYPE COMMENTS

52CG2DGA4E0004293 Polaris ATV/Buggie Off-road/Recreational Vehicle

17N330126JW009148 1988 John Deere Tractor Tractor – Not a Legal Street Vehicle

10RLA2B46BA000654 EZGO Golf Cart

FG1351 Unknown Appears to be a license plate number 
rather than a VIN.

P6EA43399 Unknown

EPA provides three estimates of vehicle fuel economy for vehicles: highway, city, and combined. Highway 
miles per gallon (MPG) is an estimate of the expected fuel economy in free-flow, highway speed 
conditions. City MPG is an estimate of the expected fuel economy in lower speed, stop-and-go conditions 
typical of city driving. Combined fuel economy is a weighted average of city and highway MPG (55 percent 
city value and 45 percent highway). Most passenger vehicle make/model combinations decode to more 
than one set of MPG estimates due to variations in vehicle trim or equipment. For instance, a 2014 Nissan 
Cube 1.8S has an EPA combined city/highway MGP estimate of either 27 or 28 MPG, depending on the 
transmission. For the purposes of this analysis, the project team used combined MPGs and, where there 
was more than one for a given vehicle model, took the average of all decoded MPGs for all traditional 
internal combustion and conventional hybrid vehicles.

The EPA fuel economy estimates for electric vehicles are presented as mile-per-gallon equivalents 
(MPGe) so that they can be incorporated into Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) analysis. For the 
purposes of estimating motor fuel tax payments, these figures are not valid. So, for all fuel-efficient or 
alternative-fuel vehicles, the MPG was set to zero.

With the exception of vehicles that could be definitively identified (via manual inspection of VINs) as 
passenger fuel-efficient or alternative-fuel vehicles, vehicles with un-decoded VINs were not included in 
any further analysis.

2.7. Step 6: Clean Mailing Address Data and Geocode Addresses
The next step was to map vehicles to their addresses. ESRI’s Streetmap Premium geocoding service was 
used. This was done so that vehicles could be assigned accurately to either rural or urban areas.

The first run through the geocoding routine placed only about six percent of the dataset. Vehicles could not 
be mapped as a result of a range of issues with mailing addresses, including incorrect or malformed ZIP 
codes, street names being spelled differently or incorrectly, city names being spelled differently or 
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incorrectly, and incorrect street numbers. A significant data cleansing effort was undertaken, after which 81 
percent of vehicles were located successfully using the geocoding service. This includes out-of-state 
addresses.

A disproportionate number of un-located vehicles were registered in Kauai, Maui, and Hawaii Counties. An 
effort was made to manually locate as many of these as possible using web research and Google Maps, to 
reduce the chance that Honolulu City and County would be over-represented in the analysis. Ultimately, 
121,716 addresses, accounting for 14 percent of vehicle mailing addresses in Hawaii, were placed 
manually. Figure 2 illustrates the result of the geocoding activity. Each blue dot represents one vehicle.

Figure 2: Vehicles Mapped to Owner’s Mailing Address

Addresses outside Hawaii were located, but they are excluded from the detailed analysis since it is not 
possible to assign them to the “rural” or “urban” categories for Hawaii. A significant number of rental cars 
have registration mailing addresses outside Hawaii and, therefore, were excluded from this analysis.
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2.8. Step 7: Determine Whether Vehicle Addresses are in Urban or Rural Areas
To assess potential differential impacts of a RUC in different parts of the state, it was necessary to identify 
each vehicle as being located in an urban or rural location. Using geospatial data available from the U.S. 
Census Bureau, the project team selected all vehicle addresses that intersect locations defined by the 
Census Bureau as “urban” and assigned them “urban” status, as shown in Figure 3. Vehicle addresses 
outside urban areas were assigned “rural” status. 

Figure 3: Assignment of Urban and Rural Designations

2.9. Step 8: Clean and Finalize Data
At this stage, there is a dataset with vehicle details (make, model, MPG), annual vehicle mileage, and 
urban/rural designations. There were 813,851 vehicles (89 percent of all vehicles with a DIT registration 
record and at least two inspection odometer readings) ultimately included in the detailed analysis.

Vehicles were excluded from the analysis at each step of data preparation. Reasons vehicles were 
excluded from the detailed analysis include:
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1. Vehicle mailing address is outside Hawaii.

2. Vehicle mailing address could not be located inside Hawaii.
a. Address in the DIT database could not be matched.

b. Address in the DIT database is incomplete.

c. Address in the DIT database does not exist.

d. Address in the DIT database is a P.O. Box or Rural Route that could not be resolved to a 
Census Tract or ZIP Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA).

3. Vehicle’s VIN did not decode to an EPA-estimated MPG. Reasons this may have occurred include:
a. Vehicle is not a light passenger vehicle. While heavy vehicles are not required to undergo PMVI, 

a number of large vehicles are found in both the DIT and PMVI databases. 

b. Likewise, a number of golf carts, dune buggies, and NEV were identified. 

c. Vehicle was not manufactured for the North American market.

d. Vehicle was manufactured prior to 1981. 

The exact number of vehicles falling into each of these categories was not determined because it does not 
have bearing on this research, but the number is included in the total for “undecoded VIN.”

Next, for each vehicle, values were calculated for the following:

► Estimated motor fuel tax paid per mile driven.7 This calculation uses the vehicle’s EPA-estimated 
city/highway combined MPG value and the state gas tax rate of $0.16 per gallon.

► Estimated annualized motor fuel tax paid.
► Annualized RUC. This calculation is based on a state RUC rate of $0.008 per mile driven (see Section 

4. Analysis). 
► Difference between estimated annualized motor fuel tax and annualized RUC.

7 Motor fuel taxes paid are estimates, since the values provided by EPA for fuel economy are estimates. Actual fuel consumption 
varies based on a number of factors, including travel conditions and driver behavior.
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3. Analysis
All modeling is based on a statewide a near-revenue-neutral RUC rate of $0.008 per mile. A revenue-
neutral RUC rate means that the revenue brought in by the RUC is equal to revenue currently generated 
by fuel taxes. For purposes of the HiRUC demonstration, a rate of $0.008 miles was chosen for simplicity, 
but is actually slightly higher than the true revenue neutral rate due to rounding.

3.1. General Observations: Statewide
At a per-mile RUC rate of $0.008, both urban and rural drivers will see, on average, a slight annual 
increase in cost. This is because the HiRUC project set the per-mile rate slightly higher than revenue-
neutral, due to rounding up for simplicity (Table 9).

Table 9: Average Annualized Cost Difference for Urban and Rural Drivers (Statewide)

CATEGORY NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES

AVERAGE ANNUAL 
STATE GAS TAX 

PAID AT $0.16/GAL

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL STATE 

RUC PAID AT 
$0.008/MI

AVERAGE ANNUAL 
COST INCREASE FROM 
GAS TAX AT $0.16/GAL 
TO RUC AT $0.008/MI

Rural Vehicles 90,733 $77.40 $78.72 $1.32

Urban Vehicles 723,494 $62.18 $67.20 $5.02

The pattern holds at the county level (Table 10), with average state RUC payment being slightly higher 
than the current gas taxes. Again, this slightly higher cost is a result of the RUC rate being set slightly 
higher than the mathematically revenue-neutral level due to rounding, not a result from any variations in 
driving, vehicle fuel economy, or demographic factors.

Table 10: Average Cost Difference, Road Usage Charge Compared to Motor Fuel Tax, by County

COUNTY NUMBER OF VEHICLES IN 
ANALYSIS

AVERAGE ANNUAL COST DIFFERENCE, 
RUC VS. MOTOR FUEL TAX (DOLLARS)

Hawaii 131,136 1.78

Kauai 51,036 0.25

Maui 104,603 2.94

Honolulu (Oahu) 527,076 6.12

The difference in average RUC paid between counties is driven primarily by the composition of the 
vehicles within the respective counties. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of vehicles by model year 
across the counties. Oahu has a much larger share of late-model vehicles, which generally have better 
fuel economy than older vehicles. As Honolulu County trends more urban than the other counties, this 
distribution describes how rural vehicles would not be disproportionately affected by a RUC. A secondary 
contributor to the average cost difference between counties is average daily miles traveled. 
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Figure 4: Percent of Vehicles included in the Analysis that are Registered to Each County by 
Model Year (November 2019)

3.2. General Observations: Urban and Rural Vehicles
Statewide, vehicles with rural addresses travel slightly more than those with urban addresses, on average. 
On Maui, the difference is negligible, but other counties range up to 3 miles per day more travel for rural 
vehicles than for urban. Community feedback from rural drivers indicated that they were concerned about 
being adversely impacted by a RUC due driving longer distances than urban drivers; the data in Table 8 
and Table 9 indicate that they will not be disproportionately impacted. In all four counties, vehicles 
registered to urban addresses average slightly higher fuel economy ratings, primarily because they tend to 
be newer. Table 11 summarizes these observations. The net result is that rural drivers currently pay more 
in gas taxes on average than their urban counterparts, both in gross annual payments and on a per-mile 
basis. Under a revenue-neutral RUC, they would pay less on average.

The averages illustrate broad trends, but there are some interesting nuances within the urban and rural 
vehicle populations. While the average difference in the annual cost of RUC and motor fuel taxes is quite 
small, the cost of RUC will be noticeably higher for some vehicles and noticeably lower for others. Figure 5 
and Figure 6 illustrate the distribution of cost increase or decrease for urban and rural areas. Overall, 90 
percent of all vehicles would see a change of plus or minus $35 in annual costs if a RUC replaced gas 
taxes.. The distribution for urban areas skews slightly right, in keeping with the overall average higher price 
of RUC than gas taxes. This is driven by the higher fuel economy distribution of vehicles in urban areas. 
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Table 11: Average Daily Distance Driven and Average Vehicle MPG for Urban and Rural Vehicles 
(by County)

COUNTY AREA TYPE AVERAGE MILES 
PER DAY

AVERAGE MPG8

Statewide Urban 22.6 23.4

Rural 26.3 21.8

Hawaii Urban 25.5 21.98

Rural 28.6 21.67

Kauai Urban 23.6 21.61

Rural 25.1 21.43

Maui Urban 23.1 22.61

Rural 23.4 22.0

Honolulu (Oahu) Urban 22.6 23.84

Rural 25.0 22.95

Figure 5: Distribution of Estimated Annual Change in Cost for Vehicles in Urban Areas (note: 90% 
of vehicles shaded darker blue)

The distribution for rural areas is slightly flatter, suggesting a higher proportion of rural vehicles will see 
greater increases or decreases than in urban areas. 

8 The calculation of average MPG includes MPGe estimates for electric vehicles. 
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Figure 6: Distribution of Estimated Annual Change in Cost for Vehicles in Rural Areas (note: 90% of 
vehicles shaded darker blue)
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4. Summary
Throughout Hawaii, some vehicles 
will incur higher costs under a 
revenue-neutral RUC than under gas 
taxes, and others will incur lower 
costs. Those drivers who own less 
fuel-efficient vehicles would realize a 
net reduction in cost under RUC, 
while those with more fuel-efficient 
vehicles would realize a net increase 
in cost. The data suggest that on a 
general level, rural areas will not be 
impacted more than urban areas. 
Rural vehicles are, on average, less 
fuel efficient than those in urban 
areas, so drivers in rural areas are 
currently paying more on a per-mile 
basis. Under a revenue-neutral RUC, 
rural vehicle owners would, on 
average save money relative to what 
they pay today in gas taxes. The distribution of these changes is consistent between urban and rural 
vehicles across all counties in Hawaii.

Team is updating this 
graphic with new data
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway 
users. Funding sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental 
car surcharges, and motor fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of 
money for state roads and bridges. At 16 cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are 
the only revenue source based on how much drivers use the road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax 
fuel in order to pay for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Additionally, the 
Federal government funds the Highway Trust Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of 
gasoline, and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel, or none at all, the amount of 
county, state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel tax is declining. Moreover, 
the historical link between how much people drive, and how much they pay to use the roads, is fading. 
Although declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental 
goals, the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has identified it as a risk to the sustainable and 
equitable funding of its roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of 
miles driven as the basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge 
(RUC) is feasible for Hawaii, but that several major issues must first be addressed. 

RUC is a concept where roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an amount based on how much 
they use those roads. However, there are many details to consider before RUC can be enacted into law 
or implemented into practice.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018-2019, 
HDOT conducted this research which included a statewide telephone survey of residents, holding a 
series of focus groups, hosting 13 public meetings across all six islands, broadcasting an online virtual 
public meeting, as well as meeting with dozens of stakeholders (including county officials, 
neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc). Building 
on the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several community 
concerns regarding the potential transition from the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on miles 
driven” model.

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these concerns 
carefully in order to fully understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, 
the concerns fall into three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public 
believe that a RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based 
concerns, HDOT conducted research to determine whether there was a factual basis for these 
assertions and if so, what approaches exist to address these claims through policy or system 
design adjustments.

► The operational challenges that a RUC system will face are also often identified as concerns. For 
example, some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly 
to administer, as compared to the current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and 
technical challenges, HDOT conducted research to better understand and improve the RUC system 
design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have 
to make many choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, 
which can be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some 
members of the public would prefer a RUC system that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle 
emissions, as a factor in the rate. HDOT conducted research into the various policy choices 
available, as well as the relative impacts, strengths, and weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to organize further research into 
these topic areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” was initiated to summarize the nature of the 
concern (or concerns) within the topic area, the results of research, the analysis into the concerns, as 
well as the implications of the research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what 
precisely HDOT or the Legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate 
background and analysis to support decision-making by lawmakers and system designers as they 
contemplate the enactment of a RUC system.
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Executive Summary
State governments across the United States, including the state of Hawaii, have researched a road 
usage charge as a potential replacement for the state’s excise fuel tax for funding road systems. Owing 
to fuel efficiency improvements in motor vehicles and the growth of low-emission and zero-emission 
vehicles, Hawaii and other states see an uncertain future for road funding unless change comes. 
Hawaii’s four counites have similar concerns about the county excise fuel taxes and an interest in 
funding alternatives like road usage charging. Furthermore, all four county mayors have committed to 
converting to 100 percent clean energy by 2045.

The Hawaii Department of Transportation, in collaboration with the four counties, has engaged in the 
Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration (HiRUC) over the past two years. Phase 1 used odometer 
readings taken during the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection program to generate a Driving Report that 
explains how a road usage charge would compare with a driver’s fuel taxes. In Phase 2, HiRUC tested 
more automated reporting for collecting the necessary mileage data from drivers. Both phases 
identified potential issues that would need to be addressed before implementation, one of which would 
be how to integrate state and county fee collection. This report describes the policy, practical, and 
operational issues facing county road usage charges and provides approaches for how they could be 
addressed.

Since counties are facing similar reductions in transportation revenue and could be interested in 
transitioning to other revenue sources such as road usage charges, they could consider one of the 
following two options to implementing a road usage charge. One is to conjoin a county road usage 
charge program with a state road usage charge system, if one comes into existence. To do so, the 
operator of the state road usage charge system would identify vehicles subject to RUC and their 
owners in the state motor vehicle registry, operated by the Honolulu City & County Department of 
Information Technology, and apply the appropriate additional per-mile rate based on the county of 
registration.

The second option is to adopt a county-only road usage charge program independent of the state. A 
county might do this if there is no state road usage charge system or if the county prefers a different 
approach than the system the state has chosen. To implement a county-only road usage charge 
program, a county would have to ensure the system can operationalize nine essential functions, most 
of which already exist at the state and/or county levels. However, these functions would need to be 
integrated (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Nine Essential Functions for Operation of a Road Usage Charge System

FUNCTIONS EXPLANATION

1 Identify subject vehicle and its owner (including 
address and county of residence)

Connect with vehicle registry

2 Generate distance traveled data Report data of subject vehicle over time period

3 Access distance data Receive reporting of distance data

4 Apply distance charge rates Data process to determine amount of charges

5 Provide notice of the charge Provide invoice to owner

6 Collect payment A way or ways to pay

7 Issue acknowledgment of payment A receipt

8 Enforce payment Mechanisms to ensure everyone pays

9 Remit net revenues to road fund Integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Several critical policy and practical issues should be considered before implementing a county-only 
road usage charge program These include the following: 

► Decide which vehicles would be included in a RUC. 
► Identify and charge payers who change county residencies. 
► Decide whether to charge for driving off public roads; identify non-public road driving activity. 
► Take steps to protect the privacy of drivers’ data. 
► Create an enforcement system. 
► Determine the road usage charge rate. 
► Create procedures to pay and manage road usage charge administration. 

Perhaps the most important consideration to adopting a county road usage charge system is the 
financial consideration of the transition away from the excise fuel tax. The 2021 U.S. Energy 
Information Administration Annual Energy Outlook shows overall U.S. motor fuel consumption in steady 
decline, especially in the next decade, even as overall driving continues to increase.1 The prospect for 
maintaining fuel tax revenue levels under the status quo for Hawaii’s counties will be challenging. 

The potential revenue impact and risk of reliance on the fuel tax differs for each of Hawaii’s four 
counties. Table 2 shows that Hawaii and Maui Counties have higher fuel tax rates than Kauai County 
and Honolulu City & County. Combined with the higher average annual miles per vehicle, this results in 
Hawaii and Maui Counties, respectively, having about double the county fuel tax paid per vehicle than 
Kauai and Honolulu. 

1 U.S. Energy Information Administration. 2021. Annual Energy Outlook. https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/.

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/
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Table 2: County Driving Characteristics

COUNTY
COUNTY 
FUEL TAX 
RATE (PER 
GALLON)

NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
MILES PER 
VEHICLE

AVERAGE 
VEHICLE 
MPG

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
FUEL TAX 
PAID

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
FUEL TAX 
PAID (CENTS 
PER MILE)

Hawaii $0.23 146,719 17,657 18.8 $215 1.22

Kauai $0.17 56,681 11,999 19.7 $103 0.86

Maui $0.23 121,588 19,151 21.6 $204 1.06

Honolulu $0.165 583,286 11,098 22.0 $83 0.75

As fuel efficiency continues to improve, Hawaii and Maui Counties may lose a significant amount of fuel 
tax revenue—as a percentage of total revenue—because they rely on the fuel tax more than other 
funding sources, relative to other counties. Having the most vehicles, Honolulu City & County risks 
losing the largest overall amount of fuel tax revenue.

A county must consider the cost of tax collection to determine net revenues. Unfortunately, the 
Department of Taxation does not segregate costs of fuel tax collection from other state taxes, the cost 
is likely similar to other states that estimate collection cost at less than one percent of gross revenue. A 
county will find it challenging to come near that level of collection cost for a road usage charge unless 
the county either piggybacks onto a state road usage charge system or directly accesses the Periodic 
Motor Vehicle Inspection program to collect mileage-driven data. 

Should the state implement a road usage charge program, the counties may find a simple approach is 
to combine with it. If not, then the option of county-only road usage charge requires a fair amount of 
additional policy and program design choices.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

DIT Honolulu Department of Information Technology 

DMV department of motor vehicles 

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

OBD II on-board diagnostic 

PID Plug-in Device 

PMVI periodic motor vehicle inspections 

RUC road usage charge
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1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose and Context
Hawaii’s counties have partnered with Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) to research a road 
usage charge (RUC) for funding Hawaii’s road system. This paper describes how a county can collect a 
RUC for county-only uses and lays out the policy, practical, and operational issues necessary to 
resolve and enable a county RUC system.

1.1.1. Objectives
The objectives of this paper are as follows:

► Describe the options for implementing a RUC program and system for Hawaii’s counties. 
► Describe the functions necessary to implement an operational RUC system.
► Explain the policy decisions for a county to implement a RUC program and system.
► Explain the system decisions for a county to implement a RUC program and system.

► Explain the process and data requirements to implement an independent county RUC program 
and system.
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2. Background
2.1. Motivations for Considering a Road Usage Charge
For the past two decades, state governments across the United States have sought an alternative to 
the excise fuel tax as the primary road funding mechanism. Because of the shift to highly fuel-efficient 
and plug-in electric vehicles, fuel tax revenues are declining. The future for road funding through motor 
fuel taxes will be a challenge unless alternatives are found.

Hawaii is experiencing the same trend as other states. State law dedicates nearly all excise fuel tax 
revenue to the state highway fund, whereas county fuel taxes are dedicated to the respective county 
road funds. As the second-leading state in the adoption of electric vehicles, Hawaii’s revenues from the 
excise fuel tax are declining quickly at both the state and county levels. An alternative to the fuel tax is 
needed.

Since fuel taxes are based on vehicle fuel consumption, which is decreasing, state governments, 
including Hawaii, have commenced investigations into a new revenue source.2 A RUC, which is a 
roadway consumption tax that uses distance, stated in miles, as the measure of consumption, is this 
new road revenue source. The proposition is whether a RUC should replace the excise fuel tax as the 
primary road funding mechanism. 

2.1.1. Essential Functions to Operate a Road Usage Charge System
A RUC program must have the ability to operationalize nine essential functions to collect the charge 
from owner/operators of subject vehicles (see Table 3 for a list and explanation of the nine essential 
functions for operation of a RUC system). Many of these functions are common to all government tax 
and fee systems. 

Utah and Oregon are using each of the nine functions for their operational RUC programs. The HDOT 
has investigated and demonstrated most of these functions in its Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) 
Demonstration.

2 The other states actively engaged in research and operations for the road usage charge include Oregon, Utah, Washington, 
California, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, Wyoming, Minnesota, and Kansas.
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Table 3: Nine Essential Functions for Operation of a Road Usage Charge System

FUNCTIONS EXPLANATION

1 Identify subject vehicle and its owner (including 
address and county of residence)

Connect with vehicle registry

2 Generate distance traveled data Report data of subject vehicle over time period

3 Access distance data Receive reporting of distance data

4 Apply distance charge rates Data process to determine amount of charges

5 Provide notice of the charge Provide invoice to owner

6 Collect payment A way or ways to pay

7 Issue acknowledgment of payment A receipt

8 Enforce payment Mechanisms to ensure everyone pays

9 Remit net revenues to road fund Integrate revenue collection with financial systems

2.1.2. Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration
Researchers in the United States have explored ways to determine the distance a vehicle travels, 
essentially relying on data generated by the vehicle’s computer systems. Various reporting methods 
range from drivers’ fully manual reporting of odometer readings to fully automatic reporting from 
devices installed within vehicles. 

Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration Phase 1: Driving Report Demonstration 
Following exploratory research, HDOT launched Phase 1 of the HiRUC Demonstration in October 
2019, consisting of fully manual odometer reporting for road usage charging. Using odometer readings 
compiled during the periodic motor vehicle inspections (PMVI) and vehicle data from the existing motor 
vehicle registry, the HiRUC Demonstration began issuing Driving Reports to compare each vehicle’s 
fuel taxes paid with an illustrative RUC. 

To report mileage data, vehicle owners take their vehicles to a certified PMVI station, where an 
inspector records the vehicle’s odometer reading as part of the vehicle’s inspection process. The PMVI 
inspection station transmits vehicle inspection data, including VIN, odometer reading, the date of the 
inspection, and whether the vehicle passed or failed inspection, to PMVI’s servers. These inspection 
data are property of the state.

To estimate fuel taxes paid, HiRUC applied the state and county fuel tax rates to an estimate of a 
vehicle’s fuel consumption. HiRUC estimated fuel consumption by dividing the vehicle’s reported miles 
traveled by the vehicle’s U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) combined city/highway fuel 
economy rating. Phase 1 does not require drivers or vehicle owners to install devices in their cars, 
directly report mileage, or to provide any data other than what they are already required to do as part of 
their vehicle registration/renewal and PMVI. Registered vehicle owners received a Driving Report in the 
mail, comparing an illustrative RUC, calculated from reported odometer readings, with current 
estimated cost of the state and county motor fuel excise tax paid during the same driving period.

Phase 1 of the demonstration interacted with both PMVI and Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) legacy systems. The HiRUC system periodically received vehicle data from DIT and 
PMVI. The data were used to determine distance driven and calculate estimated fuel consumption by 
that vehicle, as well as eligibility of a given vehicle to receive a Driving Report.
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Phase 1 did not directly integrate with either the PMVI or DIT systems. Data transfers took the form of 
offloads from the state motor vehicle registry and uploads into the HiRUC Demonstration system via a 
data loader routine. Other than providing periodic data updates, PMVI and DIT did not change any of 
their operations to accommodate the demonstration, and drivers did not experience any changes to 
their interactions with these entities.

Periodically, both the vehicle registry and PMVI servers sent data to the HiRUC System Administration, 
which combined the data to create Driving Reports. Driving Reports were mailed to the address 
recorded in the vehicle’s registration record.

Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration Phase 2: Technology Test Drive Demonstration
In Spring 2020, Phase 2 of HiRUC began testing automated reporting methods to measure distance 
driven and fuel consumed and to calculate fuel tax paid. Unlike Phase 1’s fully manual odometer 
reporting, Phase 2’s automated reporting methods do not rely on PMVI. Rather, the HiRUC Phase 2 
demonstration uses a private-sector service provider and software tools developed specifically for the 
demonstration,. Based on these data, illustrative Road Usage Reports were prepared for enrolled 
vehicles and emailed to the vehicle owners.

HiRUC Phase 2’s automated reporting requires vehicle owner/operators to create a “RUC account” with 
a service provider and either (1) install a plug-in reporting device into their cars for wireless reporting 
Plug-in Device (PID), either with or without GPS location detecting capabilities, or (2) periodically 
upload photos of odometer mileage using a smartphone app or camera-equipped mobile phones. The 
idea is that drivers preferring fully automated reporting—the PID with GPS—may want to identify 
mileage driven on private property or off public roads so that those miles are not charged. Others—
those opting for the photo uploads or the PID without GPS—may desire more frequent reporting than 
once a year, as is the case with PMVI.

The on-board diagnostic (OBD-II) PID with location awareness uses a small device that plugs into a 
vehicle’s data port. Access to the data port is essential to fully automated reporting because the OBD-II 
system accurately records a vehicle’s distance traveled and fuel consumption. The device contains a 
cellular modem for sending data to the private-sector service provider and a GPS chipset, which is 
used to determine the vehicle’s location. Hawaii is also testing a similar device without location 
awareness that cannot determine a vehicle’s location but can still accurately record miles driven and 
fuel consumed. 

In addition to the fully automated PID reporting method, drivers had the option of submitting odometer 
photo images on a periodic basis using a mobile phone camera, a method known as OdoFoto. The 
images were submitted using either the private-sector service provider’s smartphone app or a web 
service. This option may be attractive to drivers who do not wish to install any equipment into their 
vehicles, and it may be the only option, other than the PMVI, available to drivers of cars manufactured 
prior to 1996 and some models of plug-in electric cars. This option does not provide the opportunity to 
exclude off-road driving, but it does allow more frequent reporting than with PMVI.
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3. Considerations for Collection of a County Road Usage 
Charge

3.1. Policy and Practical Considerations for a County Road Usage Charge Program
Before a county establishes a county RUC system, it must determine whether it has the authority to 
enact RUC, either as a standalone program or in conjunction with a state program. Once authority is 
determined, there are a number of policy and practical questions to answer, as well as consideration of 
the financial impact on county road revenues. The answers to these policy questions must all be 
determined, regardless of whether a county authorizes collection of a local RUC by the state in 
conjunction with the state’s RUC program, or it creates its own separate county RUC program. 

3.1.1. Vehicles Subject to County Road Usage Charges
The county enacting RUC must determine the vehicle types subject to RUC. Utah and Oregon applied 
RUC to only light vehicles. Oregon also has a program similar to RUC for heavy vehicles, as do 
Kentucky, New York, and New Mexico. Differences in the types of vehicles and their commercial value 
indicates that light vehicles and heavy vehicles should be treated separately for distance-based 
charging. No state or nation treats them the same for purposes of road usage charging. Furthermore, 
the HiRUC Demonstration only tested RUC for light vehicles.

Theoretically, a county could apply RUC to all light vehicles without regard to type. A county may 
become interested in RUC because of the drop in expected road revenues because of the growth of 
fuel-efficient vehicles, which pay less fuel tax. This may indicate that the county should only apply RUC 
to the more fuel-efficient vehicles, while keeping less fuel-efficient vehicles on the fuel tax. For example, 
a county could enact a RUC on electric and hybrid vehicles, perhaps as an option in lieu of flat fees 
(e.g., in lieu of flat annual surcharges in Maui County assessed on electric and hybrid vehicles), which 
is similar to the approach taken in Oregon and Utah.

3.1.2. Setting Jurisdictional Boundaries 
A county may desire to preclude charging its residents for miles driven outside county boundaries. 
Although seemingly trivial for Hawaii’s island counties, many vehicles are kept in counties other than 
their county of registration. It may also be important for fleets that ship vehicles among the counties 
frequently, with county of registration differing from county of operation (and inspection). Counties may 
assume all miles calculated from the PMVI process are driven within the county where the inspections 
took place, thus charging the miles only to that county, rather than the county of registration. 
Alternatively, in a fully automated system, a county can easily set up digital map boundaries. The 
county could then offer its residents location-aware, wireless mileage reporting options like those used 
in the HiRUC Demonstration to identify miles driven within each respective county. 

3.1.3. Identifying Payers
To identify the drivers who would report miles and pay county RUC, the county would use the state 
motor vehicle registry. By sorting the registry for vehicles registered in the county, the county could 
identify residents obligated to pay county RUC, similar to how other county vehicle fees are assessed 
today. While uncommon, officials must consider how to charge county RUC to vehicle owners who 
move their vehicles to other counties but maintain the vehicle registration in the county they moved 
from. The county has two options for this scenario.
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► Option one: The county of vehicle registration charges the county RUC rate on all miles driven 
whether in county or not. For vehicle owners using location-aware reporting, the county RUC 
system could identify the total chargeable miles for the vehicle. If, on the other hand, a vehicle 
owner uses fully manual odometer reporting rather than location-aware reporting, the county would 
access the odometer reporting during the PMVI to determine the number of miles driven. 
Enforcement may prove difficult notwithstanding the reporting method unless the county entered 
into an intergovernmental agreement with the county of the former resident or the state RUC 
system (if one exists).

► Option two: For vehicles using fully manual odometer reporting, the county could assess RUC 
based on the location of the PMVI inspection. If both recent inspections took place in the same 
county, that county would assess the RUC. If the two recent inspections took place in distinct 
counties, the counties could apply a RUC rate and share revenue by rule, unless the vehicle’s 
owner is required to update its registration and report its odometer reading upon moving to a new 
county.

In selecting an option, the counties may want to cooperate to ensure the combination of individual 
county selections do not result in drivers avoiding payment of county RUC by registering a vehicle in 
one county while residing in another.

Applying county RUC to tourists should be more straightforward. Rental cars, taxis, and TNC 
(transportation network company) vehicles registered with the county have owners who would be 
subject to RUC. Whether these owners pass the RUC cost on to their customers is a business decision 
they can make. 

3.1.4. Public vs. Nonpublic Roads
Since RUC pays for only the public road system, vehicle owners may find it advantageous for the RUC 
system not to count and charge for miles driven on private roads or off road. Most drivers could meet 
their mileage reporting obligation with some variation of odometer reporting or non-location-aware, 
technology-based reporting. 

For those who drive significant distances off-road or on private roads, fully automated, location-based 
mileage reporting could be made available. Some counties, however, tend not to have comprehensive 
maps of which roadways are public and which are private. New research will investigate this challenge 
more thoroughly and offer solutions. Alternatively, a county could offer a standard mileage exemption 
for drivers whose vehicles are registered on a farm, ranch, or in a homeowner’s association with 
privately maintained roads. 

3.1.5. Protecting Privacy
Many Hawaii residents are sensitive to third-party usage of their personal information and have a strong 
interest in protecting privacy and data security. Other states have developed technical mechanisms, 
protocols, and legal protections for privacy and data security. Counties should consider applying these 
measures to any RUC program that may be adopted.

3.1.6. Enforcement
Without knowing the exact RUC system a county will deploy, appropriate enforcement methods need to 
be identified in tandem with the selection of a RUC system. A county’s system designers should 
consider enforcement mechanisms while designing the RUC system for the county, most likely relying 
on the same procedures already in place for existing vehicle-related taxes and fees.
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3.1.7. Setting the Road Usage Charge Rate
Setting the RUC rate is perhaps the most critical issue for county RUC. The RUC rate determines, 
along with cost of administration, the amount of revenue the RUC program will generate for the county 
road system. 

The county council will likely be the final arbiter to set the rate for a county RUC program. In setting the 
rate, officials should examine the amount of money the county needs to maintain the county road 
system, the cost of administering RUC, and how the rate relates to the fuel tax rate during a transition 
from one system to the other.

Counties will consider other questions as well. Will the initial RUC rate be comparable to the county fuel 
tax? In a transition period, should the RUC rate be linked to the fuel tax rate such that vehicles paying 
RUC pay an equivalent amount to what the average car pays in fuel taxes? Should there be multiple 
rates for different categories, such as gasoline-powered vehicles, electric vehicles, commercial 
vehicles, different vehicle weights, different types of uses, or different types of owners? The county will 
also need to consider if the RUC rate would be based on taxable miles as opposed to total miles driven. 
This ties into the previous discussion of public and nonpublic roads. Whether a county could charge 
different rates for different types of travel or for certain types of drivers—such as rental cars—is a policy 
and legal issue for the county to determine. The county may find that imposing a higher RUC rate to 
rental cars and/or taxis is favorable, just as a daily surcharge is applied to rental vehicles (and monthly 
surcharge on tour vehicles) in the state to support highway funding.

3.1.8. Cost of Administration
Understanding the costs of administration of the various approaches to collecting a RUC is an 
important consideration. Costs are very likely to be higher than the administration cost associated with 
collecting fuel taxes, which is considered by most transportation economists to be among the lowest 
collection costs of all taxes and fees. 

Several variables influence the cost of collecting RUC, such as how vehicle owners report mileage (for 
example, through PMVI versus in-vehicle technology, smartphone apps, or other methods), how often it 
is collected (for example, annually, quarterly, or monthly), and how many vehicles are subject to the 
charge. Another important variable is whether the RUC system can rely on existing systems, such as 
the PMVI and DIT, or a private-sector service provider. The county must consider the cost of county 
government operational functions related to RUC, such as communications, collection, accounting, 
auditing, information systems, and enforcement.

3.1.9. Transition to a Full-Application County Road Usage Charge System 
To complete the transition to all vehicles in a county paying RUC, the main issue is the possible loss of 
revenue. There are three options to accomplish this full transition to RUC for all vehicles in a county: (1) 
a massive shift on set dates, (2) temporary retention of fuel taxes as a transitional measure, and (3) 
replacing other vehicle fees and charges with RUC. 

Massive Shift on Set Dates
This option abolishes fuel taxes on vehicles subject to RUC, implementing RUC on set dates based on 
motive power (e.g., gasoline, diesel). Abolishing the fuel tax in steps based on motive power would be 
an ordered approach. This approach avoids the drawbacks of a credit, refund, or exemption system 
required for maintaining fuel taxes in a transition period. Eliminating the fuel tax altogether also 
provides some assurance to drivers they will not be double taxed, as long as fuel retailers pass along 
tax savings to consumers.
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A county could implement RUC first on vehicles that pay no fuel tax now (for example, purely electric 
vehicles, an approach that Utah recently elected to do. The county would shift to RUC and abandon the 
fuel tax in one step for all those using one type of fuel (for example, gasoline or diesel), followed by 
another type of fuel, and so on, until a full transition is achieved. There is risk in such an approach 
because it means that hundreds of thousands of vehicles would need to switch to RUC on a set date. 

Other states investigating RUC have yet to embrace the “massive shift on set dates” approach. Rather, 
other states, particularly Utah and Oregon, have focused on a slower transition whereby the fuel tax is 
maintained for a long duration as a back-up system. In this way, the state ensures there is sufficient 
time to address any implementation issues and reduce the risk of lost revenues

Temporary Retention of Fuel Taxes as Transitional Measure
This option retains fuel taxes as a transitional measure, with a system to credit RUC payers for 
payments of fuel taxes, and implementation of RUC in steps not linked to engine motive power. 
Retaining the fuel tax for a transitional period requires a robust credit or refund system implemented in 
parallel. This should enable credits of fuel taxes on RUC accounts, similar to the Oregon RUC system, 
and tested in the HiRUC Demonstration. Implementation of an actual system, however, should consider 
the lessons learned in balancing cost, fraud risk, accuracy, and fairness in terms of social equity. 
Specifically, the cost of maintaining a credit or refund system can be non-trivial, especially if it requires 
technology to measure fuel use. Manual systems, as tested in phase 1 of HiRUC, are less costly to 
administer, but also less accurate, as many vehicles vary from the EPA rated MPG. These variations 
risk undermine confidence in the system as a whole as a fair way to assess road usage costs.

Replacement of Certain Vehicle Fees and Charges other than the Fuel Tax.
The Oregon legislature will consider legislation next year for a slow-moving RUC mandate for all 
passenger vehicles with model years beginning in 2027 and a combined fuel efficiency rating of at least 
30 miles per gallon. Rather than offset the fuel tax, the Oregon legislation would replace a 
supplemental registration fee on fuel-efficient vehicles and miles-per-gallon title fees with a RUC 
mandate. This option retains the fuel tax, avoiding the drawbacks of a credit, refund, or exemption 
system, making transition simpler. Politically, this policy would not draw the ire of environmental groups 
the way that replacing fuel tax with RUC does.

3.2. Integrating County Road Usage Charge into a State Road Usage Charge
If the state adopts a RUC system to replace the state excise fuel tax, the county may have the 
opportunity to collect the county portion of RUC in conjunction with the state portion. This would require 
authority for a county add-on program within the state RUC statute, much like the fuel tax today. It 
would also require reaching an agreement with the state about how each county RUC would work, 
including translation of any county-specific policy features (including all of those previously discussed) 
to the operations of the state-run RUC system. The state and participating counties would need to 
negotiate a cost-sharing arrangement, given both would likely incur costs (i.e., the state runs the PMVI 
system, and the counties run individual departments of motor vehicles, all relying on Honolulu City & 
County DIT for operating the single statewide registry).

A county RUC program may seek to piggyback onto a state RUC program by integrating with a state 
RUC system as it is defined. At this point, since the state legislature has not authorized a state RUC 
system, how to integrate with the state system is largely unknown. That said, there is much that a 
county can discern from the HiRUC Demonstration project research, the way other taxes and fees are 
collected, and the operational RUC programs in Utah and Oregon.
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To identify vehicles and vehicle owners (and lessees) subject to state taxes, fees, and a potential RUC, 
the state accesses the motor vehicle registry. Any county conjoining a county RUC with the state RUC 
system will do the same for the vehicles subject to a county RUC, just as counties do presently for 
county-specific fees like weight taxes and vehicle registration fees. 

As for obtaining mileage traveled data, the HiRUC Demonstration described in Section 2 shows that the 
state RUC system may look similar to those investigated in the HiRUC Demonstration. The ultimate 
state RUC system may only use the fully manual odometer reporting method through the state’s 
existing PMVI program, or technology-based mileage reporting, whether fully automated or photo 
imaging, or both odometer and technology-based reporting to allow drivers a number of options. How 
mileage reporting occurs for a state RUC program will be determined by legislative directive or 
implementation decisions made by HDOT. The mileage data can be used for state and county 
purposes, as HiRUC has demonstrated.

Neither HiRUC phase tested a billing and collection system given the illustrative nature of the HiRUC 
Demonstration. For counties to determine how billing and collection may work in a state RUC system, 
counties should look to a combination of how they collect other fees and taxes, such as weight taxes 
and vehicle registration fees, and how the states of Utah and Oregon collect RUC in their operational 
systems (currently the only two operational RUC systems).

3.3. County-Only Road Usage Charge
If the state has not adopted a RUC system for state road funding or the county prefers an approach to 
collecting county RUC different from how the state collects RUC, the county may adopt an independent 
county RUC system. Before deciding to pursue such a county-only RUC program, the county must 
understand its policy ambitions for RUC as well as its capabilities to evaluate the various options for, 
and undertake the expense of, constructing and operating a RUC system independent of any other. 
The next chapter explores the operational requirements of a RUC system from the point of view of a 
county.
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4. Process and Data Required to Collect Independent, County-
Only Road Usage Charges

A RUC system must operationalize the following nine essential functions required to collect a county-
only RUC independent of the state RUC system. Should the state decide to implement a RUC system, 
the county may still need to implement some of these functions on its own, in addition to the state’s 
function, as indicated throughout the nine sections that follow.

4.1. Vehicle and Responsible Party Identification
This function already exists. A county-only RUC system must have the capability to identify the vehicles 
subject to RUC and their owners. A county may identify the subject vehicles by accessing the vehicle 
database managed for each county by DIT. Each subject vehicle must be associated with a responsible 
party, meaning an owner or lessee. 

4.2. Generate Base Data for Subject Vehicle Over Designated Period
This is a new function. The county-only RUC system must have the capability to generate the base 
data for each subject vehicle during a specific period. The base data relevant to the county RUC 
system for each subject vehicle are reported distance traveled, and, if there is a credit for fuel tax paid, 
the vehicle’s MPG rating (in order to calculate estimated fuel consumption). Odometer readings can 
occur any number of ways, but the simplest may be the existing annual odometer reporting occurring 
for HDOT’s PMVI program. 

For fully automated reporting, a participating vehicle owner or operator installs a plug-in reporting 
device that connects to the vehicle’s OBD-II port. Access to the OBD-II port is essential to fully 
automated reporting, because the OBD-II system accurately records a vehicle’s distance traveled and 
fuel consumption. The reporting device accesses this data from a vehicle’s OBD-II system and 
wirelessly reports it to a third-party account manager for purposes of generating a billing statement.

4.3. Access Vehicle Base Data
This is a new function. The county-only RUC system must access the base data for each vehicle. The 
RUC system can obtain the reported distance traveled data either (1) through direct odometer readings 
by county personnel or from the annual odometer reporting occurring for HDOT’s PMVI program; or (2) 
by receipt of fully automated reporting from the vehicle itself, which can occur either through direct 
reporting to the county or through a third-party account manager under contract with the county.

The RUC system can obtain each vehicle’s estimated fuel consumption data by using either the 
vehicle’s EPA fuel economy rating; or, for vehicle owners opting for fully automated reporting, the RUC 
system can obtain an estimate of fuel consumption from a vehicle’s on-board diagnostic system in the 
same manner as for mileage reporting.

To access these data, whether generated by PMVI or county department of motor vehicles (DMV) 
personnel or a third-party service provider, the county can either create its own database or it can work 
with DIT to extend the capabilities of the existing vehicle registry to capture the additional information. 
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4.4. Apply Tax Rates
This is a new function, but it has a precedent in parallel in that counties already apply distinct tax rates 
for weight taxes and vehicle registration fees, including fees that vary by vehicle type (e.g., Maui’s EV 
and hybrid surcharges). The county-only RUC system applies the county-approved RUC rate to the 
reported distance traveled data by processing the data received for the specific period, to calculate the 
RUC amount owed by each vehicle owner (or lessee). For vehicles warranted a credit for fuel tax paid, 
the RUC system will reduce the amount owed by that amount. Although it is conceivable a county could 
build its own charging system, to save cost and make the system more customer-friendly, a county may 
prefer to work with DIT to create this functionality and integrate it with existing vehicle registration taxes 
and fees so that customers only require one touch point.

4.5. Notice of Charge to Vehicle Owner (Lessee)
This is a new function, but it could be integrated into the existing registration process. The county-only 
RUC system notifies each vehicle owner (or lessee) of a subject vehicle of the net RUC owed. 

4.6. Collect Payment
This is a new function, but it could be integrated into the existing registration and annual renewal 
process. The county-only RUC system collects the net RUC owed from the payer in the same manner 
and ways as for any other tax or fee owed the county. Should the county desire to offer periodic 
payments for vehicle fees as opposed to annual lump-sum payments, such a system would need to be 
built. RUC could be among the fees paid in periodic payments, but RUC alone does not warrant a 
periodic payment system, Given the likelihood that other combined vehicle taxes and fees would be 
larger than RUC. 

4.7. Issue Acknowledgment of Payment
This is a new function, but it could be integrated into the existing registration process. The county-only 
RUC system acknowledges payment by providing a receipt or other verification of payment.

4.8. Enforce Payment
This is a new function, but it could be integrated into the existing registration process. The county-only 
RUC system enforces the net RUC owed from the payer in the same manner as for any other tax or fee 
owed the county. Applicable policies, county codes, or ordinances may need to be modified to support 
this new system.

4.9. Remit Net Revenues
This is a new function, but it could be integrated into the existing process for distributing funds collected 
from DMVs to appropriate county accounts. Once the DMV receives payment of RUC, the agency 
remits the net RUC revenues to the appropriate road fund for the county.
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5. Financial Considerations for Replacing County Fuel Tax with 
County Road Usage Charge

The primary purpose of replacing fuel taxes or other fees and taxes with RUC is to provide a revenue 
mechanism in which all road users pay their fair share, and for a 18ustainable revenue stream for a 
county’s road system. All motor vehicles pay the fuel tax in Hawaii except pure electric vehicles. 
Although electric vehicles currently comprise a small, albeit growing, share of vehicles in the state, 
vehicles powered by gasoline and diesel will remain as the primary contributor of road revenues over 
the coming decades, though they will become much more fuel efficient.3

5.1. The Nature of Driving in Hawaii’s Counties
The counties have different fuel tax rates, different compositions of vehicles, and different driving 
experiences (Table 4). 

Table 4: County Driving Characteristics4

COUNTY
COUNTY FUEL 
TAX RATE 
(PER GALLON)

NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
MILES PER 
VEHICLE

AVERAGE 
VEHICLE 
MPG

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
FUEL TAX 
PAID

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
FUEL TAX 
PAID (CENTS 
PER MILE)

Hawaii $0.23 146,719 17,657 18.8 $215 1.22

Kauai $0.17 56,681 11,999 19.7 $103 0.86

Maui $0.23 121,588 19,151 21.6 $204 1.06

Honolulu $0.165 583,286 11,098 22.0 $83 0.75

These data reveal that the average Hawaii County and Maui County driver drives many more miles per 
year—more than 30 percent more—than does the average Kauai and Honolulu driver. Hawaii County 
resident drivers drive the longest distances for daily activities such as commuting, shopping, and 
working. Maui County receives the most tourists relative to the local population (160 visitor-days per 
resident, compared to 151 for Kauai, 70 for Hawaii, and 44 for Oahu), and visitors to Maui are more 
likely to rent vehicles than visitors to other islands (Maui visitors spend 10 to 30 percent more on rental 
cars relative to total spending than visitors to other islands).5 This prevalence of rental vehicles, which 
tend to be driven much more per year than private vehicles, may explain why Maui has the highest 
number of miles driven per vehicle than any other county. Given that rental cars tend to be newer, this 
likely also explains, at least in part, why the average MPG is significantly higher in Maui than in Kauai 
and Hawaii Counties.

Kauai County and Hawaii County drivers drive less fuel-efficient vehicles—generally older and working 
vehicles for farms and ranches. For both counties, the average vehicle gets less than 20 MPG. 
Combining low vehicle fuel efficiency with a higher fuel tax rate means that the average driver in Hawaii 

3 United States Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2020, pp. 93-108.
4 Figures based on consultant analysis of PMVI and DIT data.
5 Figures based on consultant analysis of 2019 Annual Visitor Research Report, by Hawaii Tourism Authority, 
https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/visitor-research/2019-annual-visitor.pdf.

https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/visitor-research/2019-annual-visitor.pdf
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County effectively pays more in fuel taxes per mile than drivers in the other three counties, with a rate 
of 1.22 cents per mile. Honolulu City & County has the lowest fuel tax rate and, therefore, the lowest 
fuel tax paid per mile at a quarter of a penny (0.75 cents).

5.2. Impact of Continuing Reliance upon the Fuel Tax
The potential revenue impact and risk of reliance on the fuel tax differs for each of Hawaii’s four 
counties. Table 4 shows that Hawaii and Maui Counties have higher fuel tax rates and higher average 
annual miles per vehicle than do Kauai County and Honolulu City & County. This results in Hawaii and 
Maui Counties, respectively, having about double the county fuel tax paid per vehicle than do Kauai 
and Honolulu. The largest total fuel tax revenue, however, goes to Honolulu, which is the location of 64 
percent of all the vehicles in the state.

As vehicles become more fuel efficient, Hawaii and Maui Counties have greater risk of losing a 
significant amount of fuel tax revenue—as a percentage of total revenue—because they rely relatively 
more on the fuel tax than do the Kauai County and Honolulu City & County. In essence, Hawaii and 
Maui counties have a high risk of losing a large percentage of their fuel tax revenue as vehicles 
become more fuel efficient and shift to electric-powered traction. Home of the largest number of 
vehicles, Honolulu City & County has the greatest risk of losing the largest overall amount of fuel tax 
revenue as vehicles become more fuel efficient.

5.3. Comparison of Future Fuel Tax Revenues with Road Usage Charge Revenues
The 2021 Annual Energy Outlook shows the overall U.S. motor vehicle consumption in steady decline, 
especially in the next decade, even as overall driving continues to increase. The prospects for 
maintaining fuel tax revenue levels under the status quo for Hawaii’s counties is uncertain. 

The four counties have three principal options for maintaining current road revenue levels. The first is to 
steadily increase the fuel tax rate as fuel efficiency increases. Drivers with older, less fuel-efficient 
vehicles will bear a heavier burden than those driving newer-model, more fuel-efficient vehicles, 
including most rental cars. While electric vehicle owners pay a flat annual state registration surcharge 
of $50, they are not subject to fuel taxes.

The second option is to increase other fees and taxes related to vehicle ownership and use, such as 
weight taxes, registration fees, and alternative fuel vehicle surcharges. Raising these fees or taxes 
increases the cost of owning a vehicle, placing a larger burden on less affluent drivers who may 
respond by taking fewer discretionary trips because they cannot afford the additional cost. Furthermore, 
this option moves away from the user pays principle in that the added fees and taxes do not relate 
directly to actual use of the road system.

Counties could make the policy decision to replace the fuel tax with a per-mile RUC as a third option, 
whereby every vehicle pays the same amount per mile of driving. This is in alignment with the user 
pays principle. COVID-19 impacts notwithstanding, RUC would also help maintain the current level of 
road funding for each county without additional tax rate increases as vehicle fuel efficiency increases.

One should compare RUC with the excise fuel tax by examining the cost of each one measured in 
cents-per-mile-driven. The concept of cents-per-mile-driven shows the available revenue relative to the 
burden on road infrastructure. As the cents-per-mile-driven decreases over time, it means a county has 
less revenue to maintain its more burdened road system. Under the status quo of the fuel tax, cents-
per-mile-driven will naturally decrease as average vehicle fuel efficiency increases. Under RUC, the 
cents-per-mile-driven is not affected by changes in fuel efficiency.
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Based on the 2020 Annual Energy Outlook projections of vehicle fuel economy improvements, under 
the status quo, all counties in Hawaii will experience a drop of approximately 24 percent in per-mile fuel 
tax revenue over the next 10 years. Based on this projection, Hawaii County’s fuel tax per-mile-driven 
will drop from 1.22 cents-per-mile to 0.93 cent-per-mile over the course of the next 10 years. This is 
calculated by dividing today’s 23 cent-per-gallon fuel tax by the average MPG of 18.9 today (resulting in 
1.22 cents per mile), compared with 23 cents per gallon divided by 24.7 MPG in 10 years (resulting in 
0.93 cents per mile). A RUC that is revenue-neutral, meaning the RUC does not increase revenue 
above what is currently collected from the fuel tax, will stay at 1.22 cents-per-mile throughout the 
coming decade (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Hawaii County Road Usage Charge and Excise Fuel Tax Comparison

 

Kauai County fuel tax cents-per-mile-driven, on the other hand, will drop from 0.86 cent-per-mile-driven 
to 0.66 cent-per-mile-driven by the end of the decade. A revenue-neutral RUC will stay at 0.86 cent-
per-mile throughout the coming decade (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Kauai County Road Usage Charge and Excise Fuel Tax Comparison

The cents-per-mile-driven under the status quo (fuel tax) for Maui County drops from 1.06 cents-per-
mile-driven in 2020 to 0.81 cent-per-mile-driven by 2030. A RUC rate, set at a revenue-neutral level of 
1.06 cents-per-mile-driven, will not change over the course of the coming decade.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show that each of the four counties would benefit by replacing the excise fuel tax 
with a RUC collected efficiently. An efficiently collected RUC means that the administrative costs to 
collect RUC are not large relative to the gross revenue raised. With revenue maintenance as the 
objective, maintaining the current level of net revenue (gross collections minus administrative costs) is 
the real target.

Figure 3: Maui County Road Usage Charge and Excise Fuel Tax Comparison
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Honolulu City & County’s low fuel tax related cents-per-mile-driven of 0.75 cent-per-mile-driven in 2020 
will decrease to just over half a cent to 0.57 cent-per-mile-driven by 2030. A revenue-neutral RUC’s 
cent-per-mile-driven in Honolulu City & County will stay the same at 0.75 cent for the entire decade.

Figure 4: Honolulu City & County Road Usage Charge and Excise Fuel Tax Comparison
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6. Conclusion
Given the impending drop in county fuel tax revenues in the coming decade, owing to increases in 
vehicle fuel efficiency in the near term, Hawaii’s counties may need to consider alternatives to the fuel 
tax for funding county roads. Increasing the county fuel tax rate alone is not an attractive option given 
the impact on drivers with older, less fuel-efficient vehicles. A RUC may prove a viable option for 
counties looking for a fair and sustainable option to maintain road revenues in the coming decades. 

Combining a county RUC program with a state RUC system could be a viable approach for a county 
seeking to replace its excise fuel tax with county RUC on driving within the county. Although Hawaii has 
researched RUC, there is no such system in place yet. For a county to implement RUC before a state 
RUC happens, the county would have to implement a county-only RUC system.

There are numerous policy and practical issues for a county to consider before implementing a RUC 
system, alone or in conjunction with the state. Public outreach would be a significant first step, followed 
by the issues of setting the RUC rate and managing the cost of administration, among other 
considerations. Counties will find keeping the cost of administration down is an essential factor to 
maintaining sufficient revenue levels in a RUC system as compared to the fuel tax system. 

If one or more counties moves to implement a RUC system in the absence of a state system, to keep 
the cost of collection down, they should consider accessing existing systems such as the motor vehicle 
registry and PMVI odometer data legacy systems to identify vehicles subject to RUC and gather the 
necessary data for calculating charges.

There is much that is still unknown about a county implementing RUC. Should the state implement a 
RUC program, the counties may find a viable option for combining a county RUC program with the 
state RUC after further research and deliberation. If not, then the option of county-only RUC requires a 
fair amount of additional policy and implementation decisions that can be supported further by local, 
county-level research.
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees paid by highway 
users. Funding sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental car 
surcharges, and motor fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of money 
for state roads and bridges. At 16 cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are the only 
revenue source based on how much drivers use the road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax fuel to pay 
for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Additionally, the federal government 
funds the Highway Trust Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline and 24.4 cents per 
gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel or none at all, the amount of county, 
state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel taxes declines. Moreover, the 
historical link between how much people drive and how much they pay to use the roads is fading. Although 
declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental goals, the 
Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has identified it as a risk to the sustainable and equitable 
funding of its roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of miles 
driven as the basis of revenue for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge 
(RUC) is feasible for Hawaii. RUC is a concept in which roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an 
amount based on how much they use those roads. 

Before RUC can be enacted into law or implemented, there are many details that need further analysis 
and consideration.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018 to 2019, 
HDOT conducted this research, which included conducting a statewide telephone survey of residents, 
holding a series of focus groups, hosting 13 public meetings across all six islands, broadcasting an online 
virtual public meeting, and meeting with dozens of stakeholders (including county officials, neighborhood 
boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc.). Building on the earlier 
feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several community concerns regarding 
the potential transition from the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on miles driven” model (RUC).

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these 
concerns carefully to fully understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, the 
concerns fall into the following three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public 
believe that a RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns, 
HDOT conducted research to determine whether there was a factual basis for these assertions and, if 
so, what approaches exist to address these claims through policy or system design adjustments.

► Operational challenges that a RUC system will face are also often identified as concerns. For 
example, some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly to 
administer, as compared to the current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and 
technical challenges, HDOT conducted research to better understand and improve the RUC system 
design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have to 
make many choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, which can 
be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars or a rate that can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some 
members of the public would prefer a RUC system that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle 
emissions, as a factor in the rate. HDOT conducted research into the various policy choices available, 
as well as the relative impacts, strengths, and weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to structure further research into these 
topic areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” was initiated to summarize the nature of the concern (or 
concerns) within the topic area, the results of research, the analysis into the concerns, and the implications 
of the research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what precisely 
HDOT or the legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate background 
and analysis on topics of importance to the public, lawmakers, and HDOT. 
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Executive Summary
Road usage charge (RUC) is a potential replacement for the declining fuel tax as a source of revenue for 
the repair and maintenance of the bridges and roads in Hawaii. The fuel tax requires little active 
enforcement because it is collected from fewer than 30 fuel distributors. A RUC would be collected from 
each individual vehicle owner in the state. This could be done with the existing vehicle inspection and 
vehicle registration system.

During the public outreach and engagement phase of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration 
(HiRUC), people expressed concerns about whether RUC introduced more opportunities for evasion and 
whether it could be effectively enforced. Many believe that with the introduction of RUC, odometer rollback 
would increase. Others noted that RUC would be evaded by drivers who currently do not renew their 
vehicle registration.

This paper addresses the policies and the design of the RUC program that can affect the compliance rate 
and required enforcement. An assessment of ways to evade RUC and studies of vehicle registration 
compliance rates in other states suggest that RUC should not suffer from substantial evasion. What is 
more likely than intentional evasion is noncompliance through missed mileage reporting, missed 
payments, and inability to pay. Attempting to force proper payment of RUC through enforcement actions 
before addressing unintentional noncompliance could result in lowering public acceptance for the program 
and adversely impacting those in underrepresented communities.

Two important strategies can be adopted early to improve the likelihood of success, well before the 
legislature implements a RUC system. First, for those who want to pay their RUCs but are having difficulty, 
a user-centered approach to designing the RUC system — one that places a premium on ease-of-use — 
can help these drivers meet and maintain RUC payment compliance. The RUC program must be easy to 
understand with good payment options available. Second, sound policy design choices can minimize any 
financial incentives drivers might have for evading their RUC payments in the first place. If these two 
strategies are successfully implemented during the policy and system design phase, the number of vehicle 
owners who might face enforcement actions in a RUC system will be greatly reduced.

Additionally, the fuel tax is likely to remain in place for several years at the start of a RUC program. While 
both programs are in place, RUC payers can receive credits for fuel taxes paid against RUC charges, so 
they do not need to pay both a RUC and fuel tax. During this period, the state will have several years to 
develop, implement, and operate effective RUC enforcement policies. As long as the fuel tax remains in 
place, there is little incentive or opportunity for evasion to occur. During this period, the state can 
implement and refine enforcement policies and procedures, so that when fuel taxes are eventually 
removed, an effective enforcement regime is in place, and there are few losses due to evasion. 

For this reason, RUC pilots in the United States are currently emphasizing the need of a well-balanced 
compliance and enforcement program that focuses on the first strategy—supporting the process of 
converting noncompliant individuals into compliance. The second strategy, which is to minimize any 
financial incentives for evading RUC, which will come into play more as RUC matures and grows in the 
United States, requires an assessment of the ways an individual can be noncompliant or evade RUC so 
that the policy and program can be designed to prevent or identify and penalize such activity.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

CAM Commercial Account Manager

DMV Department of Motor Vehicle

DoTAX Department of Taxation 

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration 

MPG miles per gallon

PID plug-in device

PMVI periodic motor vehicle Inspection

RUC road usage charge

VIN Vehicle Identification Number
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1. Introduction
Today, one of the primary sources of roadway funding in Hawaii is the fuel tax. Fuel taxes do not require 
significant enforcement policy and are not operationally complex. That is because it is collected at the 
refinery fuel rack, and fuel sold at gas stations is already taxed. As a result, the fuel tax is not obvious to 
most taxpayers. Most taxpayers are either unaware how much they are paying or unaware they are paying 
it at all, because no indication of the fuel tax is given on fuel purchase receipts. Because of this structure, 
the fuel tax is very hard to avoid or evade, intentionally or unintentionally. That is true everywhere, but it is 
especially true in Hawaii in which no unobserved interstate or even interisland travel is likely. Thus, 
minimal enforcement and effort is sufficient for the fuel tax to function well in Hawaii.

By contrast, road usage charge (RUC) payments require vehicle owners to take some action to pay it, at 
least once a year. Unlike the fuel tax, it would be possible to operate a vehicle without paying RUC, either 
intentionally or unintentionally. During the public outreach and engagement phase of the Hawaii Road 
Usage Charge Demonstration (HiRUC), people expressed concerns about whether RUC introduced more 
opportunities for evasion and whether it could be enforced. Many believe that with the introduction of RUC, 
odometer rollback would increase. Others noted that RUC would be evaded by drivers who currently do 
not renew their vehicle registration. 

If a RUC is implemented, transportation revenue becomes even more dependent on owners keeping their 
vehicle registrations active and providing accurate details. Additional enforcement such as police 
enforcement of registration and, consequently, RUC violations would increase the cost of administration. 

The underlying concerns about evasion and enforcement are about fairness and the ability of RUC to bring 
in the expected transportation revenue. Taxpayers should be confident that most drivers are compliant and 
tax revenues are being collected, there is monitoring and enforcement in place, and there are 
consequences for those who are not compliant. 

The most efficient way of collecting a tax is when a high level of compliance can be achieved voluntarily, 
where taxpayers remit their taxes on time without significant enforcement or monitoring required by the 
government. Hawaii residents pay income taxes and their vehicle registration fees largely under the 
principle of voluntary compliance. The government does not, because it does not have the resources to, 
audit 100 percent of income taxes or vehicles. Checks and balances are in place, such as income audits 
and police enforcement of vehicle registration. However, enforcement is generally conducted on a small 
fraction of the population.1

This paper explores strategies for encouraging compliance and mitigating evasion through policies and the 
design and enforcement of the RUC program. The research looks at noncompliance factors or causes of 
noncompliance and how to address them. It then presents methods for RUC enforcement by mileage 
reporting method. The research offers approaches to consider for RUC compliance and enforcement for 
Hawaii that balances voluntary compliance with enforcement that ensures that there are equitable 
consequences for intentional evasion.

1 Manhire, J.T. “What Does Voluntary Tax Compliance Mean?: A Government Perspective.” U. Pa. L. Rev. Online 164 (2015): 14. 
Accessed November 29, 2020, https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/penn_law_review_online/vol164/iss1/2. 

https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/penn_law_review_online/vol164/iss1/2
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► Note: Throughout this document, the individuals paying RUC are described as “vehicle owners.” In the 
case of vehicles being leased, the individuals paying RUC will almost certainly be the vehicle lessees, 
because they are the ones in whose name the vehicle is registered. As used in this document, the term 
“vehicle owners” is inclusive of lessees.
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2. Making it Easy for Drivers to Meet all Road Usage Charge 
System Requirements

When first introducing a RUC, the main cause of nonpayment of RUC will likely result from drivers’ 
confusion about what is required to report mileage and make their payment. Because RUC is new to 
Hawaii (and the United States more generally), many people are unfamiliar with the requirements. If new 
procedures are required and the drivers make an error in any of the required steps, they may inadvertently 
fall out of compliance without any intention of evading their RUC obligation. Or, if the steps to properly 
report their mileage or pay are too confusing, time-consuming, or simply irritating — drivers may become 
frustrated and defer further action, also leading to noncompliance. This may also include fear that making 
a mistake may alert authorities to the mistake, and result in a penalty, when it is simpler to not draw 
attention to oneself. 

If serious attention is given to creating the best possible user experience during the initial RUC system 
design phase, many of the potential obstacles to achieve compliance can be avoided. Simply put, the 
easier it is to follow the requirements of the RUC system, the higher the payment compliance rate will be. 
This is why user-centered design is a critical strategy for improving RUC compliance, therefore reducing 
the need for after-the-fact remedies such as payment assistance programs or, perhaps, enforcement 
actions.

The most simplistic design strategies would minimize the need for vehicle owners to do anything new. For 
this reason, leveraging vehicle inspection as the predominant mileage reporting method and keeping the 
current gas tax in place as a prepayment for RUC not only helps drivers better manage the cost impacts of 
RUC, but it also minimizes the need for users to learn about new methods for mileage reporting and 
paying, except perhaps once per year, at the time of vehicle registration renewal.

2.1. Minimizing Financial Incentives for Evading Road Usage Charge
Either motivated by greed or by necessity, some taxpayers will seek to gain a financial advantage by 
“cheating the system,” that is, intentionally evading their tax payments. For simplicity, this group will be 
referred to as tax evaders. 

For drivers motivated to gain a financial advantage by evading RUC, the first strategy is to reduce their 
ability to profit from tax evasion in the first place. If the potential upside to be gained from fraud or evasion 
remains small, the tax evader may conclude that any financial gain is not worth the risk of being caught 
and subjected to civil and/or criminal penalties. To be clear, this strategy is about reducing the tax evaders’ 
potential profit from fraud or evasion; this is not about making the penalties for nonpayment harsh.2

In Hawaii, an average driver pays about $1603 per year in state and county fuel taxes. Assuming RUC is 
crafted as a revenue-neutral replacement for the gas tax, the average financial advantage to be gained is, 
therefore, $160 per year. Compared to federal income taxes (where taxpayers with household incomes of 
$75,000 per year owe about $9,500), or even compared to typical electricity bills o

2 Penalties are an important component of an enforcement regime and are discussed later in this paper. However, this first 
strategy is about reducing the financial incentive to evade taxes — making the carrot smaller, not making the stick bigger. 
3 Assumes a vehicle with a miles per gallon (MPG) rating of 20.3, driving 10,000 miles per year on Oahu.
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f $205 per month for the average household in Hawaii,4 the RUC amount owed would be modest (around 
$13 per month for the average vehicle). The lower overall cost of RUC relative to other household taxes or 
utilities owed helps lower the financial incentive to evade payment, as long as the effort involved in evasion 
added to the risk of being caught (and the resulting penalty) is not worth the potential savings.

For tax evaders who act out of perceived necessity (e.g., they do not have the money owed and therefore 
feel compelled to evade payment), if they are financially disadvantaged, policies can be implemented to 
lower RUCs for these people. Under federal law, public utilities (water, electricity, telephone, internet, etc.) 
can offer specialized rate discounts for qualified low-income households.5 For example, Hawaiian Telecom 
offers “lifeline” rates for high-speed internet service. Hawaiian Electric6 offers similar low-income lifeline 
rate programs for electricity bills. This is currently not available for taxes on fuel.

For those who may have fallen behind in their RUC payments and need only temporary accommodations, 
both the public utility industry and transportation industry (especially toll authorities) have programs 
designed to help folks get caught up with their payments. Again, Hawaiian Electric has several different 
payment options to choose from, ranging from level-payment plans that allow customers to make 
predictable payments on their electricity bill over the course of a year, to one-time assistance grants used 
to help the customer pay off their outstanding bill.

There is a third category of people who may evade payment, including committing fraud. These people are 
not necessarily motivated by greed or need, but rather out of their own unique philosophies. A very small 
number of people (mischief makers, civic renegades, or thrill seekers) may attempt to evade RUC either to 
make a statement about their willingness to comply with the state law or because they enjoy trying to 
“defeat” an institutional system. Although few in number, these people could have an outsized ability to 
undermine public confidence in RUC (or in government itself), as these mischief-makers often seek to 
publicize their evasion. Enforcement measures – including vigorous pursuit of fraudsters and criminal 
penalties – may be the only effective means of deterring such behavior. Such evaders may not be readily 
identified as to their purpose, but repeated evasion categorizes such users.

While RUC will likely be a modest amount owed each year compared to other taxes or bills for basic public 
services, RUC nonetheless represents a new large, lump sum payment that drivers must come up with 
when they register their vehicle. Roughly 50 percent of respondents to the Driving Report indicated a 
preference to pay more frequently than annually, i.e., monthly or quarterly (see Figure 1). One way to 
mitigate the cost impact is to allow drivers to pay RUC in smaller increments periodically, spread over time. 
(This is an option for vehicle registration fees in some other jurisdictions.) Again, this option should be 
considered early in the policy and system design phase — before RUC is authorized — rather than 
developed as an after-the-fact remedy only available to people once they fall behind with their payment.

4 Roberts, M. “Why are Hawai’i’s Electricity Prices so High?,” Accessed January 2022, https://uhero.hawaii.edu/why-are-hawaiis-
electricity-prices-so-high/.
5 Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs, “Low Cost Home Internet Service for Residents,” Accessed January 
2022, https://cca.hawaii.gov/broadband/lowcostinternet/.
6 Hawaiian Electric, “Payment Assistance,” February 2022, https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/billing-and-payment/payment-
assistance/low-income-programs.

https://uhero.hawaii.edu/why-are-hawaiis-electricity-prices-so-high/
https://uhero.hawaii.edu/why-are-hawaiis-electricity-prices-so-high/
https://cca.hawaii.gov/broadband/lowcostinternet/
https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/billing-and-payment/payment-assistance/low-income-programs
https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/billing-and-payment/payment-assistance/low-income-programs
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Figure 1. Road Usage Charge Payment Frequency Preferences

Hawaii’s RUC system could also enable periodic mileage reporting and RUC payment by allowing drivers 
to choose a plug-in device (PID) for their vehicle that automatically calculates and reports mileage on a 
monthly basis. This method was recently tested in the HiRUC pilot project. More research is needed on 
whether this automated mileage reporting and periodic payment would be valued by Hawaii drivers.

Recognizing that intentional evasion is uncommon but exists (see Figure 2), there is another alternative to 
allow drivers to pay smaller amounts more frequently, thereby lowering the amount owed (if any) when 
renewing their vehicle registration. Keep the current gas tax in place, but apply the amounts paid at the 
fuel pump toward drivers’ RUC bills. This strategy is discussed further below.

Figure 2. Intentional Evasion is Uncommon, But Exists
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2.2. A Simple Solution: Treating Gas Tax Payments as Prepayments of Road Usage 
Charge

While the gas tax itself may be an unsustainable funding mechanism for the long-term funding of public 
roadways, the method of collecting a roadway tax from drivers — paying at the pump in small amounts 
each time they refuel — has several benefits, especially for a RUC system. First, by collecting at least 
some of the roadway taxes up front, the total amount of RUC owed by a driver at the end of the vehicle’s 
registration period would be significantly less or even fully covered. If drivers have already prepaid 75 
percent of their RUC throughout the year, the cost impact of paying the remaining balance owed is 
significantly reduced. Second, for those few people who try to evade paying their RUC bill, the state and 
county will have already collected most of the money anyway. The financial advantage to be gained from 
evading or defrauding the RUC system will be relatively small and not worth the risk of being caught. Third, 
keeping the gas tax in place as a prepayment mechanism for RUC should significantly reduce the need for 
more expensive compliance programs or harsher (and expensive) enforcement measures the state might 
have to implement. And fourth, pre-collection of RUC (through the gas tax) provides better cash flow for 
state and county treasuries that otherwise need to wait until the driver pays their RUC bill in full. In this 
way, the gas-tax-as-prepayment-for-RUC acts somewhat like federal income tax withholdings — the 
government collects at least some of the tax as income is accrued, with a true up at the end of the tax 
year.

Over time, collecting the gas tax as prepayment for RUC will become less helpful as more and more 
vehicles become electric (or high miles per gallon [MPG]). For vehicles that fuel up infrequently (or with 
electric vehicles, not at all), using the gas tax as a prepayment mechanism will not result in a lower RUC 
bill at the end of the vehicle registration year, since these vehicles will not have paid much in gas tax. A 
longer-term alternative would be to offer prepaid RUC permits, where RUC must be purchased in advance 
in as little as 1,000-mile increments and compliance is checked at vehicle inspection by verifying the 
odometer has not exceeded the permit amount. During a transition period, however, where at least 95 
percent of vehicles in Hawaii are still powered by gasoline, repurposing the gas tax as prepayment for 
RUC can be an effective strategy for lower cost impacts, reducing any incentive to evade RUC, and 
simplifying the process of paying RUC bills. This could provide Hawaii ample time to conduct outreach and 
education, and for new vehicle owners to learn about RUC. It also allows Hawaii sufficient time to monitor 
RUC compliance as the program grows and to adjust the program design and implement any new 
enforcement needs. If RUC is easier to use and pay, more people will remain in compliance, further 
lessening the need to resort to enforcement actions.

As noted, there will always be a select few individuals who will try to evade or defraud their taxes, and 
RUC will be no different. Section 9 of this paper describes ways to deal with this small minority of mischief-
makers.
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3. Elements of a Compliance and Enforcement Program
► RUC is a charge that is collected per vehicle; therefore, it must be enforced by vehicle. State and local 

governments have well-established polices and processes in place for enforcement of the vehicle 
inspection and vehicle registration. Residents and law enforcement are aware and familiar with the 
timing and requirement for vehicle inspections and the consequences for noncompliance.7 Driving 
Report surveys confirmed resident’s comfort level with the vehicle inspection as a simple process for 
mileage reporting. Leveraging existing systems and processes for RUC invoicing and payment 
minimizes administrative costs while offering interfaces they are already familiar with, including vehicle 
registration reminders, customer service channels, and payment timing and methods.

► Over the past few years, increasing attention has been on equitable enforcement and the 
disproportionate impact of enforcement on different communities. A transition from gas taxes to RUC 
shifts incremental payments for usage to larger and more frequent payments, which could prove more 
difficult for low-income individuals. This shift could make keeping vehicle registrations up-to-date more 
difficult. Even with no changes to enforcement policies and practices, this could increase the number of 
fines and penalties issued, vehicle registration suspensions, and vehicle towing incidences. These 
penalties can snowball into increased debt, loss of mobility essential for employment, and loss of 
residences. A study in California found that once towed, the cost of retrieving a car are so high that up 
to half of vehicles towed are never recovered.8

► Compliance for a RUC refers to timely reporting of mileage and making RUC payments by the 
deadline. Enforcement is the activity of detecting actions that are noncompliant with a given policy or 
program and applying penalties to the appropriate parties to incite them to become compliant. Key 
components on which an equitable compliance and enforcement program can be built include:9

 Simple-to-understand RUC program with a range of payers

 Readily available program information

 Proactive program outreach and education

 Affordable payment options (installments and payment locations for underbanked/unbanked)

 Processes for noncompliant individuals to come into compliance (e.g., one-time waivers or fee 
reductions)

 Program monitoring of noncompliance rates, sources of noncompliance, and impacts on 
disadvantaged and underrepresented communities

 Empowered customer service channels for responding to customer inquiries, with formal 
adjudication for individuals to contest penalties

 Minimal use of punitive measures until solutions for unintentional noncompliance have been fully 
explored and implemented (e.g., notifications of tax liability to noncompliant users)

 Enforcement activities focused on egregious and repeat violators

7 In Hawaii, a citation for an expired or missing safety check sticker or delinquent vehicle tax is a civil traffic infraction.
8 J. Alvarado, et al. 2019. “Towed Into Debt: How Towing Practices in California Punish Poor People.” Fines & Fees Justice 
Center. https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/articles/towing-in-california-punish-the-poor/.
9 Milestone Solutions. 2021. “RUC Evasion, Prevention, and Enforcement.” RUC West.

https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/articles/towing-in-california-punish-the-poor/
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► Enforcement activities, as applied to RUC, are explained in detail in Sections 6 through 9 of this report. 
RUC, as demonstrated in the HiRUC pilot and other pilots and programs worldwide, features multiple 
mileage reporting methods. The exact enforcement procedures vary by mileage reporting method. The 
following three mileage reporting methods, which are featured in HiRUC, and their payment 
procedures are explained in the next section:

 Safety inspection-based reporting

 PID

 OdoFoto
Section 9 provides a detailed explanation of the enforcement procedures for each of these mileage 
reporting methods.
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4. Road Usage Charge Reporting Options, Possible Payment 
Procedures, and Coexistence with Fuel Taxes

This section explains the RUC reporting options that were demonstrated in the HiRUC pilot—which are 
candidate reporting options for a potential future RUC program in Hawaii—as well as the payment 
procedures that could be applied to them in a potential future operational RUC program in Hawaii (no real 
payment was required in the HiRUC pilot). Payment procedures impact the detection of noncompliance 
and can contribute to preventing noncompliance, so this section also explains possible payment details of 
each option.

RUC reporting options demonstrated in the HiRUC program include the following: 

► Safety inspection–based reporting 
► Two technology-based reporting approaches

 PIDs plug into vehicle data ports.

 OdoFoto, a smartphone app, allows vehicle owners to capture and submit pictures of vehicle 
odometers.

These methods and their possible payment procedures are explained subsequently.

The section concludes with a detailed explanation of why the fuel tax is likely to remain in place for a 
period at the start of a RUC program, why the motivation to evade remains low while the fuel tax is in 
place, and how the period of the RUC program that occurs while the fuel tax in place will allow the state to 
develop an effective RUC enforcement regime.

4.1. Safety Inspection–based Reporting
Safety inspection–based reporting uses the odometer reading recorded at safety inspections, which are 
required annually for most passenger vehicles in Hawaii. In this reporting method, vehicle owners do not 
need to take any actions beyond what they are accustomed to doing, aside from paying the RUC. 

The design of safety inspection–based RUC reporting for Hawaii includes making two related policy 
choices: the type of payment (prepayment or post-payment) and the timing of the payment (at the time of 
registration or at the time of the safety inspection or separately). These policy choices are explained 
below.

4.1.1. Type of Payment
There are two primary payment types for any service: prepayment and post-payment. Prepayment means 
the user pays before using the service (i.e., driving on the road), while post-payment means the user pays 
after the using the service. 

The current vehicle-related payments in Hawaii—vehicle registration, weight tax, and fuel tax—are both 
prepayments. Vehicle owners pay for their vehicle registration and weigh tax in advance which gives them 
the legal right to operate the vehicle on public highway for one year. Fuel taxes for driving on a certain 
amount of fuel are paid for at the time the fuel is purchased, before the miles are driven. However, it is also 
common in household utilities, such as electricity, to use post-payment. In other areas, such as wireless 
communications, both pre-pay and post-pay models exist, and consumers can choose which one they 
prefer. Both prepayment and post-payment models are possible for RUC. It also 
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may be possible to offer both prepayment and post-payment options, depending on the reporting method 
or user characteristics.

The advantages of prepayment are as follows: 

► It functions like the fuel tax does today, so the funds go to state coffers before the service is provided, 
giving the state cash flow advantages.

► There are fewer opportunities for noncompliance, because drivers cannot avoid paying at least some 
of the amount owed.

► It avoids the situation in which drivers find themselves unable to pay for what they have already 
consumed.

Disadvantages of prepayment are as follows: 

► The prepayment process may be more complicated to understand for the consumer than post-
payment.

► Prepayment may require the consumer to pay more up-front than is the case today with the fuel tax.
► Prepayment in advance of any rate increases may result in consumers paying more up front to avoid 

paying a higher rate (depending on how prepayment is structured, as miles or simply dollar value).
► Change of vehicle ownership or removal of a vehicle from the registry may require complex 

arrangements to transfer the value of prepayment.
► The advantages and disadvantages of post-payment are exactly the opposite of those of prepayment.
► Post-payment operates in a simple manner. The vehicle owner simply receives an invoice after the 

miles are driven and reported at a safety inspection. The vehicle owner is then obliged to pay that 
invoice, either in whole or through a payment installment plan.

► The operation of prepayment is somewhat more complicated. At the start of the RUC payment year, 
the vehicle owner prepays some amount. That amount could be any combination of the following:

 A standard number of miles (e.g., 10,000 miles, or the average number of miles driven by private 
vehicles in Hawaii in the most recent year for which data are available, or the average number of 
miles driven by vehicles in the county where the vehicle is registered for the most recent year for 
which data are available). This standard number of miles could be required only for the first year a 
vehicle is owned in Hawaii, after which one of the alternatives below could be used, or a standard 
number of miles could be required every year. 

 The number of miles driven using the given vehicle in the previous year, if it was owned by the 
same person.

 A three-year running average of the number of miles driven using the vehicle.

 A fraction of the average number of miles of all vehicles owned by the given vehicle owner (e.g., if 
the owner has four registered vehicles, the amount for each vehicle could be one-fourth of the total 
of the miles of all four vehicles at the previous registration cycle).

 Any number of miles chosen by the vehicle owner, in at least a minimum standard increment (e.g., 
1,000 miles and any amount beyond that).

 A dollar value that is a credit toward future miles driven.
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► When the vehicle owner has the vehicle’s odometer read at the next safety inspection (typically the 
following year), the actual number of miles driven is recorded and a “true-up” process is performed. In 
the true-up process, if the vehicle was driven less than the number of miles that the vehicle owner 
prepaid, the extra miles paid for are credited against the RUC owed for the following year. If the vehicle 
was driven more than the number of miles that the vehicle owner prepaid, the extra miles paid are 
charged in addition to the RUC owed for the following year. This process continues until the vehicle is 
junked, at which time there is a final true-up performed for the vehicle.

4.1.2. Frequency of Payment
► While gas taxes are in place, the amount owed for RUC for an average fuel efficiency vehicle will be 

$0. However, for owners of highly fuel-efficient vehicles or electric vehicles who drive a lot, this amount 
could more than double the amount owed at the time of vehicle registration. In Honolulu and Kauai 
Counties, the combined county and state rate is 1.6 cents per mile. In Maui and Hawaii Counties, the 
combined per mile rate is 1.9 cents per mile. If the average vehicle in Hawaii is driven 10,000 miles per 
year, that means the amount for RUC owed for a year would be $160 and $190.

► For these vehicle owners, payment plans may be desirable—either for RUC alone or for the combined 
RUC and registration fees. Payment plans could be offered allowing drivers to pay biannually, 
quarterly, or at some other frequency. Roughly half of the respondents to the Driving Report survey 
indicated a preference to pay quarterly or monthly as opposed to annually.

► Each payment will incur a payment charge such as credit card processing fees, cash handling fees, 
and other associated costs; therefore, the more frequent the payment plan, the more administrative 
costs will be incurred. In the event a vehicle owner choose a payment plan, surcharges to cover only 
the extra transaction costs could be added to the bill, or the government could absorb some or all of 
this extra cost.

4.1.3. Timing of Payment
The simplest way to implement a RUC payment would be to require RUC payment at the time of vehicle 
registration or registration renewal. It would be relatively straightforward to add the additional charge on to 
the registration bill. In the case of prepayment, payment would be for the year ahead. In the case of post-
payment, nothing would be charged at the time of initial registration. Then, for future renewals, the RUC 
amount for the previous year would be added at the time of renewal.

The disadvantage of RUC payment at the time of registration/registration renewal is that the odometer 
reading available may not be especially recent. That is because, currently in Hawaii, the timing of a 
vehicle’s safety inspection is decoupled from the timing of registration renewal. As long as the vehicle has 
a valid safety inspection, it can be renewed, and safety inspections are valid for 12 months. Thus, the 
odometer reading available at the time of registration renewal could be nearly 12 months old. In the case 
of post-payment, that means that vehicle owners could owe RUC on miles driven nearly two years ago. 
That is quite a long lag, and it means the state could be owed a significant amount of funds, perhaps as 
much as $400 for a vehicle.

An option is that the timing of safety inspections could be required to more closely coincide with 
registration renewals, e.g., a registration renewal must be completed within 1 to 2 months of a safety 
inspection, or a new safety inspection is required. This approach is followed in some other states that 
require safety inspections.

Alternatively, RUC charges could be owed as soon as a safety inspection is processed, regardless of the 
time of registration. This would require the state to implement a new payment instance, separate from 
vehicle registration. This payment could be due at the time of the safety inspection or could use 
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the same channels as those used for registration (including online, by mail, in person at the Department of 
Motor Vehicles (DMV), or at a DMV kiosk). But the payment would be owed at a separate time, which 
could be required to occur shortly after vehicle inspection. However, this method adds an additional 
required touchpoint, which can be inconvenient to the customer and an additional cost to administration.

4.2. Technology-based Reporting
Technology-based reporting methods use some technology method to report miles traveled, which can be 
done at a greater frequency than once per year. The HiRUC pilot included the following two technology-
based reporting methods:

► Plug-in devices are devices that plug into a vehicle’s data port (sometimes referred to as the OBD-II 
port) to read data from the vehicle and report it. Such devices are commonly used in the usage-based 
insurance industry. In the HiRUC pilot, PIDs are available both with and without location information. 
Devices that use location information have a technology like GPS to determine which island the vehicle 
is on (or if it is outside of Hawaii altogether), as well as whether the vehicle is off-road (or in some 
cases, on a private road) to charge the most appropriate rate. Those that do not use location 
information do not contain any location determination technology to provide the user automatic mileage 
reporting while minimizing the user’s exposure of potentially sensitive or private data. All miles 
recorded by a device without location are charged for all miles at the rate in the county the vehicle is 
registered. In the pilot, PID users will receive a Road Usage Report each month that states their 
simulated RUC owed (no payments were required or accepted in the pilot).

► OdoFoto is a smartphone app that allow users to capture and report pictures of their odometer. All 
miles traveled by vehicles reporting using OdoFoto are charged at the rate for the county in which the 
vehicle is registered. In the pilot, OdoFoto users may report their odometer at any time, but are asked 
to do so once per quarter, and they will receive a Road Usage Report each quarter that states their 
simulated RUC owed.

In the HiRUC pilot, data from these technologies were sent to a private entity called a Service Provider or 
Commercial Account Manager (CAM) to process, because technology management is a task generally 
better suited to private industry than to state government. The CAM processes data and runs a portal 
available on the web and via mobile device that allows users to view details of their driving and RUC owed. 
Both of these technologies support prepayment and post-payment. 

► With the technology options, prepayment could be offered by electronic wallet, like it is for toll 
collection and transit fare payment systems. Drivers could be required to keep their balance above a 
certain amount (for example, $25 for a PID or $50 for the quarterly invoiced OdoFoto). This amount 
would remain in the vehicle owner’s wallet until their Road Usage Report is processed, at which time 
the amount on that report would be deducted from their wallet. When their wallet falls below a 
minimum amount, a top-up amount is deducted from their payment method on file and added to their 
wallet. This method is used in Oregon and Utah.

► Post-payment means that payment would be requested when the Road Usage Report is received. 
Post-payment could require that a valid credit card be kept on file for auto-payments.

4.3. Low Motivation to Evade While Fuel Taxes Remain in Place
For several reasons, the fuel tax will likely need to remain in place after a RUC program begins, possibly 
for a period of several years. This does not imply double taxation (fuel tax and RUC owed by the same 
vehicle). Rather, fuel taxes paid can count as credits against RUC owed. Fuel consumed can be recorded 
automatically by PIDs or can be computed by multiplying miles traveled by the EPA’s 
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combined city-highway fuel economy, so these credits can be assigned to each vehicle with no effort to the 
driver. Reasons that fuel taxes will need to remain in place for some time after RUC starts are as follows:

► Changing all vehicles from fuel taxes to RUC at the same time is both technically and operationally 
risky. Vehicle owners need to be educated; account managers need to ramp up their technical and 
customer service operations. Even with rigorous testing, some errors may occur in a production 
system, and it is desirable to fix such errors when a program is small. Errors can take weeks or 
sometimes months to correct, and the press and public can be relentlessly impatient when they do 
occur. For these reasons, the transition should take place over a period of years. 

► In Hawaii, it may make sense for vehicles to switch from gas tax to RUC at the time of a safety 
inspection, since a baseline odometer reading can be obtained at that time. If all vehicles subject to 
safety inspections were inspected on time, it would take 24 months to ensure all vehicles received their 
baseline inspection. However, not all vehicles are inspected on time. Thus, it may be wise to wait 
longer, likely 3 years or more, to ensure all vehicles have been inspected, to stop charging the gas tax.

► To pay a RUC, any vehicles not currently subject to annual safety inspections will either need to be 
added to safety inspection, self-report their mileage, or sign up with an account manager and obtain 
some form of technology, and that process takes time.

► The state requires vehicles arriving in Hawaii to either register in Hawaii or obtain an out-of-state 
permit until their vehicle registration expires. However, the miles driven between when the vehicle 
enters the state and when the first vehicle inspection is conducted will need to be reported. The state 
will also want a method for capturing RUC owed by vehicles departing Hawaii. These processes may 
not be ready when a RUC program starts.

► Fuel tax provides revenue collection backstop—a means of collecting funds—for all vehicles while a 
RUC program matures. It may be that some groups of vehicles prove more challenging from which to 
collect RUC. Leaving the fuel tax in place for a period ensures that the state earns revenue to maintain 
roadways at that time.

As long as the fuel tax remains in place, the motivation to intentionally evade RUC is low. That is because 
all except 100-percent electric vehicle are still paying the fuel tax, so if a vehicle owner evades the RUC, 
that vehicle owner gets a proportionately lower fuel tax refund: if a vehicle attempts to evade RUC, for 
example, by rolling back the odometer, fewer miles are reported to the state, and less RUC is charged to 
the vehicle owner; however, less fuel tax credit is awarded to the vehicle owner. For vehicles that would 
potentially pay less RUC than fuel tax would actually pay more if their owners attempted to evade the RUC 
in this way. Vehicles that would pay more RUC than fuel tax might end up paying slightly less—perhaps as 
much as $10 or $20, but so little that the risk of evasion would not be worthwhile for such savings.

During this transition period, the state could implement and refine an enforcement program as described in 
this document, so that at some point in the future, when the fuel tax is removed, the enforcement program 
is mature. The program is likely to experience high levels of unintentional noncompliance at the beginning 
as each subset of vehicles are transitioned from gas tax to RUC. Those who are subject to RUC for the 
first time may not be aware of the program or that there is payment owed. Others may find technology or 
saving for payments to be a challenge. The state can choose to be more lenient at the beginning of a 
program, issuing repeated warnings instead of penalties (but stating that such leniency may not continue 
after the fuel tax is removed) paired with a public outreach campaign.
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5. Hawaii Government Agency Responsibility for Road Usage 
Charge Collection and Enforcement

This section provides an overview of the potential agency responsibility for RUC collection and 
enforcement, and what legal provisions would need to be made for RUC enforcement authority in a 
potential future law enabling a RUC program. The section begins by exploring the question of whether 
RUC is a fee or a tax, a legal distinction that directly impacts where the final authority for RUC collection 
and enforcement lies. The section then discusses the implications of this question and other 
considerations for the final agency responsibility for RUC collection and enforcement.

5.1. Is Road Usage Charge a Fee or a Tax?
By legal precedent, a tax is a compulsory contribution made by a taxpayer for general services. A fee, 
by contrast, is a voluntary payment required to use a specific service. 

Hawaii law gives authority for all taxes to the Department of Taxation (DoTAX). Thus, if RUC is a tax, the 
ultimate authority and responsibility for collecting it lies with DoTAX. By contrast, if RUC is a fee, the 
ultimate authority would be the agency that provides the specific service. As the service it would pay for 
roadways and the authority to collect it would lie with HDOT.

The authors of this paper are not legal experts and cannot speak for the Hawaii courts or legislature. 
However, the authors find that, most likely, the courts would find RUC to be a tax. The leading case in 
Hawaii is State v. Medeiros, 89 Haw.361, 973 P.2d 736 (1999), in which the Hawaii Supreme Court was 
asked to determine whether a fee assessed by the City and County of Honolulu against persons convicted 
for misdemeanors or felonies was a tax. The fee was intended to defray the costs incurred by the criminal 
justice system. In that case, the State Supreme Court used the following standard: to be a fee, the 
assessment (1) must apply to the direct beneficiary of a particular service, (2) must be allocated directly to 
defraying the costs of providing the service, and (3) must be reasonably proportionate to the benefit 
received. In the authors’ estimation, the courts would most likely find that HiRUC does not pass the final 
test to qualify as a fee because it is not a regulatory fee or a user fee that benefits the party paying the fee, 
separate and apart from any benefit conferred to the public at large. The authors expect that funds 
collected from RUC payments may be used for all road construction and maintenance in the state, or even 
bike lanes or sidewalks.

The legislation that creates any future RUC needs to specify whether the RUC is a tax or a fee. If the 
legislation specifies that the RUC is a tax, DoTAX could be asked to use its considerable tax enforcement 
powers to support HDOT; the legislation likely would not need to create additional enforcement authority 
as DoTAX already has such authority over taxes. By contrast, if the legislature prefers to characterize 
HiRUC as a fee, the legislature will need to include substantial enforcement powers for HDOT in the 
HiRUC enabling legislation. If HiRUC is specified as a fee in legislation, a lawsuit would likely be filed 
claiming that it is a tax, and such a lawsuit would need to be prepared for from the start of the program.

5.2. Implications for State Government Road Usage Charge Organization
The agency with final legal authority to collect RUC need not be the agency that carries out RUC collection 
or enforcement. One agency can allow another to execute its responsibilities, so long as a legally binding 
agreement is made. HDOT could collect the RUC on behalf of DoTAX. Likewise, counties could collect the 
RUC on behalf of HDOT or DoTAX. However, there are more incentives in 
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conducting enforcement if the agency responsible for spending the money also collects it or is involved in 
collecting it.

The clearest operational precedent for RUC collection is vehicle registration, because vehicle registration 
is a fee collected for each vehicle. Having RUC collection be part of or similar to vehicle registration may 
be the easiest and most cost-effective means of implementing RUC collection. 

Technology-based RUC collection, such as the use of a PID to collect vehicle data or the OdoFoto 
smartphone app, will require a CAM to implement the collection activity. As such, CAMs are best equipped 
to administer technology-based collection. However, the RUC collecting operations of such CAMs would 
need to be overseen by the agency responsible for RUC collection, or another agency delegated with such 
power.

The role of the county police in RUC collection would be small. Essentially, they would have the same role 
as they do in collecting vehicle registration. As discussed in the following sections, in severe cases of 
noncompliance, vehicle registration stoppers could be placed on vehicles until the RUC owed for them is 
paid off.

Currently, vehicle registration violations are not heavily enforced by the Hawaii County police forces 
because County police are not incented to perform such enforcement activities. Anecdotally, registration 
violations are seldom handed out by police as stand-alone offences, but they are generally given as 
secondary offences (e.g., if a vehicle is caught speeding). 

The precise rate of unregistered vehicles driving in Hawaii is uncertain. In other states, like California, 
between 3 and 6 percent of vehicles are unregistered at any given time.10 If a RUC is implemented, 
transportation revenue becomes even more dependent on owners keeping their vehicle registrations 
active, so it may be desirable to create greater incentive for police forces to enforce registration and, 
consequently, RUC violations. This could be done by allocating a portion of registration penalty income for 
the County police force that issued each penalty.

10 California Air Resources Board. 2002. “Determination of Non-Registration Rates for On-Road Vehicles in California.” ARB 
Contract No 99-318, https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/classic//research/apr/past/99-318.pdf.

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/classic//research/apr/past/99-318.pdf
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6. Types of Road Usage Charge Noncompliance and Methods of 
Detection 

Following are four possible types of noncompliance with a RUC program, each of which have distinct 
methods of detection:

► Non-registered vehicle
► Late or inconsistent reporting
► Late payment
► Fraudulent reporting
Providing clear, easy-to-follow guidance and reminders on reporting and payment should keep the 
frequency of these noncompliance types very low. Moreover, the motivation to be noncompliant will be 
quite low for the first few years while the fuel tax remains in place, during which time the state can refine 
the compliance and enforcement approach, so that when the fuel tax is removed, there is relatively little 
evasion.

6.1. Non-registered Vehicle
Currently, even vehicles that are not registered or operating with an expired registration are paying the gas 
tax. Under RUC, these vehicles would be evading not only the vehicle registration fees but also the RUC. 
Adding a RUC to the annual registration, effectively increasing the amount due at the time of registration 
renewal, could slightly increase the number of non-registered vehicles. Currently, a delinquent vehicle tax 
citation carries a fine of roughly $70. Vehicle registration enforcement is carried out by the counties. 

It is difficult to quantify the number of non-registered vehicles that are actively being used because 
vehicles in the DMV database that are listed as inactive also include those that have been junked or 
totaled, are in storage, or have been shipped out-of-state. Estimates for the percentage of unregistered 
vehicles range from 6 to 9 percent.11 However, several studies suggest that most unregistered vehicles are 
only temporarily unregistered. A study conducted by Younglove, et al., found that the number of chronically 
unregistered is less than 0.1 percent.12 This same study found that unregistered vehicles are typically 
older, are driven fewer miles, and are unregistered due to the inability to test emissions tests. These 
findings all point to a minimal number of RUC miles being evaded through chronically unregistered 
vehicles. 

Offering payment plans for vehicle registration and RUC could help minimize the impacts on low-income 
households. Given the increased dependence of transportation revenue on vehicle registration that comes 
with transitioning to RUC, Hawaii could perform a similar study to gauge and subsequently 

11 Hunstad, L. 1999. “Estimating Uninsured Vehicle & Unregistered Vehicle Rates: Sensitivity to Data and Assumptions.” California 
Department of Insurance, http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0400-news/0200-studies-reports/0600-research-studies/auto-policy-
studies/upload/UninsVehicleRatesSensitivity.pdf.
12 Younglove, T., et al., 2004 “Unregistered Rates for On-Road Vehicles in California.” Journal of Transportation and Statistics 7, 
no. 2/3. https://www.bts.gov/archive/publications/journal_of_transportation_and_statistics/volume_07_number_23/paper_01/index.

http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0400-news/0200-studies-reports/0600-research-studies/auto-policy-studies/upload/UninsVehicleRatesSensitivity.pdf
http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0400-news/0200-studies-reports/0600-research-studies/auto-policy-studies/upload/UninsVehicleRatesSensitivity.pdf
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monitor non-registration and lagging registration so mitigation can be put in place to facilitate compliance 
and appropriately resource non-registration enforcement.

6.2. Late or Inconsistent Reporting
The second type of noncompliance is late or inconsistent reporting. The method of detection varies by 
reporting method: 

► With safety inspection–based reporting, late reporting occurs when vehicle owners fail to take their 
vehicles for safety inspection in the legally required time frame, which can be detected by software that 
reviews safety inspection results.

► With a PID, late or inconsistent reporting occurs when a device is unplugged frequently or left 
unplugged for a long period of time, which is detected by the CAM that administers the devices.

► With OdoFoto, late reporting occurs when vehicle owners fail to submit images on time, which is 
detected by the account manager that administers the OdoFoto software.

Section 9 presents more detail on the detection of late or inconsistent reporting.

6.3. Late Payment
The third type of RUC noncompliance—late payment—occurs when vehicle owners fail to pay their RUC 
owed in the specified time frame. Generally, the law enabling RUC will provide vehicle owners a time 
frame to pay the RUC. If they fail to pay in the specified time frame, they are late, incurring some sort of 
penalty. Missing payments could be subject to escalating consequences, which should be appropriately 
set. Unpaid amounts can also be turned over to debt collection agencies. In some jurisdictions, expired 
vehicle registrations can be impounded or towed. 

The detection of the late payment is a simple accounting function—software can check, for each vehicle, 
whether payment has been received on time. It is the responsibility of the body overseeing the manner of 
collection to perform this check. It may be the state agency tasked with overseeing RUC, in the case of 
safety inspection–based reporting, or it may be the CAM, in the case of PIDs or OdoFoto.

6.4. Fraudulent Reporting
The fourth, and likely most severe, type of RUC noncompliance is fraudulent reporting. Following are two 
main types of fraudulent reporting that can occur in a RUC program:

► Odometer rollback
► Odometer image fraud

6.4.1. Odometer Rollback
Odometer rollback means fraudulently adjusting a vehicle’s odometer so it displays a lower value than the 
number of miles traveled by the vehicle. This has typically been done so used vehicles are sold for greater 
value than they would have if their actual value were known to the purchaser, or so that leased vehicles do 
not exceed mileage limitations. Odometer rollback is already a federal crime. However, implementation of 
a RUC would create a new incentive for odometer rollback.

Mechanical odometer rollback literally involves rolling back the odometer. Mechanical odometers were part 
of nearly all passenger vehicles built through 1990. Automakers phased out mechanical odometers 
throughout the 1990s, so that by 2001, nearly all new vehicles sold in the United States had a digital 
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odometer.13 As the prevalence of mechanical odometers in the vehicle fleet has declined, so too has the 
criminal skill set required to roll back such odometers.

Digital odometer rollback involves using software to alter the odometer field in a vehicle’s engine control 
unit, the main computer that operates the engine of modern cars. Digital odometer rollback is possible 
because all automakers create a software means to alter the odometer field, so that in cases in which an 
engine control unit is broken or damaged, it can be replaced, and the vehicle can have the same odometer 
reading as before it was replaced. While automakers attempt to keep this software secure and allow its 
use only by authorized mechanics, they have traditionally not used the highest electronic security 
measures possible. In some cases, criminals obtain official automaker diagnostic tools that allow the 
modification of the odometer field, as well as official credentials that allow them to use such tools and 
modify the odometer that way. In other cases, criminals hack these diagnostic tools and create 
unauthorized tools they can duplicate and even sell on online marketplaces. For vehicles from automakers 
that have implemented fleetwide telematics systems, such as Tesla, digital odometer rollback is virtually 
impossible. However, for vehicles from most automakers, digital odometer rollback is still a real possibility.

There are two means by which odometer rollback can be detected: inspection and audit. Inspection 
involves examining the vehicle to detect rollback. For mechanical odometers, this can involve removing the 
vehicle dashboard or instrument cluster to look for evidence of mechanical rollback. For digital odometers, 
this can involve downloading the digital odometer history from the vehicle electronics; however, for most 
vehicle makes and models, this history is not stored. Thus, inspection is generally not a feasible method of 
observing digital odometer rollback. 

Audit means examining the vehicle’s records to observe any cases in which the odometer dropped in 
value from a previous reading. Hawaii could examine records from the periodic motor vehicle inspection 
(PMVI) to observe large rollback values. In a potential future RUC program, it would be more likely that 
fraudsters would be aware of the existence of PMVI records and not attempt to roll the odometer back to a 
value lower than it had in the previous year’s safety inspection. Rather, they would choose a value that 
was a very low increment over the odometer value from the previous year’s safety inspection—say, a few 
hundred miles. This could not be detected from PMVI records.

Instead, the audit could use records from a vehicle identification number (VIN) lookup service such as 
CarFAX. Such services collect VIN records from mechanic shops, oil change shops, and any official 
automotive service shop, because they are required to keep odometer records for all vehicles, and some 
of these readings might be taken at greater frequencies than the annual safety inspection. 

6.4.2. Odometer Image Fraud
Odometer image fraud means submitting a false or manipulated odometer image in cases in which the 
odometer image is the basis for the charge, which is the case with the OdoFoto reporting method. 
Following are two main ways in which this could be done:

1. A picture of something other than a car’s current odometer could be submitted—images of another 
vehicle or old, historical images of a car’s odometer, taken specifically to submit at a later date.

2. An odometer image could be manipulated with software such as Adobe Photoshop. 

13 By 1990, vehicle manufacturers had created mechanical odometers that were both tamper-resistant and tamper-evident—it is 
very difficult to roll back such odometers, and even if possible, a visible mark would be left on the odometer’s exterior.
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Odometer image fraud should be minimized through the software implementation of the odometer image 
capture application. The following security measures were implemented during the HiRUC pilot:

1. Images must be submitted live through the app, not emailed or otherwise chosen from historically 
taken pictures. This measure prevents old images from being submitted.

2. Images are validated against vehicle dashboard layout. Vehicle models have unique dashboards, so 
the validity of the image can be checked by verifying that the dashboard layout corresponds to the 
make/model of the vehicle, as determined from the VIN.

3. Images need to be electronically checked for photomanipulation and other anomalies, and images that 
score below a certain threshold need to be rejected. Software to observe photoshop manipulations is 
fairly accurate. This software also can observe other anomalies, like pictures taken of other pictures. In 
cases in which a suspect image is found, the image should be rejected, and the vehicle owner 
requested to send a new image. After multiple rejected images, the CAM can reach out to the vehicle 
owner to discuss the problem.

All these measures should be implemented in any potential future RUC program that uses odometer 
image capture as a means of mileage reporting. Additional software security measures are available, such 
as requiring location services be turned on at the time the photo is taken. However, it is still conceivable 
that fraudulent images could make it past the software checks in rare instances. For that reason, a VIN 
lookup service audit should be performed in suspect cases.
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7. Potential Penalties for Noncompliance
The following are penalties that can be applied in cases of noncompliance, in order from least to most 
severe. Legislation enabling RUC should specify which penalties the body entrusted with implementing 
RUC may use.

The agency executing enforcement should mail notifications of penalties to the address at which the 
vehicle is registered. If a CAM oversees technology mileage reporting options, it will have already sent 
reminders to become compliant to the vehicle owner at their preferred address, email, and/or phone; such 
reminders do not indicate penalties, they simply encourage compliance.

► Notifications or warnings can be issued for the first instance of late reporting or late payment, and 
these should be effective at eliminating much noncompliance. Warnings would typically take the form 
of a postal letter mailed to the vehicle owner reminding him/her of the need to report and/or pay the 
RUC promptly, and of the potential consequences of not doing so. While email and text message 
notifications are cheap and immediate, the amount of spam present in both media makes it unlikely 
that vehicle owners would take warnings over these channels seriously.

► Compulsory prepayment is an option in any program where a full year’s prepayment is not normally 
required. Compulsory prepayment is a penalty in which the recipient is required to prepay for one full 
year (if a full year’s prepayment is normally required, it’s not really a penalty). This is desirable as a 
light penalty because it does not force people to pay more in total, just pay more up front.

► Fines are a standard penalty of moderate severity. Fines could be a percentage of the RUC due. 
There also could be multiple tiers of fines, from a small fine (or late fee) approximately the amount of a 
parking ticket ($25 to $50) to a large fine about equal to the RUC owed for one or two years of vehicle 
ownership ($250 to $500). The level of fine applied should be proportionate to the degree of crime 
committed.

► Vehicle registration stoppers, which prevent the vehicle from being registered, are significant 
penalties to be applied in cases in which vehicle owners fail to pay fines or otherwise respond to 
penalty notifications. Today, the state issues registration stoppers for vehicles with a sufficient number 
of parking tickets, so this penalty could be extended to RUC.14 However, not being able to register a 
vehicle is a significant penalty, so this option may need to be applied only after other options have 
been exhausted.

► Vehicle impoundment, in which the state confiscates the vehicle, is an extreme step that could be 
used in cases that vehicle registration stoppers are repeatedly ignored. 

► Driver’s license suspension is almost certainly NOT a legally or ethically acceptable penalty for RUC 
violations. Driver’s license suspensions are issued in cases of unsafe driving, and RUC violations do 
not indicate that. Driver’s license suspension could prevent individuals from doing their jobs and thus 
earning money to pay a fine or RUC owed. If the legislature were to attempt to make a driver’s license 
suspension a penalty for RUC noncompliance, it would likely face major public outcry and could be 
overturned in court. 

14 Hawaii News Now. 2005. “State Implements Law Leaving Used Car Buyers Left with Parking Tickets.” October 3, 2005. 
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/3931621/state-implements-law-leaving-used-car-buyers-left-with-parking-tickets/.

https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/3931621/state-implements-law-leaving-used-car-buyers-left-with-parking-tickets/
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8. Adjudication of Penalties
Adjudication is an administrative method of appeal, a means by which individuals who receive violation 
notices with penalties can file an objection to the penalty and plead for its removal without incurring the 
cost or time impacts of going to court. Adjudication procedures exist for parking violations in Hawaii and 
across the country and would most likely need to be extended to RUC. Adjudication provides the state a 
way to minimize the number of legal cases that are added to the court system due to RUC.

Adjudication would allow for the following:

► Correction of mistakes made during enforcement
► Pleading for unexpected but legitimate, exceptional reasons for noncompliance
Adjudication is typically carried out by a body that is separate from the RUC operating entity. Both could be 
housed in the same agency (for example, HDOT), but the adjudication body would be in a separate 
organizational area from the RUC operating body. Adjudication should be a simple appeal process—
vehicle owners should only have to provide information about the violation, an explanation why the 
violation notice was not merited, and any evidence that they can provide to support that statement. 
Adjudication should be possible in person (for example, at a DMV) as well as online.

In cases in which a vehicle owner is not satisfied with the outcome of the adjudication process, a clear 
means of appeal to the state court system should be explained. Such an appeal will have cost implications 
both for the vehicle owner and the state, so the adjudication system should be designed to resolve as 
many disputes as possible.
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9. Enforcement Considerations by Road Usage Charge Reporting 
Method

This section applies the detection and penalties discussed in Sections 6 and 7 to the three reporting 
methods used in the HiRUC pilot:

► Safety inspection–based reporting
► PID reporting
► Odometer Image reporting
It also discusses the means of encouraging compliance for each method. Using these means to 
encourage compliance, both unintentional noncompliance and intentional evasion attempts are expected 
to be quite rare. The methods of encouraging compliance and the methods of detecting and assigning 
penalties can be refined in the first few years of a RUC program, while the fuel tax remains in place and 
motivation to evade is limited.

9.1. Safety Inspection–based Reporting
There are three potential violations of safety inspection–based reporting:

► Late safety inspection
► Late RUC payment
► Inaccurate odometer report

9.1.1. Late Safety Inspection
► Methods of detection: Detection can be performed automatically, by software using the databases 

available from the Department of Information Technology and the PMVI. Under current Hawaii law, 
vehicle inspections are valid for 12 months (24 months for brand new vehicles) and are conducted on a 
schedule independently from the vehicle registration renewal. Requiring that the vehicle inspection be 
within a 30- to 60-day period prior to the vehicle registration would more closely align miles traveled to 
payment for the usage and reduce the length of time it would take to detect noncompliance. 

► Penalties: The first violation could result in a warning letter. Failure to respond to the warning letter in a 
certain time period could result in mandatory prepayment for a year of RUC. Continued failure to 
comply could result in one or two tiers of fines. Long-term noncompliance could result in a vehicle 
registration stopper.

► Means of encouraging compliance: DMV and safety inspection locations should have posters 
describing this process. Notifications should be included on HDOT’s website and included in mailers 
reminding drivers of the need to renew vehicle registration (as is currently done today).

9.1.2. Late Road Usage Charge Payment
► Methods of detection: Detection can be performed automatically, with software used by the RUC 

collecting entity. This could be a CAM in case of technology-based reporting or a public agency in case 
of safety inspection–based reporting.
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► Penalties: The first violation could result in a warning letter. Failure to respond to the warning letter in a 
certain time period could result in mandatory prepayment for a year of RUC beyond the late payment 
owed. Continued failure to comply could result in one or two tiers of fines. Long-term noncompliance 
could result in a vehicle registration stopper.

► Means of encouraging compliance: In terms of notification, the DMV and safety inspection locations 
should have posters describing this process. Notifications should be included on HDOT’s website and 
included in mailers reminding drivers to renew vehicle registration. The importance of registration 
renewal reminders should not be underestimated. States that have reduced or eliminated registration 
renewal reminders have seen significant drops in on-time vehicle registrations. In the Driving Report 
pilot, many invalid recipient addresses were screened out as invalid, and still an additional 2.9 percent 
of mail was returned as undeliverable. Further research could be conducted on how to increase the 
accuracy and validity of the addresses in the vehicle registry.

The CAM should also notify users of the need for regular payment. Beyond notification, the state agency 
overseeing RUC should make payment easy for the user; specifically, the state agency should offer many 
payment venues (online, by mail, in person, kiosk) and several payment plans (biannually and/or quarterly) 
to make payment easy/convenient.

9.1.3. Inaccurate Odometer Report
There are two types of inaccurate odometer reports: misreporting, in which a safety inspector keys in the 
wrong odometer value, and odometer rollback, in which the vehicle owner falsifies the odometer value. To 
prevent misreporting, any potential future safety inspection–based RUC program should include an 
upgrade to the PMVI reporting process that includes odometer image capture, i.e., the safety inspector 
should not key in the odometer reading but take a picture of the odometer using an app on a tablet or other 
mobile device. Such systems are already available in other states that have safety inspections. This 
measure prevents misreporting due to data entry errors, and it prevents situations in which unscrupulous 
safety inspectors could be convinced to key in the wrong odometer value. Misreporting can basically be 
prevented by use of such software.

Odometer rollback is handled as follows:

► Methods of detection: Random checks should be made on vehicles with very low odometer increases 
or large drops in odometer increases (e.g., going from 10,000 miles per year to 100 miles per year). 
These checks would be made using VIN lookup services such as CarFAX. Requiring such checks is 
not suspicion of guilt. VIN lookups are available to anyone on any vehicle. Many cases of low mileage 
increase or drops in mileage increase rate will prove to be legitimate (e.g., individuals who buy a new 
car but do not dispose of an old one). Using VIN lookups is not a perfect means of detecting odometer 
rollback—vehicles never serviced at an official mechanic will not be indicated on such checks. In 
general, the threat of being caught should discourage odometer rollback.

► Penalties: Penalties already exist on the state and federal levels for odometer rollback. Federal fines 
for odometer rollback are up to $100,000.15 Hawaii law makes the fine $2,000 or two times the m

15 “The Federal Odometer Tampering Statutes.” 2014. The United States Department of Justice. 
https://www.justice.gov/civil/case/federal-odometer-tampering-statutes.

https://www.justice.gov/civil/case/federal-odometer-tampering-statutes
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onetary gain earned from the rollback, which will mean a $2,000 fine when odometer rollback can be 
shown.16 Such a fine seems sufficient, so no new fine may be needed.

► Means of encouraging compliance: Online and in literature, it should be emphasized that odometer 
rollback checks will be carried out.

9.2. Plug-in Devices 
PIDs accurately measure distance traveled by vehicles when they are plugged into the vehicle. However, 
in general, for vehicles built before 2019, they do not have the actual odometer value. In 2019, 30 percent 
of new vehicles were required to provide odometer value to the data port. In 2020, 60 percent of new 
vehicles were required to do so. In 2021, all new vehicles are required to provide odometer value to the 
data port. When devices are unplugged from vehicles that do not have the odometer value on the data 
port, miles driven are not recorded until the devices are plugged in again. Thus, frequent and/or long 
device unplugs could be attempts to underreport miles traveled. However, devices must be unplugged for 
regular car service, and may be legitimately unplugged in cases of leaving a vehicle in storage (say, for a 
month or longer). Therefore, one or two brief unplugs is not indicative of fraud.

► Methods of detection: CAMs must be required to detect device unplugs and plug-ins automatically. 
After a certain amount of time being unplugged, CAMs should notify participants of the need to plug 
the devices back in. In cases in which devices are frequently unplugged, a user’s account could be 
“trued up” to the odometer value recorded at safety inspections annually. 

► Penalties: The first violation could result in a warning letter. Failure to respond to the warning letter in a 
certain time period could result in mandatory prepayment for a year of RUC beyond the late payment 
owed. 

► Means of encouraging compliance: CAMs should be required to notify users of the importance of 
keeping their devices plugged in at all times, except when necessary to remove, and should be 
required to remind users via text message and email to plug their devices back in when they are 
unplugged.

9.3. Odometer Image Reporting
Following are three types of noncompliance related to odometer image reporting:

► Submitting low quality/questionable images
► Submitting images late
► Rolling back the odometer
Enforcement measures are described below for low quality/questionable image submittals:

► Methods of detection: Software should detect attempts to use a different vehicle make/model to 
manipulate images (Photoshop), physically cover an odometer with a different reading, and take 
pictures of pictures. In these cases, the firm providing the analysis software should get a warning of a 
low-quality image. In this circumstance, the image submitter should simply be required to submit a 

16 Damerville, R.R. 2003. “Odometer Rollback Defendants Plead No Contest.” Department of the Attorney General News Release. 
October 2, 2003. https://ag.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/2003-48-ODOMETER-ROLLBACK-DEFENDANTS-PLEAD-
NO-CONTEST.pdf.
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new, higher-quality image. The user’s account could be “trued up” to the odometer value recorded at 
safety inspections annually.

► Penalties: In general, no penalties are required for low-quality images. Participants should simply be 
asked to submit a new image until it passes the quality test. Ultimately, this could lead to a penalty 
through submitting an image late.

► Methods of encouraging compliance: Emphasize in literature that sophisticated detection for fraudulent 
photos is being executed.

For late image submittals, enforcement measures could include the following:

► Methods of Detection: The image analysis software should provide a series of email and text 
reminders leading up to the deadline for submission of a given image. If the vehicle owner makes no 
submission, or submits an image of insufficient quality, then submission is late.

► Penalties: The first violation could result in a warning letter. Failure to respond to the warning letter in a 
certain time period could result in mandatory prepayment for a year of RUC beyond the late payment 
owed. Continued failure to comply could result in one or two tiers of fines, and long-term 
noncompliance could result in a vehicle registration stopper.

► Methods of encouraging compliance: The state should not require image submission too frequently 
(say, only four times per year). The state should publish a clear calendar of image due dates and 
require the CAM to provide multiple reminders to submit images through several channels. The state 
should provide a means by which users can report planned travel and submit an image before the 
travel and after the travel, and not be in violation. The state could offer a grace period—a period after 
the published deadline when the image is technically late but is not considered late. The state should 
also allow resubmission of images after the deadline in cases when a low-quality image is received 
before deadline.

For odometer rollback, enforcement measures could include:

► Methods of detection: Same as discussed above for safety inspections.
► Penalties: Same as discussed above for safety inspections.
► Methods of encouraging compliance: Same as discussed above for safety inspections.
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10. Special Cases
This section provides additional considerations for the following three special cases that may impact RUC 
collection enforcement activities in Hawaii:

► Changes in vehicle ownership
► Out-of-state permits
► Abandoned vehicles

10.1. Changes in Vehicle Ownership
When vehicles change ownership, the responsibility for who pays the RUC for the vehicle—and who is 
subject to RUC enforcement activities—also changes. Similar to vehicle registration, RUC paid up until the 
point of sale could be transferred with ownership. Any remaining due or prepaid RUC could be left up to 
the buyer and seller to agree on as part of the purchase price. The state could require that RUC is settled 
as part of the title transfer. 

To facilitate a smoother transition of RUC payment, the RUC program could include options for RUC 
lookup and payment:

1. A vehicle sales smartphone app could let a vehicle odometer be captured either manually or 
automatically. Optionally payment up to date could be made in the case of vehicle sales in near real 
time. The app could include odometer image capture, a RUC balance, and a method for payment. This 
could be used to provide assurance to the buyer that any RUC for miles preceding the image capture 
either has been paid, or it could allow the buyer and seller to agree on responsibility of RUC.

2. State could also allow a paper form for RUC payment at the point of vehicle transfer. This form 
requires signature of buyer and seller. The RUC owed on miles prior to the reading on the odometer 
form is owed by the previous owner. RUC owed on miles after the odometer reading is owed by the 
new owner. The previous owner may be compelled to pay the RUC owed when the form is filed.

RUC enabling legislation could make it the responsibility of the vehicle buyer to ensure that one of the 
available methods is used to report the odometer reading at vehicle sale. If a vehicle buyer chooses not to 
ensure that RUC is paid by one of the aforementioned methods, the buyer assumes responsibility for 
paying RUC. There is no other way to guarantee RUC payment to the state will be made.

10.2. Out-of-State Permits
Recipients of out-of-state permits should be required to pay the RUC, as they today are required to pay the 
fuel tax in Hawaii, or the state will miss out on revenue it currently receives. A mechanism by which such 
drivers pay RUC must be established, and enforcement activities will need to be carried out to verify that 
vehicles with out-of-state permits are paying all RUC owed. To receive an out-of-state permit today, 
vehicles must get a safety inspection. The odometer reading recorded at that safety inspection can serve 
as the base odometer reading for the vehicle in Hawaii.

Since vehicles on out-of-state permits are more likely to be taken back to their state of origin, it would be 
particularly desirable to require out-of-state permit holders to prepay for a period of time—either a calendar 
year or the period until they will be required to get a Hawaii plate. This could be required even if others are 
not required to prepay. The amount of prepay would be a standard value, because the 
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vehicles will not have a record of what was possible. At the end of their prepaid period, the vehicles would 
be “trued up”—vehicle owners would get an official odometer reading (either at a safety inspection or by an 
odometer image capture app. If they drove more than the amount prepaid, they would be invoiced for the 
difference. If they drove less less than the amount they prepaid, they would be credited the amount of 
overpayment toward their future RUC owed. As other states such as Oregon have found, cash refunds 
should not be issued because they are expensive to process.

If a pure post-pay system is established, vehicles with out-of-state permits could pay RUC owed at the 
time that they are transitioned to Hawaii plates or leave the state. However, this approach could run the 
risk that vehicles are taken out of state without paying RUC. Currently, a valid registration is required to 
ship a vehicle out of state. One possible prevention measure would be to require shippers to verify that the 
driver has paid all RUC before the vehicle is loaded onto ships.

10.3. Abandoned Vehicles
Hawaii has a somewhat uniquely widespread problem of abandoned vehicles. Abandoned vehicles may 
have outstanding RUC owed at the time they are abandoned. If this RUC is not collected, then it is a loss 
for the state, because gas taxes are nearly always paid. The addition of RUC could be an argument to put 
processes in places to prevent vehicle abandonment and for the greater enforcement of fines for vehicle 
abandonment. 

If individuals abandon vehicles and leave the state, the state likely has no mechanism by which to obtain 
payment from the individual. Requiring some amount of prepayment, at least for safety inspection–based 
reporting, would go a long way toward covering for this situation.
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11. Policy and Program Choices
While the fuel tax is in place and the vast majority of vehicles are still powered by gasoline, the state will 
have several years to develop, implement, and operate effective RUC enforcement policies. As long as the 
fuel tax remains in place, there is little incentive or opportunity for evasion to occur. During this period, the 
state can implement and refine enforcement policies and procedures, so that when fuel taxes are 
eventually removed, an effective enforcement regime is in place, and there are few losses due to evasion. 

Additional research on the pervasiveness of unregistered vehicles would be informative to determine 
whether sufficient resources are dedicated to vehicle registration enforcement, best practices to increase 
compliance, and responses to the public’s concerns about the fairness of the RUC program.

11.1. Base Assumptions
► Main method of mileage reporting is the safety inspection–based reporting, possibly supplemented by 

self-reporting, PID, or OdoFoto.
► State administers safety inspection–based reporting directly, using CAM for PIDs and OdoFoto.

11.2. Program Choices for Legislature or State Agencies
Following are compliance and enforcement program choices that will need to be made:

► Is RUC a tax or fee, and who collects and enforces it?

 Does DoTAX, HDOT, or Cities/Counties perform RUC collection for safety-inspection based 
reporting?

► Prepay or post-pay (individually, for each reporting method)?

 If prepayment is used for safety inspection–based reporting, how much should be paid for the first 
year of a vehicle? How much for subsequent years?

 If prepayment is used for OdoFoto/PID, is the use of an electronic wallet appropriate? If so, how 
much should the initial charge be? How much should be charged for subsequent top-ups? What is 
the minimum threshold to trigger top-ups?

 For all methods, how long before payment is considered late (30/45/60 days)?
► What reporting and invoicing periods does the program use?

 For safety inspection–based reporting, should RUC be paid with vehicle registration, or separately, 
right after safety inspection? Should safety inspections be required closer to registration?

 For PID and OdoFoto, what are reporting/ invoicing periods?
► What noncompliance detection mechanisms does the program use?

 Late/inconsistent reporting

 Should the state detect safety inspection–based reporting and CAM detect for PID and 
OdoFoto?
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 Should true-up payments be required with safety inspection odometer reading for PID and 
OdoFoto users?

 Late payment

 Should the state detect safety inspection–based reporting and CAM detect for PID and 
OdoFoto?

 Fraudulent reporting

 Should additional anti-fraud features at safety inspections be upgraded, such as a photo of the 
odometer?

 What software security requirements be enforced with OdoFoto?

 Audit program for odometer rollback

 When should VIN lookup be triggered?

 What should the VIN lookup service be used?

 What is criteria for prosecuting odometer rollback?
► Penalties

 Set penalties by noncompliance type.
► Adjudication

 How should adjudication be implemented?
► Special cases 

 Change of ownership: How should the means of reporting RUC at time of ownership change be 
implemented?

 Out-of-state permits: How should RUC be collected from vehicles with out-of-state permits?

 Abandoned vehicles: How should enforcement efforts increase to combat RUC loss due to 
abandoned vehicles?
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway 
users. Funding sources for this repair and upkeep include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental 
car surcharges, and motor fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes have generated the largest share of 
money for state roads and bridges. At 16 cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, motor fuel taxes are 
the only revenue source based on how much drivers use the road network. Hawaii’s counties also tax 
fuel in order to pay for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 23 cents per gallon. Additionally, the 
Federal government funds the Highway Trust Fund using a federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of 
gasoline, and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume either less fuel, or none at all, the amount of 
county, state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii from the fuel tax is declining. Moreover, 
the historical link between how much people drive, and how much they pay to use the roads, is fading. 
Although declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental 
goals, the Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has identified it as a risk to the sustainable and 
equitable funding of its roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation of fuels to taxation of 
miles driven as the basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge 
(RUC) is feasible for Hawaii, but that several major issues must first be addressed. 

RUC is a concept where roads are funded by charging vehicle owners an amount based on how much 
they use those roads. However, there are many details to consider before RUC can be enacted into law 
or implemented into practice.

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding to perform more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018-2019, 
HDOT conducted this research which included a statewide telephone survey of residents, holding a 
series of focus groups, hosting 13 public meetings across all six islands, broadcasting an online virtual 
public meeting, as well as meeting with dozens of stakeholders (including county officials, 
neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, etc.). 
Building on the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of RUC research revealed several 
community concerns regarding the potential transition from the “taxing of fuel” model to a “fee based on 
miles driven” model.

HDOT and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) researchers reviewed these concerns 
carefully in order to fully understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, 
the concerns fall into three categories:

► Often, public perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public 
believe that a RUC system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based 
concerns, HDOT conducted research to determine whether there was a factual basis for these 
assertions and if so, what approaches exist to address these claims through policy or system 
design adjustments.

► The operational challenges that a RUC system will face are also often identified as concerns. For 
example, some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a RUC system would be costly 
to administer, as compared to the current system of fuel taxation. To address these operational and 
technical challenges, HDOT conducted research to better understand and improve the RUC system 
design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers will have 
to make many choices when creating a RUC program. For example, they must choose a rate, 
which can be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some 
members of the public would prefer a RUC system that incorporates vehicle weight, or vehicle 
emissions, as a factor in the rate. HDOT conducted research into the various policy choices 
available, as well as the relative impacts, strengths, and weaknesses of each approach.

Given the varying concerns and topics they span, HDOT decided to organize further research into 
these topic areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” was initiated to summarize the nature of the 
concern (or concerns) within the topic area, the results of research, the analysis into the concerns, as 
well as the implications of the research on RUC policy or system design.

The purpose of these policy papers is not to contain recommendations or clear answers on what 
precisely HDOT or the Legislature should do. The purpose of each policy paper is to provide adequate 
background and analysis to support decision-making by lawmakers and system designers as they 
contemplate the enactment of a RUC system. 
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Executive Summary
Road usage charging (RUC) is a revenue concept that involves assessing vehicles based on the 
distance driven on the public road network. As with any new revenue mechanism, RUC requires new 
information, systems, and processes, impacting customers and agencies alike. Commonly raised by 
the public and stakeholders during the early outreach stages of the HiRUC project was a preference 
that a new RUC system be designed and administered cost-effectively. 

With only three active light-duty vehicle RUC programs worldwide (Oregon, Utah, and New Zealand), 
experience with operating such systems is limited. New Zealand’s program offers the greatest depth of 
experience, with a RUC program that dates to the 1970s for light-duty diesel vehicles. The country also 
most closely resembles Hawaii in that it is an island jurisdiction with annual vehicle inspections. Across 
these three programs, several key lessons learned emerge:

► Using manual mileage reporting as a foundation for RUC can reduce costs. 
► The private sector is more effective at developing and improving technology than the public sector. 
► Pre-payment of RUC simplifies program administration. 
► Aligning incentives between the agency collecting and using funds can minimize costs. 
► Starting with a small-scale RUC program allows the administering agencies to set up systems, 

collect revenue, and interact with customers in a relatively low-risk, low-stakes way.
► Regular evaluation leads to continuous improvement.
Designing a RUC system requires policymakers to make policy choices and executing agencies to 
make program design choices. These choices, in turn, impact costs. Policy choices that impact costs 
most significantly include setting rates, designating subject vehicles, selecting an agency to administer 
the program, prescribing mileage reporting methods, specifying the terms for private sector 
involvement, charting a transition pathway for the program, and evaluating and reporting on program 
performance. This paper reviews the range of choices available and the implications on system cost. 
For example, prescribing low-cost mileage reporting methods like vehicle inspection-based RUC can 
reduce costs significantly, while inviting private sector involvement in the event of prescribing 
technology-based mileage reporting methods can help control the costs of such features.

System design choices also impact costs. For example, the administering agency must design an 
approach for accepting payments from customers. Credit and debit cards carry merchant fees, while 
checks require processing and inevitably involve some portion of overdrawn accounts, which require 
additional customer attention. Allowing frequent installment payments also requires additional customer 
support and higher transaction costs. These and many other detailed design choices are memorialized 
in system design documentation which are best compiled with costs as a deliberate trade-off to 
consider. Contracts with private sector suppliers of components of a RUC system are another 
opportunity for system design choices to impact costs, along with the conduct of periodic program 
evaluations.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

CAM Commercial Account Manager

ConOps Concept of Operations

DIT City and County of Honolulu Department of 
Information Technology

DMV Department of Motor Vehicles

DOTAX Hawaii Department of Taxation

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

EV Electric Vehicle 

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

ICD Interface Control Document

MPG Miles Per Gallon

OBD-II On-board Diagnostic Port

ODOT Oregon Department of Transportation

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection

RUC Road Usage Charge 

SRS System Requirements Specification

UDOT Utah Department of Transportation

U.S. United States
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1. Introduction
Among the classical principles of tax policy is the ability to administer tax and fee collection 
mechanisms efficiently. When the purpose of a tax or fee is to generate revenue, then high costs of 
collection and administration undermine the purpose. Formalized by Adam Smith in Wealth of Nations 
in the 18th century, this principle remains a central feature of tax policy guidance in the 21st century, 
even as other principles have evolved over time.1

Hawaii, like other states, derives transportation funding primarily from user taxes on fuel consumption 
and vehicle ownership. Fuel taxation is one of the most efficient methods for governments to collect 
revenue, estimated by state departments of transportation (DOTs) nationally to cost less than 1% of 
revenue.2 Outside analysis estimates the cost closer to 5% when factoring in evasion and 
administrative costs not typically considered by DOTs.3 In Hawaii, as in most states, the Department of 
Taxation collects fuel taxes from fuel distributors when fuel is removed from storage tanks and placed 
into tankers for delivery to retail fueling stations. Collecting at this point of the fuel supply chain reduces 
the number of taxpayers. Instead of collecting the tax directly from millions of drivers or even from 
hundreds of retail fuel stations, collecting from distributors means, in most states, the number of 
taxpayers is in the dozens or hundreds. In Hawaii fuel distributors number fewer than 30. Collecting 
from such a small number of taxpayers allows for low cost of tax administration by the agency.

Vehicle registration fees and weight taxes, by contrast, are collected from individual vehicle owners. In 
Hawaii, the various county Departments of Motor Vehicles (DMVs) are responsible for licensing 
vehicles and collecting fees on behalf of the state and the counties, with IT support by the City & 
County of Honolulu Department of Information Technology (DIT). With over 1 million vehicles registered 
in Hawaii, the DMVs collectively administer hundreds of thousands of transactions with vehicle owners 
per year for titling, registration fees, weight taxes, and other miscellaneous fees and taxes. Although no 
precise, comprehensive cost estimates are available, City & County of Honolulu budgets close to $19 
million in operating costs per year for Motor Vehicle, Licensing, and Permits, or $24 per vehicle, which 
represents between 5 and 10 percent of state and county vehicle-related taxes and fees collected on 
Oahu.4

As states examine the possibility of transitioning from fuel taxes to a per-mile road usage charge 
(RUC), an important component of this transition is to understand and control the prospective costs of 
RUC administration, the factors that drive those costs, and choices available for keeping costs 
reasonable. Public outreach and stakeholder consultations conducted by the Hawaii Department of 
Transportation (HDOT) for the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) Demonstration project revealed a 
common perception among the public and stakeholders alike, including county and state agencies, that 
RUC would be costly to implement and administer. Given the wide range of possible configurations of a 
RUC system, the range of administrative costs could likewise be wide. Understanding the relationship 
between the choices available for a RUC system and their cost impacts can help guide policymakers 
and system administrators toward a RUC solution that yields revenue at reasonable cost of collection.

1 Association of International Certified Professional Accountants (AICPA), Guiding principles of good tax policy: A framework 
for evaluation tax proposals, 2017.
2 U.S. Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics, Table MF-3, 2020.
3 Reason Foundation, Dispelling the Myths: Toll and Fuel Tax Collection Costs in the 21st Century, 2012.
4 City & County of Honolulu, FY2022 Adopted Operating Budget (Ord 21-20, 2021.
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This paper begins with lessons learned from other jurisdictions that have implemented RUC systems 
for light-duty vehicles regarding efficient administration. Next, the policy and system design choices that 
impact RUC administrative costs are reviewed and analyzed. Examples of choices include determining 
which vehicles pay RUC and selecting mileage reporting methods. Some of these choices can be made 
by policy makers and put into enabling law for a RUC program, while other choices can be delegated 
for the implementing agency. The paper concludes with an explanation of next steps, including a 
summary of how RUC cost factors will feature alongside a more complete summary of administrative 
issues.
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2. Lessons Learned from Other RUC Programs
Despite extensive experimentation and pilot testing with RUC systems in the U.S., there is limited 
experience with permanently operational RUC programs globally for light-duty vehicles. Those with the 
most instructive lessons for Hawaii are New Zealand, Oregon, and Utah.

2.1. New Zealand RUC Program
In 1978, New Zealand introduced RUC primarily to achieve more efficient recovery of road costs from 
heavy vehicles, while simultaneously abolishing diesel taxes. RUC was introduced as a weight- and 
distance-based charged. Vehicle owners purchase prepaid licenses based on the wheel-axle 
configuration of their subject vehicles. With the initial focus on heavy vehicles, the payment, 
measurement and enforcement system was developed to meet their needs, including the requirement 
for vehicles to install hub-odometers on all tractor and trailer units. Light-duty vehicles were only subject 
to RUC if powered by a fuel not taxed at source (i.e., diesel cars). By the mid-1990s, the majority of 
vehicles subject to RUC were light (under 3.5 tons). Today over 800,000 vehicles subject to RUC are 
light-duty diesel cars. Electric cars are currently exempt from paying RUC, but the exemption will expire 
in March 2024.

The prevalence of light-duty vehicles presented a challenge to the RUC program in the 1990s. Owners 
of light-duty diesel vehicles were far less likely to be aware of the requirement to pay RUC than heavy 
vehicle owners, which tended to be large fleets and businesses. The requirement on light-duty diesel 
vehicles to pay RUC is based on prepaying distance in blocks of 1,000 km. The distance is purchased 
in the form of a paper license displayed in the windshield showing the odometer reading range that the 
license covers. The odometer of the car must be between the range displayed on the license. Recently, 
New Zealand updated the enforcement of this requirement to include checking the odometer at 
vehicles’ annual safety inspection (warrant of fitness).

In the early 2000s, the New Zealand government began to certify private telematics companies to serve 
as agents on behalf of vehicle owners to measure and pay RUC. The primary market for this service is 
heavy vehicle fleets, for whom commercial fleet management and tracking services are worth the cost 
of monthly subscriptions. Rather than developing a government telematics platform or contracting with 
one supplier, the New Zealand government opened the market to any company who could meet the 
standards for accurate distance and weight measurement, data security, and financial strength. 

Today New Zealand’s RUC program collects over $1 billion annually for the land transport fund to 
invest in the nation’s roads and bridges, at a cost to the New Zealand Transport Agency of less than 
2% of revenue. The cost of the transactions is passed on to consumers in the form of administration 
fees that range from approximately US $1.50 per transaction for purchases made through “direct 
connect” agents to US $5.50 for phone transactions. RUC purchased online incurs and administrative 
fee of approximately US $3.00. Close to half of heavy vehicles opt for a commercial telematics provider, 
while most light-duty vehicles continue to purchase paper RUC distance licenses, subject to verification 
at annual safety checks. Whether paper licenses or commercial providers, customers must cover some 
of the costs of license transactions. Paper license purchases include fees to cover the cost of printing 
and transacting, while commercial suppliers of telematics that include RUC reporting, payment, and 
recordkeeping functionality all operate under a SaaS subscription model whereby fleets pay for a 
bundle of services which includes RUC.
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2.2. Oregon’s OReGO RUC Program
Absent an annual safety check like New Zealand, Oregon began its light-duty RUC program by 
exploring technology options for reporting miles driven. Following a successful pilot test in 2012-2013, 
the Oregon Legislature enacted the permanent OReGO program in 2013. The legislation directed the 
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) to structure the program as a public-private partnership, 
with multiple options for mileage reporting and account management and at least one method of 
mileage reporting that does not require vehicle owners to surrender any location data.

In building a program to align with legislative direction, ODOT invited any firm in the market to 
participate in the provision of RUC services. The agency evaluated proposals from numerous bidders 
and, based on the responses, created a “market contract” that dictated the overarching requirements 
for a RUC account manager to be qualified to provide RUC services to Oregon drivers and set forth the 
terms of compensation. Because the OReGO program was, and remains, small, with an initial cap of 
5,000 vehicles, ODOT decided to compensate qualified vendors by allowing them to keep 40% of the 
revenue they collected. Although this figure is too high for a larger-scale program, ODOT fixed the fees 
at this level to encourage market participation while establishing a small-scale program for future 
growth.

During the first six years of OReGO operations, ODOT has continued to experiment with RUC features. 
There are currently two market-based commercial account managers (CAMs) which operate accounts 
for ODOT, including one that does so on a pre-payment “wallet” basis, and another that does so on a 
post-payment basis. Both CAMs are liable to pay ODOT for all miles driven by their customers, 
regardless of whether they are able to collect from their customers. If a customer fails to pay, the 
current enforcement model in the volunteer system is straightforward: customers are removed from the 
program and revert to paying the electric and high-mpg vehicle registration surcharge of up to $110 per 
year. ODOT has recently indicated it will explore offering a manual payment option based on odometer 
self-reporting, in part to reduce costs.

2.3. Utah’s Road Usage Charge Program
Utah was the second state to launch a RUC program after Oregon. Legislation in 2018 directed the 
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) to establish a RUC program for electric, plug-in hybrid, and 
hybrid vehicles by January 1, 2020. Those vehicles can choose to pay a vehicle registration surcharge, 
which varies by vehicle type, or to pay by the mile. Electric vehicles pay either $120 per year or 1.5 
cents per mile in RUC. The RUC is capped at $120 so vehicle owners cannot pay more than they 
would pay in flat fees.

Given the compressed time frame available to launch a program, UDOT opted to conduct a traditional 
procurement and hired a vendor to operate the entire system. However, the technical features of the 
program are very similar to Oregon’s program, as UDOT studied and borrowed extensively from 
Oregon, making a few modifications to tailor the program to Utah’s legislative requirements and other 
preferences of the agency.

In the nearly two years since Utah’s program launch nearly 4,000 vehicles have enrolled, reporting 
mileage via plug-in devices that wirelessly transmit mileage totals to a transactions processor, or by 
unlocking their existing vehicle telematics provider to periodically send odometer data to the account 
processors. Utah’s system relies on a “wallet” approach similar to one of Oregon’s account managers. 
Under this approach, customers load funds into an account. The funds are deducted as they drive, and 
when the balance gets low, their credit or debit card on file is automatically charged to add funds to the 
account. This acts as a pre-payment approach, not dissimilar in concept to New Zealand’s pre-paid 
distance license approach.
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2.4. Key Lessons Regarding Efficient Administration
Based on the experiences of New Zealand, Oregon, and Utah to date, several lessons stand out that 
relate to efficient administration.

► Using manual mileage reporting as a foundation for RUC can reduce costs. New Zealand’s mature 
RUC system relies on purchase of distance licenses enforced via odometer inspection at annual 
safety checks, not unlike the approach HDOT designed for the HiRUC Demonstration’s first phase. 
As other states in the U.S. are discovering, including Oregon, using a manual approach as a 
foundation for a starter RUC program, is a low-cost way to build the necessary systems and begin 
revenue collections.

► The private sector develops and improves technology regularly. In none of the RUC programs to 
date has an agency attempted to develop or implement any new technology for mileage reporting, 
account management, or technical customer service. In each case, agencies leveraged the private 
market for expertise, technology, and systems, in the case of New Zealand at zero cost to the 
government. Although Oregon has adopted a similar model as New Zealand, the market size 
remains small, so the state must incentivize market participation. Utah likewise has not yet opened 
the market to other providers, given the small number of participating vehicles. In the long term, this 
model for RUC for light-duty vehicles can yield tremendous cost savings for agencies looking to 
deploy technology-based methods of mileage reporting. 

► Pre-payment of RUC simplifies program administration. It reduces the likelihood of evasion and 
level of enforcement needed. It provides cash flow to the agency. It reduces transaction costs by 
eliminating the need for invoicing and reminders for unpaid accounts. However, some systems, 
including DMV systems, may not be configured to accept pre-payment, and the notion of pre-paying 
for RUC may be politically less acceptable than post-payment. However, the gas tax is a pre-
payment model: vehicle owners pay the tax before they expend the fuel to drive on the roads. This 
analogy can make pre-payment more acceptable for RUC, especially since one of its policy 
purposes is to replace the gas tax.

► Aligning incentives between the agency collecting and using funds can minimize costs. As existing 
RUC programs have shown, alignment between the agency collecting funds and the agency 
benefitting from collection of funds can ensure the right incentives are in place for minimizing cost of 
administration. For example, both Oregon and Utah DOTs are responsible for collecting RUC and 
both agencies receive RUC funds through the highway fund. Likewise the New Zealand RUC is 
collected by the Transport Agency which operates and maintains the national highway network. 
HDOT and county DMVs alike will either directly or indirectly receive RUC funds.

► Starting with a small-scale RUC program allows the administering agencies to set up systems, 
collect revenue, and interact with customers in a relatively low-risk, low-stakes way. As New 
Zealand, Oregon, and Utah have all shown, gradual transitions are more practical. But they are also 
less costly. The fuel tax remains the most efficient transportation tax in the country and in Hawaii. 
Relying on the fuel tax for the majority of the vehicle fleet, which will continue to burn fuel for at 
least another decade, will allow the state to ensure that the RUC system is as cost-effective as 
possible, allow time to establish rules, build and test processes and systems, train staff, grow 
familiarity with customers and communications they need to comply, before transitioning large-scale 
revenue collections to it.
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► Regular evaluation leads to continuous improvement. Policymaking and system design are not 
complete once an initial RUC program is put in place. Regular reporting on performance and 
objective evaluation of performance factors are essential to continuous improvement and cost 
reduction. Critical analysis of the processes, the system, and the environment can increase revenue 
and decrease costs over time.  

The next section explores specific elements of policy and system design and their directional impacts of 
overall RUC administration costs.
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3. RUC Policy and System Design Choices Affecting Cost of 
Administration

RUC is the concept of collecting revenue based on distance traveled. Converting that concept into 
reality requires making a series of policy and system design choices. Based on the number of decisions 
to make and the choices and combinations available, in practice RUC could take thousands of distinct 
forms, and each of these forms has an associated cost. Therefore, it is not possible to estimate the cost 
of RUC based on the concept alone. It requires understanding the decisions to make, analyzing the 
choices available for each decision, and making choices.

The choices available fall into two broad categories: policy and system design. Policy choices are those 
made by policymakers when writing statute that creates a RUC program in law. System design choices 
are the more detailed choices made by agencies in the executive branch through the course of 
executing the law. There are few preordained rules or guidelines about which choices can or must be 
made in law versus which can or must be made through system design. Some legislatures provide 
broad discretion to executive agencies to make choices in the execution of laws, while others provide 
more prescriptive guidance.

The two sections that follow present choices as “policy” choices or “system design” choices. However, it 
is not necessarily the case that all policy choices must be made by the legislature, nor is it the case that 
all system design choices must be made by executive agencies implementing a law. Perhaps the only 
guideline is that, in crafting tax policy, the legislature must establish a rate or rate structure in law. 
Almost all other decisions can theoretically be left to executive agencies. In practice, though, many 
decisions fall to the legislature to negotiate to ensure public acceptance of the final product as well as 
reasonable guidance to the executive branch.

3.1. RUC Policy Choices Impacting Cost of Administration
This section reviews the major policy choices that lawmakers will likely confront in writing a law to 
authorize the creation of a RUC program initially. Each section describes the directional impacts that 
various choices have on system costs.

One program element that impacts costs is enforcement. A separate policy paper Compliance and 
Enforcement of a Road Usage Charge in Hawaii addresses options for enforcement of RUC in greater 
detail.

3.1.1. Rate Setting
Rate setting is a policy choice with many impacts to consider such as differential impacts on population 
groups by geography and demographics, total net revenue, and ability to keep pace with costs. 

Rate setting also impacts cost of administration in several ways. First, rate setting determines total 
revenue, which serves as the denominator for the popular but often misleading “cost as a percent of 
revenue” metric. The lower the raw cost, the lower the cost as a percent of revenue. Likewise, the 
higher the revenue, the lower the cost as a percent of revenue. Raising the rate of a RUC automatically 
reduces the cost as a percent of revenue. Because of the high variability in revenue targets and rates 
across tax and fee mechanisms, and across geographics, using this metric must be done cautiously.
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Secondly, the type of rate setting impacts the complexity of the accounting system used to assess RUC 
charges. For example, the simplest possible configuration is to set a flat rate per mile for all miles 
driven. Assessing this type of charge requires one number per vehicle per reporting period: the number 
of miles driven. As with the weight tax, one charge rate is multiplied by one number (miles driven) to 
produce the charges due. More complex rate structures could require or allow charging miles differently 
by location driven, which necessarily requires or allows for measuring miles by location, which 
increases the cost of mileage measurement technology.

Third, rate structures that introduce complexity often require additional customer service to explain, 
including additional upfront information presented in numerous formats to allow for ease of 
understanding and increased likelihood of initial compliance. Variable rates by vehicle type, for 
example, may invite customer inquiries about their individual circumstances. In the HiRUC 
Demonstration, one of the most commented features of the Driving Report was the vehicle’s fuel 
economy rating, derived from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Since fuel economy, 
measured in miles per gallon (MPG), varies by an individual’s circumstances including fuel type, 
operating circumstances, and driving style, using a single MPG measure for each vehicle make, model, 
and year combination drew attention and concern from many drivers who questioned its applicability to 
their particular circumstance.

3.1.2. Subject Vehicles
Administering a RUC program requires, at minimum, a live connection to the state vehicle registry. The 
level of operational involvement by the same entities (DMVs) that interact with customers for vehicle 
registration varies from state to state. This means that the ability to apply RUC to specific types of 
vehicles depends on the ability of the system to identify vehicles by category. For example, in Utah and 
Oregon RUC is available as an alternative to a registration surcharge for electric, hybrid, and plug-in 
hybrid vehicles. In Oregon and Virginia, it is also available to all vehicles above a certain MPG (20 and 
25, respectively).

At the same time, the ability to assess RUC depends on the ability of subject vehicles to comply at low 
cost. Vehicles manufactured prior to 1996 do not have an onboard diagnostic (OBD-II) port, which 
eliminates the possibility of using plug-in devices to report miles driven for those vehicles. Although 
onboard telematics are becoming more widely available, most vehicles on the road, including some 
vehicles manufactured today, do not have the capability, rendering that prospective method of mileage 
reporting inaccessible for most vehicles. Should Hawaii rely on odometer reporting, some older vehicles 
have inoperable odometers and/or mechanical odometers for which evasion via odometer rollback is 
plausible.

Based on DIT’s existing vehicle registry, it should be straightforward to identify vehicles by the following 
relevant factors for RUC: age, fuel type (i.e., DIT must already identify electric vehicles for the electric 
vehicle surcharge), and weight (i.e., HiRUC focused on vehicles below 10,000 pounds). Using 
additional factors like MPG or engine size to identify vehicles subject to RUC would require additional 
cost and effort to identify and apply the RUC to the correct vehicles.

3.1.3. Authorized Agency
The choice of executive agency or agencies authorized to collect RUC is a fundamental element of any 
enabling RUC law. Both Oregon and Utah authorized their respective state DOTs to administer the 
program. Virginia authorized the state DMV. 

In Hawaii, although the state’s Department of Taxation (DOTAX) collects fuel taxes, the counties’ DMVs 
collect vehicle-related fees. DOTAX collects both state and county fuel taxes, and remits the county 
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portion to the respective counties. County DMVs, in return collect both state and county vehicle-related 
fees, and remit the state’s portion to the state. A more complete HiRUC organizational assessment 
report will cover the full range of considerations in deciding an authorized agency as a separate 
appendix to the HiRUC Final Report. However, for purposes of understanding cost impacts, several 
factors are key.

First, a best practice from other jurisdictions is to align the incentives of the agency or agencies 
collecting the tax or fee and the agency or agencies using the funds. For example, in Utah, New 
Zealand, and Oregon, the agency collecting the RUC is the one who benefits from the net revenue for 
purposes of investing in the agency’s mission. This alignment creates a natural incentive for the agency 
to administer the revenue mechanism in as efficient a manner as possible, to maximize yield. In Hawaii, 
although HDOT stands to benefit from the sustainable, equitable revenue that a RUC could produce, 
counties likewise would benefit from such a revenue mechanism, given the current reliance on county 
gas taxes for the majority of each county’s road fund.

Secondly, it is important for the authorized agency to have subject matter knowledge of RUC, or at 
least of the elements of a RUC system. Any agency with a revenue collection function, especially one 
that touches individual consumers and residents, like DOTAX (income tax) and the county DMVs 
(vehicle registration) will have most of the existing knowledge and skills for administration of a tax 
program. What lacks, however, is the ability to collect miles driven data, the essential additional 
component for calculating and assessing a RUC. HDOT has that data through the Periodic Motor 
Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) program, and/or the data could be collected via additional means as 
explored in the HiRUC Demonstration.

The ability of the authorized agency to work effectively with DIT for access to the vehicle registry and 
with HDOT for access to the odometer mileage data contained in the PMVI system is a critical factor for 
reducing operational costs. In addition to accessing data from both systems, the RUC system might 
potentially need to integrate with third party technology suppliers. To administer such a program at 
reasonable costs requires the agencies to collaborate and share data in an efficient manner. Selecting 
an authorized agency or agencies in legislation, prescribing roles for each agency, and authorizing 
funds for each agency, can help to remove ambiguity and improve the efficiency of the overall 
administration.

3.1.4. Mileage Reporting Methods
No RUC legislation to date has prescribed specific mileage reporting methods. Each has, however, 
delegated the selection of mileage reporting methods to the authorized agency, along with required 
features of the methods chosen. Oregon, for example, requires the agency, ODOT, to offer at least one 
method of mileage reporting that does not require the consumer to provide any location data.

The range of costs associated with mileage reporting methods is wide, from zero marginal cost for 
odometer mileage data already collected through HDOT’s PMVI program to as little as $1 or less for 
self-reporting or odometer image reporting to perhaps $5-10 per month for automated reporting with in-
vehicle technology. The HiRUC Cost of Collection Report explores the factors that drive cost of mileage 
data collection, particularly the vehicle-inspection method contemplated in Hawaii. But, the bottom line 
is that integrating miles-driven data from PMVI into the vehicle registration process is the only function 
missing to allow Hawaii to create a fully-functioning RUC program.

Over-prescription of mileage reporting methods in law can constrain agencies in their ability to find and 
deploy optimal technologies and systems for collecting miles driven data. On the other hand, failure to 
prescribe any mileage reporting technology or method features can leave the agency untethered to 
legislative expectations regarding cost of collection. Given the prospects for low-cost mileage reporting 
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via the existing PMVI program, enabling law could prescribe such a mileage reporting method as the 
baseline requirement for all vehicles. Such an approach would likely lead to very low cost of collecting 
RUC in Hawaii. The law could also allow vehicle owners to opt to report miles in a different manner, at 
their own election, subject to requirements created by the authorized agency or agencies. Prescribing 
additional methods beyond PMVI in law could preempt the ability of agencies to evolve quickly as 
vehicle technology and payment systems improve.

3.1.5. Commercial Model for Private Sector Involvement
Hawaii is reasonably positioned to initiate a low-cost RUC revenue mechanism by leveraging the 
existing PMVI and DIT programs and integrating the necessary data elements to put a small, starter 
program in place. One or more agencies involved may benefit from provision of certain services by the 
private sector. For example, PMVI contracts the information technology for collecting and storing 
inspection data to a private contractor. 

Should the state desire to offer more than just the vehicle-inspection method of mileage reporting or 
odometer image capture, the cost of the program will increase. With the current suite of available, 
viable methods of mileage reporting, all come with substantial costs, especially those that require 
location for differentiating miles driven by jurisdiction or road type. Policymakers can help manage the 
near-term and long-term costs of offering these other methods of mileage reporting in several ways.

First, as New Zealand has demonstrated and Oregon has replicated, creating an open market for 
provision of mileage reporting technology and account management services can reduce costs. In an 
open market, any company who qualifies can provide RUC services to vehicle owners who prefer to 
report miles and pay using a method other than the basic method offered by the state (e.g., in the case 
of Hawaii, the PMVI method). RUC service providers effectively compete for the provision of service to 
end consumers in a manner similar to competition among auto insurers for provision of a regulatorily-
required function. An open market also allows service providers to share some of the costs of RUC-
related functions with other commercial functions they supply. For example, if an entity collects mileage 
data from its customers for other purposes, the marginal cost of doing so as part of the provision of 
RUC services is effectively zero.

In addition to an open market model, policymakers could allow service and technology providers to 
recover some or all their costs directly from customers who opt for their services. For example, 
customers could opt in for subscription-based services such as vehicle health monitoring, crash alerts, 
and other applications that rely on the same infrastructure and data as RUC. Covering the costs of 
RUC functions through commercial services shifts the cost of more sophisticated methods of mileage 
reporting and RUC account management from the agency to the customer, at the customer’s election. 
In New Zealand, the entire cost of reporting is borne by the customer, which allows the agency to 
administer the RUC program at below 2% of revenue. 

► Finally, coordinating with other states to standardize data exchange interfaces and technology 
specifications can further keep costs down, as was done with the HiRUC Demonstration phase two, 
where the specifications were based on the OreGo RUC certification standards with minor 
modifications for Hawaii. Open and standardized specifications enables the leveraging of existing 
industry knowledge and techniques leading to faster and more reliable deployments. The use of 
open standards encourages market competition over time, allowing Hawaii to partake of the cost 
reductions that are sure to ensue as additional states begin deploying RUC system and the volume 
of RUC transactions increases.
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3.1.6. Transition
No RUC program for light-duty vehicles covers all vehicles in a jurisdiction. The world’s largest, most 
mature program in New Zealand has gradually grown to 800,000 diesel cars over a period of decades. 
Meanwhile, Utah and Oregon continue to study alternatives for transitioning their current small-scale 
programs from electric and high-MPG vehicles to more vehicles. The transition from a small-scale start-
up program to a larger-scale program is one every state with a RUC program will face.

The choice of how to transition, as laid out in the Approaches for Removing the Fuel Tax policy paper, 
will affect program costs. A gradual transition allows for a small-scale program to learn, establish rules, 
build and test processes and systems, train staff, and grow familiarity with customers and the 
communications they need to comply in the most cost-effective manner. Sudden transitions that require 
agencies to scale programs to handle large numbers of vehicles risk high costs, revenue losses, and 
public relations incidents whereas gradual transitions can manage risks more effectively.

3.1.7. Evaluation and Reporting
A key success factor for the cost reduction of New Zealand’s mature RUC system has been regular 
external program evaluation and reporting. Following enactment of parliamentary reforms to the RUC 
program in 2008, the RUC program underwent a “three-cycle” evaluation examining customer 
satisfaction, program awareness, compliance and evasion, enforcement practices, and cost-
effectiveness, among other features. The evaluation resulted in a number of recommended refinements 
and improvements to the program which were subsequently enacted to enhance the RUC program, 
making it easier for customers to comply, simpler for RUC service providers to enter the market, and 
less costly for the administering agency to operate.

Oregon, likewise, has conducted regular evaluation of its small-scale RUC program as a prelude to 
larger-scale adoption, identifying improvements in account manager certification processes, customer 
service, communications, mileage reporting technologies, and detailed system design features. These 
improvements position the administering agency, ODOT, for successful expansion of the program at 
relatively lower costs should the legislature enact a mandatory RUC for more vehicles in the state.

Lawmakers can codify the requirement to regularly report progress on the RUC program and conduct 
external evaluations, especially in the early years of program operations. The evaluation and reporting 
process ensures not only self-accountability by the administering agency, but also provides critical 
information in a feedback loop to policymakers in the event legal changes can help the program to 
function more effectively.

3.2. RUC system Design and Administration Choices Impacting Costs
The legislature has the prerogative to specify any detail of RUC system design or administration, but 
typically additional choices beyond those discussed in Section 3.1 are left for executive agencies to 
decide and implement. The level of detail in choice-making extends to detailed system specifications, 
business rules, and technology requirements. This section discusses the main categories in which 
these decisions are made, rather than the detailed decisions themselves, and the directional impacts 
on costs.

3.2.1. Payment Details
Given that a RUC system requires payment by or on behalf of individual motorists for road usage, it will 
require transactions for as many as the 1.4 million vehicles registered in Hawaii, although an early 
small-scale start-up system is likely only to begin with thousands of vehicles. Nevertheless, the 
administering agency must decide how to receive payment from customers. This includes payment 
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frequency (e.g., annually, semiannually, quarterly), payment methods (e.g., credit card, debit card, 
check, cash), and channels (e.g., in person, online, via telephone, by mail). Despite the prospect of 
outsourcing RUC account management and payments to the private sector in a long-term future for 
certain methods of mileage reporting, it is likely that Hawaii’s PMVI-based method of mileage reporting 
will require fee collection directly by a state agency or by county DMVs. After all, PMVI-based reporting 
proved by far the most popular in the HiRUC Demonstration, even among participants in the 
Technology Test Drive portion of the HiRUC Demonstration.

Each transaction incurs several costs for the administering agency. First, there is the cost of the 
financial transaction itself for each payment method. Credit and debit cards come with merchant fees, 
while checks require processing equipment, and cash requires cash handling procedures and facilities. 
Regardless of payment method, many customers will require support from a customer service agent, in 
person or over the phone, to complete the transaction. Some customers may be able to compete the 
transaction online. The lowest-cost method of transaction funds is via bank transfer, but many 
customers prefer credit and debit cards in order not to share sensitive bank information with public 
agencies.

Next, payment channels come with varying degrees of cost. By far the most costly is support for in-
person payments. By leveraging existing DMV locations and bundling RUC payments with other 
vehicle-related payments such as registration renewal (alongside weight taxes and registration fees), 
the state could minimize additional costs. However, the value of each transaction would be larger, 
leading to higher transaction costs (which are a function of the size of the transaction) and potentially 
customer dissatisfaction and complaints around the issue of ability to pay. Online transactions are the 
lowest-cost for the state to administer, but they require development and maintenance of simple, user-
friendly interfaces and are only available to customers with credit cards, debit cards, and/or bank 
accounts.

Offering more frequent payment options multiplies the transaction cost. If one charge can be broken 
into four payments, the additional cost of the transaction is much larger, although not necessarily 
quadruple the cost. The financial transaction remains a percentage of the value of each transaction, but 
fixed costs associated with facilitating each transaction are additive, and the risk of nonpayment 
increases.

A technique for reducing costs associated with payments include leveraging existing payment 
infrastructure, i.e., the DMV vehicle registration process. In addition, configuring RUC as a pre-payment 
system allows for upfront collection, reduced cost of administration related to enforcement and 
collections, and reduced transaction costs. Although post-payment has been more popular with 
consumers, pre-payment simplifies RUC administration and reduces the cost of running a program.

3.2.2. Detailed System Design
Numerous system design choices are reflected in technical documents that prescribe the nature of the 
program. These document include, at minimum, a Concept of Operation (ConOps), Business Rules, 
System Requirements Specifications (SRS), and Interface Control Documents (ICD). The ConOps 
describes at a high level how the system functions. However, the business rules, SRS, and ICD 
together comprise technical details reflecting hundreds of individual choices about how the system 
should perform. Occasionally some of these choices may be of interest to policymakers. For example, 
one business rule that a RUC system in Hawaii would need to address is how to assess charges on a 
vehicle that is registered in one county but whose inspection took place in a different county. Should the 
miles reporting at that inspection be ascribed to the county where inspection occurred (and thus, 
presumably, where the miles were driven) or where the vehicle is registered (and to which, presumably, 
the county registration and weight taxes would be owed)? As another example, what should be done in 
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the case of a vehicles whose odometer mileage at inspection is less than the value reported in the 
previous year?

These two examples and many others require assessment, judgment, and decisions by the authorized 
agency’s system designers. Each decision by itself does not necessarily impact overall system costs or 
customer experiences in a significant way. However, taken in the collective, these decisions shape the 
actual day-to-day operations and costs of a RUC system. They also collectively impact the type of 
experience that customers interacting with the system will have.

3.2.3. Contracts
To deliver a RUC program, implementing agencies typically rely on private-sector suppliers of 
technology or other goods and services. The degree of reliance depends on the policy and system 
design, but often at minimum includes software for mileage reporting. For example, the HiRUC 
Demonstration relied on PMVI for odometer mileage data, which in turn relies on HDOT’s technology 
supplier for provision of the technology and software for keeping vehicle data collected from vehicle 
inspectors. Other mileage reporting methods relied on private-sector vendors for such applications as 
odometer image capture and plug-in device mileage reporting. 

As New Zealand and Oregon have shown, if the enabling legislation allows or requires the 
implementing agency to rely on an open market approach to software and systems for RUC, such an 
approach can result in substantially lower costs of administration. But even in the case of Hawaii with a 
potentially manual-only (or manual-preferred) approach to mileage reporting, other elements of the 
system may benefit from procurement of private-sector suppliers. In these cases, implementing 
agencies can rely on existing processes and procedures, but as with any product sourced from the 
market, costs tend to be lower when the specific items being procured are from a market with 
substantial number of vendors and competition among them and/or in circumstances with highly limited 
services for specific functions.

3.2.4. Periodic Evaluation
If the enabling legislation for a RUC program calls for periodic evaluation, the details of who will 
conduct the evaluation and how specifically it will be conducted are typically left to the agency being 
evaluated. In these scenarios, to derive the greatest benefit at reasonable costs, maintaining a 
volunteer steering committee of agency stakeholders, consumer advocates, and elected officials, can 
help to guide the evaluation process of the RUC program to ensure the agency asks the right questions 
of importance to lawmakers. Typically an outside entity such as specialty consultancy or research 
organization can be highly effective at actually conducting the evaluation.
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4. Conclusions
For policymakers crafting a RUC program in law, there are many choices to make. The key choices that 
impact cost revolve around rate setting, identifying subject vehicles, selecting an agency or agencies to 
administer the program, prescribing mileage reporting methods and other program features, defining 
the commercial model for any private sector participation in RUC administration, setting forth a 
transition timeframe for the vehicles in the state to become subject to RUC, and calling for regular 
reporting and evaluation of the program. Lawmakers could prescribe more details of a RUC program, 
but typically additional details are left to agency discretion, such as payment methods and channels, 
technical details of mileage reporting, and methodologies for system evaluation.

To support efficient administration, policy choices that, in general, start simple and allow for gradual 
transition to more complexity, among both policy and technical details, tend to be the most 
administratively efficient. For example, the most reasonable costs can be achieved by starting with 
simple flat per-mile rates, a relatively small group of vehicles whose compliance with a RUC 
requirement would be easier, and leveraging of existing infrastructure of the DIT and PMVI programs to 
the extent possible. Gradually extending the program to cover more vehicles with variable rate 
structures and additional high-tech methods of mileage reporting could be achieved at reasonable cost 
over time after the initial launch and successful operations of a low-cost starter system.

Periodic program evaluation during the early years of a small-scale start-up program can prove to be a 
key investment in reducing long-term costs. Particularly with proper oversight and participation by 
lawmakers, agency leadership, and stakeholders, an evaluation task force can help to ensure that early 
evaluations of the program focus on aspects that, among other things, identify cost drivers and 
opportunities to reduce them. New Zealand’s example of continuous evaluation, even in a mature 
program, have yielded benefits for lowering cost of administration, improving compliance, and 
increasing revenue yield, which ties back to the fundamental purpose of a RUC program.
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Preface
Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of its state roads and bridges from taxes and fees on highway 
users. Funding sources include vehicle registration fees, weight taxes, rental car surcharges, and motor 
fuel taxes. Historically, motor fuel taxes generated the largest share of money for roads and bridges. At 16 
cents per gallon on gasoline and diesel, fuel taxes are the only revenue source based on how much 
people use the road network. Counties also tax fuel to pay for county roads, at rates that vary from 16.5 to 
23 cents per gallon, while the federal government funds the Highway Trust Fund with a federal tax of 18.4 
cents per gallon of gasoline and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel.

As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume less fuel (or none at all), the amount of county, 
state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii is declining. Moreover, the link between how much 
people drive and how much they pay to use the roads is disappearing. Although declining motor fuel 
consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and environmental goals, the Hawaii Department of 
Transportation has identified it as a risk to sustainable, equitable funding of our roads and bridges.

In 2016, Hawaii Department of Transportation commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from 
taxation of fuels to taxation of miles driven as the basis for road funding. The study concluded that a per-
mile road usage charge is feasible for Hawaii, but that several major issues must be addressed first. 

Road usage charge is a concept of funding roads by charging vehicle owners based on how much they 
use the roads. There are many details to decide before a policy such as road usage charge can be 
enacted into law or implemented in practice.

In 2017, Hawaii Department of Transportation secured federal funding for more in-depth research into road 
usage charge. From 2018 to 2019, Hawaii Department of Transportation conducted a statewide telephone 
survey of residents, held a series of focus groups, hosted 13 public meetings across all six islands, 
broadcast one online virtual public meeting, and met with dozens of stakeholders, including county 
officials, neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, and 
more. Along with the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of road usage charge research 
revealed concerns about a possible transition from taxing fuel to assessing a fee based on miles driven.

Hawaii Department of Transportation and its team of Hawaii Road Usage Charge researchers reviewed 
the concerns carefully to understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, 
concerns fall into three categories:

► Often, perceptions are expressed as concerns. For example, some members of the public believe 
that a road usage charge system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based 
concerns like this, Hawaii Department of Transportation conducted research to determine whether 
there was a factual basis for them and, if so, what approaches exist to address them through policy or 
system design adjustments.

► Operational challenges that a road usage charge system will face are often identified as concerns. For 
example, some stakeholders and members of the public worry that a road usage charge system would 
be costly to administer compared to today’s system of fuel taxation. To address operational and 
technical challenges, Hawaii Department of Transportation conducted research to understand and 
improve road usage charge system design.
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► Sometimes, a policy choice is expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and system designers must make 
many choices in creating a road usage charge program. For example, they must choose a rate. The 
rate can be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or it can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some 
members of the public prefer a road usage charge system that incorporates vehicle weight or 
emissions as a factor in the rate. To inform choices like this, Hawaii Department of Transportation 
conducted research into various available approaches and their relative impacts, pros, and cons.

Given the diversity of types of concerns and the topics they span, Hawaii Department of Transportation 
organized further research into these topic areas. For each topic area, a “policy paper” summarizes the 
nature of the concern or concerns within the topic area, the results of research and analyses into the 
concerns, and the implications of the research on road usage charge policy or system design.

Policy papers do not contain recommendations or clear answers on what precisely Hawaii Department of 
Transportation or the legislature should do. That is not their purpose. Instead, the purpose of each policy 
paper is to provide background and analyses to support decision-making by lawmakers and system 
designers as they contemplate enactment of a road usage charge system. 
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Executive Summary
Road usage charge and the fuel tax are designed to serve a similar public policy purpose. Fuel taxes 
function as a proxy for taxing roads, with the revenue from these taxes being used to maintain the public 
road network. Road usage charge is based more directly on roadway usage, but the charges are for 
distance traveled rather than a prepaid tax on fuel before it is consumed. Given that road usage charge is 
designed to replace or succeed the fuel tax, the fundamental question this paper explores is what to do 
with the fuel tax when road usage charge is introduced.

Every state that has investigated or piloted road usage charge has expressed a clear policy intent that it 
would replace, not supplement, the fuel tax. Oregon has begun this process by introducing road usage 
charge as an option for some vehicles. This option will offset the amount of fuel tax paid against the 
amount of road usage charge that has been accrued. New Zealand’s road usage charge system replaced 
fuel taxes on diesel, but it largely does not apply to gasoline. No jurisdiction to date has completely 
implemented road usage charge across an entire vehicle fleet, meaning that no jurisdiction has completely 
eliminated fuel taxes.

This paper identifies the following two general variations to removing the fuel tax: 

► Abolish all or some fuel taxes in parallel with introducing road usage charge for vehicles for which fuel 
taxes are abolished.

► Retain fuel taxes, but offer a credit, refund, or exemption for vehicles subject to road usage charge.
These variations are broken down into the following four approaches:

► Approach 1a: Abolish the fuel tax on all motor fuels.
► Approach 1b: Abolish the fuel tax on gasoline, but not diesel.
► Approach 2a: Retain the fuel tax, but with a credit (or refund) of fuel tax paid.
► Approach 2b: Retain the fuel tax, but with an exemption at the point of purchase.
Each of these approaches are assessed against the following criteria:

► Equity
► Revenue sustainability
► Simplicity 
► Minimization of costs
► Road users
► Government
► Business (fuel distributors and retailers)
► Minimization of fraud
► Ease of compliance
► Avoid double payment
► Public acceptance
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Each approach has its benefits and drawbacks. Ultimately, the removal of the fuel tax is dependent on how 
quickly and completely a road usage charge system is implemented. Unless Hawaii is to progress road 
usage charge in a single step, which seems unlikely since no jurisdiction in either the United States or 
globally has done so, then fuel tax will need to be progressively phased out with how the new system is 
introduced. While road usage charge may be introduced for electric vehicles without any need for 
consideration of the future of fuel tax, introducing it to plug-in hybrid, conventional hybrid, or highly fuel-
efficient gasoline-powered vehicles will raise this issue. Until all gasoline-powered vehicles are on road 
usage charge, fuel tax on gasoline cannot be removed, which leads to approaches that offer a refund or 
credit of fuel tax paid to those vehicles that pay road usage charge and consume gasoline. 
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

EV electric vehicle 

LPG liquefied petroleum gas 

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation 

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

HRS Hawaii Revised Statutes

RUC road usage charge 

U.S. United States
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1. Background
A core assumption behind the consideration of road usage charge (RUC) as a policy option to raise 
transportation revenues for Hawaii is that it would replace taxes on fuel that are used to pay for highways.1 
This follows the experience of other states that have trialed RUC based on it replacing the fuel tax. 

Given this assumption, if Hawaii decides to introduce RUC, then policymakers must also decide the future 
of the fuel tax. The purpose of this paper is to consider the issues and approaches available in considering 
the future of the state (and counties)2 fuel tax.

1.1. Description of the Fuel Tax
For the purposes of clarification, there are three sets of taxes on fuel applied by the Fuel Tax Law (HRS 
Chapter 243):

► License taxes (HRS 243-4)
► County fuel tax (HRS 243-5)
► State environmental response, energy, and food security tax (HRS 243-3.5)
For the purposes of this paper, county fuel taxes are referred to throughout this paper as “fuel tax,” and the 
license taxes are referred to as the “state fuel tax.” Revenues collected from taxes are allocated according 
to HRS 248-9 (state highway fund) and HRS 243-6 (fuel taxes, disposition) for highways at the state and 
county levels, respectively.3

State fuel tax4 in Hawaii is levied on fuel distributors and is currently set at $0.16 per gallon of gasoline and 
diesel, with $0.04 of biodiesel and $0.052 of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).5 Counties also apply their own 
fuel tax rates as follows, in addition to the state fuel tax as indicated in Table 1:6

1 Throughout this paper the term “fuel tax” is used only to describe state and county (not federal) gas and diesel taxes. It is 
assumed that the federal fuel tax would remain under all scenarios. Although, a state RUC system could also be used to collect a 
federal RUC if one were introduced.
2 The future of fuel tax at the state level will impact fuel taxes at the county level as well.
3 This excludes revenues from those taxes collected from boating, aviation, and off-public highway road use.
4 This does not include the HRS 243-4(a)(2) and (3) applicable to fuel used in aviation and naphtha used in power generating 
facilities. It also does not include the revenue collected by the fuel tax used in aviation and boating, noting that HRS 248-8 
provides for such revenue to be dedicated to specific funds for those purposes, and the $250,000 allocated for the management, 
maintenance, and development of trails and trail accesses under the jurisdiction of the department of land and natural resources.
5 LPG is also taxed at the county level at different rates; for the purposes of this paper, this is not material.
6 Unless otherwise stated, nothing in this paper proposes any changes, abolition or reduction of the “Environmental response, 
energy, and food security tax” on fuel in HRS 243-3.5, or the license taxes on gasoline or other aviation fuel used in airplanes or 
naphtha used in power generating facilities pursuant to HRS 243-4(a)(2-3). 
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Table 1: County Fuel Tax Rates 

COUNTY RATE PER GAL

Hawaii $0.23

Honolulu $0.165

Kauai $0.17

Maui $0.23

Note: Similar rates apply for both gasoline and diesel.

In 2019, the value of fuel taxes collected (including on-road gasoline, diesel, LPG, and other fuels, but 
excluding off-road uses) were $82.9 million for the state and $93.6 million for the counties. County fuel tax 
revenues are about 13 percent higher than state revenues, from 3 percent higher in Honolulu (where just 
over half of the fuel in the state is consumed) to 44 percent higher in Maui and Hawaii Counties 
(which together consume 40 percent of fuel in the state).7

State fuel tax revenues collected from public highway use are fully dedicated to the state highway fund, 
whereas county fuel taxes are dedicated to the respective county highway funds.8 Tax on off-road usage of 
gasoline and diesel is exempt or refundable, but the proportion of revenue refunded for off-road use is 
relatively low.9 One variation to the state fuel tax rates is diesel fuel used in power plants, which is taxed at 
the lower rate of 1 cent per gallon (state tax only). Diesel fuel generated an additional $1.4 million for the 
state highway fund in 2019. The quantity of diesel fuel used off-road10 for power plants is almost exactly 
three times the quantity used on-road; however, owing to the difference in tax rates, on-road diesel 
generates over four times as much revenue as off-road diesel.11

The cost of collecting the fuel taxes is not known in Hawaii, but given experience with fuel tax collection in 
other states and federally, it is likely to be a very small proportion of gross revenues, given that the tax is 
collected at the wholesale level from distributors, rather than at the retail level from consumers. Based on 
experience from across the United States, it is likely that the cost of collecting all fuel taxes is much less 
than 1 percent of gross revenue.

Fuel tax is paid by all drivers purchasing fuel for motor vehicles in Hawaii using public highways, except 
those powered solely by untaxed fuels, such as pure electric vehicles (EVs). Although EVs are forming a 
growing part of the vehicle fleet in Hawaii, vehicles powered by gasoline and diesel, including conventional 
hybrid vehicles, will likely dominate the vehicle fleet for at least the next decade.

7 These data are based on figures from the Hawaii Department of Taxation, Liquid Fuel Tax Base and Tax Collections Calendar 
Year Ending December 31, 2019, accessed October 2020 from https://files.hawaii.gov/tax/stats/monthly/2019cy-fuels-base.pdf.
8 HRS 243-6 for county fuel taxes and HRS 248-8 for state fuel tax.
9 Refunds are <0.3 percent of gasoline tax revenues. STATE OF HAWAII, DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION, LIQUID FUEL TAX 
BASE & TAX COLLECTIONS – NOVEMBER 2020: https://files.hawaii.gov/tax/stats/monthly/202011fuels.pdf.
10 HRS 243-4 considers that diesel fuel used for operating a motor vehicle in areas other than on the public highways of the state 
is eligible for a refund of the fuel tax. A similar provision applies to gasoline used in agricultural equipment.
11 Annual Report. Department of Taxation, 2019-2020, Tables 1.5 and 1.6.

https://files.hawaii.gov/tax/stats/monthly/2019cy-fuels-base.pdf
https://files.hawaii.gov/tax/stats/monthly/202011fuels.pdf
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1.2. Definition of the Issue
RUC and the fuel tax are designed to serve a similar public policy purpose. Charging motor vehicles in 
Hawaii a fuel tax for using roads has been the primary means of revenue for the roads for many years. 
Unlike other charges (e.g., registration, weight tax), the fuel tax is calculated on fuel used by motor 
vehicles on public highways, so it is a proxy for taxing road use. RUC is based more directly on roadway 
usage, but the charges are for distance traveled rather than a prepaid tax on fuel before it is consumed.

Given that RUC is designed to replace or succeed the fuel tax, the fundamental question this paper 
explores is what to do with the fuel tax when RUC is introduced. 

One obvious approach is to abolish the fuel tax at the same time RUC is introduced. The transition to RUC 
could theoretically be undertaken in a single policy step, with vehicles charged the fuel tax on one day and 
RUC the following day. A more gradual transition approach would be to abolish fuel taxes by types of 
specific fuel (e.g., gasoline first) and later for other fuels (e.g., diesel), which would mean introducing RUC 
to vehicles based on source of propulsion. Either approach is relatively simple in terms of removing fuel 
taxes, but either approach would require a large number of vehicles shifting to RUC in a single step, 
generating risks around such a sudden shift. This would require more planning to reduce the revenue risk 
associated with such a change from one form of charging motor vehicles for road use to another. 
Furthermore, the public may require assurances that when the fuel tax is abolished, fuel retailers would 
also reduce prices by a corresponding amount, and not absorb some or all of the tax amount as an 
additional margin.

An alternative would be to retain the fuel tax, either as a transitional measure or a “backup” system until 
RUC has been phased in completely. This would require the introduction of a new system to refund fuel 
tax, credit fuel tax paid against RUC owed, or exempt paying fuel tax at the point of purchase. This would 
enable RUC to be introduced in more gradual steps, either with incentives for voluntary opt-in or for 
mandatory steps toward full implementation. 

This is the fundamental issue behind the future of the fuel tax. If Hawaii chooses to introduce RUC, how 
gradually does it want to phase in RUC? The answer to that question is based on how quickly Hawaii 
should phase out the fuel tax and by what means it manages the transition from the fuel tax to RUC.
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2. Experience Elsewhere
As indicated in the Background section, every state that has investigated or piloted RUC has expressed a 
clear policy intent that RUC would replace, not supplement, the fuel tax—assuming the state would 
remove the fuel tax when RUC is implemented. However, no jurisdiction to date has completely 
implemented RUC across an entire vehicle fleet. As a result, no jurisdiction has completely eliminated fuel 
taxes.

Oregon has introduced RUC as an option for some vehicles, and the amount of fuel tax paid is offset 
against the amount of RUC due for those vehicles. Oregon also has a weight-mileage tax for heavy 
vehicles and does not charge diesel tax on such vehicles. Utah’s operational RUC system allows drivers to 
substitute per-mile charges for registration surcharges for certain vehicles, but it has not changed fuel 
taxes (preferring to charge a lower per-mile rate for plug-in hybrid vehicles compared to EVs). New 
Zealand’s RUC system replaced tax on diesel, but this policy largely does not apply to vehicles that use 
gasoline.12 There remains a gasoline tax in New Zealand, but no similar tax on diesel.

2.1. Oregon
Oregon’s OreGO system allows eligible motorists to choose to pay by the mile, in exchange for a credit of 
fuel tax paid for that vehicle against the RUC owed and waived registration surcharges. Only light vehicles 
and, based on recent legislative changes to the program, only those vehicles with a fuel economy rating 
above 20 miles per gallon (combined city/highway U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] rating) are 
eligible for OreGO. Should fuel taxes paid exceed RUC owed, no refunds are allowed for the balance. The 
result of this rule is that all vehicles in the program either owe RUC on a net basis after crediting fuel taxes 
are paid or they owe nothing more than the fuel taxes they already paid. This approach eliminates the 
need for the state to operate a refund or rebate system. Fuel taxes are calculated automatically based on 
the measurement of fuel consumed for the miles driven using an in-vehicle device, and it is applied as a 
credit toward the RUC owed. The Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) Technology Test Drive portion of 
the demonstration used similar technology, although no decision has been made as to whether that might 
be applied subsequently.

Oregon also has a weight-mileage tax for vehicles weighing more than 26,000 pounds, and it has both an 
exemption and a credit scheme in place for diesel tax for such vehicles.

2.2. Utah
Utah’s RUC system is optional, but it is only available to drivers of electric, plug-in hybrid, and hybrid 
vehicles. Utah’s RUC system has not been implemented to replace fuel taxes; rather, it is an option for 
drivers instead of its annual registration flat fee (Table 2). Registration fees were introduced as a means of 
charging alternative fuel vehicles because, compared to conventional gas-powered vehicles, alternative 
fuel vehicles pay between zero (electric) and approximately half (hybrid) of the fuel tax. RUC is offered as 
the option to avoid such fees, offering lower fees for hybrid vehicles, signifying that those vehicles continue 
to pay the fuel tax.

12 In New Zealand, although heavy vehicles (vehicles over 7,840 pounds) powered by gasoline must pay RUC, those heavy 
vehicles qualify for gasoline tax refunds. The number of such vehicles is less than 1 percent of all vehicles eligible to pay RUC. 
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Table 2: Utah’s Annual Registration Flat Fees for Alternatively Fueled Vehicles

ANNUAL REGISTRATION FLAT FEE SCHEDULE

ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE TYPE 2020 2021

Electric $90.00 $120.00

Plug-in Hybrid $39.00 $52.00

Gas Hybrid $15.00 $20.00

Utah’s legislature ordered the development of the May 2021 Utah Road Usage Charge Report to consider 
how RUC could replace state fuel taxes by 2031. 

2.3. New Zealand
In 1978, New Zealand introduced RUC as a replacement for diesel tax and to better recover the costs of 
road wear and tear from heavier vehicles. At the time, almost all diesel vehicles were heavy vehicles, and 
a significant proportion of diesel was consumed off-road. (Those users were subject to a time-consuming 
process of applying for diesel tax refunds.) The introduction of RUC enabled the abolition of diesel tax 
refunds for off-road use, because diesel tax itself was abolished. Since the changeover was immediate 
and compulsory, it meant that all diesel-powered vehicles had to purchase RUC, beginning April 1, 1978, 
and diesel was no longer taxed. However, gasoline-powered vehicles continued to pay fuel tax on 
gasoline, as they do to this day. One effect of this change is that gasoline appears to be more expensive 
than diesel at the gas station, but because diesel users have to pay RUC, this apparently lower price is 
offset by RUC. Although few light vehicles were powered by diesel in 1978, the amount of diesel-powered 
light vehicles has increased considerably since the 1990s. Approximately 15 percent of all light vehicles 
are now diesel-powered, due to the popularity of European models (and the removal of import restrictions 
and tariffs on imported vehicles). For gasoline-powered vehicles that are subject to RUC (a few hundred 
heavy vehicles), a manual gasoline tax refund process exists in which the driver can apply for a refund 
directly (based on supplying receipts as proof of gasoline tax paid). 

Hawaii is using New Zealand as a case study, which represents abolishing one type of fuel tax while 
keeping another. Hawaii is considering a policy approach that will potentially abolish the gasoline tax (by 
introducing RUC on light vehicles first) but retain the diesel tax (for heavy vehicles).
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3. Approaches for Removing the Fuel Tax
Based on the two possible approaches outlined in Section 1.2, two variations of each approach were 
developed for further assessment, for a total of four approaches. This assessment is intended to raise 
issues for further discussion and consideration. The key issue is how RUC might be introduced in Hawaii, 
rather than what to do about fuel taxes in isolation.

Following are two variations of these approaches:

► Abolish all or some fuel taxes in parallel with introducing RUC for vehicles for which fuel taxes are 
abolished.

► Retain fuel taxes but offer a credit, refund, or exemption for vehicles subject to RUC.
These variations are broken down further as follows:

► Approach 1a: Abolish the fuel tax on all motor fuels.
► Approach 1b: Abolish the fuel tax on gasoline, but not diesel.
► Approach 2a: Retain the fuel tax, but with a credit (or refund) of fuel tax paid.
► Approach 2b: Retain the fuel tax, but with an exemption at the point of purchase.
Variations on these approaches also exist (e.g., fuel tax also applies to natural gas-powered vehicles, but 
it is assumed that retaining a tax on these other fuels is a variant on Approach 1b, and it does not have a 
substantively different effect compared to that approach). This paper expresses no view on whether 
retention of the fuel tax is implemented purely for a short transitional period or a longer term period.

3.1. Assessment Criteria
Each of these approaches are assessed subsequently against the following assessment criteria:

► Equity: A key principle behind RUC is user pays, to ensure all motor vehicles are charged their fair 
share of the costs of maintaining and developing Hawaii’s road network. Fuel taxes have been, until 
recently, a fair means of doing this, because they broadly reflect how much a vehicle is driven, 
demonstrating how much the driver benefits from the roads being maintained. RUC is intended to 
address the problem of electric and ultra-fuel-efficient vehicles that pay little to no fuel tax to use the 
roads. If RUC is introduced in Hawaii to help improve fairness between different types of motor 
vehicles, then it is important that this principle be maintained. Approaches for the future of fuel taxes 
should not detract from fairness and should contribute toward ensuring all motor vehicles are charged 
their fair share, not more, not less. Fairness is also a matter of perception as well as outcomes.

► Revenue sustainability: A core objective of RUC is revenue mechanism replacement, irrespective of 
the revenue target, so fuel taxes should not be collected and retained from road users that are charged 
and pay RUC. However, refunds or exemptions of fuel taxes may introduce new means to evade 
paying to use the roads, on a scale that could affect the sustainability of the system of raising revenue 
from use of the roads, if not properly managed.

► Simplicity: Fuel taxes are simple to understand and apply. With RUC intended to replace fuel taxes, 
approaches for the future of fuel taxes should be simple and easy to implement. For government, 
businesses, and road users, implementation should be easy to follow and easy to understand. 
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► Minimization of costs: In parallel with the introduction of RUC, approaches for the future of fuel taxes 
should seek to minimize costs to the following:

 Road users: Road users should face minimal direct or indirect costs with any approach, including 
little time or cost to claim or receive any refunds, credits, or exemptions.

 Government: Any approach should not involve high costs for government to administer or manage.

 Business (fuel distributors and retailers): Any approach should not require businesses to have to 
invest in systems to enable refunds, credits, or exemptions to be granted. This should also include 
not having high operating costs to manage any such systems.

► Minimization of fraud: Any approach should not introduce a new means to evade payment of either fuel 
tax or RUC, or obtain refunds inappropriately.

► Ease of compliance: Any approach should not make it difficult for road users to comply with either RUC 
or fuel taxes, nor should it be difficult for fuel distributors and retailers to be compliant.

► Avoid double payment: Any approach should ensure that road users who pay RUC either receive a 
credit or refund for fuel taxes paid, or pay less at the pump, equivalent to the value of the fuel tax. A 
key question underlying this criterion is whether fuel retailers will pass fuel tax reductions on to 
consumers.

► Public acceptance: Any approach should maximize public acceptance by being simple, transparent, 
fair, and easy to apply and understand.

3.2. Refunds, Credits, or Exemptions
Abolition of some or all fuel taxes is simply and easy to understand and apply. However, approaches that 
include retention of the fuel tax in parallel with an introduction of RUC for some or all vehicles paying fuel 
tax will require some form of system to avoid “double payment” of both RUC and fuel tax. Refunds, credits, 
and exemptions are three approaches for this purpose.

Refunds: A refund of fuel tax is a system that pays drivers, who purchase RUC and pay for taxable fuel, a 
refund of the fuel tax paid. The process may be similar to the existing process for refunding fuel tax 
provided for under legislation for fuel used off of public roads.13

Credits: Unlike a refund, a credit would be the application of the value of fuel tax paid being transferred 
into the RUC account for that specific vehicle, instead of the money simply being returned to the person 
who paid. A driver who is charged RUC could obtain a credit of fuel tax paid, which would be transferred 
into the RUC account to be used to help pay the RUC charged on that vehicle. The value would be drawn 
down per mile as the vehicle travels, and the credit would be topped up on each occasion fuel is 
purchased for the vehicle that is subject to the fuel tax. Excess credit would not be refunded, but if the 
credit were insufficient to pay RUC, the driver would be responsible for paying the difference (e.g., EVs 
pay no fuel tax so those drivers would receive no credit).

Exemptions: An exemption would deduct the value of the fuel tax from the price paid at the point of 
purchase. This would only be for vehicles that are charged RUC; therefore, at the time and point of 
purchase, the gas station would need to identify that the vehicle being fueled is subject to RUC (and has 
been paying RUC) to obtain the exemption. As fuel taxes are paid by distributors, administrative 

13 HRS 243-4 (a) and (b).
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procedures would need to be established to ensure exemptions at the retail level were addressed at the 
distribution level of fuel supply.

All approaches would require identification of the vehicle as being subject to RUC and directly linking and 
measuring all sales and distribution of taxable fuel to those vehicles to enable calculation of refunds, 
credits, and exemptions.

3.3. Assessment of Approaches

3.3.1. Equity
RUC is a policy intended to ensure equity by abolishing fuel taxes for all fuels while simultaneously 
introducing RUC for all vehicles It would contribute to equity by ensuring that all motor vehicles are 
charged their fair share, with all vehicles are charged in the same way for using the roads. 

If RUC were introduced for vehicles powered by gasoline (plus all hybrid vehicles and EVs), but not diesel 
vehicles, and concurrently fuel tax removed, but tax on diesel retained, this could also ensure equity as a 
transitional measure, but only if the rates were equivalent between RUC for gasoline (and electric)-
powered vehicles and diesel tax. This is how RUC and gasoline tax exist in parallel in New Zealand, 
because there is RUC on diesel-powered vehicles (but no excise tax on diesel) but no RUC on gasoline-
powered vehicles (and gasoline tax remains). In New Zealand, when the RUC rate (for diesel vehicles) is 
set, the rate of gasoline tax is set to be equal, based on the average fuel consumption for 
gasoline-powered vehicles per kilometer. This indicates that it is possible to maintain equity between 
vehicles powered by different fuels and taxed in different ways

If RUC were introduced, but fuel taxes retained with a credit or refund system for fuel taxes paid for those 
that pay RUC, it would be possible to sustain equity, because this would ensure all those who pay RUC 
and fuel taxes would not pay twice. Similarly, having an exemption from fuel taxes for those who pay RUC 
could promote equity, as long as it could be applied effectively and with low risk of fraud.

3.3.2. Revenue Sustainability
The primary purpose of introducing RUC is to achieve revenue sustainability by replacing a means of 
charging for road use based on fuel consumption in vehicles. Abolishing fuel taxes in part or in whole 
should not affect revenue sustainability, as experience elsewhere indicates that a simple change (i.e., New 
Zealand) combined with robust enforcement of RUC is effective in maintaining revenue sustainability. The 
key revenue sustainability risk in taking such a large step is ensuring public acceptability and having 
appropriate measures to minimize fraud for RUC, not the fuel taxes.

The approach of retaining fuel taxes as a transition could be a backup option for those who seek to evade 
RUC, but it would require a refund or credit system that could provide opportunities for fraud. Risks around 
non-compliance of RUC are not, in themselves, enough reason to retain the fuel tax, but there is merit in 
retaining the fuel tax as a transition to ensure that the ease of RUC compliance and the enforcement 
system is well designed and robust. Oregon is currently at this point.

If fuel taxes are retained, a credit system that applies fuel taxes paid to a RUC account, similar to Oregon, 
can minimize incentives for fraud at low cost to government, road users, and businesses, because it limits 
the potential value of such fraud to a specific vehicle’s RUC account. Retaining fuel taxes as a transitional 
measure would also help to build experience and enable refinement of the RUC system to address 
residual concerns over enforcement. For example, if fuel taxes are retained, then any vehicles that report 
incorrect odometer readings, or present challenges for RUC enforcement (e.g., 
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due to false or absent registration details), would not be able to evade paying fuel taxes. This would 
ensure there is enough time to address these issues before fuel taxes are completely phased out.

An exemption system may be a greater risk than a refund or credit-based system, because it would 
introduce the possibility of false declaration of the status of a vehicle when it arrives as a fuel tax. Such an 
approach has not been adopted elsewhere.14

Revenue sustainability should not be the decisive factor in choosing the future of the fuel tax. However, if 
fuel taxes are retained, even as an interim measure, the state should take care to ensure that any credit or 
refund feature minimizes potential for fraud.

3.3.3. Simplicity 
Abolishing fuel taxes in parallel with the introduction of RUC is the clearest approach for public acceptance 
and understanding, and it does not require introduction of a parallel system to manage credits or refunds. 
Retention of fuel taxes, with a credit or refund system, adds a new feature to the RUC system to 
administer and manage. If fuel taxes are retained for a transitional period, the simplest approach would be 
to enable credits of fuel tax paid to a RUC account, rather than establishing an exemption process at the 
point of sale. An exemption would require reliable identification of vehicles and purchasers who qualify for 
the exemption or separate payment refunds to a customer bank account or via check. The Technology 
Test Drive tested the viability of a fuel tax credit to a RUC account. All participants were shown on their 
road usage report their gas taxes paid compared to the RUC they would owe. For participants that 
selected the location-aware mileage reporting method, RUC was charged only on public roads. All others 
paid RUC for all miles. The gas taxes paid for non-EV participants using plug-in devices was based on 
actual measured gas consumed. All others were based on EPA fuel efficiency ratings for the vehicle.

Ninety-six percent of survey respondents felt that their road usage report was accurate. Some drivers 
expressed concerns around the accuracy of the EPA estimates. Although simple, consistent, broadly 
accurate, and cost-effective, calculating fuel consumption based on EPA ratings is an estimate and does 
not reflect the actual fuel consumption. That said, only four calls and emails were received by the HiRUC 
help desk related to this particular issue amounting to less than ½ percent of all respondents to the Driving 
Report survey.

3.3.4. Minimization of Costs to Road Users
Abolition of fuel taxes should be the best way to minimize costs to road users, as long as they receive the 
full value of the reduction in the tax (see Avoid Double Payment section below). Any system for credits or 
refunds (or exemptions) would require some interaction between RUC account holders and the credit, 
refund, or exemption process. Again, if fuel taxes were retained for a transitional period, the credit, refund, 
or exemption process would need to minimize costs to RUC account holders. For example, there would be 
additional costs to road users if they had to submit receipts for fuel taxes paid to obtain refunds, rather 
than automatically estimating or measuring fuel consumed. Given the viability of the latter, based on 
experience in Oregon and pilots in California and Washington State, there is no need to envision a credit 
or refund system that requires road users to engage in laborious paperwork or submittal of receipts.

14 In Oregon, the exemption for vehicles subject to weight-mileage tax is only applicable to the diesel used by such vehicles.
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3.3.5. Minimization of Costs to Government 
Abolition of the fuel tax in part or in whole would avoid the need for a credit, refund, or exemption system 
to operate in parallel, so it would likely minimize costs to government. Introduction of an automated credit 
or refund system would generate some costs to government to manage, but the system need not be costly 
or complex as mentioned previously. Oregon successfully generates credits using plug-in devices for RUC 
that measure fuel consumption as well as miles traveled, so that the RUC account has an accurate 
measure of both, with a simple calculation of state fuel tax paid included as a credit in the account. This is 
undertaken at almost no additional marginal cost compared to the reporting of miles. For those using less-
automated means of mileage reporting, a calculation is done in the billing engine using the EPA rating for 
fuel consumption, which is added to the RUC account as an estimation. Again, this is undertaken at almost 
no additional cost per invoice.

3.3.6. Minimization of Costs to Business (Other than Road Users)
Abolition of the fuel tax in and of itself would impose no new costs on business. However, if an exemption 
for fuel tax at the point of purchase were to be introduced (for those who pay RUC), this would require 
systems to be installed in gas stations to readily identify vehicles that are eligible for an exemption from 
taxes (because they are subject to RUC). Besides having to verify a customer’s identity (and ensure it is 
linked to a vehicle that is paying RUC), the system would need to generate data to be supplied to the fuel 
distributor. Since the fuel tax is paid by the wholesale fuel distributor before retail, an exemption, if applied, 
would be for fuel tax already paid, requiring a refund to the distributor from the state (and for the distributor 
to have the data needed for this). With systems required by the gas station owner and the distributor and 
wholesaler for an exemption, this is likely to be expensive to implement across approximately 260 gas 
stations around the state (and an unknown number of private supply stations), with such costs needing to 
be passed onto end-users. The exact costs for such a system are unknown, but, because it would rely on 
communications, data processing, and verification at each gas station, linked to each pump, this is likely to 
cost several hundreds of thousands of dollars per gas station, excluding costs to operate and maintain 
such systems.

A credit or refund system need not be directly linked to gas stations at all, relying entirely on estimates or 
measurements as previously discussed. Another alternative would be for gas station owners to be required 
by legislature to include fuel tax data in receipts, or for a loyalty card system to transmit fuel tax data to a 
RUC database for processing refunds. Users would need to be verified also, but these methods are likely 
to be less costly for gas station owners than an exemption granted at the point of purchase. It would still 
impose costs on them (at least several thousand dollars per gas station just to set up), which would be 
recovered from consumers in the purchase price of fuel.

3.3.7. Minimization of Fraud
Abolition of fuel taxes either in part or total would generate new opportunities for fraud. However, if fuel 
taxes were retained, any exemption, credit, or refund system will need to ensure robustness against false 
identity or the use of false information for such advantage. A credit system that simply grants fuel tax 
payments as a credit toward a RUC account is likely to have the least incentive for fraud, as compared to a 
refund or exemption. A refund or exemption makes money available in an account for other uses, rather 
than a credit only usable to pay future RUC. Care still would be needed to ensure any rebate system 
accurately and reliably identified the fuel tax paid or estimated for a specific account holder and vehicle.

An exemption also would need to have a system at a gas station for each vehicle to be identified as paying 
RUC or not before the exemption could be granted at the point of purchase. This presents an opportunity 
for vehicles to present false identification to claim an unjustified credit, or for two vehicles to 
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be brought to a gas station so that one could be filled up adjacent to another that qualifies for an 
exemption (but is not filled). Furthermore, as exemption identification would be gathered at gas stations to 
be forwarded to distributors to claim back, it might be possible for gas stations themselves to interfere with 
such data to make a false claim on fuel taxes. This indicates that exemptions for fuel taxes for vehicles 
that pay RUC are likely to have the highest risk for generating fraud.

3.3.8. Ease of Compliance
For the public, any approach should be easy with which to comply, with little to no chance for error and 
little to no cost. The rules or processes should be easy to understand. Abolishing fuel taxes is clearly the 
easiest for public compliance. For fuel distributors and retailers, it simply removes a tax, either on all fuels 
or individual fuels in stages. Because abolition of fuel tax requires RUC to be implemented on all vehicles 
using a certain fuel in one step, this generates indirect issues of compliance around RUC more generally. 
Although a single “big bang” approach is possible, this might not be desirable since there will almost 
certainly be some initial confusion, uncertainty, and misunderstanding when introducing a large reform at 
once. Even if only 5 percent15 of the public did not comply due to error, this still could be tens of thousands 
of cars, creating concerns around fairness and the policy more generally.

Retaining fuel tax with a credit system would be easy because it would involve use of either a plug-in 
device to measure and report fuel use alongside miles (so credits would automatically be generated), or an 
estimate of fuel use based on EPA ratings after miles would be reported. With the credit generated 
automatically, this would not be difficult for drivers to comply. Retaining fuel tax with an exemption system 
would require the driver to use some system to identify that the vehicle is entitled to be exempt from fuel 
taxes when refueling. This could be a device or proof of identification of a RUC account, or a card to be 
carried, all of which would be an additional burden when refueling a vehicle. This suggests that an 
exemption system would likely be the most difficult with which to comply, noting that this would be the 
most likely approach to offer a chance for fraud.

3.3.9. Avoid Double Payment
Approaches that retain the fuel tax, but offer a credit, refund, or exemption, guarantee that road users who 
pay RUC do not also pay the fuel tax, because they already paid fuel tax at the point of sale or should 
have been exempted from paying in the first place. More work should be undertaken into the details of 
those approaches, to consider whether estimates, actual calculations of fuel consumption, or records of 
fuel purchases are the best way to ensure that road users are fully and appropriately credited what they 
are charged as fuel tax.

Abolition of the fuel tax should ensure that those who pay RUC do not also pay the amount charged under 
the fuel tax. However, some residents in the community meetings expressed concern that fuel wholesalers 
and retailers might not pass along the savings to consumers. There would be an opportunity to reduce 
prices only partially, keeping the remainder as additional profit margin, particularly if competition between 
suppliers is low.

A study from the National Bureau of Economic Research indicated that when the fuel tax is changed, the 
effect of this increase or decrease is passed on in fuel prices completely and almost immediately.16 T

15 The rate of non-compliance in the first year of London’s congestion charge was 6.3 percent, and 5 to 6 percent was the rate of 
non-compliance for New Zealand’s RUC system for many years until reforms were introduced in 2012.
16 Marion, Justin and Erich Muehlegger. Fuel Tax Incidence and Supply Conditions. National Bureau of Economic Research 
Working Paper 16863, accessed August 2020 from https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf.

https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf
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his indicates that, in normal competitive market conditions, the removal of the fuel tax is seen as an 
opportunity by fuel retailers to gain more market share by lowering prices, and no retailer wishes to be 
perceived by consumers as being “unfair” by increasing margins. 

Research on the application of fuel taxes noted by the largest fuel outlet chain in Hawaii (Hele/76)17 is to 
account for “all taxes assessed by a governmental authority that are both imposed on and concurrent with 
a revenue-producing transaction and collected from our customers” are recognized as “cost of revenues.” 
This is essentially the costs of sourcing, transporting, and supplying hydrocarbons, including the price of 
crude oil consumed in refining. With both state and county (and federal) fuel taxes already included in 
those costs, its abolition would likely be seen as commensurate to a reduction in crude oil costs in 
informing the retail price.

There are approximately 260 gas stations in Hawaii across six major fuel retail chains as follows:

► Aloha/Shell (60 outlets)
► Costco (6 outlets)
► Hele/76 (80 outlets)
► Safeway (2 outlets)
► Sam’s Club (1 outlet)
► Texaco (57 outlets)
► Independent retailers (approximately 50 outlets)
A scan of the range of gas station outlets across the state indicates that in all counties there are multiple 
competing gas stations, and the distances between gas stations are such that there may be sufficient 
competitive pressure to encourage gas stations to pass on a fuel tax cut or removal to consumers. Having 
three or more competing outlets tends to provide sufficient competitive tension and incentive to encourage 
price competition. 

Although such competition exists across all counties, in some locations within counties the geography 
presents a potential issue. Specifically, there is only one gas station each on Molokai (Texaco branded) 
and Lanai (independent). There might be other isolated communities that have similar gasoline market 
characteristics. Therefore, there may be merits in undertaking a more detailed study of the gasoline (and 
diesel) retail market to provide more evidence as to how distributors and retailers might respond to such a 
tax change.

This presents a residual risk that removing fuel taxes may not mean a commensurate reduction in price in 
locations where retail competition is low or nonexistent. There would be considerable public and political 
pressure for gas stations at those locations to reduce prices accordingly. Failure to reduce prices in 
specific locations might encourage new market entry in some locations, but it also might generate 
reputational damage across a major brand. To further incentivize reductions in prices, the governor could 
revisit the Hawaii Gas Cap Law,18 which authorizes the governor of the state to introduce a wholesale price 
cap on gasoline prices in the state, with variations by seven locations including Molokai and Lanai. The law 
is currently suspended, but remains on the books as a policy and legal disincentive to taking advantage of 
conditions to inflate fuel prices. Having this legal option would b

17 Annual Report of Par Pacific Holdings Inc, 2018, US SEC filing Form 10-K, p. 46.
18 Haw. Rev. Stat. ch. 486H.
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e a strong incentive on fuel suppliers and retailers to respond favorably in reducing fuel prices by the 
amount of reduction or abolition of the fuel tax. 

Further research should be undertaken on the retail price elasticities of locations that appear to have 
monopolistic or oligopolistic characteristics, to consider whether legislative intervention might be needed to 
address concerns that fuel tax abolition may not be passed onto consumers. Another approach could be to 
pass a law to publish state or countywide average fuel prices to inform consumers of the relative pricing of 
local gas stations, to judge if they are paying competitive prices. The use of mobile phone apps such as 
GasBuddy can also improve consumer transparency and consumer influence on pricing. Research could 
also look at how historical prices at Molokai and Lanai track relative to broader market price changes seen 
on other islands or other locations with perceived concerns regarding competition in fuel prices.

3.3.10. Public Acceptance
Abolition of the fuel tax, with some assurance that the reduction will be passed on to consumers, is likely to 
have the highest level of public acceptance because it is a simple and transparent way of demonstrating 
that RUC has replaced the fuel tax. Surveys from HiRUC Driving Report recipients to date have confirmed 
that this is a major factor in accepting RUC. 

Table 3: Level of Support for RUC: RUC Replaces Gas Tax

Having a credit, refund, or exemption system may help with acceptance during a transition period by 
ensuring drivers are not paying twice. Retention of the fuel tax is likely to gain only public support as a 
transitional and timebound measure linked directly to the progressive roll-out of RUC. Partial removal of 
the fuel tax (i.e., on gasoline first) would help to reinforce stated objectives that the fuel tax is being phased 
out. If the state retains fuel taxes, the state should incorporate public input on the features of a credit or 
refund system, to ensure the diverse needs of users are taken into account, and that the system is easy to 
understand and comply with, fair, and reasonable. The final findings of the two pilots of the HiRUC 
Demonstration offers ample evidence of the advantages and drawbacks of the two leading approaches for 
crediting or refunding fuel taxes, one based on automatic measurement of fuel consumed and the other 
based on calculated fuel consumption using EPA fuel economy ratings. Table 4 summarizes the factors 
likely to influence public acceptance of the four approaches.
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Table 4: Factors Influencing Public Acceptability of Approaches

APPROACH POSITIVE FACTORS NEGATIVE FACTORS

1a: Abolish all fuel tax Simple. Easy to understand. Looks fairest to 
the public. Proves that RUC truly is replacing 
fuel taxes. No need for complex 
credit/exemption systems.

RUC transition is in one “big bang,” which 
would need to be compulsory. Retailers with 
monopolies might not reduce fuel prices by 
the amount of the tax.

1b: Abolish fuel tax, but retain 
diesel tax

Simple. Easy to understand. Looks fair. 
Demonstrates that RUC is replacing fuel 
taxes. Splits introduction of RUC into steps by 
fuel type. No need for complex 
credit/exemption systems.

RUC transition is still in two big steps, which 
would need to be compulsory. Retailers with 
monopolies might not reduce fuel prices by 
the amount of the tax. May appear less fair 
because heavy vehicles are excluded from 
RUC.

2a: Retain fuel taxes, but with a 
credit of fuel tax paid 

Ensures no double charging. Means RUC 
invoices are very low or zero for those paying 
fuel taxes. Demonstrates that RUC is not 
about charging people twice. Looks like it 
addresses fraud (do not pay RUC, still pay 
fuel tax).

Adds a new system that people need to trust 
will ensure they do not pay twice. Looks like 
people still pay fuel tax but transferring money 
to RUC. Looks like fuel tax not being 
removed.

2b: Retain fuel taxes, but with 
an exemption for those paying 
RUC

Ensures no double charging. Means fuel 
prices are lower at the pump. Demonstrates 
RUC is not about charging people twice. 

Complex process to prove exemption at the 
gas station. Opportunity for fraud. Looks like 
fuel tax is not being removed.
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4. Conclusion 
The future of fuel taxes is intertwined with future decisions about whether and how to introduce RUC, 
because the purpose of RUC is stated to be a replacement of the state and county fuel taxes. If RUC is to 
be introduced on any vehicles beyond pure EVs (or any other vehicles powered by a source not subject to 
fuel taxes), then a decision on what to do with fuel taxes is unavoidable.

There are two broad approaches.

► Abolish fuel taxes on vehicles subject to RUC, and implement RUC in steps based on source of 
propulsion.

► Retain fuel taxes as a transitional measure but with a system to credit, refund, or exempt RUC payers 
for payments of fuel taxes, and implement RUC in steps not necessarily linked to source of propulsion.

 Both approaches can be applied at once, with it being possible to retain fuel taxes as a transitional 
measure. Over time, once all vehicles powered by a specific fuel have transitioned to RUC, fuel tax 
will be abolished (while retaining tax on the fuel for vehicles that have not fully transitioned to 
RUC).

Abolition of the fuel tax in steps would be the simplest approach because it avoids some of the drawbacks 
of a credit, refund, or exemption system while providing clear assurance to drivers that they will not be 
double taxed (provided retailers follow through in passing along savings to consumers). Drivers will, over 
time, perceive that the transition to RUC proves to be fair as the tax is abolished. However, this approach 
limits the pathways toward implementing RUC to staged implementation by vehicles solely classified by 
fuel type. 

RUC could be implemented first on vehicles that pay no fuel tax now (i.e., pure electric), but then it would 
need to be implemented in one step for all those vehicles that use one type of fuel (e.g., gasoline including 
plug-in hybrids and conventional hybrids that use gasoline). Although splitting the fleet into source of 
propulsion appears convenient and easy to understand, it still means that hundreds of thousands of 
vehicles would need to switch to RUC on a set date, given that a large number of vehicles use either 
gasoline or diesel.

This would be a significant commitment to implement on a large scale. Although precedent was set in New 
Zealand in 1978 (albeit for diesel vehicles, most of which were heavy trucks or buses), this has not been 
the approach taken by other states to date. The decision to adopt this approach to implement or to adopt a 
more gradual, phased approach should be based on wider risks and opportunities, and public acceptance. 
That decision should be informed by understanding the future of the fuel tax, rather than determined by 
this issue.

If the fuel tax is retained for a transitional period, then a robust credit system will need to be implemented 
in parallel. This should enable credits of fuel taxes on RUC accounts, similar to the system in place in 
Oregon. A refund system would be more costly, and an exemption system would be overly complex, 
difficult to administer, and have a greater chance of fraud compared to other approaches. No jurisdiction 
has chosen a refund or exemption system to date. 

Table 5 summarizes the assessment of the approaches against various policy criteria. 
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Table 5: Summary Assessment of Approaches for the Future of the Fuel Tax

However, implementation of an actual system should proceed mindful of the lessons learned from these 
early efforts to balance cost, fraud risk, accuracy, and fairness.

If fuel taxes are removed, the likely effect in most parts of Hawaii would be for the price of fuel to drop 
proportionately, given the competitive nature of the retail fuel market across the state. There may be some 
locations where lack of competition incentivizes fuel retailers to use removal of the fuel tax to increase 
profit margins, but the possibility or threat of revitalizing the Gas Cap Law may nullify this prospect. 

4.1. Next Steps
When decisions are made about whether or how to progress RUC in Hawaii, consideration needs to be 
taken as to what to do about the fuel tax and what messages to send to stakeholders and the public about 
the future of the fuel tax.

Unless Hawaii is to proceed with RUC in a single step, which seems unlikely as no jurisdiction in either the 
United States or globally has done so due to the risks and complexity of such a major reform, then fuel tax 
will need to be progressively phased out, in line with how RUC is introduced. While RUC may be 
introduced for EVs without any need for consideration of the future of fuel tax, introducing it to plug-in 
hybrid, conventional hybrid, or highly fuel-efficient gasoline-powered vehicles will raise this issue. Until ALL 
gasoline-powered vehicles are on RUC, fuel tax on gasoline cannot be removed, which leads toward 
approaches that offer a refund or credit of fuel tax paid for those vehicles that pay RUC and consume 
gasoline.

As part of the RUC program, approaches for the progressive phase-in of RUC should include approaches 
for the future of the fuel tax for vehicles that will be subject to RUC. This should include more detailed 
investigation of the development of a credit system for fuel tax paid (as has been successfully 
implemented in Oregon), rather than a refund system (which has not been implemented on a large scale 
anywhere) or an exemption (which is technically and administratively complex and presents enforcement 
risks). This should also include considering, in the longer term, removing the gasoline tax before the diesel 
tax, if it is decided to transition gasoline-powered vehicles before diesel vehicles (as most diesel vehicles 
are heavy vehicles, currently outside the RUC program).
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Further research also should be undertaken as to the competitive nature of the retail fuel market in parts of 
the state that have monopolistic characteristics, noting that over time, as the number of EVs increases and 
gasoline sales decrease, the numbers of gas stations will progressively decline. 
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Preface
Hawaii residents are purchasing new cars that consume less fuel (or none at all), and the amount of county, 
state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii is declining. Moreover, the direct relationship 
between how much people drive and how much they pay to use the roads is disappearing. Although 
declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for Hawaii’s energy and environmental goals, the 
Hawaii Department of Transportation has identified this trend as a risk to sustainable, equitable funding of 
the state’s roads and bridges.

In 2016, Hawaii Department of Transportation commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from the gas 
tax to taxing miles driven to provide road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge is 
feasible for Hawaii, but several major issues must be addressed first. 

In 2017, Hawaii Department of Transportation secured federal funding for more in-depth research into road 
usage charge. From 2018 to 2019, Hawaii Department of Transportation conducted a statewide telephone 
survey of residents, held a series of focus groups, hosted 13 public meetings across all six islands, 
broadcast one online virtual public meeting, and met with dozens of stakeholders, including county officials, 
neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, chambers of commerce, and more. Along 
with the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of road usage charge research revealed concerns 
about a possible transition from taxing fuel to assessing a fee based on miles driven.

Hawaii Department of Transportation and its team of researchers reviewed the concerns carefully to 
understand their meaning, origin, and degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, concerns fall into three 
categories:

► Perceptions are often expressed as concerns. For example, some people believe that a road usage 
charge system will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns like this, 
Hawaii Department of Transportation conducted research to determine whether there was a factual 
basis for them and, if so, what could be done to address the concerns.

► Operational challenges of a road usage charge system are often identified as concerns. For example, 
some people worry that a road usage charge system would be costly to administer compared with 
today’s gas tax system. To address operational and technical challenges, Hawaii Department of 
Transportation conducted research to understand and improve how a road usage charge system would 
operate.

► Policy choices are sometimes expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and state agencies must make 
many choices to create a road usage charge program. For example, they must decide the proper per-
mile rate. The rate can be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or it can vary based on the type of 
vehicle. Some people prefer a road usage charge system that takes into account vehicle weight or 
emissions in the per-mile rate. For policy choices like this, Hawaii Department of Transportation 
conducted research into different options and weighed their relative impacts. 

Given the broad range of concerns, Hawaii Department of Transportation is conducting further research into 
topic areas. Results of the research are summarized in policy papers (such as this one). 

Policy papers do not contain detailed recommendations on what precisely Hawaii Department of 
Transportation or the Legislature should do. That is not their purpose. Instead, the purpose of each policy 
paper is to provide background and analysis to help lawmakers better understand the impacts and tradeoffs 
of the decisions they will make about a future road usage charge system. 
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Executive Summary
During the Hawaii Department of Transportation’s initial Feasibility Study and in subsequent community 
outreach meetings, a common issue identified by the public was whether (or how) visitors to Hawaii would 
be required to pay a road usage charge (RUC) for the upkeep of the roadways, just as Hawaii residents 
would pay. Underlying this issue are concerns about the apparent disproportionate impact that tourism is 
having on the transportation infrastructure, which includes not only the highway system but also local 
roadways, bridges, and parking areas. 

Furthermore, some in the public have expressed concern about how tourist travel is affecting many of 
Hawaii’s most sensitive areas: parks, beaches, trails, and historic and cultural sites. When transportation is 
unregulated, it is argued, traffic can negatively impact these sensitive areas.

This policy paper focuses on the first issue: how visitors to Hawaii would contribute equitably to 
transportation costs if the State of Hawaii transitions to a road usage charge. Since all drivers in Hawaii 
currently pay both the state- and county-level gas taxes to fund roadway upkeep, even rental car drivers, 
whether they are residents of Hawaii or just visiting, are paying the gas tax. At a minimum, visitors are 
paying for roadways to the same extent as residents under the current gas tax system. 

If a road usage charge is phased in to replace this current gas tax system, a different arrangement will be 
needed to ensure roadway travel by visitors is fully paid. Since a road usage charge requires the registered 
owner of the vehicle to pay for miles traveled, and since most visitors do not own the vehicles they drive but 
instead rent them, road usage charge payment would be the rental car companies’ responsibility. Although 
it is a business decision whether rental car companies would pass along the cost of road usage charge to 
their customers, it is reasonable to believe this would be the choice because rental car companies routinely 
itemize costs such as facility improvement charges and other taxes that can easily be passed down to their 
customers. The additional line item of “Hawaii road usage charge” would likely be added to the customer’s 
bill, along with most other governmental charges for renting a vehicle. 

A complication arises in the case where road usage charge is imposed and the gas tax continues to be 
collected during a transitional period. This scenario is how other states have implemented or are testing a 
gradual transition to road usage charge. In this situation, gas taxes paid that are attributable to a specific 
vehicle are “credited back” against the vehicle owner’s road usage charge bill, so that the amount of road 
usage charge is substantially lower to reflect the fact that the gas taxes were already paid to the state for 
roadway use. In the visitor context, since they are not the owners of the rental car, any gas taxes paid by 
them would either be a) retained by the state; b) refunded to the visitor upon filing paperwork proving the 
amount of gas taxes paid; or c) credited back to the rental car company against any road usage charge 
owed. These are all viable policy choices elected officials could make.

The second issue — whether road usage charge could be used as a tool for collecting a tourism impact fee 
or sensitive areas charge — is briefly described at the end of this paper. However, because this issue is 
outside the scope of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration and delves into public policies broader 
than just how to fund the transportation system, it is not analyzed or discussed in any detail. 
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation HDOT

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

MPG Miles Per Gallon U.S. EPA fuel economy estimate

MPGe Miles Per Gallon Equivalent

RUC Road Usage Charge 
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1. Introduction
In considering whether to move forward with a road usage charge (RUC) in Hawaii, Hawaii Department of 
Transportation (HDOT) and policymakers are carefully assessing how RUC would impact public 
infrastructure, energy usage, air quality, impacts by income and geography, and more. HDOT is not only 
assessing potential impacts of RUC but it is also examining notions of fundamental fairness in who would 
be required to pay RUC.

During the public outreach and engagement phase of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration 
(HiRUC), a common concern expressed by Hawaii residents was whether RUC would also be collected 
from visitors who drive on Hawaii’s roadways. It was also suggested by some residents that visitors should 
pay a higher rate than the local people. Increased tourism is straining public infrastructure; Hawaii residents 
alone should not be required to carry the extra financial burden imposed by nonresident drivers to maintain 
and repair roadways, bridges, parking facilities, and other public amenities such as parks and beaches. For 
RUC to be an acceptable approach for funding roadways, there must be a method for all drivers to pay it – 
not just those who own and register their vehicles in the state.

A secondary concern raised was the impact tourists are having on Hawaii’s most sensitive areas: beaches, 
trails, parks, neighborhoods, and cultural sites. It was felt that these areas currently lack effective methods 
for regulating over-use. Many believe this overuse is directly attributable to large numbers of tourists who 
drive and park rental cars in and around these sensitive areas. Some people have asked whether RUC 
might be a useful tool to help manage overcrowding.

Other research papers have addressed how a RUC in Hawaii might be configured to address the following:

► Excessive wear and tear on local roadways and bridges by heavy vehicles: Policy Considerations for 
Heavy Vehicle Charging in Hawaii

► Air quality: Policy Considerations for Clean Vehicle Adoption and Road Usage Charging in Hawaii
► Impacts to lower-income households: Analysis of Relationship between Flat Revenue-Neutral Road 

Usage Charges and Income and Impacts to Vehicle-Level Costs
► Impacts to rural residents and long-distance drivers: Analysis of Impact of RUC on Urban and Rural 

Vehicle Costs in Hawaii 
This policy paper will focus first on the primary concern raised: whether RUC can be configured and 
implemented in a way that ensures drivers who are visiting Hawaii are contributing equitably to use the 
roadways. The secondary issue raised – whether RUC might also be a useful tool to help manage 
overcrowding in and around sensitive areas – is only briefly highlighted, to help HDOT better understand 
and respond to the concerns raised during the public meetings.
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2. Will Visiting Drivers Pay Their Fair Share? Understanding the 
Concern

2.1. How Visitors and Tourists Currently Pay for Roadway Use in Hawaii 
Currently, all passenger vehicle drivers in Hawaii pay the gas tax (including separate federal, state, and 
local per-gallon taxes) when they refuel their vehicle. Gas taxes are imbedded in the price per gallon of 
gasoline. The federal gas tax is 18.4 cents per gallon. Hawaii’s state and county gas tax rates are 
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: State and County Fuel Tax Rates

JURISDICTION GASOLINE AND DIESEL TAX RATE

State of Hawaii 16 cents per gallon

City and County of Honolulu 16.5 cents per gallon

Hawaii County 23 cents per gallon

Kauai County 17 cents per gallon

Maui County 23 cents per gallon

No proof of vehicle ownership or registration is required to buy gasoline. Anyone who purchases fuel is 
paying the gas tax, whether they are the owner of the vehicle or not. For people visiting Hawaii, if they rent 
a vehicle, rental car companies require customers to pay for their own fuel, giving the customer a choice to 
fill the tank on their own, or pre-paying at the time of vehicle rental. Thus, under today’s gas tax system, 
visiting drivers pay for their roadway use when they refuel — as is the case for all other drivers.

2.2. How a Basic RUC Would Work in Hawaii
A RUC requires assessing a small fee on drivers for each mile driven rather than taxing motor fuels like 
gasoline and diesel. Just like the gas tax, the more one drives, the more one pays in RUC; the less one 
drives, the less one pays in RUC. This “user pays” principle for funding roadways is well established in 
Hawaii and most other states. 

The strongest contrast between RUC and the gas tax is not who pays how much, but rather how the state 
collects the revenue. A basic RUC system would require each vehicle to report miles driven during the tax 
period (i.e., month, quarter, or year). The owner of the vehicle will receive a RUC statement showing the 
total miles driven in that specific vehicle, the per-mile rate charged, and the total RUC owed for the number 
of miles traveled. An example illustrating this is the HiRUC Driving Report developed and tested during the 
HiRUC pilot project (Figure 1). RUC would then be owed and paid periodically – for example, once per year, 
perhaps at the same time as paying the annual vehicle registration, although RUC could also be paid 
monthly or quarterly. Regardless of the payment frequency, this method of paying for roadways is a clearly 
a change from how drivers pay for roadway use today, where they pay the gas tax in small, frequent 
increments, i.e., each time they refuel their vehicle. 
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Figure 1: HiRUC Driving Report – A Sample Statement

2.3. Challenges in Collecting RUC Directly from Rental Car Drivers
At first glance, requiring rental car drivers to pay RUC presents a few challenges. First, only the owner of a 
vehicle would receive a RUC statement (like the one shown in Figure 1) requiring payment for miles driven 
during the tax period; rental car drivers are not owners of the vehicle, so they would not receive this RUC 
statement.

Second, cars are seldom rented for durations that exactly match the taxable period (month, quarter, or 
year). If a renter rents a car for five days, the mileage traveled during those five days must be separated out 
from the total miles reported during the tax period and made attributable to the renter.

Third, attempts by state government to invoice and collect RUC payment directly from visitors and tourists 
will likely have disappointing results, because these nonresidents leave Hawaii and return to their home 
states or countries. Without any legal connection to the State of Hawaii (such as through drivers’ licensing, 
vehicle registration, or real property located in Hawaii), the cost to collect unpaid RUC would far exceed the 
underlying amount owed for driving, making enforcement practically (if not legally) unfeasible. 
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3. Designing RUC to Ensure Visiting Drivers Pay Their 
Proportionate Share of Roadway Costs

Each of the challenges presented in Section 2 can be overcome through RUC system design and policy 
choices. Options for addressing these challenges are presented subsequently.

3.1. Designing the HiRUC System so Rental Car Companies are Responsible for 
Collecting RUC

Rather than designing a method for visitors and tourists to establish Hawaii RUC accounts for their short 
stays, the state could simply require rental car companies to pay the cost of RUC attributable to each 
registered rental vehicle. This puts the onus on the rental car companies to pass along the cost of RUC to 
their drivers. 

Currently, rental car companies are liable for paying many other taxes and fees associated with owning and 
operating a vehicle, including annual vehicle registration fees. Rather than prescribing exactly how these 
taxes and fees must be passed along to drivers, most states allow the private rental car companies to 
decide whether (or how) to recover these costs from their customers.1 Some vehicle costs are small enough 
that the rental company pays them directly without any attempt to itemize these costs on a customer’s 
rental invoice. An example of this cost might be vehicle titling fees, which are one-time charges for original 
titling of a vehicle. However, in most instances, taxes and fees that are charged to rental car companies are 
passed directly to their customers, sometimes under the broad category of Service Charges & Taxes.

3.2. Overview of Taxes, Fees, and Charges Collected by Rental Car Companies
Currently, there are 44 states that have enacted special state-level rental car taxes and fees. In addition, 
rental car taxes, fees, and charges are imposed by port authorities (airports) and municipalities.

Certain types of taxes and fees (such as lodging and rental car taxes) lend themselves well to “tax 
exporting.” Tax exporting is a technique used by state and local governments to collect revenue from 
nonresidents who travel to the jurisdiction and use the area’s public facilities (roadways, convention centers, 
airports, etc.). In addition to requiring a tourist contribution for the cost of maintaining those public facilities, 
tax exporting can help buffer the impact on local residents who otherwise would pay the full cost of facilities 
that are also used by tourists and other visitors.

The U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause prohibits taxes that place an undue burden on or “discriminate 
against interstate commerce … by providing a direct commercial advantage to local business.”2 This 
principle also applies to how governments tax citizens. For a tax to be uniformly applied, the tax burden 
must legally apply to both residents and nonresidents; a state cannot enact a special tax that only applies to 
nonresidents. However, government may lawfully apply taxes to a

1 Some states regulate how rental car companies portray government taxes and fees. For example, Washington State requires 
rental car companies to assess the accuracy of any “vehicle license cost recovery,” which is stated as a separate charge on 
customer invoices, and to make adjustments so that the amount of the fee represents the rental car company’s good faith estimate 
of the company’s average daily charge to recover its actual total annual rental car titling, registration, plating, and inspection costs. 
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) § 47.04.310 (2016).
2 Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 754 (1981).
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ctivities that are predominantly (but not exclusively) conducted by visitors — renting cars, staying in hotels, 
and eating in restaurants are examples of taxes owed by all persons, except a large segment of payers are 
nonresidents.

A second common feature of tax exportation is that in most cases, the tax is only indirectly applied. 
Government most commonly imposes the actual tax on the local business providing the goods or services; 
in turn, these businesses recover the cost of the tax from consumers in the form of adjusted (higher) prices 
for their goods or services, or more commonly, through specific itemization of these costs. The state’s motor 
fuels tax is an example of the former, where the tax is owed and paid “upstream” (by fuel wholesalers) but 
then recovered “downstream” from consumers in the form of an adjustment to the per-gallon price paid at 
the pump.

Rental car taxes provide a prime example of how businesses can itemize government taxes and fees so 
their customers can plainly see the components of their total price — in particular, how much of that total 
cost is attributable to taxes and fees.

For policymakers, this itemization of taxes, fees, and charges may have secondary benefits in addition to 
raising revenue: itemization can help payers see and understand the public benefits they are receiving in 
exchange for their tax payments. For example, a common fee collected by rental car companies is a “rental 
car facilities charge” (or similarly named fee), in which the proceeds of the charge are used to finance the 
construction and operation of consolidated rental car facilities on or near airport property. These facilities 
are typically very well-organized business centers for rental car companies to service customers, exchange 
rental cars, and provide direct shuttles to and from the airport terminal.

The flipside of itemization is also true. Whenever government imposes taxes and fees only weakly related 
(or unrelated) to public benefits realized by visitors/payers, such taxes and fees draw higher scrutiny of tax 
exportation and, potentially, an overreach in the government’s desire to fund basic services or special 
interest projects disproportionately from nonresidents. An example of this might be a special excise tax 
imposed on rental car companies that is earmarked to support local youth sports. A visitor who rents a car 
will likely use (and receive a direct benefit from) a well-operated airport, rental car facility, or roadway 
network. The likelihood a visitor will receive a direct benefit from local youth sports is much less clear. While 
there is no legal requirement that a government tax be directly proportionate to a benefit conferred, it has 
long been considered best practice that the benefit received from the expenditure of tax proceeds be 
closely linked to the object of taxation and amount paid.3

3.3. Current Taxes, Fees, and Charges on Rental Cars in Hawaii
As of July 2021, a person who rents a vehicle at a rental car facility affiliated with the Honolulu Airport can 
be expected to pay the following taxes, fees, and charges (Table 2):

3 The benefit principle of taxation is a theory that says, those who benefit from government goods and services should pay in 
proportion to the amount of the benefits they receive.
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Table 2: Taxes, Fees, and Charges on Rental Vehicles in Hawaii

RENTAL CAR TAX, FEE, OR CHARGE AMOUNT PER DAY

Hawaii Motor Vehicle Surcharge Tax $8 per day

Hawaii Rental Vehicle Customer Facility Charge (airports only) $4.50 per day

Airport Concession Fee 11.11%

Honolulu City/County Tax 0.546% (Oahu only)

Vehicle License Fee (registration + weight fee) $0.35 to $1.45 per day

Hawaii General Excise Tax (GET) 4.166%

In the most recent 2021 legislative session, the Hawaii State Legislature considered House Bill 433, which 
would assess a climate change mitigation fee on every customer who rents, leases, or utilizes a rental 
vehicle.4 The amount of the fee was not specified in the legislation. During the prior year’s legislative 
session, however, lawmakers HB 485, increasing the motor vehicle surcharge used to help fund the 
highway system from $5 to $8 per day.

3.4. Applying a RUC on Rental Vehicle Miles Traveled in Hawaii
The most likely way RUC could be applied to rental cars in Hawaii is for it to be imposed just as it would be 
for all other Hawaii residents — as a fee imposed on the vehicle owner based on miles driven during the 
reporting period (say, one year). Rental car companies would need to report the total number of miles 
driven by the vehicle during the year and pay the full RUC invoice (see Figure 1 for an example).

Under this approach, RUC is paid “upstream” from the consumer (renter) by the company that owns the 
vehicle. The resulting cost of RUC would likely be passed “downstream” from the rental company to the 
consumer. There are options for how the rental company might pass along these costs.

1. Absorbing the cost of RUC: The rental car company could choose to pay the annual cost of RUC 
without increasing the company’s price to consumers. This essentially means the cost of RUC is fully 
assumed by the rental car companies, like other smaller, sporadic, governmentally imposed costs such 
as vehicle titling fees. Based on historical and current practices within the rental car industry, this option 
seems most unlikely.

2. Indirect pass-through of cost of RUC: The rental car company could pay RUC owed for every vehicle 
in their fleet and adjust their daily rental prices to consumers upward to account for this cost, without 
specifically delineating this additional cost in the rental invoice consumers receive. This approach is 
most analogous to how gasoline retailers (gas stations) currently pass along the cost of federal and 
state gas taxes to consumers; these costs are directly reflected in the price paid at the pump, without 
detailed itemization on receipts provided at the pump. However, this approach may require the rental 
company to average its total RUC charges for all vehicles in its fleet and spread those expected costs 
evenly across the fleet, regardless of a specific vehicle’s (or rental customer’s) actual usage.

4 See HB 433 HD1 (2021), accessed at: 
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=HB&billnumber=433&year=2021.

https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=HB&billnumber=433&year=2021
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3. Direct pass-through of RUC cost on itemized invoice: This approach would most closely mirror how 
rental car companies in Hawaii have been handling other governmental taxes, fees, and charges. A 
specific charge is added to the customer’s invoice that presents the detailed charge, the applicable rate 
as set by the government, and the resulting total charges accrued for the rental period. If the exact RUC 
charge is itemized (and therefore customized to the consumer’s use of the rental car, as measured in 
miles), there is an obvious step that must occur before a final invoice can be presented to the 
customer— the miles driven during the rental period must be recorded and the proper RUC charge 
calculated.

3.5. Calculating and Displaying Miles Traveled for Purposes of Collecting RUC
Most if not all rental car companies record odometer readings at the beginning and end of a customer’s 
rental period. Some companies impose a flat daily rental fee, plus an additional amount owed based on 
miles driven, while other companies impose a higher daily rental fee but offer unlimited mileage. The 
example shown in Figure 2 charges only the daily rental fee, with unlimited miles.

Either way, even in the instance in which there is no additional per-mile charge by the rental company, the 
total miles driven is usually displayed on the customer’s final invoice. (In the red box in Figure 2, see 
Mileage In: 12,374; Out: 11,978; Driven: 396.)

Figure 2: Example of Rental Car Invoice from Hertz Corporation (Kauai Rental)
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3.6. Treatment of Gas Taxes Paid at the Pump: Potential Challenges and Remedies
A potential RUC system in Hawaii has been researched as an eventual replacement to the gas tax, and not 
an additional charge on top of the gas tax. Moving all vehicles over from the long-establish gas tax system 
to a new road usage charge system is expected to take several years. During this transitional period, it will 
be critical that the driving public does not feel that they are being “double-charged” both a RUC and the gas 
tax. 

The transition strategy advocated by most states that are actively considering or implementing RUC is to 
leave their current state gas tax system in place, to collect those taxes as usual, but to offer those drivers 
who enroll in the RUC program an offset (or credit) equal to any gas taxes they paid at the pump during the 
year. This same transition strategy was tested during the HiRUC Pilot Project and has been explored in a 
recent policy paper, Approaches for Removing the Fuel Tax.

Applying a fuel tax credit to a vehicle owner’s RUC invoice is straightforward. The calculation would appear 
on a vehicle owner’s invoice, as determined from a few details: the combined city/highway miles per gallon 
(MPG) (or miles per gallon of gasoline-equivalent [MPGe]) rating of the vehicle, the number of miles driven, 
and the state and local fuel taxes rate per gallon. From this information, a calculation is made to derive the 
fuel taxes paid by the vehicle for that specific invoice period. These fuel taxes paid are then treated as a 
credit against the RUC owed, thereby reducing the total amount owed by the vehicle owner since fuel taxes 
were already paid.

3.7. Complication for Rental Vehicles
Those who rent vehicles in Hawaii are currently paying for their roadway use in the same manner as Hawaii 
residents who are driving gas vehicles, by paying state and local gas taxes at the pump. If RUC is adopted 
in the future, RUC would be owed and paid directly by rental car companies (as the registered owner of the 
vehicle), yet the fuel for these vehicles (and the gas tax) will continue to be paid by the rental car driver. 

If the state transitions to RUC using the approach in which the gas tax remains in place during the 
transitional period as described in Section 3.6 above, with gas taxes paid credited back against any RUC 
amount owed, this introduces a complication. Who is entitled to the gas tax credit? Is it the rental car 
company who owes RUC or the rental car driver who paid for the gasoline (and the accompanying gas 
tax)?

There appear to be two primary options for addressing this situation in which the vehicle owner (rental car 
company) is liable for RUC mileage and the driver (rental car customer) is liable for fuel/fuel taxes.

The first option is to allow rental car customer to submit a form requesting a refund for gas taxes paid during 
the period of their car rental. This “manual refund” system exists in other states to allow out-of-state visitors 
to receive refunds of local sales taxes paid (the State of Washington uses this method, which most 
frequently applies to visitors from Oregon). The burden of proof is on the renter to submit proof of payment 
in a form acceptable to the government. Once processed, the state would then mail a refund check to the 
renter.

As a practical matter, very few renters take the time required to request a refund. Given the relatively short 
duration that visitors are driving a rental car and traveling on the islands, the amount of gas tax to be 
refunded is likely to be small. For a rental vehicle with an MPG of 27, in the most expensive county (Maui), 
a driver pays $1.44 in state and county gas tax for every 100 miles traveled. If very few RUC refunds are 
issued, state and county gas taxes paid would be retained by those government entities, in addition to the 
RUC paid by the rental car companies. 
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A second option would be to require (or allow) rental car companies to install electronic plug-in devices that 
would automatically calculate miles traveled by that vehicle. At the end of the reporting period (month, 
quarter, or year), the fuel consumed by the vehicle could be calculated and the gas taxes already collected 
from travel in that particular vehicle could be automatically deducted from the rental company’s RUC 
invoice. Alternatively, many (but not all) electronic plug-in devices have the ability to measure the exact 
amount of fuel used by the vehicle, which would simplify the calculations of gas taxes to be refunded.
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4. Beyond Roadway Funding: RUC to Offset Tourism Impacts 
An issue that was raised early on during the initial community outreach and public meetings was the 
(perceived or real) disparate impact that tourists impose on Hawaii’s roadways (e.g., contributing to 
congestion) and to sensitive areas: parks, beaches, nature areas, and cultural sites. Many people were very 
passionate about ensuring that visitors to Hawaii not only pay equitably for driving on the roadways, but that 
they also contribute proportionately to the impact they are having on traffic congestion and sensitive areas.

Some people suggested that if RUC in implemented in Hawaii, the per-mile rate should be higher for visitors 
than for residents. As discussed in Section 3.2, the U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause prohibits different 
tax rates for in-state residents vs. out-of-state residents5. For a tax to be uniformly applied, the tax burden 
must legally apply to both residents and nonresidents; a state cannot enact a special tax that only applies to 
nonresidents.

The main intent of RUC is for a fair and sustainable revenue option to operate, maintain and improve public 
roadways in Hawaii, and the proposed use of RUC as a tool for regulating tourism is beyond the current 
scope and intent of the HiRUC project. 

5 Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 754 (1981).
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Preface
As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume less fuel (or none at all), the amount of county, state, 
and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii is declining. Moreover, the link between how much people 
drive and how much they pay to use the roads is disappearing. Although declining motor fuel consumption is 
a welcome trend for Hawaii’s energy and environmental goals, the Hawaii Department of Transportation 
(HDOT) has identified it as a risk to sustainable, equitable funding of our roads and bridges.

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from the gas tax to taxing miles driven to 
provide road funding. The study concluded that a per-mile road usage charge (RUC) is feasible for Hawaii, 
but that several major issues must be addressed first. 

In 2017, HDOT secured federal funding for more in-depth research into RUC. From 2018-2019, HDOT 
conducted a statewide telephone survey of residents, held a series of focus groups, hosted 13 public 
meetings across all six islands, broadcast one online virtual public meeting, and met with dozens of 
stakeholders including county officials, neighborhood boards, civic groups, environmental organizations, 
chambers of commerce, and more. Along with the earlier feasibility study, this “discovery” phase of RUC 
research revealed concerns about a possible transition from taxing fuel to assessing a fee based on miles 
driven.

HDOT and its team of researchers reviewed the concerns carefully to understand their meaning, origin, and 
degree of urgency. Broadly speaking, concerns fall into three categories:

► Perceptions are often expressed as concerns. For example, some people believe that a RUC system
will unfairly burden rural residents. To address perception-based concerns like this, HDOT conducted
research to determine whether there was a factual basis for them and, if so, what could be done to
address the concerns.

► Operational challenges of a RUC system are often identified as concerns. For example, some people
worry that a RUC system would be costly to administer compared to today’s gas tax system. To address
operational and technical challenges, HDOT conducted research to understand and improve how a RUC
system would operate.

► Policy choices are sometimes expressed as a concern. Lawmakers and state agencies must make
many choices to create a RUC program. For example, they must decide the proper per-mile rate. The
rate can be a simple flat rate per mile for all cars, or it can vary based on the type of vehicle. Some
people prefer a RUC system that takes into account vehicle weight or emissions in the per-mile rate. For
policy choices like this, HDOT conducted research into different options and weighed their relative
impacts.

Given the broad range of concerns, HDOT is conducting further research into these topic areas. The results 
of the research are summarized in policy papers (such as this one). 

Policy papers do not contain detailed recommendations on what precisely HDOT or the Legislature should 
do. That is not their purpose. Instead, the purpose of each policy paper is to provide background and 
analysis to help lawmakers better understand the impacts and tradeoffs of the decisions they will make 
about a future RUC system.
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Executive Summary
To date, the Hawaii Road Usage Charge project scope has focused on light vehicles (defined as less than 
10,000 pounds gross vehicle weight). Pressure on revenues from fuel taxes has risen from the growth in use 
of electric, hybrid, and other more fuel-efficient light vehicles in Hawaii. As such, the need to develop an 
alternative to the gas tax has been focused on light vehicles to date. Public outreach in the Hawaii Road 
Usage Charge Demonstration project has revealed concerns that having a single road usage charge rate for 
light vehicles, without also charging heavy vehicles, is unfair, because heavier vehicles impose greater wear 
and tear on the road network and generate higher costs per mile than automobiles. This paper provides a 
high-level overview of how heavy vehicles are charged for road use in Hawaii today, the key issues to 
consider in evaluating options for heavy vehicle charging, the options available, and what additional work is 
needed to develop the options further.

About three percent of all vehicles registered in Hawaii are classified as heavy vehicles (heavy trucks or 
buses). Although they are a small proportion of all vehicles in the state, they are responsible for between 5 
and 7 percent of total vehicle miles traveled on rural roads and around 2.5 to 7 percent of total on urban 
roads (depending on the type of road).1

Heavy vehicles in Hawaii pay for road use by the following means:
► State and county fuel taxes
► Annual state and county registration fees
► Annual state and county weight taxes
► Rental and tour vehicle surcharges (for those vehicles liable)
Although vehicle engine technology has not evolved as quickly for heavy vehicles compared to light 
vehicles, heavy vehicles are nevertheless trending toward greater fuel efficiency and alternative fuels. 
Beyond continually improving fuel efficiency of diesel engines, natural gas and hybrid engines offer the 
greatest promise for a shift toward lower-emission heavy vehicles in the next decade. Hybrid technology 
continues to grow for trucks and buses; approximately 45 percent of transit vehicles bought across the 
United States in 2015 were alternatively powered. These increases will lead to less frequent fueling and, 
thus, declining fuel tax revenues from heavy vehicles.

Oregon is the only state in the United States with road usage charges for both light and heavy vehicles. 
Oregon’s program is a weight-mileage tax that assesses for wear and tear generated by heavy vehicles. 
Vehicle distance is measured using vehicle odometers or on-board units with and other telemetry. Globally, 
New Zealand is the only country that has a road usage charge program that applies to all vehicles fueled by 
diesel, based on weight and distance. Vehicles subject to road usage charge in New Zealand are required to 
have distance prepurchased in blocks of 1,000 kilometers, based on vehicle weight band and configuration, 
with distance checked using odometers on light vehicles, hubodometers (odometers attached to wheel 
hubs) on heavy vehicles, or GPS-based on-board units. 

1 See https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/vm4.cfm.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/vm4.cfm
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Drawing on existing examples and research, this paper examines how to charge heavy vehicles for road use 
based on the following primary policy objectives:
► Preserve or enhance equity between road users
► Support revenue sustainability
► Achieve user acceptability
► Administer the system efficiently
► Encourage efficiency in vehicle operations
These principles create objectives that support revenue sustainability while preserving and enhancing equity 
between road users and support both system and road user efficiency. Three illustrative options are 
presented along that spectrum:

1. Light vehicle road usage charge only: Implement a road usage charge on light vehicles, retain existing
taxes on fuel and weight, and establish a credit/rebate system for those paying.

2. Light and heavy road usage charge and weight taxes: Replace all fuel taxes with a weight-based
mileage tax and retain the existing weight tax.

3. Light and heavy vehicle road usage charge only: Replace all fuel taxes and the weight tax with a weight-
based mileage tax featuring multiple weight bands and options to encourage more road-friendly
configurations.

To study road usage charges for heavy vehicles further, there are several recommended research initiatives 
that would inform decision makers and provide a body of evidence to support policy decisions. These 
include:
► Desktop study and research into the impact of options;
► Inclusion of heavier vehicles into a future pilot;
► Economic study into Hawaii road cost allocation; and
► Key stakeholders engagement.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS

AAA American Automobile Association

AASHTO American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge

HTA Hawaii Transportation Association 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

RUC road usage charge 

U.S. United States
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1. Introduction
To date, the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) Demonstration project scope has focused on light 
vehicles (less than 10,000 pounds (lbs.) gross vehicle weight). The reason for this is that pressure on 
revenues from fuel tax has arisen primarily from the increased use of electric, hybrid, and other more fuel-
efficient light vehicles in Hawaii. Therefore, the need to develop an alternative to the gas tax has been 
focused on light vehicles to date.

Nevertheless, public outreach in the HiRUC Demonstration has revealed some concerns that having a single 
road usage charge (RUC) rate for light vehicles, without also charging heavy vehicles, is unfair. This is 
based on perceptions that heavier vehicles impose greater wear and tear on the road network, generating 
higher costs per mile than automobiles. Regarding vehicles with gross vehicle weights over 10,000 lbs., 
there is considerable merit to this perception, going back to an American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) study from the 1960s and subsequent studies in other states and 
countries.2 This research verifies that higher vehicle weights exponentially generate more wear and tear on 
road surfaces.

Further development of RUC as a policy must address the question as to whether heavy vehicles are 
included in future trials or RUC systems, because their inclusion or absence will impact a potential RUC 
program more generally, including technical features, policy design, regulatory aspects, and financial 
outcomes. 

This paper provides a high-level overview of how heavy vehicles are charged for road use in Hawaii today, 
the key issues to consider in evaluating options for heavy vehicle charging, the options available, and what 
additional work is needed to develop the options further. Options range from implementing a RUC only for 
light vehicles and maintaining the existing system for heavy vehicles, to fully replacing fuel taxes and weight 
taxes with a RUC based on both distance and vehicle weight. Specific options considered in this paper are 
as follows:
► Implementing a RUC system only on light vehicles, while maintaining existing taxes (including fuel taxes)

for heavy vehicles. This would mean fuel tax is retained for heavy vehicles only; for light vehicles paying
a RUC, a system would have to be put in place to ensure that any fuel taxes paid are properly credited
so that no vehicle is paying both.

► Implementing a RUC system on all vehicles, based on weight and mileage. This would replace the gas
and diesel tax, but not the weight tax.

► Implementing a RUC system on all vehicles, based on weight and mileage, to replace the gas, diesel,
and weight taxes.

Oregon has been applying RUC to both heavy and light vehicles, albeit with some important technical and 
policy distinctions. Oregon’s experience and that of some other jurisdictions, such as New Zealand, indicate 
that it is technically and economically feasible to apply RUC to heavy and light vehicles. Other states and 
more than 10 other countries have implemented distance-based taxation on heavy vehicle road use.

2 See https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/reports/tswstudy/TSWwp3.pdf and Highway Research Board 1962, The AASHO Road Test, Report 
7, Summary Report, Special Report 61G, Publication no. 1061, National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 
Washington, D.C. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/reports/tswstudy/TSWwp3.pdf
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For the purposes of this paper, the term “heavy vehicles” will be used to cover not only vehicles with a gross 
vehicle weight of 26,000 lbs. and over but also vehicles usually regarded as “medium weight” (between 
10,000 and 26,000 lbs.).3 This includes buses as well as trucks. No decision has been made as to whether 
heavy vehicles would or would not be included in any future RUC system. It is intended that this paper help 
inform decisions on the inclusion of heavy vehicles in a RUC program

3 This broadly correlates with definitions of heavy vehicles internationally. In Europe and New Zealand, heavy vehicles are regarded 
as any vehicle with a maximum gross laden weight of at least 7,840 lbs.; in Australia, it is 10,080 lbs.
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2. How Heavy Vehicles in Hawaii Pay for Road Use
As of 2018, across Hawaii, a total of 40,208 heavy trucks and 2,936 buses are registered.4 This is 
approximately 3 percent of all vehicles registered in the state (1,267,385). Although heavy vehicles are a 
small proportion of the total vehicle fleet, they are responsible for between 5 and 7 percent of total vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) on rural roads and around 2.5 to 7 percent of total VMT on urban roads (depending on 
type of road).5

Heavy vehicles in Hawaii pay for road use by the following means:
► State and county fuel taxes
► Annual state and county registration fees
► Annual state and county weight taxes
► Rental and tour vehicle surcharges (for those vehicles liable)
This system is a mix of two fixed charges and one usage-based charge for heavy vehicles (and another 
time-based charge for rental and tour vehicles). Registration and weight taxes are fixed charges, with weight 
taxes intended to partly recover weight-related costs of road usage from heavy vehicles. Fuel taxes are the 
only direct usage-related taxes. This usage-based tax assumes that the further heavy vehicles drive, and the 
more heavily laden they are, the more they pay due to distance traveled and higher fuel consumption per 
mile.

2.1. State and County Gasoline and Diesel Taxes
Most heavy vehicles use diesel rather than gasoline, and so pay a state diesel tax of $0.16 per gallon. In 
addition, counties apply their own diesel tax ranging from $0.165 per gallon for the City and County of 
Honolulu to $0.23 gallon for Maui and Hawaii Counties. Biodiesel is taxed by the state at $0.04 per gallon 
with Honolulu alone taxing an additional $0.083 per gallon. Measurements of consumption of gasoline 
compared to diesel indicates that around 10.6 percent of the motor fuel consumed on Hawaii’s roads is 
diesel. There is no breakdown of how much diesel is consumed by heavy vehicles compared to gasoline in 
Hawaii. Nationally, light-duty vehicles consume about 97 percent of all highway-use gasoline, and heavy-
duty vehicles consume about 94 percent of all highway-use diesel.6

2.2. Registration Fees
All vehicles pay an annual state registration fee of $45. With total revenues from registration fees of around 
$46 million, this means around $1.9 million of revenue is generated from registration fees on heavy vehicles. 
Counties also have their own additional registration fees. For example, Hawaii County charges a flat $12 on 
all registrations and Honolulu charges $10. County registration fees are nominal because registration fees 
do not vary by vehicle type.

4 See https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/mv9.cfm and https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/
statistics/2018/mv10.cfm 2018 is the latest year for statistics at the time of writing.
5 See https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/vm4.cfm.
6 Based on consultant analysis of U.S. Energy Information Administration 2020 Annual Energy Outlook Reference Case Table 37.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/mv9.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/mv10.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/mv10.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/vm4.cfm
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2.3. State and County Weight Taxes
In addition to registration fees, the state collects a weight tax. This applies to all vehicles, but for vehicles of 
10,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight or less, the rates vary as shown in 
Table 1.7

Table 1: State Weight Tax Rates

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT WEIGHT TAX RATE

Up to 4,000 lbs. $0.0175 per lb.

4,001-7,000 lbs. $0.02 per lb.

7,001-10,000 lbs. $0.0225 per lb.

Over 10,000 lbs. $300 flat fee

This means all heavy vehicles effectively pay a single flat rate in state weight tax, whereas lighter vehicles 
pay rates that vary by weight. 

Counties also collect weight taxes in addition to registration fees. These tend to be in weight bands as 
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: County Weight Tax Rates

COUNTY WEIGHT TAX RATES (ALL HAVE A MINIMUM $12)

Honolulu $0.075 per lb. for commercial vehicles 

Hawaii $0.025 per lb. for commercial vehicles over 6,500 lbs.

Maui $0.0436 per lb. for commercial vehicles

Kauai $0.02 per lb.; $0.03 per lb. (commercial vehicles)

State weight tax revenues were approximately $84 million in 2019 (including light commercial vehicles), but 
county weight taxes generated ~$220 million8 because their weight tax rates escalate by weight, unlike the 
flat state-based weight tax. The state generates the same revenue for all heavy vehicles regardless of 
weight, but counties charge more as gross vehicle weight increases. The effect of this is depicted in Table 3. 
As shown, charges vary considerably by county and vehicle weight, effectively encouraging heavy vehicle 
operators to optimize fleet purchase decisions to recover the high annual cost of weight taxes.

7 HI Rev Stat § 249-33 (2019).
8 Sources are: (Honolulu) http://www4.honolulu.gov/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-
235412/FINAL_BBook_Operating_FY20_2019-03_01_v1_OPTIMIZED.pdf.
(Maui) https://www.mauicounty.gov/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/27268.
(Hawaii) https://www.hawaiicounty.gov/departments/finance/vehicle-registration-licensing/motor-vehicles-fee-
information#:~:text=County%20Weight%20Tax,are%202.5%20cents%20per%20pound. Proportionate estimate for Kauai.

https://law.justia.com/citations.html
http://www4.honolulu.gov/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-235412/FINAL_BBook_Operating_FY20_2019-03_01_v1_OPTIMIZED.pdf
http://www4.honolulu.gov/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-235412/FINAL_BBook_Operating_FY20_2019-03_01_v1_OPTIMIZED.pdf
https://www.mauicounty.gov/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/27268
https://www.hawaiicounty.gov/departments/finance/vehicle-registration-licensing/motor-vehicles-fee-information
https://www.hawaiicounty.gov/departments/finance/vehicle-registration-licensing/motor-vehicles-fee-information
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Table 3: Weight Tax by County for Various Vehicle Weights (Including State Weight Tax)9

10,000 LBS. 17,000 LBS. 26,000 LBS. 40,000 LBS. 80,000 LBS.

Honolulu $1,050 $1,575 $2,250 $3,300 $6,300

Hawaii $550 $725 $950 $1,300 $2,300

Maui $736 $1,041 $1,434 $2,044 $3,788

Kauai $600 $810 $1,080 $1,500 $2,700

2.4. Rental and Tour Vehicle Surcharges
The Rental Motor Vehicle, Tour Vehicle, and Car-Sharing Vehicle Surcharge Tax generates about $54 
million per year. Although much of that revenue comes from rental cars, it also includes tour buses, which 
pay between $16 and $66 per vehicle on a monthly basis. It is not clear what proportion of revenue from this 
surcharge is raised from heavy vehicles, but a high-level estimate based on bus registrations is that it is 
likely less than 2 percent of total revenues (~$1.1 million).10

2.5. Other Sources
Some private local road and road-related facilities are funded from local general sources such as property 
taxes. In addition, Hawaii receives federal funding for investment in state roads and bridges. Federal funds 
come from federal gasoline and diesel taxes as well as a heavy vehicle use tax and tire tax. Although local 
and federal funding are critical to maintaining Hawaii’s infrastructure overall, HiRUC focuses on analyzing 
possible replacement sources for the state fuel tax as a funding source for the state highway system.

9 Amounts are rounded.
10 Around 3,000 buses are registered in the State of Hawaii, of which 58% are publicly owned, indicating annual revenue of likely not 
in excess of $1 million. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/pdf/mv10.pdf.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2018/pdf/mv10.pdf
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3. Key Challenges for Revenues from Heavy Vehicles
3.1. Diesel Tax Revenue Decline
Although vehicle engine technology has not evolved as quickly for heavy vehicles compared to light 
vehicles, they are not immune to the trend toward greater fuel efficiency and alternative fuels. Beyond 
continually improving fuel efficiency of diesel engines, it is natural gas and hybrid engines that offer the 
greatest promise for a shift toward lower-emission heavy vehicles in the next decade or so.

Both liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) are growing in popularity for heavy 
vehicle use, particularly buses. In 2016, only 3 percent of heavy vehicle sales were natural gas-powered.11 
Across the United States, there have been increases in sales of both kinds of natural gas-powered heavy 
vehicles,12 albeit from low numbers (and with sales dominated by buses and refuse vehicles). More recently, 
United Parcel Service (UPS) announced a purchase of 6,000 LNG-powered trucks by 2022 for its U.S. 
fleet.13 LPG is taxed by the state at $0.052 per gallon and LNG at $0.04 per gallon. This means, if either 
LPG or LNG (or both) grow significantly in use by heavy vehicles, this shift in use will generate on average 
between 25 and 30 percent less revenue, per mile, compared to use of diesel fuel.

Notwithstanding the emergence of this vehicle engine technology, it is estimated that the proportion of 
alternative-fuel heavy vehicles in Hawaii is very low. For LPG and LNG, there are only three fueling stations 
(one of which is private) in the state, which significantly limits likely adoption. The key factors influencing 
take-up are relative fuel prices, the ability of LNG and LPG vehicles to meet local air emissions standards 
more readily than diesel, and the availability of specific government incentives for purchases (e.g., California 
offers carbon credits for use of renewable natural gas only).

Heavy vehicle hybrid technology is emerging for lighter trucks and buses globally. The three key types of 
heavy vehicle hybrids are as follows:
► Mild parallel hybrids are relatively simple hybrid heavy vehicles. An electric motor assists the diesel 

motor during acceleration, particularly from the start, and acts like a generator to capture energy when 
the vehicle decelerates.

► Series hybrids rely on the electric motor to propel the vehicle. The diesel motor is tuned optimally to 
drive a generator to charge the battery. The battery also may be able to be charged as a plug-in.

► Power split hybrids are a more common hybrid configuration. Generally, these vehicles can be driven 
by the electric motor alone, the diesel motor alone, or any combination of the two, similar to most hybrid 
automobiles.

While hybrid trucks over 26,000 pounds are rare, multiple heavy vehicle manufacturers have announced 
product launches for hybrid and electric trucks, including Ford, Kenworth, Scania, and Volvo. For example, 
Tesla has announced it is developing the Tesla Semi – a pure electric truck 

11 See https://www.fleetowner.com/equipment/article/21695888/act-uptick-for-used-class-8s-and-natural-gas-trucks.
12 See https://www.truckinginfo.com/337132/natural-gas-truck-sales-are-on-the-rise.
13 See https://www.fleetowner.com/equipment/article/21131786/truckings-road-to-zero-emissions.

https://www.fleetowner.com/equipment/article/21695888/act-uptick-for-used-class-8s-and-natural-gas-trucks
https://www.truckinginfo.com/337132/natural-gas-truck-sales-are-on-the-rise
https://www.fleetowner.com/equipment/article/21131786/truckings-road-to-zero-emissions
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tractor, to be launched later this year. Furthermore, conventional diesel engine technology continues to 
improve fuel efficiency, such as start/stop technology and ongoing efforts to reduce tare weight of heavy 
vehicles, all of which reduces fuel consumption (and diesel tax revenues). Hydrogen fuel cell technology in 
trucks is also under development.14

Hybrid heavy vehicles are already seen in Hawaii. Since 2005, TheBus (Honolulu) has acquired 58 hybrid 
buses, and a small number of new local tour buses are pure electric or hybrids. Given trends in other cities, 
it is likely that hybrid and pure electric buses will become increasingly common. In 2015, approximately 45 
percent of transit vehicles bought across the United States were alternatively powered. Although sales of 
hybrid trucks and buses in the United States are still relatively low, trends in Europe indicate significant 
growth in such vehicles is likely in the coming five to 10 years. For example, London requires all new buses 
operating scheduled services in the city to be hybrid or pure electric, to meet environmental policy goals.

Such vehicles are particularly suited for delivery and local use, and it is likely that vehicle technology will 
make such vehicles increasingly competitive. Given vehicle trip distances are shorter in Hawaii on average, 
compared to some other jurisdictions, the potential for such vehicles to become an increasingly significant 
part of the lighter truck and bus fleet is likely to be as high as it has been for light vehicles in recent years. 
Modeling of such scenarios would indicate the likely impacts of trends on gasoline and diesel tax revenue.

3.2. Equity
If RUC is introduced for light vehicles, but not heavy vehicles, it will create two “tiers” of motor vehicles in 
Hawaii. Light vehicles would be charged based on distance traveled, while heavy vehicles would be charged 
based on fuel consumed.

RUC for light vehicles ensures that a shift in light-vehicle motive power toward electric, plug-in hybrid, and 
other alternative-fuel vehicles (and growing fuel efficiency for gasoline-powered vehicles) does not impact 
net revenue to the state highway fund. It will not matter if all light vehicles are powered by electricity or 
hydrogen, because they will all pay the same to use the roads.

If RUC is not applied to heavy vehicles, revenues from heavy vehicles would be progressively reduced 
because fuel efficiency decreases revenues from that fleet. Conversely, as the fleet evolves to other 
alternative fuels, heavy vehicles will pay a smaller proportion of the revenue generated from road use. This 
can be mitigated in several ways: transitioning heavy vehicles to RUC, increasing diesel taxes, or increasing 
registration and weight taxes for heavy vehicles. The policy question may be a case of when consideration 
of one or more of these options is most appropriate to meet the state’s transportation policy objectives. 
Otherwise, heavy vehicle road use would be increasingly cross-subsidized by light vehicles, which is likely to 
undermine acceptability of RUC to light-vehicle users.

If existing taxes on heavy vehicles are adjusted to offset trends in fuel efficiency, then both fuel and weight 
taxes will likely increase. Over time, this means that heavy vehicles will be charged increasingly more based 
on fixed charges that do not reflect road use, rather than usage-based charges. This means that trucks and 
buses are taxed increasingly more to be idle, when they are not generating any revenue. At a time of 
economic downturn, this increases the burden of taxation on truck and bus operators who have less 
business. (Although, it means tax revenue is more 

14 See https://www.fleetowner.com/running-green/article/21695857/toyota-unveils-fuelcell-class-8-tractor-prototype.

https://www.fleetowner.com/running-green/article/21695857/toyota-unveils-fuelcell-class-8-tractor-prototype
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reflective of the size of the fleet than level of activity.) Conversely, during periods of fast economic growth, 
when vehicles are highly utilized and heavily laden, the extra wear and tear they generate on the road 
network is only partly reflected by the additional revenue generated from a tax on fuel.

The equity issue has already been raised in public outreach, with some expressing concern that heavier 
vehicles that generate more wear and tear would pay the same RUC as lighter vehicles. Research from 
AASHTO many years ago established a general rule regarding pavement wear and tear related to the 
weight of an axle load, known as the “fourth power rule.” In essence, for each extra ton of weight, the 
additional wear and tear would grow to the power of four. The effect of weight on road maintenance grows 
steeply from around 8,500 lbs. of total vehicle weight, with a much steeper increase in wear and tear impact 
beyond 26,000 lbs. of weight. This is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Effect of Heavy Vehicle Axle Loads on Pavement Damage

Intuitive perceptions from the public about the wear and tear generated by heavy vehicles is reasonable, and 
allowing heavy vehicles to pay fewer diesel taxes over time and seeking to recover this from a relatively 
blunt (at least at the state level) fixed weight tax is unlikely to fairly reflect the damage caused by road use 
(damage that would need to be recovered from other road users, or disproportionately from road users that 
do not travel many miles). This suggests that eventually including heavy vehicles under RUC should 
produce the most equitable outcomes between road users, regardless of whether RUC replaces only the 
diesel tax or the diesel tax and the weight tax.

Another dimension of equity relates to compliant versus noncompliant taxpayers. Regardless of whether 
RUC is implemented for light- and/or heavy-duty vehicles, the ability for vehicle owners to easily understand 
and pay the RUC contributes to a system with high rates of compliance. High compliance, in turn, improve 
equity. A RUC system that leverages the vehicle registration system will see similar levels of compliance and 
equity as other fees assessed at vehicle registration.
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4. Experience Elsewhere
Oregon is the only state with RUC for both light and heavy vehicles. Two other states have a weight-mileage 
tax for heavy vehicles (New Mexico and New York), and another has a heavy vehicle distance charge 
(Kentucky), but none of those three states has a light RUC program. Most other states charge heavy 
vehicles a combination of registration fees and fuel taxes, and some have weight taxes like Hawaii. All face 
similar revenue challenges.

Outside the United States, New Zealand is the only country that has a RUC program based on weight and 
distance. It applies to all heavy vehicles and light vehicles powered by diesel. Ten countries in Europe 
charge heavy vehicles based on weight and distance. The cases of Oregon and New Zealand are most 
pertinent to Hawaii, given their long-standing experience and the relative sophistication of the approaches of 
both jurisdictions. Programs in New Mexico, New York, and Kentucky are summarized for comparative 
purposes.

4.1. Oregon
Oregon established a weight-mileage tax in 1933 for heavy vehicles over 26,000 lbs., alone or in 
combination. The intent was to charge for potential wear and tear generated by heavy vehicles through 
weight-mileage tax rather than through fuel taxation and fixed weight taxes. Oregon’s weight-mileage tax is 
effectively RUC for heavy vehicles. Oregon has no annual weight tax as in Hawaii. Furthermore, vehicles 
paying weight-mileage tax in Oregon do not pay diesel tax unlike in Hawaii. Heavy vehicles are charged the 
tax monthly (or quarterly if approved) based on the following factors:
► Laden weight in 2,000-lb. bands
► Number of axles (for vehicles weighing more than 80,000 lbs.)
► Miles traveled within the state on public roads
Distance is measured using vehicle odometers or on-board units with global positioning system (GPS) and 
other telemetry.

Oregon charges between $0.0654 per mile for vehicles from 26,001 lbs. up to $0.3025 per mile for vehicles 
up to 98,000 lbs. with five axles.15 It charges less per mile for trucks with more axles to carry the same 
weight, reflecting the less wear and tear generated by spreading vehicle weight across more axles. For 
example, a 98,000-lb. truck with nine axles would only be charged US$0.1922 per mile, 36 percent less than 
a five-axle truck of the same weight. This incentivizes truck configurations that reduce road maintenance 
impacts. Oregon’s weight-mileage tax raised around $335 million in 2018.16

4.2. Kentucky, New Mexico, and New York
Kentucky, New Mexico, and New York have weight-mileage taxes similar to Oregon’s, albeit less 
sophisticated. 

15 See https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Forms/Motcarr/9928-2020.pdf.
16 See https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155731.

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Forms/Motcarr/9928-2020.pdf
https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/CommitteeMeetingDocument/155731
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Kentucky charges a flat rate of $0.0285 per mile for trucks weighing more than 60,000 lbs., in addition to 
other taxes. New Mexico charges a tax per mile that varies according to the total gross vehicle weight, as 
seen in Table 4.

Table 4: New Mexico Weight Mileage Tax Rates17

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT (ALONE OR IN COMBINATION) TAX PER MILE

12,001-26,000 lbs. $0.07

26,001-54,000 lbs. $0.12

54,001-72,000 lbs. $0.15

72,001 lbs. and above $0.16

In New York, the “Highway Use Tax” (weight-mileage tax) rates range from $0.0056 per mile (for unloaded 
weight from 8,001 to 9,000 lbs.) to US$0.0546 (up to 80,000 lbs. with additional rates per ton above that). 
New York has a range of options for declaring miles traveled when unladen compared to fully laden.

All three states measure distance using self-declared odometer readings reported on paper tax returns. 
None of those states credit fuel tax paid, although New York does not charge the tax for miles driven on toll 
roads in the state.

4.3. New Zealand
Outside the United States, New Zealand has had a RUC system since 1978 that applies to all vehicles 
fueled by diesel, based on weight and distance. About three times as many diesel vehicles in New Zealand 
are light vehicles than heavy vehicles, and its RUC program meant the removal of tax on diesel altogether. 
Tax on gasoline remains, and gasoline-powered vehicles are not on the RUC program. Vehicles subject to 
RUC in New Zealand are required to have distance prepurchased in blocks (or multiples) of 1,000 
kilometers, based on vehicle weight band and configuration, with distance checked using odometers on light 
vehicles, hubodometers (odometers attached to wheel hubs) on heavy vehicles, including all trailers, or 
GPS-based on-board units. This system generates just over $1 billion in net revenues annually. Table 5 
summarizes heavy vehicle RUC systems in the jurisdictions discussed in this section.

17 See https://dot.state.nm.us/content/dam/nmdot/trucking/New_Mexico_Truckers_Guide_2019.pdf.

https://dot.state.nm.us/content/dam/nmdot/trucking/New_Mexico_Truckers_Guide_2019.pdf
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Table 5: Summary of Heavy Vehicle Road Usage Charge in Select Jurisdictions

JURISDICTION THRESHOLD 
FOR HEAVY 

RUC

PER MILE RATE 
STRUCTURE

DIESEL TAX 
RATE18

WEIGHT TAX TECHNOLOGY USED

Oregon > 26,000 lbs. Declared weight 
and number of 
axles

Not applicable None GPS-based on-board 
unit or odometer 
reading with quarterly 
tax filing of distance 
traveled

Kentucky > 60,000 lbs. Flat rate per mile $0.23/gallon None Manual tax filing of 
distance traveled

New Mexico > 12,000 lbs. Maximum 
allowable weight

$0.2288/gallon Registration 
has weight 
element

Manual tax filing of 
distance traveled

New York > 8,000 lbs. Declared or 
maximum allowed 
weight

$0.4243/gallon Registration 
has weight 
element

Manual tax filing of 
distance traveled

New Zealand > 7,840 lbs.19 Maximum 
allowable weight 
and number of 
axles/tires

Not applicable Not applicable GPS-based on-board 
unit (choice of four 
providers) or 
hubodometer reading 
with prepaid distance 
license

4.4. Other Jurisdictions20

Eleven European countries have heavy vehicle RUC programs based on weight and distance, although 
none apply RUC to light vehicles. All but two of those countries only apply RUC to heavy vehicle trips on 
major highways, not local roads. All but two systems introduced RUC to replace a time-based license for 
heavy vehicle use of the road (known as “vignettes”). These time licenses required heavy vehicle operators 
to prepay for access to the highway network between one day and one year, based on vehicle weight and 
emissions rating. No European system has used RUC to replace taxes on fuel.

In early 2020, Australia completed a small-scale pilot of heavy vehicle RUC, using existing GPS-based 
commercial telematics systems already installed in some trucks and buses. It is now planning a large-scale 
pilot with 1,000 vehicles across the country. If RUC were introduced in Australia, it would be to replace fuel 
tax on heavy vehicles and to reduce Australia’s high weight-based registration fees.

18 Source: https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/consumer-information/motor-fuel-taxes/diesel-tax includes fuel specific taxes only 
levied at the level of the state (or nation for New Zealand), not Federal or local taxes.
19 3.5 metric tonnes.
20 Eastern Transportation Coalition ran a pilot test of distance-based charging for heavy vehicles in 2019 that employed a flat per 
mile rate for all trucks.

https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/consumer-information/motor-fuel-taxes/diesel-tax
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4.5. Conclusion
There is extensive experience with weight- and distance-based RUC for heavy vehicles in some states and 
in other countries. This experience indicates that charging heavy vehicles by distance and weight can work 
as an equitable and efficient means of collecting revenue. The main barrier to implementation in other 
jurisdictions is opposition from the trucking industry around concerns that RUC might result in heavy vehicles 
being charged more than they are now. There is also concern that weight- and distance-based RUC for 
heavy vehicles would result in higher administrative costs for commercial vehicle owners and operators. In 
the absence of information to counter such concerns, this is an understandable reaction to the RUC 
concept. However, a more detailed review of the experience of other jurisdictions will reveal how they have 
addressed these issues and sustained their weight-distance RUC system, and how the lessons from those 
jurisdictions may be applicable to Hawaii.
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5. Principles for Developing Options
Assessing how to charge heavy vehicles for road use requires some primary policy objectives. The 
objectives used in this paper are as follows:
► Preserve or enhance equity between road users
► Support revenue sustainability
► Achieve user acceptability
► Administer the system efficiently
► Encourage efficiency in vehicle operations

5.1. Equity
As a principle, all motor vehicles should be charged on a similar basis, to share the costs of maintaining and 
developing the road network based on usage and their impacts on the network. As indicated, not including 
heavy vehicles in the current HiRUC Demonstration has given rise to concerns that heavy vehicles are being 
treated preferentially, in that they would not be charged by distance, but light vehicles would be. It is not 
uncommon for some road users to perceive that heavy vehicles “don’t pay their way,” and that the system 
puts an unfair burden on them. As RUC is being researched in part on the basis that it represents a fair way 
to pay, based on actual use of the roads, concerns about the absence of heavy vehicles may result in more 
widespread objection to RUC for light vehicles. 

5.2. Revenue Sustainability
Any system for charging heavy vehicles should be sustainable, and not result in revenues declining in real 
terms due to factors such as changes in vehicle engine technology and the resulting reduced fuel 
consumption. As mentioned, the core purpose of RUC as a policy in Hawaii is to provide revenue 
sustainability as a replacement to the gas tax (which increasingly sees revenues eroded due to increased 
fuel efficiency and movement toward other alternative sources of vehicle motive power). Although at a 
slower pace, heavy vehicles are also becoming more fuel efficient, and alternative sources of fuel are being 
rolled out for such vehicles. This indicates that sustainability of revenue from fuel taxes on heavy vehicles 
will face similar challenges as anticipated from light vehicles, requiring policy action to ensure sufficient 
revenue is generated to pay for the roads.

5.3. User Acceptability
Alongside equity concerns is the broader need for user acceptability behind RUC. RUC will not be 
implemented unless vehicle owners and policy makers perceive it to be fair and reasonable. Furthermore, 
heavy vehicle owners will not accept changes in policy that they will perceive to be complex or unfair. It is 
critical to propose a RUC system that garners acceptance across all road user groups for such a policy 
change.

5.4. Efficient Administration
The system of charging for road use should avoid unnecessary complexity, minimize administrative costs for 
vehicle owners and government agencies, and minimize the opportunity for fraud. The introduction of RUC 
will add a new system for light vehicle owners. However, if there is no charge 
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for heavy vehicles, it will mean fuel taxes will remain, and if light vehicle owners pay RUC, the owners who 
do not drive pure electric or alternative-fueled vehicles will be charged RUC and fuel taxes. Therefore, there 
will need to be a system in place to refund or credit fuel tax paid by light vehicle owners who are charged 
RUC, so they are not paying twice. For heavy vehicle owners, they will simply continue to pay as they do 
now.

5.5. Encourage Efficiency
Whatever system of charging for road use is in place, the rates that are set are, in effect, price signals to 
owners and operators of vehicles that may influence behavior. Charges that are fixed tend to discourage 
ownership of vehicles that do not generate enough business to recover those taxes. For example, higher 
vehicle registration fees and fixed charges such as weight taxes will reduce the likelihood that vehicles are 
not used, but this also increases the relative burden on vehicle owners that have highly seasonal 
businesses. In Oregon and New Zealand, RUC has been used to encourage vehicle purchase and usage 
decisions that reduce wear and tear on their road networks. Adding an axle or second tires on an axle, 
spreads the weight of a vehicle across more tires, reducing wear and tear on the road, and road 
maintenance costs. RUC rates in Oregon and New Zealand charge heavy vehicles less for having more 
axles on a vehicle of a similar weight (see Section 4.1). This has resulted in some vehicle owners choosing 
to pay more for a vehicle with an additional axle because the savings in RUC more than offset the additional 
cost, which, in turn, reduces costs of road maintenance. For Hawaii, RUC may be an opportunity to 
encourage such choices and have a positive impact on the costs of maintaining the road network.

5.6. Additional Issues in Refining and Assessing Options
In addition to the aforemetioned five objectives, other issues that need to be addressed to inform the 
selection of a preferred option are as follows:
► Future of the state gasoline/diesel tax (and county fuel taxes)
► Administrative costs for government and operators in having parallel systems for light and heavy 

vehicles
► Possible technical options for applying RUC to heavy vehicles
► Impacts of various options on heavy vehicle operators and government, including distributional impacts 

by county and industry sector

5.6.1. Future of State Fuel Taxes
One of the central elements of the HiRUC Demonstration is the exploration of an alternative to fuel taxes. 
The underlying assumption is that, for light-duty vehicles, if RUC were introduced, then there would be no 
need to keep the state fuel tax for highway purposes. However, if RUC were not introduced for heavy 
vehicles, fuel tax would need to be retained for application to those vehicles.

Should the fuel tax remain in place to capture revenue from heavy vehicles, then light vehicle users paying 
RUC will require a method for obtaining refunds of fuel taxes paid; otherwise, such vehicles would be paying 
twice to use the roads. 

Alternatively, one transitional option is to remove the gasoline tax and apply RUC to gasoline vehicles, 
leaving the diesel tax in place to address heavy vehicles.

A little known, but significant, equity issue that would be resolved if the diesel tax were abolished is the 
removal of diesel highway taxes on diesel consumed by power companies in Hawaii.
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5.6.2. Administrative Costs in Having Multiple Systems
Retention of a fuel tax for heavy vehicles only would have a very low administrative cost, because costs of 
collection are insignificant. However, if RUC were applied to some vehicles that also pay fuel taxes, a 
refund/exemption system would be needed, adding costs to government, road users, and possibly fuel 
retailers.

Part one of the HiRUC Demonstration tested a system that estimated the gas tax calculated from miles 
driven using U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel efficiency estimates. This option was low cost 
and not complex to implement, because it did not require inputs from road users, the use of receipts, or 
records of actual consumption or implementing an exemption to the gas tax at the point of purchase. 
Although it may not reflect every individual driver’s personal fuel usage exactly, any alternative would need 
the technology or process to record and transmit actual fuel consumption or fuel purchases to calculate 
precisely how much of a refund/rebate to pay.

The effect would be adding the costs of RUC collection onto the existing system for fuel taxes, which would 
be retained, and adding the costs of a refund/exemption system for those fuel taxes. Further work is needed 
to identify those costs and investigate alternatives, particularly if they were to apply to heavy vehicles for a 
transitional period as well.

5.6.3. Technical Options for Heavy Vehicles Needed
If RUC were introduced for heavy vehicles, not all technical options for mileage reporting for light vehicles 
are appropriate for heavy vehicles. Larger trucks that do not always operate with trailers as tractor-trailer 
articulated trucks will need technology to identify when they do and do not operate with trailers. There are 
options to do this, including having separate devices on trailers to report miles, or having on-board units that 
communicate with devices on trailers to identify them, and report miles with or without trailers. Other options 
exist that could be evaluated as part of a future program including heavy vehicles. RUC for heavy vehicles 
would require some technical work and conducting pilots with heavy vehicle operators, which is beyond the 
scope of the current HiRUC Demonstration program.

5.6.4. Industry and Government Impact Analysis
It has not been determined what impacts any options to introduce RUC for heavy vehicles will have on 
operators in Hawaii, by industry type, or location and fleet, nor what impact it might have on state revenues, 
or the costs of setting up and operating a RUC system. 

Impact analysis research on details of these impacts fall under two broad categories:
► Impacts on the industry (heavy vehicle owners and operators)
► Impacts on state revenues and administration costs
Impacts on state revenues would seek to forecast how various options impact future revenues. Although 
such forecasts may not identify what proportion of revenues should be recovered from heavy compared to 
light vehicles, it could start with the assumption that proportions are maintained as they are today. In 
addition, any policy choice has administrative costs for public agencies. Options should be assessed against 
what costs would be generated in having RUC for heavy vehicles, including application of charges, 
processing of payments, and enforcement. Any costs could be offset by the abolition of fuel and/or weight 
taxes and their associated administrative and enforcement costs.
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In turn, the impacts on heavy vehicle owners and operators comprise two sub-categories: 
► How much heavy vehicle owners pay the state (and counties) to own and use their vehicles on public 

roads
► What compliance costs they bear
The first sub-category is simply an impact analysis that compares current charges (taxes on fuel and weight) 
with what RUC might charge comparably (whether it simply replaces fuel tax or also replaces weight taxes). 
This would need to take into account whether RUC may be used to encourage use of vehicle configurations 
that have lower impacts on the road network.

The second sub-category of industry impacts compares costs of compliance with existing taxes (notably 
weight taxes), with any need to report distance or have any specific equipment to record and transmit data 
to be assessed by RUC. This is a key concern for some heavy vehicle operators and is largely a function of 
how a heavy vehicle RUC system might be designed. States/regions with experience can provide 
information on this. One cost to consider is the impact of having a fuel tax refund system, and any savings 
from removing weight taxes.
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6. Options for Taxing Heavy Vehicles
The options developed in this section reflect the principles in the previous section. The objectives are to 
support revenue sustainability while preserving and enhancing equity between road users and to support 
both system and road user efficiency.

The range of options available for treating heavy vehicles includes no change through to implementing some 
form of RUC with partial or total replacement of existing charges. The inclusion of these options is not a 
judgment of their appropriateness over the longer term. It is likely that heavy vehicle motive power 
technology will result in the same challenges for revenues from heavy vehicles by taxing fossil fuels as is 
arising for light vehicles today.

This paper identifies three illustrative options along that spectrum, as summarized:21

1. Light vehicle RUC only: Implement RUC on light vehicles, retain existing taxes on fuel and weight, and 
establish a rebate system for those paying RUC.

2. Light and heavy RUC and weight taxes: Replace all fuel taxes with a weight-based mileage tax and 
retain the existing weight tax.

3. Light and heavy vehicle RUC only: Replace all fuel taxes and the weight tax with a weight-based 
mileage tax featuring multiple weight bands and options to encourage more road-friendly 
configurations.22

These options also represent possible evolutions, from one approach to another over time.

6.1. Option 1: Light Vehicle Road Usage Charge Only
This option involves no changes to how heavy vehicles are charged. Registration and weight taxes would 
continue, as would diesel taxes. A policy justification for not including heavy vehicles at this stage is that 
pressures on revenues are focused on light vehicles, and technology for heavy vehicle motive power has not 
changed as rapidly as that for light vehicles (while retaining the option to transition heavy vehicles at a later 
date). The introduction of RUC for light vehicles only would be unlikely to restrict options for the introduction 
of RUC for heavy vehicles at a later date, though heavy vehicle RUC has additional complexities compared 
to light vehicle RUC.

It is assumed that light vehicles would be subject to a single RUC rate per mile, but the future of fuel taxes 
paid by light vehicles would be a key policy issue (this is subject to a separate policy paper). 

21 An option of introducing a flat mileage tax for heavy vehicles was rejected for inclusion in this paper. No jurisdiction has replaced 
fuel taxes for heavy vehicles with a flat mileage tax. Fuel tax contributions increase for vehicles based on weight, so charging a flat 
mileage rate for heavy vehicles, regardless of weight, would likely have significantly negative impacts on revenue and equity. 
Consequently, such an approach in Hawaii would put significant upward pressure on weight taxes to offset the reduction in revenue.
22 Weight taxes also apply to light vehicles, but the future of those taxes, if RUC is introduced, has not been considered here but 
might be considered if weight taxes for heavy vehicles are replaced with RUC.
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It would be possible to remove the gasoline tax and subject all gasoline vehicles to RUC (including heavy 
vehicles that use gasoline), accepting that heavy vehicles account for a very small percentage of gasoline 
consumption. (Although, this would incentivize a small shift from diesel- to gasoline-powered heavy vehicles, 
few such vehicles are available at weights of more than 20,000 lbs.) 

Alternatively, it would be possible to leave the gasoline tax in place and develop a fuel tax refund or rebate 
approach for those vehicles subject to RUC. This would require a parallel system to be introduced alongside 
RUC to refund or rebate fuel taxes paid for vehicle subject to RUC. However, over time, revenues would 
reduce progressively from heavy vehicles as changes in vehicle technology result in decreasing yields from 
gasoline and diesel taxes, just as with light vehicles. This would increase pressure to increase these taxes 
(and taxes on natural gas options), encouraging further changes in the vehicle fleet to reduce consumption.

Advantages: Simplicity—heavy vehicle user acceptability does not preclude other options in the future, but it 
enables RUC for light vehicles to be “bedded in” before further evolution.

Disadvantages: Revenue erosion from vehicle engine technology changes in heavy vehicles will continue 
and grow. Diesel taxes would need to be retained, and possible gasoline taxes as well, which could require 
a fuel tax refund/rebate/exemption system alongside RUC. Perceptions of unfairness as light vehicles pay 
an increasing proportion of revenues, unless diesel taxes are increased sufficiently to keep pace, might 
result in deferment of RUC for light vehicles. 

6.2. Option 2: Replace All Fuel Taxes with Light and Heavy Vehicle RUC
As in Oregon, RUC could be extended to heavy vehicles by varying the rate structure by weight category 
and/or charging differentiated rates by number of axles for heavier weights. Once all vehicles are 
transitioned to RUC, fuel taxes could be abolished, and the RUC rate structure could reflect weight and 
broadly what fuel consumption (and tax paid) different groups of vehicles pay currently. Heavy trucks would 
need a technical option to report the presence or absence of trailers to aid in reporting gross vehicle weight. 
This option would retain existing weight and registration taxes, because RUC rates would be based on 
average fuel tax payments, by weight category. Rates could vary by county if desired; although, that should 
reflect decisions on geographic and political variations in rates around light vehicles. The policy justification 
for this option would be to transition all vehicles at a similar pace and minimize the duration of the parallel 
operation of fuel taxes and RUC, to reduce administrative costs. 

The vehicle fleet would need to be categorized by weight bands, with larger bands for light and medium 
weight vehicles, and smaller ones for larger weights (e.g., a single band for light vehicles, then bands 
around 10,000–18,000 lbs., 18,000–26,000 lbs., 26,000–33,000 lbs., and so on). Research would be 
needed to survey the average fuel consumption of vehicles within those bands, as well as identify 
differences between trucks hauling trailers compared to those without. Policy and technical issues that 
would need to be considered include the following:
► The basis upon which weight is calculated (and the technical and operational issues around this).23

23 Typically, the choice is whether to rate a vehicle based on maximum allowable weight or on reporting of its actual weight. 
Maximum allowable weight includes an average load factor across all vehicles of that type base, so that – on average – weight per 
mile is about right. Actual weight requires some sort of measurement, reporting and audit so is more complex as there is potential for 
fraud. Actual weight is rarely used in practice.
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► Whether heavy vehicles that haul trailers would be treated as a single vehicle (as in Oregon) or the 
trailer and tractor units charged separately (as in New Zealand).

► Appropriate technologies for heavy vehicles to report miles, which may not necessarily be the same as 
those used for light vehicles.

► Whether for heavy vehicles, some record of vehicle location identification may be needed to ensure they 
pay differential rates by county (although in most cases this could be readily identified). 

A challenge of this approach is that, in retaining weight taxes alongside a RUC system that has rates varying 
by weight, the perception would be that weight is being taxed twice, even though RUC would only be 
replicating the current fuel tax. However, a weight-based RUC could still evolve to replace such weight taxes 
in the future, reducing administrative costs and complexities once RUC has been established.

Advantages: RUC for all vehicles could fully replace fuel taxes, securing revenue sustainability, allowing 
those taxes to be removed for highway funding purposes, and eliminating any need to retain a refund 
system for light vehicles. All vehicles would pay broadly what they pay now, improving perceptions of 
fairness. This approach is proven in other jurisdictions. Retention of weight taxes would keep some revenue 
not dependent on significant variations in demand, but RUC allows revenue to better reflect usage and 
impacts on the network.

Disadvantages: Specific technical options need to be developed for heavy vehicles to report miles and 
configuration. Retention of weight taxes would result in perceptions of paying twice for weight.

6.3. Option 3: Replace Fuel and Weight Taxes with Road Usage Charge on All Vehicles
Similar to Option 2 technically, (in terms of the implementation of RUC) this third option extends beyond 
RUC by replacing fuel taxes to also include replacement of weight taxes.24 The main effect is that the rate 
structure would see higher per-mile rates on heavier vehicles to offset lost weight tax revenue, so that most 
heavy vehicles would only pay RUC and registration fees. Beyond the work required for Option 2, revenues 
from weight taxes are modeled on a per-mile basis across the state and by county, so that RUC rates reflect 
both average fuel consumption and weight tax revenues. Rates may reflect relative impacts of various 
configurations on road damage to encourage road friendly configurations for higher weight vehicles. 
Vehicles get classified based on maximum allowable weight and wheel configuration, and pay rates 
reflecting relative road impacts. Generally, the heavier weights a vehicle can carry, the more it would be 
charged, but the higher the number of axles or tires, the lower the charge for the same weight. Oregon and 
New Zealand have heavy RUC systems that correspond with this option.25 The policy justification for this 
option would be to use RUC to simplify the tax structure for vehicles more generally and focus taxing of 
vehicles more on usage rather than ownership.

24 This may also require weight taxes on light vehicles to be removed, with countervailing increases in RUC rates for those vehicles.
25 Oregon also allows vehicle owners to declare actual weight in their RUC tax returns, but owners must keep detailed records to 
provide verification of this for audit purposes.
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Rates also may vary by county if desired. Although, that should reflect decisions on geographic and political 
variations. Such a variation requires a means to identify the broad location of trips by county. This need not 
necessarily be complex, given counties are distinguished by islands.

The key challenge of this approach pertains to additional work on rates tables and the need to manage the 
transition away from weight tax revenues. However, this would be a simple evolution from Option 2. 
Furthermore, as with Option 2, the impacts are uncertain across the heavy vehicle fleet, and additional 
research is needed on the impacts of different charge rate structures on heavy vehicle operators and state 
revenues.

Advantages: RUC for all vehicles could fully replace fuel taxes, securing revenue sustainability, allowing 
those taxes to be removed for highway purposes, and eliminating any need to retain a refund system for 
light vehicles. Replacement of weight tax would mean revenue would grow as heavy vehicle traffic grows. 
Administrative costs for government and costs for heavy vehicle operators would decline by not having to 
collect an additional tax. This approach offers scope to refine RUC rates to encourage use of more road-
friendly configurations. All vehicles would pay broadly what they pay now, improving fairness and 
perceptions of fairness. This approach is proven in other jurisdictions. 

Disadvantages: Specific technical options need to be developed for heavy vehicles to report miles and 
configuration. Revenues are more susceptible to sudden downturns in demand, rather than fleet size. 
Weight taxes also should be removed for light vehicles, resulting in light vehicle RUC rates increasing.
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7. Further Work
The purpose of the HiRUC Demonstration is to enable public outreach about RUC with the general public, 
and it was decided that the project would not include heavy vehicles at this stage. If it is decided to consider 
the role of RUC regarding heavy vehicles further, there would be significant policy value in undertaking a 
number of research initiatives to inform decision makers and provide a body of evidence to support policy 
decisions. 

To better inform decisions on options for heavy vehicles, a number of approaches are proposed to obtain 
additional data and to facilitate analysis on the impacts, costs, and industry acceptability of those options, as 
well as developing stakeholder buy-in to whatever policy option is decided upon:

1. Desktop study and research into the impact of options
2. Inclusion of heavier vehicles into a future pilot
3. Economic study into Hawaii road cost allocation
4. Engage with key stakeholders

7.1. Impact Study
An impact study would include more detailed gathering of data about heavy vehicle trips including distances 
traveled, vehicle types (specifically by weight), and fuel consumption. This would include a mix of surveys 
and observational data so that heavy vehicles could be categorized by county, industry sector, vehicle 
type/weight, and trip type. Desktop analysis could be undertaken for a number of scenarios. It would 
consider forecasts of future fleet composition (including adoption rates of alternative-fuel vehicles) and their 
impacts on state revenues. This should improve the understanding of what the impact of an option would be 
on a specific type of heavy vehicle business (e.g., tour bus, local delivery, containerized freight), which may 
inform decisions on what options are put forward for further development, and how policy options for heavy 
vehicles might be adjusted to minimize negative impacts. This study could be used to inform the 
incorporation of heavy vehicles into a future RUC pilot.

7.2. Heavy Vehicle RUC Pilot
Should Hawaii move forward with RUC for light vehicles, there are likely to be considerable merits in 
including heavy vehicles in a RUC program, either on their own or as part of future research. Heavy vehicle 
participation would be to engage primarily with heavy vehicle operators in what a RUC system for heavy 
vehicles might look like, but also to enable them to compare what they might pay under a RUC system to 
what they pay now. Experience from New Zealand’s and Oregon’s heavy vehicle charging programs, as well 
as the inclusion of trucks as a small group in the Australian National Heavy Vehicle Charging Pilot, could be 
applied and adapted for conditions in Hawaii, so that one or more RUC options are available for heavy 
vehicle operators to choose from to inform future policy.
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7.3. Economic Study into Road Cost Allocation
A more fundamental approach to understanding whether and how to include heavy vehicles in future 
transportation revenue policy would be to undertake an economic cost allocation study, similar to that 
undertaken regularly in Oregon and New Zealand, to establish how to fairly allocate highway costs among 
various groups of road users. Such a study would combine engineering and economic approaches, looking 
at future needed revenues for the highway network, expected traffic volumes by vehicle type, and cost 
divisions for maintaining and upgrading the network between types of road users. It would look at different 
types of costs (maintenance and network enhancements) and how these costs are generated 
(e.g., attribution to the effects of weather compared to road traffic and the relevance of weight in generating 
wear and tear). The study should look at the differences in costs specifically between counties and between 
state and county roads, to consider how vehicle fleet mixes and local conditions impact on costs and how 
well those costs are recovered from taxes at different levels of government.

This will provide a relatively objective basis upon which to develop future policy and engage with road user 
groups on how much different types of vehicles should pay, and if there is a need for policy mechanisms to 
address any significant disparities in costs and revenues between counties or user groups. Such a study 
would not decide policy, but it would provide an evidential base to enable answers to questions such as “Is X 
paying enough to use the roads?” based on analysis.

7.4. Engage with Key Stakeholders
As with light vehicle owners, it is critical to engage with key stakeholders as to the advantages, 
disadvantages, costs, and impacts of the options on how heavy vehicles should be charged for road use. 
This engagement should be supported by the evidence that would be generated by an impact study and a 
road cost allocation study. It may precede or follow inclusion of heavy vehicles in a future RUC project, and 
seek to examine how options might affect them, as well as providing information relevant to how RUC might 
work for them (which may differ from the application of RUC to light vehicles).

These stakeholders include:

Commercial vehicle and heavy truck owners or fleet operators: This group includes commercial vehicle 
owners, trucks and buses. Consideration of RUC on heavy vehicles will have a direct impact on businesses 
and input from commercial vehicle and heavy truck owners and operators will be critical to informing policy 
decisions about whether and how to proceed with any type of reforms to Hawaii’s road funding model for 
heavy vehicles.

American Automobile Association (AAA): Although the AAA represents private vehicle owners, all vehicles 
use the same road network, and how they pay to use the roads affects all users, because the money 
collected is used to maintain and upgrade the network. The AAA will seek to ensure that reformation of road 
use taxation treats its members fairly and does not result in an unreasonable share of road infrastructure 
costs.

Organizations that analyze governmental tax scenarios and educate the public and stakeholders: Since 
RUC is a tax reform, it is important to ensuring reforms are both equitable and promote economic growth 
and stability. It is important to understand how charging of heavy vehicles affects goods producers, 
consumers, service providers to industry, and tourism.
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Counties: Given that countries rely disproportionately on fixed weight taxes and fuel taxes for revenue to 
fund county road systems, any possible changes to the state-level funding mechanisms could represent 
opportunities for the counties to likewise make changes in parallel. County involvement in HiRUC to date 
has focused on the possible interest of counties in converting light-duty vehicles from fuel taxes to per-mile 
taxes. Should this concept take hold, a natural extension of this collaboration is to examine whether and how 
counties may wish to reform heavy vehicle charging and road funding.
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Section 1: Background
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Current Highway Funding Sources
Section 1: Background

Hawaii pays for the repair and upkeep of 
its state roads and bridges from taxes and 
fees on highway users in the form of:

Motor fuel 
taxes

Vehicle 
registration fees

Weight 
taxes

Rental car 
surcharges

Historically, motor fuel vehicle taxes generated the largest share of money for roads and bridges.
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Diminishing Revenue from Highway Funding Sources
Section 1: Background

• As Hawaii residents purchase new cars that consume less fuel (or none at all), the amount 
of county, state, and federal funding available for roads in Hawaii is declining, and the link 
between how much people drive and how much they pay to use the roads is disappearing. 

• Although declining motor fuel consumption is a welcome trend for meeting energy and 
environmental goals, HDOT has identified it as a risk to sustainable, equitable funding of 
roads and bridges.
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Alternative Revenue Source: Road Usage Charging
Section 1: Background

In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of transitioning from taxation 
of fuels to taxation of miles driven as the basis for road funding. The study 
concluded that a per-mile road usage charge (RUC) is feasible for Hawaii.

RUC is a more 
sustainable funding 
mechanism than 
the gas tax because 
all vehicles pay the 
same per-mile rate 
regardless of its 
propulsion type 
(internal 
combustion, 
electric, etc.) or fuel 
consumption.

* cost per 1,000 miles
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Gas Tax Collection Costs
Section 1: Background

When the purpose of a tax or fee is to generate revenue, then high costs of collection and 
administration undermine the purpose. Fuel taxation is one of the most efficient methods for 
governments to collect revenue (< 1% of revenue). 

In Hawaii, the department of 
taxation (DOTAX) collects fuel 
taxes from 26 state-wide 
distributors when fuel is removed 
from storage tanks and placed 
into tankers for delivery to 
refueling stations rather than 
collecting from hundreds of gas 
stations or hundreds of thousands 
of individual vehicle owners. This 
reduces administration costs.

After collection, DOTAX 
determines the amounts to be 
allocated to the appropriate 
county or to the state and reports 
the allocations to the Department 
of Accounting and General 
Services (DAGS), which transfers 
the funds to the county or state 
recipients identified by law via 
journal voucher (the method of 
transferring funds between 
agencies within Hawaii)

The journal voucher records the 
funds to be transferred, then the 
accounts are entered into FAMIS, 
the state’s accounting and 
management information system.
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Vehicle Registration Fee and Weight Tax Collection Costs
Section 1: Background

Vehicle registration fees and weight taxes are 
collected from individual vehicle owners. 

In Hawaii, the various county DMVs are responsible for 
licensing vehicles and collecting fees on behalf of the 
state and the counties, with IT support by the Honolulu 
Department of Information Technology (DIT). 

$19M operating costs 
per year for motor vehicle, 
licensing, and permits;
translates to:
$24 per vehicle 

5-10%
is the cost to administer as a 
proportion of the vehicle-related 
state and county tax and fee 
revenue collected on Oahu

City & County of 
Honolulu budgets 
estimate:
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Efficient RUC Administration
Section 1: Background

• While RUC is a more sustainable 
long-term funding mechanism 
than the gas tax, it is more costly 
to administer.

• The effectiveness of RUC as a 
funding mechanism depends, in 
part, on keeping administrative 
costs low.

• As described in Policy 
Considerations for Efficient 
Administration of a Road Usage 
Charge Program, there are many 
policy and system design 
choices that impact 
administrative costs.

Policy Choices:
• Rate Setting
• Subject Vehicles
• Transition Strategy
• Authorized Collection 

Agency
• Mileage Reporting 

Mechanism
• Commercial Model for 

Private Sector
• Evaluation and Reporting

System Design 
Choices:
• Vehicle Identification
• Payment Details
• Contracts
• Detailed System Design
• Program Evaluation
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Efficient RUC Administration for Hawaii
Section 1: Background

• The remainder of this briefing book describes considerations for the efficient 
administration of RUC in Hawaii, as well as lessons learned from other 
jurisdictions where RUC has been enacted.

• In Hawaii, an administratively efficient RUC could be enacted by leveraging 
existing systems and processes including HDOT’s Periodic Motor Vehicle 
Inspection (PMVI) for mileage reporting, and county DMVs for fee collection.

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system 
leveraging existing 

Hawaii systems

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on fully 

manual methods

5–10% 15–25%

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on 3rd

party devices
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Section 2: Lessons Learned
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Vehicle Registration Fee and 
Weight Tax Collection Costs
As detailed in the Policy Considerations for 
Efficient Administration of a Road Usage 
Charge Program policy paper, across the 
three active light-duty vehicle RUC 
programs worldwide (Oregon, Utah, and 
New Zealand), several key lessons learned 
emerge.

Section 2: Lessons Learned
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Section 3: Policy Choices
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Rate Setting
Section 3: Policy Choices

• The RUC rate determines total revenue, which serves as the denominator for the 
cost as a percentage of revenue. Raising the RUC rate automatically reduces 
the cost as a percent of revenue, all else being equal.

• The rate type impacts the complexity of the accounting system needed to assess 
RUC charges:

• A single flat rate per mile for all miles driven requires one number per vehicle per reporting period: total 
miles driven.

• More complex rate structures could require or allow charging miles differently by location driven, which 
necessarily requires or allows for measuring miles by location, which increases the cost of mileage 
measurement technology.

• Rate structures that introduce complexity also often require additional customer 
service to explain, including additional upfront information presented in 
numerous formats to allow for ease of understanding and increased likelihood of 
initial compliance. Variable rates by vehicle type, for example, may invite 
customer inquiries about their individual circumstances.
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Subject Vehicles
Section 3: Policy Choices

• RUC requires, at minimum, a live 
connection to the state vehicle registry, 
managed by DIT.

• The ability to apply RUC to specific types 
of vehicles depends on the ability of the 
system to identify vehicles by category.

• The ability to assess RUC depends on the 
ability of subject vehicles to comply at low 
cost.

• Vehicles manufactured prior to 1996 do not have an 
onboard diagnostic (OBD-II) port, which eliminates 
the possibility of using plug-in devices to report miles 
driven for those vehicles.

• Should Hawaii rely on odometer reporting, some 
older vehicles have inoperable odometers and/or 
mechanical odometers.

• The Honolulu Department of 
Information Technology (DIT)’s 
existing vehicle registry is already 
capable of identifying vehicles by 
relevant factors such as model 
year, fuel type, and weight.

• Additional factors like fuel 
economy or engine displacement 
would require additional cost and 
effort to identify and apply the RUC 
to the correct vehicles.
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Mileage Reporting Method
Section 3: Policy Choices

As detailed in the 
HiRUC Cost of 
Collection Report,
mileage reporting 
costs vary widely 
depending on the 
method used:

• Integrating miles-driven data from PMVI into the vehicle 
registration process is the only function missing to allow 
Hawaii to create a fully-functioning RUC program. 

• Enabling law could prescribe PMVI as the baseline 
requirement, which would lead to a very low cost of 
collecting RUC in Hawaii.

• Options for more frequent mileage reporting may be 
necessary given that new vehicles are not subject to the 
PMVI for the first year of registration.

• Existing PMVI mileage 
data: Zero marginal cost.

• Self-reporting and/or 
odometer capture: ~$1 
per report

• Automated (in-vehicle) 
reporting: ~$5 - $10 per 
month.
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Mileage Reporting Method
Section 3: Policy Choices

• PMVI is a familiar process to most Hawaii drivers, reducing the need for education, 
and increasing the ease of compliance.

• The majority of drivers prefer to report mileage at existing vehicle inspection.
• The law could also allow vehicle owners to opt to report miles in a different manner, 

at their own election, subject to requirements created by the authorized agency or 
agencies.

Annual Safety Check App on Smartphone Report location

Driving Report Recipients’ Preferred Method of Mileage Reporting (n = 32,895) 

87% 4% 10%
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Transition to RUC
• No RUC program for light-duty vehicles covers all vehicles in 

a jurisdiction.
• As laid out in the Approaches for Removing the Fuel Tax 

policy paper, the choice of how to transition will affect program 
costs.

• A gradual transition allows for a small-scale program to learn, 
establish rules, build and test procedures and systems, train 
staff, and grow familiarity with customers and the 
communications they need to comply in the most cost-
effective manner.

Section 3: Policy Choices
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Transition to RUC
Section 3: Policy Choices

The recommended strategy for Hawaii is:
Introduce RUC as an option for EVs in lieu of the 
registration surcharge.

The number of RUC-eligible vehicle will steadily 
increase each year as EVs proliferate.

As Hawaii approaches its pledge of 100% renewable 
fuel sources for public and private ground 
transportation by 2045, many light-duty vehicles will be 
EVs.

Fuel taxes remain in place during the transition for 
internal combustion engine vehicles.

Over time, the state will develop sufficient experience 
administering RUC to expand it to “legacy” internal 
combustion engine vehicles if desired.

A

B

C

D

E
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Commercial Model for Private Sector Involvement
While Hawaii is well positioned to initiate a low-cost RUC revenue mechanism by 
leveraging existing PMVI and DIT programs, one or more agencies involved may 
benefit from provisions of certain services by the private sector.  For example, 
PMVI contracts the information technology for collecting and sorting inspection 
data to a private contractor.

Section 3: Policy Choices

Should Hawaii offer more than 
just the PMVI reporting method, 
creating an open market for 
provision of reporting technology 
and account management 
services can reduce costs (for 
example, for fleets).
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Evaluation and Reporting
Section 3: Policy Choices

• A key success for cost reduction of New 
Zealand’s mature RUC system has been 
regular external program evaluation and 
reporting.

• Oregon has conducted regular evaluation 
of its small-scale RUC program as a 
prelude to larger-scale adoption, 
identifying improvement in account 
manager certification processes, 
customer service, communications, 
mileage reporting technologies, and 
detailed system design features.

• In Hawaii, lawmakers can codify 
the requirement to regularly report 
progress on the RUC program and 
conduct external evaluations, 
especially in the early years of 
program operations.

• This ensures accountability by the 
administering agency and provides 
critical information to policymakers 
in the event that legal changes can 
make the program function more 
effectively.
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Authorized Agencies
Section 3: Policy Choices

• The choice of executive agency or 
agencies authorized to collect RUC 
is fundamental to enabling RUC 
law.

• Align the interests of the agency 
collecting the fee and the agencies 
using the funds to incentivize an 
efficient administration of the RUC 
in order to maximize yield.

• In Hawaii, although HDOT stands to 
benefit from a RUC, counties would 
also benefit, given the current 
reliance on county gas taxes for the 
majority of each county’s road fund.

• Authorized agencies should have subject 
matter knowledge of RUC, or elements 
of RUC.

• In Hawaii, the ability of the authorized 
agency to work effectively with DIT for 
access to the vehicle registry and with 
HDOT for access to the odometer data 
within PMVI system is a critical factor for 
reducing operational costs.

• Selecting an authorized agency or 
agencies in legislation, prescribing roles 
for each agency, and authorizing funds 
for each agency, can remove ambiguity 
and improve efficiency of administration. 
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Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives
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• Pre-payment of RUC using prior year 
mileage estimates may require end of year 
reconciliation (credit or refund) for 
overpayments or additional payment for 
instances of underpayment.

• If a vehicle is sold in the middle of the year 
under a pre-payment system, the seller may 
wish to be reimbursed by the buyer for RUC 
corresponding to miles already paid for.

Accounting Considerations: Pre-Payment vs. Post-Payment

• Post-payment may be simpler as there is no 
need for year-end reconciliation, but this would 
create a long lag in HDOT receiving funds. For 
instance, if RUC goes into effect in January, there 
may not be payment until the following January, 
depending on the collection mechanism. A 
gradual transition of the fleet over time mitigates 
this issue.

• If a vehicle is sold in the middle of the year under 
a post-payment system, the liability for miles 
driven would be inherited by the buyer, but could 
be worked out as part of the sale agreement.

Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives
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County DMVs
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Concept Considerations Advantages Challenges
• Collect annual 

RUC payments 
via check, kiosk, 
online, or other 
existing payment 
portals. 

• Counties pass on 
the RUC 
collected to 
HDOT via 
Journal Voucher 
in exchange for 
an administrative 
fee, which is 
typically withheld 
from the payment 
and retained by 
the counties. 

• The counties already collect registration fees, weight taxes, commercial 
driver license fees, ID card fees, verification of legal presence fees, and 
Honolulu driver manual fees on behalf of the State.

• The counties submit collection reports with a check to the HDOT 
Highway fiscal office every month. A treasury deposit receipt documents 
check deposits, and the proceeds are deposited in the Highway Special 
Fund and disbursed as approved by the Fiscal Management Office.

• The counties have the authority to enforce the non-payment of state and 
county taxes and fees in HRS 249-2 Delinquent Vehicle Tax and HRS 
286-25 No/Expired Certificate of Inspection (No Current Safety Check). 
Additionally, the enforcement power is in HRS §291D-10, which allows 
the counties to place a stopper on driver licenses and motor vehicle 
registrations.

• Counties may incur additional costs in collecting RUC on behalf of the 
state. In the past, the counties have sought compensation for the added 
cost of collecting additional revenues. 

• Under HRS section 249-33(e), “[t]he counties shall be reimbursed the 
incremental costs incurred in the collection and administration of taxes 
and fees imposed under section 249-31 and 249-33; the amount of 
reimbursement shall be determined by the director of transportation.”

Existing System: Current system in place to 
collect motor vehicle fees and taxes from users. 
There have also been kiosks implemented in 
grocery stores where residents can pay for their 
vehicle fees and receive their registration sticker 
all in one place making the process more 
convenient. 

Familiarity: Residents already pay the DMV for 
vehicle registration fees and taxes. When a user 
pays existing vehicle fees, this is a logical time 
for an additional vehicle related charge.

Low administration fee – There is an 
additional cost for having the counties collect 
the RUC. That incremental cost is likely to 
include mostly the transaction processing costs 
associated with the value of RUC transactions, 
a relatively small magnitude increase.

Enforcement – Existing methods used to 
enforce state and county vehicle registration 
payments may be leveraged for RUC with little 
or no modification required.

System Modification – The counties 
do not currently collect odometer 
readings or calculate fees based on 
miles driven. However, DIT does 
interface with PMVI to determine 
whether vehicles have passed 
inspection before issuing registration. 
The same system interface could be 
modified to transmit miles driven, but 
DIT would need to calculate the fee. 
Alternatively, HDOT could calculate 
the fee and transmit the fee amount 
directly to DIT. In either case DIT 
would need to modify its system to 
accommodate the new fee.
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Hawaii Department of Taxation (DOTAX)
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Concept Considerations Advantages Challenges
• DOTAX collects RUC from individual 

drivers through Hawaii Tax Online portal 
on an annual basis.

• After collection, DOTAX determines the 
amounts to be automatically allocated to 
the appropriate county or to the state. 

• The allocations are reported to DAGS, 
which transfers the funds to the county or 
State recipients identified by law via 
journal voucher. 

• A function of DAGS is to coordinate the 
processing of financial transactions into 
FAMIS and the Capital Projects System. 
The journal voucher is the method of 
transferring funds between departments 
within the State of Hawaii. The journal 
voucher records the funds to be 
transferred then the accounts are entered 
into FAMIS, the State’s database

• DOTAX already collects fuel taxes regularly from 26 
distributors and can accept direct payments, 
however it would require additional resources to 
collect from nearly one million individual vehicle 
owners.

• DOTAX has an online portal, Hawaii Tax Online, for 
individuals to make payments directly. Through its 
online portal DOTAX collects 14 types of taxes. 
Many taxes, such as the General Excise Tax and 
personal Income Taxes, are collected directly from 
individuals and companies. 

Existing System: Online 
collection system in place 
(Hawaii Tax Online). 

Familiarity: Some residents 
interact with DOTAX to file 
and pay income tax.

Enforcement: If the RUC is 
treated as a tax, then DOTAX 
has substantial enforcement 
authority that would facilitate 
compliance with payments.  

Capacity: DOTAX may not have the organizational 
resources to shift from collecting from 26 fuel 
taxpayers to (over time) nearly one million vehicle 
owners.

System Modification – DOTAX does not have an 
existing interface with HDOT and would need to 
create one in order to facilitate calculation of miles 
driven and RUC owed.

Timing/Cash flow: Currently, fuel taxes are paid 
monthly. If the RUC is paid annually by vehicle 
owners, this could create a cash flow gap for 
HDOT.

Familiarity: Although many residents and 
businesses use DOTAX online for tax transactions, 
many others submit checks by mail and file paper 
tax returns. DOTAX may be required to create 
many more online accounts and make a paper 
reporting option available for RUC.
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HDOT via Motor Vehicle Safety Office/PMVI Inspectors
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Concept Considerations Advantages Challenges
• RUC payment is made at the time 

of the vehicle inspection. As the 
mileage is currently recorded every 
year, there would be timely and 
accurate data. 

• If the payments and records are 
made electronically, the RUC could 
potentially be remitted directly to 
HDOT via the PMVI contractor 
similar to the portion of the 
inspection fee currently remitted to 
HDOT. 

• This option may be funded through 
an increase in the fee collected by 
inspectors. 

• Vehicle inspection stations collect $25 for each 
safety check. Approximately $1.35 to $1.60 
goes to the PMVI contractor and $1.70 is sent 
to the State. The vehicle inspection station 
keeps the balance. 

• If the contractor were to collect the additional 
RUC, they can then forward directly to HDOT 
as they currently do with inspection fees.

• Currently the inspection stations use an iPad to 
take pictures of the vehicle and the insurance 
card for proof of insurance.

• The state began using iPads in November 
2013. There is the potential to make individuals 
pay the RUC directly through the iPad to 
eliminate some concerns over potential fraud if 
inspectors collect RUC in cash or other forms 
of payment.

• The inspection system and records for larger 
commercial vehicles are still on paper. There 
was a prior attempt to pass legislation (SB 
1276/77) that would need to be revived to 
change to an electronic system.

Familiarity: Since the RUC is based on vehicle 
miles, vehicle inspection is a natural time to 
assess charges based on miles traveled.

Timing/Cash Flow: If payments are made as 
people get their inspection there may be 
greater cash flow throughout the year. 

Enforcement : If individuals choose not to pay 
the RUC, then they would not receive a pass 
on inspection.

Control: There would be less internal control and monitoring in 
place as there are hundreds of vehicle inspection stations.

Fraud: There is currently some fraud risk from some vehicle 
inspection stations who abandon their businesses, take their 
equipment elsewhere and continue to perform inspections as a 
new entity. The amounts collected by inspection stations per 
individual vehicle inspected is currently small, but with larger 
RUC payments, there may be greater opportunity for fraud. If the 
funds collected by inspection stations are large, bonding might 
be needed, which would increase costs for the stations. HDOT 
would have to institute better oversight and enforcement to 
address the potential for fraud.

Capacity/insufficient vendors: The City and County of 
Honolulu has the maximum number of stations allowed, but the 
neighbor island counties occasionally need to look for additional 
stations.

Impact to vehicle inspection process: Collecting payment for 
RUC increases the knowledge needed by vehicle inspectors and 
administrative duties. There may be cost implications associated 
with longer transaction times, transaction processing. Inspection 
stations might also have negative reactions to this new function. 
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HDOT via New RUC Program 
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Process Considerations Advantages Challenges
• RUC payments 

made by 
individual drivers 
directly to HDOT. 

• HDOT would take in the funds directly from 
individuals. This would allow for a direct 
accounting process and relationship 
between HDOT and customers. HDOT 
currently does not have the staff, systems, 
or capacity to take in an influx of payments 
from residents. 

• While this option removes the need for an 
intermediary, HDOT is not currently set up 
to receive payments or electronic payments, 
nor does it have the staff, systems, or 
capacity to handle thousands of individual 
payers. 

Control: self-administration creates better 
conditions for internal control and monitoring.

Capacity: HDOT is not set up to collect direct payments.

Systems: HDOT Highways currently has no collection capacity. If 
there is a prepayment process with reconciliation later, it would be 
burdensome for HDOT to administer it, and the agency would 
likely seek an outside vendor.

Enforcement: If the RUC is considered a fee and collected by 
HDOT, HDOT does not have statutory enforcement authority 
adequate to ensure payments. The Legislature would need to 
consider providing sufficient enforcement powers in the RUC 
enabling legislation.  
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Recommended Option: County-State Cooperation
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Additionally, county gas tax receipts will continue to dwindle. If 
counties seek to replace the gas tax with RUC, it would be most 
efficient to piggyback on to the state RUC system and collect the 
county-level RUC at the same time as the state RUC.

To share the cost of implementing a new program and to standardize 
RUC implementation across counties, many aspects of the RUC 
program implementation and rollout could be led and supported by 
HDOT including program design (rulemaking and operating 
procedures), systems upgrades design, integration of mileagd and/or 
RUC data to DMV systems, program communications and outreach, 
program monitoring and improvement, and longer-term transition 
strategy to rollout RUC to the statewide fleet.

County DMVs are a natural 
choice for collecting RUC given 
that they have data, collection 
systems, and customer 
relationships in place.
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Summary of Changes Required to Support County-State Cooperation 
Section 4: Authorized Agency Alternatives

Affected 
Agency

Mileage Data Collection Revenue Collection Enforcement

County DMVs

DIT:
• Revise system to accommodate new fee for state 

RUC (and possibly county RUC)
• Integrate with HDOT systems to receive mileage 

and/or RUC data

DMVs:
• Collect RUC from drivers, likely as part of 

the same transaction for collecting other 
state and county vehicle registration fees 
and weight taxes

• Transmit RUC revenue collected to state
• Ensure accurate accounting of charges 

collected and transmitted

No change: non-payment of RUC 
would result in inability to 
complete vehicle registration as 
with other vehicle fees

DOTAX
No activity No activity No activity

HDOT

• Create position to oversee mileage data collection, 
improve data quality, and ensure accuracy and 
system integrity

• Disseminate public information, including through 
network of inspectors

• Potentially require quality assurance of odometer 
mileage data by inspectors and PMVI contractor to 
improve quality and accuracy.

• Build a RUC calculation function between PMVI and 
DIT that calculates state (and county) RUC owed by 
any given vehicle based on PMVI odometer mileage 
reported, county of registration or inspection, and 
other business rules.

• Monitor PMVI data
• Create new tools to ensure data 

transmitted to DIT are accurate and 
timely, including integration and ongoing 
maintenance

• Receive and reconcile funds from 
counties

• Review applicable state laws, 
administrative rules, policies 
and procedures.

• Modify or enact new 
enforcement tools as 
appropriate, including 
monitoring, data analytics, and 
audit.
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Section 5: System Design and Choices
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Payment Details
Section 5: System Design Choices

• Given that a RUC system requires 
payment by individual motorists for 
road usage, it will require 
transactions for as many as the 1.4 
million vehicles registered in Hawaii, 
although an early small-scale start-
up system could begin with only 
several thousand vehicles.

• Payment methods (e.g., credit card, 
debit card, check, cash), payment 
frequency (e.g., annually, 
semiannually, quarterly), and 
channels (e.g., in person, online, via 
telephone, by mail) all impact 
administrative costs.

Payment Options and Associated Costs
Payment Method

• Credit and debt cards: Merchant fees and labor
• Checks: Processing equipment and labor
• Cash: Handling procedures and equipment and labor
• Bank Transfer: No transaction costs, but requires 

handling of sensitive account information.

Payment Channels
• In-person: Most expensive and labor intensive. Costs 

can be minimized by leveraging existing DMV locations 
and bundling RUC payments with other fees 
(registration renewal, weight taxes).  

• Online: Lowest administration cost, but requires 
development and maintenance of simple, user-friendly 
interfaces, and is available only to customer with credit 
cards, debit cards, and/or bank accounts. 

Payment Frequency
• Higher frequency multiplies handling and transaction 

costs and the risk of nonpayment increases.
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Enforcement of Payment
• As detailed in the Compliance and Enforcement of a Road 

Usage Charge in Hawaii policy paper, existing enforcement of 
vehicle registrations is sufficient for program launch. Research 
in other states indicates that there is a small percentage of 
vehicles operating with expired or unregistered vehicles. 
However, the percentage of vehicles that are “chronically 
unregistered” is negligible. Further research could confirm this 
trend for Hawaii specifically.

Section 5: System Design Choices

• Since PMVI inspections are the preferred method for mileage reporting, there is 
built-in enforcement around mileage reporting as drivers must have a passing 
inspection before they can renew vehicle registration.

• If Hawaii took an “EV-first” RUC approach, the number of unregistered vehicles that 
are obligated to pay RUC would likely be very small.

• EVs are newer, less likely to fail an inspection, and a small portion of the light-duty 
vehicle fleet at present.
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Enforcement of Odometer Accuracy
• Physical odometer rollbacks are possible but only on older 

vehicles with manual odometers.
• Manufacturers may enable digital odometer adjustments, 

and hackers could theoretically steal equipment and/or hack 
into the interface to adjust odometers, however some 
automakers now have virtually un-hackable security.

• If Hawaii took an EV-first RUC approach, most vehicles 
subject to RUC would likely have tamper-resistant systems.

Section 5: System Design Choices

• VIN lookup services could be used perform random audits and to validate 
suspect cases.

• With PMVI as the main method for mileage reporting, no change is needed for 
primary enforcement.

• Good customer service as well as outreach and education about what RUC is, 
why it is necessary, who is liable, and how to pay can enhance compliance.
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Detailed System Design
Section 5: System Design Choices

• Numerous system design choices are reflected in 
technical documents that prescribe the nature of 
the program. At minimum, these include:

• Concept of Operations (ConOps), which describes at a 
high level how the system functions.

• Business Rules, System Requirements Specifications 
(SRS), and Interface Control Documents (ICD), which 
comprise technical details reflecting hundreds of individual 
choices about how the system should perform.

• Each decision by itself does not necessarily 
impact overall system costs or customer 
experiences in a significant way, but collectively 
shape the day-to-day operations and costs of a 
RUC system. 

Examples:

How to assess charges on a vehicle that is 
registered in one county but whose 
inspection took place in a different county. 
Should miles reported at that inspection be 
ascribed to the county where the inspection 
occurred (and thus, presumably, where the 
miles were driven) or where the vehicle is 
registered (and to which, presumably, the 
county registration and weight taxes would 
be owed)?

What should be done in the case of vehicles 
whose odometer mileage at inspection is 
less than the value reported in the previous 
year? 

• Most of these decisions will be made through 
rulemaking and program operational procedures.
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Contracts & Procurement
Section 5: System Design Choices

• To deliver a RUC program, implementing agencies 
typically rely on private-sector suppliers of 
technology or other goods and services.  

• The degree of reliance depends on the policy and 
system design choices, but often, at minimum, 
includes software for mileage reporting.

• For example, the HiRUC Demonstration relied on:
• PMVI for odometer mileage data from HDOT’s technology 

supplier Parsons. Parsons provides the technology and 
software for collecting and storing vehicle data from 
inspection stations. 

• Third-party vendor to match PMVI data with vehicle registry 
data, process business rules, and apply RUC rates

• Third-party vendor to supply plug-in devices and the 
supporting account management needed for the devices

• As demonstrated by RUC 
programs in New Zealand and 
Oregon, if the enabling legislation 
allows or requires the 
implementing agency to rely on an 
open market approach to 
software and systems for RUC, 
such an approach can result in 
substantially lower costs of 
administration.

• Even in the case of Hawaii with a 
potentially manual-only (or 
manual-preferred) approach to 
mileage reporting, several 
elements of the system may 
benefit from procurement of 
private-sector suppliers
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Periodic Evaluation
Section 5: System Design Choices

• If the enabling legislation for a RUC program calls for periodic evaluation, the 
details of who will conduct the evaluation and how specifically it will be 
conducted are typically left to the agency being evaluated.

• In these scenarios, to derive the greatest benefit at reasonable costs, 
maintaining a volunteer steering committee of agency stakeholders, consumer 
advocates, and elected officials, can help to guide the evaluation process of 
the RUC program to ensure the agency asks the right questions of importance 
to lawmakers.

• Typically, an outside entity such as specialty consultancy or research 
organization can be highly effective at conducting the evaluation.
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Section 6: Conclusions
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Putting it All Together: A RUC Administration Scenario for Hawaii (1 
of 2)

Section 6: Conclusions

Mileage is reported at PMVI stations as part of the periodic inspection.
This represents no change from the customers’ and inspectors’ points of view. Quality assurance checks and triggers could 
be added to the process, such as warnings to inspectors before submitting an odometer value that is above a certain 
tolerance or that is less than the prior year’s reading.

Drivers pay RUC along with registration fees and weight taxes through county DMVs.
HDOT could calculate the RUC owed and supply this to DMVs using the same process that currently supplies inspection 
pass/fail data. Alternatively, HDOT could supply odometer mileage and leave it to DMV to calculate RUC owed.

Counties receive fair compensation to cover incremental collection costs.
Incremental costs include transaction fees such as credit and debit card fees associated with the state RUC. Depending on 
the specific method of incorporating miles driven data, there may be other minor costs of setting up systems to be able to 
handle and process additional data.
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Putting it All Together: A RUC Administration Scenario for Hawaii (2 
of 2)

Section 6: Conclusions

Counties may opt to enact a county RUC administered in a similar fashion.
If individual counties were to enact a RUC, the process could leverage the same process used for reporting miles, calculating
amounts owed, and collecting RUC at the state level. HDOT and county DMVs would need to coordinate on which vehicles 
are subject and what the rates are, presuming HDOT calculates the amounts due.

As the program grows, installment payment options can be offered to those that require it.
State and county combined vehicle registration and weight taxes already represent a challenge to many consumers to pay, 
given the large lump sum amounts due, potentially leading to higher rates of evasion and non-payment. With RUC layered 
on top of these existing charges, the motivation for offering installment payment plans increases.

Drivers who fail inspection or do not pay RUC (or other vehicle fees) in a timely manner 
are are prohibited from registering vehicles.
A passing inspection and payment of all state and county vehicle registration and weight taxes are prerequisites (along with 
other requirements such as showing proof of valid auto insurance) for obtaining vehicle registration. RUC could be enforced 
similarly, with mileage reporting required at inspection and payment required with other registration-related  payments.
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1. Project Overview: From Policy Exploration to Selection
Driven by declines in the excise fuel taxes that fund the maintenance and upkeep of our roads and 
bridges, state governments across the United States, including in Hawaii, are exploring the concept of a 
road usage charge (RUC) as a possible replacement funding source. The four counties that make up 
Hawaii have corresponding reasons for concern about declining county excise fuel taxes. Moreover, all 
four county Mayors have committed to converting to 100 percent renewable ground transportation by 
2045, providing motivation for consideration of RUC as a prospective funding policy for state and county 
transportation systems. This collaborative and environmentally-proactive policy mindset likely contributes 
to the facts that Hawaii is in the top 3 states for rate of electric vehicle adoption and fuel economy of all 
new cars sold in Hawaii has outpaced the national average in each of the past eight years.

The Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) has been an active participant since 2014 in research 
with other state DOTs considering RUC systems to better understand and learn from their experiences. 
As shown in Figure 1, research has brought greater clarity to such items as: protecting privacy in RUC 
systems, exploring the effects of RUC and other revenue alternatives on rural residents, and developing 
communication strategies to engage customers. In 2016, HDOT undertook a feasibility study of RUC as a 
prospective source of revenue for Hawaii roads.

Figure 1: HiRUC Research

In 2018, HDOT, in partnership with agencies in each of the four counties, launched the Hawaii Road 
Usage Charge Demonstration project (HiRUC). Phase 1 of the HiRUC program used odometer readings 
taken during the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection (PMVI) to generate a Driving Report that explained 
how a RUC compared with the fuel taxes paid for a given vehicle. In Phase 2, HiRUC tested more high-
tech reporting of mileage data from drivers. Both phases identified potential issues to address before 
pursuing any change in policy. 
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This project was the largest RUC demonstration undertaken to date in the U.S. It has allowed testing of a 
statewide RUC not only as a potential replacement to state fuel taxes but also as a possible platform for 
collecting federal fuel taxes, county fuel taxes, and other user-based fees. This process involved 
legislators, stakeholders, and motorists to gather feedback that has informed policy recommendations on 
whether and how to implement a RUC.

HDOT has also achieved several other critical milestones in exploring the possibility of implementing a 
RUC system which include:

► Identification of potential benefits, issues, concerns, and policy choices for public officials 
► Identification of operational concepts for how RUC might work in Hawaii 
► Completion of a financial analysis of RUC vs. fuel taxation in Hawaii 
► Identification of public acceptance factors for RUC in Hawaii
When considering the adoption of a new policy like RUC, the administering agency of government will 
face many (often new) organizational requirements to stand up and operate the program, including setting 
up fee collection systems, establishing enforcement programs, contracting with vendors, integrating 
technologies into existing related programs, launching customer support, general communication, and 
hiring and training staff. This report explores the organizational options for implementing a RUC program 
and practical and operational issues for leaders, managers, and staff implementing a RUC program, 
regardless of which specific agency may be chosen to administer it, through the lens of organizational 
design and change management for the implementing agency.

The intended audiences for this paper are the leaders, managers, and impacted staff of the implementing 
agency or agencies who together will undergo the internal change processes to support a new RUC 
policy in Hawaii. Although the final decision rests with lawmakers, for illustrative purposes, this report 
assumes a partnership between HDOT and county DMVs (referred to from here on as agency or 
agencies) as the likely path forward for implementing RUC. HDOT currently administers the vehicle 
inspection program which could serve as the main mileage reporting method and the counties currently 
manage vehicle-based fee collection policies and systems.

1.1. Key Steps in the Process
As shown in Figure 2Figure 3, the organizational change journey has several phases that can occur in a 
linear manner, or in parallel, as warranted by the given situation. From the exploratory phase of HiRUC to 
implementation, stakeholder input and perspectives will be needed throughout.
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Figure 2: Phases of Organizational Change

After the HiRUC research and issuance of recommendations, the next phase of the process is the 
selection of a policy model that is the ‘best fit’ for the people of Hawaii with all the attendant 
considerations of choice criteria, customer experiences, and organizational impacts to those who will 
ultimately implement a RUC system. This is an external stakeholder engagement which is ongoing.

During this exploration phase, the role of organizational design considerations and the importance of a 
proactive change management process to support the transition is a key element to success. This paper 
explores the organizational aspects of standing up a RUC program from the point of view of internal 
organizational stakeholders and the changes that will likely occur to their work as they become involved in 
the RUC program. Research on change management consistently demonstrates that a proactive and 
formal change process, with the appropriate methodology, is a key element in the successful and 
sustainable benefit recognition in the success of a new program like RUC. Such change management 
programs provide leaders and staff alike with tangible milestones and a means to measure outcomes, 
modify implementation strategies, and continue to tailor the RUC program to the unique needs of their 
customers. 

Once the legislature acts, it will be left to administering agencies to implement the new policy. This report 
does not address political or stakeholder dynamics related to the choice of whether to enact RUC, which 
agency to direct to implement it, or how to fund the change process. What this report offers is a high-level 
view of the organizational change steps to undertake to maximize the likelihood of success once a law is 
enacted, from the internal perspectives of the impacted agencies. 

1.2. Document Organization 
The document begins with presentation and assessment of the organizational options for Hawaii. The 
current organization for collection of gas tax is described and then the pros and cons of each option for 
collecting RUC revenue are also presented.

As the internal change management progression is a multiple-step process, with many different facets, 
the remainder of the text has been organized to take the reader through each phase in the process that 
would need to occur organizationally to have a successful RUC implementation process once the 
authorizing and supporting agencies are determined. The content of this document draws from several 
key texts which include:

Tailored Policy Research 

Policy Exploration and Dialogue within the Community 

Assessment of Organizational Readiness 

Legislative Action 

Policy 
Implementation
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► Considerations for County-Level Road Usage Charge Implementation in Hawaii

► Policy Considerations for Efficient Administration of a Road Usage Charge Program

► Communicating the Economic and Quality of Life Benefits of Transportation Investment: New 
Approaches for State Departments of Transportation March 2020 as part of the NCHRP Project 23-
01, National Cooperative Highway Research Program.

► Research on the RUC programs for New Zealand, Oregon, and Utah.
As part of a phased rollout, it is important to consider the design and structure of the impacted agencies 
with respect to their ability to create an effective working environment that robust communication 
channels and workflows which enables the employees to achieve this new organizational mission. As the 
focus and strategic goals of the agencies may be changed with a RUC program over time, the workflows, 
procedures, reporting structures, and systems often need to be realigned to fit the current business needs 
while successfully supporting employees in their efforts rather than creating barriers to efficiency, 
customer service, or even worse cause employee frustration and decreased morale.

While the focus of this paper is on the impacts to staff as arguably the most critical asset of any 
organization, a robust change management plan must also address the systems and processes these 
employees use to do their critical work as that to may need upgrades or changes to effectively support a 
RUC policy. This should also include a review of the impacted workflow and supporting technology to 
ensure adequate capacity exists to support any new work. The text that follows sets out a proven 
methodology for assessing the readiness of and preparing agencies in Hawaii for the tasks they may 
eventually take on. 
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2. Assessment of Organizational Options
HDOT has been an active participant in research with other state DOTs considering RUC systems since 
2014. As detailed in the sections above a great deal of work has gone into understanding how RUC could 
be successfully applied in Hawaii. However, as with all such explorations it is a process of evolution as 
knowledge grows and opinions change throughout the journey. The HiRUC project team identified 
administrative and organizational issues, piloted feasible implementation options, and formulated next 
steps and options for Hawaii based on lessons from the pilot tests, iteratively narrowed to the most 
promising options. 

A number of reports provide documentation of this journey, some of which will need further work to be 
complete as the RUC policy moves forward. These reports include: 

► Hawaii DOT Feasibility Study for Implementing a Statewide Mileage-Based User Fee Final Report – 
April 2016 

► Compliance and Enforcement of a Road Usage Charge in Hawaii
► HiRUC Policy Considerations for an Efficient Administration of RUC Program  
► HiRUC Cost of Collection Briefing Book
► HiRUC Final Recommendations (as presented to the HiRUC Advisory Group)
► Senate Bill 3313
In addition to these, widespread community outreach and stakeholder engagement was conducted to 
surface concerns and issues about the possibility of switching from a fuel tax to a RUC. This was followed 
by distribution of customized mailers and surveys to over 360,000 households in Hawaii, demonstrating 
how RUC could work using the existing vehicle inspection program and vehicle registry systems. Through 
this outreach, support grew as did the level of comfort Hawaii residents and organizations had with a 
potential RUC. 

This section summarizes the organizational assessment interviews on accounting and enforcement that 
were conducted in November 2019, before defined legislation had been brought forward and before 
recommendations for an implementing agency had been proposed. The interviews explored the current 
processes and level of effort required to collect the gas tax and potential, high-level impact on 
organizations should a RUC be implemented. This understanding shaped the final recommendations that 
were presented to the Advisory Group and that appear in the HiRUC Final Report. However, decisions on 
administrator and implementing agency remain for the legislature to make. 

At this junction, as the details of a new RUC program are being determined, HDOT can now start to flesh 
out some of the elements from these initial pieces of work. In SB3313, introduced in 2022, one 
recommended option for implementation stands out which is that the County DMVs share the role of 
administering a RUC program with HDOT. They are a natural choice for collecting RUC given that they 
have the existing fee collection systems for every registered vehicle in the state and existing data 
exchange processes with the state, which maintains mileage data for all vehicles.

In the case of this option, while changes will need to be implemented, overall, the county DMVs are well 
positioned to take on a new role without significant changes. So, if there is agreement among 
stakeholders on proceeding with this solution, the next step in the process would be to complete an 
organizational assessment of capacity followed by the creation of a tailored change management plan. 
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Table 1 below summarizes key changes that the DMVs and HDOT would need to make to roll out a RUC 
program. DoTax would likely have no role and, therefore, no activity.

Table 1: Key Organizational Changes for a RUC Program in Hawaii

AFFECTED 
AGENCY 

MILEAGE DATA COLLECTION REVENUE COLLECTION ENFORCEMENT 

Counties 
including 
Honolulu DIT and 
four DMVs 

DIT:
 Revise system to 

accommodate new fee for 
state RUC (and possibly 
county RUC)

 Integrate with HDOT systems 
to receive mileage and/or RUC 
data

DMVs:
• Collect RUC from drivers, 

likely as part of the same 
transaction for collecting 
other state and county vehicle 
registration fees and weight 
taxes

• Transmit RUC revenue 
collected to state

• Ensure accurate accounting 
of charges collected and 
transmitted

No change: non-
payment of RUC would 
result in inability to 
complete vehicle 
registration as with other 
vehicle fees

HDOT • Create position to oversee mileage 
data collection, improve data 
quality, and ensure accuracy and 
system integrity

• Disseminate public information, 
including through network of 
inspectors

• Potentially require quality 
assurance of odometer mileage 
data by inspectors and PMVI 
contractor to improve quality and 
accuracy

• Build a RUC calculation function 
between PMVI and DIT that 
calculates state (and county) RUC 
owed by any given vehicle based 
on PMVI odometer mileage 
reported, county of registration or 
inspection, and other business 
rules

• Monitor PMVI data
• Create new tools to ensure data 

transmitted to DIT are accurate 
and timely, including integration 
and ongoing maintenance

• Receive and reconcile funds from 
counties

• Review applicable 
state laws, 
administrative rules, 
policies and 
procedures.

• Modify or enact new 
enforcement tools as 
appropriate, including 
monitoring, data 
analytics, and audit.

Given the number of changes, sufficient time must be afforded the DMVs and HDOT to collaborate in 
deploying the necessary organizational and system elements prior to launch of RUC collections. 
Experience from other states suggests that a minimum of 18 months is necessary, and as much as two 
years, for preparing agency staff and systems for launch. Given the existence of many of the necessary 
pieces already in Hawaii, a more aggressive timeline of 12 months is likely feasible, with the time devoted 
to finalizing agreements among the participating agencies about interaction design, data flows, business 
rules, and cost sharing. HDOT could also begin to implement enhancements to the odometer data 
collection component of the PMVI program for increased accuracy and quality.
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2.1. HiRUC Organizational Options and Revenue Collection
In November of 2019, the HiRUC project team conducted interviews with DoTax, the HDOT Periodic 
Vehicle Inspection Program, and HDOT Budget and Finance to understand, at a high level, their views of 
the capacity of various agencies to undertake the implementation role of a RUC program. This 
assessment primarily focused on the existing workflow processes and a projection of the likely impact of 
extra work RUC would create for these systems. Specifically, the HiRUC team conducted these 
interviews to understand from the interviewees’ points of view the following questions:

Organizational Design: Hypothetically, if RUC legislation were enacted, how will the revenue collection 
process work?

Enforcement: How will enforcement work?

Accounting: How will RUC accounting be done?

The work plan consisted of the following steps:

a. Research current accounting for other state and county taxes and fees in Hawaii

b. Identify existing capabilities and determine if any existing accounting processes would work

c. If not, develop alternate or hybrid accounting processes and provide pros/cons of alternatives 

The outcome of these interviews was then used to generate options for a RUC program. This section 
discusses four potential collection options for payment of RUC: 1) DoTax, 2) the County DMVs; 3) vehicle 
inspectors, or 4) HDOT.   

Some assumptions were necessary at the time of this research. These were:

1. Mileage data collection would primarily be PMVI-based as it not only lowest cost, but also proved 
by far the most popular in the HiRUC Demonstration, even among participants in the Technology 
Test Drive portion of the HiRUC Demonstration. This would cover at least 90% of vehicles in 
Hawaii. Edge cases, such as additional collection or timing problems for vehicles that are bought 
or sold in the middle of the year would be addressed through more detailed business rules or by 
offering additional options to supplement the PMVI process.

2. Payments made to the agency would be made annually. Quarterly or semi-annual payments 
would likely require a third party to administer. 

3. The focus of this research is on light-duty vehicles. Heavy vehicles are excluded. 

4. As noted in Compliance and Enforcement of a Road Usage Charge in Hawaii, the issue of 
whether the RUC is a tax or fee affects enforcement options for each of these scenarios. For each 
example, the RUC is considered either a tax or fee. For instance, for DoTax, it is considered a tax 
and for the County DMVs, it is considered a fee.

5. The decision of whether RUC would be prepaid for the upcoming year using prior year estimates 
(pre-payment) or paid on actual mileage driven (post-payment) will need to be made. Pre-
payment would likely involve some reconciliation at the end of the year that would involve a credit 
or refund in the case of overpayment and an additional payment in the case of underpayment, 
both applied to the next year’s pre-payment. Post-payment would have a year-end reconciliation, 
but there may be a year delay in HDOT receiving funds. 
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2.1.1. Current Fuel Tax Accounting
State fuel taxes are collected by the Hawaii Department of Taxation (DoTax) under the authority of Hawaii 
Revised Statute (HRS) chapter 243. That chapter provides that the assessment is a license tax on the 
distributor for each gallon of liquid fuel refined, manufactured, produced, or compounded by the distributor 
and sold or used by the distributor in the state or imported by the distributor, or acquired by the distributor 
from persons who are not licensed distributors, and sold or used by the distributor in the state. 

There are fewer than 30 entities who pay the license tax.  License taxes are paid monthly, electronically. 
Payments must be made before the 20th of each calendar month. 

After collection, DoTax determines the amounts to be automatically allocated to the appropriate county or 
entity. The allocations are reported to the Department of Accounting and General Services (DAGS), 
which transfers the funds to the county or state recipients identified by law via journal voucher.  The 
journal voucher is the method of transferring funds between departments within the state. The journal 
voucher records the funds to be transferred, then the accounts are entered into FAMIS, the state’s 
financial management information system. A function of DAGS is to coordinate the processing of financial 
transactions into FAMIS and the Capital Projects System.

HDOT receives its share of funds from DAGS through journal voucher monthly, usually during the third 
week of the month following payment. The funds designated for HDOT go to the state highway fund, the 
airport revenue special fund and the boating special fund. Other recipients are the highway funds of the 
counties, the environmental response revolving fund, the energy security special fund, the energy 
systems development special fund, and the agricultural development and food security special fund.

2.1.2. Option 1: DoTax
Option 1 would be to have DoTax collect the RUC tax directly from vehicle owners in the same way that it 
collects the fuel tax or other taxes such as income tax or the General Excise Tax (GET). DoTax already 
collects fuel taxes regularly from about 30 distributors and can accept direct payments. To change 
collection from 30 distributors to approximately one million vehicle owners would require additional 
resources for DoTax, but much of the infrastructure is in place. DoTax has an online portal, Hawaii Tax 
Online, for individuals to make payments directly. Through its online portal DoTax collects 14 types of 
taxes. These taxes, such as General Excise Tax and personal income taxes, are collected directly from 
individuals and businesses, although many residents do not currently use the portal. Rather than paying 
on a monthly basis, vehicle owners would need to pay on an annual basis using either past year mileage 
or future year estimates. DoTax would then distribute the money to HDOT via journal voucher through 
DAGS in the same way that it distributes the current fuel tax. 

Pros
► Existing System – DoTax has an online collection system in place. 
► Familiarity – Many residents regularly go to DoTax to pay income tax, GET, etc.
► Efficiency – DoTax is an efficient mechanism for the disbursement of funds.
► Enforcement – If the RUC is treated as a tax then DoTax has substantial enforcement authority that 

would facilitate compliance with payments.  
Cons
► Capacity – DoTax may not have the organizational or other resources to shift from collecting from 

approximately 30 fuel taxpayers to hundreds of thousands of vehicle owners.  
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► Timing/Cash flow – Currently the fuel taxes are paid monthly. If the RUC is paid annually by vehicle 
owners, there may be issues getting cash to HDOT in a timely manner. This can be mitigated, for 
example through a gradual transition approach and/or by requiring flat fees in the initial year of a RUC 
program. 

2.1.3. Option 2: County DMVs
Option 2 would be to have the four counties (Hawaii County, Honolulu County, Kauai County, and Maui 
County) collect the RUC with motor vehicle fees and taxes annually. Currently the counties collect annual 
registration payments via check, kiosk, or online portals. The counties would then pass on the RUC 
collected to HDOT via journal voucher in exchange for an administrative fee for administration and 
collection of the RUC. This fee is typically withheld from the payment and retained by the counties. 

The counties already collect the following motor vehicle fees and taxes for the state, including:

► Registration fees
► Weight taxes
► Fees for commercial driver licenses
► Fees for state identification cards
► Fees for the verification of legal presence
The counties are supposed to submit collection reports with a check to the HDOT Highways fiscal office 
every month.1 However, there are sometimes significant lags in payment.2 A treasury deposit receipt 
documents check deposits, and the proceeds are deposited in the Highway Special Fund and disbursed 
as approved by the Fiscal Management Office.3 

The counties have less authority to enforce the non-payment of state and county taxes and fees. The 
counties’ limited enforcement power rests primarily in HRS §291D-10, which allows the counties to place 
holds on driver licenses and motor vehicle registrations. However, that authority is limited to traffic 
infractions, and arguably not applicable to non-payment of taxes and fees relating to motor vehicles. 
Counties rely instead on simply not registering vehicles who fail to pay the required taxes and fees.

Since there may be additional cost of collection by the counties on behalf of the state, under HRS section 
249-33(e), “[t]he counties shall be reimbursed the incremental costs incurred in the collection and 
administration of taxes and fees imposed under section 249-31 and 249-33." Generally, this additional 
cost is the incremental cost that the counties take on to administer the RUC, and this amount would need 
to be determined by HDOT, depending on the implementation approach taken.

Pros
► Existing System – Current system in place to collect motor vehicle fees and taxes from users. There 

have also been kiosks implemented in grocery stores where residents can pay for their vehicle fees 
and receive their registration sticker all in one place making the process more convenient. 

1 HDOT Fiscal email.
2 Meeting with the Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection team on 1/22/2020.  Information from this meeting is identified as PMVI in 
this paper.
3 HDOT Fiscal email.
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► Familiarity – Residents already pay the DMV for vehicle registration fees and taxes. When a user 
pays existing vehicle fees, this is a logical time for an additional vehicle-related charge.

Cons
► Timing/Cash flow – As noted above there are often significant delays in payments made by the 

Counties to HDOT. If the RUC is paid annually by vehicle owners at different times throughout the 
year, there may be issues getting cash to HDOT in a timely manner. This can be mitigated, for 
example through a gradual transition approach and/or by requiring flat fees in the initial year of a RUC 
program.

► Enforcement – The counties currently have no real mechanism of enforcement if payments on 
vehicle registrations are not made other than refusing to provide registration, leaving enforcement to 
police in the form of traffic citations. 

► Administration fee – There is an additional cost for having the counties collect the RUC.

2.1.4. Option 3: Safety Check Inspectors
Option 3 would call for payment at the time of the vehicle safety inspection. As the mileage is already 
recorded every year, there would be timely and accurate data. This could be a payment for the actual 
miles driven or a way to pre-pay next year’s estimated mileage. 

An overview of the safety check fee collection system is as follows:  The vehicle inspection stations 
collect $25 for each safety check.  About $1.35 to $1.60 goes to the HDOT vendor for the safety check 
system and $1.70 is sent to HDOT. The vehicle inspection station keeps the rest. The state’s share is 
sent to the PMVI contractor, which then forwards the state share to HDOT. There is not much of a lag 
with remittances from the contractor. 

Currently the safety check stations use an iPad to take pictures of the odometer and the insurance card 
for proof of insurance.  The State began using iPads in November 2013. There is the potential to make 
individuals pay the RUC directly through the iPad to eliminate some concerns over safety check owners 
collecting the RUC in cash or other forms of payment. 

The inspection system and records for larger commercial vehicles are still on paper.  There was a prior 
attempt to pass legislation (SB 1276/77) that would need to be revived to change to an electronic system.
If the payments and records were to be made electronically, there is the potential that the RUC charge 
could be remitted directly to HDOT via the inspection system contractor, similar to the inspection fee. This 
option may be implemented by creating an additional administration fee for the inspection stations that 
collect the funds and increasing the fee collected by the contractor. If payments are made in cash or 
through the safety inspection station, there is additional risk by asking the stations to collect the money 
including delayed payments or fraud. Both methods of collection would need further consideration.  

Pros
► Familiarity – Since the RUC is based on vehicle miles, the safety check/inspection is a good time to 

determine assessments based on miles traveled.
► Timing/Cash flow – If payments are made as people get their safety check there may be greater 

cash flow throughout the year. 
Cons
► Enforcement – If individuals choose not to pay the RUC, then they would not receive a safety check. 

However, a different agency may still need to monitor and enforce non-payment.
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► Control – There would be less internal control and monitoring in place as there are hundreds of 
safety check stations.

► Fraud – There is currently some fraud risk from some inspection stations who abandon their 
businesses, take their equipment elsewhere and continue to perform safety checks as a new entity. 
The amounts collected by inspection stations is currently small, but with larger RUC payments 
(projected at an average of less than $100 for state RUC), there may be greater opportunity for fraud. 
If the funds to be collected by inspection stations are large, bonding might be needed, which would 
increase costs for the stations. HDOT would have to institute better oversight and enforcement to 
address the potential for fraud.

► Station pushback – The stations might have negative reactions since most of the money they collect 
will not be theirs. 

► Missing assessments – For new vehicles, safety checks are only required after 2 years, so there 
would be no visit to an inspection station during that period.  

2.1.5. Option 4: HDOT
Option 4 would be to make RUC payments directly to HDOT. While this option is efficient as there is no 
intermediary party, HDOT is not currently set up to receive payments or electronic payments. This option 
may also involve HDOT/HDOT Highways acquiring the capacity to bill and collect if the RUC is 
characterized as a fee.

Pros
► Control – Self-administration creates better conditions for internal controls and monitoring.
Cons
► Capacity – HDOT is not set up to collect direct payments.
► Systems – HDOT Highways currently has no collection capacity, and if there is a prepayment 

process with reconciliation later, HDOT would look at an outside vendor or agency to administer it.
► Enforcement –If the RUC is considered a fee and collected by HDOT, HDOT does not have statutory 

enforcement authority adequate to ensure payments. 

2.2. Decision Framework
A key decision for moving forward with RUC is to establish the authorized agency to implement the 
program. This decision should be made in a way that balances and optimizes multiple objectives for the 
sound, cost-effective management of the program. These can be boiled down to just three key objectives 
that, taken together, offer comprehensive guidance for decision-making:

► Cost-efficient administration. The less costly to administer, the more funds available for investing in 
transportation infrastructure, which is the fundamental purpose of RUC. Minimizing administrative 
costs should be a central factor in deciding which agency or agencies to undertake the administration 
and collection of a RUC.

► Maximizing collections. Minimizing cost by itself is insufficient as an objective for a RUC program. The 
agency collecting RUC must also maximize collections. Said differently, fraud and evasion must be 
minimized. For each dollar of RUC that is owed, the agency should strive to collect as much of that 
dollar as possible while managing the cost of doing so. Taken together, cost-efficient administration 
and maximizing collections result in the greatest amount of net revenue from the program.
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► Positive user experience. The revenue objectives of the RUC program should not over-ride the 
importance of a positive user experience. Over the long term, a positive user experience helps to 
maintain high collection rates and minimal costs, while building trust in the RUC program. This 
virtuous cycle even extends to the possibility of building further trust in HDOT as the stewards of 
funds collected.

Based on the experience of the HiRUC project, including the two phases of demonstration, review of 
existing roles and responsibilities, and assessment of organizational alternatives against future 
requirements, the HiRUC project team has concluded that the highest likelihood for success against 
these three objectives can be achieved with a combination of county DMVs and HDOT as the agencies 
charged with collecting RUC. DoTax, because it would be starting from scratch, would be stretched in its 
ability to stand up and deliver a RUC program; DoTax would represent a high-cost endeavor with little 
customer familiarity, given many Hawaii vehicle owners do not interact with Hawaii Tax Online. PMVI 
inspectors, while they may offer a positive user experience, due to their dispersed and dynamic nature, 
put revenue at risk, undermining the goal to maximize collections.

By contrast, DMVs bring existing systems and customer relationships that can be leveraged at the lowest 
possible cost, and HDOT brings the PMVI system, which allows for maximizing collections based on 
comprehensive fleet coverage as a prerequisite for registration and legal vehicle operations on the public 
roads of the state. Together, HDOT and the DMVs bring strong customer familiarity that forms the 
foundation of a positive user experience. As presented at the outset of this section, HDOT and the DMVs 
alike have several functions to build to improve upon their existing capabilities in order to deliver a RUC 
program with high net revenue collections and a positive user experience. However, these changes are 
relatively modest in scope and fit well with the existing role, function, and culture of each respective 
agency.

Ultimately, the decision of which agency or agencies will collect RUC rests with the Legislature. As a 
vehicle-related fee, DMV administration may appear as a default option. However, HDOT’s role as a 
partner with DMVs should be emphasized. HDOT is the provider not only of mileage data, but also of 
significant subject matter institutional knowledge. HDOT is also incentivized more than any other agency 
to ensure maximum collections at minimal costs, with a positive user experience. HDOT’s contributions to 
program strategy, customer interaction design, and public communication can ensure a higher likelihood 
of deployment success.

2.3. Next Steps
Typically, organizational capacity assessments are designed to measure the overall capacity of a whole 
organization. Capability is viewed from five key areas: governance, organizational management, program 
management, human resources management, and financial management. Consequently, it takes a 
broader view of workflows and processes, staff “skill and will” to do new work, the fiscal impact of these 
new work on the agency and the capability of management to integrate these new demands into the 
fabric of the agency. 

Once the implementing agency has been finalized from the options provided, a more robust analysis is 
recommended to ensure that the governmental agency(s) are in fact ready and able to take on this new 
role with the right support systems, staffing and technology in place to ensure success.

The change management process helps the organization to be proactive about their change planning by 
anticipating difficulties and obstacles and practicing preventative interventions. Classically it follows an 
organizational assessment although it can run in parallel at times. The text that follows in this report sets 
out the details of how to undertake organizational change management plan, however it is not tailored to 
a specific agency as that decision has not yet been made in the RUC journey. 
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As a next step, the elements of the change management process set out in the body of this report would 
need to be tailored to the implementing organization such as the individual DMVs.  This would include the 
identification of impacted work groups, key change leaders and milestones in the change process as well 
as adaptation of any existing workflow to incorporate the RUC program needs into the current work plans.
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3. Organizational Change Management 
Research over the past few decades has found that implementation of change within many organizations 
has rather dismal results, with failure rates of new incentives being reported as high as 70% to 80%. 
However, some organizations, such as IBM, have had notable success when implementing change 
through the application of change management techniques throughout the rollout of a new program or 
adoption of a new policy. 

Examination of both successes and failures suggest that certain elements of execution notably improve 
the success rate of programs that represent significant organizational change. These elements include:

► Proactive Planning – Deliberative mapping of all the individual change elements to the affected 
organizational units is key to understanding the interconnections and thus effectively predicting 
impacts across the agency.

► Adequate Resourcing – Proper investment and staffing of change management activities must be 
made and aligned throughout the entire project life cycle, not just during implementation.

► Thoughtful Execution – Applying the appropriate change management methods to the actual change 
activities reflecting culture, capacity, and capability in the impacted functional areas. It cannot be a 
one-size-fits-all change methodology.

It will be critical that the leadership of the implementing agencies is in support of a RUC policy and has 
made the collective decision to proactively drive the rollout of such a program. Without leadership’s 
support and buy-in such a program may fail if it meets internal senior resistance, hence time should be 
taken to assess the organizational readiness and capacity of whichever governmental entity accepts this 
task. Such efforts should build on any efforts made to build understanding and support of RUC during the 
earlier research and policy exploration phases prior to enactment, if any. If no such efforts have been 
made, similar efforts at dialogue as those undertaken during stakeholder and community outreach impact 
phases of HiRUC should be undertaken with impacted implementing agencies.

To be successful, change in organizations must be well defined and understood by impacted staff. This 
clarity supports effective engagement with all the internal stakeholders as it gives a shared foundation on 
which the differing perspectives of staff can be expressed and a shared commitment to the change can 
be made. For example, although it may seem clear to agency management how the RUC program will 
create value for the people of the State of Hawaii, that value is likely to be less well understood by some 
of the impacted staff such as the front-line customer service representatives or IT staff who are dealing 
with new systems, procedures, customer questions, or managerial requests, which would be a substantial 
effort to them and no doubt highly impactful to their other obligations. Thus, a clear and motivationally 
charged message for change is needed to highlight the urgency and importance of this new work. 

To begin to build that mutual understanding, management and leadership staff need to be able to answer 
the following questions for the various organizational stakeholder perspectives:

► Why is the change needed - what are the drivers?
► What change(s) do we tactically need to make? 
► How will the change(s) affect us and our levels of service – both positively and negatively?
► When do we need to change? 
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► Who will lead and facilitate the change?
► How will we make the change(s) a success? How will we measure and celebrate those successes 
► How do we stay sufficiently flexible to adapt to user and driver needs as they arise? 
To be able to answer these questions and recognize the anticipated benefits of the RUC program, 
leadership staff need to have a sound employee change management plan, the foundational elements of 
which are: 

1. Communication plan 

2. Resistance management plan

3. Education and learning support plan

4. Business continuity and contingency plan
Changes to workflows, technology and supporting business processes will likely also be necessary. The 
identification of these changes and the recommendations for changes should be detailed in concert with 
these staff change management plans to ensure that the three organizational themes of people, 
processes, and systems are all interwoven into the change management actions. 

While this document is by no means a comprehensive change management plan, it does provide senior 
staff of the implementing agencies with a focused approach to advance organizational change 
management techniques with respect to implementation of RUC program. Prior to addressing the 
specifics of a strategic change management plan, an overview of the role of culture and the change 
management roles common in organizational change is essential to set the context for the application of 
these techniques. The next section presents an overview of organizational change specific to the public 
sector including:

► Organizational Culture and Change
► Key Roles in Organizational Change

3.1. Organizational Change Management in the Public Sector
Change at government agencies always occurs in a regulated environment superimposed on the day-to-
day mission of providing public services as well as collecting revenue and managing key information. 
Failure to manage risk could have very negative consequences. Change management must therefore be 
woven into both the roll-out of new initiatives like RUC as a risk mitigation measure and for creation of 
sustainable practices that will support and encourage continuous improvement as programs mature. A 
prime example of this is the multiple restructurings since inception of the RUC system in New Zealand, 
with each restructuring further better aligning and streamlining the functions with the agencies best suited 
to perform them and this improving the system and reducing the cost of administration. This holistic 
approach helps to minimize the risk exposure to the organization and its customers that are inherent in 
the important work of government agencies. 

3.2. Organizational Culture and Change 
Change always occurs within the culture of the organization which means that the history of change at the 
agency ultimately chosen to implement RUC, with its organizational values and norms, will impact the 
success of a new program. This is discussed further in the section on business continuity.

The impact of these changes should also be considered with respect to the organizational work groups 
and the work cultures in which they will occur. Public agencies often cite the challenges of 
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organizational silos on workflows and communication. The implementing agency for RUC is likely to have 
a variety of units with unique working cultures such as such as finance units, customer service units, and 
leadership teams, for example. 

The nuances of these functional groups and their unique norms of behavior will be wide-ranging based on 
their functional role, experiences within the organization, and experience with change. This in turn will 
impact the way in which a new RUC policy is both perceived and ultimately adopted within the 
implementing agencies in Hawaii. For example, staff may be required to undertake further training in 
association with learning a new task or function. The degree to which they actively seek out this type of 
opportunity will in part be dependent on how their work culture regards such opportunities for skill 
expansion and the degree of support they feel from their managers or other team members. By 
understanding this functional group context, managers will be better equipped to communicate the value 
proposition to staff members in a framing that is supportive and encouraged engagement. 

3.3. Key Roles in Organizational Change
There are several key roles in any organizational change process: that of the idea generator (in this case 
the RUC policy creator which is the legislature), the change sponsor (typically the leadership team of the 
implementing agency), the change agents (managers tasked with the implementation of the various new 
RUC functions), and finally the change audience which can be as broad as the whole enterprise as RUC 
implementation become a new service line for the implementing agencies.

In the State of Hawaii this is particularity complex as there are 4 different possible county agencies and 
HDOT involved at various stages of the implementation process. It is recommended as the RUC policy 
moves through the phases of adopting that a centralized committee be formed to help create consistency 
and to the degree practical commonality across the responsible organizations given their geographic 
separation and respective cultures. Other affected agencies may also be involved as well as key vendors 
or business partners.

Putting aside the legislature, the three key roles once policy is enacted are defined as: 

► Change Sponsor - These are the individuals or groups with the power to implement a new RUC policy 
once enacted by the Legislature, with support from such external stakeholders as community 
members, localized political bodies, and transportation system customers. Sponsors include the 
executive leadership teams of the implementing agency or agencies.

► Change Agents - These are the individuals or groups responsible for seeing that a previously 
determined change occurs. In the case of a RUC policy implementation this will be the management 
staff of the implementing agency or agencies. 

► Change Audience - These are the individuals or groups who are asked to change something 
(knowledge, skill, or technology) because of the execution of a new RUC policy. In this case this 
would primarily include agency staff, including any unionized personnel who may be included in 
addressing role changes as appropriate.

Research findings strongly suggest that employees (the change audience) want to hear about new 
changes and programs that impact them from two people: the most senior person involved in the change 
(such as the change sponsor) and their line manager (a change agent). The senior employee is best 
suited for communicating the business message around a given change whereas the line manager is 
better suited for dialogues regarding the personal impact of a change on the employee’s daily experience. 
Change audience members often validate information with the change agent as a trusted advisor. Thus, 
the role of sponsor(s), managers and change agents are all important in supporting the RUC policy rollout 
process.
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There is a classic bell-shaped curve of adoption behaviors that occurs when a new program is rolled-out 
in a non-homogeneous population such as an agency or governmental body where there are a wide 
range of employees and change is required. As this curve shows, the key is to identify those opinion 
leaders who are also early adopters as change agents. Actions such as providing additional training or 
highlighting managerial support of these individuals will help them role model desired behaviors to their 
peers. Additionally, as functional groups such as IT or customer service have a long-standing work history 
together, when key opinion leaders take an action, it is much more likely their peers will follow them thus 
shortening the adoption timeline shown in Figure 3. 

It should be noted that the broader the change program (external and internal stakeholders), the longer 
the adopting timeline. This classic curve is used primarily to display internal organizational adoption rates 
and as such should not be interpreted as the timeline from RUC policy development to implementation, 
which will be a longer process. 

Figure 3: Roles in Organizational Change
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4. Resistance Management Plan
Resistance to change is normal and should be expected by both agency staff and customers alike, no 
matter the level or impact of change. The reason employees often resist is because they view the world 
through a psychological contract which means there is a perception between the two parties on what their 
mutual obligations are towards each other. In other words, there is an unspoken and informal agreement 
between the two parties of what each provides to the other. When this contract is broken or changed, 
time needs to be allowed for a re-establishment of the terms of the psychological contract.

There are generally three type of resistance that occur within organizations: 

1. Audible discontent 

2. Disengagement

3. Direct discontentment 

With staff openly sharing concerns or complaints about the change and its impacts, it is best to address 
this early but in a one-on-one fashion to allow people the opportunity to be heard and their feedback 
taken into consideration by organizational leaders. Then, the focus can shift to working with them to find 
possible solutions at the individual level as there isn’t always a one-size-fits-all solution for employees, 
since they engage with the change process at different rates and in different ways. 

Disengagement is the most seen type of resistance with programs such as the one being considered with 
a RUC program. It is easy to miss this in the early stages of a project as people are simply quiet, yet their 
silence is felt by their peers. It is best to first understand the reason for disengagement – is it lack of 
understanding in the value of the change, lack of time, or some other reason? With understanding of the 
reason, it is then possible to start testing new solutions and ways of working to address these concerns. 

Finally, with direct discontentment, people are actively or sometimes passively trying to interrupt the 
systems and processes that bring the impacts into their purview. When this occurs, it is best to directly 
identify the individuals and make them accountable for aspects of the change to gain their buy-in through 
open accountability. 
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5. Communication and Engagement
engage with all the impacted organizational stakeholders. Different levels and frequencies of 
communication and engagement are needed based on where people are on the adoption bell-curve 
discussed previously. This calls for a mix of approaches along the way to ensure that the right level of 
transparent communication happens with the right employees at the right time. 

When considering these existing methods of organizational communication, it is useful to understand the 
associated pros and cons of each. It is noteworthy that face-to-face communication is typically the 
preferred method of communication but considering the pandemic and the advance in remote 
communication technologies, other options may be useful tools to achieve a similar goal.

Email: Best used for coordinating work and sending well-defined information for decision making. Email is 
also effective in reducing the bias we hold about others as it is color, age, and gender blind.

Problems with Email:
► Poor medium for communication of emotions as it lacks visual context. Punctuation and word choice 

can help a bit with enhancing the emotional tone.
► Less polite and respectful when people are emotional–the good news is this problem decreases once 

a team matures and norms are understood but can be tricky in the beginning. 
► Poor for ambiguous, complex, or novel information. When the situation is complex it is best to talk first 

or meet if possible before using email to give the context otherwise communication costs can triple in 
time investment.

► Email overload results in many readers do not get through all their emails, much less take it all in. 
Rule of thumb: if it matters a lot, call! 

Face-to-Face: As humans, we prefer this form of communication as it provides us with the one thing the 
others cannot: non-verbal communication, which is universal and stimulates the release of chemicals into 
our brains enabling us to listen and lock-in with others more quickly. 

Problems with Face-to Face:
► It can be costly, fiscally and emotionally, to us.
► Consequently, the use of face-to-face communication should be used as a highly valued resource 

only when the stakes are high, and issues are complex but certain outcomes must occur.
► Others can do it for you as your representative but the key to train them on the tone, expressions, and 

emotional signals you want to send to get the outcome you desire from your message.
Social Media: Texting, Tweeting, Facebook. All of these are used in various ways across generations. 
What they share is the ability to amplify emotional contagion in the workplace. Emotional contagion is the 
automatic human process of ’catching’ or sharing others’ emotions and non-verbal behaviors. “Seeing” a 
feeling often makes us mimic and synchronize our behaviors with the other person which enhances 
engagement.

► Mimicry provides feedback and empathy to sender. A good example of this is the use of emoticons 
and words in texting to share the emotion back and forth.

► Emotional sharing deepens bonds between people, teams and groups which aligns them faster as 
‘sameness’ is shown through sharing
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► Also provides evidence of similarity between leaders and teams.

Problems with Social Media:
 Social media can be very powerful if face-to-face isn't possible but use with caution as much of the 

research on this is new and untested.

Table 2 provides insights into the means of communication Americans prefer based on activity type. 

Table 2: Communication by the Numbers

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED AMERICANS WHO FIND THIS MOST EFFECTIVE CHANNEL BY 
MESSAGE CONTENT (SAMPLE OF 687 PEOPLE)

ARRANGE A 
MEETING

EDIT OR 
REVIEW DOC

ASK QUESTIONS 
ABOUT WORK 
ISSUES

BRING UP A 
PROBLEM TO A 
MANAGER

DEAL WITH A 
SENSITIVE ISSUE

IM/Text 
message 5 % 3% 8 % 4 % 0%

By phone 15 % 7 % 32% 8% 6%

By e-mail 60 % 60 % 15 % 8 % 4 %

In person 20 % 30 % 65% 80% 90%

5.1. Communicating Change and Communications Channels
When communicating about change, two primary types of communication approaches are used, one-way 
and two-way. One-way communication (as the name suggests) is focused on how to get the message 
sent out. It is most useful in large group communication and works well when the goal is simply to inform 
and share information. 

Two-way communication allows for engagement, feedback, and is interactive, enabling employees to gain 
motivation as their voices are heard and their ideas are implemented. They become part of the change for 
the better. 

It should be noted that employees have different preferences for the way they process information and 
the speed at which they internalize messages. Therefore, there are times when the same message needs 
to be conveyed using a variety of styles and formats. Table 3 sets forward these two approaches in 
distinct communication pathways. 
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Table 3: Unidirectional versus Bi-directional Communication Methods

ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION METHODS TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION METHODS

Presentations Open discussion forums

Seminars and large-scale meeting Smaller meeting, informal interactions

Newsletters, e-mails Workshops

Bulletin boards, banners, posters Surveys

Video messages Instant messaging tools, social media platforms

Change brings with it a range of emotions for many employees; however, reactions can be modified 
based on the amount of transparent communication. When communication is slow, or not robust, there 
are too many unknowns, and/or brings new things to deal with that change can trigger feelings of anxiety. 
To avoid this, the following recommendations are offered:

► Don't wait until full information is available; plan communication such that there are not long gaps in 
which gossip and rumors can derail a good program that has many benefits.

► Target the internal audience with concise, segmented information to avoid ‘change overload’.
► Allow plenty of time for staff to process new roles, tasks, and information.
► Encourage feedback and act on it!
Finally, successful communication engages employees’ hearts and minds. Often logical approaches to 
change, and especially change that results in more work, as may occur in the early stage of the RUC 
program, are emotional, and as such require emotional connections. 

There are two approaches to effectively achieve this type of connection:

► Symbolic actions and the use of symbolism.
► Use of metaphors.
Symbolic actions and the use of symbolism: This speaks to the adage that ‘actions speak louder than 
words,’ especially when presented by a role model, opinion leader, or a direct manager. The way leaders 
and managers interact with people each day and the content of these interactions convey to staff 
information about what is important to the people of Hawaii and provides a powerful context in which staff 
interpret the one-way communications that they are likely receive over the course of the RUC program 
roll-out. 

Visual symbols can also be extremely potent and have been used successfully to connect people and 
ideas. 

Use of Metaphors:
Metaphors are best known for their ability to encourage visual thinking as they are easy to connect with 
and quickly understood across a wide audience. For example, in explaining budgeting to a teenager the 
use of the metaphor ‘Our bank account is not a bottomless pit’ provides an easily accessible image for 
conversational context.
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Useful metaphors for a RUC program might speak to the value of being a good steward for the public, 
protecting the hidden gems that is the State of Hawaii infrastructure, or even the power of leaving a 
legacy of great care to the customers through quality customer service, equity, and responsible spending. 
Once the communication strategy has been developed, it then lends itself to becoming a Communication 
Strategy and Action Plan as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Communication Strategy and Action Plan
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6. Monitoring and Evaluating Communication Effectiveness
A classic error many government agencies make in communication is not developing a method to monitor 
the effectiveness of various approaches against the classic adoption curve shown in Section 2.4. The 
metrics captured from communication approaches are helpful as they show the extent of involvement and 
if the communication plans are producing the desired results. If they are not, this type of information will 
help pinpoint the areas where more focus or a different approach is needed to ensure the expected 
program objectives and benefits can be realized. 

To gain insight into communication effectiveness, methods such as surveys, focus groups, feedback 
boxes or individual dialogues can be most useful. Any of the aforementioned methods of outreach should 
consider both the quantity and quality dimensions, which are referred to as ‘reach’ and ‘richness’ of the 
messaging. Reach refers to the number of people who are exposed to the message and richness 
signifies the number of people who understood the key message and, more importantly, act. 

To increase contributions by internal agency staff through the change process, it is important to:

► Let staff know their feedback is important and that if they do not contribute, they may not be heard.
► Utilize easy and accessible methods of collecting feedback for all employees, both in the office and in 

the field.
► Clarify what the purpose of the survey or questions are (to measure the effectiveness of 

communication) and that improvements will be made from the feedback.
► Finally, provide regular updates on what changes have been made and why.
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7. Sustaining Change
Many change initiatives fail to create the expected benefits or realize objectives due to underinvestment 
or lack of sustained support. As humans, we tend to prefer the status quo and will often unconsciously go 
to notable lengths to get back to ”the way it was.” Understanding this allows agency leaders to apply a 
variety of methods to sustain change such as adopting a systems-thinking approach or developing a 
continuous learning culture. While the motivation to change varies by employees and circumstances, 
there are three major strategies to sustaining change that an implementing agency for a new RUC 
program should consider in how to sustain the change internally. 

► Carrot: Rewards employees for doing the right thing with the right attitudes. Rewards can be either 
fiscal or non-financial such as a party or public praise. The process for allocating rewards must be 
transparent as people will be watchful for any signs that procedural fairness is compromised. 

► Stick: Inflicts a penalty for activities and behavior that undermine the success of the RUC rollout or 
program. This should be used with caution within union and civil service rule structures but sometimes 
such methods are allowable through competitions. Remember that in general people are not 
deliberately doing the wrong thing so penalties should start with minor, less noticeable consequences 
such as absence of rewards. 

► Intentional Design: While stick and carrot strategies can be effective initially, they lose their 
effectiveness over time. Through technology and system design, it is feasible to make the desired 
behavior much simpler and even impossible to do things any other way. This strong solution should 
be considered by the implementing entity with respect to the risk management for RUC data 
capture/entry in which the margin for error must be low for the system to work. 

When the RUC project sponsor is considering the levels of adoption of best practices to realize benefits, 
they should consider not only speed of adoption but also type/level of adoption. Table 4 shows the 
evolving stages adoption of best practices that are needed to fully realize benefits.

Table 4: Evolving Stages Adoption

LEVEL NEED LENGTH OF COMMITMENT REINFORCED BY

Compliance I need to be able to tell them what to do Short term Rewards and penalties

Identification I need them to understand why they need to 
do this and the consequences of not 
changing 

Medium Term A Sense of Meaning

Internalization I need them to be able to make decision 
about what, why, when, and how things get 
done 

Long Term Alignment of Values

On personal habits it is typical to relapse during a change 6 to 7 times before an person has success with 
a new behavior. The degree to which various reinforcing systems are used will depend on when the 
benefit realization occurs and what the levels of adoption are needed. It is essential to remember that 
these sustaining activities should be considered at the beginning of a change and continue long past 
implementation until the expected benefits are delivered.
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7.1. Education and Learning Support
A critical element in creating a sustainable RUC program is to provide a robust education and learning 
support system so employees and related stakeholders such as vendor partners can be informed about 
the RUC policy and associated processes. Further, having a means of capturing key information for future 
employees who may be in RUC related roles is important to long term success.

Change and learning are very closely linked as the ability to do both well reflects a developmental 
orientation and often a growth mindset. It is a cyclical process known as a learning loop. Researcher 
David Kolb was the first to model how adults typically learn when using new systems and workflows such 
as data management methods. This cycle is depicted in Figure 5. 

It is important to distinguish between training and learning when addressing adults’ needs for skill 
improvement. When we speak of 
training plans, they focus on the 
activities of the trainer who is 
responsible for delivering information 
to the trainee. Learning on the other 
hand approaches development from 
the opposite side of the equation. 

With learning, the attention is focused 
on the activities of the learner who is 
no longer passive but an engaged 
and active participant in the change 
process as they attempt to master 
new skills, habits, and behaviors. 
Thus, skill building experiences 
attempt to have both activities 
occurring with such methods as on-
the-job training, hands on 
experiences, and direct mentoring in 
addition to classroom lectures. 

The rate at which a learner moves 
through the learning cycle will differ based on their interest and personal learning preferences. However, 
most learners will experience a predictable learning dip when absorbing a new skill as shown in the 
learning cycle in Figure 6. 

The extent of the dip and the speed with which recovery occurs will be a function of the timeliness and 
effectiveness of the training provided as well as the support post- training for experimentation until 
mastery occurs. This time should be factored into the benefits recognition plan for the RUC program and 
the associated costs of implementing a new RUC policy. 

Figure 5: Learning Loop Cycle
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Figure 6: New Skill Learning Dip

When developing a training plan, the core question to ask is which internal staff members need which 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSA). The key principle to successful learning is that the KSAs need to 
learn in the way they will be used. Accordingly, the sequencing of training needs to be aligned to the 
various steps of the RUC rollout process to allow learners to gain components in each learning area 
before moving into the next steps of skills. Table 5 offers insights into the various methods of learning that 
the implementing agencies might consider for its RUC training program. 

Finally, it is most important to evaluate the effectiveness of learning. All too often organizations invest in 
training their employees but fail to determine if the training was successful in delivering the needed KSAs 
or fail to determine the value proposition by comparing training costs against realized benefits. 

Table 5: Road Usage Charge Training Program Learning Method Options

LEARNING METHODS

One to one or small group on the 
job instruction

Great for skill building on specific tasks, highly practical and builds small teams

Problem-solving groups Group dynamics can be designed to leverage cultural norms but needs a skilled 
facilitator

Small group lecture and discussion Build cohesion and shared understanding in working groups when lead by skilled 
instructor 

Large presentations and lectures Good for conveying consistent information and message needs to be kept short for 
best impact 

Formal courses in small to medium 
sized groups 

Highly flexible but must use varied learning methods to keep all participants 
engaged

Computer-aided learning Good and highly cost-effective for teaching knowledge and applications consistently 
to many people. Needs good support team post learning 

Computer simulations Builds cognitive and analytical skulls but high initial investment to correctly design 
the scenarios

Practical simulations Can be designed to build relational and practical skills for knowledge and 
understanding but costly to design and present.
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8. Managing Benefits: Ensuring Change Delivers Value
Public agencies spend millions of dollars on projects that never meet expectations and fall short of 
delivering the intended benefits to the stakeholders. The irony? Many of these projects are still 
considered a success. They come in on time, on budget, and meet original goals and organizational 
intent. However typically the “organizational intent” focuses on outputs and outcomes, and not the 
benefits that advance a program over time. In the case of a RUC implementation such outcomes would 
be the program’s ability to charge and collect fees from system users whereas benefits would include 
such broader items as improved equity, higher levels of service on the roads, and a positive customer 
experience. The OReGO program, in 2019, developed the “Keep Oregon Connected” after extensive 
public opinion surveys showed that connecting user-pay to user-benefit resonated best with people.

The answers to these higher-level outcomes are classically found in a benefits realization management 
plan. This plan requires aligning definitions of success, enabling project and program management to 
deliver on that success, and measuring and adjusting project benefits.

7.1 Benefits Identification and Realization
The graphic below shows the Benefit Management Model4, which is an integrated model that sits ‘under 
one roof’ of activities. Although the processes listed below are sequential, they are also part of a larger 
continual feedback loop through the twists and turns of the deployment of the RUC program, allowing the 
project sponsor to remain nimble 
and pivot when needed to ensure 
the project plan produces the 
promised benefits even when 
resistance occurs. The key 
processes of the model are 
described below.

Identity and Quantify: At this 
phase of the program, shown at the 
top of Figure 7, the external 
sponsors, and agency leadership 
set out the basis for the change 
which included an options analysis, 
investment expectations, timeline of 
benefits realization, and needed 
support. HiRUC began this 
consensus-building with the 
community process in 2018. Details 
such as allocation of funding and 
resourcing remain to be addressed 
once the policy decisions have been 
made. It is worthwhile acco

4Steve Jenner. Managing Benefits; the new guidance and certification scheme from APMG-International, 2013. 
https://www.slideshare.net/APMG-Inter-Showcase/steve-jennermanagingbenefits.

Figure 7: Benefit Management Model

https://www.slideshare.net/APMG-Inter-Showcase/steve-jennermanagingbenefits
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unting for the necessary internal investments to fully understand the cost of the RUC program so that 
expectations for benefits are properly contrasted with complete investment.

Value and Appraise: This is the validation and dedication of the needed resources (both internal and 
external) to support the change initiative and gain executive support for these investments. As noted 
above, the implementing agency’s internal costs should be factored into this bundle of investment. 

The RUC program sponsors should be able to clearly state the value of the investment through five 
different lenses:

1. Strategic case – The need for a RUC program 

2. Economic case – Economic justification for a RUC program as a method of funding transportation 
systems 

3. Financial case – How RUC program functions are delivered within a reasonable budget

4. Commercial case – Linking for customers the actions required of them to the benefits they see and 
receive

5. Management case – Successful delivery and sustainment of the RUC program to allow for a long-
term return of value to the people of Hawaii

Plan: Identification of accountability for the various roles in the change process. Ensure organizational 
and stakeholder transparency in the plan for the realization of benefits including leverage points and 
increased demands on staff to gain the needed momentum for the change. For the RUC program this 
would include the key change management roles identified above and those of the line managers who will 
be supporting their staff during the change. 

A RACI chart—also known as a responsibility assignment matrix—is a simple roles and responsibilities 
diagram used in project and program management. The RACI chart defines whether the people involved 
in a project activity will be Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, or Informed for the corresponding task, 
milestone, or decisions and supports strong transparency and accountability among team members which 
is especially useful for a new program. A RACI diagram may be useful to fully understand the functional 
and role changes needed to sustain a RUC program.

Realize: In this stage benefits start to be realized at an organizational level and their impact can be 
tracked and measured to ensure alignment with program expectations. At this junction it is prudent to 
actively monitor for, minimize, and mitigate any detriments that may have arisen to the continuation of the 
RUC program.

Review: Finally, as part of the feedback process, the program sponsors and change leaders should 
review what is happening to ensure that:

► The benefits to be realized are still achievable in the current environment and continue to represent 
the best value for the money. 

► People are accountable for organizational realization of the desired benefits. 
► Lessons learned are captured from the RUC program that can inform other later organizational 

changes to create best practices in other functional areas of the implementing organization. 
► Early successes are regularly communicated to impacted employees and external stakeholders with 

the organizational value of those successes to the bottom-line or top-line of transportation funding so 
that everyone can have a clear line of sight to their contributions.
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9. Business Continuity and Contingency During Change
Business continuity during a time of change is critical, especially for any government agency which 
operates under strict regulations and/or with a public service mission. By having a good understanding of 
the business risks that arise from the RUC program demands, it is now possible to develop cut-over 
procedures as well as helping employees prioritize their 
work to ensure that the new RUC-related tasks are 
balanced against the other organizational requests and 
requirements as shown in Figure 8.

The more mature an organization is, the better it will be 
at managing changes in workload demands and shifting 
business needs as newer and better practices for 
effective operations emerge. This should be considered 
when mapping responsibilities for implementing and 
sustaining a RUC program in the future. 

A useful exercise is to gather a representative focus 
group to find out historically what went well and what 
went badly with previous changes at an agency that is 
being considered for these important roles. This will 
provide the RUC sponsorship team with a firsthand 
opportunity to understand why employees may react a 
certain way with a change in programming as well as 
going a long way to provide transparency into the 
expected impacts to staff and the commitment of leadership to minimize impacts where and when 
possible.

Managing 
changes 

related to 
the new RUC 

program 

Balancing 
ongoing 
Agency 

business 
operations 

Figure 8: Balancing Road Usage 
Charge and Ongoing Business 

Operations
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10. Summarization of the Organizational Change Process 
As set out in this white paper, organizational change has several key elements which include :

► Organizational assessment for capacity and capability of staff and resources 
► Assessment of organizational readiness to engage in the change process based on past 

organizational history and current resource levels 
► Strategy development for communications, employee training roll-out and any needed workflow 

process change 
► Resistance management and employee support during staff development opportunities
► Action Planning for implementation including business continuity planning and finally.
► Ongoing monitoring and effectiveness evaluation of a new RUC program to provide feedback for 

continuous improvement in any of the above activities.
As shown in Figure 9, this is a process of continuous improvement which enhances the probability that a 
change will be sustainable. This approach is essential because significant changes often feel frightening 
and destabilizing to organizations and individuals within organizations. 

Figure 9: RUC Program Continuous Improvement Cycle

Thus, by approaching change in organized and incremental steps, that are based on a well, thought-out 
strategy, plans, and support of the workforce through training and new work processes, resistance is 
reduced and the speed of adoption improves. This systemic approach allows organizations to achieve a 
good balance between the work of today, and the demands of the future by meeting the recommendation 
of Peter Drucker in his famous quote “One cannot manage change. One can only be ahead of it.5” 

5 Peter Drucker (2012). “Management Challenges for the 21st Century.” p.62, Routledge.
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Section 1: Current RUC Situation in the U.S.
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Current RUC situation in the U.S.
Section 1: Background

• Currently little operational RUC data, 
particularly cost data, and no standards to 
measure cost of collection exist

• Few RUC studies in the U.S. have yielded 
experience-based cost of collection 
benchmarks for RUC 

• Only two active small-scale RUC programs in 
the U.S.:

• ODOT’s OReGO program (since 2014)
• UDOT program (since January 2020)

• Only three certified vendors – Azuga, 
emovis, IMS – currently operating RUC 
programs

• Latest NCHRP report on alternative revenue 
generation systems was in 2011. In the past 
10 years, the technology landscape has 
changed, and new business models have 
emerged across the industry

• First attempt in the Washington RUC pilot 
evaluation (2018-2020) to estimate cost of 
collection as a percentage of revenue

• New efforts currently underway in the 
Washington pilot and at the Federal level to 
work on cost estimates based on the latest 
system and technology advancements
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Key challenges
Section 1: Background

• Diversity of technology vendors and system 
providers across industry makes it challenging 
to build common benchmarks –private sector 
firms have different business models*, 
operational constraints and technologies 

• Lack of consistency across the industry as 
state agencies and private firms use different 
methodologies to categorize and track costs 
and cost categories

• Cost of collection information for system and 
technology vendors typically considered 
commercially sensitive information and not 
available even for mature industries
* Usage-based insurance providers, tolling service 
providers, Department of Motor Vehicles system 
providers, Vehicle Inspection System Operators, 
Mobility-as-a-Service providers

• HiRUC is first state looking at building on 
existing systems (i.e., DMV, vehicle 
inspection) 

• Cost structure depends on customer service 
delivery configurations – state-run RUC 
programs vs. commercially-run RUC 
programs vs. hybrid public-private 
configurations

• Most studies on cost of collection are dated. 
Changes in the systems and technology 
landscape means benchmarks have to be 
upgraded 
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Section 2: Prior research
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Findings from Oregon’s light- and heavy-vehicle programs
Section 2: Prior research 

• Oregon has both a state-run and a 
commercially-run operational RUC program. 

• The state’s commercially-run light-vehicle RUC 
program provides 40 percent of revenue to 
third-party vendors, but at a scale of fewer than 
1,000 vehicles. 

• ODOT has indicated that figure would be 
renegotiated to a lower level before the program 
becomes mandatory and expands to other 
vehicles (ODOT 2017). 

• Oregon’s state-run heavy-vehicle weight-mile 
tax costs less than 8 percent of revenue to 
administer and enforce (ODOT 2021).*

* ODOT’s Commerce and Compliance Division does not report the cost to collect the weight-mile tax distinct from other functions like licensing 
and safety enforcement. The 8 percent figure includes weight-mile tax collection and enforcement and all other functions of the division.
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Findings from UDOT’s program
Section 2: Prior research 

• As of January 2020, Utah Department of 
Transportation (UDOT) allows drivers of 
electric (EV), plug-in hybrid (PHEV), and 
hybrid vehicles to choose between paying 
a flat annual registration surcharge and a 
per-mile charge. 

• Revenues are limited as the annual RUC 
is capped as follows: 

• The program is run by a 3rd party account 
manager, currently has about 3,500 
participants, but revenue does not yet 
cover operational costs.

• Available data suggests costs per vehicle 
in the range of $50-100 per year

EVs 
at $123

PHEVs 
at $53

Hybrids 
at $20.50
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Findings from New Zealand’s RUC Program
Section 2: Prior research 

 Operational for all heavy and diesel-powered vehicles 
since 1978. GPS telematics option introduced in 2011.

 Collects $1.3 billion* revenue from about 842,000 
vehicles  (818,000 light duty, 167,000 medium- and 
heavy-duty incl. trailers)

 Annual operational expenses of $13 million and 
include collection costs, enforcement, general 
administration, and refund management

 Cost of collection is 1% of revenue collected
 The revenue collected reflects the rate-setting policy 

(based on weight, space, vehicle characteristics and 
impacts). Medium- and heavy-duty pay higher rates 
are applied and account for 75% of total revenue. 

*after refunds for vehicles are written off and paid-for 
“off-public road mileage” is refunded)
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Findings from Washington’s research efforts (2012-2017)
Section 2: Prior research

• In its first pilot, the Washington State 
Transportation Commission (WSTC) tested 
four methods with commercial partners: 

• Two automated reporting methods: Plug-in 
devices and a smartphone app

• Two manual odometer-based reporting 
methods: Odometer Reading and Mileage 
Permit

• According to estimates: 
• Manual RUC costs about 7-8% of revenue
• Automated RUC costs about 12-13 % of 

revenue
• Combining manual and automated RUC 

would bring cost under 10% of revenue
• Costs decline with volume; at scale, with over 

5 million vehicles enrolled could go from 
under 10% to 4% of revenue

Automated methods Manual odometer-based 
reporting methods
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Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT
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Methodology

Identify benchmarks based on cost of collection 
as a % of revenue across the industry

Refine benchmarks based on existing systems in Hawaii 
(gas tax, vehicle registration) 

Integrate cost of collection estimates from two different RUC 
systems piloted from 2019 to 2020

In parallel, identify main cost elements of a RUC system and 
incremental costs for HDOT (based on existing system and 
organizational design) 

Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT
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Methodology – Use available industry benchmarks
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

• The following transportation revenue collection systems were used as benchmarks to determine 
acceptable ranges of cost of collection (as a percentage of revenue) for a RUC system, ranging 
from the simplest systems to the most complex systems:

• Gas tax system
• Vehicle registry systems
• Tolling systems (All Electronic Tolling systems and Manually operated tolling systems)

• Caveat of using these benchmarks: 
• These systems have different building blocks and operating models 
• Cost of collection ranges are not completely comparable as there is no standardized way to measure 

cost even across similar revenue collection systems (e.g., tolling). 
• The benchmark is based on cost of collection as a percentage of revenue collected. This means: 

• Highly dependent on the denominator (revenue collected), which in turn depends directly on the charge rate, 
which ranges widely from state to state

• Conclusions cannot be drawn on cost efficiency (e.g., increasing the cost of vehicle registration brings the cost 
of collection as a percent of revenue for DMVs down, making costs seem relatively lower, but this does not 
mean DMVs are more efficient at collecting revenue)
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Available Industry benchmarks
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

1–3%

Gas tax Vehicle registration 
systems in the U.S.*

9  – 12% 15–20%

AET systems 
operating at scale 

(high range)**

10 – 12%

All-Electronic Tolling 
system operating at 
scale (low range)**

25%+

Manually 
operated tolling 

systems**

Based on industry benchmarks, an acceptable range of cost of collection for a RUC system falls 
roughly up to 12% of revenue collected. Benchmarks comes from synthesis studies that examined 
cost and revenue data reported by operating agencies.

Source: NCHRP 689, “Costs of 
Alternative Revenue-Generation 
Systems,” 2011.

**Sources: NCHRP 689; Congressional Research 
Service, “Tolling U.S. Highways,” 2016; KPMG, “An 
evolution of tolling,” 2015

*Virginia Joint Legislative Audit & Review Commission, 
“Assessing Performance of Virginia’s DMV,” 2015; City & 
County of Honolulu 2022 Budget Book (indicating Honolulu 
motor vehicle functions approximately 10% of revenue)
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Determining cost-of-collection benchmarks for HiRUC – Low end 
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

Gas Tax: In Hawaii, the department of taxation (DoTax) collects fuel taxes from 26 
state-wide distributors when fuel is removed from storage tanks and placed into 
tankers for delivery to refueling stations rather than collecting from hundreds of gas 
stations or millions of individual drivers. DoTax does not provide cost estimates for fuel 
tax distinct from other taxes, but most states estimate the cost around 1% of revenue. 
Those with lower fuel tax rates tend to have higher costs.

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state
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Determining cost-of-collection benchmarks for HiRUC – High end 
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

3rd party account management system: Based on data collected from vendors 
during RUC research, pilots, and programs, estimated costs for operating small-scale 
systems for RUC specifically range from 15 to 25%. At scale (about 5 million vehicles), 
vendors report that their costs for RUC administration and collection could decline to 
approximately 10%. These projections have not been independently verified. 

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

15–25%

3rd party RUC account management 
system based on 3rd party devices
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Determining cost-of-collection benchmarks for HiRUC – Mid-point
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

Vehicle registration systems: Base vehicle registration fees are often designed to cover the cost of the license 
and registration itself, making the cost of collection is 100%. However, many states also assess weight taxes, 
property taxes, and other fees, for highway or other purposes. Thus the range of collection costs is side, from 
single digits to 100% or more. In Hawaii, with over 1 million vehicles registered, the county DMVs collectively 
administer hundreds of thousands of transactions per year for titling, registration fees, weight taxes, and other 
miscellaneous fees and taxes. Although no comprehensive cost estimates are available, the City & County of 
Honolulu 2022 budget for DMV and the Department of Information Technology reveals a combined cost that 
equals about 16% of revenues collected by DMV. Subtracting the likely portion of DIT not devoted to DMV, this 
figure drops to between 5 and 10%.

1–3%

Gas tax

15–25%

Typical vehicle-registry 
system

5  – 10%

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

3rd party RUC account management 
system based on 3rd party devices
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Additional benchmarks with HiRUC pilot
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

Pilot scenario 1 based on HDOT systems (vehicle inspection & vehicle registry): In pilot scenario 1 (Driving 
Report) an independent pilot system matched odometer readings collected by vehicle inspection stations with 
registered vehicle owner recorded in the vehicle registry systems. The system calculated the difference between 
odometer readings to determine mileage driven and compute a RUC. This scenario is expected to cover about 90% 
use cases (standard use cases) with an estimated incremental cost to administer a similar state-run system of 
between 2% and 4% of revenue (based on the RUC rate of 0.8 cents per mile). This ongoing administration cost 
does not include upfront costs of implementation for PMVI, DIT, DMVs, and any additional vendors, which would 
add several million dollars in labor and systems upgrades. It also does not include the cost of printing and mailing 
RUC invoices, which would likely not be required in a live system that relies on existing DMV processes.

1–3%

Gas tax

15–25%

Typical vehicle-registry 
system

5  – 10%2 – 4 %

Scenario 1
Leverage existing 
vehicle inspection 
station and vehicle 
registration system 

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

3rd party RUC account management 
system based on 3rd party devices
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Additional benchmarks with HiRUC pilot
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

Pilot scenario 2 based on 3rd party account management systems: Pilot scenario 2 (Technology 
Test Drive) was operated by a 3rd party commercial account manager (CAM). This is the model used 
in Oregon and Utah. Participants have the option to enroll with a CAM and choose a plug-in device 
to report their mileage monthly or an odometer reading method to report their odometer readings 
quarterly (or at their preferred frequency). This scenario would cover 100% use cases. Its estimated 
cost range is 15-25%* at scale. For comparison, Oregon’s program costs 40% of revenue, while 
Utah’s is currently approximately 100%. Both programs are small scale with less than 5,000 
vehicles combined.

Scenario 2
Independent 3rd party with 

smartphone odometer 
reporting and plug-in devices 

1–3%

Gas tax

15–25%

Typical vehicle-registry 
system

5  – 10%

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system leveraging 
existing Hawaii systems

3rd party RUC account management 
system based on 3rd party devices
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Additional benchmarks based on a hybrid system
Section 3: Developing benchmarks for HDOT

Scenario 3 based on a hybrid of pilot scenarios: A third scenario that combines the 
key features from both pilot scenarios would allow coverage of 100% of use cases while offering 
more flexibility to drivers. Pilot scenario 1 covering 90% use cases would be enhanced with a 3rd

party operated system that supports odometer-reading reporting and payments at monthly or 
quarterly frequencies The estimated, combined incremental cost range of this hybrid system is 
between 3 and 6%.*

5 – 15 %
Hybrid scenario

Leverage existing HDOT 
systems, and offer 3rd

party operated manual 
odometer reading option

1–3%

Gas tax

15–25%

Typical vehicle-registry 
system

5  – 10%

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system leveraging 
existing Hawaii systems

3-6%

3rd party RUC account management 
system based on 3rd party devices
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Section 4: Comparison of implementation 
scenarios for Hawaii
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Features unique to Hawaii
Features HDOT could build on: 
• Annual odometer readings already collected 

as part of vehicle inspection program and 
payments as part of vehicle registration 
already collected by DMV.

• No to negligible inter-state or inter-county 
travel meaning that no location-aware solution 
needed and fewer edge-cases to manage

• Surveys conducted during the pilot reveal that 
using the existing odometer reading taken at 
the vehicle inspection would be the preferred 
reporting method for 87% drivers surveyed

Potential issues:
• Hawaii has a relatively low volume of vehicles 

even after a transition to a full-scale 
operational program

• Up to 10% of edge cases may not be 
covered through the vehicle inspection 
program as it exists today (e.g., new vehicle 
sales, out-of-state vehicle transfers)

• A RUC that builds on the vehicle inspection 
program increases reliance on the program

• The completeness and accuracy of vehicle 
registration data need to be reviewed due to 
the 2.9% undeliverable mail rate in the Driving 
Report demonstration phase (compared to 
4.6% for all mail)*.

Section 4: Comparison of implementation scenarios for Hawaii

*Jeff Strangle, “Undeliverable Mail Today: The Cost Is Up (Part One,” July 2017, MailingSystemsTechnology.com
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Vehicle inspections: The lowest cost and publicly acceptable 
mileage reporting method

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system 
leveraging existing 

Hawaii systems

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on fully 

manual methods

3-6% 15–25%

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on 3rd

party devices

Section 4: Comparison of implementation scenarios for Hawaii
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3rd party operated services based on manual methods: most 
cost-effective and flexible mileage reporting method

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system 
leveraging existing 

Hawaii systems

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on fully 

manual methods

3-6% 15–25%

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on 3rd

party devices

Section 4: Comparison of implementation scenarios for Hawaii
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3rd party operated services based on automated devices: most 
expensive mileage reporting method

1–3%

Gas tax

* As a percentage of revenue collected, at steady state

2–4%

RUC system 
leveraging existing 

Hawaii systems

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on fully 

manual methods

3-6% 15–25%

3rd party RUC 
account management 
system based on 3rd

party devices

Section 4: Comparison of implementation scenarios for Hawaii
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Key take-aways
• The implementation scenario with the lowest cost of collection (2-4%) and most 

accepted (preferred by 87% survey respondents) relies on existing vehicle inspection 
and vehicle registration systems. It would cover 90% use cases.

• The implementation scenario with the highest cost of collection (15-25%) is the 3rd

party account management system. It includes acquisition, distribution and support for 
plug-in devices. It would cover 100% of use cases. Of the participants who volunteered 
for the Technology Test Drive, 40% chose to use a plug-in device, and of those, about 
two-thirds indicated they would prefer such a method in a live RUC program. Cost of 
collection for this system is likely higher than would be politically acceptable. Its only 
advantage is that it would help decrease reliance on the vehicle inspection system

• A recommended approach for Hawaii could be a system that leverages existing vehicle 
inspection and vehicle registration systems, complemented by a 3rd party operated 
system that offers more flexibility through quarterly odometer reporting and payment 
options. This system could cover all use cases at up to 5% cost of collection

Section 4: Comparison of implementation scenarios for Hawaii
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Section 5: Cost elements
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Cost elements for a RUC program

Set-up costs 
These are capital costs required to set the initial 
system up. They include initial development costs to 
perform public education and outreach, add new 
system components, upgrade existing systems with 
new features and functionalities (including updating 
invoice layouts and procuring vendors), integrate 
systems to support smooth operations, review and 
perform data quality clean-up, and re-organize affected 
governmental offices as needed.

Ongoing operational costs
These are yearly costs to operate the 
systems once it has launched. 
Operational costs in the first years of 
operation are usually higher than 
operational costs incurred after the 
system reaches steady-state. 

Two categories of costs have to be considered:

Section 5: Cost elements

For a RUC system leveraging existing HDOT systems, the following incremental set up costs are relevant: 
• Addition of assessment and collection of RUC through vehicle registration 
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RUC system leveraging Hawaii vehicle inspection
Section 5: Cost elements / set-up costs

Given HDOT would be able to build on 
existing system blocks there are three tiers 
of incremental costs:
• For RUC functions that are already 

supported by existing systems, 
incremental costs are estimated to be 
negligible or very low.

• For RUC functions that need to be 
enhanced or slightly adjusted, 
incremental set-up costs are estimated to 
be low to moderate.

• For RUC functions that require new 
system components, incremental set-up 
cost would be high. 

Nine core functions of a RUC system
Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems
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RUC system leveraging Hawaii vehicle inspection
Section 5: Cost elements / set-up costs

Functions that are already supported by existing 
systems:
• Identify vehicles
• Generate distance traveled data
• Access distance traveled data
• Collect payment (if annual as part of registration)
• Acknowledge payment
• Enforce payment
• Remit revenue to road fund
Functions to be enhanced or slightly adjusted:
• Apply distance charge rate
• Provide invoice
Functions that require new system components:
• Collect payment (if in installments)

Nine core functions of a RUC system
Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems
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RUC system leveraging Hawaii vehicle inspection
Section 5: Cost elements / set-up costs

Concept for costing:
• PMVI program makes odometer data available to HDOT via application programming interface (API). 

HiRUC pilot cost: negligible
• HDOT builds RUC calculation tool similar to HiRUC (note: PMVI could incorporate this function).

HiRUC pilot cost: approximately $250k (setup) and $0.30 per invoice (less than one-half of one per cent 
cost of collection)

• HDOT makes RUC owed data available to DIT via API.
• DIT adds RUC owed to vehicle registration statements
• DMVs collects RUC due from vehicle owners
Should HDOT leverage the vehicle inspection station process and the vehicle registry process, additional 
cost considerations for payment approach include:
• Annual payments. Marginal costs are expected to be very low because existing vehicle registry process 

can be used to identify and enroll vehicles into RUC program, issue invoices (which could be combined 
with registration fees), collect and enforce payments, and remit revenues

• Quarterly payments. Marginal costs will be higher to cover higher administrative costs (more invoices, 
reminders to encourage compliance, payment collection fees)
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Additional set-up costs 
• Negligible to low (identification 

of subject vehicles done by 
existing vehicle registry system)

• “Cleaning” existing registry data 
to ensure accurate vehicle data 
(VIN, age, MPG, etc.) and 
owner data (name, address, 
etc.) adds a moderate set-up 
cost should it be undertaken to 
improve accuracy and revenue 
yield from RUC (and other 
vehicle-related fees)

Operational (None)

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Additional set-up costs:  
• Vehicle inspection: 

negligible
• Self-reporting: low to 

moderate
• Odometer reading 

through a smartphone 
app: moderate

• Plug-in device: high

Operational: 
Odometer reading and plug-
in devices methods both 
have transactional costs

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs

Setup 
• Incremental costs for new 

system processing 
capability to manage 
business rules and 
compute distance: high

Operational cost
• Negligible as included in 

enhanced Vehicle registry 
system
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Set up
• Low to moderate (public 

education campaign; fee 
added to registration fee 
statement)

Operational 
• Incremental cost to issue 

invoice by leveraging 
existing DMV invoicing 
capability: low

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

Set-up 
• Negligible (leveraging existing 

systems), unless adding 
installment payment plans in 
which case the cost is 
moderate to high for system 
changes.

Operational:
• Annual payment: no additional 

cost
• Quarterly payment (depending 

on payment means supported 
(cash, credit card, etc.): 
moderate to high

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs
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RUC functions needed and estimated additional costs  

Identify subject vehicle and its owner/lessee–connect with vehicle registry

Generate distance traveled data for subject vehicle over designated time*–report data

Access distance data*–receive reporting of distance data

Apply distance charge rates*–data process to determine amount of charges

Provide invoice to owner/lessee–notice of the charge

Collect payment–a way or ways to pay

Issue acknowledgement of payment–a receipt

Enforce payment–mechanisms for ensuring everyone pays

Remit net revenues to road fund–integrate revenue collection with financial systems

No estimated additional set-
up or operational costs 
(leverages existing 
processes) 

Section 5: Cost elements / estimated additional costs
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Definitions & Abbreviations 

TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION 

FHWA Federal Highway Administration 

OBD-II on-board diagnostic 

PMVI periodic motor vehicle inspections 

RUC road usage charge  
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1. Introduction 

As Hawaii and other states explore replacing the state gas tax with a distance-based road usage 
charge (RUC), one of the key issues to address is the cost of administering a RUC program. 
Economists and tax policy experts recognize the gas tax as one of the most cost-effective methods of 
collecting revenue. Elected officials, in turn, appreciate the simplicity, invisibility, and low cost of the gas 
tax for generating revenue to invest in the upkeep and repair of public roads and bridges. 

Despite unfavorable administrative cost comparisons to the gas tax it would replace, RUC functions 
more like a vehicle registration fee than a gas tax. Like vehicle registration fees, RUC would be 
collected from individual vehicle owners, perhaps even at the same time as registration. The amount of 
the fee would vary based on characteristics of the vehicle – in this case, the number of miles the 
vehicle traveled over a defined period of time, not unlike vehicle fees commonly found in other states 
that are based on other characteristics such as weight, value, or age. 

Given these similarities, the key difference between RUC and other vehicles fees that potentially 
contributes to the high cost of collection is the need to collect miles driven data from individual vehicles. 
Collecting miles driven data in an accurate, reliable, unintrusive way that respects privacy of the vehicle 
owner and does not unduly burden either the vehicle owner or the state government has stood as one 
of the central challenges of RUC research for the past two decades. Although much progress has been 
made, more work remains. Hawaii’s status as a state with periodic vehicle inspections and no land 
borders with other jurisdictions offered an opportunity to test a surprisingly novel method of collecting 
miles driven data from vehicle owners, indeed one that is already in existence: by having a certified 
inspector look at the odometer once per year and record the number in a database owned by the state. 

This paper explores the history of miles driven data collection efforts, the range of costs associated with 
the various methods tested over the past two decades, and estimates the range of costs for collecting 
miles driven data from odometer readings taken in Hawaii’s periodic vehicle inspections. 
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2. Background 

Since the first explorations of RUC began in Oregon in 2001, states have experimented with numerous 
methods of collecting miles driven data. These successive attempts have resulted in gradual 
improvements in accuracy, reliability, cost, and user experience, with enhanced understanding of how 
to protect driver privacy along the way. 

► Oregon road user fee pilot program, 2006-2007. Oregon’s first trial of RUC featured custom-built 
devices in several hundred vehicles, each manufactured by a state university engineering lab for 
the express purpose of recording miles driven and transmitting the data to the state via point-of-sale 
systems at select retail fueling station gas pumps equipped with radio transmitters. Each vehicle 
received several pieces of hardware including a GPS antenna fixed to the roof of the vehicle, an in-
vehicle computer, and a screen to display miles driven and charges incurred, along with cables to 
connect all three devices. The devices cost several hundred dollars apiece to build in materials 
costs alone. Although successful as a proof of concept, the cost of collecting mileage data using 
such equipment would not scale economically. In Hawaii, RUC, as a gas tax replacement, would 
generate less than $100 per vehicle per year (approximately $70 per vehicle on average). With 
devices alone costing several hundred dollars, this method of reporting miles driven would not 
create any initial positive cash flow. Ongoing operational costs of a statewide pay-at-the-pump were 
estimated to be low, at $1.6 million per year, similar in magnitude to the fuel tax itself. 

► Minnesota road user fee trial, 2010-2011. Minnesota improved on the technology by reducing the 
number of devices from three to two. The Minnesota test featured a device plugged in to 
participating vehicles’ on-board diagnostic (OBD-II) ports along with a dedicated Android 
smartphone with custom software. Putting aside accuracy issues with the test, the equipment again 
cost hundreds of dollars per vehicle. 

► Oregon road usage charge pilot program, 2012-2013. Oregon’s second RUC trial saw vastly 
improved equipment, with plug-in devices as the only hardware required to report miles driven 
remotely, with no cables, no equipment requiring hard-wiring into the vehicle’s onboard computer, 
and smartphones optional. At a cost of approximately $100, the bigger challenge facing the 
approach tested in Oregon’s second pilot was the ongoing operating cost of the plug-in devices, 
which could range to as high as $20 per month. Oregon has sought to share cost of operating plug-
in devices with private sector account managers by allowing them to offer value-added services to 
participants, which can generate direct or indirect revenue. The cost of OBD-II devices and their 
ongoing operations has declined in recent years, but still the cost of collecting miles driven data 
using this technology remains high. In Oregon, at 40% of revenue collected, commercial account 
managers take in around $70 per vehicle on average per year. Utah’s figures are undisclosed. The 
HiRUC project team estimates the raw cost of devices, including hardware, communications costs 
and data management, at between approximately $5 to $10 per month, or in the high tens of dollars 
per year. This is based on device costs of $100-150 amortized over 48-72 months ($1.40 to $3.10 
per month); telecommunications costs of $2-4 per month; and data management costs of $2-3 per 
month. 
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► California road charge pilot program, 2016-2017. California expanded the range of technologies 
tested to include not just OBD-II devices but also standalone smartphone applications (including an 
odometer image capture application), in-vehicle telematics, and manual odometer reading by a 
certified inspector. Native automaker telematics proved as costly or more costly than OBD-II 
technology because of the limited availability and high fixed costs of setting up data connections. 
With no hardware required, telematics remains a long-term priority for continued exploration and 
development due to its promise as a low-cost reporting method. Standalone smartphone apps that 
used the phone itself to estimate and track distance traveled by location performed well at low cost, 
low double digits per year per vehicle. These apps were distinct from the odometer image capture 
method. They suffered performance challenges such as battery drain and known logical flaws that 
could not connect miles recorded by a phone to a particular vehicle. The odometer image capture 
method was only appealing to a limited number of participants in the California pilot. Meanwhile, 
visual odometer reading by certified inspectors proved costly because of the lack of any existing 
infrastructure or program to collect such data. The pilot saw a limited number of inspectors available 
to inspect odometer readings, at high per-unit costs. 

As a central function that must be carried out for a RUC program to succeed, finding efficient ways of 
collecting miles driven data remains a challenge. OBD-II devices continue to be a preferred method in 
existing programs, as a reliable but moderately costly approach. And telematics continues to hold long 
term promise as the method of the future, provided the auto industry, government, and data aggregator 
partners can agree on approaches for creating viable, low-cost architectures. 

Hawaii’s RUC pilot, HiRUC, presented a novel opportunity to explore the viability of an existing miles 
driven data collection approach: statewide periodic motor vehicle inspections (PMVI). Seventeen states 
have such periodic inspections, typically for safety purposes, and most of them, including Hawaii, 
already collect odometer data with each inspection. Hawaii, like other states, stores odometer readings 
in a state-owned, contractor-managed database. However, the data are currently not deployed for any 
functional purpose. HiRUC was the first application of the data.   

Figure 1 depicts how the odometer readings being collected as part of the PMVI process was used in 
Part 1 - Driving Report of the HiRUC Demonstration. On an annual basis, vehicle owners take their 
vehicles to a certified PMVI inspection station, where the vehicle’s odometer reading is captured as part 
of the vehicle’s annual safety inspection. The PMVI inspection station transmits vehicle inspection data, 
including VIN, odometer reading, the date of the inspection, and whether the vehicle passed or failed 
inspection to PMVI’s servers. The demonstration used this odometer reading data combined with 
periodic snapshots of data from the vehicle registry, applied the road usage charging policies to create 
Driving Reports with the miles driven between the last two vehicle inspections, gas taxes paid during 
the period, and the road usage charge amount. Driving Reports were mailed to the address listed in the 
vehicle’s registration record. 
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Figure 1: Use of Odometer Readings for the HiRUC Driving Report Demonstration 

 

 

PMVI embodies nearly all of the desired characteristics of a miles driven data collection program: 
simple, familiar, unintrusive, protective of privacy, and low-cost to driver and state alike. PMVI-collected 
odometer data do have some accuracy and reliability challenges that were discovered and documented 
in the HiRUC pilot, but for the large majority of vehicles, it represents an accurate, reliable reporting 
method. Given these promising characteristics, Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) and the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) expressed strong interest in exploring inspection-based 
odometer readings as the basis for a RUC. 
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3. Cost of Odometer Reading 

There are several ways to calculate the cost of collecting miles driven data using PMVI or any similar 
inspection-based odometer data collection approach. First is a marginal cost calculation: what is the 
marginal cost of collecting the necessary data and accessing it for purposes of a RUC program? 
Second is an actual cost calculation: what is the actual cost to PMVI inspectors of collecting and 
reporting odometer data to the state? Third is a total cost calculation: imagining there were not PMVI 
program, what would it take to reconstitute the program? 

3.1. Marginal Cost of Collecting Odometer Data through Existing Vehicle Inspections 

The marginal cost of collecting odometer data from vehicles for purposes of a RUC program is zero or 
near zero. Hawaii already requires vehicle owners to receive an annual inspection for any vehicle older 
than two years. As part of the inspection, inspectors must record the odometer reading by keying it into 
a custom application on an iPad that communicates the odometer value, along with other vehicle, 
owner, and inspection data, to servers owned by the contractor who operates the information 
technology for the state inspection program. The state owns the underlying data collected and housed 
in the PMVI database. 

There are often issues with individual data entries. For example, inspectors sometimes make data entry 
mistakes when keying in the odometer value, either because they misread the odometer itself or 
because they type it in incorrectly. These challenges can be improved by adding quality control 
procedures to the inspection process and/or 
inserting additional technology, such as 
odometer image capture applications, into the 
custom iPad application used by inspectors to 
capture odometer readings automatically. 
Either of these changes would result in 
additional cost to inspectors that could be 
passed on either to the state or to customers. 
An odometer image application would cost less 
than $2 per image per vehicle to administer at 
scale. We estimate that additional quality 
control for improving accuracy of odometer 
data reported could add up to several minutes 
per inspection along with a minimal amount of 
time spent reviewing selected images off-site. 
Based on average wages rates of automotive 
service technicians in Hawaii ($25.73 in urban 
Honolulu), three additional minutes of work 
would cost approximately $1.30 in Honolulu. 
Figuring additional costs for overhead at a 
multiplier of about 2, additional QC would cost 
less than $3.00. 

In summary, the marginal cost of collecting odometer mileage data using the current PMVI program is 
$0. Additional enhancements to the program to improve the quality of data entered into the program 
would cost up to $5 per year per vehicle at the high end, a cost that could be borne by customers, the 
state, or shared.  
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3.2. Actual Cost of Collecting Odometer Data through Existing Vehicle Inspections 

The actual cost of collecting odometer data reflects the share of costs of the PMVI inspection process 
attributable to collecting odometer data. A typical vehicle inspection takes approximately 15 minutes or 
less. The portion dedicated to noting the odometer can be as short as a few seconds, time enough for 
the inspector to visually note the reading and either key it in directly to the iPad, or write it down on a 
notepad (or an arm or hand) before keying it into the iPad later. Assuming 15 seconds and using the 
wage rates and overheads calculated above, the actual cost of collecting odometer data for a typical 
inspection station is about $0.10 per vehicle per year. The PMVI inspectors also collect customer 
charges to cover their costs as well as the costs to the state and the state’s contractor for administering 

the PMVI program, including the 
information technology and 
hardware such as the iPad, 
software, database, and cloud 
hosting. The pass-through costs to 
the state amount to approximately 
$3.40 per vehicle per year, but this 
includes a significant amount of 
data other than odometer reading. 
Presuming the odometer reading 
accounts for 5 percent of the data 
collected and transmitted, the 
additional program and IT costs 
add another $0.17 per vehicle, for a 
grand total of approximately $0.27 
per vehicle per year. 

 

3.3. Total Cost of Collecting Odometer Data by a Vehicle Inspector 

Supposing a state did not have an inspection program and wanted to establish one for purposes of 
collecting odometer mileage for a RUC program, the cost associated would be higher. The state would 
not be able to leverage existing processes and would have to incur entirely new costs. Presumably a 
state in such a circumstance would leverage private auto service stations as the agents to collect data 
and, like Hawaii’s PMVI program, license auto mechanics and service technicians to collect and report 
the data on their behalf. Hawaii’s PMVI inspectors charge $25 per inspection, per state law, of which 
$3.40 goes to support the PMVI program and IT, leaving $21.60 for the PMVI inspector to cover their 
costs. An odometer-only program would be significantly less costly to both service stations and the 
state than an inspection program.  

Presuming a typical inspector takes 15 minutes for a PMVI inspection, at the urban Honolulu average 
wage and an overhead multiplier of 2, the cost is approximately $13, leaving less than $9 for profit. For 
an odometer-only inspection, we can reasonably presume the length of time would be significantly 
shorter, about 5 minutes, reducing the cost to about $4.30 per inspection. The state would still need to 
cover costs of IT, such as iPads, software, database, and cloud hosting, which may still well reach up to 
$1.70 per vehicle to cover the costs of the IT contractor. The state’s costs, however, would be 
significantly lower, as the need for the safety management portion of the program would not exist. 
Under this scenario, the total cost of manual odometer collection would be around $6 per vehicle per 
year. 
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3.4. Additional Considerations 

The HiRUC Demonstration showed that the vehicle inspection mileage reporting method is significantly 
lower cost than the more technology intensive methods of reporting, but also preferred by Hawaii 
residents due to convenience and the ability to protect privacy. The demonstration also showed that 
using the vehicle inspection for mileage reporting could cover over 90 percent of vehicles in a RUC 
program in Hawaii.  The remaining vehicles may fall into one of several categories of special 
circumstances where additional mileage reporting methods may be needed. These include: 

► No vehicle inspection required the renewal year after it is first registered and thus no mileage data 
to base a road usage charge on 

► No vehicle inspection required when a vehicle is retired or leaves the state (although odometer 
reading is required on the transfer of title) 

► Audit situation due to random selection or data discrepancies 

► Vehicles that travel many miles on non-public roads, and the owner wishes to record and claim 
those miles as an offset against RUC owed, presuming state policy allows for such offsets 

► Owners and businesses requiring more frequent reporting and payment than annually 

Possible ways to handle these special circumstances include manual odometer readings provided by 
the vehicle owner, smartphone image capture, fleet management systems, and use of plug-in-devices.  
The cost of manually provided odometer readings or image capture through a mobile website or app is 
under $2 per instance. Fleet management systems and plug-in-devices are significantly more 
expensive (as mentioned in Section 2), but the cost of collecting for those that choose to use these 
alternative methods of reporting could be the vehicle owner’s responsibility, not born by the state.  As 
demonstrated in the fleet pilot, the state would simply be responsible for providing an interface to 
accept the data provided by fleet management systems and plug-in-devices.  For those that simply 
need more frequent payments, additional odometer readings may not be necessary. 

An additional benefit of inspection-based reporting is the independent, visual true-up of the odometer 
reading by a certified vehicle inspector. This decreases the opportunity for fraud, which thereby 
decreases the overall cost of operations of a RUC program. 

3.5. Extending Cost of Collecting Inspection-Based Odometer Data Beyond Hawaii 

As shown in Table 1, the cost of collecting mileage driven data from a manual odometer inspection-
based program, using a third-party inspector, ranges depending on the existing conditions (i.e., whether 
the state can leverage existing odometer data, as Hawaii can) and whether the state wishes to apply 
additional quality controls to the data to improve accuracy and reliability. The “high end” of costs 
portrayed in the table presumes a cushion of $1-2 per reading to account for regional variations beyond 
Hawaii, which represents between 20-50% of the calculated costs. All scenarios point to an inspection-
based approach for collecting miles driven data at less than $10 per reading per vehicle, and when 
leveraging an existing program, more likely closer to $0. 

Table 1: Cost of Collecting Inspection-Based Odometer Data (cost per reading) 

 EXISTING LEVEL OF QC ENHANCED QC HIGH END OF COSTS 

Marginal Cost Method $0 $2 $4 

Actual Cost Method $0.27 $2-3 $5 

Total Cost Method $6 $8-9 $10 
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For the sake of comparison, Table 2 illustrates the estimated range of costs of common methods of 
mileage data collection other than inspection-based odometer reporting. 

Table 2: Range of Annual Mileage Data Collection Costs per Vehicle 

 LOW END OF COSTS MID RANGE HIGH END OF COSTS 

Inspection-based 

odometer reporting 
$0 $5 $10 

Annual odometer image 

capture 
$1 $3 $5 

Quarterly odometer image 
capture 

$3 $9 $15 

Plug-in device $50 $80 $110 
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4. Next Steps 

Collecting miles driven data is not the only essential function of a RUC program. Other data must be 
collected or at least identified by joining data to the state vehicle registry. These other data include 
vehicle owner name and address, vehicle identifiers (e.g., vehicle identification number or VIN; vehicle 
make, model, and year; and/or vehicle license plate). In addition, a RUC program may need to record 
the gallons of fuel consumed or miles per gallon rating of a vehicle in order to calculate or estimate any 
fuel tax refunds offered as an offset to any RUC collected. Most of these additional data items are 
straightforward to identify and connect to individual vehicles through existing vehicle registries. 

More importantly, ensuring an accurate but convenient method of collection can fulfill the promise of a 
reliable, trusted RUC program that generates needed revenue for investing in state roads and bridges. 
The HiRUC program demonstrated the viability of odometer-based RUC on a wide scale, but also 
identified some gaps and data accuracy challenges to address in a live program. Applying 
enhancements to these areas could be well worth the investment given the low marginal cost of 
collecting RUC with such enhancements, as low as $2 per reading or lower. 

As Hawaii continues towards implementation of a RUC, the cost estimates in this paper can help to 
inform policy decisions, rulemaking, and system design.  This data may also benefit other states 
looking at comparing costs of various mileage reporting methods for a RUC, particularly those that have 
a vehicle-inspection or emissions-inspection in place that could be leveraged.  
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1. Introduction 

The Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration project (HiRUC) constituted a major public and 
stakeholder outreach effort. Even the technical aspects of the project built toward public-facing 
demonstrations and interactions to gauge understanding and preferences. The major elements of 
public involvement and communication included the following: 

► Statewide public opinion research 

► Community meetings 

► Stakeholder engagement 

► Advisory Group engagement 

► Peer exchange workshops 

This task summary report presents the overarching plan for communication with the public as set out at 
the beginning of the project, covering Tasks 1 and 2. It also summarizes each of the above five key 
elements of public involvement and communication. 
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2. Planning for Public Communication 

This section conveys the communication and outreach plan as set forth at the outset of HiRUC in 2018. 

2.1. Situation Summary in 2018 

Hawaii’s Department of Transportation (HDOT) completed a feasibility study of mileage-based fees and 
a per-mile road usage in 2016. The reason for the study is a decline in gas taxes as a result of people 
increasingly driving fuel-efficient and or alternate fuel vehicles. Since the gasoline tax is the single 
largest revenue source for HDOT, the decrease means less funding for road maintenance, operations, 
and improvements. As a result of the findings, HDOT is conducting a three-year project to gather 
information from volunteer drivers to assess how a road usage charge (RUC) system might work in 
Hawaii to replace the gas tax.  

In the automated demonstration phase, roughly 2,000 volunteers will be recruited statewide to 
participate. Their feedback on a per-mile charge system, RUC, in addition to the feedback from a 
portion of the up to 1.1 million registered vehicle owners reached in the manual demonstration phase, 
will inform an assessment as to whether this could work in Hawaii and how it might work. As an island 
state, Hawaii has a unique set of circumstances that will be considered island by island. 

This document is a framework for anticipated communication activities in support of the demonstration 
project. By its nature, communication about a policy concept such as RUC lacks predictability. Public 
and stakeholder inputs continually illuminate issues and concerns, while the concept and details of 
prospective RUC policy and systems themselves evolve. Amid such unpredictability, this document 
contains overarching goals and objectives, categories of tasks, descriptions of available resources, and 
initial schedules to orient the communication team and align it with the policy and technical work 
streams. 

This section outlines the current situation and the overall goals and objectives of the communication 
work stream. The remaining sections cover the following communication task areas: 

► Stakeholder assessment, engagement, and management 

► Public opinion research 

► Media monitoring and engagement 

► Communication tools (messages and materials) 

► Coordination of communication for internal teams: technical, policy, communication 

A mix of owned media, earned media and paid media will be recommended to inform the Hawaii 
community of this pilot, recruit participants and assess what might best work in an island state to solve 
the serious funding shortage for Hawaii’s roads.  

2.1.1. Project overview 

The largest single source of funds for the state surface transportation system, Hawaii’s state gas tax, 
faces a long-term threat. Likewise, counties face the prospect of declining county gas tax revenues, 
which fund local transportation. The primary reason for the decline in gas tax revenues is Hawaii 
drivers’ adoption of more fuel-efficient and alternative-fuel vehicles, which require less gas and diesel to 
travel the same distance. Thus, the state needs an alternative, sustainable funding source to address 
this threat. 
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In 2016, HDOT commissioned a feasibility study of RUC as a potential measure to address declining 
gas tax revenues. The feasibility study confirmed the underlying business case for RUC as a 
prospective revenue tool, but it also highlighted issues and challenges that emerged in initial 
conversations with HDOT and its partner state and county agencies. The federal government awarded 
a grant to Hawaii to research the concept more fully, including a demonstration of various methods of 
potentially implementing a road usage charge as a means of gathering more comprehensive feedback 
from Hawaii residents, with the ultimate goal of tailoring a model policy that could be acceptable for 
Hawaii. 

Other states have studied RUC dating to at least 2001, including notably Oregon, Minnesota, California, 
and Washington. HDOT is also a member of RUC West, a consortium of 14 western state departments 
of transportation engaged in research on the topic. These early-mover states have explored and 
addressed many of the confounding policy and technical questions that RUC typically elicits from policy 
makers and the public, including how to protect motorist privacy, how to collect mileage data in a simple 
and user-friendly way, and how to efficiently scale a RUC system to address millions of vehicles. 
Ongoing research on the mainland continues to advance concepts for addressing these and other 
issues, including how to achieve interoperability among states, how to effectively enforce RUC, and 
how to transition from today’s funding model to a potential future with RUC. The federal government, 
whose federal gas tax is also impacted by improving vehicle fuel economy, is also interested in the 
concept of RUC as a potential mechanism for shoring up the federal Highway Trust Fund, and it has 
funded pilot studies in nearly a dozen states including Hawaii. 

HDOT’s 2016 feasibility study identified many issues similar to those on the mainland. Elected officials 
and agency stakeholders raised questions about how RUC impacts equity, especially for residents of 
remote areas who drive long distances, how to protect privacy, and how to operationalize a system 
efficiently. They also raised issues unique to the state, including how a RUC system could impact 
individual financial circumstances, given that Hawaii is already among the highest in the country for 
annual registration and weight fees.  

However, Hawaii’s investigation of RUC differs from other states in several ways. First, as an island 
state, very little out-of-state and inter-state travel exists, reducing the magnitude of importance of that 
complicating factor. Secondly, Hawaii has an existing program (annual motor vehicle inspections, 
locally known as safety checks) in which residents provide their vehicles’ odometer readings to a state-
certified inspector. Finally, Hawaii’s climate and environmental policy goals rank among the top in the 
U.S., including an aim for zero emissions by 2045. If successful, this accelerated path toward zero 
emissions will render the gas tax obsolete as a road funding mechanism faster than other jurisdictions, 
necessitating the readiness of potential alternative ways to pay for the state’s road system. 

To learn more, using its federal grant, HDOT will embark on a multi-year research project including 
demonstrations of RUC concepts for the public. In the first phase, HDOT will engage with stakeholders 
and the public statewide through a range of activities described further in this document. The purpose 
of the engagement is to elicit issues, questions, and concerns about the concept of RUC, while 
providing information about the project to prepare the public for future phases. These early 
engagements aim to pave the way for a year-long demonstration via personalized mailers to Hawaii 
residents with information about their vehicle usage and the impact of RUC on them personally. The 
mailers will include links to web surveys for recipients to provide direct feedback, including questions 
and concerns. They will also represent an opportunity to recruit approximately 2,000 participants 
statewide for the more targeted second phase of demonstration involving advanced technologies for 
automated mileage reporting. Throughout both demonstrations, HDOT and the project team will 
continue to collect information from stakeholders, the public, and demonstration participants about their 
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issues, questions, and concerns, and aim to address them through research, analysis, and 
customization of RUC concepts and policies for Hawaii’s unique characteristics and public sentiments. 

The communication work stream will provide continuous support for achieving the collective objectives 
of the project, including the technical and policy work streams. The activities, resources, and schedules 
outlined in this document serve as a framework that HDOT and the project team can draw on, using the 
right activities and tools at the right time and place to elicit comprehensive input and to make 
constructive, efficient use of the inputs received from those with a stake in the outcome. 

2.1.2. Communication Goals and Objectives 

The goals of the communication stream evolve from phase to phase. In the initial period, the goals are: 

► Through scientific market research and community outreach, determine Hawaii residents’ 
understanding and feelings about subjects of transportation funding and RUC, as well as 
misconceptions.  

► Build public awareness of the road funding problem, the pilot project, and opportunities for 
participating in the conversation and the demonstration. 

► Ensure that stakeholders and the public are informed and included in the process. 

► Provide customized island-specific, and in some cases community-specific educational materials. 

► Engage stakeholders and the public in structured and open dialogue, and identify community 
leaders and spokespersons to support the research effort. 

As the project advances toward launch of the manual demonstration, the aforementioned goals will be 
reinforced, and two new ones will be advanced: 

► Recruit participants for the demonstration from across the state that represent diverse populations. 

► Outline for stakeholders and the general public how their input has been received by emphasizing 
the design and policy choices made for the project aligning with public preferences. 

As the project advances toward the demonstration phase and into the reporting phase, these are the 
final goals: 

► Measure change in public understanding and sentiment toward transportation funding and RUC, to 
the extent possible from the data available. 

► With an eye on sound policy options, communicate issues, concerns, and questions of stakeholders 
and public to decisionmakers. Address how program options were received during the pilot by 
participants in the demonstration and the general public.  

In other states, communication with the public around RUC have taken diverse approaches, but rarely 
have been deliberate and pre-planned. In Oregon, for instance, the leader among states on the topic of 
RUC, Oregon DOT engaged with the public and stakeholders as the agency learned what the issues 
would be, without a plan in advance containing tools or strategies for success. This approach worked 
for Oregon because of legislative leadership on the topic that protected the research and allowed the 
state to navigate the stakeholder environment exploring various policy and system configurations until 
an acceptable solution emerged. California and Washington both took more pro-active approaches, 
engaging in public forums, public opinion research, and pro-active media information-sharing. In both 
cases, this approach yielded neutral-to-positive media coverage of the RUC research projects, and 
support for the effort from key, involved stakeholders, even as the public remained skeptical. 
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For Hawaii, the goals differ somewhat. Despite being a smaller state, the key stakeholders are more 
distributed and community-based. Achieving the early-phase communication goals in Hawaii will 
require more pro-active stakeholder engagement across all the counties and communities of the state. 

In addition to the overarching goals outlined above, communication efforts feature more specific 
objectives aligned with the various activities to be undertaken. These are described more fully in the 
remainder of this document. As a preview, the high-level objectives include the following: 

► Balanced and accurate broadcast and print media coverage and other communication statewide 
about the funding problem, the project and opportunities for public involvement. 

► Broad and accurate understanding of transportation funding, RUC, and the demonstration project 
among target audiences. 

► Recruitment, screening, and enrollment of approximately 2,000 participants for the pilot project. 

► Enable leveraging of opportunities (e.g., community events and earned media) to educate the 
public about RUC and encourage participation in demonstration project 

► Address myths and concerns about RUC using facts and audience-appropriate communication 
media and styles. 

2.1.3. Project Phases 

The project itself is divided into six phases (see calendar below), that are roughly sequential. For 
purposes of the communication plan, we define six sequential phases, to align with the six project 
tasks, as follows. 

► Policy design. This phase spans the entire project, but for purposes of communication the focus will 
be on the launch phase, roughly defined as September-December 2018. Communication activities 
in this phase will focus on establishing baseline messages, branding, and a project website and 
help line; identification, assessment, and initial outreach to stakeholders; baseline public opinion 
research; initial engagements with print and broadcast media.  

► Manual demonstration setup. This period covers the manual demonstration setup, which begins in 
September 2018 and continues until the launch of the first pre-invoice postcard mailers, expected 
roughly Summer 2019, but subject to determination of both technical and communication readiness. 
The communication activities in this phase will largely be a continuation of the activities in the 
launch phase, but, having established connections, will involve more interactive dialogue with 
stakeholders and the media. The focus will be on taking in information to shape the design of the 
manual demonstration (including messages and precise contents) and preparing key stakeholders 
and communities for the launch of the manual demonstration. This will require coordination with the 
technical team to ensure the information taken in is appropriately captured and addressed in the 
technical design of the pilot. Activities include continued outreach and engagement, and a pre-
launch workshop. 

► Manual demonstration operations. This period corresponds with the manual demonstration itself, 
when the project team will generate and send mailers to residents of the state. The communication 
focus during this phase will be on answering questions from the public, stakeholders, and the 
media; taking in issues and concerns; and distilling key issues for further research and analysis by 
the policy and technical teams. In addition, the communication team will take in feedback to help 
guide any refinements to the manual demonstration mailers. 
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► Automated demonstration setup. The setup of the automated demonstration corresponds with the 
manual demonstration operations. Communication activities will focus on recruitment of volunteers 
for the opt-in technology demonstrations. 

► Automated demonstration operations. This phase corresponds with the live trial of automated 
technologies, and overlaps with the latter part of the manual demonstration. The communication 
focus during this phase will be on answering questions from the public, stakeholders, and the 
media; taking in issues and concerns; and distilling key issues for further research and analysis by 
the policy and technical teams. 

► Reporting. During the reporting phase, the communication activities will focus on continued 
engagement with stakeholders, the public, and media to address questions and concerns. An end-
of-project workshop will take place during this phase. In addition, the communication team will 
provide input, guidance, and quality assurance on the design and content of the final project 
documents delivered to decision makers and made available for public consumption. 

The list below encapsulates major communication-related milestones: 

► Project launch press release and fall-out 

► Focus groups report 

► Advisory committee inaugural meeting 

► Telephone surveys report 

► Town-hall meetings 

► Small-scale manual demonstration pre-operational test run 

► Launch of manual demonstration 

► Identify 4,000 volunteers for automated pilot participation 

► Enroll 2,000 volunteers for automated pilot operations 

► Final report  

2.1.4. Task Areas of the Communication Work Stream 

In addition to six phases, there are communication task areas (described below and the subject of the 
remaining sections of this document). 

► Messages and materials. Develop, maintain, and refine a kit of messages, content (including 
infographics), and documents for deployment to various audiences. This includes anchor 
communication tools such as the pilot website serving as an official repository for public 
communication. 

► Direct engagement. Identify, assess and engage with stakeholders through a variety of 
mechanisms including one-on-one, in groups, through town-hall meetings, within HDOT and partner 
agencies, and through the advisory committee. 

► Media relations. Monitor and engage with local print, broadcast and online media. 

► Public opinion research. Scientific market research to gauge public opinions about transportation 
funding and RUC statewide to elicit questions, issues and concerns at the outset of the project. 

Table 1 summarizes the basic orientation of communication activity in each phase. 
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Table 1: Phases of Communication Activities 

PHASE 
MESSAGE AND 
MATERIALS 

DIRECT 
ENGAGEMENT 

MEDIA 
PUBLIC OPINION 
RESEARCH 

Policy Design 

(launch period) 
Orient 

Elicit from Tier 1 

audiences1 
Explain 

Prepare, understand, 

and adjust 

Manual Demo Setup Prepare Elicit from all audiences Inform 
Prepare, understand, 

and adjust 

Manual Demo Ops Engage Engage, respond Inform N/A 

Automated Demo 
Setup 

Recruit Enlist Amplify N/A 

Automated Demo 
Ops 

Engage Engage, respond Inform 
Evaluate participant 
views 

Final Report Report Report Report N/A 

 

2.2. Messages and Materials 

2.2.1. Messages 

This refers to the content of communication emanating from the project. The content will evolve over 
time, and will be customized for each of the islands based on their unique landscape as it relates to 
road usage charge scenarios. Messaging evolves with the phases of the demonstration: 

► Launch period. The focus is around project orientation. This means orienting the project team and 
its spokespeople to use agreed voice, content and protocols. In addition, the focus of the content 
itself is around orienting key stakeholders, the public, and the media around the context for the 
project, the problem that motivated it, and its overall objectives, with an emphasis on opportunities 
for participation and engagement.  

► Manual demonstration setup. The focus is to prepare the public for the demonstration project. 
Although the activities will focus on listening, the materials that accompany the listening must be 
clear, direct and accurate in explaining the purpose and intention of the demonstration project, 
inviting feedback and helping the public to understand their role in both shaping the manual 
demonstration and then taking part in it. 

► Manual demonstration operations. Once the manual demonstration launches, the communication 
messages will center on direct engagement with the thousands of residents receiving mailers at any 
given time. Aside from the mailer itself, which will be the subject of intensive design and testing, the 
communication through elected officials, stakeholders, the media, and the inquiring public will focus 
on providing answers to questions and resources for addressing their concerns. Feedback may 
result in ongoing refinements to the manual demonstration mailers. 

► Automated demonstration setup. During this period, there will be an additional focus on recruiting 
participants for the automated demonstration. 

 

1 Tier 1 audiences include state elected officials and agency officials at HDOT (including branch and district engineers), 
DBEDT, DOTAX, and other agencies to be identified. Refer to the stakeholder matrix for more details. 
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► Automated demonstration operations. The messaging during this phase will be similar in nature and 
purpose to the manual demonstration operations phase. 

► Final report. In addition to continuing to answer public and stakeholder concerns, the project team 
will shift communication during this phase to reporting its findings from the research to all the 
audiences engaged throughout the project and answering questions about the project. 

2.2.2. Materials 

The kit of materials available to disseminate will also evolve over time, but in general consist of the 
following: 

► Press materials. A comprehensive media kit will be developed, updated as appropriate through the 
phases of the project.  

► General one-pager. A one-pager serves as a “leave-behind” flyer that can be left at one-on-one 
meetings with stakeholders and media as well as used for general audiences. It provides a simple, 
high-level overview of the project purpose, activities, and upcoming opportunities for engagement. 
As the project advances, it will evolve to include snapshots on project progress and next steps. 

► Internal messaging suite. This is the script for the project. It will be updated throughout the pilot. It is 
the guiding document for how to communicate. This document establishes the key points for 
spokespersons for interactions with elected officials, stakeholders, media and the general public, 
including FAQ. Key points can be tailored for each audience for maximum understanding. There is 
a style guide associated with key messages that should be used for proper use of terms, AP Style 
preferences (for press materials), and HDOT language guidelines.  

► FAQ. FAQ will be maintained and refined throughout the life of the project. The first version aims at 
the project team, HDOT staff, and project spokespersons. It offers more detailed answers to a wider 
array of prospective questions. The second version will be modified for public posting on the project 
website and distribution via direct engagements, written in a more conversational tone for a lay 
audience. 

► Website. This is the anchor communication tool for the Hawaii road usage charge pilot. It will be a 
repository for all public facing communication including information about road funding in Hawaii, 
road usage charge systems, how to participate in the pilot and other key updates. Residents can 
opt-in through the website to receive e-newsletters with updates throughout the phases of the 
demonstration. 

► Basic presentation deck and script. The project team will maintain, update, and refine a baseline 
presentation about the project describing the context, project purpose, project activities, its 
importance to the state, the issues it aims to explore, and engagement opportunities. The 
presentation can be tailored for each audience where it is used, including in public meetings, with 
stakeholders, at editorial board meetings, and in internal agency informational sessions. 
Accompanying the deck will be a script outlining the basic story it tells for verbal communication 
with slides. 

► Photography and graphics library. This will consist of approved images for the duration of project 
drawing on any HDOT stock images as well as commercially available stock as needed and images 
of public engagement activities and other relevant project imagery. Infographics illustrating complex 
issues throughout the project will be a part of this project resource library. There will be a style 
guide developed for standard colors, fonts, images to guide the creation of all communication tools.  
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► Videography. Short videos and animation may be used subject to budget availability to build 
awareness, educate the public on the project and why it is happening, for dissemination via social 
media. 

► Advertising/PSAs. The project team will consider advertising at the right moment, especially for 
awareness of the manual demonstration launch and recruitment of the automated demonstration 
volunteers. Options include digital, display, and broadcast. Digital social media advertising proved 
most effective for recruitment of volunteers in Washington state. 

► E-newsletter. There will be two: one for stakeholders and people who opt-in for information about 
the RUC pilot (i.e., from the website), and another for participants in the pilot. The project team will 
use MailChimp as the email list management software for individuals who express interest in being 
part of the program. From time to time, thanks to their special interest and active engagement, 
these individuals should receive updates from the project. 

► HDOT internal newsletters. When appropriate, the project team will coordinate with the PAO to 
make use of HDOT’s internal newsletter (email) capability to communicate critical messages about 
the project to HDOT staff. 

► Briefings. The project team will author fact-based briefs that can be used to flesh out talking points 
and communications tools. They can also be used to create content for news stories, commentaries 
and op-eds. Briefings will evolve over time and likely include an initial briefing, a briefing to 
accompany town hall meetings, a manual demonstration briefing, and an automated demonstration 
briefing. 

► Reports including analysis, memos in preparation for internal audiences or response to specific 
queries, with details including content and format decided on a case-by-case basis. 

► Environmental signage. Should the project team decide to use outdoor signage, such as inspection 
stations, they will be designed and produced in line with other project materials. Signage and 
related “point of purchase” flyers could also be used at DMV, gas stations, and popular community 
gatherings. 

2.3. Stakeholder Assessment, Engagement, and Management 

2.3.1. Purpose of Stakeholder Assessment, Engagement, and Management 

The prospect of a road usage charge impacts every resident of Hawaii, especially drivers. The project 
will attempt to engage with as many members of the public as possible through town hall meetings, 
telephone surveys, focus groups, and the pilot activities themselves (both the manual and automated 
phases). However, stakeholders and stakeholder groups represent specific issues, interests, or sub-
categories of residents, making engagement with them more efficient feedback loop with HDOT and 
lawmakers around the policy possibilities of RUC. 

By assessing the stakeholder landscape in Hawaii at the outset, the project team can optimize the use 
of project resources around public engagement. Once stakeholders are assessed, the project team will 
engage with them using a range of activities suited to each, including holding direct meetings, holding 
town-hall meetings, assembling an advisory committee, developing understanding within HDOT, and 
supporting project champions. Finally, the project team will employ a range of tools and materials to 
support these activities via ongoing management of stakeholders. 

Stakeholder engagement spans the full duration of the project. The range of attitudes toward RUC will 
be broad, from vehement support to passionate opposition. By engaging with all stakeholders 
regardless of their attitudes at the outset, the project aims to bring concerns, issues, and objections into 
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the project process, rather than avoiding or ignoring them, and address them through discussion and 
analysis of alternative approaches for their resolution, including some alternatives that can be tested in 
the live demonstration. Although the initial stakeholder assessment is conducted only at the outset, the 
engagement approaches and messaging will be constantly updated to reflect project risks, 
opportunities, and sentiments, and to add and revise analysis of stakeholders as needed. 

2.3.2. Conducting the Stakeholder Assessment  

A stakeholder assessment is a deliberate method of identifying and evaluating leaders and audiences 
in Hawaii who are impacted by and/or can have an impact on RUC. A tailored engagement approach 
will be developed for each stakeholder depending on their salience and interest. The project team will 
sort stakeholders into several audiences, conceptually “concentric circles,” with the most salient 
stakeholders in the inner circle, and stakeholders of decreasing salience in outer circles. Tier 1 includes 
state level elected officials and appropriate government agencies, as well as HDOT staff. Tier 2 
includes county level elected and appointed leadership. Tier 3 and beyond includes business 
leaders/groups, unions, community influencers, PMVI inspectors, and the general public. The purpose 
of meetings in general, and especially with Tier 1 and 2 audiences, is to 1) establish a connection, 2) 
provide an overview of the project, and most importantly, 3) get feedback on potential barriers, pitfalls, 
cultural differences and expectations.   

In parallel, the project team will prepare a stakeholder map to be maintained and updated throughout 
the length of the project. The map will plot stakeholders along two dimensions: their degree of influence 
over RUC and the degree to which their interests are affected by RUC. This approach is outlined in the 
RUC West Roadmap for Considerations of a RUC System. This approach allows the project team an 
analytical lens through which to monitor stakeholder engagements, in addition to the direct feedback 
from meetings. 

2.3.3. Engagement Activities 

This section covers the types of engagement activities the project team anticipates utilizing for the RUC 
project, outside of the demonstrations themselves. These engagement activities will span the full 
duration of the pilot, with their application depending on the stakeholder in question, resources 
available, project schedule, and risks and opportunities at any given moment. 

One-on-one engagements. One-on-one meetings can have high impact for a limited audience. These 
types of engagement are reserved for the most salient stakeholders – those with the strongest 
influence over RUC and/or ability to serve as ambassadors within their own networks on the topic. In 
addition to the general purposes of such meetings, they can be used to convey critical or sensitive 
project information to important individuals in a controlled environment. Types of one-on-one 
engagements include: 

► In-person office visits or coffee/tea meetings 

► Telephone discussions 

► Personal emails, when necessary 

Group engagements. Group engagements tend to have a more limited impact but for a broader 
audience. They require more advance preparation and orchestration. The project will take advantage of 
the existing infrastructure of public and interest group meetings and events, where possible and where 
welcome. The project will also host forums of its own to provide an identity and explicit opportunity for 
individuals (members of the public) with a strong interest in expressing views to attend. Types of group 
engagements include: 
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► Town-hall meetings and e-town-hall meetings where the primary topic is transportation funding, 
RUC, and the demonstration project (organized and hosted by the project) 

► HDOT and partner agency organizational meetings and staff meetings where RUC is an invited 
topic (organized and hosted by HDOT and partner agencies) 

► Neighborhood board meetings where RUC or transportation funding is an invited topic (organized 
and hosted by neighborhood boards) 

► Conferences, workshops, industry briefings, and other forums where RUC is an invited topic 
(organized and hosted by outside groups) 

HDOT internal staff engagement. The project team will work with HDOT leadership to provide regular 
updates to the internal steering group as well as to staff at the appropriate times. As the front line “face 
of transportation” in their communities, HDOT employees often face questions and complaints from 
their family, friends, neighbors, and colleagues about transportation issues. By preparing the agency 
staff with accurate, digestible information about the project, they can play a major role as ambassadors 
of the project within their own communities when asked. Enlisting such support from HDOT staff 
requires the support of their management (HDOT leadership), as well as preparation of appropriate, 
helpful materials disseminated efficiently to the agency. In addition, a mechanism for taking in 
questions and comments from HDOT staff into the project team should be set up, similar to the help 
desk for the general public, to ensure that information is captured for the benefit of the project and also 
so that HDOT staff get attention and answers.  

Advisory committee. HDOT will convene this group of the elected officials, agency officials, and interest 
groups of high salience. The explicit purpose of the advisory committee is to receive periodic project 
updates and serve as a forum for deliberations on project questions, providing advice to HDOT and the 
project team. The HDOT RUC project manager will serve as the liaison and facilitator of the committee, 
with support from the project team in the preparation of materials and conduct of meetings. It is 
desirable to limit the size of the committee to a manageable number of about 15, and probably in no 
case more than 20 individuals. However, this manageability feature must be balanced by the 
importance of inclusiveness. The most sensitive single type of participant on the advisory committee is 
stakeholder group representatives, because inviting only one or a small number of groups may signal 
preferential treatment over other interested groups. There are ways to address this complication. One 
way is to allow stakeholder groups to attend all the meetings, and present their positions or issues from 
time to time. Another is to create a separate, formal stakeholder forum that meet via tele-conference or 
other means prior to each advisory committee meeting. Below are several illustrative options for 
assembling a advisory committee. 

The advisory committee should be assembled during the early part of the manual demonstration setup, 
to allow for inputs to be heard into the design and setup process. Meetings should be held 
approximately two or three times per year, no more than four, given the time constraints of the types of 
individuals targeted for participation. The evolution over time of the advisory committee may appear as 
follows: 

► In the initial phase, the purpose is to receive an orientation to the problem and the project; review 
public opinion research data; provide input including questions, issues, and concerns, which will 
help in the development of the policy work plan; and provide input to the design of the manual 
demonstration, which will help the technical team achieve better outcomes from the outset. 

► As the manual demonstration nears launch, the advisory committee can serve as a sounding board 
for demonstration concepts and as a dissemination point for project information to constituents as 
well as the personal and professional networks of the of the committee members. 
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► During the demonstrations, the advisory committee serves both as a venue to report formally, 
including public information releases about the status of the project, and as a venue to explore 
alternative approaches for addressing key issues. 

► During the reporting period, the role of the advisory committee transitions to one of advice on 
recommended contents of the final report around policy. The committee can also serve as an 
official recipient of the final report from HDOT. 

Electronic engagement. In addition to the project website and help desk (which includes a telephone 
line and email), the project team will explore social media and e-town halls as prospective venues for 
additional engagement with individuals and stakeholder groups. By researching best practices from 
other HDOT and FHWA programs, the project team may adapt some ideas and apply them to the RUC 
demonstration. 

Manual demonstration small-scale roll-out. A special direct engagement opportunity unique to the 
Hawaii project is the small-scale roll-out for the manual demonstration. Because of the widespread 
nature of the anticipated manual demonstration, the project team will conduct a small-scale “roll-out” 
using a pool of HDOT staff, and possibly others to be determined, as recipients of the indicative billings 
prior to launch of the full-scale manual demonstration. The purposes of this small-scale roll-out, aside 
from testing the functionality of technical aspects, will be to gather additional feedback on the process. 
Should the roll-out include participants beyond HDOT, the purpose would be to prime them to inform 
their networks about what to expect in the forthcoming demonstration. 

Demonstrations. The demonstrations themselves (manual and automated) are obvious and large-scale 
opportunities for direct engagement by design with the public. The evaluation team will analyze 
feedback received from the public and volunteers in the demonstrations. The communication and policy 
teams will coordinate closely with the evaluation team to understand the meaning of this feedback and 
its impact on communication messages and activities. 

Help desk. The help desk consists of a project telephone number and email address for constituents to 
call or write with inquiries, including questions, concerns, or commentary. The help desk will evolve 
from a general information line at the start of the program to a more participant-focused source of 
information during the live portions of the demonstrations, with agents available to answer questions. 
For the launch period, the help desk features an email address and phone number with agents 
available to respond during regular business hours. 

Workshops. At two points during the project, HDOT will host workshops, similar in scale to the event in 
October 2016, to convey project information to a broader gathering of stakeholders. The workshops, 
first in the manual demonstration preparation phase and second in the reporting phase, will offer 
opportunities to sound the project activities to a wider audience. 

2.4. Media Engagement 

Traditional print and broadcast media and well as online media serve a critical role and public service 
disseminating information and opinions, serving as recognized and mostly credible forums for 
discussion and debate, and serving as channels for framing discussion given the broad reach of such 
media. Taking advantage of the built-in advantages of traditional and new media in Hawaii requires 
mitigating risks, which can include negative coverage, misinformation and even advancement of 
campaigns to oppose a project.  
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2.4.1. Media Engagement and Protocols 

The media engagement strategy for the project will be at the direction HDOT. The project team 
suggests a proactive strategy to the extent possible, at least at the beginning. This will mean actively 
reaching out to media outlets to offer information and opportunities to meet and learn more about the 
project. By framing the messages upfront and providing transparency as to the project purpose and 
activities, the project and HDOT can protect against the risk of negative coverage based on 
misinformation. 

HDOT will designate key spokespersons as well as backups and background experts. The roles of 
these spokespersons will be as follows: 

► Primary spokespersons: Tim Sakahara, Shelly Kunishige, and Scot Urada 

► Subject matter experts: Consultant team 

The team will adhere to HDOT’s procedures for media contacts. 

The project team will have a single point of contact for media whose role is to monitor contact with the 
media and facilitate scheduling. Throughout the project, the purpose and content of media engagement 
will change. 

► Launch. During launch, the purpose of media engagement is to explain the context, the project, and 
its future activities. The project team hopes to use earned media (and possibly social media) in 
conjunction with town halls and e-town halls to reinforce awareness of the topic and opportunity to 
provide input. 

► Manual demonstration setup and operations. During the manual operations setup period, 
engagement will be informative in nature, responding to inquiries, but with a lower level of proactive 
engagement, and with the purpose of reinforcing initial messages. 

► Automated demonstration setup. During recruitment, the project team will use earned media 
strategically to amplify recruiting messages for the automated portion of the pilot. 

► Automated demonstration operations. As with the manual demonstration operations, the primary 
orientation during automated operations is informative, and more responsive than proactive. The 
purpose is to showcase the activities of the pilot and to highlight progress and accomplishments of 
participants. 

► Report. During the final reporting phase, he orientation is to report findings. 

2.4.2. Media Monitoring 

Media monitoring has several purposes. 

First, the project team will monitor local traditional media for coverage of stories about RUC or 
transportation funding in Hawaii that relate directly to the project. Such stories can shape public 
opinion, so it is important to know what is being said so that the communication team can fold that 
information into the digest of feedback for policy and technical consideration. It may also be necessary 
to provide facts to support accurate reporting. 

Secondly, media monitoring can identify stories on topics that are indirectly related to the RUC project, 
but that may impact the policy discussion of RUC, based on local, national, and even international 
news. By feeding this information into the policy and technical work streams, the RUC project can 
improve the likelihood of designing policies and systems that meld with local priorities and issues even 
beyond transportation. 
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Finally, media monitoring can identify emerging issues and risks such as misinformation. By detecting 
these emerging issues and risks through regular monitoring, the project team can engage with media 
outlets to provide corrections, information, and create relationships for future dialog and accurate 
reporting. 

Media monitoring will feature the following activities: 

► Print and online. Project team staff scan the major print (and their online counterpart) outlets in all 
Hawaii counties, including the Star, Civil Beat, Pacific Business News, MidWeek, West Hawaii 
Today, Maui News, Garden Island, and Tribune-Herald including via news alerts with keywords that 
signal relevance to the project. 

► TV. Project team staff scan the websites for Hawaii News Now, KHON, and KITV for news of 
relevance to the project. 

► Social media. Monitor and join where necessary groups of potential relevance to the project, 
including key individuals, transportation- and mobility-themed groups, and other civic groups on 
Facebook and Twitter. 

The output of the above monitoring activities will be a weekly digest of articles, stories, and posts of 
relevance to the project, divided into categories, sent via email with links to the items of interest. 
Initially, we suggest the following categories, but these are subject to adjustment and updating as the 
project advances: 

► Hawaii RUC-related news 

► Hawaii transportation-related news 

► Other local news relevant to the project 

► National and international RUC news 

► Special category: risky/negative articles, stories, and posts worthy of considering a response 

► Special category: articles, stories, and posts worthy of promoting 

2.5. Public Opinion Research 

The purpose of public opinion research is to assess the baseline understanding and views of the public 
in Hawaii, statewide, regarding transportation issues, including funding, and the concept of RUC. By 
gathering this baseline information, the project team can better understand the starting point for 
understanding of issues of the public at whom the demonstration is aimed as well as the questions, 
issues, and concerns about RUC that the public is most likely to raise. 

2.5.1. Focus Groups  

The research objectives of the focus groups are to assess awareness and perception of the road and 
highway transportation system, funding, and RUC. The range of questions that will be explored 
includes: 

► What do participants know about transportation funding and how do they get information about it? 

► What are common misconceptions in project communication that need to be cleared? 

► What do participants think when they hear of RUC and what are common questions (e.g., cost per 
mile) that arise during discussion? 

► What are Hawaii-centric issues (e.g., rail) or concerns? 
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The findings in other states revealed common themes, such as privacy and equity. The focus groups 
will examine those concepts to see if they are important locally or if there are other unique opinions or 
concerns driving the thought process. The information learned from the focus groups will be used by 
the communication team to tailor their efforts, in order to be effective in engaging with the public about 
RUC. 

2.5.2. Telephone Surveys  

As with focus groups, the research objectives of the telephone surveys are to assess awareness and 
perceptions of road and highway transportation system, funding, and RUC. The distinction from the 
focus groups is that questions will be more high level and quantitative so that the results can be 
aggregated in a way that reflects overall views of the population of the state with some degree of 
statistical confidence. 

The project team will develop questions for the telephone survey based on findings from the focus 
groups as well as overall project objectives and input from the project steering group and, if available, 
the advisory committee. Telephone surveys must be relatively short in order to capture a sufficient 
number of “complete” surveys to provide statistical confidence. Once the questions are agreed and 
finalized, the surveys will be fielded from a Hawaii-based call center. The results will be summarized 
into a final report. 
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3. Statewide Public Opinion Research 

3.1. Initial Public Opinion Focus Groups 

The first step in the research program was conducting a series of exploratory focus groups to assess 
awareness and perceptions of Hawaii’s road and highway transportation infrastructure, funding, and 
possible road usage charge program. Starting the research program with qualitative research allowed 
the team to explore attitudes; learn from the questions residents asked in order to better understand 
RUC; and uncover beliefs and misconceptions that might be barriers to understanding and/or 
acceptance. 

Ward Research conducted focus groups to explore these objectives to explore the viability of a RUC. 
Ten focus groups were conducted from October 8 through October 19, 2018, among 93 Hawaii 
residents, designed to gather driver input from diverse viewpoints. In order to assess consistency or 
discrepancy across islands, the focus groups were segmented geographically, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Focus Groups 

ISLAND # OF GROUPS # OF PARTICIPANTS 

Oahu 3 29 

Oahu – EV and hybrid vehicle owners 1 10 

Hawaii Island (conducted in Hilo) 2 15 

Hawaii Island (conducted in Kona) 2 19 

Maui (conducted on Oahu) 1 10 

Kauai (conducted on Oahu) 1 10 

 

Participants reflected a cross-section of residents by demographic characteristics such as gender, 
ethnicity, type of vehicle owned, occupation, household income, area of residence, and average miles 
driven daily. All of the groups were moderated by Rebecca S. Ward, President of Ward Research. The 
groups on Oahu were observed by representatives of HDOT and the HiRUC consulting team from the 
adjoining observation room. In order to specifically assess the opinions and perspectives of those likely 
to be most impacted by a RUC in the near term, one group on Oahu consisted exclusively of owners of 
electric and/or hybrid vehicles.  

Several findings from the focus groups provided strategic input into the design of the subsequent 
quantitative surveys:  

► With a lack of information, participants assumed the worst --- without being told the average RUC 
that was being considered, participants assumed amounts 2.5 to 10.0 times the actual amount 
being considered. This underscored the need to educate while collecting opinions and the need to 
provide reference points for survey respondents (in terms of what they paid on annual state gas tax 
and estimated RUC). These reference points were planned for the Driving Reports and surveys. 

► Residents were less resistant to a RUC when they knew it was a replacement of the state gas tax 
and that the average driver would pay $80 in estimated RUC annually. These points were 
emphasized in the quantitative telephone survey, with the former also being a point of emphasis in 
the Driving Reports. 
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3.2. Public Opinion Telephone Survey 

A telephone survey was conducted between December 3, 2018 and January 31, 2019 among a total of 
n=1,519 residents statewide. The overall objective of the telephone survey was to quantify the findings 
of the focus groups by 1) Measuring the awareness and beliefs about Hawaii’s road and highway 
transportation funding; 2) Measuring public opinion on the support for, or opposition to, replacing the 
state gas tax with a road usage charge; 3) Testing messages in support for and opposition to 
implementing a road usage charge; and 4) Assessing the preferred method of reporting and frequency 
of payment. The survey instrument was developed by Ward Research and submitted to HDOT. 

In order to assess consistency or discrepancy across islands, interviews were conducted across 
counties. The distribution by island county was as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Telephone Survey Participants 

ISLAND # OF INTERVIEWS 

Oahu n=603 

Maui  n=310 

Hawaii (Big Island) n=303 

Kauai n=303 

 

Key takeaways from the telephone survey included: 

► There was an apparent lack of knowledge among state residents about transportation infrastructure 
funding (e.g. gas tax), which reaffirmed that the Driving Report and survey instruments needed to 
provide basic facts and education on this issue. 

► Reporting mileage at their annual safety check was the most preferred reporting method. 

► Annual payment of a RUC was preferred by a majority of residents, although smaller payment 
options should also be offered. 

► When testing messages in support for, or opposition to, implementing a RUC, the underlying theme 
of “fairness” became apparent (with strong support for messages emphasizing road use and miles 
driven, instead of fuel use).  

► There were quantifiable differences in non-EV versus EV perspectives, which need to be further 
explored in the quantitative surveys.  

All of these were incorporated into the components of the large-scale mail survey accompanying the 
Driving Reports for quantitative confirmation, or to see if public opinion changed over time. Detailed 
results of the Driving Report surveys can be found throughout the final report (Volume 1) and in 
Appendix A-5. 
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4. Community Meetings 

After conducting public opinion research to gauge baseline understanding of the public about 
transportation funding issues, the HiRUC project team prepared for a series of community meetings in 
order to gather input from as many viewpoints as possible on the concept of RUC and to inform the 
design and execution of the pilot program. The HiRUC team planned and conducted 13 community 
meetings in all four counties and on six islands.  

Although community meetings are an important part of public outreach, turnout was not expected to be 
large. To make the most of the effort and resources, the community meeting plan aimed to ensure 
getting word out so people across the state would have sufficient opportunity to attend an in-person 
forum to learn about HiRUC and voice their opinions. 

The community meeting plan called for 13 in-person meetings, three on Oahu, two on Kauai, three on 
Maui, three on Big Island, and one each on Lanai and Molokai. and 10 on neighbor islands, plus one 
online meeting. The purpose of the meetings was as follows: 

► Deliver information to a wider audience 

► Engage and listen to community members and stakeholders 

► Gauge community sentiment 

► Identify and understand potential issues, problems, and possible solutions 

► Generate news coverage  

► Identify potential demonstration volunteers 

4.1. Preparations 

Hastings & Pleadwell led the effort of organization each meeting, including undertaking the following 
tasks: 

► Secure venues 

► Develop and circulate news releases, e-news, and advertising 

► Prepare presentation deck 

► Prepare collateral materials including posters 

► Provide audio/visual support  

► Furnish simple refreshments 

► Set up and take down signage, equipment, and materials at each venue  

The project team prepared for each meeting in advance by researching profiles of each community, 
including specific local characteristics, issues, challenges, opportunities, demographics, infrastructure 
and transportation topics of note, and tax and funding topics of note. These background briefings 
helped the project team prepare presentation materials and identify and engage with local stakeholders 
in advance of each meeting. 

The format for each meeting included the following “run of show:” 
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► Welcome guests, including sign-in sheets to collect emails for those who opt-in to receive e-news 
and express interest in volunteering for the pilot test. 

► Serve light refreshments. 

► Provide short presentation and brief video on the project, leaving the specific format flexible to 
accommodate turnout. 

► Moderate interactive question and comment session, including an opportunity for attendees to write 
their comments or questions on note cards if they do not wish to speak. 

4.2. Schedule 

Table 4 shows the schedule of community meetings by location. 

Table 4: Schedule of Community Meetings 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

3/17 3/18 3/19 3/20 

Oahu #1 Kapolei 

3/21 3/22 

Kauai #2 
Koloa 

3/23 

Kauai #3 
Lihue 

3/24 3/25 

Maui #4 
Lahaina 

3/26 

Maui #5 
Kahului 

3/27 

Maui #6 Paia 

3/28 3/29 3/30 

3/31 4/1 4/2 

Molokai #7 
Kaunakakai 

4/3 4/4 

Lanai #8 Lanai 
City 

4/5 4/6 

4/7 4/8 

Hawaii #9 
Kona 

4/9 

Hawaii #10 
Waimea 

4/10 4/11 4/12 4/13 

4/14 4/15 4/16 

Oahu #11 East 
Honolulu 

4/17 

Oahu #12 
Kaneohe 

4/18 

Online #13 

4/19 4/20 

4/21 4/22 4/23 4/24 4/25 4/26 4/27 

4/28 4/29 4/30 5/1 5/2 5/3 5/4 

5/5 5/6 5/7 5/8 5/9 

Hawaii #14 
Hilo 

5/10 5/11 

 

The schedule was intended to align with the legislative calendar to ensure the possibility that any local 
lawmakers representing each community could attend.  

4.3. Promotions 

Promotional materials for each meeting included the following: 

► Media kit 

► Pitches to specific media outlets 

► Press releases for specific island media 
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► Promotional videos on social media 

► Social media ads targeted to specific island communities 

► E-news 

► Placing notices in partner stakeholder newsletters such as Chambers of Commerce 

► Providing notice of meetings at at neighborhood board meetings 

4.4. Sample Community Meeting Run Sheet  

Below is an example of a “run sheet” followed for the day of each community meeting: 

6:00am – 8:00am   Sunrise/Morning Show with local TV station 

8:30am – 10:30am  Newspaper editorial board meeting 

11:00am – 12:00pm  Media interview 

12:00pm – 1:00pm   Lunch break 

1:00pm – 4:00pm   Meetings with local stakeholders, community leaders 

3:00pm – 5:00pm   Pick up refreshments, setup venue (equipment, signage, collateral) 

5:00pm – 5:45pm   Community arrives, sign-in provide refreshments, host info stations 

5:45pm – 6:05pm  Community meeting presentation 

6:05pm – 6:25pm   Questions and comments 

6:25pm – 7:00pm  Informal questions with community members, final remarks 

7:00pm – 7:30pm  Spokesperson available to speak with media, venue break down 
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5. Stakeholder Engagement 

In conjunction with the community meetings, HDOT undertook an effort to reach out directly to 
stakeholder groups across the state. This outreach process followed a deliberate plan to allow local 
elected officials and appropriate government agencies to engage with the project team first and provide 
insights and recommendations. Next, county-level elected and appointed leadership were consulted, 
followed by local business leaders and groups, unions, and community influencers. The goal of these 
meetings was to establish a connection, provide an overview of the project, and most importantly get 
feedback on potential barriers, pitfalls, cultural differences and expectations that vary from community 
to community. Each meeting ended with a request for recommendations of who to meet with next and 
for help with identifying topics of importance for that particular community. The emphasis of the 
meetings was on listening, asking questions, and striving to understand the starting point for each 
place. 

In addition to consulting with lawmakers and leadership within HDOT and peer state government 
agencies, the project team also reached out to local (county) agencies and elected officials in 
conjunction with each community meeting. In all the project team met with over 40 local organizations 
including Chambers of Commerce, local businesses, civic associations, business associations, Rotary 
Clubs, community assistance groups, county council members, and county agencies. Each meeting 
provided insights for the conduct of the community meeting as well as opportunities for further 
engagement throughout the pilot. 
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6. Advisory Group Engagement 

6.1. Purpose 

HDOT convened a stakeholder advisory group (Advisory Group) for the project that included law and 
policy makers, various state and county departments, operators of vehicle fleets, environmental 
organizations, and the general public. The members were selected to represent a cross section of 
stakeholders and provide input into the RUC discussions. 

6.2. Membership 

The Advisory Group comprised the following members and constituency representatives: 

► State legislature (Senate President) 

► State legislature (House Speaker) 

► State legislature (Senate Transportation Chair) 

► State legislature (Senate Ways & Means) 

► State legislature (House Transportation) 

► State legislature (House Finance) 

► City and County of Honolulu  

► County of Kauai  

► County of Maui  

► County of Hawaii  

► State Department of Taxation 

► State Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism 

► Auto Club of Southern California 

► Blue Planet Foundation 

► Chamber of Commerce 

► Hawaii Tourism Authority 

► Hawaii Transportation Association 

► Tax Foundation of Hawaii 

► Economically Disadvantaged Communities 

6.3. Roles & Responsibilities 

HDOT’s role on the project is to lead the HiRUC project in conformance with its federal grant 
agreement; conduct research through the demonstration efforts; compile and report on the results of 
the research, including findings from engagement with stakeholders and the general public, technical 
findings of the demonstration effort, and policy issues and alternatives for addressing them; and 
compile and report objective findings for public consumption. 
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The Advisory Group’s role was to offer issues, concerns, opinions and questions that the HDOT should 
address in its research that may not already be considered, especially those issues that affect the 
constituencies of the group; offer advice to HDOT on the policy and high-level concept design choices 
to simulate RUC in the demonstrations, with aim of ensuring that the research achieves maximum 
benefit and relevance for policy makers; and offer advice to HDOT on the range of possibly policy 
prescriptions for issues identified. 

Advisory Group members were asked to: 

► Attend the Advisory Group meetings. 

► Review public opinion focus group data, public opinion survey data, and any other data gathered or 
produced by HiRUC. 

► Provide input based on the data for consideration by HDOT in the development and implementation 
of this demonstration project. 

► Consider and discuss issues from a Statewide perspective, as well as their own and the 
stakeholder group that they represent. 

► Represent their organization and mission; communicate project information to their organization or 
constituents; obtain opinion and input from your organization or constituents; and convey 
summarized input to the Advisory Group. 

► Make recommendations to HDOT to guide policy development of RUC, selection of alternatives, 
convey and communicate such decisions to your organization. 

► Make recommendations to develop criteria that will be used to evaluate HiRUC. 

6.4. Operating Procedures 

The Advisory Group followed the procedures set forth below. 

1. The Advisory Group will be chaired by HDOT Project Manager (Chair) or designee as 
determined by the HDOT. 

2. Upon completion of HiRUC, the Advisory Group will be dissolved. 

3. Each Advisory Group member shall designate an alternate person who may attend meetings in 
their place. 

4. The term for each Advisory Group member (or alternate) shall be for the duration of the HiRUC 
project. 

5. The Advisory Group will operate by consensus. The goal will be to reach unanimous consensus, 
meaning all members can support the Advisory Group recommendations. If unanimous 
consensus cannot be reached, the majority opinion as determined by vote will be conveyed as 
the Advisory Group recommendations to HDOT, with differences of opinion noted and included 
as part of the Advisory Group recommendations in lieu of a minority report or dissenting report. 

6. Quorum will be defined as a minimum of 11 members present. A particular member who is 
unable to attend any meeting in person may participate via video conference or teleconference 
if such communication facilities are available at the meeting venue. Advance notice will be made 
prior to the meeting date. Alternatively, if an Advisory Group member cannot attend a meeting 
and wishes to make a statement regarding an agenda item, he or she may provide the Chair 
with a written statement, which will be read to the full group when the issue is being considered. 
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7. When a topic arises that is not relevant to the current discussion, it will be noted in a “parking 
lot” to keep the primary purpose of the meeting moving forward. At the end of the meeting, the 
parking lot items will be reviewed along with next steps for addressing them at future meetings 
or other alternative methods. 

8. Meeting summaries will be prepared and shared via email for review and comment by Advisory 
Group members before a final version is posted on the HiRUC project website. 

9. It is understood that the Advisory Group members may need to consult with their organizations 
before making or endorsing recommendations on their behalf. Each member shall collect and 
communicate any concerns or issue raised by their organization and communicates those 
issues in a timely fashion to the full Advisory Group, and to provide the Advisory Group with an 
opportunity to respond to the issues or concerns. 

10. Reports or other products will be written in a manner that fairly and accurately reflects the 
findings, recommendations and opinions of the Advisory Group. Where clear differences of 
opinions remain on important issues, the final report or product will properly capture and convey 
the divergent views. 

11. HiRUC project direction and decisions on direction and policy may be a product of the Advisory 
Group actions; however, HDOT will issue official announcements and informational releases 
regarding HiRUC.  

6.5. Outcomes 

The Advisory Group met five times during the course of the project. Meetings were scheduled at key 
points in the project in order to solicit input from the Advisory Group.  

► Meeting 1 (December 18, 2018): convene and receive an orientation to the problem and the project; 
provide input including questions, opinions, issues and concerns to help in the development of the 
project; review preliminary results of the statewide public opinion research; hear high-level plans for 
the remainder of the project. 

► Meeting 2 (April 12, 2019): review final public opinion research results; provide input including 
questions, opinions, issues and concerns to help in the development of the project; provide input 
into the design of the manual demonstration to help the technical team achieve better outcomes 

► Meeting 3 (October 4, 2019): serve as a sounding board for demonstration concepts and assist in 
dissemination of project information to constituents as well as personal and professional networks. 

► Meeting 4 (May 5, 2021): serve as both a venue to report formally, including public information 
releases about the status of the project, and as a venue to explore alternative approaches for 
addressing key issues encountered.2 

► Meeting 5 (January 13, 2022): receive updates on RUC developments nationally; review draft 
recommendations, policy papers, and final report content. 

 

2 A meeting hiatus due to COVID-19 led to delays in the execution of the Driving Reports (part 1) and launch of the 
Technology Test Drive (part 2) until spring 2021; due to this delay, the Advisory Group reconvened virtually in May 2021. 
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7. Peer Exchange Workshops 

Pursuant to the requirements of the federal grant that funded HiRUC, HDOT hosted two peer exchange 
workshops in Honolulu. Content including agendas, presentations, and video proceedings of the two 
workshops were posted to the (HiRUC) project website. 

7.1. Workshop 1 

The first workshop was conducted on October 10, 2019. This workshop provided the opportunity for a 
peer-to-peer information exchange among Hawaii and mainland legislators, agency staff, and 
stakeholders with the objective of sharing information and thinking on the following topics: 

► Strategies used in public outreach and messaging 

► Experiences in addressing public concerns related to RUC policies 

► Approaches taken in addressing specific concerns from special interest groups 

► Approaches in developing RUC policy or legislation 

► Stories of success or learning in RUC 

Speakers included representatives from HDOT, the National Conference of State Legislators, FHWA, 
and transportation agencies exploring RUC in Washington, California, Oregon, Utah, and New Zealand. 
The event also featured a panel of lawmakers from Hawaii, Oregon, Utah, Maine, Washington, and 
North Carolina. 

Participants included Hawaii lawmakers; mainland lawmakers from Washington State; agency staff 
from Maui County, Hawaii County, City & County of Honolulu, and Kauai County; stakeholders from 
AAA, Blue Planet, the Tax Foundation, Chamber of Commerce, University of Hawaii, Ulupono, and 
Hawaii Transportation Association; and agency staff from HDOT, FHWA, DBEDT, Nevada DOT, 
Oklahoma DOT, Washington DOT, Caltrans. 

The program began with an update on the state of play of transportation funding and RUC nationally 
from Doug Shinkle of the National Conference of State Legislators. Next, HDOT Director Jade Buta 
described the uniqueness and breadth of Hawaii’s transportation and funding challenges. Together with 
PAO Tim Sakahara, HDOT discussed the origins of the RUC concept in Hawaii and the motivations 
that led to the HiRUC study and its objectives 

Next, Angela Fogle of FHWA described the federal grant funding provided under the Surface 
Transportation System Funding Alternatives (STSFA) program. Scot Urada, HDOT’s HiRUC Project 
Manager, described the three-year HiRUC research and demonstration efforts, including the public 
outreach and communication, plans for Driving Reports, and plans for advanced technology testing in 
the second part of the pilot. To kick off the pilot, HDOT distributed Driving Reports to Hawaii resident 
stakeholders and lawmakers in attendance. 

Next, a panel of lawmakers moderated by Doug Shinkle discussed their views and issues related to 
transportation funding and RUC. The panel included Senator Loraine Inouye of Hawaii, Representative 
John Lively of Oregon, Senator Wayne Harper of Utah, Senator Steve Hobbs of Washington, 
Representative John Torbett of North Carolina, and Representative Andrew McClean of Maine. 
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Clint Rule, the Creative Director for Teague, introduced the workshop participants to participatory 
design, a process that makes presentations and documentational material more easily received by 
members of the public. The purpose of this process is to obtain the public trust. This process was used 
in the Washington RUC pilot project and in the design of Driving Reports for HiRUC.  

Randal Thomas, administrator of the Western Road Usage Charge Consortium (RUC West), 
introduced and moderated a panel of agency personnel about their perspectives on road usage 
charging. The panel was comprised of state agency personnel engaged with RUC from Oregon 
(Maureen Bock), Washington (Reema Griffith), Utah (Nathan Lee), California (Garth Hopkins), and New 
Zealand (Marian Willberg 

During the second day of the workshop, speakers participants engaged in a networking session. After a 
welcome, the networking participants convened around tables to discuss topics of interest pertaining to 
RUC as follows: 

► Privacy protection in a RUC System. This topic discussed how to protect data required for collection 
of RUC, presenting technical, legal and choice of solution. Also presented was the Model Privacy 
Policy developed for the state of Washington during its RUC pilot project. 

► Aligning Road Funding and Environmental Policy. This topic discussed the gas tax and RUC as 
road taxes, that RUC would likely replace flat fees paid for use of high mileage vehicles. 

► RUC and Equity. This topic discussed the issue of fairness for RUC applications. The presentation 
noted that RUC can be structured to be more fair for low-income drivers because the alternative for 
increases in the gas tax disadvantages the mobility of the least affluent drivers more than any other 
driver group. 

► Urban vs. Rural RUC Impacts. This topic discussed the relative impact of RUF on rural driving as 
opposed to urban driving. Studies in Oregon, Washington, Hawaii and the RUC West consortium 
have revealed that vehicles driven in rural areas are, on average, lower MPG than vehicles in urban 
areas and thus more likely to benefit from a shift to RUC in replacement of the gas tax. 

► A National RUC Pilot. This topic discussed the possibility of a national RUC pilot project and a 
general description of U.S. Senate bill 2302 to establish a national research program to test the cost 
and feasibility of a road usage charge or fee to maintain the long-term solvency of the Federal 
Highway Trust Fund. 

Workshop participants found the presentations of the various RUC programs and projects intriguing 
and useful. Several topics were of special interest, including the HiRUC mileage reporting method, the 
use of participatory design and the value of peer-to-peer exchanges. 

7.2. Workshop 2 

On May 26 and 27, 2022, HDOT convened peer agencies from mainland states, Australia, and New 
Zealand in a hybrid in-person and virtual workshop on the topic of RUC implementation. Where the first 
workshop focused on communication, outreach, and policy, the second focused on implementation, 
policy, and next steps for transitioning RUC programs from start-up to full-scale operations. Workshop 
participants shared best practices and lessons learned, discussed challenges and opportunities, and 
crafted recommendations for FHWA on its forthcoming national RUC pilot.  

Participants in the workshop included representatives from agencies exploring, piloting, implementing, 
or operating RUC programs in the U.S. states of California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Kansas, Nevada, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Vermont, Washington, and the countries of New Zealand and Australia; 
representatives of technology companies offering goods and services to RUC programs; and members 
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of the HiRUC consultant team. Over the course of the two days, attendees participated in panel 
discussion and break-out groups designed to discuss the presentations and subject matters in smaller 
groups in more detail. 

The first day of the workshop saw welcome remarks from HDOT as host of the event as well as FHWA 
as the sponsor of HDOT’s HiRUC project. The morning panel explored implementation of RUC based 
on odometer mileage collection through existing vehicle inspections and/or emissions programs. 
Governor David Ige of Hawaii delivered keynote remarks over lunch. The afternoon panel explored the 
topic of RUC for commercial fleets, particularly light-duty fleets. The day closed with break-out groups 
discussing a national RUC pilot and crafting recommendations to share with the group. 

The second day of the workshop began with a recap of the previous day’s discussions, then proceeded 
to an update from five states exploring, piloting, or implementing RUC programs. The event closed with 
a general networking session for participants to share lessons from the two days with one another. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and context 

HDOT’s per-mile road usage charge (RUC) research culminated in a two-part pilot, referred to as the 
HiRUC pilot: 

► Part 1, the Driving Report, involved developing and mailing Driving Reports to hundreds of 
thousands of Hawaii vehicle owners. These customized Driving Reports showed each vehicle 
owner what are currently paying under the gas tax and what it would pay under a revenue-neutral 
RUC based on the odometer values recorded at their vehicle’s two most recent Periodic Motor 
Vehicle Inspection (PMVI), also commonly referred to as “safety inspections”. 

► Part 2, consisting of: 

 The Technology Test Drive, which was conducted with 1,896 volunteers utilizing a technology 
(plug-in devices or a smartphone app that captures and digitizes odometer images) to report 
miles traveled over a 9-month period. 

 The Fleet Pilot, which involved 5 fleet operators with 250 vehicles to evaluate a streamlined 
user experience for fleet operators from enrollment to odometer reporting to account closure.  

This paper covers the process or technical setup and analysis of the HiRUC pilot. 
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2. Overview 

2.1. Essential Functions for Operating a RUC System 

A RUC program must have the ability to operationalize nine essential functions to collect the charge 
from owner/operators of subject vehicles (see Table 1 for a list and explanation of the nine essential 
functions for operation of a road usage charge system). Many of these functions are common to all 
government tax and fee systems.  

The states of Utah and Oregon have activated each of the nine functions for their operational RUC 
programs. HDOT has investigated and demonstrated most of these functions in HiRUC. Payment 
collection (and thus revenue remittal to the state) as well as enforcement activities were excluded from 
the pilot scope. 

Table 1: Nine Essential Functions for Operation of A Road Usage Charge System 

 

2.2. The HiRUC Project 

Researchers in U.S. states have explored a number of ways to determine a vehicle’s distance traveled. 
Methods being considered for light duty vehicle RUC include drivers manually reporting odometer 
readings, fully-automatic reporting from devices installed within vehicles, and use of native vehicle 
telematics. The HiRUC project was the first ever pilot to test the use of odometer readings collected 
through annual vehicle inspections for a road usage charge. Additionally, the project tested plug-in 
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devices with GPS, plug-in devices without GPS, and the odometer photo method. This section provides 
an overview of the two pilots that were used to test these four methods. 

2.3. HiRUC Part One: Driving Report  

In Hawaii, vehicle owners take their vehicles to a certified periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI) 
station annually1, where an inspector records the vehicle’s odometer reading as part of the vehicle’s 
annual inspection process. The PMVI inspection station transmits vehicle inspection data, including 
VIN, odometer reading, the date of the inspection, and whether the vehicle passed or failed inspection, 
to PMVI’s servers. These inspection data are property of the state. 

Phase one of the HiRUC Demonstration was launched in October 2019. Using odometer readings 
collected during the periodic motor vehicle inspections (PMVI) and vehicle data from the existing motor 
vehicle registry, the HiRUC Demonstration began issuing Driving Reports comparing each vehicle’s fuel 
taxes paid with an illustrative road usage charge. The overall technical setup is illustrated in Error! R
eference source not found.. 

Figure 1: HiRUC Driving Report Overview 

 
 

To estimate fuel taxes paid, HiRUC applied the state and county fuel tax rates to an estimate of a 
vehicle’s fuel consumption. HiRUC estimated fuel consumption by dividing the vehicle’s reported miles 

 

1 With the exception of brand new vehicles which, after an initial inspection, do not require a second vehicle inspection until 24 
months later. 
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traveled by the vehicle’s U.S. EPA combined city/highway fuel economy rating. Pilot phase one does 
not require drivers or vehicle owners to install devices in their cars, directly report mileage, or to provide 
any data other than what they are already required to do as part of their vehicle registration/renewal 
and PMVI. Registered vehicle owners received in the mail a Driving Report, comparing an illustrative 
road usage charge, calculated from reported odometer readings, with current estimated cost of the 
state and county motor fuel excise tax paid during the same driving period.  

Part 1 of the Driving Report pilot pulled data from both PMVI and Honolulu Department of Information 
Technology (DIT) legacy systems. The HiRUC system periodically received vehicle data from DIT and 
PMVI. The data were used to determine distance driven and calculate estimated fuel consumption by 
that vehicle, as well as eligibility of a given vehicle to receive a Driving Report. 

The Driving Report pilot did not directly integrate with either the PMVI or DIT systems. Data transfers 
took the form of offloads from the state motor vehicle registry and uploads into the HiRUC 
demonstration system via a data loader routine. Other than providing periodic data updates, PMVI and 
DIT did not change any of their operations to accommodate the demonstration, and drivers did not 
experience any changes to their interactions with these entities. 

Periodically, both the vehicle registry and PMVI servers sent data to the HiRUC System Administration, 
which merged the data – according to the pilot test charging requirements – and created Driving 
Reports. The Driving Reports were mailed to the address recorded in the vehicle’s registration record.  

The HiRUC Part 1, Driving Report Demonstration, had the following objectives: 

1. Outreach and Education—to inform the public about the possibility of RUC through the 
hundreds of thousands of Driving Reports sent to Hawaii vehicle owners and the public-facing 
website 

2. Test integration of PMVI & DMV data—to demonstrate that data from the Hawaii Department of 
Motor Vehicles, operated by DIT2, could be merged with PMVI data from safety inspections, 
maintained by Parsons on behalf of HDOT.  

3. Measuring Attitudes—to gather information on public attitudes on transportation funding and 
RUC based on surveys advertised in the mailed driving reports 

4. Operations—to demonstrate the potential operations of sending monthly Driving Reports to 
residents 

5. Collect data to calculate demographic impacts of RUC—collect data to compute impacts of 
RUC on low-income individuals and compare rural vs. urban impacts 

All of these objectives were achieved, as will be illustrated in this report. 

 

2 The Department of Information Technology (DIT) of the City and County of Honolulu provides IT services to the City and 
County of Honolulu and manages the vehicle registration software/database for the state. DIT’s role includes the operation of a 
centralized mainframe system that integrates vehicle registration data from the four county DMVs, and vehicle inspection data 
collected by the inspection stations enrolled in the PMVI program. 
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2.4. HiRUC Part Two 

2.4.1. Technology Test Drive pilot 

In Spring 2020, phase two of HiRUC began testing automated reporting methods for collection of 
mileage data for a road usage charge program. Unlike phase one’s fully-manual odometer reporting, 
phase two’s automated reporting methods do not rely on PMVI. Rather, the HiRUC phase two 
demonstration uses a private-sector service provider, Azuga, and mileage reporting either using an 
OBD-II plug-in device or a smartphone app to capture pictures of a vehicle’s odometer, called OdoFoto, 
to collect information about the distance a vehicle has traveled in Hawaii. Azuga’s system determine 
distance driven and estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid. Based on this data, Azuga prepared 
illustrative statements or Road Usage Reports for enrolled vehicles and emailed them to the vehicle 
owner. 

Part two was needed in addition to Part one for a variety of reasons: 

► While vehicle safety inspections in Hawaii remain an annual requirement for most vehicles, there 
have been movements to eliminate those inspections. If they ever were eliminated, there would 
need to be a backup solution in order to collect RUC. 

► Safety inspection based reporting inherently requires charging of all miles. By contrast, mileage 
reporting options with location, including the OBDII device with location, can allow for certain miles 
not to be charged, including miles on private roads, and miles off-road, which is important to the 
agricultural community. 

► Some individuals may prefer reporting and paying RUC incrementally, instead of simply reporting 
once per year. 

► The technology explored in part two also could support use cases that are not supported by safety 
inspection based reporting, such as buying and selling vehicles 

Because Part 2 complements the lessons learned from Part 1 the data and results of these two parts is 
presented together, in this document. 

HiRUC Part two’s automated reporting requires vehicle owner/operators to create a “RUC account” with 
a service provider and either (1) install in their cars a plug-in reporting device for wireless reporting, 
either with or without GPS location detecting capabilities, or (2) periodically report odometer photos 
using a smartphone app. The idea is that drivers preferring fully-automated reporting—the Plug-in 
Device with GPS—may want to identify mileage driven on private property or off public roads so that 
those miles are not charged. Others – those opting for OdoFoto or the Plug-in Device without GPS – 
may simply desire more frequent reporting than once a year, as is the case with PMVI. 

The onboard diagnostic (OBD-II) plug-in device with location awareness is a small device that plugs 
into a vehicle’s data port. Access to the data port is essential to fully-automated reporting because the 
OBD-II system accurately records a vehicle’s distance-traveled and fuel consumption. The device used 
in this option also contains a cellular modem for sending data to the private-sector service provider and 
a GPS chipset, which is used to determine the vehicle’s location. Hawaii is also testing a similar device 
without location-awareness that cannot determine a vehicle’s location, but can still accurately record 
miles driven and fuel consumed.  

In addition to the fully-automated Plug-in Device reporting method, drivers have the options of 
submitting odometer photo images on a periodic basis using a mobile phone camera, a method known 
as OdoFoto. The images are submitted using either the private-sector service provider’s smartphone 
app or a web service. This option may be attractive to drivers who do not wish to install any equipment 
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into their vehicles, especially for older vehicles. OdoFoto may be the only option, other than reporting 
miles at PMVI, available to drivers of cars manufactured prior to 1996 and some models of plug-in 
electric cars, which do not have OBD-II ports. This option does not provide the opportunity to exclude 
off-road driving but does allow more frequent reporting and billing than annually, as is the case with 
PMVI. 

The HiRUC Part 2, Technology Test Drive, had the following objectives: 

1. Giving participant hands-on experience with technologies—to allow participants to utilize the 
mileage reporting technology themselves, making participants actively engaged in the RUC 
reporting process. 

2. Test RUC technologies in Hawaii—while these technologies have been tested elsewhere, it is 
important to test them in the context of Hawaii’s unique geography and community. 

3. Measuring Attitudes—to gather information on participant attitudes on technology options based 
on surveys advertised in the mailed driving reports 

All of these objectives were achieved. 

2.4.2. Automated Reporting for Fleets 

The project team discovered a high number of fleets operating in Hawaii and decided to undertake an 
extension of part two in in which fleet vehicles could participate with automated mileage reporting. The 
objective of the additional phase was to work directly with a diverse array of fleets to understand their 
existing setup, requirements for easily adapting their fleet setup to report and pay for miles driven 
instead of fuel taxes, and operate a prototype approach to fleet mileage reporting in order to gauge 
experiences and feedback from the live experience. 

2.5. Impacts of COVID 

The COVID-19 pandemic began during the middle of the Part 1 pilot and continued through all of the 
rest of the Part 1 and Part 2 pilot. Shortly after the start of the pandemic, the state allowed vehicles to 
delay safety inspections, which in turn resulted in fewer vehicles being inspected during the duration of 
the Part 1 pilot. It also resulted in individuals staying home, and driving less during this time, with some 
vehicles not being driven at all. Ultimately, the impact of COVID on the HiRUC pilot was to cause fewer 
Driving Reports to be mailed than originally planned (360,000 versus the originally-assumed 1 million) 
and fewer miles being driven by participants in the automated pilot. For those who received mailers and 
completed surveys, the period of driving covered by Driving Reports largely or entirely predated the 
pandemic. 
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3. Public and Private Sector Partners 

HDOT and the HiRUC project team relied on a range of public and private sector partners to complete 
the HiRUC pilot. This section presents those partners, including describing their roles in the various 
parts of the pilot 

3.1. Driving Report Partners 

► Hawaii Department of Information Technology (DIT) is the Hawaii government entity that 
maintains the motor vehicle registry (DMV) database. This database provided basic data for Part 1 
Driving Report recipients, including name and address of the registered vehicle’s owner. Vehicles 
included in DIT’s database were linked to PMVI inspection data by VIN. DIT provided monthly data 
updates during the Part 1 pilot to ensure that vehicle data was up-to-date. 

► Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspections (PMVI) are the vehicle safety inspections carried out by 
HDOT’s Motor Vehicle Safety Office. The Motor Vehicle Safety Office licenses inspectors 
throughout the state to carry out these inspections, typically at vehicle service shops. PMVI 
inspectors enter vehicle inspection data, including odometer and VIN, into the system PMVI system, 
provided by Parsons. 

► Parsons is a major US engineering firm specializing in government projects. Parsons provides and 
operates the system that stores PMVI data. During the project, Parsons made monthly data 
updates to the Part 1 pilot to provide the latest data for the Driving Reports. 

► Teague is a design firm based in Seattle. Teague conducted extensive on site research and 
development to create the ideal format for the Driving Report. 

► Vehcon is a US-based software firm supporting Usage-based Insurance and RUC applications 
through data integration and odometer image processing. Vehcon was the only partner that 
supported both parts 1 and 2 of the HiRUC pilot. In Part 1, Vehcon served as data integrator and 
driving report generator. Vehcon took monthly uploads of PMVI and DIT data and integrated them 
according to business rules generated by the project team. Vehcon implement the Driving Report 
format developed by Teague based on project team inputs. During the Part 1 pilot, Vehcon created 
Driving Reports monthly. Vehcon corrected errors in the driving reports identified by the project 
team and sent the Driving Reports to Cardinal. 

► Cardinal is a major print shop in Hawaii. Cardinal printed and mailed Driving Reports based on the 
data sent by Vehcon. 

3.2. Technology Test Drive Partners 

► Vehcon had two roles in Part 2. First, Vehcon provided and operated the OdoFoto software—both 
the front end app and backend server software to capture and process odometer images. Vehcon 
modified their existing software used in other RUC programs and in MileAuto for the HiRUC 
Technology Test Drive. Second, Vehcon was the generator of Road Usage Reports based on data 
provided by Azuga data. Road Usage Reports were developed by the project team based on same 
format as the Part 1 Driving Reports. Vehcon sent their completed Road Usage Reports to Azuga 
for distribution to pilot participants. 

► Teague developed Road Usage Reports for Part 2 based on initial research conducted for the 
Driving Report.  
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► Azuga is a major US fleet tracking firm that provides OBDII devices and account management 
software for commercial fleets, as well as supporting RUC pilots and programs. Azuga was the 
Account Manager/Service Provider for the Technology Test Drive. Azuga provided the enrollment 
process and web portal for all Part 2 participants. Azuga provided the plug-in devices, both with and 
without location information technology. Azuga provided the HiRUC app, which included link to 
Vehcon’s OdoFoto software. It also provided premium services such as trip records and carbon 
emissions. Azuga took OdoFoto data from Vehcon and populated their OdoFoto accounts with it. 
Azuga provided Vehcon data to generate the Road Usage Reports. Azuga took the completed 
Road Usage Reports from Vehcon and distributed them to the public. Azuga provided customer 
service on all accounts. 

3.3. Fleet Pilot Partners 

► Azuga leveraged its fleet platform to support the mini-pilot and provide Account Management 
services to fleet participants including fleet vehicle enrollment via file upload (containing vehicle 
identification information and initial odometer readings), online account management interface and 
invoice generation and distribution. Azuga generated RUC invoices using formats used for their 
fleet customers, and provided customer support on fleet accounts.  
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4. Pilot Design and Testing 

To design and test both parts of the HiRUC pilot, the team followed common Systems Engineering 
process, as follows: 

► Developed a Concept of Operations (ConOps), based on goals and objectives for the HiRUC 
project based on specific attributes desired by HDOT and from the team’s general knowledge of 
RUC. 

► Developed a set of System Requirements Specifications (SRS) based on ConOps—basic 
technical rules for the pilot system to follow. 

► Developed an Interface Control Document (ICD) specifying the interfaces between the pilot 
system and to other systems which the pilot system will interact with. 

► Developed Business Rules—operational rules for system to follow—based on the ConOps and 
additional input from HDOT. Like system requirements, business rules specify rules for how the 
pilot system must run, thus, the line between system requirements and business rules can be fuzzy. 
In general, the project team treated the business rules as having a greater more operational or 
business focus and were developed after the system requirements were developed.  

► Developed the template for the statements that users would receive that documented and 
illustrated their driving—which the team called driving reports for the part 1 pilot and road usage 
reports for the part 2 pilot. These statements were a main user interface in both pilots and needed 
to be well designed to communicate the t messaging. 

► Developed and tested the system—and iteratively refined specification documents above as 
needed during testing. 

The remainder of this section describes how these steps were followed for Parts 1 & 2. 

4.1. Part 1 Driving Report System Design and Testing 

4.1.1. The Driving Report Concept 

To begin the Part 1 system design, the project team first developed the ConOps.  

The ConOps begins by describing the background of the project and the stakeholder landscape, a 
common element in ConOps. 

It then describes the basic concept of the Part 1 Driving Report Demonstration: 

► For a given vehicle, obtain the odometer value for the two most recent inspections from PMVI data 

► Using the county-specific RUC and gas tax rates, calculate the gas tax paid based on the EPA city-
highway fuel economy and the potential RUC owed 

► Merge with the DIT data to get latest name and address of the vehicle owner 

► Create populate the driving report with the RUC and gas tax data and owner name and address 

► Print the driving report and send it in the mail 
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After explaining the basic concept, the ConOps then documents the range of system usage scenarios 
(for example, uploading data from PMVI and DIT, generating driving reports, etc.). The ConOps 
document includes much more detail. 

4.1.2. Driving Report System Requirements Specification 

The SRS begins by establishing the full context of the Part 1 System. That context is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Figure 2: System Requirements Specifications 

 
 

For a detailed discussion, see the SRS document (Appendix B-3). 

After establishing the system context, the SRS explains the full system architecture. Most notably, it 
distinguishes the two most important parts of the Part 1 system, the Datawarehouse, and the Driving 
Report Generator, both operated by Vehcon. They are defined as followed: 

► The Datawarehouse subsystem imports, merges, processes, and stores raw data from the DIT 
Vehicle Registry and the PMVI database, determines vehicle eligibility to receive a Driving Report, 
and prepares and transmits Driving Report data for eligible vehicles to the Driving Report 
Generator.  

► The Driving Report Generator (DRG) subsystem that receives processed transactional data from 
the Datawarehouse subsystem, applies business rules to the data and builds Driving Reports 
according to the appropriate layout, and stores Driving Reports accessed by the external printing 
and mailing system. Once Driving Reports are issued, the subsystem reports the Driving Report 
status per vehicle to the Datawarehouse subsystem.  
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After establishing the system architecture, the SRS contains the detailed system requirements the 
requirements are organized in the following groups: 

► Security requirements—requirements related to cybersecurity, such as encryption and 
authentication 

► General system requirements—overall system requirements, such as performance requirements 

► Testing/testability requirements—requirements related to the testing and testability of the system 

► Datawarehouse requirements—requirements of the datawarehouse component of the 
architecture 

► Driving Report Generator Requirements—requirements of the Driving Report Generator 
component of the architecture 

Notably, the requirements established general principle to not send Driving Reports to any vehicles for 
which unusual circumstances occurred, which the SRS considers to be “edge cases”. Handling such 
edge cases was not within scope and budget of the HiRUC project. However, it will be important to 
capture all cases in an operational system. The SRS did not detail all edge cases—those details were 
captured in the Business Rules, described below. 

4.1.3. Driving Report System Interfaces 

The Interface Control Document (ICD) describes three interfaces, described below.  

1. PMVI to HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system. The interface is completed through secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, the Parsons team uploaded the file via SFTP. The system 
operator manually stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content 
conventions. Precise data in each file described in external documents. 

2. DIT to HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system. The interface is completed through secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, DIT uploaded the file via SFTP. The system operator manually 
stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content conventions. Precise data in 
each file described in external documents. 

3. HiRUC Part 1 Pilot system to Mailhouse (Cardinal). The interface is completed through secure 
File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)—Each month, the system operator uploaded the file via SFTP. The 
Mailhouse, Cardinal, manually stored the file each month. The ICD provides file name and content 
conventions. Precise data in each file described in external documents. 

4.1.4. Driving Report System Business Rules 

The business rules contain the core details of the data merge process. As described above, business 
rules are rules for how the system should operate, just like system requirements. 

The most important Business Rules are the following: 

► Electric Vehicles (EVs), regular or non-EV vehicles, and fleets are the three main groups and 
receive different driving reports. EVs have no gas tax comparison and a slightly different message. 
Fleets have multiple vehicles and a slightly different message. 

► Regular vehicles must have a determinable MPG in order to receive a Driving Report. That ensures 
that they will receive a gas tax comparison. 
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► Vehicles must have a status A in the DIT database, indicating that they are active, having passed 
their inspection, and paid up on their vehicle registration. This rule prevents sending a letter to a 
vehicle owner who might be concerned about their vehicle’s status. 

► Vehicles could not change ownership between the two safety inspections, or since the most recent 
safety inspection. This rule ensures that all miles traveled are charged to the owner of the vehicle 
who incurred those charges. 

► Vehicles could not move islands between safety inspections. As there is no precise record of when 
vehicles move between island, there is no way of computing exactly how much RUC and gas tax to 
attribute to each county. 

► Only one Driving Report could be sent to each household, to avoid overwhelming households with 
many Driving Reports. 

► The two safety inspections could not be more than 30 months apart, to avoid sending unusual 
driving reports. 

4.1.5. Driving Report Template Development 

The project team worked with a design team specialized in user experience (UX) research, Teague, to 
develop road usage reports. The project team first identified three participant segments that would have 
to be researched – individual electric vehicle owners, individual non-electric vehicle owners, and fleet 
vehicle owners. These segments were chosen due to the different ways they are impacted by vehicle 
related fees and taxes, which impacts how their driving report should be displayed. For example, 
electric vehicle owners do not pay the gas tax. Also, fleet operators need to see RUC for a much 
greater number of vehicles than individual vehicle owners.  

Once the three participant segments were identified, the project team recruited participant profiles from 
Oahu (8 participants) and Big Island (6 participants). UX Designers held sessions in participant homes 
or place of business during which they interacted with the following vehicle ownership segments and 
socio-demographic groups: 

► Vehicle ownership segments: 

 9 mixed non-electric vehicle owners (cars, trucks, SUVs)  

 3 electric and/or hybrid vehicle owners 

► Socio-demographic groups: 

 Ranged levels of education from Highschool to PhD 

 Ranged levels of household income from $35K to $200K+ 

 Mix of ethnicities 

 Two English as Second Language (ESL) speakers 

The UX designers uncovered insights during the interactive sessions that led to design 
recommendations for reports used for both Part 1 and Part 2 of the pilot demonstrations. The designers 
verified their design choices based on interactive sessions through online surveys with new 
participants. Design choices for the Driving Report (used in Part 1) and Road Usage Charge reports 
(used in Part 2) are summarized below:  
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► Envelope design.  

 Participants often dismissed non-standard, non-envelope paper sizes and full-color images as 
marketing material. Participants prioritized known institutions in their mail triage. This led to use 
of a standard, commercial envelope size with the HDOT logo that most Hawaii residents were 
familiar with. The envelope was explicit that the email was related to the Road Usage Charge 
Demonstration.  

► Driving Report Content design.  

 People irrespective of their education level feel overwhelmed by information particularly when 
charts are presented. This insight led to a simplified invoice where few numbers were presented 
and with bar charts presenting specific historical data.  

 Personal data creates a sense of relevance. This led to only the display of individual and fleet 
data that came directly from the vehicle owners’ and fleet operators’ vehicles instead of 
historical data from similar profiles.  

 Impact of a road usage charge should be expressed specifically and personally. This led to an 
invoice design that called out difference between current gas tax and potential road usage 
charge (for non-electric vehicles) so vehicle owners would understand specific impact to them.  

4.1.6. Driving Report Data Generation, Printing, and Mailing 

Once the Driving Report templates were designed, the project team worked with Vehcon to generate 
the vehicle data that would populate the individual vehicle owners and fleet business owners Driving 
Reports. Vehcon pre-processed raw data obtained from the DIT system and PMVI systems to produce 
CSV files containing all variable vehicle data needed to produce Driving Reports.  

Printing and mailing out individual vehicle owners’ Driving Reports. The CSV files containing driving 
report data were then quality checked by the project team. Individual vehicle owners’ data was then 
submitted to Cardinal, a print and mail shop based in Hawaii. In order to save printing costs for 
individual vehicle owners’ Driving Reports, Cardinal used empty Driving Report shells that only included 
static information, i.e., letter content, FAQ content, and template information, as shown in Figure 3. 
Cardinal calibrated printers to print the variable data from the csv files onto the pre-printed Driving 
Report shells.  
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Figure 3: Pre-Printed Driving Report Shell 

 
 

4.1.7. Driving Report Fleet Modifications 

The project team used lessons learned from Part 1 Demonstration for individual vehicle owners and 
fleet business rules to refine the fleet driving report template to be suitable for vehicle fleets of 10 
vehicles and greater. These driving reports showed a slightly adjusted introduction letter, individual 
records for each vehicle in the fleet that was inspected in 2020, an updated FAQ, and a line with totals 
for all vehicles on the report, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Fleet Driving Report 

 
 

For the fleet driving reports, Vehcon generated the data and created the full Driving reports in PDF 
formats. The fleet Driving Report PDFs were then transmitted to Cardinal to be printed and mailed to 
fleet business owners.  

4.1.8. Driving Report Testing and System Refinement 

Testing and system refinement prior to system launch included the following steps: 

► Unit Testing–individual software components, performed and documented by Vehcon on Vehcon-
developed software 

► Integration testing—testing interfaces to PMVI, DIT, and the Mailhouse, Cardinal. Performed and 
documented by Vehcon with support from PMVI, DIT, and Cardinal. 

► End-to-end testing—full system testing, using real data provided by PMVI and DIT, leading up to 
inspected Driving Reports.  

► Small-scale operational trial—User acceptance testing, a continuation of end-to-end testing, by 
having Cardinal Print the inspected Driving Reports, sending them out to recipients, and getting 
their feedback through a survey. 

4.2. Part 2 Technology Test Drive System Design and Testing 

4.2.1. The Technology Test Drive Concept  

To begin the Part 2 system design, the project team first developed the Part 2 ConOps. The ConOps 
begins by establishing the goals and objectives of the Part 2 Demonstration. 

The goals of Part 2 are the same as for Part 1. The HiRUC demonstration project has the following 
goals: 

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work 

► Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC 
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► Determine level of public acceptance and changes over time in acceptance of the RUC concept 
when it is demonstrated in Hawaii 

► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 
revenues 

► Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial). 

The objectives of Part 2 of the demonstration project are to: 

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of the RUC system based on low-
tech and high-tech mileage reporting methods  

► Test mileage reporting options and frequency for drivers for whom the annual, PMVI-based process 
is unsuitable (e.g., those who accrue significant off-road mileage or for whom more frequent 
payments are easier to manage) 

► Test an open system design that is technology neutral and potentially allows entry of multiple 
service providers, and use of various methods and technologies for collecting and reporting road 
usage charge  

► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners under a private 
service provider configuration 

► Provide vehicle owners with mileage reporting method options and evaluate the user experience 
and response to the different methods 

► Assess viability and operational-effectiveness of each mileage reporting method through 
measurable outputs 

► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be leveraged to 
support RUC 

► Understand the marginal costs associated with a private-sector-managed RUC system 

► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system under a private service provider configuration; 
demonstrate transparency/auditability of such a system; identify corresponding issues and provide 
a quantitative base for recommendations 

► Encourage engagement and elicit further feedback from end users interacting with the system to 
collect information on level of understanding and acceptance of RUC under a private service 
provider configuration.  

The ConOps then presents the stakeholder landscape for the Part 2 Demonstration, a common feature 
of ConOps documents. It then goes on to explain the Basic Concept for the Part 2 Demonstration. 
Figure 5 illustrates the participant journey, a summary of the participant experience in the Part 2 
Demonstration: 
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Figure 5: Participant Journey Through Demonstration 

 
 

In the Part 2 Demonstration, the HiRUC project team consulted with HDOT and the Advisory Group to 
determine that there would be the following three mileage reporting methods: 

► Plug-in Device with Location—a device, typically used in the Usage-based Insurance industry, that 
measures miles traveled based on vehicle data, and transmits them to the Account Manager via 
cellular communications. It plugs into a vehicle’s OBD-II data port. The variant with location 
contains a GPS chip that allows the system to determine when miles driven are chargeable (on 
public roads) or non-chargeable (on private roads or off-road). Participants with this method 
received Road Usage Reports each month. 

► Plug-in Device without Location—a device, typically used in the Usage-based Insurance industry, 
that measures miles traveled based on vehicle data, and transmits them to the Account Manager 
via cellular communications. It plugs into a vehicle’s OBD-II data port. The variant without location 
does not contain a GPS chip and cannot determine when miles driven are chargeable (on public 
roads) or non-chargeable (on private roads or off-road). Participants with this method received 
Road Usage Reports each month. 

► OdoFoto—a functionality of a smartphone app to capture and process images of odometers. 
Participants were asked to submit an odometer image after they enrolled, and then every 3 months 
after that, until the conclusion of the 9-month pilot. Participants received 3 reminder messages 
telling them to submit their odometer image at the end of each 3-month quarter. Participants with 
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this method received Road Usage Reports each quarter, but if they did not submit an odometer 
image, it would not include any miles. 

The ConOps continue by illustrating the pilot context in which these mileage reporting methods were 
used in the Part 2 Demonstration. The context is illustrated in Figure 6. The Private Service Provider or 
Account Manager is Azuga. 

Figure 6: Concept of Operations for Part 2 

 
 

After illustrating the pilot context, the ConOps continues by providing details of the pilot usage 
scenarios, including signup, account management, and generating road usage reports. For full details, 
see the Part 2 ConOps in Appendix C-2. 

4.2.2. Technology Test Drive Concept System Requirements Specification  

The TTD SRS begins by illustrating the system context, just provided above from the ConOps. It then 
goes on to establish the system architecture. 

The most important elements of this image are the Account Management subsystem, where the 
participants accounts were actually stored, the Mileage Reporting Subsystem, which represents the 
mileage reporting options (the plug-in devices provided by Azuga and the OdoFoto app provided by 
Vehcon), and the Datawarehouse and Road Usage Report Generator, the components that developed 
the road usage reports, which were provided by Vehcon. 

After establishing the system architecture, the SRS contains the detailed system requirements the 
requirements are organized in the following groups: 

► Security requirements—requirements related to cybersecurity, such as encryption and 
authentication 
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► Testing/testability requirements—requirements related to the testing and testability of the system 

► Performance requirements—requirements for system speed, capacity, etc. 

► Mileage Reporting Requirements—requirements of the mileage reporting options—plug-in 
devices with and without location, and the OdoFoto functionality 

► Account Management Requirements—requirements for administration of user accounts, 
including enrollment, mileage processing, and a range of other functions 

For details on the requirements, see the Part 2 SRS in Appendix C-3. 

4.2.3. Technology Test Drive System Interfaces  

The TTD ICD begins by explaining the open systems objective of the HiRUC system: that it is designed 
to be fully documented, and open to any vendor who could comply with its requirements. In a RUC 
system in revenue operations, there could be more than one vendor, at least for some mileage 
reporting methods.  

The ICD goes on to define the system interfaces based on the system architecture and fully defines 
them. They are summarized as follows: 

► Internal Interface 1 

 Interface between Mileage Reporting subsystem and the Account Management subsystem to 
exchange road usage data measured or reported through mileage reporting methods supported. 
This interface is entirely internal to the Service Provider subsystem. The type of information 
exchanged depends on the mileage reporting method used: 

• The Mileage Message, for the plug-in device Mileage Reporting Methods,  

• The Odometer message, for the OdoFoto mileage reporting method. 

► External Interface 2 

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (operated by Azuga) and the 
Datawarehouse subsystem (operated by Vehcon) to: 

• Send data to generate Road Usage Reports (RURs) for Participants—this must be done for 
all participants on a periodic basis. 

• Receive status reports on RURs issued—the Datawarehouse component of the current 
HiRUC System generates the RURs, and the transmits a message back to the Service 
Provider indicating which RURs have been created, which the Service Provider then uses 
as a basis for transmitting the RURs to Participants.  

► External Interface 3 

 Interface between the Account Management subsystem (operated by Azuga)and the Road 
Usage Report Generator subsystem (operated by Vehcon) to retrieve RURs for Participants. 
This interface has two elements: 

• The RUR Request, in which the Service Provider Requests RURs to be generated and 
download.  

• The RUR Data response, in which the RUR Generator sends download links (URLs) with 
the RURs to the Service Provider. 
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► External Interface 4  

 Interface 4 consists of reports sent in Excel format to the HiRUC administration. 

Details of all these interfaces can be found in the ICD. 

4.2.4. Technology Test Drive Business Rules  

The business rules document contains for the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration contains the following ten 
categories of business rules: 

1. Customer Service Readiness: These rules provide guidelines for preparing Customer Service 
Representatives (CSRs) to deliver high quality customer service. 

2. Account Management: These rules provide the guidelines for creating Participant accounts, 
enrolling vehicles in Mileage Reporting Methods, changing Mileage Reporting Methods, and 
closing accounts.  

3. Quality of Customer Service: These rules provide for a minimum standard of customer service 
and responsiveness to Participants. 

4. Support of Participants entering or leaving the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration and 
changing vehicles: These rules define the minimum standard of support for Participants who 
enter or leave the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration outside of the defined begin and end dates, or 
who sell or purchase a new vehicle during the Part 2 Demonstration period, or who wish to 
change Mileage Reporting Methods during the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration. 

5. Support of Road Usage Reports: These rules govern the provision of Road Usage Reports for 
all Participants. 

6. Restrictions on Use of Participant Data: These rules govern use of Participant data by all 
vendors participating in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration. 

7. Restrictions on Selling Services to Participants: These rules govern the offering or 
provisioning of value- added services to Participants. 

8. Data Requests Beyond ICD: These rules define required data sharing between vendors, 
subsystems, and HiRUC Administration beyond that identified in the ICD. 

9. Reporting Periods, Reminders, and Compliance: These rules govern the time periods for 
when Road Usage Reports shall be issued and when reporting reminders shall be sent to 
Participants. 

10. Periodic Reporting to HiRUC Administration: These rules define the Excel tables that are to 
be submitted as Periodic reports to the HiRUC Administration 

Details of all business rules are included in the Business Rules document. 

4.2.5. Technology Test Drive Road Usage Report Template Development 

The project team used insights from the UX Design research to design variations of the Road Usage 
Report that would be used in the Technical Test Drive (Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration).  

Design choices were made to adjust to a new audience of volunteer participants who had been actively 
engaged in the Test Drive recruitment phase and had thus received more exposure to the road usage 
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charge concept than registered vehicle owners in Part 1, and because more data was available from 
the mileage reporting methods in Part 2. 

Road Usage Reports varied by participant vehicle ownership segment (individual electric vehicle 
owners, individual non-electric vehicle owners, and fleet vehicle owners) and by mileage reporting 
methods (odometer image capture method, plug-in device with or without location). 

Individual participants who enrolled an electric vehicle had a different report layout from vehicle owners 
of non-electric vehicles. Road Usage Reports for individual participants’ vehicles that use gas or diesel 
showed comparisons between estimated gas tax paid and road usage charge, while Road Usage 
Reports for electric vehicles showed only the road usage charge. 

Participants using the odometer image capture methods received quarterly reports that included initial 
and last odometer reading received during the reporting period and a summary of odometer readings 
report to date in the last section of the report.  

Participants using a plug-in device with or without GPS received monthly reports that included charts 
summarizing monthly mileage.  

Fleet participants received monthly reports that had a different layout individual Road Usage Reports. 
Their reports showed comparison between estimated gas tax paid and potential road usage charge for 
the entire fleet, and detailed driving activity and charges for each fleet vehicle.  

4.2.6. Road Usage Report Generation and Distribution 

Report generation and distribution involved different steps and actors: 

► Azuga, the account manager or service provider, collected detailed mileage and fuel consumption 
data per vehicle throughout the monthly (for the plug-in device method) or quarterly reporting period 
(for the Odofoto method) and processed the data into road usage charges at the end of each 
mileage reporting cycle.  

► At the end of each reporting cycle, Azuga sent processed road usage report data to Vehcon’s road 
usage report generation (RURG) system through an Application Program Interface. The data 
identified the different participant segments (electric or non-electric vehicle owner or fleet operator) 
and mileage reporting methods to allow Vehcon generated different road usage reports for each 
participant type.  

► Once Vehcon generated road usage reports, Vehcon provided the reports along with a CSV file 
containing the report data to the project team for verification and approval. 

► Vehcon submitted the approved reports to Azuga for distribution to participant accounts.  

4.2.7. Technology Test Drive Testing and System Refinement 

Testing and system refinement prior to system launch included the following steps: 

► Unit Testing – individual software components, performed and documented by Vehcon on Vehcon-
developed software and by Azuga on Azuga-developed software. This included testing of 
enrollment, the mobile app, and various account management activities. 

► Integration testing—testing the interfaces specified above between Vehcon and Azuga. These 
tests were carried out by Azuga and Vehcon together, and all interface issues were resolved. 
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► End-to-end testing—full system testing over a week in Hawaii, leading up to Road Usage Reports. 
These tests included Vehcon, Azuga, and the project team. These tests uncovered a range of 
software issues, which Azuga later fixed. 

► Small-scale operational trial—User acceptance testing, carried out with about 30 people. Testing 
team plus general public. The small scale operational trial began in January of 2020 and continued 
through launch of pilot in June 2020. Findings from the small scale operational trial lead to 
improvements to a range of minor issues. 

4.3. Fleet Pilot System Design and Testing 

4.3.1. The Fleet Pilot Concept  

The objectives of the Fleet Pilots were to determine: 

► Whether providing odometer readings through a file exchange is a more convenient option for fleet 
operators to comply with RUC than other methods tested to date. As stated above, PMVI does not 
necessarily catch all fleet vehicles, especially newer rental vehicles. And the Technology Test Drive 
(TTD) revealed that OdoFoto and Plug in Device (PID) mileage reporting methods, which make 
more frequent submissions possible for individual owners, are not convenient for large fleets. Trying 
to track down each vehicle for odometer photos is time consuming, and managing PIDs across a 
fleet purely for RUC can be costly and time consuming for fleet managers.  

► How RUC account managers can provide a method to submit odometer readings on a flexible 
basis. For example, to offer ways for vehicle owners so submit odometer readings to bridge the 
two-year gap before a new vehicle’s first PMVI or to submit an odometer reading when a vehicle’s 
ownership changes. Allowing for flexible timing, manual submission of odometer readings (through 
typing in the odometer or via file exchange) addresses a large number of “edge cases” that could 
not be accommodated in the original HiRUC pilots. 

► Explore whether fleets wish to pass along the costs of RUC to their end customers, especially in the 
case of rental fleets, and if so, how. 

4.3.2. Fleet Pilot Features 

The following features were offered in the pilot to meet the stated objectives: 

► Address fleets separately from passenger cars to ensure ease of compliance and payment. 

 Remove the 10-vehicle limitation on enrollment per account 

 Offer a streamlined fleet enrollment interface (no enrollment code, no premium services, add 
vehicles by uploading a csv) leveraging Azuga’s new prototype RUC fleet interface 

 Offer bulk upload with flexible file formats 

 Test a fleet-oriented dashboard 

 Refine the fleet invoice 

► Offer ways to handle edge cases that are not currently handled by PMVI through a flexible 
odometer submission portal 

 Provide the ability to manually enter odometer reading with no photo requirement 

 Offer the flexibility to add or remove a vehicle and submit one interim odometer reading at any 
time 
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 Calculate RUC owed before the end of quarter 

Azuga designed a user interface flow, screenshots, and backend database to support these 
features and functionality. 

4.3.3. Fleet Pilot Testing 

Testing for the Fleet Pilot went through software functionality testing, user interface testing, and a small 
scale operational testing prior to launch. 
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5. Summary of Pilot Data  

5.1. Driving Report Surveys  

Key findings and insights from the qualitative and quantitative research were used to develop a mail 
survey (including personalized Driving Reports), designed to be sent to a large-scale sample of Hawaii 
drivers over the course of 2020. The initial baseline survey was planned as an online-only survey to 
determine if HDOT’s target response rate (of 10%) could be met in order to minimize costs.  

Driving Reports (DR) for individual vehicles (which included the estimated state and county gas taxes 
paid for the vehicle) were generated based on actual data from the Vehicle Safety Inspection. These 
Driving Reports were mailed out to Hawaii residents beginning in November 2019, explaining a 
proposed RUC and estimating how much that particular driver would owe if the State changed from a 
per-gallon gasoline tax to a per-mile RUC. Driving reports were generally sent out the month following 
their safety inspection. Recipients of the Driving Report were invited to participate in an online survey 
regarding the proposed RUC and were directed to the HiRUC website (where a link to the online survey 
was posted). 

Additionally, media coverage of the RUC began in November 2019. Those who went to the HiRUC 
website, on their own accord, were also able to participate in the survey (although questions were 
worded slightly differently since these respondents did not have an actual Driving Report to refer to). 

This section describes the survey data collected. The survey analysis and evaluation is contained in the 
HiRUC Survey Analysis and Evaluation Report on Part 1 - Driving Reports  

5.1.1. Baseline (Wave I) Online Survey and Subsequent Mail Surveys 

This baseline measure included all surveys completed in November and December 2019. Overall, 
n=917 Hawaii vehicle owners (who received invitations to complete the survey in the mail) completed 
the online survey, while n=505 Hawaii residents (who did not receive invitations to complete the survey 
in the mail) visited the HiRUC website on their own and clicked on a link to the survey. As a result of a 
delay in the second mailing, all surveys received by Ward Research between January 1 and February 
18, 2021 were re-classified as part of the baseline measure. As such, the revised final count for the 
baseline measure was n=4,448 online surveys completed by those who received survey invitations in 
the mail. An initial analysis of the n=505 Hawaii residents who went to the HiRUC website on their own 
reflected inconsistencies in responses; most notably “anti-tax” sentiments were evident in responses to 
several questions which suggested that those respondents who did not receive a Driving Report were 
already skewed toward pre-existing opposition to a RUC. 

A total of n=115,900 surveys were mailed out during this time frame, for a response rate of 3.8% (below 
HDOT’s target threshold).  

5.1.2. Wave II Mail Survey 

The second wave of the Driving Report survey ran between February 19 and March 31, 2020. Given 
HDOT’s target response rate of 10% and the online-only methodology not generating the desired 
response, a decision was made to change methodologies to a mail survey. Following the baseline 
measure, minor revisions were made to the survey instrument, which was formatted to a 4-page hard 
copy mail survey. Beginning on February 14, 2020, the hard copy mail survey was included with the 
Driving Reports. Recipients received their Driving Report, a 4-page mail survey regarding the proposed 
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RUC, and a business reply mail (BRM) envelope addressed to Ward Research for a postage-paid 
reply. Survey recipients were also given the option of completing the survey online.  

In order to validate each respondent (and link them to corresponding vehicle data in the DMV 
database), survey participants were asked to provide their unique driving report number at the 
beginning of the survey. It should be noted that this process resulted in erroneous Driving Report 
numbers (surveys left blank, wrong driving report numbers being written down, illegible handwriting, 
etc.) which could not be matched back to the DMV database. DMV vehicle data were needed in order 
to run crosstabs to identify key differences based on demographic segments such as non-EV drivers 
versus EV drivers. This demographic comparison was of particular note given likely RUC 
support/opposition disparities between these segments. Other segments of note which were compared 
included area of residence (Oahu versus Neighbor Islands; urban versus rural Oahu communities) and 
annual miles driven. 

As of the March 31, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=10,772 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned 
their mail survey, while a total of n=1,211 Hawaii vehicle owners completed a survey online --- an 
overall total of n=11,983 (or a response rate of 13.8% based on a total outbound mailing of n=86,558). 
Findings from the second wave were compared to findings from the baseline measure. Results from 
Wave II were used to determine if the survey instrument needed any revisions or if new questions were 
necessary.  

After comparing results from the baseline (online-only) measure and Wave II (mail and online), the 
research firm believed that the online-only methodology likely created a skew in the opinion data, due 
to the effort and motivation needed to participate in the baseline survey. As such, data from the 
baseline measure reflected a stronger opposition to a RUC (as compared to the residential telephone 
survey conducted in December 2018/January 2019 and, later, in contrast to responses in subsequent 
DR surveys). While it is possible that opinions changed during the period between surveys, the more 
likely cause for the data shift was the change in the methodology. It seemed very likely that those with 
stronger opposing views toward the RUC made more of an effort to complete the baseline survey than 
did those who were neutral or in support of a RUC --- also noted in “anti-tax” sentiments which were 
evident in responses to open-ended questions. Caution was needed when interpreting data from the 
baseline measure, especially the sample of respondents who went to the HiRUC website on their own 
and completed the survey. This further stressed the importance of reaching a more representative 
sample moving forward with future DR mailings.  

In Wave II, a link to the survey was still provided on the HiRUC website. However, those who 
completed a survey via this portal (and who did not receive a Driving Report in the mail) were not 
included in the final sample of respondents from this wave forward --- for the aforementioned reasons.  

5.1.3. Wave III Mail Survey 

No revisions were made to the survey instrument or methodology following Wave II. All respondents 
had received a survey with their Driving Report. 

As of the May 31, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=7,607 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned their 
mail survey, while a total of n=2,001 Hawaii vehicle owners completed a survey online --- an overall 
total of n=9,608 (or a response rate of 23.0% based on a total outbound mailing of n=41,745). This is 
an extremely high response rate for a mail survey to the general population, which was very likely due 
to people being at home during the pandemic lockdown. 

Given that the methodologies employed in Waves II and III were consistent (and minimized the 
potential skew seen in the online-only methodology), the primary focus was on changes between those 
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two measures. Findings from the Wave III survey were used to modify slightly the survey for the Wave 
IV mailing.  

5.1.4. Wave IV Mail Survey 

Wave IV of the Driving Report survey employed the same methodology as the previous two waves, a 
mail survey of Hawaii vehicle owners (who received their Driving Report, a 4-page mail survey 
regarding the proposed RUC, and a business reply mail addressed to Ward Research) with an option to 
complete the survey online. For this wave, Driving Reports were mailed out to Hawaii residents 
between August 5 to 7, 2020. There were several changes to the survey instrument in Wave IV, 
including individual driving report numbers of the recipient printed onto the hard copy survey 
instrument. This change minimized the number of returned surveys which could not be matched back to 
the DMV database. Other changes included testing levels of support/opposition to a RUC based on 
different scenarios/conditions, reactions to combining taxes and fees into a single bill, and the addition 
of a question designed to measure the expected impacts of COVID-19 on future driving.  

As of the September 8, 2020 cutoff, a total of n=10,061 Hawaii vehicle owners completed and returned 
their mail survey, while a total of n=833 Hawaii vehicle owners completed the survey online --- an 
overall total of n=10,894 (or a response rate of 17.0% based on a total outbound mailing of n=64,116). 

One issue that arose during the Driving Report Surveys was the difficulty in identifying Hybrid vehicles 
as either EV or non-EV vehicles, given that plug-in hybrids should be categorized as electric vehicles 
and other hybrids should be categorized as non-EV vehicles. Hybrid vehicles generally were 
categorized with EV vehicles in the analysis and reporting.  

5.2. Technology Test Drive Surveys 

The survey analysis and evaluation is contained in the HiRUC Feedback on the Hawaii Road Usage 
Charge (HIRUC) Technology Test Drive Report. 

The HiRUC team followed up with all volunteers, who agreed to participate in an initial, a midpoint, and 
a final survey --- offering feedback and reflecting on their experiences with the pilot technologies. While 
some questions were asked across all three surveys, HiRUC used the opportunity to revise questions 
at the completion of the initial and midpoint surveys.  

For non-fleet vehicles, a total of n=985 participants completed the initial survey, n=1,077 participants 
completed the midpoint survey, and n=1,239 participants completed the final survey.  

Reactions from the Technology Test Drive were very positive, with a large majority of participants 
offering encouraging feedback on their chosen mileage reporting method. For the most part, the 
participants agreed that their chosen method was easy, clear, reliable and accurate.  

5.3. Fleet Pilot Interviews 

Two sets of interviews were conducted with fleet managers to understand the various types of fleet 
operations in Hawaii, vehicle registration and inspection processes, opportunities for mileage collection, 
considerations for minimizing the level of effort and optimizing benefits associated with RUC for fleets, 
and specific feedback on the user interface. Interviews were conducted following initial enrollment and 
following close out. 

Fleets were found to have different operational needs, vehicle lifecycle management processes, 
exemptions, and vehicle cost tracking needs. Fleets in the pilot used a variety of system including 
spreadsheets, fleet management programs required for counties, and specialized high-tech telematics 
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Fleet Management Systems. It was felt that fleet operations have widely varying capabilities and 
resources to accommodate RUC reporting. Fleets found the bulk upload with flexible file formats and 
direct updates through user interface options for reporting offered in the fleet pilot were generally 
acceptable and provided feedback on features that could improve convenience. 
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6. Observations and Lessons Learned 

This section covers observations and lessons learned in three distinct phases of the HiRUC 
demonstration: 

► Design and Development  

► Testing 

► Live Operations 

6.1. Part 1 Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.1.1. Design and Development 

► Well-designed statement (e.g. Driving Reports and Road Usage Reports) is vital for outreach and 
education phase. It is important to find the right level of information to display to drivers. Detailed 
computations of road usage charge and gas tax generally overwhelmed users who only need 
enough information to understand the impact of the road usage charge on them and compare it with 
the gas tax. Minimal display of numbers accompanied by an explanation of how the road usage 
charge could work satisfied the first level of curiosity of most users who had the option to learn 
more online or through customer support services if they desired.  

► Customizing Driving reports to the population segment allows to highlight relevant impacts of road 
usage charge for each user type. Specifically, different data needs to be shown on Driving Reports 
for fleets, for electric vehicles, and for regular vehicles – gas tax information is relevant for non-
electric vehicle owners, but not for electric vehicle owners, and fleet owners generally want to see 
the impact for the totality of their fleet. The driving report for each of these three segments requires 
a different template, due to these differing needs: 

 Fleet driving reports should illustrate multiple vehicles in a single report, while individuals’ 
driving reports should only show one vehicle, in order that the driving report is sent shortly after 
the inspection is completed.  

 Electric Vehicle driving reports should not show a comparison to fuel tax charges, because they 
do not use liquid fuel.  

 Non-electric vehicles’ driving reports should show only one vehicle but include a comparison 
with the fuel tax.  

► There is no standard definition or index of vehicle fleets. Commercial vehicle fleets must be 
identified based on the data in the motor vehicle registry maintained by DIT. Not intending to send 
private families vehicle fleet driving reports, the project team decided that for the purpose of the 
HiRUC Part 1 Demonstration, the definition of Fleet should be ten or more vehicles registered at the 
same address to the same owner.  

► It is not possible to send an accurate driving report if vehicle ownership has changed between 
vehicle inspections. That is because it DIT’s database does not contain a precise record of the date 
of the start of ownership for the current owner. Thus, no driving reports could be sent to vehicles 
that changed ownership between inspections. 
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► It is not possible to send an accurate driving report if a vehicle’s registered address changed 
counties between vehicle inspections. That is because DIT’s database does not contain a record of 
the date of vehicle registration address changes, and because the county of registration determines 
the RUC rate used. Thus, no driving reports could be sent to vehicles that changed county of 
registration between inspections. 

► Checking vehicle registration data from DIT’s database should be done as close as possible to 
inspection date. Doing so ensures that the vehicle’s county and ownership has not changed. As 
real-time lookups of the DIT database were not possible, DIT provided a complete upload of their 
database once per month due to needs of pilot. Note that DIT only stores current ownership data in 
the database—not historical data. 

► Some Driving Reports could not be issued because data stored was incomplete. Incomplete data 
included incomplete owner records, incomplete or invalid odometer reading records, inconsistent 
VIN between DIT database and PMVI data. Such instances will need to be planned for in an 
operational RUC system. 

► County of registration address county and county of inspection could differ. As it was not clear what 
miles were driven in which county in this case, a Driving Report could not be issued. 

► Frequency of inspection varies greatly by vehicle. Although inspections are required every 12 
months, except for new vehicles, some vehicles get inspected more often, many wait a longer than 
12 months, and some are right around 12 months. Driving report design mush consider this 
variation. 

► There were many steps to convert raw data into RUC data. There was a fair amount of work to 
load, clean and process the raw data received from the PMVI database and DIT database. The 
project team had to define a higher number of business rules than expected to clean and 
disambiguate the data and identify eligible use cases for which Driving Reports would be sent: 

 The pilot team started with a list of basic vehicle eligibility rules, which included vehicle types, 
vehicle fuel types, vehicle status, registered owner address, enrollment in Part 2 (as Part 1 and 
Part 2 of the pilot overlapped over a few months, the project team decided not to send Driving 
Reports to Part 2 participants to avoid confusing them).  

 The project team also defined a preliminary list of odometer eligibility rules that included status 
of odometer readings (only odometer values from successful inspection visits were taken), value 
of odometer readings, the minimum and maximum number of months separating two valid 
odometer readings, change of ownership between odometer readings.  

 More business rules were added to the basic eligibility case as the project team discovered 
specific use cases to filter out or include while balancing the number of eligible records that 
would be used to produce Driving Reports.  

6.1.2. Driving Report Layout 

► Minimum font sizes should be defined to accommodate vision-impaired readers even for footnotes. 
The project team discovered that the font size used to display state and county rates was too small 
and might be difficult to read for elderly readers.  

► Default address QR codes may not accommodate variable information. The project team planned to 
use the default QR code on envelopes for the link to the survey, but discovered that the default QR 
code could not be used for variable information. Thus, an additional QR code was added to the right 
of the address field. 
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6.1.3. Driving Report Content 

► Ambiguous characters and numbers cannot be included in a value that users will enter. For 
example, 1 and I may look similar; or O and 0. Thus, these characters were eliminated from Driving 
Report numbers to prevent incorrect entry due to misreading. 

► The per-mile rate needed to be explained completely. Following feedback obtained during the 
SSOT survey, one FAQ entry on page 2 was rewritten to provide more information on the per-mile 
rate. 

6.1.4. Driving Report Printing 

► Pre-printed forms (shells) reduce printing costs. Pre-printed shells costs were lower in mainland US, 
and pilot team decided to use pre-printed shells, and only sent monthly variable data to the Printer 

► Use of bulk printing services requires extensive calibration. Several printing iterations were needed 
to calibrate the printers to print variable characters on the pre-printed shells in the exact positions. 
The bulk printer also had to be calibrated for Driving Reports that had wider dollar amounts than in 
initial testing. The print team had to work on reducing font sizes.  

► Turn-around times for print services took longer than expected. Bulk printing services are vital, but 
their turn around time is not instant—they require time to update their systems when changes are 
made.  

► Template configuration tracking log introduced to ensure all parties involved were working from the 
latest version. As templates for Driving Reports are updated, strict version control is necessary. 
Also, when making changes to DR templates, it was important to keep variable data in same 
position to avoid time spent recalibrating the templates for printing  

► Using a bulk printer service / printing house requires careful coordination and detailed 
implementation. Having an experienced, local, high-tech printer, was key to success. 

6.1.5. Live Operations 

► Using the National Change of Address (NCOA) list was vital to sending out correct driving reports, 
but it was expensive, and the team had to update the manner of using it to decrease recurring 
lookup charges. Addresses in DIT’s’ database are not always up-to-date, so the pilot team used the 
NCOA system to reduce the volume of undeliverable mails. The HiRUC system vendor would send 
data files received from DIT to the NCOA system to proactively identify undeliverable addresses. 
With these pre-checks, Driving Reports would not be generated, printed and mailed to these 
addresses thus saving printing and mailing costs. The pilot team analyzed operational costs one 
month after launch, and takes note of high cost of NCOA lookups ($0.0013 per lookup). 
Transactional costs meant every full set of DIT data comprising about 2.1 million records could cost 
the project about $2,700. NCOA lookups during tests and operations could cumulate to $38,000 
(assuming ~14 lookups). The project team had to explore solutions to reduce number of records to 
send to NCOA. The team considered the following options: 

1. Option 1 – long term savings: Pre-process NCOA input file to remove all records for any VINs 
for which a DR had already been issued. Initially, savings would be low, but in the long run, 
savings generated over number of DRs generated would increase 

2. Option 2 – immediate 50% savings: Update NCOA file every 2 months instead of every month 
to instantly halve budget. However, the program impacts anticipated were risks of increasing 
following cases: 
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o Generating a DR for someone who has moved within the past 60 days meant relying on 
USPS to forward their DR, rather than having their “new” address already printed on the DR 

o Sending DRs to someone who has moved to a different island within the past 60 days (this 
meant missing the Business Rule that required that no DR be sent a person who changes 
county)  

3. Option 3 – Set up a direct API link to NCOA and running NCOA as the last data processing step 
on the subset of eligible vehicles. This would reduce recurring NCOA charge to $175 per batch 
down from the $2,700 per batch. This was the cheapest option, and eventually chosen. 

► Updating the National Change of Address (NCOA) list was not trivial. It is important to factor in 
learning curve to interpret NCOA data dictionary. It took time to sort out the NCOA data format. 
Retesting and adjustments to system were needed. While reviewing data files, project team 
identified a few non-Hawaii addresses and owner/vehicle combinations that should have been 
filtered out. These new anomalies were due to the fact that new NCOA provider provided more 
granular data than the previous NCOA provider. With the previous NCOA provider, forwarding 
addresses were matched at the address level. With the new provider, they are done at the name + 
address level (so if two people are listed in the DIT record but only one moves, the vendor got two 
records back from NCOA — one still showing someone at the original address, and another one 
showing the other person at a new address). The vendor had to change the way that the system 
handled the NCOA data to accommodate this change.  

► Mail return rates were higher after responsibilities for NCOA interface was transitioned. The new 
NCOA solution was much less expensive, but the printing house was doing additional address 
matching beyond just NCOA.  

► Anomalies in the DIT data required some manual processing. Vehicle registry data is generally 
imperfect, and data imperfections must be considered for any such system.  

► Not sending multiple driving reports to the same address requires checking across all the entire 
database of sent driving reports. Checking against the current batch is not sufficient. 

► Most people learned about HiRUC through the Driving Report. Despite broad outreach and 
education efforts through local media and the website, many recipients of the Driving Report in Part 
1 would learn about the Demonstration through the mailed-in Driving Report. The Driving Report 
has an FAQ and links to the project website with an even more complete FAQ. However, only 
providing online information was not deemed sufficient, especially for population segments that did 
not have good access to internet or familiarity with online tools. Also, past project experience 
allowed the project team to fully measure the risk of not providing a call-in support option – upset 
members of the public who fail to understand key underlying RUC principles or who doubt the 
legitimacy of the Driving Report could channel their comments on social media. Providing a single 
point of contact for the general public could allow to pacify and further educate and support 
frustrated members of the public.  

6.2. Technology Test Drive Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.2.1. Design and Development 

Design and development of the HiRUC Part 2 demonstration was based on system designs used in 
Oregon, Washington, and California for similar pilots. Specifically, the specification documents (System 
Requirements, Interface Control, and Business Rules Documents) were based on the version of these 
documents created for the Washington State Road Usage Charging Pilot.  
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The Account Management vendor, Azuga, was currently operating a RUC project in Oregon. In 
general, Azuga’s philosophy was to reuse as much as possible from Oregon but change anything 
where HiRUC Requirements differed. Azuga based their HiRUC part 2 system on the system they were 
currently operating in Oregon. They began by developing a detailed Requirements Traceability Matrix—
comparting the HiRUC requirements with the requirements, business rules, and interfaces that they 
were already operating in Oregon. Those requirements that did not change did not need to be retested. 
For requirements that did change, Azuga determined where system updates were needed. All such 
changes needed to be retested. Azuga’s approach was very cost-and time-effective for the project. 

The main changes from the Oregon and Washington systems for HiRUC Part 2 were the following: 

► Supporting counties with different gas tax and RUC rates. Other programs had only one gas tax 
and RUC rate per state. In addition to supporting county-level rates, the HiRUC system asked 
participants to provide county of residence in addition to address. 

► Third party statement generation. In other pilots, the Account Managers generated the statements 
themselves. As Vehcon had already developed the user-optimized Driving Report format for the 
Part 1 pilot, the project team found it helpful to allow them to develop and support the Road Usage 
Reports for the part 2 pilot. This required Azuga to transmit all Road Usage Report data to Vehcon 
each month. This approach provided the greatest design flexibility but required extra integration 
between Vehcon and Azuga. 

► OdoFoto provided within Azuga app. Vehcon provided the OdoFoto functionality, which was 
included in Azuga’s app. The OdoFoto functionality includes specialized and proprietary features, 
which Azuga could not provide. Whereas in previous pilots, similar functionality had previously been 
provided as a standalone app, including it directly in Azuga’s app provided the simplest overall user 
interface—only one app was required for the entire HiRUC pilot. 

► OdoFoto images could be submitted at any time. Whereas in previous pilots, participants were only 
able to submit odometer images during specific reporting periods, in the HiRUC pilot, participants 
were able to submit images at any time. However, it was still important to provide a specific 
reporting period with reminders and cutoff time to ensure that Road Usage Reports included the 
most current information possible. 

► Carbon Footprint. The Carbon Footprint feature in Azuga’s Premium Services was developed 
specifically for the HiRUC pilot. This feature illustrated a means by which participants could be 
made aware of their carbon emissions along with RUC. 

► Custom website and app appearance and links. The web portal and app were all given a 
customized appearance for the HiRUC pilot.  

► Participant user interface design. Using a storyboard to plot out the participant journey before 
development starts is an important step that allows the account manager and the project team to 
agree on objectives for a positive user experience that would generally increase chances of 
participant compliance with mileage reporting methods. Once the overall participant journey is 
designed, it is important to have a detailed look at each interface along the participant journey to 
understand where exactly a slow-down or complication in the process could increase the risk of 
participants dropping out or being non-compliant with enrollment, set-up or mileage reporting 
requirements. Detailed dive-ins also allowed the project team to be intentional about managing 
cultural specificities – for example, it was important to handle special characters used in Hawaii like 
the ʻOkina gracefully.  
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6.2.2. Testing 

Observations and lessons learned during testing including extensive updates to the base specification 
documents (SRS, ICD, BRD), as well as general lessons learned. All these are included here. For 
testing details, see the Part 2 Testing Report. 

6.2.3. SRS Updates 

► Removal of manually entered RUC county. Participants frequently confused the field entry “county” 
with state and as it was the default value, entered Hawaii. This meant that the registration county 
address was marked as “Hawaii county” thus resulting in the wrong RUC and gas tax rates being 
applied for non-Hawaii county residents. To avoid problems like Hawaii county being entered 
mistakenly, county should not be free entry, and instead be based on the zip code entered. If the 
zip code is not captured through the user interface, these discrepancies would have to be corrected 
on the back end (e.g., by connecting to the DIT database).  

► Removal of manually entered start odometer reading. A holdover from earlier programs, the 
requirement for all participants to enter their vehicle’s odometer reading when enrolling was 
removed, because there were no plans to use this odometer reading, and this requirement made 
the enrollment more burdensome for the participant.  

► Additional odometer photo required when changing to or from OdoFoto. When switching to or from 
the OdoFoto mileage reporting method, an additional odometer image is needed to open or close 
out the vehicle’s record with this method. The original requirements just called for an odometer 
photo every 3 months. This update in the SRS also led to related updates in the Business Rules, 
described below. 

► Trip data retention opt-in requirements. The original requirements stated that the service provider 
always needed to ask the user’s permission to opting in to store historical trip location data. 
However, Azuga’s system never stored this information. Thus, there was no need to ask the user’s 
permission, so this requirement was removed in cases in which such information was never stored.  

6.2.4. ICD Updates 

► Updated null value in case no odometer image is submitted in VIN Summary Report. The ICD was 
clarified to say that when participants on the OdoFoto mileage reporting method do not submit an 
odometer image, the field used to report miles traveled should contain the string “None Reported” to 
clearly indicate no odometer image was submitted. This string then appears directly in the Road 
Usage Reports of such users. 

► Minor clarifications on RUR Data Report. The RUR data report is the report that Vehcon sent back 
to Azuga with data on the RURs that Vehcon had generated, based on the data provided by Azuga. 
This was a new report for the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration and required several minor clarifications 
after the first draft of the ICD. 

► Minor additions to account and VIN message for new enrollments. The Account and VIN message 
was part of the original ICD, used to report summary account information by the CAM. In the HiRUC 
project, it was additionally used by Azuga to report new enrollments in the Demonstration to 
Vehcon. This necessitated some minor additions to the message. 

6.2.5. BRD Updates 

► Added closeout details. Details of the program closeout (timing nature of messaging to participants, 
information about device return or final odometer photo, rewards, etc.) was not included in the 
original BRD. These details were added in a revision. 
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► Timing and frequency of initial and ongoing compliance reminders. Updates were made to the 
timing and frequency of both the initial compliance reminders (reminder to plug in the device the 
first time or take the first odometer photo) and ongoing compliance reminders (reminders to plug an 
unplugged device back in; reminders to send in odometer images at the end of the reporting 
period). 

► Change of mileage reporting method details. More detail was provided on steps to be taken when a 
user switches from one mileage reporting method to another, including rules on submitting 
odometer photos when switching to or from OdoFoto in agreement with the change in the SRS 
indicated above. 

► Possibility to drop never complaint participants. The BRD was updated to indicate the possibility of 
participants who had never been compliant (never plugged in a device or submitted an odometer 
photo) being dropped from the pilot. This feature was never used in the pilot. 

► Limitation of fleets to ten vehicles. The maximum size of a vehicle fleet, which before was 
undefined, was specified to be ten vehicles. 

► Addition of account suspension at customer’s request. The BRD were amended to include an 
explicit provision for account suspension at the request of the participant, i.e., keep their account in 
a state of suspense, so the account was not closed, but and so the participants would not receive 
reporting reminders while they traveled and were unable to fulfill the reporting requests. 

► Final RUR for a given mileage reporting method at end of month when that method was last used or 
when vehicle was changed. The BRD was amended to indicate that a final RUR for a given mileage 
reporting method or vehicle would be provided in the month of that mileage reporting method or 
vehicle’s last charges. This means that in case of an Odofoto, the RUR may be issued at the end of 
a month not on the normal OdoFoto quarterly reporting cycle. 

► Definition of RUR number. The BRD was amended to add a new standard of RUR number. 

► Definition of compliant. The BRD was amended to include a new definition of compliant—no more 
than 14 days unplugged in a given month. It also was amended to indicate that never compliant 
meant never plugged in or never submitted initial odometer image. 

► Correction of Honolulu and Maui per mile rates. When the per mile rates were initially added, the 
rates for Honolulu and Maui counties were switched—Honolulu was listed as $0.011 per mile, and 
Maui at $0.008 per mile, but that was corrected to Honolulu being $0.008 per mile and Maui being 
$0.011 per mile in the revision. 

► Removal of Pending Account status. A holdover from earlier programs, the account status of 
Pending was used to indicate accounts that needed to be approved before the participant could 
complete enrollment. As all users who had an activation code were eligible to enroll, it was not 
needed in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, and so was eliminated.  

► Transmission of initial odometer reading should not block end of quarter reminders. Originally, the 
BRD contained the rule that participants should not receive end of quarter odometer photo 
submission reminders within 10 days of having submitted an odometer image. However, the team 
realized that this would mean that participants who had just enrolled and submitted their initial 
odometer image would also not receive such reminders, and thus receive an RUR that would 
indicate that they had not reported an end-of-quarter odometer image, when in fact they had not 
been reminded to do so. 
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6.2.6. Testing 

It is important to spend time setting up and testing customer support services. Customer support 
services or helpdesk services are generally the only point of human contact that members of the public 
and enrolled participants had with the pilot, and thus had a significant impact on the overall user 
experience. Customer service readiness covers several aspects: 

► Technical and functional – the basic customer service functions should work as expected to 
minimize participant frustration, i.e. inbound and outbound phone calls, call transfers, voicemail 
messages and transfers, email addresses (avoiding characters or titles that risk sending emails to 
spam folders) should function without glitches.  

► Operational – with two customer support teams (a general policy support team for Part 1 operated 
by the pilot team, and a technical support team for Part 2 operated by Azuga) good understanding 
roles and responsibilities by both teams, as well as knowledge of the other team’s hours of 
operation and contact details is necessary for effective coordination. Customer service 
representatives (CSRs) from both teams have to be trained to efficiently address policy, technology 
questions, and operational issues or reroute the questions to the relevant teams. 

► Service quality and compliance – CSRs should be trained to respect data privacy, security, and 
service quality procedures. Standard operating procedures and shared FAQ resources need to be 
set up so CSRs could have guidelines to answer sensitive questions relating to RUC policy or 
address questions relating to personally identifiable information in a consistent manner – e.g., In 
Part 1, some people wanted to know how the program got their vehicle information to produce 
Driving Reports; in Part 2, CSRs had to know how to orient participants to their online accounts 
without disclosing any personal information  

► Ongoing communications – support emails need to follow best practices such as consistent, friendly 
and intuitive emails with clear calls-to action including clear subtitles, instructions and deadlines. 

► Mobile device apps are difficult to keep up-to-date. Specifically, there are a vast array of mobile 
operating system versions o develop for. When a specific operating system has a glitch or 
unexpected behavior on a given device model, it can cause the app to work incorrectly for that 
device/operating system, and Account Managers only have a limited amount of testing capacity. To 
reduce required testing of updates, it may be desirable to only have a mobile web portal (which will 
still necessitate checking updates on a range of browser versions).  

► Lessons learned with text messages. The Amazon Web Services (AWS) text messaging solution 
initially used to generate text messages proved to be unreliable resulting in notifications were either 
sent too late or not at all. The unreliability stemmed from the fact there was no proactive monitoring 
capability, so the pilot team only uncovered discrepancies with text notifications at the end of each 
testing period, which led to delays in testing and troubleshooting. Azuga switched its notification 
systems from AWS to a more reliable Twilio text messaging system after it became clear than the 
AWS solution was not meeting expectations. 

► Even a simple update in hardware can alter device behavior, and must be thoroughly tested. After 
observing a range of flyover trips with GPS devices—trips in which GPS connectivity was lost, 
causing the trip to appear to fly from one point to another point several miles away—the team 
embarked on a detailed data collection effort. The root cause was eventually found to be a 
hardware upgrade in the Azuga plug-in device: a new communications chipset had replaced the 
previous one to support 3G connectivity, and that communications chipset also included the GPS 
computations. While this hardware upgrade should not have impacted GPS integrity, it was found 
that the new chipset behaved differently under the software, causing the location data to be lost in 
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some cases. Fundamentally, this means that in any situation where hardware is updated, the 
device needs to be thoroughly tested.  

6.2.7. Live Operations 

► OdoFoto should be accompanied by a manual odometer input to avoid edge cases. Although 
OdoFoto has many automated algorithms to detect anomalies and fraud, no system is fool-proof. In 
one instance, an odometer value was processed incorrectly due to the final digit of the LCD screen 
being hidden by a shadow, causing the processed value to be one digit shorter than the real value 
(for example, 4000 miles instead of 40001 miles). This incorrect odometer value in turn resulted in 
the user being identified as having a negative value for the charging period. This anomaly was 
successfully identified before the user received an RUR. Due to the variety of dashboard layouts 
and lighting conditions, one way to identify such situations sooner in the process is to require users 
to manually enter their odometer values, in addition to performing image processing. 

► OdoFoto submissions should allow additional photo submission even before Vehcon reviews them. 
As designed, the system only allows one odometer submission to be made each day. Sometimes, 
participants might accidentally take and submit a picture of something other than the vehicle 
odometer. These participants were immediately aware that they sent the image erroneously, and 
that Vehcon would reject it—which Vehcon did. But the participants would have preferred to be able 
to immediately submit a new odometer image, instead of having to wait 24 hours to do so. 

► OdoFoto is inappropriate for larger vehicle fleets and should be updated for smaller vehicle fleets. 
Medium to large fleets—those with more than 25-30 vehicles—rarely have all vehicles in one place 
at one time to allow a fleet manager to take and submit odometer photos for all vehicles. Thus, the 
responsibility to submit odometer photos would need to be passed on to drivers, which is logistically 
difficult to manage, especially given the need to submit images quarterly, and receive reporting 
reminders quarterly, as well as when vehicles enter or exit a fleet. For smaller fleets (<30 vehicles), 
it may be possible to update the app in a way that allows collection, but there will need to be a way 
to pass responsibility for taking the odometer photo for a given vehicle to others (driver or deputy 
manager). 

6.2.8. Premium Services  

► Premium Features and gamification appeared to have had the highest impact on the participants 
interest in using the HiRUC app—those who used the app were most interested in using the 
Premium features, instead of the RUC-related features. However, Premium Features only 
functioned after users enabled them, due to concerns about making the app’s functionality privacy-
sensitive. Further, the Premium Features were not located obvious within the HiRUC app and 
website, and so some participants never noticed or enabled them. Those participants did not get 
the full experience of the expected production version of HiRUC and so their feedback was limited 
to the RUC experience, not to Premium Features. The lessons learned are that premium features 
are a major draw to device-based RUC, but they need to be obvious to users, while remaining opt-
in to consider users’ comfort with privacy and the use of RUC information for other purposes. 

► Premium services – how many people enabled it; survey results of how many people used it; 
learnings around setting the default of OFF & clearly separating it from RUC (opt-in/opt-out). 

6.2.9. Mobile Interface Lessons Learned 

► Many participants do not realize that they need to download a separate app in order to use 
OdoFoto. The need to download an app in order to use OdoFoto was announced at the time of 
enrollment and in several follow-up emails. However, upon realizing that they were not receiving 
data on their RURs, many participants commented to Azuga CSRs that they did not know they 
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needed to download an app. Ultimately, the best solution for this functionality may be not to have an 
app at all—simply to support OdoFoto through a mobile web portal, so the link provided in the 
reminder texts would directly open the OdoFoto functionality even if a user had not downloaded an 
app. 

► Passwords should be able to be reset through the app—or not have app. The Azuga app required 
user login with the same username/password as was established during enrollment to log in to the 
Azuga HiRUC web portal. However, the app did not support a password reset functionality. In order 
to reset passwords, users needed to access the web portal. Because users may forget passwords 
at any time, the app should support resetting of passwords. Alternatively, the program could just not 
have an app, but rather provide all functionality through the mobile web portal. 

6.2.10. Road Usage Reports 

► Road Usage Reports—or more generally, statements or invoices—are hard to perfect. Each month 
of the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, the project team reviewed the RURs generated by Vehcon 
based on Azuga’s data and found at least a few RURs that had issues either with the appearance 
or accuracy of the data. There were more issues at the start of the live demonstration, but a number 
of issues were discovered every month. In general, it is very important for a third party to review 
RURs or statements before they are sent. Also, the agency may want to prioritize RUR accuracy 
over aesthetics after live operations begin. As an alternative to even issuing statements or RURs, 
the agency could consider using printable online dashboards in a web portal instead.  

► Using a separate firm to produce RURs has advantages but comes with significant complications. 
Using Vehcon to generate the RURs allowed the RURs to have a similar look and feel to the Part 1 
Driving Reports and included better graphics for outreach and education than Azuga would have 
been capable of generating. However, this approach had significant complications. First, Vehcon 
and Azuga had to integrate with each other, involving an API with data going in both directions, for 
the generation of RURs each month; this involved nontrivial effort. Second, issuing RURs always 
took several days, as each API was run as a batch process, so transmitting and generating RURs 
could not be done instantaneously, but required 24-48 hours. Third when RUR issues arose, the 
first step was always to diagnose whose responsibility it was—where the root cause of the issue 
lay. On the balance, the project team would recommend that CAMs generate their own RURs, not 
use a third party for RUR generation. 

6.2.11. Treatment of Local Jurisdiction RUC 

► Local jurisdictions (counties) were successfully handled by using distinct rule IDs in the system. 
Road Usage Reports applied the rates of the county of the address declared by the participant for 
non-location based methods, or the rate of the location of the device, for location-based methods 
(unless location could not be determined). RUC and gas tax rates displayed on the Road Usage 
Report per county generally matched with the registration rate of the county in which participants 
actually registered their vehicle mostly because inter county/inter island driving is exceptional;  

► However, RUC and gas tax rates displayed on the road usage report can be wrong when there are 
vehicle movements between islands. Monthly data analysis revealed that there were a handful of 
participants using plug-in device with GPS that drove their vehicles in counties different from the 
county of vehicle registration. These cases could only be detected for vehicles that used the plug-in 
device with GPS method. It is possible there were a few more cases of inter-county driving. An 
operational RUC program should consider an easy way for people who use a non-location based 
method to declare when they have moved their vehicle to a new county.  
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► Monthly data analysis also revealed that some participants entered the wrong county address 
resulting in wrong registration rates being applied. These rate application anomalies could only be 
detected for participants using the Plug-in device with GPS. This could be easily fixed on the 
system side (either front end or back end) by using zip code to determine the county of registration.  

6.2.12. Vendor Oversight  

► Vendor technical oversight is necessary during live operations. Azuga was an excellent commercial 
account manager and performed well in many respects. Azuga had a true customer service 
orientation, clearly intending to put in the work to give their customers a good experience. However, 
a range of issues arose that Azuga either did not immediately identify or did not know how to 
respond to. Either the agency or a technical consultant is needed to oversee vendor operations, by 
reviewing key performance indicators, by participating in the pilot, and by monitoring participant 
feedback, in order to guarantee good service is continually provided by the vendor. 

► Vendor key performance indicators are necessary. The HiRUC project team did not prepare 
performance indicators for Azuga to report. Instead, Azuga provided its own performance indicators 
based on the data that they are already providing for other RUC systems, including various types of 
customer service activity, MRM activation status, etc. In general, performance indicators should be 
developed as part of the RUC system specifications.  

► Vendors must be required to actively monitor that any third-party services they employ are paid up 
and functional with no interruption in service. Azuga utilized third party services to send text 
messages (at first, they used an Amazon service for texting, but switched to the Twilio service), as 
well as to send return labels for plug-in devices to participants. Azuga experienced situations in 
which both of these services were interrupted for various reasons.  

6.2.13. Demonstration Closeout 

► Pilot closeout could be improved by allowing participants full account access even after the account 
was closed. Though the pilot close-out experience did not have any major technical glitches, the 
user experience was rather abrupt for participants, who experienced account closure on February 
1, 2021, which meant that the only information available on their accounts was road usage 
reports—daily data and premium services information was deleted. It would be desirable to keep 
such data even after the account was closed, although doing so would require a major software 
update for Azuga. 

► From an equity perspective, the device return experience should consider people who do not have 
access to printers or do not have access to reliable mail. For example, the state could offer plug-in 
device pickup/return locations (e.g. DMVs) or shipping services (e.g. amazon agreements with 
UPS). As mail can be unreliable – service delays, weather, address in Hawaii may be slightly more 
troublesome for package deliveries, it’s important to consider extended delays or plug-in device 
pickup/return locations that remove the responsibility of timely device return/pick-up from 
participant.  
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6.3. Fleet Pilot Observations and Lessons Learned 

6.3.1. Fleet Operations 

► Fleets have different operational needs, vehicle lifecycle management processes, exemptions, and 
vehicle cost tracking needs.  

► Systems used vary from spreadsheets, fleet management programs required for public utilities, to 
specialized high-tech telematics Fleet Management Systems. They have varying capabilities and 
resources to accommodate RUC reporting.  

6.3.2. RUC Reporting Preferences 

► There is no one-size-fits-all RUC process. It is important to provide different reporting options for 
convenience (bulk upload with flexible file formats, direct updates through user interface). 

► Convenience is a main factor for payment frequency. For manual data reporting, annual frequency 
perceived to be less burdensome. Fleet operators have their own vendors and processes for 
reporting mileage that they prefer over CAMs (auto mechanic, auto export of data, fleet 
management system) 

► Financial impact not determining factor for reporting/payment frequency. It’s more a matter of 
accounting and budgeting, and being able to track expenses easily (e.g., monthly) 

6.3.3. Improving Fleet Operator Understanding, Addressing Concerns, and Collecting 
Feedback 

► Concerns were expressed about having to repeat manual reporting process several times a year for 
their whole fleet (e.g., “Fine for 20 vehicles, but cannot imagine doing this for 180 vehicles”). RUC 
reporting was duplicative work. Fleet administrators already need to enter information in their own 
fleet management systems. They would have preferred an option to automate reporting by 
integrating the RUC platform with their fleet management systems 

► The fleet pilot allowed fleet operators to see how RUC could affect their business and provide more 
relevant feedback. Familiarity with RUC increased across the board after 6 weeks of pilot 
participation  

6.3.4. Pilot Design 

► Partner with fleet management providers to ensure participation from a diverse range of fleet 
organizations to ensure a full spectrum of testing and research (consider company size, fleet size, 
type of systems, vehicle use, type of drivers). 

► Set expectations – be clear on what type of participation is expected of the fleet manager. Gauge 
level of commitment, availability and technical abilities for meaningful pilot participation. 

► Budget for incentives, to compensate companies for their time and involvement. 

► Most importantly, give fleet businesses a seat at the table. Other than collecting technical driving 
data, prioritize collecting insights, perceptions, and concerns.  
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1. Introduction and Background 
Essential to program development, analysis of road usage charge (RUC) policy issues of importance to 
the state’s residents requires special focus. Work toward identification of the key issues for a 
prospective RUC program began with a 2016 Feasibility Study. Featuring limited engagement with 
stakeholders, the media, and the public, this study revealed 30 policy issues of note. The study 
identified many of these issues from research in other states, but local agencies independently raised 
most of them as issues for Hawaii to confront, along with new issues. 

Feedback from the 14 RUC community meetings held across six islands in March, April and May 2019 
threw into sharp relief the issues of greatest concern to the state’s residents. Through this direct 
communication process during community meetings, nine policy issues emerged as critically important 
to the residents of Hawaii.  

This work plan outlines the approach and timeline for addressing the nine policy issues. This document 
intends for the written analyses of these policy issues to inform the recommendations made by HDOT’s 
administration to the state legislature. 

1.1. Issues Emerging from Community Meetings 
A document entitled Feedback from RUC Community Meetings (Appendix A-4) contains a full record of 
comments and questions received at the RUC Community Meetings across the state held in March, 
April, and May 2019. The document bundles similar comments and questions into topic areas that 
reveal the nine issues of greatest concern to residents of Hawaii. 

While the community meetings clearly identified the key issues, the project team expects to continually 
refine them as new information surfaces. Further refinements will become necessary as new inputs 
come from the project steering group, the stakeholder advisory group, and additional contacts with the 
general public and its representatives.  

Table 1 categorizes the key issues and prioritizes them based on a combination of feedback from the 
technical and communication work streams. The table gives higher priority to those issues most 
pressing for resolution to continue advancing and iterating RUC as an emerging revenue generation 
concept. 

Table 1: Categories and Priorities of Key Issues 

PRIORITY LEVEL POLICY ISSUE 

1 

Geographic impacts of road usage charges 

Impacts of road usages charges on low-income households 

Impacts of road usages charges on visitors and tourists 

2 

Treatment of heavy vehicles under a RUC system 

Treatment of clean vehicles under a RUC system 

How a RUC system could be administered efficiently 

3 

Optimal enforcement of a RUC system 

Transition from a gas tax to a RUC 

Differentiation of governmental jurisdictions for a RUC program 
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1.2. Approach for Addressing Issues 
The project team approached each issue on an individual basis depending upon on the requirements to 
fully address it. Some issues required extensive data analysis to reveal the precise context in Hawaii, 
while others required policy analysis based on existing polices and law in the state, and some issues 
required both data and policy analysis. 

This document generally follows the steps below to determine the unique approach to analysis for each 
issue. 

► Define the issue. Defining the issue begins with an explanation of the concern, why and how it is 
relevant to RUC in Hawaii, and what is at stake if the issue goes unaddressed. 

► Analysis approach. Analytical approaches may be qualitative or quantitative, or both, depending 
upon the issue. Qualitative analysis may include legal research, case studies, and comparisons. 
Quantitative analysis include economic, geo-spatial, and financial. The project team may need to 
gather data from available public sources, the pilot project itself, or from proprietary sources. The 
project team will then deploy the analysis method an issue merits. 

► Develop alternatives. Aligned with the analysis, the project team will propose a list of the policy 
alternatives for addressing each issue. For most policy issues, the analysis will compare 
alternatives against a default scenario of “do nothing.” 

► Engage with stakeholders. To maximize the impact of the policy analysis, the project team will 
engage with HDOT and, as appropriate, the stakeholder advisory group for feedback on the 
analysis and alternatives. For any given issue, researchers will work with HDOT to determine 
whether the issue merits making a recommendation. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, HDOT and the HiRUC project team followed a careful process to select 
topics, develop research and findings, vet the findings with HDOT administration, internal stakeholders 
including HDOT’s RUC Steering Committee, and external stakeholders including the RUC Advisory 
Group, before incorporating the most accurate, thorough, relevant findings into the final report 
(Volume 1).  
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Figure 1: Process for Developing and Using Policy Research 

 
 

At the conclusion of the research, HDOT made decisions, with input and guidance from the Steering 
Committee, about how to present the analysis and findings of the extensive policy, organizational, 
administrative research undertaken. Figure 2 summarizes the process followed for filtering and 
categorizing issues. First, issues were identified as either “technical” (administrative) or “public policy” 
(policy) issues. Those issues related to public policy were vetted with the Advisory Group and relevant 
stakeholders, often on a one-on-one basis. Those policy issues that were fully vetted are included as 
Appendix D, with key findings incorporated into the final report (Volume 1). Those issues related to 
internal functions such as RUC operations, accounting, and organizational design, were vetted 
internally with relevant HDOT staff and partner agencies. The assessment of administrative issues can 
be found in Appendix E, with key findings incorporated into the final report (Volume 1). 
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Figure 2: Process for Organizing Research in Final Report 

 
 

The remainder of this report outlines the detailed process and methodology developed and followed for 
the policy issues, the results of which can be found in Appendix D.  
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2. Top Priority Issues 
2.1. Impact on Drivers by Geography 

2.1.1. Definition of the Issue 
Upon considering the potential effect of a road usage charge on personal driving routines, a significant 
number of rural drivers without transit options, or those drivers who drive long distances for personal or 
business reasons, view their personal situation as disadvantaged by a charge based on distance 
traveled. Comments from the community meetings indicate they regard their driving as necessary and 
regard payment of a RUC as a penalty. It is not apparent that drivers in this situation compare the 
amount they would pay for RUC against the amount they already pay in gas tax for the same amount of 
driving. The overall effect of RUC on rural or other long-distance driving in Hawaii is unknown. 

2.1.2. Relevance to RUC 
Analysis conducted in other states1 indicates that on average, rural residents drive only slightly more 
than their urban counterparts. Even though the average trip distance tends to be farther, rural drivers 
make fewer trips than those living in urbanized areas. Recent analysis of registered vehicles in Hawaii 
conducted for the HDOT feasibility study in 2016 showed that fuel economy for rural drivers tends to be 
lower, resulting in rural drivers paying more for every mile driven in gas taxes (see Section 8, beginning 
on page 104 for more detail). 

If a RUC is implemented, drivers would no longer have to pay the state gas tax, so their travel costs 
would be lessened by that amount. A RUC that replaces the state gas tax may be slightly less, about 
the same, or slightly more than the state gas tax, depending on the fuel efficiency of the vehicle, and 
how the RUC rate is set. No driver would pay both the RUC and the gas tax. 

The overall effect of RUC on the economics of road funding depends upon the rate structure 
established for RUC. If the legislature chooses a revenue-neutral rate, the advantage of RUC at first will 
be negligible but RUC will prove better for the state than the gas tax over time as the fleet’s average 
fuel efficiency improves with the expected greater use of all-electric vehicles. 

The personal financial effect of RUC replacing the gas tax will vary based upon the vehicle type an 
individual motorist currently uses and the rate structure for RUC. If a motorist drives a fuel-efficient 
vehicle, the motorist may pay more than the motorist now pays in gas tax for the same driving but the 
effect may not be large. On the other hand, if a motorist drives a fuel-inefficient vehicle, the motorist 
may pay less than the motorist now pays in gas tax for the same driving. Under a RUC rate comparable 
to the state gas tax, if a driver owns a vehicle that gets less than 22 miles per gallon, that driver would 
pay less under a RUC scenario. If a driver owns a vehicle that gets more than 22 miles per gallon, that 
driver would pay more in RUC as compared to the state fuel tax. 

2.1.3. Analytical Approach  
The approach should analyze two outcomes: one, the overall effect of RUC on long-distance driving, 
and, two, the effect of RUC on individual drivers based on vehicle choice. Since no one can predict the 

 
1 See: “Road Usage Charge Assessment: Financial Implications for Urban and Rural Drivers,” Washington State 
Transportation Commission, January 2015. 
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exact RUC rate that would be used if RUC is adopted in Hawaii, both analyses should apply a revenue 
neutral rate that is comparable to the existing gas tax rate. This will align with the HiRUC pilot project 
simulation of a replacement of the current 16 cents per gallon state fuel tax with a per-mile RUC. 
Revenue-neutral means the average person currently pays 16 cents per gallon for driving on the state’s 
road system and drives a car that gets about 22 miles per gallon. A driver paying RUC will not pay the 
gas tax, so this average driver would not pay the $72 in state fuel tax, but would pay $72 in RUC, and 
would not see any change in the overall cost if the vehicle’s fuel efficiency is at the state’s average of 
22 miles per gallon.   

The overall effect of RUC on long-distance driving has been studied extensively by other states and 
RUC West. Rather than repeat these analyses, the analysis should update the most relevant of these 
analyses specifically applied to example in Hawaii. This analysis should compare miles driven and 
MPG by ZIP code, including estimates of gas taxes versus RUC for all vehicles, producing averages 
and distributions of the comparison, by ZIP code. 

To illustrate the effect of RUC on individual drivers based on vehicle choice, the analysis should 
compare different individualized impacts of RUC based on an assortment of vehicles commonly used 
by rural and other long-distance drivers. This analysis should compare an assortment of individuals 
driving from specific rural areas to urban areas and individuals driving along several specific travel 
routes (town/city to city) with longer than average distance or travel time.   

2.1.4. Alternatives 
The analysis should present options for addressing the effects of long-distance driving by policy 
choices. Such alternatives include capping the number of miles for which RUC can be charged 
annually, providing discounted rates or tiered rates for mileage above certain levels, or providing 
discounts or exemptions based on residence location. The analysis shall also offer methods for 
communication of the findings to help ameliorate the described concerns and rectify any 
misconceptions. 

2.1.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups related to rural and suburban 
communities such as Rotary Clubs, Maui County, Hawaii County, Oahu MPO and Maui MPO and 
certain neighborhood boards may yield appropriate relevant information as well as open potential 
communication portals. The viability of the various communication portals, such as media outlets, 
should be presented in the analysis. The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-
person, if feasible, with organizations associated with residents who have expressed concern about 
geographic impacts of RUC, such as Maui County, Hawaii County and City and County of Honolulu. 

2.2. Impact on Low-Income Drivers 

2.2.1. Definition of the Issue 
The impact of RUC on low-income households recurs frequently as an issue in states that have studied 
RUC. Similar to analysis of rural drivers, studies suggest that on average, low-income drivers may 
actually pay less under a per-mile system, depending on the age of their vehicle. If this presumption 
holds, the real issue involves communicating an impactful message to this community of drivers. 
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2.2.2. Relevance to RUC 
If a RUC is implemented, low-income drivers would no longer pay the state gas tax, so their travel costs 
would be lessened by that amount. A RUC that replaces the state gas tax may be slightly less, about 
the same, or slightly more than the state gas tax, depending on the fuel efficiency of the vehicle, and 
how the RUC rate is set. No driver would pay both the RUC and the gas tax. 

The personal financial effect of RUC replacing the gas tax will vary based upon the vehicle type an 
individual motorist currently uses and the rate structure for RUC. If a motorist drives a fuel-efficient 
vehicle, the motorist may pay more than the motorist now pays in gas tax for the same driving but the 
effect may not be large. On the other hand, if a motorist drives a fuel-inefficient vehicle, the motorist 
may pay less than the motorist now pays in gas tax for the same driving. Under a RUC rate comparable 
to the state gas tax, if a driver owns a vehicle that gets less than 22 miles per gallon, that driver would 
pay less under a RUC scenario. If a driver owns a vehicle that gets more than 22 miles per gallon, that 
driver would pay more in RUC as compared to the state fuel tax. 

Since low-income drivers tend to drive older, less fuel-efficient vehicles, more low-income drivers would 
tend to benefit from paying RUC instead of the gas tax. The analysis will entail illustrating and 
communicating this tendency to low-income drivers and their advocates in an effective way. 

2.2.3. Analytical Approach 
The analytical approach should include assessment of the magnitude and nature of the impact of RUC 
on low-income drivers, and assessment of various policy interventions to address any concerns, 
whether packaged as part of the RUC policy itself or addressed elsewhere in state policy, such as 
periodic payments for RUC and other vehicle fees. More detailed analysis should be conducted of 
driving distances and patterns of Hawaii residents, using an updated VIN analysis by ZIP code and 
information from pilot surveys, and the potential effects (positive and negative) of transitioning away 
from the gas tax in favor of a per-mile charge. Such data and opinions should be gathered and 
analyzed from the HiRUC pilot project. 

2.2.4. Alternatives 
Examination of policy alternatives may include the systemic effects and relative benefits of tax credits 
for drivers below a designated level of income. It will also be necessary to explore alternatives for 
communicating the outcomes from the analysis to low-income drivers, including community meetings 
and meetings with organizations representing low-income people.  

2.2.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups such as Appleseed, a low-income 
advocacy group, members of the stakeholder advisory group, and certain neighborhood boards may 
yield appropriate relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. The viability of 
the various communications portals ,such as media outlets, should be presented in the analysis. The 
writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with organizations focused 
on the tax impacts on persons with low-income, such as Appleseed, and certain members of the 
stakeholder advisory group,  
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2.3. Addressing Tourism Impacts 

2.3.1. Definition of the Issue 
Residents of Hawaii demonstrate concern about the applicability of RUC to tourists and visitors. Some 
have suggested that tourists should perhaps even pay a higher rate per mile for their discretionary 
travel. It would be simple for the legislature to apply RUC to tourists and visitors. Rental cars and taxis 
have owners who can pay a RUC. Technically, to remain consistent with the Commerce Clause, such 
charges must apply regardless of whether the vehicles are used by locals or visitors. Whether these 
owners pass the RUC cost on to their customers is a business decision for them to make. Should the 
legislature so desire, a higher RUC rate could be applied to rental cars and/or taxis, just as a daily $5 
surcharge is already applied to rental and tour vehicles in the state to support highway funding. 

2.3.2. Relevance to RUC 
Hawaii likely has a higher proportion of miles driven by out-of-state visitors (as measured by rental car 
use) than most other states. Presently, out-of-state visitors pay gas tax when they fuel their rental 
vehicles. The most effective way to ensure they continue to pay their share for the upkeep of Hawaii’s 
roads under a RUC system is to ensure that rental car agencies accurately report and pay RUC. Under 
a RUC, the collection of the per-mile charge would most likely fall on the rental car agencies to pay 
RUC periodically to the state at the time of vehicle registration or inspection, just like all other vehicles. 
Rental car agencies could then either pass the cost of the mileage charge on to their customers 
directly, or indirectly by incorporating this new cost into their prices. In either case, in order for this 
aspect of RUC to be resolved, it is essential to work with rental car agencies to ensure that this 
important and sizeable component of statewide VMT is appropriately captured by a RUC system. 

2.3.3. Analytical Approach 
Addressing how tourists will pay RUC requires identification of policies to ensure that visitors pay their 
fair share. The approach should analyze rental fleet contributions to tourism, combining study of the 
magnitude of the impact of RUC on visitors and tourism, the current mechanisms for visitors to 
contribute to road funding, and analyzing the challenges and relative performance of the various 
alternatives financially and administratively.  

2.3.4. Alternatives 
Identify operational alternatives for addressing visitor contributions under a RUC, including testing of 
some options as part of the demonstration. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, testing RUC with rental 
vehicle fleets proved infeasible. However, the Technology Test Drive did include testing with several 
fleets to learn more about the business needs of commercial fleets. 

2.3.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups related to tourism such as Hawaii 
Tourism Authority, the Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism, the Chamber of 
Commerce of Hawaii, as well as Maui County and Kauai County (from which specific comments during 
community meetings were offered), Rotary Clubs and certain neighborhood boards may yield 
appropriate relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. Ideally at least one 
rental car agency can also provide input. The viability of the various communications portals, such as 
media outlets, should be presented in the analysis. The writer of this paper should have actual direct 
contact, in-person, if feasible, with organizations with a strong interest in tourism and its impacts, such 
as Hawaii Tourism Authority, the Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism and 
the Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii. 
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2.4. Vehicle Weight 

2.4.1. Definition of the Issue 
Residents of Hawaii have suggested that RUC should have a weight component so that heavier 
vehicles would pay more than lighter vehicles, inferring that heavier vehicles do more damage to the 
roads and bridges that lighter vehicles. Some proposed raising the weight tax instead of a RUC while 
others opposed such an idea.  

2.4.2. Relevance to RUC 
Whether the state should replace the gas tax with a RUC or an increase in the existing weight tax is a 
policy decision for the state legislature. The weight tax, however, is not a usage fee and therefore is 
unlike the gas tax. RUC is a usage-based fee like the gas tax. The weight tax and RUC could be 
merged into a weight-based RUC.  

As for the distinction between heavy, commercial vehicles and light passenger vehicles, it is likely they 
would be treated differently by the legislature. Most states have applied RUC only to passenger 
vehicles weighing less than 10,000 lbs. For example, Oregon, the only state with both a passenger 
vehicle and heavy vehicle distance-charge program, applies a weight factor only for vehicles greater 
than 26,000 lbs. and applies only a diesel tax for heavier vehicles between 10,000 lbs. and 26,000 lbs. 
Passenger vehicles less than 10,000 lbs. have negligible pavement impacts, so other states have 
decided it is not worth the effort to create weight-based RUC rates. Hawaii can follow Oregon’s lead on 
the weight factor or can plot its own course on the idea of merging the weight tax with RUC. 

2.4.3. Analytical Approach 
The approach should consider how different RUC systems for heavy, commercial vehicles and light 
passenger vehicles could be structured and the impact of the effect of separate RUC systems, 
including the burdens heavy and light vehicles have on the state’s highway system. 

2.4.4. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups related to trucking such as Hawaii 
Transportation Authority (the trucking industry), the Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii and those with a 
strong interest in the policies related to all types of vehicular travel such as AAA may yield appropriate 
relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. The viability of the various 
communications portals, such as media outlets, and these groups should be presented in the analysis. 
The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with organizations with 
a strong interest in the fairness of the road tax system, such as Hawaii Transportation Association 
(trucking industry), the Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii and AAA. 

2.5. Impact on Clean Vehicle Adoption 

2.5.1. Definition of the Issue 
Transitioning Hawaii’s ground transportation fleet from low MPG internal combustion engine vehicles to 
high MPG vehicles running on alternative fuels is an important strategy for supporting Hawaii’s 
statewide energy policy goals. Gasoline powered vehicles with highly fuel-efficient engines, hybrid gas-
electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs), and potentially hydrogen fuel cell vehicles 
(FCVs) are all expected to help reduce fuel consumption.  
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Accordingly, a common question among Hawaii’s residents is whether RUC will be a barrier (or 
disincentive) for people to buy plug-in electric vehicles (EVs). Under RUC, EV owners would be 
required to pay something “new,” a cost that they do not have to pay today. If RUC dampens consumer 
adoption of EVs to a significant extent, this could jeopardize Hawaii’s 2045 energy independence goal.  

2.5.2. Relevance to RUC 
While advanced vehicle technologies are vital to achieving Hawaii’s clean energy goals, the expected 
reduction in gasoline and diesel consumption exposes a flaw in the current method of funding 
roadways, which depends on liquid fuel being sold and taxed. As fuel economy improves, per-mile 
consumption of gasoline is expected to drop by 50% or more by 2045. The preferred solution is to 
change the architecture of transportation funding, so that advancements in transportation energy policy 
do not have an unintended detrimental impact on surface transportation system maintenance. 

In the U.S., there is a perception that the gas tax is an important tool for reducing petroleum use, 
because the tax increases the total per-gallon price paid by consumers at the pump, thereby 
discouraging driving. However, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) calculates a price 
elasticity of gasoline consumption at -0.02, meaning the price of gasoline would have to change by 50% 
in order to effect travel demand (how much people drive) by 1%.2 In Hawaii, the effective gas tax rate 
averages 32 cents per gallon (state plus county), which equates to 12% of the current price paid by 
consumers at the pump.3 Thus, current price signals attributable to Hawaii’s gas tax (32 cents) are 
likely too weak (low) to significantly impact the number of miles driven. The EIA has drawn a similar 
conclusion. 

Nationally, some electric vehicle (EV) advocates have argued that a per-mile charge that applies the 
same per-mile rate to all vehicles, regardless of engine or fuel type, could discourage purchases of 
EVs. The same logic could be applied to other highly-efficient vehicles. The premise of this argument is 
that RUC negates an important consumer incentive to purchase alternative fuel and other high MPG 
vehicles: avoidance of gas taxes. However, as described above, current gas taxes are unlikely to be a 
strong determinant in driving behavior. To the extent potential EV buyers make purchase decisions 
based on operating cost savings, the majority of operating cost savings between conventional vehicles 
and EVs is due to reduced routine maintenance costs, followed by the commodity price advantage of 
electricity over gasoline. If an EV driven 72,000 miles over the course of six years paid a per-mile fee 
equivalent to the average state and county gas taxes in Hawaii, this would add about $1,000 to total 
operating costs over six years, representing an increase of 9% to the EV driver. The EV would still 
maintain a 30% operating cost advantage over the gas vehicle.  

The current reliance on fuel taxes to pay for the largest share of roadway maintenance costs puts 
transportation funding needs at odds with broader energy and environmental policy goals. Under the 
current tax system, policies to promote petroleum reduction and use of alternative fuels undermine 
stable gas tax revenue to fund the transportation system. A per-mile fee can bring transportation 
funding into better alignment with energy and environmental policies in Hawaii.  

 
2 “Gas prices tend to have little effect on demand for car travel”, Today in Energy, Energy Information Administration, U.S. 
Department of Energy, December 15, 2014. Accessed at: https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=19191. 
3 According to the American Automobile Association, the average retail price of gasoline in Hawaii was $2.63 cents as of 
February 4, 2016. See: www.fuelgaugereport.aaa.com. 

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=19191
www.fuelgaugereport.aaa.com
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Some models4 have shown that per-mile charges may help drivers conserve trips, even if the total tax 
paid remains at the same level as the gas tax, since consumers have more direct information about 
their actual cost of driving. A public demonstration project could test this hypothesis. 

2.5.3. Analytical Approach 
The approach will research potential impacts of RUC on people who already own EVs and other fuel 
efficient cars and on the future purchases of such cars. To explore how RUC might impact future car 
buyers – specifically, whether car buyers would avoid purchasing an electric vehicle because it, too, 
would be subject to paying RUC, this analysis will review consumer adoption rates for EVs, obtain 
feedback from EV owners in Hawaii, and gather information from car buyers in Hawaii to understand 
factors related to EV purchasing decisions. A field test of RUC combined with stated-preference 
surveys of vehicle owners in Hawaii could help to determine the extent to which per-mile fees are a 
factor in vehicle purchasing decisions. 

2.5.4. Alternatives 
Determine the range of options the state could consider in designing a “user pays” road funding policy 
that provides sufficient, sustainable revenue, while supporting continued consumer adoption of cleaner 
cars. The intent is to present a range of policy options for elected officials to consider. These options 
could include EV purchase incentives to lower the initial acquisition cost of EVs for consumers, offering 
a discount on vehicle registration fees or per-mile fees, or, alternatively, higher fees for gas-powered, 
low fuel economy vehicles. 

2.5.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
The analysis should include specifically engaging stakeholders on this issue to identify specific 
concerns as well as opportunities to align RUC and energy policy in the state. Gathering information 
from stakeholder groups with strong interests in environmental policies such as Blue Planet, Sierra 
Club, Hawaii Green Growth and Ulupono (an environmental nonprofit) and other groups interested in 
passenger vehicle travel generally such as the AAA and the auto dealers may yield appropriate 
relevant information as well as open potential communications portals.. Residents of the counties of 
Maui, Kauai and Hawaii have also expressed personal strong interest in this issue. The viability of the 
various communications portals, such as media outlets, and these groups should be presented in the 
analysis. The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with 
organizations a strong interest in clean vehicle adoption, such as Blue Planet, Ulupono, Hawaii Green 
Growth and AAA. 

2.6. Efficient Administration 

2.6.1. Definition of the Issue 
Of concern to residents of Hawaii is whether a road usage charge can be administered in a cost-
effective way. They note that collecting a fee based on distance traveled would be more labor intensive, 
with more government contacts, than collecting the fuel tax.  

 
4 C.f., “An Evaluation of National Road User Charging in England,” Stephen Glaister, Transportation Research Part A: Policy 
and Practice, Vol. 39, Issues 7-9, November 2005. 
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2.6.2. Relevance to RUC 
In order to calculate the proper RUC owed for each vehicle, the agency that manages vehicle data is a 
critical part of the administration. The presumption is that an agency within Hawaii state government 
would conduct most administrative duties for collecting RUC, including management of vehicle data, 
but that private firms with special expertise might also have a role to play. In a proposal for RUC to 
replace the gas tax, HDOT will include recommendations in the final report that RUC revenue collected 
would be treated in the same manner as the gas tax is today: placed into the State Highway Special 
Fund where the money can only be spent on State roadways; program costs would be examined and 
money appropriated by the legislature; and all revenues and expenditures would be audited by the 
state auditor. The relative administrative costs of collecting RUC will determine the net revenue 
available for the road system. 

2.6.3. Analytical Approach 
This analysis should specifically focus upon collection costs of a road usage charge. These costs are 
likely to be higher than cost associated with collecting fuel taxes in Hawaii, which is among the lowest 
of taxes and fees. The analysis should include data from the demonstration and the pilot and conduct of 
an organizational assessment. 

Several variables influence the cost of collecting road usage charges, such as how vehicle owners 
report mileage (e.g., through safety check versus in-vehicle technology, smartphone apps, or other 
methods), how often it is collected (e.g., annually vs. quarterly), and how many vehicles are subject to 
the charge. This analysis should be conducted in parallel with the demonstration phase of the pilot 
project in 2020 and 2021, and will feed into the research report containing recommendations to the 
legislature. 

2.6.4. Alternatives 
The RUC collection cost research should examine which governmental agency would be involved, and 
whether reorganization, establishment of a new office, or procurement of additional services may be 
required as well as additional oversight and/or verification of funds and expenditures to capture public 
confidence in the RUC system. Potentially affected agencies outside of HDOT will be involved in these 
discussions as part of this study. 

2.6.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups with an interest in the 
administrative efficiency of RUC collection such as the Department of Taxation, City & County of 
Honolulu, Tax Foundation, and the counties of Maui, Kauai and Hawaii (residents of which specifically 
raised this issue in community meetings), may yield appropriate relevant information as well as open 
potential communications portals. The viability of the various communications portals, such as media 
outlets, and these groups should be presented in the analysis. The writer of this paper should have 
actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with organizations with  a strong interest in the efficiency of 
gas tax systems, such as those listed above. 
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2.7. Enforcement 

2.7.1. Definition of the Issue 
One of the central points of HDOT’s research of RUC for Hawaii is how to ensure the correct reporting 
of an odometer reading, including detection of odometer fraud. Once assessed, the vehicle owner 
would have an obligation to pay RUC whether or not they sell or abandon the vehicle during the next 
year.  

Getting a vehicle safety check is a matter of individual responsibility that each vehicle owner has under 
their control. If someone is late getting a vehicle safety check, this could result in a slightly higher RUC 
payment than if the driver had it done on time, and the next year’s RUC would be that much less as a 
result. 

2.7.2. Relevance to RUC 
RUC operations include three basic elements: reporting of distance traveled by motorists, fee 
collection, and enforcement. The State of Hawaii already has systems in place that do all three of the 
following things in one form or another: 

► Mileage reporting occurs as part of the annual vehicle inspection process, when safety inspectors 
record vehicle odometer readings. 

► Fee collection from motorists occurs in at least two instances annually: between customers and 
safety inspectors, and between customers and county DMVs for vehicle registration. 

► Enforcement by county police of driving and vehicle safety laws, including requiring proof of valid 
inspection and registration. 

Demonstrating the operational feasibility of RUC, then, may seem simple, given the existence of these 
three elements. Even so, a functional RUC system must integrate these three activities into a single 
program while still respecting policy preferences that may emerge from the design of the program. 

2.7.3. Analytical Approach and Alternatives 
Maximizing enforcement starts with making compliance as simple and easy as possible for the greatest 
number of vehicle owners. The research should explore opportunities for maximizing voluntary 
compliance. For those who are not voluntarily compliant, the research should also explore options for 
enforcing RUC in an odometer-based or technology-based system and scenarios specific to the state of 
Hawaii. Some specific situations expressed in community meetings, such as junked cars, change in 
ownership, etc., will need to be examined to determine appropriate policies for new or modified 
enforcement legislation and policies for each way that RUC could be implemented in Hawaii.  

2.7.4. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups with an interest in the 
enforcement of RUC collection such as Tax Foundation and City & County of Honolulu may yield 
appropriate relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. The viability of the 
various communications portals, such as media outlets, and these groups should be presented in the 
analysis. The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with the Tax 
Foundation and City & County of Honolulu. 
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2.8. Gas Tax Removal  

2.8.1. Definition of the Issue 
Hawaii will likely encounter skepticism around the notion of RUC as a replacement for the gas tax, 
along the lines of, “elected officials never do away with a tax.” There is also concern about the burden 
of transitioning from incremental gas tax payments to periodic lump-sum RUC payments. A related 
concern is that even if RUC replaces the gas tax, retail gas stations will not necessarily lower their 
prices in any amount equal to the gas tax – they may be tempted to keep their prices at the previous 
level to increase their profits. 

2.8.2. Relevance to RUC 
Gas tax revenue is one of the largest contributors to the State Highway Fund (30%), but gas tax 
revenues are flattening, and are expected to decline into the future. 

Because the gas tax is levied as a fixed amount per gallon, it: 

► Does not rise and fall with the price of fuel 
► Does not keep pace with inflation 
► Declines on a per-mile basis as vehicles become more fuel-efficient. Even if VMT increases, it is 

expected gas tax revenues will decrease. 
A mileage-based charge stabilizes revenue by tying transportation revenue to road use, not gallons of 
gas consumed. 

► Revenue for road maintenance stabilizes even as the fleet becomes greener, harmonizing 
transportation and energy policy 

► The per-mile rate need not be increased to account for declining fuel consumption 
► Like electricity and water utilities, drivers would pay based on their use of Hawaii’s road system 

2.8.3. Analytical Approach 
This research should begin with assumptions about what a future system might look like, and how it 
could potentially be implemented. The first assumption is that the state (and counties, if they choose to 
participate), would fully not apply a road usage charge and a gas tax to any vehicle at the same time. 
Switching from the old system (gas tax) to a new system (road usage charge) would thus help stabilize 
road funding at current levels. Failure to switch to something new will eventually lead to a significant 
loss of road funding, estimated in the 2016 HDOT feasibility study at approximately 35% less revenue 
per mile than what the gas tax generates today. Therefore, changing the way Hawaii drivers pay for 
roadways, while not increasing revenue, will avoid a shortfall of revenue in the future. 

In the future, if RUC replaces the gas tax, there would be no economic justification for retail fuel 
stations to keep prices of gasoline artificially high in order to maximize their profits. Academic research 
has found that fuel tax increases and decreases are passed on as either additional costs or as savings 
“on average fully and immediately” to consumers. See, for example, “Fuel Tax Incidence and Supply 
Conditions” by Justin Marion and Erich Muehlegger, National Bureau of Economic Research Working 
Paper 16863 (https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf). At least one state that brought legal action 
against companies that tried to keep prices artificially high in order to gouge consumers (the state 
received a large settlement for consumers). This research should explore further the legal 
consequences of artificial price supports following a removal of the gas tax. This research should also 

https://www.nber.org/papers/w16863.pdf
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explore the unique fuel distribution supply chain in Hawaii and whether accepted notions of fuel tax 
pass-through phenomena apply in places like Molokai and Lanai which feature little if any retail fuel 
price competition. 

2.8.4. Alternatives 
This issue merits analysis of alternative approaches to whether or how to use RUC as replacement to 
gas taxes. An alternative, for example, may be that RUC replaces the fuel tax only for vehicles with 
fuel-efficiency ratings above the mid-point where the RUC payment and the fuel tax payments are the 
same and maintain the fuel tax for vehicles below the mid-point. This would avoid the state losing 
revenue by imposing RUC on vehicles for which RUC payments would be less than fuel tax payments 
over the same period. Rather, than drop the price of the fuel for lack of a fuel tax (because there would 
still be a fuel tax for many years until the low fuel-efficiency vehicles increase MPG to above the former 
mid-point) under this scenario, a gas tax credit or offset would have to be maintained. As an aside, the 
research may investigate comparisons of support for RUC over the fuel tax based on ownership of 
vehicle type. 

2.8.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups with an interest in road funding 
issues such as the Department of Taxation and Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii may yield appropriate 
relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. The viability of the various 
communications portals, such as media outlets, and these groups should be presented in the analysis. 
The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with organizations 
which should have concern about the individual taxpayer burden of an annual gas tax payment, such 
as AAA and Appleseed. 

2.9. Road Tax Differentiation by Jurisdiction (Counties) 

2.9.1. Definition of the Issue 
Some residents of Hawaii, and the counties themselves, have expressed interest in the implications of 
RUC for Hawaii’s counties. 

2.9.2. Relevance to RUC 
State statute defines the process for collecting county-level taxes, but refers to county-level ordinance 
as the mechanism to define the rate per gallon. If one or more counties wished to switch from gas tax to 
RUC, three issues would need to be addressed: 

► State statute would need to be updated to provide the flexibility for counties to opt in to RUC. 
► Counties would need to set their own per-mile rate by ordinance. 
► Counties and the state would need to agree on whether to apply county-level RUC rates to vehicles 

regardless of the county in which they are located at the time of mileage reporting and payment, or 
whether to apply their “home county” per-mile rate. This is not currently an issue with fuel tax, since 
the tax is imposed on distributors based on where fuel is to be sold. 

2.9.3. Analytical Approach and Alternatives 
This research should analyze driving in the automated pilot for usage in the counties to determine how 
switching to RUC from a gas tax may impact counties and whether the counties may want to consider 
opting for RUC instead of the county gas tax. 
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2.9.4. Alternatives 
This research should examine the various options for how a county could opt into RUC instead of the 
county gas tax. 

2.9.5. Stakeholders Relevant to Issue 
In doing this analysis, gathering information from stakeholder groups with an interest in funding of 
county roads such as AAA, Department of Taxation, and all the counties with county gas taxes may 
yield appropriate relevant information as well as open potential communications portals. The viability of 
the various communications portals, such as media outlets, and these groups should be presented in 
the analysis. The writer of this paper should have actual, direct contact, in-person, if feasible, with 
organizations with strong interest in county gas taxes, such as AAA, the counties of Maui, Kauai and 
Hawaii, and the City and County of Honolulu. 
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